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The first letter of the alphabet [according to the

order in which the letters are now commonly

disposed; and also according to the original

order, which see in art. Jºs-ºl]: called Ji.

[This name, like most of the other names of

Arabic letters, is traceable to the Phoenician

language, in which it signifies “an ox;” the

ancient Phoenician form of the letter thus called

being a rude representation of an ox's head..] It

is, of all the letters, that which is most frequent

in speech: and some say that, in Ji, in the Kur

[ch. ii. &c.], it is a name of God. (TA.) Its

name is properly fem., as is also that of every

other letter; [and hence its pl. is &# but it

may be made masc.: so says Ks: Sb says that

all the letters of the alphabet are masc. and fem.,

like as& is masc. and fem. (M.) As a letter

of the alphabet, it is abbreviated, [or short, and is

written , as it also is generally when occurring in

a word, except at the end, when, in certain cases,

it is written US,) and is pronounced with a pause

after it: and it is also prolonged: (S, K,” TA:)

[in the latter case, it is written iſ; and this is the

case when it is made a subst.: and when it is not

called a letter, [i.e. when one does not prefix to

it the word Fº-l it is [properly] fem. (S.) Its

dim. is agº!, meaning an el written small, or

obscure, (S, IB,) according to those who make

it ſºm. and who say, 25 ºf and Sly **** but

*5! according to those who say, 25 ºi.

(IB.)=-āli ſproperly so called]is oneof the letters

ofprolongation and of softness and of augmenta

tion; the letters of augmentation beingfen, which

are comprised in the saying, ou 3 e5.J. [“to-day

thou wilt forget it...]: (S.) There are two species

of Călſ; namely, alº) [or soft], and āex-x. [or

mºrent]; the former of which is [properly called

Jī; and the latter, 35-º; ($, TA;) which is a

faucial letter, pronounced in the furthest part of

the fauces [by a sudden emission of the voice after

a total suppression, so that it resembles in sound

a feebly-uttered 2, whence the form of the cha

racter (-) whereby it is represented]; but this

latter is sometimes tropically called Jī; and both

[as shown above] are of the letters of augmenta

tion. ($ in art. 5), and T.A.) There ar, also two

other species of Jī; namely, Jºs Ji [the alif

of conjunction or conneacion, ºr the conjunctive or

conneacive alif); and glé Jºi [the alif of disjunc

tion, or the disjunctive alifj; every one that is

permanent in the connexion of words being of the

latter species; and that which is not permanent,

[i. e. which is not pronounced, unless it is an alif

of prolongation,] of the former species; and this

is without exception augmentative; [but it is some

times a substitute for. a suppressed radical letter,

as in &ſ. originallyJº Or34; whereas the alif of
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disjunction is sometimes augmentative, as in the

case of the interrogative alif [to be mentioned

below, and in other cases]; and sometimes radical,

as in jai and 2i. (S, TA) or, according to

Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà and Mohammad Ibn-Yezeed,

(T, TA) the primary -uſ are threej, the res

being subordinate to these: namely, a.º.el J)

[radical aliſ), (T, K, TA) as in -º and Jeſ

(T) and 3-, (K;) and à:k: Jºi [disjunctive

alſ, as in 3-i (T. 5) and ºi (T) and
J-e-I; (T, K;) and ãº 23 Jºi [conjunctive or

commerive alif), (T, Kj as, inº (T) and

---...ſ. (T. K.)—The Ji which is one of the

letters ofprolongation and of softness is cºlled

aśx\,\! -ă]^)/ [the quiescent alif, and areL-J -ājºl,

which signifies the same]: (MF, TA:) it is an

aerial letter, (Mughnee, MF, TA,) merely a

sound of prolongation after a fet-hah; (T, TA;)

and cannot have a vowel, (IB, Mughnee, MF,)

wherefore it cannot commence a word: (Mugh

nee:) when they desire to make it movent, if it

is converted from 3 or L3, they restore it to its

original, as in cº-ae and cº-º; and if it is not

converted from? or U.S., they substitute for it hem

zeh, as in Jº, in which the hemzeh is a sub

stitute for the in [the sing.] ăuº. (IB.) IJ

holds that the name of this letter is Ş, [pro

nounced lö or lé, without, or with, imáleh, like the

similar names of other letters, as (, and tj and 5

&c.,] and that it is the letter which is mentioned

[next] before Us in reckoning the letters; the J

being prefixed to it because it cannot be pro

nounced at the beginning of its name, as other

letters can, as, for instance, Jo and 2-; and he

adds that the teachers [in schools] err in pro

nouncing its name -iſſ S. (Mughnee.)—The

grammarians have other particular appellations

for aliń. which will be here mentioned. (T, TA.)

—alsº -99) [The unknºwn |alif) is such as

that in Jelš [or Jelš] and Jºets; i.e., every 1,

(T, K,) of those having no original [from which

they are converted, not being originally inor 3.

nor L3, but being merely a formative letter, and

hence, app., termed “unknown”), (T,) inserted

for the purpose of giving fulness of sound to the

fet-hah in a verb and in a noun; (T, K5) and this,

when it becomes movent, becomes 3, as in the

case of* andAlsº, becoming 5 in this case

because it is movent, and followed by a quiescent

!, which is the of the pl., and is also a/2,~6.

(T,)—>|</ &aſ [The alifs of prolongations]

are such as those [which are inserted for the same

purpose of giving fulnessofsound tº the ſet-hah] in

Jºe, for Jºe, and Aulā-, for jus-, and Julx,

for Jºly. (T, K.) In like manner, 5 is inserted

after a dammeh, as in 29JAji; and L3 after a kesreh,

as in Ję. (TA) ...An alif of this species is

also called alsº -ā) [The alif added to give

Julness of sound to a fet-hah preceding it]; and so

is the alif in tº used in imitation [of a noun in

the accus. case; as when one says, $4%<5 (pro

nounced Sº) “I saw a man,” and the person

to whom these words are, addressed says, tº

Whom?]. (Mughnee.)—all aſ Ji [The alif of

annexation, or the annered ali ..] is that which is

an annex to the fet-hah of a rhyme, (T, K,) and to

that of the fem. pronoun ts: in the former case as in

: ... ºffº. L,~is tº 33%

in which is made an annex to the fet-hah of the

& [of the rhym; ; and in the saying in the Kur

ſºxxiii. 10), tº it, &#53, in which the

after the last J is an annex to the fet-hah of that

J; and in other instances in the final words of

verses of the Kur-án, as 9.9% andSº… [in

lxxvi. 15 and 18]: in the other case as inº

and º *. (T.) The difference between it and

J-25), Căji is, that the latter is in the beginnings

of nouns and verbs, and the former is in the end

ings of nouns [and verbs]. (T, K.) It is also

calledJº —s [The alifoſ unbinding, because

the vowel ending a rhyme prevents its being Jºão,

i. e. “bound” by the preceding consonant];

(Mughnee;) and āl-eláJi Ji [the alifoſ the final

nord of a verse of poetry or of a verse of the

Kur-ſin or of a clause of rhyming prose]. (TA.)

[This last appellation must not be confounded

with that which here next follows.]—i.eu.J) JSJ)

[The separating alif) is the which is written after

the 3 of the pl. to make a separation between that

3 and what follows it, as in lsº (T, K) and

bji=, and in the like of loft and l,é. [and

º ; but when a pronoun is affixed to the verb,

this 1, being needless, does not remain: (T:) also

the which makes a separation between the cy

which is a sign of the fem. gender and the heavy

[or doubled] cy [in the corroborated form of the

aor. and imperative], (T, K,) because a triple

combination of J is disliked, (T,) as in [Öºsis

and &# and] jº, (T, K) andjº.

(T,)—alsº cº-ºi (The alf of the light, or

single, noon in the contracted corroborated form

of the aor, and imperative], as in the phrase in

the Kur [xcvi. 15], à-ºu us." [explained in

art. & J. (T. K.) and the phrase [in xii. 32),

&ºual &: tºº, [And he shall assuredly be

of those in a state of vileness, or ignominy],

in both of which instances the pause is made with

! [only, without tenween, so that one saysº

and tºº, and this seems to be indicated in Expo

sitions of the Kur-án as the proper pronunciation

of these two words in the phrases here cited, the

former of which, and the first word of the latter,

1
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I find thus written in an excellent copy of the

Mughnee, with a fet-hah only instead of tenween,

though I find them written in copies of the Kur-án

and of the K with tenween, and for this reason

only I have written them therewith in the first

places above], this being a substitute for the

light cy, which is originally the heavy J : and

among examples of the same is the saying of

El-Aasha, -

* …G && 23 S,

[And praise not thou the opulent, but God do
. . c >>.

thou praise], the poet meaning &-9, but

pausing with an 1: (T:) and accord. to 'Ikrimeh

Ed-Dabbee, in the saying of Imra-el-Keys,

• Jº re-es;* & 4 tº

[what is meant is, Do thou pause that we may

weep by reason of the remembrance of an object

of love, and of a place of abode, for] the poet

Ineans &#, but substitutes for the hight cy;

(TA;) or, accord. to some, Lăş is in this case [a

dual] addressed to the poet's two companions.

(EM p. 4)—Jeº -ºj (The alf of exchange

is that which is substituted for the tenween (T, K)

of the accus ºase when one pauses upon it, (T,)

as in Jºj strºy (T, K [and so in the copy of the

Mughnee mentioned above, but in the copies of

the TI find j,D and J. J.; and the like.

(T,)—Jeº -či [The alif of inability to e;

press what one desires to say), (T,) or Jººl -ą,

[the alif of feigning negligence or heedlessness],

(K,) [but the former is evidently, in my opinion,

the right appellation,] is that which is added when

one says*& and then, being unable to finish

his saying, pauses, saying 9 se Cl, [in the CK

º, prolonging it, desiring to be helped to the

speech that should reveal itself to him, (T, K,)

and at length saying duº, meaning tº say, jf

Jºaº Jºe Cl

[Verily 'Omar is going anay]. (T.) The ! in a

case of this kind is [also] said to be 24-3:0 [for

the purpose of endeavouring to rememberſ; and

in like manner, 5, when one desires to say,

33 2.É. and, forgetting Jºj, prolongs the sound

in endeavouring to remember, and says 2.É.

(Mughnee in the sections on 1 and 3.) It is also

added to a curtailed proper name of a person called

to, or hailed, as in tº tº for 3.4 tº [which is an

he were not unable to express it,

ex, contrary to rule, as 3.4 is masc. and consists

2 o 3 2 :

of only three letters]. (T,)—agº. -ă (The alif

of lamentation], as in sº º [Alas, Zeyd'],

(T, K,) i. e. the after the 5 ; (T;) and one may

say º º, without the of pausation. (Alfeeyeh
~ o O ed J &

of Ibn-Málik, and I’Ak p. 272.)—jº-S) -ă]]

* - sº , ;"

[The alf of disapproval], (T,) or gº -ij}

[which means the same], (Mughnee,) is similar to
c . . . . . . .

that next preceding, as in 89-ºc 2" | [What! Aboo

'Omar?] in reply to one who says, “Aboo-'Omar

came;” the o being added in this case after the

letter of prolongation like as it is in tº tº said

in lamentation. (T.) [The ex. given in the
o ... o ... • - - -

Mughnee is 25-sc 1, as said in reply to one who

says, “I met 'Amr;” and thus I find it written,

with 7; but this is a mistranscription of the inter

\

g - - -

rogative 1, which see below.] In this case it is

only added to give fulness of sound to the vowel;
* * * :

for you say, sº [What 1 the man 2 for
o y J & of

321-911, after one has said “The man stood;”

and§ in the accus. case; and zººi in the

gen. case. (Mughnee in the section on 3. [But

in my copy of that work, in these instances, the

incipient 1, which is an of interrogation, is written

il)—istºl & Cº igiº -º (The aliſ that

is converted from the affired pronoun J, as in

Jjiùù [O my boy,advance thou, forJºſég:

(TA in art, Jr.) ſand 29 (+ 9 (I Ak

p.271) O my wonder at Zeydt for Jºjº Je- \e;]

and in t; tº for cº ū, and tº tº forJº º,

and ºt, (; and º ( for J. G. (T and TA in

artij [This is sometimes writºn US, but pre

ceded by a ſet-hah..]—alº-J -99) [The trans

muted alif, in some copies of the K ãº- -či,

which, as MF observes, is put for the former, is

every that is originally 3 or Us (T, K) movent,

(T,) as in Jú [originally Jºl, and& [originally

&l, (T, K,) and jé [originally 35%), and Jºãº

[originally Jºël. and the like of these. (T.)—

a.º. Jº [The alif of the dual, or rather, of duali

sation], (T, K,) in verbs, (TA,) as in cº

and cºsº, (T, K,) and in nouns, (T,) as in

cºlº (T, K) and cººl; (T,) [i. e.] the
which in verbs is a dual pronoun, as in Saš and

cº, and in nouns a sign of the dual and an

indication of the nom. case, as in cº-j- ($.)—

It is also indicative of the accus. case, as in <º

* [I saw his mouth], (S)-2'- -: [The

alīf of the plural, or of pluralization], as in *-ū-

and Jºs (T, K) and dº and Jes. (T)—

º -i. [The alf denoting the fem. gender],

as in Jº- (Mughnee, K) and (sº- [in which

it is termed à, i. shortened], and the meddeh

in ſº- (K) and as and ſº [in which it is

termed 3334. lengthened!. (TA.)—3-5) -i.

[The alif of adjunction, or quasi-coordination ;

that which renders a word an adjunct to a par

ticular class, i. e. quasi-coordinate to another

word, of which the radical letters are more in

number than those of the former word, (see the

sentence next following,)], (Mughnee, TA,) as

in uji (Mughnee) [or Jº and the meddeh

in file&c.]—º -i. [The alif of multipli

cation, i. e. that merely augments the number of

the letters of a word without making it either

fem. or quasi-coordinate to another, unaugmented,

neord], as in (sº (Mughnee, TA) [correctly

es;&#). in which the [here written L3) is not

to denote the fem. gender, ($ and K in art. 33.5,)

because its fem. is $533, as Mbr. says; ($ and

TA in that art. ;) nor to render it quasi-coordi

nate to another word, (K and TA in that art.,)

as is said in the Lubāb, because there is no noun

of six radical letters to which it can be made to be

so; but accord. to Ibn-Málik, a word is some

times made quasi-coordinate to one comprising
- - 9 - 2, . • - o - ©

augmentative letters, as J-45) is to ~39-1. (TA
© . 2 > * - - -

in that art.)=U-23)] cºl [The alifs of conjunc

tion or conneacion, or the conjunctive or conneacive

alifs], (T, K,) which are in the beginnings of

nouns, (T,) [as well as in certain well-known
9 ced 9 x >, >

cases in verbs,) occur in Jºſ (T, K) and cººl (K)
22.9° 22° 2:3: ; : - oad 9:... o.o.

and āºl and Jūl and Jūl and $2.2 ſ and 39-27
5 dao • *- - -

and2: and e-l, (T, K,) which have a kesreh

to the when they commence a sentence, [or occur

alone, i. e., when immediately preceded by a

quiescence,) but it is elided when they are con

nected with a preceding word, (T,) [by which term

“word” is included a particle consisting of a single
- 9 x ded .noaº.

letter with its vowel,] and Jºel and sº I [and

variations thereof, which have either a fet-hah or

a kesreh to the 1 when they commence a sentence,
- - oad

or occur alone], (K,) and in the article J, the

of which has a fet-hah when it commences a sen
- o - 2 :

tence. (T.)= &la=! • Ji [The alif of disjunction,

or the disjunctice alif.) is in the beginnings of

sing. nouns and of pl. nouns: it may be known

by its permanence in the dim., and by its not
- - 2 - c :

being a radical letter: thus it occurs in J-e-1, of

which the dim. is &--. (I Amb, T:) in pls.

6 , cf. g3i (I Amb, T, K) and

ax-Ji [&c.]: (I Amb, T:) [it also occurs in verbs

of the measure Jaji, aS Jéi, in which cases it

is sometimes -ºw, i. e. privative, (like the

Greek alpha,) as in a si" he did away with in

justice,” which is termed b: and l. 3, inf ns.

of Ja-5:] it is distinguished from the radical 1, as

shown above: (I Amb, T :) or it is sometimes

augmentative, as the interrogative [to be men

- - 6 2.cº.

it occurs in Jºſ) and

- - - . . ~ :

tioned below]; and sometimes radical, as in Jºs

and 2i; and is thus distinguished from the con

junctive 1, which is never other than augmentative.

($)—-iº's Jºaº -ài [The alf denoting

eaccess and deficiency, i. e., denoting the compara

Jºſé

4. [Such a one is more gºrous, or noble, than

thou], (T, K,”) and * _2^\! [more ungenerous,

or ignoble, than thou], (T,) and Jº J.- [the

most ignorant of men]. (T, K.')—5%. Ji

[The alif of signification], (T, K,) as though,

(T,) or because, (TA,) significant of the speaker,

(T, TA,) also called ãººl [the operative], as in

<ājski Uí [I by forgirenes of God], (T, K,)

and 134- Jasieſ [I do thus]. (T.)—23:S -či

[The alif of interrogation, or the interrogative

alif.), (T, S, Msb in art. jº, Mughnee,) as in

25 Jºji [Is Zeyd standing 2), (Mughnee,) and
º, o of 2 o

2-e Al 4'-me
- 9 or ~ 2:

abode, or 'Amr 2], (S,) and Jºj Alâl [Did Zeyd

stand?], said when the asker is in ignorance, and

2 - c :

tire and superlative degrees], as in Lexel

6 c ><

3.j [Is Zeyd with thee, or at thine

- o ~ *

to which the answer is S or sº ; (Msb;) and in
o - d - c.

a negative phrase, as tº-J [Did nºe not dilate,

or enlarge 2 in the Kur xciv. 1]. (Mughnee.)
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When this is followed by another hemzeh, an is

interposed between the two hemzehs, [so that you
2 of £ ~ of~ -

say <3i'i, also written <<!!,] as in the saying

of Dhu-r-Rummeh,

• * ~ o - " - d . . . o . ~£

+ J-S-64 tº 4 º' +

. . . 33 of 2 of : -a - 2-2

+ Lºu Al Al -3W U.J.) Jews *

[O thou doe-gazelle of El-Waqsa between Jelájil

and the oblong gibbous hill of sand, is it thou, or

Umm-Salim 2); (T, S;) but some do not this.

(T.) [It is often conjoined with & as in the

Kur xii. 90, -º-, <35 33; Art thou indeed

Joseph 2) It is sometimes used to make a person

acknowledge, or confess, a thing, (T, M.sb in

art. jº, Mughnee,) and to establish it, (Msb,) as

in the phrase in the Kur [v. 116], J-tu < j} < ū

Ol'<3iſt Didst thou say to men?],(T,)andº

[explained above], (Msb in art. jº,] and in
s

º ~5-3" or< < iſ [Didst thou beat

~ o, . 2 o 2:

Zeyd?], and << *śji(Zeyd didst thou beat?].

(Mughnee.) And for reproving, (T, Mughnee,)
• * or

as in the phrase in the Kur [xxxvii. 153], Jala-2

&:37Jº <ºf [Hath. He chosen daughters in

preference to sons 2], (T,) [but see the next sen

tence, and [in the same ch., verse.93, tº &sº

&:- [Do ye worship what ye hen out 2].

(Mughnee.) And to express a nullifying denial,
• o £2:

as in [the words of the Kurzvii. 42,] = i. ºtii

Üül aš-ši &” 3-5,&Jºº [Hath then

your Lord preferred to give unto you sons, and

gotten for himself, of the angels, daughters ?].

(Mughnee.) And to denote irony, as in [the Kur
• 2 - 2 > *- : * ~ * *- : * ~ * > * > * > * >

xi. 89) ºf 3:4 tº 9; & 925 & 2 (Do

thy prayers enjoin thee that we should leave what

our fathers worshipped 21. (Mughnee.) And to
o-f

denote wonder, as in [the Kur xxv. 47,133 ji

Jú73. -** 4,& [Hast thou not considered

the work of thy Lord, hon, He hath eactended the

... shade?]. (Mughnee.) And to denote the deeming

a thing slow, º tardy, as in [the Kurlvii., 15,)
… wº. ... º ~ o-f

lsº cº, Ju Ji [Hath not the time yet come

for those who have believed?]. (Mughnee.) And

to denote a command, as in [the Kur iii. 19,
o y o 2 o ż

...tº, meaning lsº [Enter ye into the reli

gion of El-Islám]. (Mughnee, and so Jel.) And
--- - - 23 -

to denote equality, occurring after 12- and Julu.
of ~ • -- -

and J3 Le and cº <!, and the like, as in

of or 2

[the Kur lxiii. 6] . . .
2 * *.*.*.* # 9 o', " .. 2 -

~jkº-'lovºke #13
or , o o - d - -

… Jāk-j [It will be equal to them nºnether thou

• G - -

beg forgiveness for them or do not beg forgiveness
- ºr -- 2 o j : ~# -

for them], and in <33 2. <3 Jºel Le [I care

not nhether thou stand or sit]; and the general

rule is this, that it is the hemzeh advening to a

phrase, or proposition, of which the place may be

supplied by the inf. n. of its verb; for one may

say, *** 3 ikºſ ...ie #s. [Equal to them

will be the begging offorgiveness and the not doing

so], and *** *** Júi us [I care not for

thy standing and thy not doing so). (Mughnee.)
* , w 2 :

—alº" -ā) [The alifoſ calling, or vocative alif),

- O. ,

(T, S," Mughnee,” K,) as in 35, meaning 245 tº

to Zºyd, CT, K,) and in J3; &# [o Zºyd,

advance], (S,) used in calling him who is near,

(S, Mughnee,) to the exclusion of him who is

distant, because it is abbreviated. (S.) 1, with medd,

is a particle used in calling to him who is distant,

(Mughnee, K,) as in Jji 3.jſſ Ho there, or soho,

or holla, Zeyd, advance]. (TA.) Az says, You

say to a man, in calling him, &\}ſ and& and

& Uſ (TA) or ú ($ and K in art, ul)—

siſ, for 2ſ, &: see J.– In a dial. of some

of the Arabs, hemzeh is used in a case of pausing

at the end of a verb, as in their saying to a

woman, &; [Say thou], and to two men, Ş,;

[Say yetno], and to a pl. number,#; [Say ye];

but not when the verb is connected with a word

following it: and they say also 5, with a hemzeh,

[for S,) in a case of pausation. (T.) But Ahmad

Tbn-Yahyà says, All men say that when a hemzeh

occurs at the end of a word, [i. e. in a case of

pausation,] and has a quiescent letter before it,

it is elided in the nom. and gen. cases, though

retained in the accus. case [because followed by a

quiescent [], except Ks alone, who retains it in

all cases: when it occurs in the middle of a word,

all agree that it should not be dropped. (T.) AZ

ſhowever] says that the people of El-Hijáz, and

Hudheyl, and the people of Mekkeh and El

Medeeneh, do not pronounce hemzeh [at all]: and

'Eesà Ibn-'Omar says, Temeem pronounce hem

zeh, and the people of El-Hijáz, in cases of

necessity, [in poetry,) do so. (T.)—Ks cites, [as

exhibiting two instances of a rare usage of ii, Ol' 1,

in a case of pausing, in the place of a suppressed

word,

£ 32 ° 2 - 2 - 22 °- • 2 of 2 × 3, 6 × 2 × .

* 13 ×º cy!? Jºë-r-s" " (sº-9 a.º. cº (ex *

£2 c = a a a 2 + 2 -

º 15 cl S] …) º' So +

[written without the syll. signs in the MS. from

which I transcribe this citation, but the reading

seems to be plain, and the meaning, Such a one

supplicated his Lord, and made his words to be

heard, saying, Good is double good; and if evil

be my lot, then evil; but I desire not evil unless

Thou nill that it should befall me]; and he says,
--- £ 3

he means, ºut; & Sl; this being of the dial. of

Benoo-Saad, except that it is [with them] ú, with

a soft [only]: also, in replying to a person who
?.

says, “Wilt thou not come?” one says, G, mean

ing tº Jºë [Then go thou with us]; and in

like manner, by its, in the saying above, is meant

3. (TA.)= Hemzeh also sometimes occurs as

a verb; * i. e. ! with the of pausation added,

being the imperative of Ugly as syn. with Jes.

(Mughnee.)= [As a numeral, I denotes One.]

~!

1. ii. (T, S, M., &c.) aor. 2, (M. K.) agree.

ably with analogy in the case of an intrans. verb

of this class, (TA,) and 2, (AZ, T, S, M, K,)
3.

contr. to analogy, (TA) inf n. ii (T, S, M, K)
- ~ 2:

and ºff (M, K) and ºi and #8 (S. M, K)

and ić, (M3) and v. 37 [written with the dis

junctive alif <!]; (T, K5) He prepared him

self, (AZ, S, M, A, K,) and equipped himself,

(AZ, S, A,) for (U) departing, or going away,

(AZ, S,) or for journeying: (M, A, K:) or he

determined upon journeying, and prepared him

self. (T.) El-Aasha says,

- - - * * o o 5 e.-- - O - -

* **** _*}-el Lºs -º-e +

* • * * *, * f. , 2 & 2 ~ ; oz of

*** -2 \ete Jºl, Jº & +

(T, S, M, TA,) i. e. I cut [in effect, while I did

not really cut] you : for like one who cuts is a

brother who has determined and prepared to go

anay. (TA.) [Hence,) 2% S3 Jºe S, [or

~% S5 -\º S.] a prov. [which see explained in

art. ---. (TA.) [And hence the saying, Jº

•º, (S, M, K) and sº, and º, (M) He

is in his [state of, or he is engaged in his, pre

paration or equipment [for departing or journey

ing]. (S, M., K.) The hemzeh in 3. is sometimes

changed into 5 ; and thus 3. inf. n. 23, signi

fies He prepared himself to assault, or charge, in

battle. (T, TA)—& ºi, and &l, His

way, or course, of acting, or conduct, or the like,

was, or became, rightly directed, or ordered. (M,

K)—"º ji, q.3.2; 3:23, (K) which signi.

fies He tended, repaired, betook himself, or di

rected his course, towards him, or it: (Sand Msh

in art. Jºa5:) and also, he pursued his (another's)

course, doing as he (the latter) did. (L in art.

*2)—“k, J. M. (M.K.) aor. : (IDrd,

M, K) and *, (K) inf n, ºi (AA, S, M, K)

and 4% and ºff (M, K) and ºi, (TA) He

yearned for, longed for, or longed to see, his home.

(AA, S, M, K.)

8: see 1, first signification.

3:

*',

10. *::: He adopted him as a father; an

extr. form; (IAar, M.;) from Ji, a dial. var. of

* 28, 2 w ºt

Ji. (TA:) regularly, out…l. (M.) And Ju
: : - 28, 2 -

Uí and ū •-ºut-l He adopted a father. (TA in

art. 3".)

6 :

~! : see art. 571.

*: Herbage, (M, K,) whether fresh or dry :

(M,” K,” TA:) or pasture, or herbage which

beasts feed upon, (Fr, AHn, Zj, T, S, M, A,

Msb, K,) of n-hatever kind, (AHn, Zj,) [or]

not somen by men: (Msb:) it is, to cattle and

other beasts, what fruit is to men : (Mujáhid,

T, Msb:) or mºhaterer gron's upon the face of

the earth; ('Atà, Th, T, M ;) whatever vegeta

ble the earth produces : (K,” TA:) and also,

green herbage, or plants: (K,” TA:) and, as

some say, stran, (Jel in lxxx. 31, and TA,) be

cause cattle eat it: (TA:) or herbage prepared

for pasture and for cutting : (TA:) accord. to

IF, (Msb,) dried fruits; because prepared for

winter (Bq in lxxx. 31, and Msb), and for jour
3 *

neying: (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] isi, originally

o: 3 - 2 - - - * -

Jºi. (I’Ak p. 307.) You say, J-M & 89&
3 :

~')"

- * ~ *

a) eºs, meaning Such a one's seed-produce
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[or grain] increased, and his pasture became

ample. (A)= Also a dial var. of 3, 4 father.

(T, and MF from the Tes-heel of Ibn-Málik.)
* 2: a £

=a -ſ; see 1.

ići and ãº A nay, or course, of acting, or

conduct, or the like. (M, K.) [See 1.]

& The time, or season, of a thing: (Msb:)

or the time of the preparing, or making ready, of

a thing: (Mgh:) as, for instance, of fruit: (Mgh,

Msb:) it is of the measure &Sº, (Mgh, Msb,)

fromj in the first of the senses assigned to it

above, (Mgh,) the J being augmentative; (Msb;)
6 & 2 ºf

or of the measure Jº, (Mgh, Mºb) from cºl

“he watched” or “observed” a thing, (Mgh,)

the J being radical : (Msb:) but the former

derivation is the more correct. (Mgh.) [See also

art. Jºl.]

Ja-'

3- The first of a series of eight nords com

prising the letters of the Arabic alphabet [in the

order in nihich they were originally disposed,

agreeing with that of the Hebrew and Aramaic,

but with six additional letters: they are variously

written and pronounced; generally as follows:
© ... • O - 2 o . ~~ o 2 o o 2. ~ 0 w > 0 a ~ 0 < ct

&la- Jºs-B -º Jaka-' c *-jºº ºs-l:

but the Arabs of Western Africa write the latter

four thus: Jºlº Jº c-,3 Jaša-2]: (K and

TA in art. Jºs-y: [in both of which are related

several fables concerning the origin of these

words:]) accord. to the general opinion, the word

Jºs-ºl is of foreign origin, [like each of the words

following it, and therefore its first letter [as well

as each of the others] is a radical. (TA.) [Hence,
.9 × 2

3-5) signifies The alphabet. You say -35/-

2.38. The letters of the alphabet.—It is proba

ble (as De Sacy has observed in his Ar. Gram.,

2nd ed., i. 8,) that the Arabic alphabet originally

consisted of only twenty-two letters: for some of

the ancient Arabs called Saturday Jººl, Sunday

jº, and so on to cºs inclusive; calling Friday

àºe.— In the lexicon entitled “El-'Eyn,” the

letters of the alphabet are arranged nearly ac

cording to their places of utterance; as follows:

&" c. o, & & 3, 49, &’ cº, Cº, cº, J’, j, le,

>, >, lº, 3, “’, 3, J. J., “”, -, *, *, *, Jº

and this order has been followed in the Tahdheeb

and Mohkam and some other lexicons.]

º

• * a 2:

1. 33, aor. 2, inf. n. 2341, He remained, stayed,

abode, or dwelt, (T, S, M, K,) constantly, con

tinually, or permanently, without quitting, (T,
- - ~ 2:

L,) Jº in a place; (T, S, M, K;) and so ºl

having for its aor.º. (TA)—º, (§, M, A, &c.,)

aor. . and , (T, S, M, L, Mºb, K.) inf n. 3, is

(M, L, Mºbi) and "ºu; (T, M, A, Mgh, L;)

He (a beast) became wild, or shy; syn. Jº-º:

(S, M, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K.) [because wild

animals live long, unless killed by accident; ac

cord. to what is said by As and others in explana

tion of 3.3 (sing. $º) applied to animals, as

meaning wild:] took fright, and fled, or ran anay

at random : (Mgh:) took fright at, and shunned,

mankind. (T, Mgb.) 3. also signifies The

shrinking from a thing, or shunning it; syn. Jsº-

(Kull pp. 30 and 31.) And ºi, (S. K.) aor. :

(K3) and "...ſº (A, K.) He (a man, S, A)

became unsocial, unsociable, unfamiliar, or shy;

like a mild animal; syn. J-5. ($, A, K.)—

[Hence]." (K) or , infn ºcta) the

(a poet) made use, in his verses, of words, or

phrases, strange, unusual, unfamiliar, or far from

being intelligible, (K,” TA,) such as were not

understood (K) at first sight, or on first gon

sideration. (TA.)—[And perhaps from Jººl in

the sense explained above, but more probably, I

think, by the substitution of f for 2,] ..., aor. 2,

(T, S, &c.) inf n. Jºi, (L.) He (a man, S) was

angry; (T, S, M, L, K;) as also* and “s and

< and <e. (T, L.) You say, 4. 3. IIe nas

angry with him. (L.) * -

2. 2. inf. n. &#. IHe made, or rendered,

perpetual. (S, K.) (see also the pass. part. n.

below.] º Jaji2 is a phrase used as though

meaning "sº eſ_j [I did not a deed ever to

be remembered, or mentioned]. (Ham p. 191.)—

He, or it, made [a beast] to take fright; to be

come mild, or shy. (K.L.)

5. tº see 1, in two places.– He (a man)

was long distant from his home; expl. by 3.ju.

&#; (K;) or was long in a state of celibacy;

égé c.JU2, as in one copy of the K: (TA;) and

became little in need, or little desirous, of nomen.

(K.)— It (a place of abode or sojourning) be

came deserted [by mankind]: (T, M, K:) and

became inhabited by wild animals. (T, M., A.)

&
º

*]: see *!.

6 -É - 6 o',

Jºel Time, syn. As, ($, M, Msb, K,) in an
9 o .

absolute sense : (TA:) or a long time, syn. As

Jºsé (A, and Mgh: [and this may be meant

in the S &c. by the syn. As alone, q.v.:]) or,

properly, a long time (U2312 JAX) that is unlimited:

(Msb, TA:) or an extended space of time that

is indivisible; for you say 134-& “ the time

of such a thing,” but not 134- 3 i. (Er-Răghib :)

[and generally, time, or duration, or continuance,

or eacistence, without end; endless time, &c.; pro

spective eternity; opposed to Jji, which signifies

“time, or duration, &c., without beginning:” (see

the latter word for further explanations, &c.:) each

of these significations may be meant by the ex

planation in the S and M and K, which is also

given in the Msb: each correctly applies in par

ticular instances:] pl. [of pauc.] stſ (S, M, Msb,

K) and [of multis, & M, K) and 3.3% of

which an ex. will be found below]: but the use

of these pls. is restricted to particular cases, to

signify portions of time, or to serve as corrobora

tives to the sing.: (MF:) as signifying an ex

tended indivisible space of time, [or the like,

Jºf should have neither dual nor pl. ; but Sºſ is

sometimes said, when the sing, is restricted to

denote a particular part, or portion, of the whole

of that to which it applies, in like manner as a

generic noun is restricted to a special and partial

signification: some, however, have mentioned

stſ as being post-classical; not of the language

of the Arabs called tº J. (Er-Răghib.)

33 Jº& Ju [The time became long to

Lubad, the last, and the longest of life, of Luk

mán's seven vultures, to the term of the life of

which his own term of life was decreed to extend,

is a proverb applied to any thing that has been of

long duration. (M.) And you say, 9. Aſ *śń

su.S.º stºl Jºsk [May God grant thee a

life long in duration (lit. durations, the pl. form

being used not in its proper sense, but to give

intensiveness of signification), and remote in limit

(lit. limit.)]. (A) And tº sº J. & Gº
This nas a long time ago. (Mg.) And *3;&

(TA) and "3, 3, ($, M, TA) meaning ºs

[in an intensive sense]; (TA;) [A long, or an

endless, period of time;] like as you say,232,

(S) or Jes Jºs. (M.) [In each of these phrases,

the latter word is added as a corroborative, or to

give intensiveness to the signification.] 28, and

28 and [in an intensive sense, as will be seen

below.) ºf28 and 28 28, accord. to different

recitals of a trad, signify To the end of time; for

ever; and for ever and ever. (TA.) 3. is an adv. n.,

of which the signification includes all future time;

[meaning Ever; like is in relation to past time;]

(El-Khafájee, El-Bedr Ed-Demámeenee, MF;)

and 28 Jé signifies the same. (TA) [So, too,
does 38, unless used in a limited sense known

to the hearer.] When you say, 3. &le; ‘j,

you mean, [I neill not speak to him as long as I

live, or henceforth, or ever; or I will never speak

to him; i. e.,] from the time of your speaking to

the end of your life. (Mºb) [In this case, ºf

may also be considered as a mere ºrroborative. It

is used in both these ways (“tº and*5-9)

in affirmative as well as negative sentences. For

exs. of its use in affirmative sentences, see the

Kur xviii. 2 and iv. 60, &c.] One also says,

& S (S, M., A) and jíº, (T, K,) sº ...,

(T, M, A, K,) which, though of classical autho

rity, is said to be no evidence of the use of Sul as

a pl. of 3: in a general way by the Arabs of the

classical ages, as it is here added merely as a cor

roborative, as Jji is in the phrase JjS. Jī;

(MF) and 6.2.8, 3., (M., A.K.) in which the
latter word is not a rel. n., for if so it would be

&ješ, but app. a pl. (M) like Örºſs (M,

Kj and '3.25 º' (S. K.) like as you say,

&º 235 ($) and "iſºl ºf (M, K.)

and "º 3.5 (T, S, M, A, K.) and 3.

'º'; (M. K3) and 28 ºff; (K) and ºf
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*:15 (M,K; [in the T ºf 34;]) all of

which phrases are the same in meaning; (K;)

[i. e. I will not do it, and I will not come to him,

(or aeji S may here mean the same as a last y,)

during the endless space ofall future times, or time;

or the like; or for ever and ever; eis atóva rāv

atóvov; in seculum seculorum; in omne a-vum;]

the last word in every case being a corroborative.

(M.F.)- Also, [for 2. 23, and (applied to a

fem. n.) 2. *ś, Lasting : or everlasting. (S,

2. ~£ 22 - . ~ 3 -á, -e 3

A, K.) So in the saying, 3. 3,4-º'5 3. \ºwl

[The present state of eacistence is limited in dura

tion, but the final state of existence is everlasting].

(Obeyd Ibn 'Omeyr and L.) And & signifies

[The Everlasting; i. e. God; because He alone
w -5 -

is "Cººl Lºug| The Enduring without end or

cessation; for the Muslims hold that all living

creatures (even the angels) must die, and be

raised again to life: or] The Ancient without

beginning. (K.)=Also Offspring that is a year

old. (K.)

g

3. Unsocial, unsociable, unfamiliar, or shy;

like a mild animal; applied to a man, and to a

young camel : (S, L:) and "...], applied to a

female slave, and to a she-ass, signifies shunning

mankind, shy, or nild. (K.) [See also 31)=

See also *}, in four places.

34; see ºil-This word, (Lih, Ish, S.K.)

said by Lth and ISh to be the only word of its

measure heard from the Arabs except J. and

& and Jad-, but Az says that he had not
--

heard the last two from any person worthy of

reliance, and that they are pronounced tº and

º º 6 : 4 o' -

J.-, (L) (see Jºl and '3; and "...], (K.)

which are thought by Az to be dial. vars. of the

first, (L.) applied to a female slave, and to a

she-ass, signify Prolific; that breeds, or brings

jorth, plentifully; ($, K;) and *...; and *śj

(Aboo-Málik, TA) and *śl, (Aboo-Málik, K,)

applied to a she camel, signify the same: (Aboo

Málik, K, TA:) and Jºl (Lth, ISh, L) and "...i.

(M, L.) applied to a female slave, (M., L.) and

to a she-ass, (Lth, ISh, M, L,) and to a mare,

(M, L,) that brings forth every year; (Lth, ISh,

L;) or applied as a pl. to the female slave and

the mare and the she-ass, that breed, or bring

forth: (M, L:) and cºlº the female slave and

the mare. (K, TA.) In the following saying,

º' ess 3- S - 3:13-1&i &

+ 4.32% tº Jé J, +

[Hard fortune will not depart save nith the for

tune which is the necessary attendant of the pos

sessor of the female slave, as long as he possesses

her, (or, if we take Uss in the sense of •º, salºe

with the fortune of this female slave,) who every

wear (tº being redundant) brings forth, Jºji

means the female slave because her being prolific

is an obstacle to prosperity, and is not good for

tune; i.e., she only increases evil [and brings

reproach upon her master by bearing him children;

for the Arab in ancient times was considered as

dishonoured by his having a child by a slave].

(S.) The Arabs also said, & 3.J. & &

*3.9 S., meaning Nothing nill attain to the

object of removing hard fortune save female

slaves and beasts or cattle which breed, or bring

forth. (M, L: [in the latter of which is added,

3.32% Jé L; in every year bringing forth.])

• -

3-ºl : 6.

22 See *!.

3-ºl:

3 -g * 2:

Ugºl: see ºwl, last sentence but one.

ãº [The quality, or attribute, of unlimited,

indivisible, Or endless, duratiºn; everlastingness].

(M, K.) See *i-º-º-º: a term applied to

Sayings of n:hich the following is an eac.: 45ſ S
** * * * o ~ * >

ãº,23-4 Jº (c. (M in art. -5,-2 ſq. v.]; &c.)

3, i. See 3.1.

9 : •* -

Jewſ: see Jºl, in three places.

3.1 Remaining, staying, abiding, or dwelling,

constantly, continually, or permanently, in a place;

applied to a man [and to a bird]. (L.) And 3.5i

[pl. of $3.7 Birds that remain in a country con

stantly, winter and summer; (T, L;) cºnt; of

&blº. (A, L.)—For the phrases ºf 3.

&-S 23, See 3.1.–A mild animal; (M, L,

Msb;) that shuns, and takes fright at, mankind,

&c. : (L, Msb:) fem. with 3: pl. [properly fem.]
… • ai

3.3, (M, Mgh, L,) and [masc. and fem.] 3.j:

(M, L.) and "3," is syn. with 31; (M3) as

also *3;[... (A.) Wild animals are called 3.5i

(S, M, L, K) and 3; (M, L, K) because they

endure for a long, or [naturally] unlimited, time;

(M, L;) because they do not die a natural death,

(As, M, L, K,) but from some evil accident; and

the same is asserted of the serpent. (As, M, L.)

[See also 3...] [Hence,) 2.38 33 + The light,

or active, horse, nhich overtakes the wild animals,

and nihich they can hardly, or never, escape: so

called because he prevents their escaping the

pursuer like a shackle. (Msb.) [See also art. Jºš.]
• 3 • 2 w" ~ * ~ * > . w

[Hence also the saying, JºJº UA3Jºã3 Jºls! ~~!

t[Benefits are fugitive, or fleeting; therefore de

tain ye them by gratitude]. (A trad.)

$ºf fem. of 3.1, q. v.— Also, [as a subst.,]

+A deed, (Harp. 364,) or a calamity, (S, M,

K,) ever to be remembered, or mentioned, (S, M,

K, Har,) by reason of its extraordinary nature,

and its grievousness: (Har:) or a great, or

Jºl and

formidable, event, at nihich people take fright, or

are alarmed: (TA:) or a strange, alominable,

or evil, thing : (Ham p. 627:) pl. Jºls". (K.)

You say,sº& ā- Such a one did, or brought

to pass, ſa deed or] calamity ever to be remem

bered, or mentioned. (S.) See also 2. – f A

strange, an unusual, or an unfamiliar, nord or

saying 5, one far from being intelligible; (M;)

pl. Jºls', signifying ea pressions of subtile mean

ings ; so called because remote from perspicuity.

(Msb.)—The pl. also signifies : Strange, un

usual, unfamiliar, or extraordinary, rhymes, or

ºrses, or poems; syn. Jºsé &- 9%, (S,) or

xy- *55. (K.) El-Farezdak says,

* * * on - - - © - O -

" _º|29, Jºe lº & -

• 6 ºf 3 - 2 • f.

* 3–a–sº * Lºº's!»

[Ye will not attain to my nobility with the igno

bleness of your father, nor to my extraordinary

verses by arrogating to yourselves the verses of

other men]. (S.) [See ...i.
6 * ~ *

Jºe [Made, or rendered, perpetual].
You

2 & 2 × 2 o', ; 2 of

say, Jºe (A35 a…,' -ºš He made his land an

unalienable bequest for pious uses in perpetuity,

not to be sold nor to be inherited. (T.)- Also,

with 3, A she-camel that is nild, and intractable,

or unmanageable; syn. icº. i-3. (K.)

ºw: * -

*** :

-

6 -

See Jºl.

Jº!

1. º.k. i (S.K.) aor. : and *, (K) inf

Il. j, (TA,) He gave the dog, to eat, a needle in
~~f

bread: (S, K:) and [app., in like manner, Jºl

ătă, he gave the sheep, or goat, to eat, a needle in

its fodder: for you say, šuº , sº the sheep, or

goat, ate a needle in the fodder. (A.)—ajºl

Ji- f The scorpion stung him with the eac

tremity of its tail. ($, M, A, K.)–9. He

spoke evil of him behind his back, or in his absence,

or othernise, nºith truth, or though it might be

with truth; or defamed him; (IAar, T, A, K,)

and annoyed him, or hurt him. (IAqr, T, A.)

=}, (T, S, A, Mºb, K) aor. - and , inf n.

; (M, Mºb, K) and jū and #4 (M,K) He

fecundated a palm-tree [by means of the spadix of

the male tree, which is bruised, or brayed, and

sprinkled upon the spadix of the female; or by

inserting a stalk of a raceme of the male tree into

the spathe of the female, after shaking off the

pollen ofthe former upon the spadix of the ſºmale

(see &#1)]; (T, S, A, Msb;) as also "rºl, (S,

A,) inf. n. 3.5. (S:) or the latter has an inten

sive and frequentative signification [meaning the

doing so much, or frequently, or to many palm

trees]: (Msb:) and the former ($, M, A, K.)

and W latter, (M, A, K,) he dressed, or put into a

good or right or proper state, a palm-tree, (S, M,

A, K,) and seed-produce, (M, K,) or any thing,

as, for instance, a snare for catching game. (A

Hn, M.) You say also, āśl sº and '-º',

and <es, The palm-tree wasfecundated. (Aboo

'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā, L.)= rºl, aor. 2, He, (a man,

TA,) or it, nas, or became, in a good or right or

proper state. (T, K.)

2: see 1, in three places.

5.* It (a palm-tree, A and Msb, or a young

palm-tree, S) admitted, or received, fecundation :

(S, A, Msb:) it became fecundated of itself. (S.)

8. §37 (written with the disjunctive alifºl]

He asked him to fecundate, or to dress, or put

into a good or right or proper state, his palm

trees, ºr his seed-produce. (T, S, M," K.)= See

also jº.

ãº, A needle; (T, Msb;) an iron al- (M,
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K.) pl. , (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and jū. (M. K.)

—fThe sting, or eactremity of the tail, of a

scorpion; (S,” M, A, K5) as also *}: ; of which

latter the pl. is*: (A:) and of a bee. (A.)-

f The extremity of a horn. (A.)– f The [privy]

member of a man. (TA.)—gº § f The eac

tremity of the elbow; (Zj in his Khalk el-Insán;

and A;) the extremity of the 8% [here mean

ing the ulna] of the arm, (K,) from which the

measurer by the cubit measures; (TA;) [this

being always done from the extremity of the

elbow;] the eartremity of the bone from which the

measurer by the cubit measures: the extremity of

the os humeri which is next to the elbow is called

the #: and the& of the elbow is between the

tº and the £93, 3rºl: (T:) or a small bone,

the head of n!hich is large, and the rest slender,

3 : (TA voce tº :)

893 : (S, M. : or a

bone, (as in some copies of the K,) or small bone,

(as in other copies of the K and in the M,) which

latter is the right reading, (TA,) even with the

extremity of the 25 [which is applied to the ulna

and to the radius] of, or from, (J-8,) the 893 [or

fore arm] to the eartremity of the finger. (M, K.)

-ãº also signifies f The bone of n-hat is

compactly joined to the

or the slender part of the

termed -.5% § [i.e. of the heel-tendon of a

man, or of the hock of a beast], (M, K,) which is

a small bone adhering to the Jºsé [i. e. to the

ankle or to the hock]: (M, TA:) and [app. more

correctly “or”] the slender part of the 233,2

[or hock] of the horse : (M,” K,” TA:) in the

Jºe [or two hocks] are [what are terined]

cº, which are the external extremity of each

hock. ($.)—See also 5...
3 o & •

Jº!: See jú.

jº, a subst. [signifying The fecundation of a

palm-tree]: ($:) or it is an inf. n. : [see 1:] or

it signifies a palm-tree whereof the spadia is used

for the purpose of fecundation. (Msb.)

3:1; see …..

jj A maker of needles : (T, M. K.), and (I.

seller thereaf: or the latter is called "&", of

which & is "gºmpton. (K.)—tThe flea.

(K.)=See also jº, in art. 39.

3:1 One who fecundates a palm-tree, or palm

trees: who dresses, or puts into a good or right or

proper state, a palm-tree, or palm-trees, or seed

produce ; (T, TA;) or any work of art; and

hence applied to the fecundater of the palm-tree.
43 - . -

(Aboo-'Abd-Er-Rahmán, T.A.)—3.1 (→ U, #There

is not in it [namely the house (3|JI)] any one.

(TA from the Expositions of the Fs.)
6.-d

See jº.

34. The place [or case] of the needle. (K.)—

tThe tongue.(L.)—See also§ :—and

g

Jºlo :

Also, (T, L, K,) and ºt, (T, L.) and ºxi,

(M5b,) That, (Msb, K,) [namely] what is called

**, (T, TT,) or Jº- (so in a copy of the T,)

[in the L and TA it is said to be “like (what is

termed) J.-J.,” thus written with the unpointed

, and without any syll. signs, perhaps a mis

transcription for **, and doubtless meaning the

anthers, or the pollen,) with nihich palm-trees are

fecundated. (T, L, Msb, K.)

§3. (Lh,š, M, K) and ºf, and *; (M,

K) 1 Malicious and mischievous misrepresenta

tion; calumny; or slander; (Lh, S, M, K;)

and the + marring, or disturbance, of the state of

union or concord or friendship or love between a

people or betnceen two parties: (Lh, S.K. TA:)

p. 3... (S.M.) You say, Jº Ji ... <!-
o “. 2.3 °o,” © . . .”

…U.J) sº cº-º-º:3 f [Their internal states, or

qualities, became bad, or evil, or corrupt, and

in consequence calumnies became current among

them]. (A.)

3.3% see what follows.

a 232

39;u. A dog that has had a needle given him,

to eat, in bread: (S:) and, with 3, applied to a

sheep or goat (30%) that has eaten a needle in its

fodder, and in nºbose inside it has stuck fast; in

consequence of which the animal eats nothing, or,

if it eat, the eating does it no good. (TA.) It is

said in a trad, ºtº -kje& The believer

is like the dog that has had a needle given to him,

to eat, in bread. (S.) [Accord. to Ibr D, the

meaning is, that he is generous and incautious, so

that he is easily deceived.]= Also, (T, S, A,)

and º, (S,) A palm-tree fecundated: (T, S,

A:) and the same, and seed-produce, dressed, or

put into a good or right or proper state. (T,TA)

The former is the meaning in the phrase as
4 - 232 -

3,32%, (T, S,) occurring in a trad., [q. v. voce

×t. i. e. A ron of palm-trees [or perhaps a

tall palm-tree] fecundated: or, as some say, this

phrase means a ploughshare properly prepared

for ploughing. (TA.)

Jael

1. a, aor. : (S, A, K) and , (L) inf n.
> *

Jº ($) and Jº, (L,) He tied, or bound, the

pastern of his (a camel's) fore leg to his (the

camel's) 2–4, [or arm], so that his fore leg became

raised from the ground; ($, A, K,) *. also

*4at ; ($, K.) and accord. to IAar, Jai sig

nifies [simply] the º: of tying, or binding. (TA.)
6 o

=[Also, inf. n. Ja!, He loosed him, or it: for
6 of: G - d .

Jawi also signifies the act of loosing; syn. acks.j;
3. … -

i.e. contr. of Jº: (IAar, K:) thus bearing two

contr. significations. (TA.)= Also, (K,) inf. n.

Jael, (TA,) He hit, or h urt, his vein called the
- • * º; c.

Jéºl. (K, TA)= Jael, (S, L, IS,) inf. n. Jaw);

(TA3) and Jaj; ($, L, K:) It (the vein called:

u_j) became contracted, ($, L. K.) and strength

ened the hind legs; (L5) as also " Jaºs ($, L:)

and "Jaft in the hind legs signifies their being

contracted (A, TA) and tense: (TA:) Jºë of

3 - 2

the hind legs of a horse, and 2-3 [or contrac

tion] of the vein above mentioned, are qualities

approved; and the latter is known by means of
6 cº

the former. (AO, TA.)=v&ºi also signifies

The being in a state of rest, or motionless. (IAar,

K.)=And The being in a state of motion: (I

Aqr, K:) thus, again, having two contr. signifi

cations. (TA.)

5. Jat He (a camel) had his pastern of his

fore leg tied, or bound, to his arm, so that his

fore leg became raised from the ground. (S, K.)

You say, Jºë tºle Jää [He contracted him

self as though he had his leg thus bound]. (A,

TA.)—e at She (a woman) sat in the posture

of the "Jat. [app. meaning having her shanks

pressed back against her thighs]. (TA)—see

also Jº, in two places. =&au. See 4 ai.

a #2

see Jague.=

6 of • 23 g ga}

Jael, or Jaw", or J*}, or Jael

Also, the first, i. q. Jºs [Time; or a long period

of time; or a period of time whether long or short;
6 **

&c.]: pl. Jalal. ($, K.)

Jú The cord, or rope, with nihich the pastern

of a camel's fore leg is tied, or bound, to his arm,

so that his fore leg is raised from the ground:
• 28 ~~3

(AS,S, A, K.) pl. Jºi. (K.) The dim. is "Jºi.

(S.)— A certain vein (Jºe) in the hind leg (AO,

K) of a horse. (AO.)

Jº, (K) or tº:Jº (ISh,) A very snift

horse: (ISh, K:) as though he bound up his hind

legs by the quickness with which he raised them

when he put them down. (ISh.)
• *-3 5 *

Jase' : see Jººl.

Jat. The inner side of the knee (S, A, K) of

any thing: ($:) or the inner sides of the two

knees are called cºul tal. (T, TA:) or any

part upon nihich a man bends, or folds, his thigh :

or n:hat is beneath each thigh, in the prominent

places of the loner parts thereof; or the inner

side of each thigh, as far as the belly: and also

the wrist; the joint of the hand in the fore arm:

(TA:) and in the camel, (K,) [i. e.] in each of

the fore legs of the camel, (T, TA,) the inner side

of the elbon : (T, K,TA:) as also 'Ji, (IDrd,

K;) or, as in [some of] the copies of the $ in

art. Jax, "-ºff [in one copy of the S 'Ji,

and in another, imperfectly written;] but some

write it W Jº!: and one says, alº 3-, mean
- ~ *

ing He put his hands, or arms, beneath his knees,

from behind, and then carried him. (TA.) The
º § 2. .x º',

pl. of Jague is Jague. (S.)

• ?. -

Jºu. A camel having the pastern of his fore

leg tied, or bound, to his arm, so that his fore leg

is raised from the ground; (A,” TA;) as also

"Jaſt. : (S:) or the latter, having his fore shank

bound to his arm with the Jell. (K.)= Hit, or

hurt, in the vein called the Jaúl. (TA.)

tº Jé. Thº, crow: because it hops as

though it were Jºlº. (K.)

Jºſé See Jºt. and see 5.=Also Having

the rein called Jºº! in a tense state. (TA.)

law!

* 2 ºf

1. alaº! i. q. alºs, q. v. : (IAar, Az, $gh, K:)

said of God. (K.)

5. Alºu He put it (a thing, S, Mgh, Mºb)

beneath his* [or arm-pit]; (S, Mºb, K;) or in
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º

his ºl. (Mgh)— Hence, (K) 5% ºt, the

surname of Thābit the son of Jābir ($, K) El

Fahmee: (S:) because they assert that the sword

never quitted him: (S:) or because he put be

neath his arm-pit a quiver of arrows, and took a

bow, or put beneath his arm-pit a knife, and came

to an assembly of Arabs, and smote some of them.

(K.) It is invariable: but if you desire to express

the dual or pl., you say, º ºt 35 and £5233

º, or you say tºe and ...ie. (S.) It does

not admit of the formation of a dim., nor is it

abridged5 (S.K.) but some of the Arabs used

to say layu [so written with refa], using a single

word, accord. to Sb, as is said in the L. (TA.)

Its rel, n, is "Jeſú. ($, K.)—[Hence also]

Ú53& bºt #Such a one placed such a one

under his protection. (TA)—it also signifies

He put his 49. (S,) or garment, (Mgh, K.)

under his right arm, and then thren [a portion

of] it over his left shoulder, (S, Mgh, K,) in

prayer, or in 29-. ; (Mgh;) as also &º.

(S.) [See also&l

i. [The armpit;] the inner side of the shoulder

joint ; (ISd, K.) or the part beneath the cº

[which signifies the arm, upper arm, armpit, and

wing, &c.]: (S, Msb:) also written "lºl, (Msb,

K;) which is said to be a dial. var. by some of

the moderns; but this is strange, on account of

what is said respecting Jºli (Msb;) for Sb says

that there are only two substs. of the measure Jaš,

which are J. and J.-: and one epithet, namely

* . other instances have been mentioned, but

their transmission from Sb is not established :

(Msb. in art. Jºl:) it is also said that there is no

other word like J4; but this means, in its origi

nal form, and does not deny that there are words

like it by the insertion of a second vowel like the

first, such as this and many other words: (TA:)

[see also 34:1 it is fem.; (Mgh ;) or masc. and

fem. ; ($, Msb;) sometimes the latter; (Lh, K;)

but the making it masc. is more approved: (TA:)

Fr cites, from certain of the Arabs, the phrase,

(S,) al.] <5. Ji- 9: & [And he raised

the nhip sº that his armpit shone] : (S, Mºbi)

the pl. is Pul. ($, Msb, K.)—[Hence,) -->

tºº»º Lú ! [He hit the secret and occult

particulars of the affairs]. (A, TA [followed by

the words ºbsº (sº-3 &#5, a pleonastic

addition, merely explaining what goes before.])

–And sjúJ. Lºſ* ! [He traversed the

7'ecesses of the desert]. (TA.)- And J.- ſº

+ The foot, or bottom, or lonest part, (**) of a

mountain. (TA.)- And Jº, k! + The place

where the main body of sand ends: ($:) or what

is thin, of sand: (K:) or the lowest part of an

oblong tract of sand collected together and elevated,

where the main body thereof ends, and it becomes

thin. (TA)—And Jºi, º f Ecil fortune;

ill luck. (TA.)

Jael: see i.
- o

Jael [Of, or relating to, the armpit].—

Jº The acillary vein. (Golius, on the

authority of Meyd.)

es bº, -º-, The snºord is beneath my* [or

armpit]; and Jººls Jºuse -: I put, or

place, the snºord upon my side, and beneath my

*}. (TA) And Jººl & I put it (namely|

the sword, TA) neart my lº. (K,TA.) The

Hudhalee, (S, TA) El-Mutanakhkhil, describing

water to which he came to drink, (TA,) says,

(S, TA,) accord. to the Deewan, but some ascribe

the words to Taabbata-Sharrà, (TA,)

… o.º. … o " ... • - * -> d >

º are ~j-A-29 4-6-? ~~~ *

• 6 , , º, . * 2 of ~ -

* -
-

º

Jººl jé-3 23-2 Jacº's

meaning [I drank of the main body thereof, and

returned from it, and a sharp steel-edged sword

was] beneath my*:: (S, TA:) or, accord. to one

relation, the poet said,*ś*Jºº and accord.

>

5 e > *º -

to another, Ajuo Jaes: Skr says that the last

word of the verse is a contraction of Jell; and

Ibn-Es-Seeráfee, that it is originally "Čººl; and

if so, it is an epithet. (TA.)

3 2

LPºl: see what next precedes.

3 a.º.

Lslaº ; see 5.

Jºl

1. 3:1, aor. -, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) which

is the most common form, (Msb,) and 2, (S, TS,

Mgh, Msb,) and < , (K,) so in the copies of the

K in the place of 2; (TA ;). and 3. aor. : ;

(IDrd, Mºb, K.) inf. n. Jul ($, Mgh, Mºb)

and & and &i, (K,) or the first of these is a

simple subst., and the second and third are the

inf ns.; (Msb;) He (a slave) ran ancay, or fled,

(T, S, Mgh, Mºb,) or ment anay, (K,) from his

master, (T, Msb,) without [being induced to do

so by] fear, or severity of work : (Msb, K:)

thus the signification is restricted in the 'Eyn:

(Msb:) and in this case, the law ordains that the

slave shall be restored; but if the act arise from

severity of work or from fear, he is not to be

restored: (Lth, TA:) in the Kur xxxvii. 140, it

is said of Jonas, (T, Bd,) because he fled from his

people without the permission of his Lord: (Bil:)

and it is also, tropically, said of a fish: (Mgh :)

or he (a slave) hid himself, and then went anay :

(M, K.) as also "Jºu: (M.) or this signifies,

simply, he hid, or concealed, himself; or he con

fined, restricted, limited, restrained, or neithheld,

himself: (S, K:) or it has both of the last two

significations: ($gh:) and he abstained from a

thing, as from a sin, or crime. (IAar, K*.)

A poet says, (S,) namely, 'Amir Ibn-Kaab,

(AZ) or 'Amán Ibn-Kaab, or, as some say,

Ghámán, (AA,)
&: , o, . 2, o 2 - 28

• '3:33; 9% ºë Si *

• * ; : , " …” < * 2. º

* …," uſe& So Sºre

[None surely Baháni said, and she did not hide

herself, or did not restrain herself, Thou hast

grown old, and enjoyment doth not befit thee]:

(S:) or she did not hide herself.ſor her mind],

but said openly: (TA:) or she did not go far

[from the person whom she addressed, or from
6 .

the truth]; so says AZ, taking it from 39, as

relating to a slave: (TA:) or she did not abstain

from her speech, as from a sin, or crime: (IAar:)

or she did not disdain, or scorn. (TA.) AHát

says that he asked As respecting "Jº, and he

answered that he knew it not. (TA.)

5: see 1, in three places.—sº She (a

camel) withheld her milk. (TA)—Jº Jü

[orº &-l He denied, or disacknowledged, the

thing. (K.) One says to a man, “Verily in thee

is such a quality;” and he replies, Jäi u. I do

| not deny, or disacknowledge ; and one says, “O

son of such a woman;”
... O

* šší tº I do not deny, or disacknowledge,
•

her. (IF.)

and the man replies,

i.
** - | See Jºſ.

Jul: -

dºſ A slave running anay, or fleeing, &c.; a

runanay, or fugitive, slave; part. n. of Gºl;

(Mgh, Msb, K;) as also "3," [but in an inten

sive, or frequentative, sense, i. e. who runs anay,

or flees, &c., much, or often ; and so Yùù,

occurſing in the K, in art, tººl: (IF, K:)

p. 35 (Mg,Mºh, K) and& Cº.)

Jºl

1. J., aor. (S.M.K.) and Ji, aor.

(K;) inf. n. âû, (S, M, K,) of the former verb,

(S, M, TA,) or, accord. to Sb, ãº, because it

denotes an office, and, if so, of the latter verb,

(TA) and Ji, (M., K.) which is of the former

verb, (M.T.A.) and iſi [like iſé]; (T,) He

(a man, S) was, or became, skilled in the good

management of camels ($, M, K) and of sheep

or goats. (M, K.) âû, like ãº- [in measure],

signifies The management, Ol' tending, (A, K, TA,)

of Jº [meaning camels or other beasts]. (A,

TA.) You say,sº &-3. He is good in the

management, or tending, of his Juo [or camels,

&c.]. (A, TA)—Jº, aor. : : see 2, second

signification.—Jº sº The camels were

gotten, or acquired, as permanent property. (S,

TA.)—Jº <-º', aor. “; and sº, aor. 2;

(K;) infºn. [of the former] Jºl and [of the

latter] Jºl; (TA;) The camels became many, or

numerous. (K.)- Also Jº sº-Jº", (S, M, K,)

and the like is said of wild animals, (S, M,) or

others, (K) aor. and 2, inf n. Jºi ($, M, K)

and Jā; (M, K;) and -ºis and *-ºu; (M,

K;) The camels were content, or satisfied, with

green pasture, so as to be in no need of water :

(S, M, K:) the last verb is mentioned by Z, and

he says that it is tropical, and hence J.' applied

to...a monk.” (TA)—[Hence.] Jº Já

aşi, ºf Jé, and "UU, (S, M, K,) : The man reas

content to abstain-from conjugal intercourse with

his wife; syn. Øe 5-l; (M3) the man alstained

from conjugal, or carnal, intercourse with his

riſ. (5, K, TA)—[Hence also] Ji, (K)
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inf. n. Ji, (TA,) the devoted himself to reli

gious exercises ; or became "a dºotee; (K, TA;)

as also Jº, like «ă, inf. n. *ſū; or this signifies

he became a monk. TA)—And Jºl, aor. : ,

(Kr, M, K,) inf. n. Jºi, (Kr, M,) + He over

came, and resisted, or withstºod ; (Kr, M, K;)

as also "Ji, (K) inf n. J.5; (TA) but the

word commonly known is jºi. (M, TA)—

Also (K, TA, but in the CK “or”) Jº stºl

signifies The camels were left to pasture at liberty,

and nent anay, having with them no pastor:

(K:) or they became nild, or shy. (K,” TA.)

–And The camels sought by dºgrees, or step by

step, or bit by bit, after the J: [q. v.], i. e. the

ail- of the herbage or pasture. (TA.)— And,

inf. n. Jº, The camels remained, or abode, in

the place: (M, K:) or remained, or abode, long

in the pasturage, and in the place. (El-Moheet,

TA)—-ºl Jº, inf. n. Jº, The herbage

became tall, so that the camels mere able ſº feed

upon it. (K)— —# Jº, inf. n. Jº, The

trees had green [such, app., as is termed Ji

groning in its dried parts, miring therenith,

wpon which camels, or th: like, fatten. (Ibn

'Abbād)=&ºl, inf. n. Jºl, He assigned to him,

or gave him, (4. Jae-jpasturing camels, or camels

pasturing by themselves. (K.)

2. Ji (S. K.) in n. Jº, (K) He took for

himself, got, gained, or acquired, camels; he ac

quired them as permanent property. ($, K.)

[See also 5..]– He was one whose camels had

become numerous; (T, M, K;) as also W Jº,

(M, K,) inf. n. Jº; (TA;) and "Jº, aor. 2,

(K) if n. Ji (TK)—Jº J. Tº
managing, or taking good care, of camels; (M;)

and the fattening of them : (M, K:) mentioned

by AHn, on the authority of Aboo-Ziyād El

Kilábee. (M.)=See also 1.

4: see 2.

5: see 1, in two places:—and see 8.=

Sºl Jº He took for himself, got, gained, Ol'

acquired, camels; (AZ, T, M, K;) like tº_º.

(AZ, T.) [See also 2.]

8. Já Š, Č, M, K) in the o 'Jº S,

(TA,) IIe does not, or will not, keep firmly, or

steadily, to the pasturing of camels, nor tend them

well; (M, K;) he does not, or will not, manage

them, or take care of them, in such manner as to

put them in good condition : (As, A’Obeyd, T,

S:) or it signifies, (M, K,) or signifies also, (S,)

he does not, or will not, keep firmly, or steadily,

upon them when riding them ; (T, S, M, K,

TA;) used in this sense by a man excusing him

self for not putting on a camel his aged father

who was walking. (T.) -

o g g

J4. see Jºl:—and Jºi.

6.3. 6 2.2%

Jºl: see alºl.

J. Skilled in the good management of camels

(S, M, K) and of sheep or goats; (M. K3) as
6 * 6 : -

also WJºi. (S, M., K.) and Jº Jº", and in

poetry W. Jº, skilled in the management, or care,

of camels. (T,)— A man possessing camels;

(Fr, M, K.) as also "Jº, (M, K) similar to

25 and &S, (Hamp. 714) but this is disap
- • 3 . .

proved by Fr; (TA;) and "Jº, ($, M, O.)

with fet-h to the ºv, (S, O,) because several

kesrehs together are deemed uncouth; (O;) in

the K, erroneously, "Čº, with two fet-hahs;

3 -

(TA;) and "Cººl also, (M, K,) with two kesrehs.

(K)—Jº > A fleshy he-camel. (Ibn

'Abbād, K)—iº išū A she camel blessed,

prospered, or made to have increase, in respect

of offspring. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) In one place in

the K, J, & is put for 29, J. (TA)

J; [mentioned in two places in the latter part

of the first paragraph, The asſ- of herbage,

(K,) i. e., of dry herbage; [app. meaning what

gron's in the season called -:42, or summer,

among herbage that has dried up;] growing after

a year; upon which camels, or the like, fatten.

(TA.)

J4. (T, S, M, Msb, K, &c.,) said by Sb to be

the only subst, of this form except 2-, and to

have none like it among epithets except A : for

though other instances are mentioned, they are

not of established authority; (Msb;) but IJ

mentions, with these, *- and Jºl [which may

be of established authority]; (TA) [and to these

may be added b: and *!, and perhaps& and

• * a

-º-; respecting which see 34: and for Jºl

one says also 'J', (S, Msb, K, &c.,) sometimes,

by way of contraction; (S, Msb;) or this may be

a dial. var. of the former; (Kr, MF;) [Camels:

and a herd of camels: or] at the least, applied to

Q.** : i. e. a number [of camels] more than a

35 [n:hich is at least nine,) up to thirty; after

which is the i-s, i. e. forty and upwards; and

then, iºs, which is a hundred of Jº! : (T:) or,

accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, a hundred of Jºl: (TA:)

it is a quasi-pl. n. ; (Az, S, ISd, Z, O, Msb, &c.;)

a word having no proper sing.; ($, M, O, Msb;)

and is of the fem. gender, because the quasi-pl. n.

that has no proper sing. is necessarily fem. (S, O,

Msb) when not applied to human beings, ($, O,)

or when applied to irrational beings, (Msb,) and

has 3 added in the dim.; (S, Msb;) the dim. of

J. being *āj: (S, Msb, K:) it is said in the

K that it is a sing. applied to a pl. number, and

is not a pl., nor a quasi-pl. n. ; but in this asser

tion together with the saying that the dim. is as

above is a kind of contradiction; for if it be a

sing., and not a quasi-pl. n., what is the reason

of its being fem.? (TA:) the pl. is Uul ($, M,

Mºb, K) and J. [like 3... pl. of 3:2, q.v.);

(Msb, TA;) the pl. meaning hard, [of camels];

and in like manner Aºl and Jºãºl mean flocks

of sheep or goats and herds of bulls or cows:

(Msb, TA:) and the dual, CŞ4. means two

herds [of camels], (Sb, T, S, M, Mºb) each with

its pastor; (T3) like as clºé means two flocks

of sheep or goats: ($:) or, accord. to Ibn-'Abbād,

the dual means two hundreds of Jºl. (TA.)—

cººl Jº [The smaller camels] is an appella

tion applied to sheep; because they eat more than

goats. (IAqr in TA art, laº-3.)— It is said in the

Kur ſixxxviii. 17), -** Jº J. &sº Súi

cº-, meaning, accord. to ‘Aboo-Amr Ibn-El

'Alā, (T, TA,) t|[Will they not then consider]

the clouds that bear the water for rain, [hon, they

are created?] (T, K, TA:) but accord. to him

who reads Jº, the meaning is, the camels. (T,

TA.)

iſi A light, blast, taint, or the like: (T. K.)

thus written by IAth, agreeably with the authority

of Aboo-Moosa; (TA;) occurring in a trad., in

which it is said that one should not sell dates

until he is secure from aß, (T, TA;) but

accord. to a commentary on the Nh, it is correctly

written vići ſq. v.) (TA)

ãº, Enmity; hostility. (Kr, M, K.)

ií Unnholesomeness and heaviness of food;

(S, M, K;) originally iºs, like as 3-1 is origi

nally Jºe-3; ($;) as also "Jºi. (K.) It is said

in a trad. that this departs from every property

for which the poor-rate has been paid. (S, M.)

—see also ill-An evil quality of herbage or

pasture. (AHn, TA in art. 2:3.)— A cause

of harm or injury; evil; mischief. (TA.)—

A consequence of an action, or a claim n-hich

one seeks to obtain for an injury; and a cause

of blame or dispraise : having these meanings in

the saying, ºl cº-e sº-º-º- 253 Jºš Jaś o!

[If thou do that, thou wilt escape from its con

sequence, &c.]. (T.)— A fault, vice, or the like.

(Aboo-Málik, T.) So in the saying, J. Jºſéu.

aß 29. 3. [There is not to be charged against

thee, in this affair, any fault, &c.]. (T.)-A

crime; a sin; an unlanful action. (K.)-

Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite. (IB.)
3 28 6 :

Jºe': see Jºl.

3 • g

Lº! ; see Jºel.

3 . -

Usº), with fet-h to the -, because several

kesrehs together are deemed uncouth, Of, or
- 6 :

relating to, camels. (S.)—See also Jºl.

&: See Ji.

J. +A Christian monk; ($, M, Msb, K;)

so called because of his abstaining (ağ) from

women: (TA:) or the chief monk : (T :) Or a

decotee: (TA:) or an old man, or elder: (M :)

or the chief, or head-man, of the Christians: (M,

K:) or the man who calls them to prayer by

means of the J-556; (A Heyth, M,” K5) the

3 -e

beater of the J-53U : (IDrd:) as also "&",

(M and K, but according to the M as meaning

“a monk,”) which is either a foreign word, or

changed by the relative Us, or of the same class

as Jºãº [in which the first letter as well as th

second is augmentative], for Sb says that there is

not in the language an instance of the measure
5 .

Jº; (M ;) and "Jºi, and Jººs, and "Čij,

and "Jº", (K,) which last is disallowed by Sb
6 x of:

for the reason stated above; (TA) and "Jºi,

like &; and "Jºi (Ki) the last with ſet-h

to the hemzeh, and kesr to the º, and with the
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3 .

[first] “,quiescent; or&: [app. aminºriº

tion for&# is used by poetic licence for "Jº,

like 3: for 3. i. (TA) pl. Jºſ (M, K) and

Jº, Or Jä, [accord. to different copies of the

IK, with damm [which indicates that the former

is meant, though it is irregular]. (K.) By

&º J. is meant 'Eesa [or Jesus], (S, K,)

the Messiah. (S.)— In the Syriac language it

signifies Mourning, or sorrowing. (K.)=Also
9. -

A staff, or stick. (M., K.)-See also all.

• 24 -

âû; see the next paragraph.

âû: See Jº-Also A bundle of firewood;

(T, S, Msb;) and so *āū: (T, S:) or a great

2 -; • A

bundle of firenzood; and so wāū and iſ: (K)

and *āj: (Bd in cv. 3; but there explained

only as signifying a great bundle ;) or a bundle
6.- …,

of dry herbage; (M, TA;) and so "ii", (K)

and 'J. and "ij (M, K) and viºl,(k,ſin

the CK aſuº,) with one of the two -ºs changed

into Us, and mentioned by Az, but it is said in the

S and O that this is not allowable, because this

change may not be made in a word of the measure

ãº, with 3, but only in one without 3, as in
- 6 . - 6 . .

the cases of jºx and bº; (TA;) and alsº

signifies the same, (K,) belonging to art. U23.

(TA.) Hence the prov., (S, TA,) Jé *…*.*

aſºl and "ājū, (§, K, &c.,) but the former is the

more common, and "iſºl, which is allowed by

Az but disallowed by J ; (TA;) [lit. A handful

of herbage, or the like, upon a bundle, or great

bundle, of firenzood, or a bundle of dry herbage;]

meaning t a trial, or trying event, upon another

(S, O, K) that had happened before : (S, O:)

or plenty (~~~~) upon plenty; as though bearing

two contr. significations. (K.)

i.i. see âû.

...i

ãº dim of Jº, q.v. ($, Mºb, K.)
3

&: See Jº.

Jeº See J;

Jú A pastor of camels, (M, K, TA,) who

manages them, or takes care of them, well.

(TA.)

Jº: see the next paragraph.

4 o ºs

J>}, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) like Jºe, (S,

Msb, K, [in the CK, erroneously, J.-4) A.

separate, or distinct, portion of a number of birds,

and of horses, and of camels, (M, K,) and of such

following one another; (K;) as also "Jº, and

vić, (M.K.) and "āū, and "Jºj (K) or

it signifies a bird separating itself from the row

of other birds; (T, TA;) accord. to IAar.

(TA.) It is said to be the sing of "Jºi. (T,

S, M, and Jel in cv. 3:) Ks says, I used to

hear the grammarian;.ºy that this latter has for

its sing. Jºl, like Jº-e, of which the pl. is

J.--e. (Msb:) or its sing, is "Jº (S,

Msb;) but he who says this adds, I have not

found the Arabs to know a sing. to it: (S:) or

each of these is its sing.; (M, Jel;) and so is

Bk. I. -

W Jº: (Jel:) or its sing, is *āū, (Bd in cv. 3,

and Msb,) originally signifying “a great bundle:”

(Bd:) it is said that this seems to be its sing.;

and so Wif: or thesing may be W iº, like as

jºx is sing of 2:592 : (T:) or it has no sing.,

(T, S, M, Bd, Mºb, K.) accord. to Fr (T, Mºb)

and Akh (S) and AO, (T, M.) like kºku. (Fr.

T, BJ) and 3.2%. (AO, M, Bd) jºi

signifies, accord. to some, A company in a state

of dispersion: (M:) or dispersed companies, one

folloning another: (Msb:) or distinct, or sepa

rate, companies, (Akh, S, Msb, K,) like leaning

camels: (Msb:) or companies in a state of dis

persiºn. (AO, Msb.) One says, *] <&

Jºel Thy camels came in distinct, or separate,

companies. (Akh, S.) And Jºk [in the

Kur cv. 3 means Birds in distinct, or separate,

flocks or beries] : (Akh, S:) [or] birds in com

panies from this and that quarter: or following

one another, flock after flock : (Zj, T:) or +birds

in companies; (Bd, Jel;) likened to great

bundles, in respect of their compactness. (Bd.)

[Respecting these birds, Fei, in the Msb, quotes

many fanciful descriptions, which I omit, as

absurd.]

Jº: See Jº, in two places.

âû: See Jº.

5, 2 2:...”. . 9 or,

aul; See aul, in three places:–and Jº!, in

two places.

Jº More, and most, skilled in the good manage

ment of camels. (S, M, K, TA.) Hence the

prov., ºn -º- &: Jºſ [More skilled &c.

than Honeyfiel-Hanátim]. (TA) And the

phrase, J-º Jºſ &- sº [He is of the most

skilled &c. of men]. (S, M., K.) Mentioned by

Sb, who says that there is no verb corresponding

to it. (M.) [But see 1, first signification.]

Jºſ. See Ji, in two places.—J.'s J4 (S,

M, K) and Ji and Ji,(M) (all pis. orjãor

iſ, and "ātā, (M.) Many, or numerous,

camels: ($, M, K.) or this, [app, meaning the

last,) as some say, put in distinct herds; (M;)

and soJú. (TA:) or gotten, gained, or acquired,

for permanent possession : (M:) this last is the

meaning of the last of the epithets above. (S,

K.)-Jºl, applied to a camel, also signifies

Content, or satisfied, with grº, pasture, so as to

be in no need of mater; pl. Jul: ($, K:) and so

Jº, applied to she camels,(T, TA) and to wild
animals. ($ in art. Jº.)—And àºl Jºl Camels

seeking by degrees, or step by step, or bit by bit,

after the Já [q.v.], i.e. the asſ- of the herbage

or pasture. (TA)—And Ji Ji came ºf

to themselves, (S, M, K, TA,) without a pastor.

(TA.)
4-of 6 pos 6 :

Jºel and Jºel; see Jºl.
3 -of 3 of 3 of 6 :

Jºel and Jºel and Jºel ; see Jºl.
3 . 6 ov,

Jº! : See Jº!.

6, ,- 6. , 6 ov,

allº!: See aw), in two places:—and see Jº!.

•-222 9 of

iºus Jay! A land having camels. (8, K.)

#. J4: See Jº.

cº"

2 2.É. 6 of

1. arºl, aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. Jºl, He made him

an object of imputation, or suspected him ; and

he found fault with him, or blamed him: (M:)

or he cast a foul, or an evil, inputation upon him.

(IAar, T.) You say, * ** arºl, (S, K,) or *,

(as in one copy of the S,) or Jº, *. (Lh, M.)

aor. as above, (Lh, S, M, K.) and so the inf. Il.,

(Lh, M,) He made him an object of imputation,

or suspected him, (Lh, S, M, K,) of a thing, (S,

K,) or of evil, (S, accord. to one copy,) or of good,

and evil: (Lh, M :) and *** signifies the same.

(M.) And x-, "dº &#, or ji, such a

one is made an object of imputation, or suspected,

of good, or of evil: (AA,” Lh, T [as in the TT;

but perhaps& is a mistranscription for& ;

for it is immediately added, &t. 3.33) when,

however, you say tº [i. e.& or "...ºf
Jºel

alone, it relates to evil only. (AA, T. [But
… • 6 p. 6 - a

see 2.) And lić, Jºš2 JY3, or

one is evil spoken of by the imputation of such

a thing. (S, accord. to different copies.) And

it is said respecting the assembly of the Prophet,

2- * W&# S, (T, and so in a copy of the

S,) or &# S, (so in some copies of the S,) i. e.

Women (T) shall not be mentioned in an evil

manner therein : (T, S:) or shall not have evil

imputations cast upon them, nor be found fault

with, nor shall that which is foul be said of them,

nor that nihich ought not, of things whereof one

should be ashamed. (IAqr, T.) – Also, and
-> 2.

" …, (M., K.) inf. n. 3-6, (K.) He found fault

neith him, or blamed him, to his face; (M, K;)

and he upbraided him, or reproached him. (M.)

2. (...) cº, (AZ, S.) inf. n. &#. (K,) He

matched, or observed, the thing; or le expected it,

or waited for it. (AZ, $, K.)–39 cº, (M.)

inf. n. as above, (AS, T, S, K,) He folloned the

traces, or footprints, or footsteps, (AS, T, S, M,

K,) of a thing; (A5, S, K;) as also "cºu.

(K.) And hence the next signification. (As,

T.)=Jºji cº, ($, M.) inf n, as above, (Sh,

T, S, K,) He praised the man, or spoke well

of him, (Sh, Th, T, S, M, K,) after his death,

(Th, S, M, K,) or in death and in life, (Sh, T,)

used in poetry to signify praise of the living;

(M;) and nept for him : (S:) he praised him;

and enumerated, or recounted, his good qualities

or actions : you say,& A- .. i ſº J. :

A-ū. [He ceased not to eulogize your living

and to praise your dead]: (Z, TA:) for he who

praises the dead traces his [good] deeds. (Aš,

T.)— See also 1, in six places.

5: see 2.

6 o'

Jº

"&#, Such a

See art. J”.

i: A knot in nood, or in a branch; ($, M,

K;) or in a staff, or stick; (T;) and in a bone,

(TA,) [i. e.] the place of the shooting forth of a

branch in a bone, (M,) which is a fault therein;

(TA;) and in a rope, or cord: (M in art. Jji :)

2
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pl. ºff. (T. s.)—Hence, (M) 14 fault,

defect, or blemish, (T, M, K, TA,) in one's

grounds of pretension to respect, (T, TA,) and in

speech, or language. (M., T.A.)-t Particularly

The enormity that is committed with one who is

termed cºt. (TA.)- And t Rancour, male

volence, malice, or spite : (K, TA:) and enmity:
© 2-6.~#

pl. as above. (TA.) You say,& Arº f ($,

TA) Between them are enmities. (S.)— Also

The [part called] i-aſs [meaning the epiglottis]

of a camel. (M, K.)
6.-0

aº! : see art. Lºº.

& The time of a thing; (T, S, M, K, and

Msb in art. -1;) the season of a thing; (Mºb in

that art.;) the time of the preparing, or making

ready, of a thing; (Mgh in that art.;) as, for

instance, of fruit, (S, Mgh, Mºb,) of the fresh ripe

dates, and of the gathering of fruits, and of heat

or cold: (T 3) Ol' the first gf a thing. (M, K.)

You say, 23%. , sº Ji- He took the thing in

its time: or in, or with, the first thereof. (M.)

The J is radical, so that it is of the measure Jusã ;

or, as some say, augmentative, so that it is of the

measure &s. (TA.) [See art. •Pl.]

&#. occurs as meaning Dead, or dying; i.e.,

[properly, wept for. (S.) [See 2.]
5 wº y

Jºš. A praiser of the dead; because he traces

his [good] deeds. (A5, T.)
• 28,

Jºu, Made an object of imputation, or sus

pected, of evil: thus when used alone: otherwise

you add* [of good], and* [of evil]. (M,

K.)— Hence, [A catamite;] one with whom

enormous wickedness is committed; (TA;) i. q.

<--. (Idem, voce *::::)—Also One who

is imprisoned; because suspected of a foul fault,

or crime. (T.)

J-ºl, accord. to the Msb; or J-Rº, accord. to

- the TA.

Jº with medd to the and kesr to the rº,

(TA) or with damm to the -, [i. e. Jº, and

by some writtenJº or with the tº quiescent,

[i. e. Jºl and without 3, [app. Jºil (Msb,)

[Ebony;] a thing nell known, which is brought

from India: an arabicized word: (Msb [in

which is added the proper Arabic appellation;

but the word in my copy of that work is imper

fectly written; app. xiaº-; which, however, does

not seem to be the word intended:]) some say

that it is the same as ...u., ; others, that it is

different therefrom ; and respecting the measure

of the word, authors differ. (TA.)

awl

1. * **, GIK, K) and w; (K) and is aor.
228. • of 1 -

[of both] ºntº. 25, (JK, K) of the former,

(TA) and ºi, (also of the former.] (JK) and

25, (JK, K) which is of the latter; (TA;) He

knew it; or understood it; or knen it, or under

stood it, instinctively: or he recognised it readily;

hnen it, or understood it, readily, after he had

forgotten it. (K.) You say, 4. < º, (AZ,

JK, S, Mgh) aor. 44, inf n. *i; (AZ, $3) and

22 - e : . . 9.g.

a cººl Ue, (JK, S,) aor. as above, inf. m. awl;

(S;) Í did not know it, or understand it; or did

not know of it; nas not cognizant of it: (JK,

Mgh:) or I did not have my attention roused to

it after I had forgotten it : (AZ, S:) the former|

is like& (Mgh;) and the latter, like [+º,

and] …. (S.)—a & S (Mgh, K,TA) He

will not be cared for, minded, or regarded, be

cause of his lowness of condition, or abjectness.

(Mgh, TA)—3& & I imputed to him, or

suspected him of, such a thing. (JK, K, TA)

22 oaf .
?.

2. arrºl, inf. n. 4.5, I roused his attention :

and I made him to know, or understand. (Kr,

K.) The two meanings are nearly alike. (TA.)| :
.v., O.”

And Waº I made him to know; informed, ap

prized, advertised, or advised, him ; gave him

information, intelligence, notice, or advice. (IB.)

4: see 2.

5. at He magnified himself; behaved proudly,

or haughtily. (JK, S, K.) You say, Jºl aft

Jºſé Jé The man magnified himself against

such a one, and held himself above him. (JK,”

TA.) And 1já. &é& He shunned, avoided, or

kept himself far from, such a thing; (JK, Z, K ;)

he was disdainful of it, he disdained it, or held

himself above it. (Z, K.)

3. Greatness, or majesty; (JK, S, K5) a

quality inspiring reverence or veneration; (TA;)

goodliness and splendour; (K;) and goodliness

of aspect : (TA:) and pride, self-magnification,

or haughtiness. (JK,” $," K.)

*!

1. ºi, ſhird pers. Gil (T.S. M.K.) and

<º, [third pers. Jºlſt, M, K,) the lººr ac

cord. to Yz, (T,) aor. 3:1, (TK,) inf. n. 337), (Yz,

T, S, Msb,) or this is a simple subst., (M,) I be

came a father, (T.’s, M,K)=&i, (ISk,T,

M, K,) aor. 2341, (IAar, ISk, T,) inf. n. 35ul,

(M, K,) I was, (IAar, ISk, T,) or became, (M,

K,) a father to him. (IAar, ISk, T, M, K.)—

[Hence, Ifed him, or nourished him; and reared
o

-pº, º . .”

him, or brought him up..] You say, i. 5* J')3
- - 6. .

lº", inf. n. 32%), Such a one feeds, or nourishes,

this orphan, like º the father does his children.
- wit,” # * ~ *

(Lth, T.) And ºt, ºf , º, (ISk, T, $) He has

not a father to feed him, or nourish him, and to

rear him, or bring him up. (S.)
3.29% 2 #.

2. *::, inſ, Il. iº, I said to him ck [mean

ing Jº evºs Mayest thou, he ránsomed with my
- - - o

father 1 or the like: see Jºl, below]. (K, T.A.

[In the CK, erroneously, J. \!.])

5. sº IIe adopted him as a father; (M, K,

TA) as also "ºut-l; (M in art. - ) and so

tº Qū, accord. to Aobey:à (TA:) [or,] accord.

to A’Obeyd, you say, \el < ū I adopted afather:

(T:) and you say also, Uí3: and º -º-,

he adopted a father. (TA.)

10 : see 5.

Ji is originally ;i, (S, Msb, K,) as is shown

by the first of its dual forms and of its pl. forms

mentioned below; (S, Msb;) and signifies A

father [in the ordinary sense: and also as mean

ing + an ancestor]: (M:) as also V (i, a dial. var.,

(M,K) the same in the nom, and accus. and gen.

cases, like ūš: (M:) andj is a dial. var. of the

same, [the second letter being doubled to com

pensate for the 3 suppressed, as is the case in £i,

(TA voce *i)] but is rare. (Mgb.) Accord. to

the dial. commonly obtaining, when you use it as

a prefixed noun, you flººline it with the letters 3

and 1 and Jº, saying, 23.1 1JA. [This is his father],

(Mºb)and 9, iſthy fathers (M3) and ºff

[I san, his father]; and aew <ºr. [I passed by

his father] ‘. (Mºb :) but accord. to one dial.,

you say, où lja, (Mºb,) and Jul; (M;) and

: <5; andº Śr. (Msb:) and accord.

to one dial., which is the rarest of all, it is defec

tive in every case, like.< and 23; (Msb;) and

[thus] you say, tºilja [&c.]. (M.) The dual is

cº, (S, M, Msb,) meaning [tno fathers, and]

father andmother; and some say Jºli (S, M.:)

you say, olº! USA, meaning They two are his

father and mother; and in poetry you may say,
* 2: ... 2 - -- 2.É of

ow! USA; and in like manner,º <-5 [I san, his

father and mother], (T,) and 4; [thy father

and mother]; (S;) but the usual, or chaste, form
o. 2; 2 of~

is alsº ºft. (T.) The pl. is [...", (T, S, M, Mºb,

K) the best form, (T) and &si, (T, S, M.K.)

and; (M, K, [in º CK $9. is erroneously

put for $1,1) and ºi, (Lh, T, S, M, K,') like

is: and isi- (T, $:) you say, *::: $3,

meaningAšū [These are your fathers]; (T;)

and hence, in the Kur ſii. 127], acºord. to One

reading, 3-13 Jº-13 sex º' all 5 [And

the God of thy fathers, Abraham and Ishmael

and Isaac), meaning the pl. of 3, i. e. *i, of

which the J is suppressed because the noun is

prefixed [to the pronoun]; ($) and some of the

Arabs say, Aği 3,4- tº: [Our fathers are the

most generous of fathers]. (T.) The dim. is "...i.

originally; with the final radical letter restored.

(Mb)—ºf 3-4 sº tº, and ºf tº, mean
ing He knows not n-ho is his father, and nºhat is

his father, are sayings mentioned by Lh on the

authority of Ks. (M)—4 ºf S, (T,s, M, K,

&c.,) [accord. to the dial of him who,says ū in

stead of ºl,] as also 40 -l S, and July, (S, K,)

[the last, accord. to J, because the J (meaning

the J in JJ in the preceding phrases) is as though

it were redundant, but he seems not to have

knºwn the dialºvº.º, and I rather think that

Jul S is for Jul all Lºl S, or the like, and

& S. (Mºr, Sgh, K) and & 3), (K) which
is for & Ji 3, (M,) means Thou art, in my esti

mation, one deserving of its being said to him,

Mayest thou have no father 1 it is used in the

manner of a proverb, is of frequent occurrence in

poetry, (M,) is said to him who has a father and

to him who has not a father, and is an impreca

tion as to the meaning, of necessity, though enun

ciative as to the letter; (M, K;) and hence the

saying of Jereer,
* > * ~£ w • 2 or .

* 23 & S (see … [. º

[0 Teym, Teym of Adee, may ye have no
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father || ; which is the strongest evidence of its

being a proverb, and not having a literal meaning;

for all of [the tribe of] Teym could not have one

father, but all of them were fit objects of impreca

tion and rough speech: (M:) it is an expression

of praise: ($:) [i. e.] it is an imprecation against

him to whom it is addressed, not, however, said

with the desire of its having effect, but on an
. . . ai >

occasion of intense love, like JJ al Y, &c.: (Har

- 2 - ak 2

p. 1653) and sometimes in dispraise, like J21 S.

and in wonder, like Js * : (TA:) or, as A

Heyth says, on the authority of Aboo-Sa’eed Ed

Dareer, it expresses the utmost degree of reviling;

ſmeaning Thou hast no known father;] and
2 - a # 2

JJ 2. S expresses reviling also, but means Thou

hast no free, or ingenuous, mother: (Meyd in

Har p. 165: [see Le! :]) sometimes it means

Strive, or eacert thyself, in thine affair; for he

who has a father relies upon him in some circum

stances of his case: (TA:) accord. to Kh, it means

Thou hast none to stand thee in stead of thyself:

(ISh, TA:) Fr says that it is a phrase used by

the Arabs [parenthetically, i.e.,] to divide their

speech: (TA:) [thus, for instance, Zufar Ibn

El-Hárith says,

º ~ * ~ * * - g

# Jº! 49 º' S J-ºkº J-9) #

* u, 35.3%$3- 5 -

[Shon, thou me my neapons : (mayest thou have

no father 1 or thou hast no father: &c. :) verily

I see the nar, or battle, increases not save in per

severance]. (TA.) [Aboo-'Alee, as cited in the M,

observes that the 1 (meaning the final () in ū, in

the phrase & (i S, indicates that it is a prefixed

noun, and determinate; whereas the U in 30

together with the government exercised upon the

noun by S indicates that it is, on the contrary,

indeterminate, and separate from what follows it:

but it seems that he yas unacquainted with the

dial. var. (; ; for 4 ºf S in the dial. of him who

uses the form ū instead of Ji is the same gram

matically as ºf sº S in the dial. of him who uses

the form Jil Suleymān Ibn-'Abd-El-Melik

heard an Arab of the desert, in a year of drought,

say, 3 ºf S& lºſe Jºi, and Suleymān put

the best construction upon it, [as though it meant,

Send don'n upon us rain : Thou hast no father],

and said, I testify that He hath no father nor

female companion nor offspring. (TA.) They say

also, in paying honour [to a person], 43tº JºiS,

and 43tº Uí Sº, (TA) i. e. May thy hater have

no father! or, accord. to Isk, each is a meto

nymical expression for & ºf Ş. ($ in art. tº,

q. v.). One also says, on the occasion of an

occurrence that is approved and commended, by

way of expressing wonder and praise, Jº 4,

meaning To God, purely, is attributable [the

excellence of] thy father, seeing that he begat thee

a generous son, and produced the like of thee!

(TA;) [or to God be attributed (the eccellence

of) thy father!] it means that to God [alone]

belongs the power to create the like of this man

[to whom it relates], from whom has proceeded

this wonderful action. (Har p. 44.) – And

º < Jºe, meaning She resembles her father

in strength of mind, or spirit, and sharpness of

disposition, and in hastening, or striving to be

first, to do things: said of Hafsah, by 'Aisheh.

(TA)—Jº (TA) or ºf Jº, (T in art tº

[said to a person, means [..." <-e: Mayest

thou be ransomed with myfather! (see the next

sentence but one;) or] e': Jews] [I will ran

som thee with my father]; (T ubi supra;) or

cº &ei. <º Thou art, or,shall be, ransomed

with my father]; or Jº Jºº [I have in my

heart ransomed thee, or I would ransom thee, with

my father]; the p being dependent upon a word

suppressed, which, accord. to some, is a [pass.

participial] noun, and accord. to others, a verb;

and this word is suppressed because of the fre

quent usage of the phrase. (TA.) You say also,
wi, -

Je'5 <3 Jº [With my father mayest thou be

ransomed, and with my mother 'J. (TA.) And
23 -2 ° - £23 22 ° 2 • Jº

aºxx5 J-2 Jº, i. e. a 3x3 cº-e Jº Lºº [May

he whom I love be ransomed with my father!],

meaning may he [my father] be made a ransom

for him [whom I love]! (El-Wāhidee on the

Deewan of El-Mutanebbee, in De Sacy's Chrest.

Arabe, sec. ed. vol. iii. p. 35 of the Arabic text.)

Sometimes they change the US into 1: a poet

says,

• 6, , p 6 - ºf * * * * * *

# Lººke -ej-Us?" ºvej 933 *

• 7 º' • 2 & 2 of * ~ * *, * *

# tº $ 5& 3 gº-Js, +

[And they have asserted that I have become im

patient on account of them tro: but is it an evi

dence of impatience that I said, Alas, with my

father may they tro be ransomed?]; meaning

tº cº 3. (S.) And some of the Arabs used to

say, <3 ºt, tº [Alas, nith my father mayest thou

be ransomed !]: this, says AM, being like tº:3 t

for Jº ū; as also tº G, with the hemzeh

changed into Us, originally& ū, meaningJº G.

and hence what is related, in a trad., of Umm

'Ateeyeh; that she used not to mention the Pro

phet without saying, (… [for $* Jººl. (TA in

art. W.) A woman said,

• 2 & Geicº ( :

[O thou to whom I would say, With my father

mayest thou be ransomed ! and O thou who art

above him to whom I would address the saying,

With my father mayest thou be ransomed !]; re

specting which Fr observes that the two words

[-º, and Jī] are made as one [by prefixing the

article] because of their frequent occurrence; (S;)

and Aboo-'Alee says that the Jº in ºrº is substi

tuted for ..., not necessarily; but ISk quotes the

words as commencing with tº 3, which is the

right reading, in order that this expression may

agree with Jººl, which is derived from it: Et

Tebreezee, however, relates Abu-l-'Ala's reciting

the words as ending with* ; saying that this

is compounded from the phrase Jº and that

therefore the e is preserved. (TA.) [See also the

first paragraph in art. W.]—You say also, stºl tº

ſmeaning O my father], ($, M, K,) as in ed º

Jºsſ [O my father, do thou such a thing]; ($;)

and < ū; (3, M.K.) and ºf 45 (z in the

Ksh Xii. 4;) and : ū (S, M,K) when you pause

after it. (S, M.) The 3, [here written cº, (Kh,

M,) the sign of the fem. gender, (S, Z,) is substi

tuted for the [pronominal] affix Us, (Kh, S, M, Z,)

as in -iù; ($) and is like the 5 in £e and

ãº, as is shown by your.saying, in pausing,

ael V, like as you say, ald- u : (Kh, M. :)

the annexing of the fem. St to a masc. .noun

in this case is allowable, like as it is in Ješ àelse
5 * > º e 6 - d. g • * * * • -

and 2.É-3 Suº and axe, Jé, and isº Xé: its

being made a substitute for the affix L3 is allow

able because each of these is an augmentative

added at the end of a noun: and the kesreh is the

e tº : (Zubi supº. :)

the tº does not fall from -1 in the phrase <<! tº

when there is no pause after it, though it [some

same that is in the phrase

times] does from Af in the like phrase in that

case, because the former word, being of [only]

two, letters, i: ºf though it were defective. (S.)

Jī (, is for otºl Q, (Aboo-'Othmān El-Mázinee,

S,” M, [the latter expression mentioned also in

the K, but not as being the original of the former, D

the [and ol being suppressed; (the same Aboo

'Othmān and M3) or for ū º, the being sup

pressed, like as the US is in2% ū; or it may be

after the manner of Jºju (Zubi supra.) < 1 tº

is thus pronounced after the usual manner of a

noun ending with the fem. 3, without regard to

the fact that the sº is in the formera substitute

for the suffix U.S. (Zubi supra.) al Q is said in a

case of pause, except.in, tle Kur-án, in which, in

this case, you say, tººl le; following the written

text; and some of the Arabs pronounce the fem. 3,

in a case of pause, sº [in other instances], thus

saying, <--tº 9. (S.) Sºi ( is also said; (M,

K;) though scarcely ever, (M.) A poet uses the

expression eul Q, for otºl \, : ($, M :) IB says

that this is used only by poetic licºnse, in a case

of necessity in verse. (TA.)—-ºl is tropically

applied to signify tA grandfather, or any ances

tor. (Msb.)—It is also applied to signify tal

paternal uncle; as in the Kur i. 127, quoted

before. (M.)—[It is also (like Aſ and cº and

<) prefixed to nouns of various significations.

Most of the compounds thus formed will be found

explained in the arts. to which belong the nouns

that occupy the second place. The following are

among the more common, and are therefºre her;

mentioned, as exs. of different kinds.]—39-91 sº

+ The woman's husband: (Ibn-Habeeb, M. :) it is

said in the TS that ºS), in certain of the dials.,

signifies the husband.: ME deems this meaning

strange. (TA.) Usºs, 3°) t The master of the

dwelling, or of the place of abodei,(TA) and

+the guest. (K in art. Jº.) -3'-º') 2. + The

very hospitable man. (TA)—º- sº +Tº

lion. (TA) iº ºf The rolſ (TA) ºf

cºurt The for. (TA)—º-sit Bread. (§

and K in art. 2-)—49%s: +Ectreme old age:

(TA:) and thunger. (MF in art. Jº-.)

ºff: See 3.
*~ & *~ of say?

**! or flºwſ: see $37).

2 +
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& of or relating or belonging to, a father;

paternal. (S, TA.)

& dim. of3, q. v. (Msb.)

; [in copies of the K W ãº, and in the CK

6. - - - a 2: -

W.1, i, both app. mistranscriptions for 33.1, which

is well known, Fathership; paternity; the rela

tion of a father. ($," M.) You say,& J;
sa 'i.

397) cº [Between me and such a one is a tie

offathership]. (S.)

Lº"

1. Jº, wr. cº, (S, M, Msb, K,) which is

anomalous, (S, M, Msb,) because it has no faucial

letter (S, Msb) for its second or third radical,

(Msb,) and ck. (M, Msb, K,) mentioned by IJ

as sometimes said, (M,) agreeably with analogy,

(TA,) andJº which is doubly anomalous, first

because the pret. is of the measure Jaş, and this

pronunciation of the U3 of the aor. is [regularly

allowable only] in the case of a verb of the

measure Jaš, aOr. isis, and secondly because it

is only in an aor, like Jº, (Sb, M,) i. e., of a

verb of which the first radical letter is 3 or U.S.,

(TA in art. Ja-5,) and Jº (IB, [who cites as

an ex. a verse ending with the phrase* Jº-J)

int, n. #1 (S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and ić, , (K,)

or 3!!, (so in a copy of the M.) or àell, (so in

the Msb) He refused; or refrained, forbore,

abstained, or held back; syn.&; (S, Msb, MF,

Bd in ii. 32, Kull p. 8,) voluntarily, or of his

onn free n-ill or choice : (Bd ubi supra, Kull:)

[thus when used intransitively: and it is also used

transitively:] you say,29 Jº he refused assent,

or consent, to the thing, or affair; disagreed to

it; and did not desire [to do] it : (Mtr in Har

p. 483:) he did not assent to, consent to, approve,

or choose, it; he disalloned it; rejected it: (Mgh:)

and Jim Ji he disliked, was displeased with,

disapproved of, or hated, the thing. (M, K.) Fr

says that there is no verb with fet-h to its medial

radical letter in the pret. and fut. [or aor.] unless

its second or third radical is a faucial letter, except

Jº : that AA adds &é, : but that one says &é,

with &é, for its fut, and &e, with &é, for

its fut.: (T:) so that the instance mentioned by

AA is one of an intermixture of two dial. vars.:

(TA) Thadds Jä and uº and lººs and Mbr

adds us- : but most of the Arabs say Ji, and

** and ** and J-4 (T.) [Some other

instances are mentioned by other authors; but

these are verbs of which the aors. are rarely with

ſet-h, or are instances of the intermixture of two

dial. vars.] & < is a greeting which was

addressed to kings in the time of ignorance;

meaning Mayest thou refuse, or dislike, (ISk,”

S,” M,” Harp. 491,) to do a thing that would

occasion thy being cursed? (ISk, $, M ;) or, to

do that for which thou wouldst deserve the being

cursed 1 for it implies the meaning of a prayer;

i. e., may God make thee to be of those who

dislike the being cursed 1 and hence it occurs

parenthetically. (Har ubi supra.) You say also,

24 & Jº [He refused, or did not submit, to

be harmed, or injured]. (T.) [And sometimes

S is inserted after Öi, and is either redundant, or

corroborative of the meaning of the verb, as in

the case of Ş & or ji after &] It is said in

the Kurix. 32, sº 2. &f S. Aftcº, meaning

But God will not consent or choose [save to com

plete, or perfect, his light]. (Bd.) And in the

same xvii. 91, ºsiè S; Jº jºi Jº, i. e.

[But the greater number of men have not consented

to, or chosen, aught] save denying [its truth, or

disbelieving it]; this phrase with J. being allow

able because it is rendered by means of a nega

tive. (Bd.) You also say, 2-0 cº cºlás [He

used to refuse, or dislike, flesh-meat), (K,) or

2-0. Jé [the eating of flesh-meat]. (Mgh.)

And&& Jº [Such a one refused, or dis

liked, nater, or the nater]: (S:) or sº &e Jº

..[...] [he refused, or voluntarily refrained from,

the drinking of water, or the neater]. (AAF, M.)

And29 ſe J. (Mgh, and Mr.[author of the

Mghlin Harp. 483) and … " :5, both sig.

nify He refused him his assent, or consent, to the

thing, or affair. (Mtr ubisupra, in Har.) Hence,

(Mir ubi supra) tº Ji, (Mgh, and Mir ubi

supra,) and* WJº (T, S, and Mtrubi supra,)

He nas incompliant, or unyielding, to him; he

resisted him, nithstood him, or repugned him ;

syn.& (T, S, Mgh, and Mtr ubi supra) •ºſe :

(T:) thus explained because the objective comple

ment (28) is suppressed. (Mtr ubi supra.)=

Aziº <}, (K,) or 2-1. &c, and cººl, (M,

TA, [in a copy of the former of which the verb is

written <!, but this I suppose to be a mistran

scription, on account of what here follows,) like

“, (K,) inf. n. Jº (M, and so in some

copies of the K.) or uſ!, (so in some copies of the

K,) with kesr, and with the short final alif, (TA,

[i.e. like Jºy but perhaps this may have been

supposed to be the right reading only because the

verb is likened to º, of which Jay is the

most common inf. n.,]) I left, or relinquished, the

food, (M, K,) and the milk, (M, TA,) without

being satiated, or satisfied. (M.K.)—Jºel, & à-e-

2 # . >

and Us!, inf. n. Jº, The young camel, or young

meaned camel, suffered indigestion from the milk,

and became affected nith a dislike of food. (M,
o-: o-É

K.)=< as syn. nith <sº : see the latter.

4. sº 4.7 [in the CIK, erroneously, &ſ I

made him to refuse it; or to refrain, forbear,

abstain, or hold back, from it, voluntarily, or

of his on n.free will or choice : (S: [this meaning

being there implied, though not expressed:]) or

I made him to dislike it, to be displeased neith it,

to disapprove of it, or to hate it: (M, K:) namely,
• 5 o , º, . .”

water[ke] (S.M.) One says, Jºjº&

(ISk, S, K.," [in the CK, erroneously, Jº ^),])
• -º- - - - - - -

i.e., oùù JJae-z ‘y [Such a one is like a sea, or

great river, that will not make thee to refuse it,

or dislike it, &c.]; (K;) i. e., that will not fail,

or come to an end, (ISk, S, K,) by reason of its

abundance. (ISk,§). In like manner one says,

of any water, Jºse 'S Le [Water that will nºt

fail, or come to an end]. (TA.) And Le Le U.A.e.

Jº With us, or at our abode, is nater that does

not become scanty, or little in quantity. (Lh, T,

M.) And *Ji , ºf The water decreased, or be

came deficient. (AA, from El-Mufaddal.) And

J. •j -ºš A nell that will not become º:

hausted : (IAar, M:) one should not say, “º.
ſº ºr e

(M, TA.) In like manner, also, one says, Ske

Jº •j Herbage, or pasture, that will notfail, ºr

come to an end. (S.) And Jº S seb- ºre

He has dirhems, or money, that mill not fail, or

come to an end. (TA.) And it.” J signifies

also The mater [in a well] nas, or became, diffi

cult of access (&), so that no one nas able to

descend to it but by exposing himself to peril or

destruction : (M:) if a drawer of water descend

into the well, (T, TA,) and the water be altered

for the worse in odour, (TA,) he exposes himself

to peril, or destruction. (T, TA.)

5. 29. <ſe Jº : and*Jº alone: see 1,

latter half of the paragraph.

i. A paucity, or deficiency, and revulsion, of

the milk in the breast : (Fr, TS:) or a revulsion

of the milk in the udder; (K;) but the saying

“in the udder” requires consideration. (TA.)

You say to a woman, when she has a fever on the

occasion of childbirth, º is cº-lººk tº

[This fever is only occasioned by the paucity, or

deficiency, and revulsion, of the milk in thy breast.]

(TA.)

6 -o: 2 -of 4 2-f -

Jºel and Jºl and Jººl: see -rºl, in four

places. :

ñi (T.S.M) or 2d., & ſi (K) A diº
like, or loathing, of food: (T, S, M, K:) of the

measure Jú, ($, M.) with damm, (S,K) be

cause it is like a disease, and nouns significant of

discº, are generally of that measure. (M.) You

say, ſº $3.5 (T, S, M.K.) Asiº &. (K) He

was, or became, taken, or affected, with a dislike,

or loathing, of food. (T, S, M., K.)

ñº inf. m. of Jº, q.v. (S.M., &c.)—see also
• a -i

3 * 33 * .

arºl: see -l, in three places.– Also,
- 2

Jºl and
- 3

the former (º), She [app. a camel, or any

beast, that refuses, or refrains from, fodder, by

reason of her suffering from indigestion: and she

that refuses, or refrains from, the stallion, by

reason of he, having little appetency. (AA.)

[See also ~3. WOCe *]

ič A man who refuses, or does not submit, to

be harmed, or injured. (T.)

a wł

ij, with damm, (K,) and kesr to the ºr', and

with teshdeed of this letter and of the US, (TA,)

[in the CK a.i.] Pride; self-magnification, or

greatness, or majesty: (K:) and " ful [also] sig

nifies pride, self-magnification, or haughtiness,

(Ham p. 118.)

a’ 3. ~~£

-Pl, and "Jºi, (S, M, Mºb, K, TA,) and"&",
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(STA) part, nº. of Jº, signifying Refusing:

or refraining, forbearing, abstaining, or holding

back [voluntarily, or of his on n free will or

choice]: (S, Msb, TA:*) [refusing assent or con

sent; &c.:] disliking, being displeased with a thing,

disapproving of it, or hating it: (M,” K,” TA:)

or the first and second, a man disliking, or loath

ing, food: (M, K, TA:) and the third, (K,) and

wººi, (so in a copy of the M,) or &º, (K,) a

man n-ho refuses, or refrains from, or dislikes, or

hates, (*) jood; or, things that are base, or

mean, (M, K, TA,) and cause. of dispraise or

blame : (TA:) or the second (º), a man rvho

refuses, or refrains, &c., vehemently, or much ;

incompliant, unyielding, resisting, withstanding,

or repugning : (T:) and "&". and Öº, a Inan

having vehement ºl [app. à, i.e. dislike, or

loathing, of food; agreeably with a common

quality of words of the measure cººl : (T, TA:

[but in copy of the T, accord. to the TT, &

in this last explanation is written &: in the TA

it is without any vowel-sign:]) the pl. of +ſ is

&, and #(M,K) and j (K) with Jimm,
then kesr, and then teshdeed, (TA, [in the CK

Jº, and in a copy of the M pººl) and à. (M,

TA) or ful, (K, TA) like Jºy ; (TA: [in the

CK.j:]) the pl. of "...i is&º (M, K;) of

which an instance occurs wherein the pl. J is

likened to a radical cy; the gen, case being

written, at the end of a verse, Jºe"; (M:) the

pl. of "&i, (M) or &&. (K) is Cº. (Kr,

M.K.)—[Hence, JS. The lion. (K.)—And

aºl, (M.) so in some copies of the K, but in

others wift, (TA,) She [app. a camel] that dis

likes, or loathes, and will not drink, water; and

she that desires not the evening-food; and she (a

camel) that is covered and does not fonceive, Ol'

become pregnant: (M, K.) and ºlºl, [its pl.,]

she-camels that refuse, or refrain from, the stal

lion. (TA. (see also ºil) It is said in a prov.,

à.S. tº ãººl [She that is eating her evening

food, or pasturing in the evening, eaccites her that

has no desire for that food]; i. e., when the

camels that desire not the evening-food see the

camels eating that food, they follow them, and

pasture with them. (M, and so in the $ in art.

3+e.)

~}. [act, part. n. of 4, q.v.] Water failing,

Or Coming to an end: (TA:) or water that is

scanty, or little in quantity.] (Lh, M., T.A.)

282 *.* 232 *...*

ićt. (., (M.) or ºt, $4., (K.) Water which

the camels refuse, or dislike. (M, K.)

~5

2. tº ūji, (M, K, [but in the latter the pro

noun is masc.,]) and •rº, (M,) or simply º,
- ?. z F.

(S,) inf. n. J.3% (S, K,) He put on her, or clad

her neith, an ~#: (S, M, K:) or Wii signifies

he putpn her, or clad her with, a shift. (AZ, T.)

—-5i, (M, K) inf n, as above, (K.) It (a

garment, or piece of cloth,) was made into an -i.

(M, K.)

5, ºk. -jū, (M.K.) and "…], [written

with the disjunctive alif ºl, (M) or '-º',

(K, [but this I think a mistranscription,]) He

put on himself, or clad himself nith, an ~#:

(M, Ki) or "cººl, alone, she put on herself,

or clad ºf with, an -i (AZ, T. S. M.)—

tº-3 eye" JU t He put on (i.e. on himself)

the coat of mail, and the arms, or neapons, (A.)

And Jºãº ~ju + He put forth his shoulder

joints from the belt of the bon, [the belt being

across his breast, so that the bom, nas on his

shoulder-blades: (A:) accord. to AHn, (M,)

Jiří signifies t a man's putting the suspensory

of the bon across the breast, and putting forth the

shoulder-joints from it, (M,K,) so that the boro is

on the shoulder-joints : (M:) and you say also,

ºi Je º -jū t ſhe put his bow in the

manner above described upon his back]. ($.)-

[And hence, -jū signifies also t He prepared

himself, or made himself ready, (K,) ,3% [for

the affair]. (TK.)–And t He acted, or be.

haved, nith forced hardness, firmness, strength,

hardiness, courage, or vehemence. (K.)

8: see 5, in two places.

9 : see 5.

3. (T, S, M.A.K) and 'i: (M,K) A,i,

($,) or 5.5., (M, K,) i.e., ($, M, [but in the K

what here follows is given as a meaning distinct

from that of 3×5,]) a s: [q. v.], (S, M, K,) or

piece of cloth, (S, A,) which is slit ($, M, A, K)

in the middle, (S,) and n:orn by a noman, (A, K,)

who thron's it upon her neck, (S, M,) [putting her

head through the slit;] having neither an opening

at the bosom (a ~~~), nor sleeves: (S, M, A, K:)

and a noman's shift: (T, M, K:) and, (K,) or

accord. to some, (M,) a garment that is short,

reaching half-nay donºn the shank : (M, K:) or

[a garment like] drawers, or trousers, nithout

legs; (M, K;) i. q. i*i; : (M:) or a shirt nºith

out sleeves, ($ voce Jº, M, K,) worn by nomen :

($ ubi supra:) the first explanation alone is given

in most lexicons: (TA:) some say that it is

different from the lil: that it has no band like

º ofſº cº, and is not served

together after the manner of drancers or trousers,

but is a shirt of n!hich the two sides are not senſed

together: (M.) or i, q. iśle and 3'-e and 33.3%;

all signifying one and the same thing: (T:) pl.

[of pauc.] Júſ (M, K [in the CK and a MS.

copy of the K written Juſ) [originally Jºã

which is mentioned as one of the pls. by MF] and

Já [originallyJi which is also mentioned as

one of the pla. by MF] and by transposition $ii,

(MF) and [of mult] ºff (S) or 34 (M)

or both. (K.). [Hence,) sº also signifies

+ The husk of barley. (M, K.)

* A [n rapper, or wrapping garment, such

as is called) J.º. (T)

3-22 • 2

*** : See ~9).

Ali -ºš. t A man nihose nail is crooked.

(K.)

Leº
6 e: - - - -

1. Lº!, (M, K,) in, or in relation to, a tie [or

skin for water or milk], (TA,) signifies The

having two punctures of a seam (Jºãº) rent SO

* 7, 9 ~ 2:

as to become one. (M, K.) You say, àºð! c-ji,
6 o - •

aor. 2, inf. n. Lº!, The mater-skin had its two

punctures (\alji- [or rather two of its punctures,

agreeably with the explanation of the inf. n. in

the M and K, as given above,) rent so that they

became one. (TK.)—[And hence,) The meeting

together of the cº, [or ragina and rectum]:

whence 2.5 [q. v.] as an epithet applied to a

woman. (Ham p. 373.)—[It seems to be indi
--- -

-

cated, in the T, that one says, u-ji 2, aor. 2,

and ºl, aor. 2; as meaning, or perhaps the former

only, The nomen assembled, or came together: for

I there find, immediately after 3t. as signifying

“a place in which women assemble,” “one says,

2, aor. 2, and.# aor. : :" but it is then added

that, accord. to Khālid, Ibn-Yezeed, ... is from

_3), aor. ..]= I. q, Jºš [The act of rending,

rending asunder, ripping, or the like; or undoing

the serving of a thing]. (TA.)- The act of

cutting. ($gh, K.) You say, 43. IIe cut it.

(TK.)=3. aor. 2, also signifies He brought

together, or united, two things. (T.) [See asji,

and it..]=0&w ºf Gº, Mºb) with two

forms of aor, (app. and 2,] (Mºb) inf. m. ii,

($gh, K,) or 2.5i, (Msb;) and 2, aor. 2 ;

(Msb;) He stayed, remained, dwelt, or abode, in

the place. ($gh, Msb, K.)

2 : see 4.

4. (.31, infin. 2*]; and W º, inf. n.*

He rendered her such as is termed 2.5i, 4. W.

(O,K.)

2: is primarily used in relation to the [i.

[or skin for water or milk; as meaning] Having

tno punctures of a seam (cº-) rent so that

they become one. (S.)— And hence, (S,) or from

3. as meaning “he brought together, or united,”

two things, (T,) A woman whose cº, [or

vagina and rectum] meet together in one, [by the

rupture of the part between them,) (T, M.,) be

coming conjoined, so that the t; is enlarged

thereby, (TA,) on the occasion of devirgination;

(Mº) i.g. juatº, (T, S, M,) as some say; (T;)

or àéu. ; (K; [said in the TA to be a mistake:

but uai, and igº, are said in the M, in art.

Jass, to have the same signification;]) a woman

whose cº have become one: (Ham p. 271 :)

or, as some say, small in the & [or vagina]:

(M:) or it has these two contr. significations.

(K.)

3t. is a quasi-inf. n. of3. in the last of the

senses explained above. (Msb.) [Thus it signifies

A staying, remaining, dwelling, or abiding, in

a place. But it more commonly signifies] The

assembling of women [and of men also] in a case

of rejoicing and of mourning. (Harp. 234.)—
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It is also a noun of time from the same. (Mgb.)

[Thus it signifies A time of staying or remain

ing, &c.]—And it is also a noun of place from

the same. (Msb.) [And thus it signifies A place

of staying or remaining, &c. But it more com

monly signifies] A place of assembling of women

[and of men also] in a case of rejoicing and of

mourning: from 25), aor. 2, accord. to Khālid

Ibn-Yezeed. (T,)—And hence, tropically,(Mºb)

f Women assembling together (T, S, M, Mgh,

Msb, K) in a case of rejoicing and of mourning,

(T, M, Mgh, K,) or in a case of good and of evil:

(S, Msb:) or any assembly, (M, K,) of men and

of nomen, (M,) in a case of mourning or of re

joicing: (M, K:) or particularly of young women;

(M, K,) accord. to some; but it is not soi.and

some assert that the word is derived from ºl, in

the first of the senses explained in this art. ; and

from 2,3, as an epithet applied to a woman;

because it signifies women coming together, and

meeting face to face, in a case of good and of evil:

(M.) the pl. is 3%. ($, Mgh.) Abu-l-'Aſa

Es-Sindee says,
e - w x ~ * : * ~ * • * ~ * *

+ ~5-a-º.% <!-jūī As ãºe º

- -> x > * 2}- o: 49 p.a. º

23-3 ºil see! -->

[In the evening nhen arose the nailing women to

wail, and openings at the necks and bosoms of

garments mere rent with the hands of assembled

mourning women, and cheeks also were lacerated]:

(S, M, Mgh ) i. e., tº sº. ($) Andanother says, • T ~ *

+ | ~3 º & ſº : - +

2 -#2 f • 6 - • * * *

+ tº 3:29) J3- Jº lº- +

[So that thou seest them (referring to women)

standing in his presence, or at, or by, it, like as

thou seest the assembly of men around the prince,

or commander]: 2. here necessarily denoting

men. (M.)— IKt says, (Msb,) it is used by

the vulgar to denote An affliction, or evil acci

dent; ($, Mgh, Msb;) [and Mtr adds,) and a

nailing : (Mgh:) they say, cº* Jº ū

ſmeaning We nere present at the affliction of

such a one]: ($, Msb:) or cº;Jºº. Jº tº

(meaning We were present at the affliction, and

wailing, of the sons of such a one]: (Mgh:) but

the correct word in this case, (S, Mgh,) or the

better, (Mºb) is a tº : ($, Mgh, Msb:) so says

IAmb. (Mgh.) But accord. to IB, nothing for

bids that it may occur in the sense of A place

of nailing; and in the sense of mourning, and

rvailing, and weeping; for therefore do women

assemble: and thus it may be in the saying of

Et-Teymee, respecting Mansoor Ibn-Ziyād,

+ * , ºf 2 * > * 2: - • *,”

2-3 - Low-ºve J-Lº's +

• 12- : *- : * + 2 -

[The people's mourning, &c., for him reas one : in

every house was a moaning, and a sighing]: and

in the saying of another,

ºf 3 ºn tº J-3
- in -- - -t.

+

** * * * *

+

i.e. [The daughters of the captives, when they

were slain, became, in the early part of the day,

in a state of mourning; and the beasts of prey,

in a state of rejoicing. (TA.)

cºl

- - ~ 2:

1. JºJº J5), (S,M,Mºb, K,”) aor, ?, (Msb,)
- - - 2 : o

or -, (K) inf n. &# (M, Mºb, K) and 35,

(K,) He remained, continued, stayed, or abode,

in the place; (S, M, Mºb, K;*) or became fired,

or settled, therein. (M.)

10. cº- [lit.] He (an ass) became a she-ass.

(M.) The saying, &#:*&le, said of a

man, [lit.] signifies [He was a he ass, and he

became a she ass; meaning the n'as mighty, or

of high condition, [like the wild he-ass, and he

became base, abject, or vile. ($, T.A.)—Also, (S,

TA) or Güí cit-, (M.) He (a man) pur

chased a she-ass; ($;) he took for himself a she

ass. (S, M.)

&éſ (T, S, M, Mºb,K) and "&til, (K) but

one should not say itſi, (ISk, S, Mºb) or this

is of rare occurrence, (K,) occurring in certain

of the trads., (IAth,) A she-ass [domestic or nild]:
4 nº.

(S, M, Msb, K:) pl. (of pauc., T,S, Msb) J31 and
2?

(of mult., T, S, Msb) &# (T, S, M, Msb, K) and

o: ~ 2: 2

35i and (quasi-pl. n., M) "itºu.. (S, M. K.)

—Hence, Gül signifies : A foolish and soft or

neak noman; as being likened to a she-ass.

(TA.)- Also The station of the drancer of nater

at the mouth of the nell; ($, M, K;) and so

W &#. (M, K.) And A rock, or great mass of

stone, (AA, T, S, M,) in mater; (AA, T, M ;)

or, as some say, at the bottom of the casing of a

nell, so that it is meat the mater. (AA, T.) And

A large, round mass of rock, which, when it is in

shallon n’ater, is called J-ºl &ū; and a she

camel is likened thereto, in respect of her hard

ness: (S:) or J-ºl &ū signifies a large mass

of rock projecting from the nater : (T:) or a

mass of rock, (M, K, TA,) large and round, in

the mater, (TA,) at the mouth of the nell, over

spread neith [the green substance called] ---,

so that it is smooth, (M, K, TA,) more smooth

than other parts: (M, TA:) or a mass of rock,

part of nhich is immerged Geº, M, K) in the

nater, (K,) and part apparent. (M, K.) And

Jº éti signifies A large mass of rock in the

interior of the mater-course, which nothing raises

or moves, of the measure of the stature of a man

in length and likenºise in breadth. (1Sh.)— Also

The [piece of wood called] sº(; [which is one

of four forming the support] of the& [more

commonly called tºº, q. v.]: pl. &#, (K,

TA,) with medd. (TA: [but in the CK &#1)

6 *

Jul:

* .2: .

!: see Júl, in two places.

&# (T, M, Mgh, Msb, K) and &#, (K,) or,

accord. to J, (Msb,) it is thus, with teshdeed, but

pronounced without teshdeed by the vulgar, (S,

Msb,) A certain place in which fire is kindled,

(S, Mgh,) called in Persian cº- [or 3-3],

pertaining to a bath: and metaphorically applicd

to t that in which bricks are baked, and called in

Persian dº and Ösº's [or simply J35 and

Jºs]: (Mgh:) accord. to Az, (Mgb,) it is that

of the bath, and of the place in which gypsum is

made : (T, Msb:) or the trench, hollon, or pit,

of the jº- [or lime-burner, (in the CK, erro

neously, the jū-J) and of the preparer of

gypsum ; (M, K, TA;) and the like: (K:) the

pl. [said in the TA to be of the latter, but it is

implied in the T and M and Mgh that it is of the

former, is &º, (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K, [in

the CK, erroneously, &ui,j) by common con

sent of the Arabs, (Mgh,) with two es, (T,)

accord. to Fr, who says that they sometimes

double a letter in the pl. when they do not double

it in the sing., (T,) and accord. to IJ, who jays
- 6 x

that it seems as though they changed J35 to

&:#; (M;) and [of &#. as is said in the TA

28

and implied in the M.] &#. (M. K.) [J says

that] it is said to be post-classical; (S;) [and ISd

says, I do not think it to be Arabic. (M.)

~ 2:- 6 -:

i\}95ue: see Jül.

55)

- 28. -> x 5.

1. Gi, aor it; (Mab3) and 33, (T, S, M,
… was 6 of -

K)aor, siſ; ($) inf n. xii, (M., Msb) or i,ji,

(S,) or the latter is an inf. n. of un. ; (T, TA;)

He came; (Msb;) and I came to him, or it;
- ?.

(S;) the former a dial. var. of Jº, aor. Jºe:

(Msbº) and the latter, of ºi. (T, S, M.K.)

[See art. Usil, to which, as well as to the present

art., belong several words mentioned in this.]=

ti, aor, as above, (TK) inf. m. i. (M,K, TK.)

also signifies He pursued a right, direct, straight,

or even, course, in going, or pace. (M, K, TK.)

–And He (a man, TK) hastened, made haste,

or sped; or he was quick, hasty, speedy, rapid,

swift, or fleet. (M, K, TK.)—And #5 ºff,

inf. n. as above, The she-camel returned her fore

legs, [draning the feet back tonards the body,

and lifting them high, in her going. (M.)

You say, a jº º & si &- us, and

º &#. Hon good, or beautiful, is this she

camel's returning of her fore legs in her going !

i.e. tº Jºº& (T. S. M.)—And .#

signifies also The act of impelling, or propelling;

particularly, of an arrow frºm a bow. (TA.) See

also this word below.= affºl, (S, M, Msb, K,)

aor, ºil, ($, Mºb) inf. n. *sūl, (S, M, Mºb, K.)

so accord. to A'Obeyd, (M,) and mentioned by

$gh on the authority of AZ, (TA,) and Sii, (S,

TA,) [I gave him what is termed $35, as mean

ing the taa: called 8-5- this is the signification

which seems to be indicated in the S : or] I bribed

him. ; gave him a brile. (M, Mºb, K.) [See also

3,9] below.]=als-JI stºl, (T, S, M, K,) and

§-il, (M.K.) aor. .# ($) inf. n. :(l, with

kesr, (Kr, M, K,) [in a copy of the T, and in two

copies of the Š, Č, but this is said in the M to

be a subst.,] and *i; (M, K.) and als—al "-ji,

inf n. *]; (T;) The palm-tree [and the treel
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bore : (S:) or put forth its fruit: or showed its

being in a good state : (M, K:) or bore much :

(T, M., K.) and Úl signifies also the increasing,

ºr thriving, of seed-produce. (T,)—And si

asºl.J., inf. n. tul, [in a copy of the M ful, The

cattle, or camels &c., increased, or yielded increase.

(M, K. [In the CK, immediately before this

phrase, gº's is erroneously put forit.º.])=

Jº forsº see 1 in art. Uss!.

4: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

.# an inf. n. of 1, q.v.=A nay, course, mode,

or manner. (M, K.) You say, of speech, or

language, (M,) and of a speaker, or reciter of a

* (IAar, M) 2-6 ºf J. Jju. It, and
he, ceased not to follow one [uniform] nay, &c.

(M.)=An impulsion; a propulsion; particu

larly an act of shooting an arrow from a bow: so

We used to shoot one shooting and two shootings ;

meaning, of arrows from bows, after the prayer

of sunset. (TA.)= Death : or [so in the T,

but in the K “and,”] a trial; or an affliction.

(T, K.) You say, ji cºš Jé Jº Death came

upon such a one : or a trial ; or an affliction.

(Ish,T) And -ečičić i & If I

die, [or if death befall me, my slave shall be free.

(T.)— A vehement sickness or disease : (T, K:)

or the fracture of an arm, or of a leg. (T.)= A

gift. (S. K.)— Butter; ($) as also 'ſſi, (A)

or *ſū. (TA: [in which it is said to be like

**: but this I think a mistake: see fü

below.]) You say, when a skin of milk is agitated,

o. of . , of

in a trad., where it is said, cº's 35')!

and its butter comes, § tº- Jä [Its butter has

come]. ($, TA) And you say, "G 23 & 4

Milk having butter. (A, TA.)=A great body

or corporeal form or person (lººke Jasi:).

(AZ, $gh, K.)

i; A single coming; as also iji. (T.)

3 -og

cylºl a corroborative [or imitative sequent] of

&ºi, which signifies grieving, mourning, Or

sorron ful: (TA:) or i. q. Jae- [vehemently

desirous; eager; &c.]. (Mirkát el-Loghah, cited

by Golius.) -

ñā, (T.S. M.) or à, like º-, (K, [but it

is said in the M that the former is a subst, and

the latter an inf. n.,] Increase; syn. [.3, (S, M,

K, [in the CK Jºãº is erroneously put for

it.º.) and ié, ($:) increase, and produce,

Or met produce, of land; as though from šū)

signifying 8-9-1 : (TA:) gain, or revenue,

arising from the increase of land, or from the

ºrent thereof, or the like : (TA, and so in a copy

of the $:) the produce of land, and fruits, &c.;

(A5, T:) what is produced of the fruits (Jºël

[in the CK Jeſ]) of trees: (M, K3) the fruit

of palm-trees. (S.) – See also Sii, in three

places.

3 = 3 * -

Jī ($, M, $gh, K) and J| [respecting which

see what follows] and Jº!, ($gh, K.) of all which,

the first is said by A'Obeyd to be the form used

by the Arabs, (TA,) [and all belong “, art. Lº!,

as well as to the present art.,] and "Čº (M,

$gh, K) and & ind &º, Gºh, K) all these,

and the three preceding them, mentioned by Sgh

on the authority of AA, but the last of all said by

him to be strange, (TA,) A rivulet for n-hich a

man makes a may or channel, or an easy course

or passage, to his land: (S, M, K:) or a torrent,

or flon of nater, from another region or quarter:

(M, K: [both these meanings mentioned in the

M in art. 331, and the former in art. Jºl also, of

that work:]) or Jº signifies a conduit of nater;

and any channel in which mater is made to have

an easy course; as also§ mentioned by Sb ;

or, as some say, this is a pl.: (M. :) or any

rivulet : (A5, T:) or a rivulet less than the

ſtrench called sº (IB) and & Jº (Lh,

T, S, M) and &sji, (Lh, ś, M) a torrent, or

flow of mater, that comes one knows not whence:

(M:) or that comes when the rain that has pro

duced it has not fallen upon the people to whom it

comes: (Lh, S, M:) or that comes from a land

upon which rain has fallen to a land upon which

rain has not fallen. (T, Msb.)- Hence, (T, M.,)

or the reverse is the case, (T, M, Msb,) all the

words above, (AA, T, K,) or & and&% (S,

M, Mgh, Msb, [the last said in the T to be the

most approved, D A stranger; or a man not of

one's on n people, or not of one's on n kindred :

(AA, T, S, M, Mgh:) or a man n-ho asserts his

relation to a people of whom he is not ; (Mºb:)
3 *

Or & signifies one who is among a people of

- 3 2

whom he is not : (A5, T:) and &é, a stranger,

who is not in his on n country; or, accord. to Ks,

a stranger, niho is not in his on n home: (T:) the

pl. of this last is 3,25i. ($) [the fem. sing, is

isºl and the pl. ſem. Eºi. (T.S. M.)

šū i. q. £5– [i. e. A tax, a tribute, or an

impost], (T, S, M, K,) such, for instance, as is

levied on land, (TA in the present art.,) and such

as is imposed on a slave; (TA in art. •rº-3;) and

any taa: or other exaction that is taken by com

pulsion, or against the mill, or that is apportioned

to a people: (M: [in the TA “to a place” instead

of “to a people:”]) and also, a bribe: or, (accord.

to some, M,) particularly, a bribe for water: (M,

K.) the pl. is ussui, (T, M, K, TA, [but in some

copies of the K &é, and accord. to copies of

the S it is sº, being written, with the article,

cº both of which appear to be wrong; for

it is said to be] like Jºe and L359A, ple. of
6.- . 6.- . - - -

35 ye and $398, (M., TA,) and like Jºjº. ;

(TA;) changed, [in the accus. case, with ſhe

article prefixed, at the end of a verse, into usu'),

for the sake of the rhyme: (M, TA:) this occurs

in a verse of El-Jandº (S:) it has also for a

pl. *ś, (T,) and Jº, [in the CK, erroneously,

Jºl which is extr., (M, K,) as though its sing.

- o? 2 in • & P

were sºi, being like Jº, pl. of sº, (M) and

like Jé, pl. of sº. (TA) You say, sº ess

* [He payed the tar of his land]; i.e.tº

… b > * >

and #6) Avºle <-24 [The taa, or tribute, or

impost, was imposed upon them]; i.e. agua-J) :

and some assert it to be tropical. (TA.) You say

also, sº its 3 [He stopped (it bitted) his

mouth with the bribe]; i.e. isºu. (TA)

& and its vars. : see§ above.

Jº

1. Ji. ao; cº, (Msb,) and, in thº, dial. of

Hudheyl, ºu, without Us; ($;) and aºji, (T, S,

M, Mºb, K.) ſaor, ejí;] and in the imperative,

some of the Arabs say, sº, suppressing the 1, like

as is done in 34 and Jé and 2.; (IJ, M) inf.

n. Ö3, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºh, K) or this is a

simple subst., (Msb.) and asºl, (M, K,) which

should not be used as an inf. n. of un., unless by

a bad poetic licence, (Lth, T,) and Jäi (T, S, M,

Msb, K) and& and& and #. ; (M, K;) He

[or it] came; (Msb;) and I came to him, or it;

($, M, Mgh,” Msb, K;) or nas, or became, present

at it, namely, a place: (Mgh:) as also Gl, aor.

.#5 (Mº) and ºi (T.S.M.K), aor ºf:

(S:) for which reason, we assign the generality of

the words mentioned in art. 531 to the present art.

also, (M.) [Accord. to the authorities here indi

cated for the signification of Ji, this verb and*

are syn.: some attempt to distinguish them; but

contradict one another in so doing: the slight

distinctions that exist between them will be best

seen by a comparison of the exs. in this art. with

those in art.t- :] accord. to Er-Răghib, the proper

[or primary] signification of&@ is The coming

with ease. (TA.)—tº, (Mgh, Msb,) inf. n.

33, (Msb,) [lit. He came to her, means the

lay nith her; syn. Vaale-; (Mgh, Msb;) namely,

a woman, (Mgh,) or his wife. (Msb.) Hence

an expression in the Kur xxvi. 165. (TA.)—

Agil Ji [He came to the people: and hence,) he

asserted his relationship to the people, not being

of them. (Msb.) [See& in art. 53.1—º Ji

[He came neith, or brought, him, and it; or] he

made him (a man), and it (a thing, such, for in

stance, as property), to come. (Kull.) [See also

4: and see, in what follows, other significations

ofJº trans. by means of +. Hence, ºJi

He begot a child, or children. And 44 3.5i She

brought him forth; gave birth to him.j Accord.

to Aboo-Is-hák, the meaning of the words in the

Kur (ii. 143] tºº & K, sº lsº ºff is,

Wherever ye be, God nill bring you all back unto

Himself (M.) [You say also, is ºf Head.

duced a proof..] See also 3. –29. Jº [He

entered into, engaged in, or occupied himself with,

the thing, or affair; and, as also as Jºl, he did,

erecuted, or performed, the thing, or affair; (M.

K;) and in like manner, Jill, [and ~39.)

the crime, sin, or ºffence,(M), It is said in the

Kur ſix. 54], Ju-e A5 S! 5)-all J35A S3,

meaning And they do not enter into, or engage in,

prayer, unless when they are heºry, or sluggish.

(TA.) And you say, at-ul Usº), [and 3-wº,

-

w
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(see Kur iv. 23 and lxv. 1,)] He entered into,

engaged in, or occupied himself with, [or he did,

or committed, that nihich nas eaccessively foul or

evil. (TA) And Jº 3 J, & eºs ºf
[He said, gave utterance to, ºuttered, or expressed,

or he brought to pass, did, or effected, nhat was

good, or eaccellent; he said, or did, nell, or eaccel

lently]. (Mºb in art. 29-.) And ** sº Jº

Jºs- [He (a horse) performed, or fetched, run

after run]. ($ in art. AU, &c.)—j-uº :-1: Sº

Jº <!- [in the Kur Xx. 72] means &l= <!-

[And the emchanter shall not prosper nhere he is,

or wherever he may be]; (M, Bd, K;) and nhere

he cometh: (Bd:) or*— Jº <-- [nhere he

cometh nith his enchantment; or where he per

formeth his enchantment]: (Jel:) and it is said to

mean that where the enchanter is, he must be

slain: such is the doctrine of the lawyers. (M.)

–Z mentions that Jº occurs in the sense ofjue

[He, or it, became; like as we sometimes say,

he, or it, came, or came to be]; like* in the

saying, tº ièg *... (Kull) [So you say,

tºº. ity Ji The building became, or came to

be, firm, strong, or compact.]—The saying, in

the Kur [xvi. 1],‘,-- Sú iſ2: Jº means

[The threatenedpunishment ordained of God hath

approached: therefore desire not ye to hasten it:]

its coming hath approached. (TA.) [And in like

manner, & Jº, like Jº, means Such a one

was approached by the enemy come in sight of

him. (K.) & ū< [Thou art approached

&c., O such a one,) is said when one is warned of

an enemy that has come in sight of him. (Sgh,

TA.) And 34-1.ſe Ji means The enemy came

to them, [or came dom upon them, for, as MF

observes, Jº when trans. bymeans ofJº Seeins

to imply the meaning of J53,) overcoming, or

overpowering, them. (Bd in xviii. 40.)- Hence,
o ,-,-

* Ji [and Štá, as will be seen by what fol

lows,) + He destroyed him, or it. (Bd ubi supra.)
w 2 - … • O 6 * > ~ f

Anº hence, from 3-wall cººl, (Mgh,) asſe Ji

AJ1 t Time, or fortune, destroyed him. (M,

Mgh, Mgb, K.) Destruction is meant in the Kur
.x ecº - 2 -

ſix. 2), where it is said, j <!-3. 37.4%

lº- +[But God brought destruction upon them

whence they did not reckon, or eacpect]. (Es

Semeen, T.A.) And it is said in the Kur [xvi. 28],

Jelšāl &: 2.3% Aſ Jº, i. e. f But God

removed their building from the foundations, and

demolished it upon them, so that He destroyed

them. (TA.) * Ji also signifies # He caused

it to come to an end; made an end of it; con

sumed it; [devoured it;] eachausted it; came to,

or reached, the end of it; namely, a thing; (Kull;)

as, for instance, what was in a bowl; (K in art.

Axº~ ;) and what was in a vessel; (K in art.

--,-3) like * §: (Isa cited in the TA in

art. Jºº :) or i. q. ~ 2. [which may be rendered

he rvent anay with it; but this, as an explanation

ofº Jº, has another meaning, which see in

wh; fºllows]. (Kull.) And one says, ÖğG

a tº &et Destruction came to such a one from

the quarter whence he felt secure. (TA.) And
22 - 22 - ?

cy')3 º J” Jº! + Property belonging to such a

one perished. (T,) And 423 Jº t He is taken

anay, or carried off, and overcome. (TA.) A

poet says,

4 2-8 º,
-

6. & 2 × 2 2:

exel Jº-Jº" 31- c.22 J”

, * a * 2 * * * *

-º-º- ºf Jº Jº

meaning t [Misfortunes, in the footsteps of n!hich

were misfortunes,) took anay [nhat nas sneet, of

life, and rendered it bitter]. (TA.) One says

u.A cº, [so I find it written, but I

think that the last word should be trºl, agreeably

with a preceding phrase from the T,) + Hence the

trial, or affliction, came in upon thee. (Mgh.)

And 134- ãº- &: Jº, with the verb in the

passive form, t He missed [his object in respect of

such a thing] by laying hold upon it when it

nas not fit to be laid hold upon. (Msb.) And

Jº G. [also] like (*. + The man was

deceived, or deluded, and his faculty of sense

became altered to him, so that he imagined that to

be true which was not true. (TA)—º Jä

is also syn. with * 2. [meaning He, or it, (as,

for instance, a period of time,) passed by him, or

over him]. (Msb.) You say, J.- <ſe Jº [A

year passed over him; or he became a year old].

(S.K., Mºb, in art, Jº-j,&c.)—ää
* w 2 < , of ~ * -

35U' old A& & &-fu. See art. 531.

+

º
*

• 2.É

also, strºl

~#

stºl, and
-

2. 4. Ji. (T, S, M,) or &J), (K,) or both,

- • *. 3 2.

(TA,) inf. n. ăşū and Lju, He smoothed, made
- • • * * - £32

easy, or prepared, (J-, $, K, or U.A, T,) the way,

course, passage, or channel, of the mater, (T, S,

K,) in order that it might pass forth to a place;

(S;) he directed a channel for it (M, TA) so that

it ran to the places wherein it rested or remained.

(TA.) Andū <s Jº He made a rivulet, or

a channel for nater, to run to his land. (M.)-

9.icºſ Á, if n idº, (T.M.'TA) god
prepared, disposed, arranged, or put into a good

or right state, [and thus rendered feasible or

practicable or easy,) for such a one, his affair.

(M,”TA.)

3. $51, [inf n. as below,) He requited, com

pensated, or recompensed, him. (M, K.) The

saying, in the Kur [xxi. 48], Jé. Jºë &:

tº Y ūji Jº- &- a -, some read thus, (M,”

TA) meaning [Though it be the neight of a

grain of mustard, we will bring it [forward for

requital]: others read ºr " ūji, meaning we will

give [a recompense] for it; in which case the

verb is of the measure Jasi: or n'e will requite

for it; in which case ...he verb is 2 ſhe measure

Jelš. (M, TA) -j-9) Jºe arej), (T, S, M,

Mşb,) inf. n. SU';*, (T, S,) I agreed nith him,

or was of one mind or opinion with him, upon, or

respecting, the thing, or affair; I complied neith

him respecting it; (T, S, M, Msb;) in a good

manner : (T:) the vulgar say, &#3; (S:) this

is of the dial. of the people of El-Yemen, inf. n.

$3.3. ; and is the form commonly current: (Msb:)

but it should not be used, except in the dial. of

the people of El-Yemen. (T.)—[Hence, app.,

Jº as meaning He aided; a signification men

tioned by Golius, on the authority of Z and Ibn

Maqroof.]

4. tiſ, (S, M., &c.) inf. n. *!, (TA) i, q.

* Ji [He came nith, or brought, him, or it];

($5) he made it (a thing) to come, 29 to him;

(TA;) he made, or caused, him, or it, to be present;

(Ksh, TA;) he made, or caused, it (a thing) to

go, pass, or be conveyed or transmitted, (syn.

ãuº,) aſ to him. (M.K.) It is said in the
Kur [xviii. 61], U al-Aſſ U3", i.e. a Urºl [Come

thou to us nith, or bring thou to us, our morning

meal]. (S.) – Hence, (Ksh, TA,) inf. n. as

above, (T, S,) He gave him (T, S, M, Msb, K) a

thing, (M, K,) or property: (Mgb:) and you

say, sº in the sense of the [imperative] sº [give

thou]. (T.) We read in the Kur.[v.60, &c.] &#s

itéj [And they give the portion of property

n:hich is the due of the poor]. (TA.) And in

[xxvii. 23 of] the same, :* Jé &: ëº,

meaning And she hath been given somewhat of

everything. (M, TA.) [You say also, lié,&

as meaning He was gifted, or endoned, with such

a thing; as, for instance, a faculty.] See also 3.

—sº <! I made a gift to the slave be

tneen nºhom and me nas a contract that he should

become free on payment of a certain sum: or I

abated, or took off, somewhat of his appointed

part-payments, or instalments. (Mºb.)—2.Étſu.

Jº, in the Kurlix.7, means What the Apostle

giveth you, of the [spoil termed] º, (Bd, Jel,)

&c.; (Jel:) or what command he giveth you :

(Bd:) or nhat he commandeth you [to receive].

(Kull.)—º e” Gº A dispute, or an alterca

tion, nas held before him, respecting the meaning

of a thing : [perhaps more properly signifying he

reas given authority to decide respecting a thing:]

occurring in a trad. (Mgh.)

5. 4. Jº It (an affair, T, Mgh, Msb, K, or a

thing, S, M) was, or became, prepared, disposed,

arranged, or put into a good or right state, for

him; (T,” S, M, Mgh, Msb, K;) and hence, it

(a thing) was, or became, feasible or practicable,

and easy, to him; (Mgh ;) it (an affair) was, or

became, facilitated, or easy, to him; (Msb;) the

may thereof (i.e. of an affair) was, or became,

facilitated, or easy, to him. (TA.) The following

is an ex. :

2 - c, d. 2 o 3 × 2 &#2

3.57 -ºj Jū

[Fortune became well, or rightly, disposed for

him, so that he became restored to wealth, or com
2 o' . 2, a£2

petence]: (T:) or&" Jºsul aſ Lºu [good fortune,

or prosperity, became prepared, &c., for him,

&c.]. (So in the TA.) And hence the saying,
.x 3 - & Jić tº jº. This is of the things which

k-a-J)

:feasible or practicable, and easy, to me to

chew. (Mgh).— He applied himself to it “nºith

gentleness, (A$, $, K.) and so tº JU, meaning

are-la-J, to his needful affair or business, (T,) and

entered into it, engaged in it, occupied himself

+ +

nvith it, did it, executed it, or performed it, by the
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way, or manner, proper, or suitable, tº it. (A8,

T, S, K. [In the CK, for 24-5 cº eul, we find

*3 Jº sui.]) Andº Jº Jiu He used gentle

ness, or acted gently, in his affair. (Msb.)—

<!- Jº-~ 4; Ju He sought him leisurely

or repeatedly [nrith an arrow, app. taking aim in

one direction and then in another, until he hit

him]. (Z,TA)—Jºë& & is explained

by Fr as meaningº Jºš [Such a one

came, or has come, addressing, or applying, or

directing, himself, or his regard, or attention, or

mind, to obtain thy favour, or bounty]. (S.) And

you say,º Jºb, meaning & Jºſé [He

addressed, applied, or directed, himself, &c., to

obtain his favour, or bounty]. (TA.)- Some

say that Jº signifies He prepared himself to

rise, or stand. (TA.)

10. Gºś Jº- IIe asked such a one to come,

deeming him slow, or tardy. (K.)-ăşū cit

The she-camel desired to be covered; (A, TA;)

desired the stallion; ($, M, K;) being eaccited by

lust. (S, A.) -

: 3 a

sº : see Lº".

âjî A single coming; as also i;i, but not

wājūl, unless by a bad poetic licence. (T.)–

- © .2 * * *

See also &2-) à.5".

&G, is either an inf. n. of Ji. or a simple

subst. [signifying A coming]. (Mºb.)

#13, an inf. n. of 1 ſq.v.]: (M, K:) see also

2-3:

r: 44 3. .#

?U) or ful: see Us?".

3. 3 .

& as syn. with &sji: See art. 55).— Also,

(M, and so in some copies of the K, where it is

said to be like Cº) or 'J', like Jº, (so in

other copies of the K,) and Y fü, (M, K,) written

by some fül , (TA,) What falls, of nood or leaves,

into a river: (M, K:) from º: (M:) pl.

aw,as 3. 2

ful [in the CK U)] and Ljl. (M., K.)—
º … •

& Jº A man who is sharp, emergetic, vigorous,

and effective, in affairs; nho applies himself to

them nºith gentleness, and enters into them, or

performs them, by the way, or manner, proper,
5 --3 =

or suitable, to them. (M.) — J. Jºs: see
#2 o

- - --

-

2

2 a...?

tº- iš, (so in a copy of the M.) or Yaºji,

(so in some copies of the K, and accord. to the

TA,) or Y &#, (so in other copies of the K,) and

* 2:31, (so in the M, and in some copies of the

K.) or * <!, (so in sº copies of the K, and

accord. to the TA,) or arºl, (so in a copy of the

K,) The matter which comes from the nound:

(M, K:) from Aboo-'Alee. (TA.)

; (K;) a dial. var. of the latter.

:
wº

Jº i. 4. Lº

(TA.)

to .3 2 *w a 22-i © 2 2 a 3

tº- àº, and arºl : see t?-) àºl.

Bk. I.

º 3 #.

Sºl [Coming; (see also Jºu, ;) applied to a

man, &c.; and to time, meaning future ; also a

comer :—and hence,) An angel. (Mgh, Msb.)

o in .9," º .7 2 a #

to-lag see tº- 4.51.
232 282

Lju. A place of coming. (Mºb.) [And witt.

signifies the same: or A road, or nay, by nihich

one comes; a way of access; an approach ; as

alsoJº :

© . 2?2

-§2. Ljus [The place of access of the woman;

i. e. the meatus of her vagina; or her vagina

itself;] the Jae-3, or place of menstruation,

of the noman. (Zj in the TA in art. Jacº-)-

or, more properly, a means of coming.]

28 Jº and *3á. The nay, or manner, (*s,

$, or ā-, M, K) of the affair, (S, M, K) by

which it is, or is to be, entered into, engaged in,

done, eacecuted, or performed; like as you say

25& Jº. and &, meaning the same by

both & You my, i. 3, 29 tº and

** 6, Moi.e., & Cº. sºlº& II
entered into, engaged in, did, executed, or per

formed, the affair by the nay, or manner, where

by it should be entered into, &c.], (S) or azº- &-[which means the same]. (M.) * * * T •

£22 32 c >

Lºš-e : see Sºº-e.
2.

28, e?.

štít, see Lºve, in three places.

ū. [pass. Pºrt.” of 1; Come : come to :] is

of the measure Jºãº ; the 3 being changed into

U8 and incorporated into the U3 which is the final

radical ºte; (S.) In the saying, in the Kur [xix.

62], ū. $3% & - *], the meaning is * (ii

[Verily that which He hath promised, or the ful

filment of his promise, is coming]; like as, in the

phrase º: tº- in the Kur [xvii. 47], ºu.

is meant: or it may be a pass. part. n. [in signi

fication as well as form]; for what cometh to

thee, of that which God commandeth, thou comest

2 & 2 of 3 # 2

thereto. ($.) It is said in a prov., ºſ clºſ Jºe

slº-Ji [lit. Thou art come to, O thou person],

meaning there is no escape for thee from this

event. (TA.)–Applied to a man, it also signi

fies 23& [in a sense indicated in the Kur xxvi.

165]. (TA.)

fú. &l. A road to nihich people come (Th,

M, Mgh, Mºb) much, or often; (Mgh, Mºb) the

latter word being of the measure Jºie, (Th, M,

Mgh, Msb,) originally &ée Or*; (Mgb;)

from <ā, (Th, M,) or &\}} ; [or from &# ;]

like JS- 33, i.e. a house where people alight

or abide much, or often : (Mgh, Msb:) a road

that is frequented ($, M, K) and conspicuous :

(M, K:) in [some of] the copies of the K, in

correctly,it….: (TA:) A'Obeyd has inadvertently

written it without [the radical] ..., and in the

category of §3. (M.) Death is thus termed in

a trad., as being a way which every one travels:

(TA:) and as that trad. is related, it is without

[the radical] ... (M.)—G,k,l it. The main

part, or middle, of the road; or the part of the

road along n:hich one travels: (Sh, TA:) or the

space nithin nhich the road is comprised; (S,

Mºb, K3) as also Jºla, 13. (TA:) or this

last, as also Jºlaji it…, signifies the measure

of the two sides, and the distance, of the road.

(L in art --)—tº also signifies The eac

treme limit of the distance to mhich horses run;

($, Mgb;) and so ſº. ($, TA)—And i. 4.

füß. (K.) You say, ºš j's * @'s My

house is opposite to the house of such a one; facing .

it, or fronting it; and so •y's à-3 (S;) and

93 & GL in art --)—And ºil Jº

2-3 ſº Jº is: (S) and 2-, * (S,
and L in art. Jºe,) The people built their houses,

or constructed their tents, after one mode, manner,
•,• 6 6 x .

Jashion, or form. (L in art. Jºe.)=?tº J-2

A man who requites, compensates, or recompenses;

who gives much, or largely. (M, K.)

#2 * : * ~~ 3 * 2 o J

Sºº-, Jº, and "Jºj, and "J54, and Jº-,

[so I find it written, perhaps for sº$, which
2.

may be a dial. var. of ºt..., like as 4:31, is of

4:37.) A mare desiring the stallion. (TA)

“tel

a £

1. tol, aor. 2 (T, S, M, L, K) and 2 and z, (M,

L.K.) inf. m. iśi (T, S, M, L, K) and bui(M,
• ** 2

L.K) and is, i, (M) or é, í, (L.K.) It (any.

thing) was, or became, much in quantity, abund

ant, or numerous : and great, or large : (M, L:)

it (herbage, or a herb,) was, or became, abundant,

or plenteous, and tangled, or luauriant; (T, S, K;)

or abundant and tall: (M:) it (hair) was, or
º:

became, abundant and long. (M,TA)—ei,

(M, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. 3i, (M,) said of a woman,

She was, or became, large in the hinder parts.

(M, K.)

2. č He made it plain, level, smooth, soft,

or easy to lie or ride or n’alk upon. (M, K.)

5. ejū He obtained, or acquired, goods,

household-goods, or furniture and utensils and the

like; or abundance of the goods, conveniences, or

comforts, of life; (S;) or property; ($, M ;) or

wealth; or what was good. (M.)

3 a * all - 2 A: .

Jº!, fem. with 3: see Jºeji, in two places.

36; Goods; or utensils and furniture of a

house or tent; household-goods; syn. £º (T,

M;) or sº &; (S, Msb, K;) of n-hatever

kind; consisting of clothes, and stuffing for

mattresses or the like, or outer garments [&c.]:

(M, TA:) or (so accord. to the M and K, but in

the T “also,”) all property, (AZ, T, S, M, K,)

[consisting of ) camels, and sheep or goats, and

slaves, and utensils and furniture or household

goods: (AZ, T, S:) or abundant property: or

abundance of property: (M, TA:) [in which last

sense it is an inf. n. used as simple subst. ;] Ol'

what is made, or taken, for use, and i. q. &:

not n-hat is for merchandise : or rhat is men, of

the utensils and furniture of a house or tent; not

what is old and worn out : (TA:) [it is a coll.

3
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gen. n., and the m. un, is with 5: (AZ, T, $, M,

Msb, K:) or it has no n. un. : (Fr, T, S, Mºb,

K:) if you form a pl. from 3 ul, you say, ii).5
..fr - - - * * *... - -t; • *

aşi, [originally a till, like a-ki, pl. of Lelale,

* , 2- .2 : : - -

and 3×4= <-5. (Fr, T.)

3.3 Much in quantity, abundant, or nume
3 g

rous; and great, or large ; as also " &ſ; (M,K;)

which is, in my opinion, [says ISd, originally

&il of the measure Jaś. (M:) the fem. is

it is and the pl. is tº, and 335i, (M,K;')

both being pls. of the masc. and of the fem.; (K;)

or the latter is pl. of the fem. only; (M.: MF)

but the former is [pl. of the masc.,] like A95 as

pl. of jº, (TA) and is pl. of the ſem, also

(M.) You say, 3-ºl ºu? Herbage, or a herb,

that is abundant, or plenteous, and tangled, or

lururiant : (T, S:) or abundant and tall. (M.)

And 3.3 }< Hair that is abundant, and

tangled, oriururiant: (S:) orabundant (T, M) and

long. (M.) Andišīā-,and "#,A thick beard.

(M, TA) Andžišić. A fleshy womans (M,

TA:) pl. 335i, (M) signifying fleshy women;

(S, M, K;) as also &G; (M:) or the former of

these pls. signifies tall, full-grown, women. (K.)

& i. ſſ. &% (K,) i. e. The [three] stones

which are set up and upon which the cooking-pot

is placed ; the [second] tº is said to be a substi

tute for J, and some hold the hemzeh to be aug

mentative. (TA.)

23|

1. 2-9 -i- 3. aor. * , inf. nºi, IIe made

an incision in the foot of the camel [in order tº

know and trace the footprints]; as also " 95.

(M) And -313. He made a mark upon the

bottom of the camel's foot with the iron instrument

called sº, in order that the footprints upon

the ground might be known : (T, TT :) or he

scraped the inner [i.e. under] part of the camel's

foot with that instrument in order that thefoot

prints might be traced. ($)—-e- ji, (T,

$, M.A., &c.,).2%) cº, (M) aor. (S.M. Mºb,

K) and - , (M.K.) inf. n. ii (T, S, M, Mºb, K)

and Šâ and ;i, (M.K.) the last from Lº, but

in my opinion, [says ISd,] it is correctly speaking

a subst., and syn. with §t. and št, (M.) He

related, or recited, the tradition, narrative, or

story, as received, or heard, from the people;

transmitted the narrative, or story, by tradition,

from the people : (T, S,” M, A, L., Msb,” K:*) or

he related that niherein they had preceded [as
…” of £29

tº ºtºi, be:

lieving sº to have been inserted by a mistake of

a copyist in the M, and hence in the L also :] from

39. (M, L.) [See 3. You say also,* †

•38), meaning He related, as heard from him,

… • *

narrators: so I render a 3 1954

~~£

what was false. (L, from a trad.)—23), aor. * ,

(M) inf. m. Åi, (M,K) also signifies Multum

inivit camelus camelam. (M., K.) =>}} 2,

aor. , IIe applied, or gave, his whole attention

to the thing, or affair, having his mind unoccupied

by other things. (K.)-25 Jº 3. IHe deter

mined, resolved, or decided, upon the thing, or

affair. (T.K.)—lies lie Jºjičiči Ji,

(Lih, T,L) inf n, iſ and ji, (L.) I have

assuredly purposed to do such and such things.

(Lth, T, L.)–See also 4. — And see 10.

wº g £.

2. 23,3), inf. n. 239, He, or it, made, (Mºb)

or left, (M, K,) or caused to remain, ($,) an

impression, or a mark, or trace, upon him, or it.

($,” M, Msb, K.") It is said of a sword, [meaning

It made, or left, a mark, or scar, upon him, or

it, and in like manner of a blow. (T, TA.)

[Whence,) <!- Jºž +[He scarred his honour].

25i

3,4- **** [Prostration in prayer made, or

left, a mark, or marks, upon his face and upon

his forehead]. (T,”TA.) See also 1, first sentence.

—He, or it, made an impression, or produced

an effect, upon him, or it; impressed, affected, or

influenced, him, or it. (The Lexicons passim.).-

& 134 3, (T, TT) or "37, (K.) He, or it,

made such a thing to be folloned by such a thing.

(T, TT, K.”)

(K in art. Jºs-3.) You say also, **

4: see 2, last sentence.—[Hence, app.,] $31,

(A5, T, M, Msb,) inf. n. jº, (AS, T,) He pre

ferred him, or it. (AS, T, M, Msb, T.A.) You

say,* 937 He preferred him before him : so

in the Kur xii. 91. (As, M.) And tº ºft

J-º Jº [I preferred such a one before myself],

from jº. (S.) And as 43,37 33 I have pre

ferred for thee it ; I have preferred to give

thee it, rather than any other thing. (T.) And

134-Jº &iſiſHe preferred doing such a thing;

as also w;i, inf. n.}} ; and 3. (M.)—iſ also

signifies He chose, or elected, or selected. (K.)

–And 931 IIe honoured him; paid him honour.

(M, K.)

5. Áu It received an impression, or a mark, or

trace; became impressed, or marked. (Mºb.)—

He, or it, had an impression made, or an effect

produced, upon him, or it; became impressed,

affected, or influenced. (The Lexicons passim.)

=See also 8. -

8. <}, [written with the disjunctive alif

ºl, and Y 95t, He followed his footsteps : (M,

o

K:) or did so diligently, or perseveringly. (TA.)| :

10. <!--ºf J. Al-' (Isk, S. K.) and

2,4- wji, aor. : ; (K;) He chose for himself [in

preference to his companions] (ISk, $, K) good

things, (K,) in partition, (TA,) or good actions,

and qualities of the mind. (ISk, S.) AndAt

Jºu, (§, K) or ºl, (Mºb.) He had the

thing to himself, with none to share with him in

it : (S, Msb, K:) and the former signifies he

appropriated the thing to himself eacclusively, (M,

K,)* Jé in preference to another or others.

(M.) It is said in a trad, Jº Jº 3.13:ſ 15|

are When God appropriateth a thing to Himself

exclusively, then be thou diverted from it so as to

2 * > * ~ 2.É.

forget it., (M.) And one says, ºi, all 23 £1,

(and Ú53, TA,) [God took such a one to Him

self, when a person has died and it is hoped that

he is forgiven. (S, M, A, K.)

Ji, (AZ, T, S, A, L, K, &c.) said by Yakoob

to be the only form known to Aš, (S,) and * 3,

which is a form used by poetic licence, (M., L.,)
o £ 6.2

and "3, (M, L, K) and "ji, (M) and ºi,

which is in like manner a sing., not a pl., (T, L,)
2 of

and "iji, (E-Leblee) and " ..., (K.) The

diversified navy marks, streaks, or grain, of a
9 o

sword; syn. *} (AS, T, S, M, A, L, K;) and
º 3 o . ~~

*

glitters (M. Lºp, ſorº first jºi. (T, M, L,

K.) the pl. of ; is 3i. (El-Leblee) Khuſf

Ibn-Nudbeh Es-Sulamee says, [describingswords,)

; and is tº ; (AZ, T;) and its lustre, or

• ?: o a

# s, 14.5 &tiºn tº *

# # = * : * + 2 . . . .

2-3 Jº Ur-e Gū-i- *

[The furbishers polished them, and freed them

from impurities, making them light : each of them

preserving itself from the evil eye by means of its

lustre]: i. e., each of them opposes to thee its

*: (S, L:) Jº is a contraction of Jā; and

the meaning is, when a person looks at them,

their bright rays meet his eye, so that he cannot

continue to look at them. (L.)

o:

; The scar of a wound, remaining n:hen the

latºr has healed; (As, Sh, T, S, M, K;) as also

3. 2.É t 9, 27.

*}. (S, K) and * if: (Sh, T :) pl. Jül, though

properly 251, with kesr to the l; [but why this is

said, I do not see; for jū is a regular pl. of all
2?

the three forms of the sing.;] and 3. may be

correctly used as a pl. (Sh, T, L.)- A mark

made with a hot iron upon the inner [i.e. under]

part of a camel's foot, by which to trace his foot
- 2? 2 of

prints: (M,K) pl. , i. (M.) [See also Šći,

—ºutre, or brightness, of the face; as also

* †. (M,K)—see;i-see alsoji.

jº
43 - “

see 251, in two places.= Also, ($, M, K,) and
2 *

";i, (M.K.) but the latter is disallowed by more

than one authority, (TA,) What is termed the

a2S4 ſq. v.] of clarified butter: ($, M, K+) or,

as some say, the milk when the clarified butter

has become separated from it. (M.) [See also

92.É . 9 ::

see 23, in three places:—and ji:–and

• 3

3.x:5.]

3. A remain, or relic, of a thing; (M, Msb, K;)
6 ºf

as of a house; as also W 335i : (Msb:) a trace

remaining of a thing; and of the stroke, or blow,
6 of

of a sword: (S:) see also 331; a sign, mark, or

trace; opposed to the cº, or thing itself: (TA:)

a footstep, vestige, or track; a footprint; the

impression, or mark, made by the foot of a man
*; o

[&c.] upon the ground; as also W53; ; and an

impress, or impression, of anything: (El-Wā'ee:)
5 ** 2.É.

pl. ºff (M, Mºb, K) and ºft. (M., K.) [The

sing. is also frequently used in a pl. sense: and

the former of these pls. is often used to signify

Remains, or monuments, or memorials, of anti
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quity, or of any past time.] It is said in a prov.,

cº*§ J.ibi Ş I will not seek a trace, or

testige, [or, as we rather say in English, a shadow,)

after suffering a reality, or substance, to escape
© y o . ~~

me: or, as some relate it, Jºſki ^) seek not thou.
• * * ...” < * :

(Harpp. 120 and 174.) And one says, §: aw &le;

[May God cut short his footsteps] : meaning

may God render him crippled: for when one is

crippled, his footsteps cease. (TA.) And&

§ 334 Ş, and ‘gi, Such a one, if asked, will

not tell thee truly n!hence he comes: (M in art.

J.A.e :) a prov. said of a liar. (T.A.) And

<--,-, (§, M. K.) and <!-- (El-Wā'ee, Mºb)

ºil, and 'º,(T.S.M. Mºb, K)theſormer

of which is said by more than one to be the more

chaste, (TA,) [but the latter seems to be the

more common,] and º Jº, and " ; Jº,

(El-Wā'ee, Msb,) I ment out, (S, &c.,) and I

came, (El-Wā'ee, Msb,) after him : (M, A, K:)

or at his heel: (Expos. of the Fs:) or following

near upon him, or hard upon him, or near

after him, or following him nearly : (Msb:) as

though treading in his footsteps. (El-Wā’ee.) And

cº Jº 3i: See 31. (K.)—An impress or

impression, a mark, stamp, character, or trace,

in a fig. sense; an effect. (The Lexicons passim.)

You say, &- 3. aºu, Jº Upon his camels,

or sheep, or goats, is an impress of a good state, or

condition; of fatness, and of good tending; like

& (TA in art. &e.) And Jº S &- 4.

au, Verily he has the impress of a good state, or

condition, in his camels, or sheep, or goats; like

gº & -, and J.J. (TA ubi supra.) And

lié3i alſº He, or it, bears the mark, stamp,

character, or trace, of such 4. thing. (The Lexi

cons passim.)- [The pl.] (3) also signifies Signs,

or marks, set up to show the way. (K.)- Also

the sing., i. 4. 3i, q. v. (M., L.)—Also i. q.3.−

[both of which words are generally held to be

syn., as meaning A tradition, or narration relating

or describing a saying or an action &c., of Mo

hammad]: (M, K:) or, accord. to some, the former

signifies what is related as received from [one or

more of] the Companions of Mohammad; (TA;)

but it may also be applied to a saying of the

Prophet; (Kull p. 152;) and the latter, what is

from Mohammad himself; (TA;) or from another;

or from him or another: (Kull p. 1523) or the

former signifies i. 4. i: [a practice or saying, or

the practices and sayings collectively, of Mo

hammad, or any other person n-ho is an authority

in matters of religion, namely, any prophet, or a

Companion of Mohammad, as handed don'n by

tradition]: ($, A :) pl. Júl. (S, M.) You say,

39 es: 33-3 [I found it in the traditions of

the practices andsaying: of the Prophet; &c.]:

and jū’) als- tº JY3 [Such a one is of those

who bear in their memories, knoming by heart, the

traditions of the practices and sayings of the

Prophet; &c.]. (A.)-A man's origin; as in

the sayings, 3i &: 4. (sº U. It is not known

where nºas his origin; and ji tº 4 (sº U. It

is not known what is his origin. (Ks, Lh, M.)—

The term, or period, of life: so called because it

follows life: (Msb, TA:) or from the same word

as signifying the print of one's foot upon the

ground; because when one dies, his footprints

cease to be seen. (TA.)-[For the former of

these two reasons,] Ajºſ in the Kur xxxvi. 11

means The remards and punishments of their goºd

and eril lires. (M., L.)=jūī is also * pl. of jū,

q. v.; formed by transposition from Juji. (Yaq

koob, and M in art. ju.)

}; A man n-ho chooses for himself [in preference

to his companions] (ISk, S, M, K) good things,

(K,) in partition, (M, TA,) or good actions, and

qualities of the mind; (ISk, S;) as also w ºf

(M, K.) -

6 - ? 6 ºf

23i: see 231.

*:: • ?: . • ?:

251 : see J31, in two places:–and see 25l.

22:: 6. z:

3,5 : see 3,51.

2-# 2*,2* - - -

3,31: see 3,51. — A mark n'hich is made by

the Arabs of the desert upon the inner [i.e. under]
6 - 5,

part of a camel's foot; as also W3235, and, accord.
6 y o z 22 el 2 of

to some, "Jºš; whence one says, jji ~39,
.p.- ... o.º.

and W 3,5355, I saw the place of his footsteps upon

the ground: (M. :) or the abrasion of the inner

[i.e. under] part of a camel's foot neith the in
* - 2 of

strument of iron called 5.º. and jº, in order

that his footprints may be traced. (S.), [See

*f; 69:

also jºl.]– See also 231.– And see #t.—

Preference. (A.) You say, ; (see 4. He

has a preference in my estimation. (A.) And

>S.* ji 3% * He has a preference in the

estimation of the prince, or commander. (A.)

And º.º. #3 & 4 (TA) orºgi. (T)
Such a one is afarourite with such a one." (T, TA.)

22 ed2 <3

See also $31, in two places. –2: Jº 3,5 : see
6 º'

231. = Dearth, scarcity, drought, or sterility,
6 o' - ... - * -

(~~~~ [in the CK -3-1,) and an unpleasant

state or condition. (M, K.)

3-f 3-z; , a 4-2 *...

3,3]; see 3,3'-tº 3,3]; see 231.

~ 2: ~ 2:

§: See 3,5i.—A subst. [signifying The

appropriation of a thing or things to oneself eac

clusively: the having a thing to oneself, with none

to share nºith him in it :] from Jiu*. (S,

2 of • ". . .2°

M.) And, as also '53; and '53 and ºği, The

choice for oneself [in preference to his companions]

of good things, (M,” K,” TA,) in partition; (M,

TA;) the choice and preference of the best of

things, and taking it, or them, for oneself: (TA:)
2?

the pl. of the second is 3i. (TA.) You say,
~ :: * > * ~ * 2 of

53. Sº Ji-, and "; Yº, [&c.,] He took it

neithout a choice and preference of the best of the

things, and the taking the best for himself. (T,TA.)

And a poet says,

.# 17 - ?? - ? ºf 2 fºr

+ & Jº a Jº sº u aſ elis +

© J , ,” • 3.- ...” 2 of 2 ... --

* Jº SS ºfte "Jºi Sº Jºl; "

[And I said to him, O molf, hast thou a desire

for a brother who will share without choice of

the best things for himself in preference to thee,

and without niggardness?]. (M., T.A.) See also
*

3-2

395).

22: 22: .

U.931: see 3,3), in two places.

g :

J.; : see;i.– [That makes a large footprint,
• * - - # 93 .

or the like..] You say, 3,3] is A beast that makes

a large footprint upon the ground with its hoof,

(AZ, $, M, K,) or with its soft foot, such as that

of the camel. (AZ, $.)—A man possessing poncer

and authority; honoured; pl. ji : fem. 5.3i.
£ 9 2 3 - -

(M.)—Jº Jº Such a one is my particular

friend: ($, K:) or is the person whom I prefer.
--> , o 0. # 5 - 2

(A.) Jº Jºe 2.5i Jº Such a one is a favourite

with such a one. (T.)—gº CŞ3 31, and J;

: Jºš, &c.; see;.—Jºe ** [A thing

very abundant, copious, or numerous]: 2:31 is here

an imitative sequent, (S,K,”) like 3:... (S)=

;:S [6 atóñp, The ether;] the ninth, which is the

greatest, sphere, which rules orer [all] the other

spheres : [said to be] so called because it affects

the others (ºft J #). (MF) [It is also

called J-il's 343, and Jººl 43; and is said

to be next above that called Jºël 303.]

2 ºf ~g 2 ºf ~ 2 x - -

#: see 3i. You say, %9 Jº Jº"-,
- ~ 2: - - -

(S, M,”) or ~$ &- 3,9] Use, (A,) The camels

acquired fat, upon, or after, remains of fat. (S,
2 - 2 oz. 2 ºf - - - -

M,” A.) And 3)'s J-5 3,9] Jºe -ak He became

angry the more, having been angry before that.

(Lh, M.) And ºr as jū Jº & Jºãº

Such a one angered me when anger yet remained
~ 2: - *

in me. (A.) And...le &- §§, and W 5.31, (T, S,

M, K) and "iji, (M.K.) or '#,(T)the first

of which is the most approved, (M,) and is [ori

ginally] an inf n., (see --- ºil (T) signify

A remain, or relic, of knowledge, (Zj, T, S, M, K,

and Jel in xlvi. 3 of the Kur,) transmitted, or

handed don'n, (K, Jel,) from the former genera

tions: (Jel:) or what is transmitted, or handed

don'n, of knon-ledge : (Zj, M:) or somen'hat trans

mitted from the nºritings of the former genera

tions: (TA:) by the knowledge spoken of [in the

Kurubi suprā] is meant that of writing, which

was given to certain of the prophets. (I 'Ab.)

}:ſ One n:ho relates, or recites, a tradition,

narrative, or story, or traditions, &c., as received,

or heard, from another, or others; a narrator

thereof. (T, S,” L.) The saying of 'Omar, on his

being forbidden by Mohammad to swear by his

father, 53ſ Sº Jelš * << ū, means I did

notswearby him uttering (the oath) as proceeding

in the first instance from myself, nor repeating

(it) as heard from another particular person.

(A’obeyd, T.S.T.A.)—t ºf 3 Jaii, (IAar,

T, S, K.) and 5:1 without us, (IAar, T) and

ºils, 31 (S.K.) mean Irill do this the first

of every thing. (S, K.") And in like manner,

after &# [I met him, or it], one says, us º, [and

* -- af • Já

*::: Jº 23), and "yº Jº Jo", (M., K.) and

3 *
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Jº º ji, (M) or cº-º sº, (K) and
• - - - zº ºf

Jº Jºy, (IAqr, M, K.) and "...ºf L33 3×3), and

is . . . e. •. . . . .

* 2.5i us; W 3,5i, (K,) and "ºil 8335), (M, as
2 * - e.” g . 228"

from Lh,) or W cº-3 us? W 23), (K,) and

"cºils; "3, and tº "531 (Lh, M.K.) or,

as some say, W 39 signifies the daybreak, or

danºn; and W23i 23, the time thereof (M,TA)
3. "a - - # 2 o *ar

Fr says that U, 95, Jº Jºl, and "...i es: 33),

and W 2.5i L33 2, signify Begin thou with this

first of every thing. (TA.) One says also, alas),

u vil, (T, M, TA) and u. W 93), (M, TA)

meaning Do thou it [at least], if thou do nothing

else : (T, M., TA:) or, as some say, do thou it in

preference to another thing, or to other things:

Le being redundant, but [in this case] not to be

omitted, because [it is a corroborative, and] the

meaning of the phrase is, do thou it by choice, or

preference, and with care. (M., T.A.) Mbr says

that the phrase tº 531 is 34 means Take thou

this in preference; i. e., I give it thee in pre

ference; as though one desired to take, of another,

one thing, and had another thing offered to him

for sale: and Lº is here redundant. (T, TA.)

62 e?• 28. -

see 3,3].

****

2339:

• ??? s-e? - 5... o -

2333i: see 3,31, in two places: and see 3, tºo, in

two places.

# (T.S.M.K. &c.) and # 6,M,K) and

W; (M, K) A generous quality or action; (AZ,

$;) so called because related, or handed down, by

generation from generation: (S:) or a generous

quality that is inherited by generation from gene

ration: (M, K:) a generous quality, or action,

related, or handed don'n by tradition from one's

ancestors: (A:) a cause of glorying: (AZ:) and

precedence in --- [or grounds of pretension to

respect, &c.]: pl. of the first and second,3.(AZ, T.)
•

5.º. and*; An iron instrument (§, M, K)

with which the bottom of a camel's foot is marked,

in order that his footprints upon the ground may

be known : (M:) or, with nºbich the inner [i. e.

wnder] part of a camel's foot is scraped, in order

that his footprints may be traced: (S, K :) or

* 2335 has a different meaning, explained above,
2 24 --

Voce ši. (M.) The 39” of a horse's saddle is

without hemz. (S.)

...t. A camel having a mark made upon the

bottom of his foot with the iron instrument called

sº, in order that his footprints upon the ground

may be known : (T:) or having the inner [i. e.

under] part of his foot scraped with that instru

ment, in order that his footprints may be traced.

($.)— A sword having in its cº, [or broad side,

or the middle of the broad side, of the blade,)

diversified navy marks, streaks, or grain, or lustre

or glitter: (M, K: [in some copies of the latter

of which, instead of;i, I find; :]) or having its

vºte of female, or soft, iron, and its edge of male

iron, or steel: (K:) or that is said to be of the

fabric of the jinn, or genii; ($, M, K;") and not

from 39, as signifying**) : ($, M:) so says Aş:

(S:) [ISd says, »t. is in my opinion a pass.

part. n. that has no verb: (M:) or it signifies an

ancient sword, nihich has passed by inheritance

jrom great man to great man. (A.)-A tradi

tion, narrative, or story, handed don’n from one to

another, from generation to generation. (T, S, A.)

* *

-ājj

• 0 •ºf * : *

1. JJARM Câjî: see 2.= ań51, aor. - , (T, S, M,

K.) inf n. Jii, (T, M.) He followed him. (Ks,

T, S, M, K.)- He drove anay, or drove anay

and pursued closely, or hunted, him; syn. oxyle.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.)- He sought, or sought after,

or pursued after, him, or it : in which sense the

aor. is 4, (AA, K,) and - also. (So in some copies

of the K.)

2. 33a) -ā, (T, S, M.K.) inf.nº (S,K,)

He put the cooking-pot upon the Jú [pl. of

iji, q. v.]; (T,” S, M,” K5) as also W lºi,

(M, TA,) inf. n. Jºi; (TA;) or Yūji, (so in

some copies of the K in art. Jºj,) inf. n. Jé!;

(TA in that art.;) the first of which is a dial. var.

of sº, inf n. iº; (S;) and Y sºi, whence

#433. (M.)

4:

5. jº sºft The cooking-pot n'as put upon

the Jºi. (TA.)=sº They surrounded him,

or it : (S, K:*) they became around him, or it,

see 2.

like the ºi (or rather like the Jºiº (M)
they collected themselves together around him, or

it. (A, TA)—&l-ºu, (T.S.K.) orcºu,

(M.) He (a man, S) kept to the place; (T, K;)

remained in it; (M;) did not quit it. (AZ, T,

$, M.)—ºt also signifies IIe followed after

him, and pressed or importuned him, and ceased

not to incite him. (T, K.) In my opinion, [says

Az,] this is not in any way derived from ãºl;

but fromJº $43, meaning “I followed the

man.” (T,)—And 3-9 Jºe 19435 They aided,

or assisted, one another to do, or accomplish, the

thing, or affair. (M, L.)

• 0 2 of

Q. Q. 1. Jººl Jºi. see 2. [But accord. to
- • J. 2 of …)

Az, in the T, Jºãº, as aor. of Jºi, is Jº re

duced to its original form; and the like is said in

the S and M in art. Usaj. If this be the case,

šū $3, q. v., may be âté, reduced in the same

manner, i.e., to its original form.]

Jº [probably a mistake for " Jºſ Continuing,

permanent, constant, firm, or established: (K,

TA:) so in the Moheet. (TA.)— Also, (K, and

so in a copy of the S,) or " Jºſ, [agreeably with

analogy, and therefore more probably the correct

form, (so in other copies of the S and in the T,)

Following. (Ks, T, S, K.)

âjî and ãº [the former of which is the more

common, and this only I find in copies of the T,)

The stone [n:hich is one of the three] whereon the

cooking-pot is placed: (A’Obeyd, M, K:) it is,

with the Arabs, a stone like the head of a man: (T:)

the pl. is gé and ºff; (T, S, ſin which latter

it is written differently in different copies, with

the article prefixed, Júš and Jús, but in

both manners in art. Jºl M, K;) the latter

being allowable; (T;) or, accord. to Akh, the

latter only is used by the Arabs; (M;) applied

to the three stones mentioned above : (TA in art.

&i-; &c. :) upon these the cooking-pot is set up;

but what is of iron, having thfee legs, is not

called ºl, but J.A. : (T3) [and this is what

is meant by**- &- ić in art. 8a– in the K;]

i. e. an iron trivet upon which a cooking-pot is

set up. (TA in art. •r-aj.) ãi may be of the

measure ãº [from C#31], and it may be of

the measure i,j [from Jº; in either case

originally iºh. (A, L.) Jº āşti signifies

The part, not detached, of a mountain ; by the

side of which, two pieces are put [for the cooking

pot to be set thereon]. (A’Obeyd, T, K.) And

hence the saying, (A’Obeyd, T,) at tº Af stº,

Júš (A’obeyd, T, K) May God smite him

with the mountain; meaning, f with a calamity;

(Th, TA,K in art. Jº;) with a calamity like the

mountain [in greatness]; (Th, M ;) for when they

do not find the third of the Jºu", they rest the

cooking-pot [partly] upon the mountain: (M, K,

in art. Usa.j:) or, with difficulties, or troubles, or

calamities : (A5, T :) or, with all evil; evils being

likened to one alsº after another, and the third

being the last: (T, K:) so says Aboo-Sa’eed:

(T:) or, with the last of evil; and the last of

everything hateful : (AO in Har p. 84 :) or,

with a great calamity. (Harib.) One says also,

Jús ãº Öğ, meaning f Such a one is the

heaviest, most burdensome, or most troublesome, of

the people. (Har ubi supra.)-[Hence also,

Jº is a name applied to tcertain stars [accord.

to Ideler, as mentioned by Freytag in his Lex.,

the stars or and t and v Draconis] over against

the head of the233; which is the name of certain

stars disposed in a round form. (AHát, K.)

[Also] a name given by the vulgar to t(The three

chief stars in the constellation called] Jºſé [i. e.

Lyra.J. (Kzw.)—The sing., (K,) i. e. each of

the two forms thereof, but written in the copies of

the $ with damm [only], (TA in art. Usai,) or

[only] the latter, with kesr, (M, and so in the K

in art. Jºj,) also signifies t A number, (M.) or

a great number, (K, and so in the $ in art. Usai,)

and a company, or congregated body, of men :
o,” . © --

(M, K:) pl. as above. (M.) You say, aºle as

* - - , a **
-

3.x=-\s 3.5 + [They are against him one band].

-- - a e2 --> -

(TA) And & tº Jº Jº & Gº:

There remained of the sons of such a one a great

number. ($ in art. Lºº.)

a

*.

-#51:
-

* af .

see Jiji, in two places.

Jä. + Short, broad, plump, and fleshy. (K.)

–And, with 3, 1 A woman whose husband has

two wires beside her; she being the third of them:

they being likened to the Jú of the cooking

pot. (M.) [See also ść, in art. Jºº.)

.--> * > *

º

oUğ, 335 A cooking-pot put upon the Jú
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[pl. of iº, q. v.]. (M,and K in art. Jai : in
- * ... o. in

some copies of the latter, štaj; 2.) [See Q. Q. 1.]

J&

... 6 2 ºf • 0.

Júl and Jºš i. q. £º [A fruit-stalk of

the raceme of,a palm-tree, upon rehich are the
, o 9 x o in

dates]; like Jºe and Jºe: the hemzeh in

each is a substitute for ; ; but by J [and others]

it is held to be augmentative, and the words are

mentioned in art. Jºj, q.v. (TA.)

Jºl

1. Ji, aor. : , inf. n. Jä, It (anything, M)

had, or came to have, root, or a foundation; or it

nas, or became, firm, or established, and firmly

rooted or founded; as also "Jiu. (M,K)—

Also, inf. m. as above, It (dominion) was, or

became, great; (TA;) and so W the latter verb.

(M, K.')—And Ji, inf n. iii, said of high

rank, or nobility, It was, or became, old, of

. ancient origin, or of long standing. (TA.)=See

also 5.

2. ºff (M,K)in n. Jºë (S. K.) He mad.

it (his wealth, or property, M, K, and so applied

it is tropical, TA) to have root, or a foundation;

or to become firm, or established, and firmly rooted

or founded; syn. 421 (S. M. K.)— He

(God, T, M,” TA) made it (a man's dominion,

T, M, K) to be, or become, firm, firmly established,

stable, or permanent : (T:) or great : (M, K:)

and he (a man) made it (a thing) lasting, or per

manent. (TA.) IAar cites the following verse,

- - a . , 9 o' . • *

+ Vaill use ----> Jºš #

• * ~ of w w 2 x -- *

* !----e j-e-àe J-9-3

[app. meaning Kaab would oblige me to make

payment, or the like, (as though establishing

against me the duty of doing so,) but my Lord

changes their actions,] explaining it by saying,

i. e. Jºjº but (ISd says,) I know not how

this is. (M.)- He (God, M) made it (a man's

wealth, or property,) to increase; or put it into

… w

+

a good, or right, state, or condition; syn. *j.
- * Joač

(M, K.)—Jlºw aºji I multiplied him [meaning

his party] by men. (TA)—&3, afte ºf

I collected against him the debts. (TA.)-

Aiki Jji He clad his family with the most excel

lent of clothing : (M:) or he clad them (M, K)

with the most eaccellent of clothing, (K,) and did

good tº them, or acted nell tonards them. (M, K.)

=J3), [used intransitively, (M, K,) inf. n. as

above, (TA,) He (a man, K) became abundant

in his nealth, or property. (M., K.)

5. Jiu : see 1, in two places.– Also It (a

thing) became collected together. (K.)- He

toºk for himsel , got, or acquired, what is termed

3.31, i. e. 3× [meaning victuals, or provision];

(M, K5) as-tº- * [after want]. (M.)- He

took for himself, got, or acquired, a source, stock,

or fund, (J-5) of wealth, or property. (S, TA.)

–And St. Jiu He collected, or gained, or

acquired, wealth, or property, (M, K,) and took

it for himself: (M :) [said in the TA to be

tropical :] or he collected nealth, or property, and

took it for himself, or got it, or acquired it, as a

source, stock, or funds (Mgh ) and Su. *Jī,
2? … -->

inf. n. Jº, signifies the same* aljū. (TA.)—

J tº &sº 2. They take Jú..i. e, wealth, or

property, from men. (TA)—9: Jiu He dug

a nell (T, S, M, K) for himself. (T, TA.)

J; A kind of trees; ($, K;) a species of the

&l. [or tamarisk; so applied in the present day;

termed by Forskål (Flora Aeg. Arab. p. lxiv.)

tamaria, orientalis]; (S, TA;) or a kind of trees,

(T, M,) or a certain tree, (Mgh,) resembling the

&le, (T, M, Mgh,) except that it is of a better

kind, (T,) or eaccept that it is larger, and better

in its wood, (M,) of rehich are made yellow and

excellent [vessels of the kind called] tlas, and of

n:hich was made the Prophet's pulpit ; it has thick

stems, of which are made doors and other things;

and its leares are of the kind called Jºe, like those of

the .0, (TA:) AHn says, on the authority of

Aboo-Ziyād, that it is of the kind termed ouse,

tall, and long in its nood, nihich is excellent, and

is carried to the tonns and villages, and the clay

houses of these are built upon it; [app. meaning

that its wood is used in forming the foundations

of the walls;] its leaves are of the kind called

~<s, [syn. with Jºël long and slender, and it

has no thorns; of it are made [bonyls of the kinds

called] elas and Jús- and it has a red fruit,

like a knot of a rope : (M:) or a kind of large

trees, having no fruit : (Mgb:) or i. q. &l,

having no fruit: (Bd in xxxiv. 15:) n. un, with

3; ($, M, Mºb, K;) explained in the A as the

5- [or gum-acacia tree]: or a tall, straight

[tree such as is termed] asuae, of n!hich are made

the like of cºif; GA.) the pl. [of Jil is J.;

(M, K) and [of idi ºi. ($, K, TA (in the

CK sºil)— [See also ići, below.]=&

Jº Jä Such a one is a collector of nealth, or

property. (Ibn-'Abbād.)

ićin. un, of Ji, q. v. ($, M., &c.) Because

of the tallness of the tree thus called, and its erect

ness, and beauty of proportion, the poets liken

thereto a woman of perfect stature and erect form.

(M.)– Metaphorically, (Mºb,) f Honour, or

reputation; or grounds of pretension to respect

on account of the honourable deeds or qualities of

one's ancestors, &c.; syn. Jºe: (Msb, TA;)

or -- (S, O, K, TA.) So in the saying,

35i<- &, Or<--, (S accord. to different

copies, and so in le O, but in the copies of the

K, incorrectly, (ºft es? “, TA,) t Such a

one speaks evil of, (S, O,) or impugns, or speaks

against, (K,) our honour, or reputation, &c.

(S, O, K.) And ài<--3 t He detracted from

his reputation; spoke against him; impugned his

character; censured him; blamed him. (A, Msb.)

And 33i<& ! [Such a one's grounds

of pretension to respect, &c., are impugned].

(TA) And & 3.5 S < 1 He has not any

vice, or fault, nor any imperfection, or defect.

(Msb.)-The root, foundation, origin, source,

stock, or the like, syn. J2f; (T, S, M, Mgh, K;)

of a thing, and of a man; (T5) of anything; (M;)

[a source, stock, or fund,) of wealth, or property:
6 -

(Mgh, TA :) pl. Jul. (K.) So in the saying,

Jº âû Zî [He has a source, or stock, or fund,

of wealth, or property]. (TA.)- Victuals, or

provision ; syn. ãº. (M, K.)– The goods,

furniture, and utensils, of a house or tent; as
6.-28

also V iſji. (M, K.”)—Apparatus, accoutre

ments, implements, or the like. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
-** - ~~ 93 y o .

so in the saying, tº idi &isi [I took the

apparatus, &c., of, i. e. for, the ninter]. (Ibn

'Abbād.)

27.2% 6, eg

a\51: see alji, near the end.

Jú (T.S. M.) with fath, (S) or Já, with

damm, (Mgh,) or both, (K,) t Glory, honour,

dignity, nobility, or high rank. (AA, T, S, M,

Mgh, K.) You say, Júi 4;tè Júi 4 : He has

glory, or honour, &c., as though it were the

mountain called Othäl. (TA.) [But the next

signification seems to be here more appropriate.]

—t Wealth, or property. (Mgh.)

JºiA place of growth of trees of the hind called

Jú [perhaps a mistranscription for Jji : men

tioned by Th, from IAar. (T.)= Abundant, and

lururiant, or long, hair. (TA.)-See also J#4,

in two places. -

J#. Having root, or a foundation; or firm,

or established, and firmly rooted or founded: (S:)

or having a permanent source, or firm foundation:

(Munjid of Kr:) or of old foundation or origin:

or collected together so as to [become stable or

permanent, or] have root or a foundation : (T:)

or old; of ancient origin; or of long standing:

(M, TA:) or permanent ; (IAar:) f applied to

glory, honour, dignity, nobility, or high rank;

(T, Kr, S, M, TA;) and so W Jºji : (S, TA:) and

to wealth, or property: (Kr, $:) and to anything;

(T. M.) and so "Jºi,and"Jit: (M) and "Ji,

also, has the first of these significations, applied to

dominion. (T.)– Prepared, disposed, arranged,

or put into a right or good state. (AA.)

Jää. See J#4–Also Taking for oneself,

getting, or acquiring, a source, stock, or fund,

(Jºi) of nealth, or property: (S, TA:) or col

lecting wealth, or property, (T, Mgh,) and taking

it for oneself, or getting it, or acquiring it, as a

source, stock, or fund. (Mgh.) So in a trad. on

the subject of a charge rºpecting the orphan,

St.J%** &: Jété [He may eat of his

nealth, or property, not taking for himself a

source, stock, or fund, of nealth, or property: or,

not collecting &c.] : (T, S, Mgh:*) or, accord. to

Bkh, not acquiring abundance of nealth : but

the former explanation is more correct lexically.

(Mgh.)

_º

1.3i, (Lth,5, M., &c.) aor. , (Lth, M, Mºb,
- o *:

K,) inf. nº, ($, K,) or ºſhe former being a

simple subst., (Mºb,) and it, (S, K,) He fell
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into nyhat is termed [i.e. a sin, or crime, &c.];

(Lth, T, S, M, Mºb,' K';) [he sinned; committed

a sin, or crime;] he did nºhat was unlawful :

(M,” K.) and * .35 signifies the same, as 2.

(K:) it may be either an inf. n. of Y 31, which

[says ISd] I have not heard, or, as Sb holds it to

be, a simple subst, like -ºj : (M3) and is said

to be used in the sense of . in the Kur lii. 23

[and lyi. 24]. (TA.) [It should be added also,

that ºut, like 333, is syn, with*. and

3: and, like...ſº, may be an inf, n, of w_ji, Or

a simple subst.: see an ex. voce J5x.] In the

dial. of some of the Arabs, the first letter of the

aor. is with kesr, as in21. and* ; and as the

hemzeh in ºl is with kest, the radical hemzeh [in

the aor.] is changed into L5; so that they say

*land.jſſor, ſand.º.) (TA) In the saying,

- ©.” • 92. - - ... ?: *;

+ -º-, (-253 Jº tº sº 9 *

- - - - .*.* - d -

- ----> ºr-- Jº Aaº *

the meaning is, [Shouldst thou say, thou wouldst

not sin, or do nºrong, in so saying,) There is not,

among her people, any one who eaccels her [in

grounds of pretension to respect, and in impres; ºr

character, of beauty]. (M.)="Jºe Jº all asji,

aor. : (S, K) and > y (S,) or 4, (K,) but there

is no other authority than the K for this last, nor

is there any reason for it, as the medial radical

letter is not faucial, nor is the final, and in the

Iktitáf el-Azáhir the aor. is said to be - and 2,

(MF, TA,) [God reckoned him to have sinned,

or committed a crime or the like, in such a thing;

or] God reckoned such a thing against him as an

.# (S, K:) or 43, aor. 2 (Fr, T, M, Msb)

and , (Mºb) inf. n. 2: (Fr. T, Mºb) and di

(Fr, T, TA) and26, (Fr, TA,) He (God) re

quited him, (F.T.) or punished him, (M,) for

what is termedAl ſº sin, or crime, &c.]: (Fr,

T, M.:) [see also Atil below:] or he (a man)

pronounced him to be 23ſ [i. e. a sinner, or the

like]: (Msb:) [or] W 4.51, aor. &#, has this last

signification, said of God; and also signifies

He found. him to be so. (T.)-You say also,

&#9 ââûl <}, aor. - , inf. n. 3i, The she

camel nas slon". (M.)

2 <5, 6, Mºš) iſ nº, (Mº), K.)
He said to him £3. [Thou hast fallen into a sin,

or crime, &c.; hast sinned, &c.]. ($, Mºb, K.)

=See also 1, first and second sentences.

4. 4.31 He made him, or caused him, to fall

into what is termed...! [i.e. a sin; ºr crime, &c.],

(Zj, $, M, K,) or nihat is termed Jºš. (Mºb.)-

See also 1, last sentence but one.

5. _jū He abstained from what is termed 3

[i.e. sin, or crime, &c.]; (T, S, M, Mºb, K;)

like&- meaning “he preserved himself from

what is termed&- :” (Mgb:) or he did a nork,

or deed, whereby he escaped from nºkat is termed

*: (TA:) and he repented of n-hat is so termed,

(M, K,) and begged forgiveness of it; as though

he removed the2% itself by repentance and by

begging forgiveness; or sought to do so by those

two means. (M.) You say also, 34 & 5u

He abstained from such a thing as a sin, or

crime; syn. <<3, q. v. ($, K, in art. J-e-.)

6 º' • ..?

Al [accord. to some, an inf. n. ; see23) : accord.

to others, only a simple subst., signifying] A sin,

a crime, a fault, an offence, or an act of dis

obedience, syn. *ś, (S, M, Mºb, K.) for nihich

one deserves punishment; differing from J.;

inasmuch as this signifies both what is intentional

and what is unintentional: (Kull:) or [so accord.

to the M, but in the K“and,”] an unlanful deed:

(M, K:) or a deed which retards from recompense:

or, accord. to Fr, what is exclusive of the [punish

ment termed] ... : accord. to Er-Réghib, it is a

term of more general import than Ölsº (TA:)

"...i. [which is originally an inf. n. of ºil is

syn. with3: (T,” Mgh;) and so, too, is Yºi,

(Msb,) or W25, signifying a deed retarding

recompense : (TA:) the pl. of3. is 25ſ. (M:)

and the pl. of "...t. is it. (T)—[Sometimes

it is prefixed to a noun or pronoun denoting its

object:- and sometimes it means tºſhe punish

ment of a sin &c.: see explanations of a passage

in the Kur v. 32, voce &.]–1 Wine: (Aboo

Bekr El-Iyádee, T, S, M, K:) sometimes used in

this sense; (S;) but tropically; not properly:

(IAmb:) I think, [says ISd,] because the drinking

thereof is what is thus termed. (M.)-[And for

a like reason,] it Contentionfor stakes, or nagers,

in a game of hazard; syn. Jús; (M, K;) which

is a man's destruction of his property. (M.) It

is said in the Kur. [ii. 216, respecting wine and

the game called-lºº reelº tº J3

Jº [Say thou, In them both are great sin and

means of profit to men]: and Th says, when they

contended in a game of this kind, and won, they

gave food and alms, and these were means of

profit. (M.)

23i: see*—Also The requital, or recom

pense, of . ſi. e. sin, or crime, &c.]: (T, S, M,

Msb:) so says Zj, (T, M,) and in like manner

say Kh and Sb : (T:) or punishment (Yoo, Lth,

T. M., K) thereof. (Lth, T, M.) and "26, and

"...it, signify the same; (M, K5) the latter like

3-i. (TA. [In the CK this is written it..])

so in the Kurſaxy. 68], tº 3. [He shall find

a requital, or recompense, or a punishment, of sin]:

(T, S, M. :) in my opinion, [says ISd,] the correct

meaning is, he shall find the punishment of23i

[or sins]; but some say, the meaning is that which

here follows. (M.)-A valley in Hell. (M, K.)

9, 2. • ? *, 2*

AU!: see_º|—and29.

• ?: 9.7. 9 ºf

Leº see_ººl; and wººl.

2 -

2. : See31–AlsoA great, or habitual, liar;

or one who lies much; and so Y2.5i. (K.) So

in the Kurii. 277: or it there signifies Burdened

with 3. [or sin, &c.]. (TA.) In the Kurzliv. 44,

it means, accord. to Fr, The unrighteous, or

sinning; like "…ſ. (T) or the unbeliever:

(TA:) or, accord. to Zi, in this instance, (M.) by

the Lºš is meant Aboo-Jahl. (M, K.)= Also

The commission of.# [sin, or crime, &c.,] much,
6 . . ;

or frequently; and so V &ºi. (M, K.)

3 * *

àººl
-

* 2:

See23.

9.3% *...

_a\}) : see23).

3. Falling into what is termed3. [i. e. a sin,

or crime, &c.]; (S, Msb,” K5*) [sinning; com

mitting a sin, or crime;] doing what is unlanful:

(K:) and in like manner, ($, Mºb, K,) but having
6 - ?

an intensive signification, (Mºb) " ...5i, and

*X,ji, (S, M, Mºb, K) and "Züí (M, Mºb, K.

[in the CK, erroneously, without teshdeed:]) the
~ 2:23

pl. of the first of these three is U-31; that of the
2? ... 2 º'

second, 3i: and that of the third, C ,25i. (M.)
: --- 0 - --

See also ...i...—iº, (S) and sº, (S.M., K,

[in the CK, erroneously, tººl.]) A she-camel,

(S,) and she-camels, slow, or tardy; ($, M, K;)

neary, fatigued, or jaded. (K. [In the CK, we
º O - 40 - © 2.

find tº erroneously put for tºo.]) Some

pronounce it with ºt'. ($gh.) [In like manner,

* .352 signifies That is slack, or slow, in pace, or

going; ºn Jºš sºft. ($gh, K. [In Gº

lius's Lex., as from the K, 2:1) 4.3& eºſ.

Both are correct, signifying the same.])

2?.

2üü :

• .8. see 1.

35: j

•z#2 *2, . * 1:

..jus: see…), in two places:–and see AU1.

• ??,

295ue [Reckoned to have sinned, or the like;]
o

having a thing reckoned against him as an ºl:

(S:) or requited for what is termed.# (Fr, T.)

*** * *.*

Leºšº see_ººl.

A.

cºl

.0 22 -

gº! and cººl : See art. Jº.

&

1. 3 ºi, (S, A, Mºb) aor. 2 (§, Mºb) and

- , (M, TA) [the former contr. to analogy, and

the latter agreeable therewith, in the case of

an intrans. verb of this class, inf. n. ***

(S, A, Msb, K.) The fire burned, burned up,

burned brightly, or fiercely, (Msb,) blazed, or

flamed, or blazed or flamed fiercely ; (S, A,

Mºb, K.) as also " ---ºu (S, A, K) and

*-i- (written with the disjunctive alife ºl):

(S, K.) or made a sound by its blazing orflaming.

(Isa, TA)—i, aor. , (§, K, &c.) contr. to

analogy, (TA,) and - , (Jm, TS, L, K,) but this

is rejected by AA, (MF) inf. n.& ($) and **'.

(TA,) t He (an ostrich) ran, making a [rustling]

sound, or noise, such as is termed -º- (S, L,

K, &c.) And, aor. 3, (T, A,) inf. n. #. (T, TA,)

+ He hastened, or nas quick, in his pace; n-alked

quickly; or ment a pace between a malk and a

run; (T, Nh;) said of a man; (Nh, from a trad.:)

and of a camel: (IB:) or the made a sound, or

noise, in his pace or going, like that of the blazing,

or flaming, offire. (A) You say,…ſº) i: &
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f [He made a rustling sound in gºing along, like

that of the ostrich], (A) And &!, aor. : , [so

in the TA,) inf. n. **'. + It (a camel's saddle)

made a sound or noise [produced by his running].

(AZ, TA.) And** significal. Them:

ing of water in pouring fort. ...) (TA)- &!,

($, K,) aor. *, (S, L,) inf. n. tº-1, (S, K) iſ

(water) nas, or became, such as is termed 2-\e-l.

(S, L, K.)=4: II, rendered it (namely water)

such as is termed cº-l. (K.)

~ * w ſº 2.

2. jul e-l, (S, A, K) inf n. **, (K,)

He made the fire to [burn, burn up, burn brightly

or fiercely, (see 1,)] blaze, or flame, or blaze

or flame fiercely. (S, A, K.)—[Hence,) sº
J. C. -o.

º, sº t He kindled evil, or mischief, among

them. (TA.)

5: see 1.— Hence 2 it also signifies It gave

light; shone; or shone brightly. (TA, from a

trad.)–See also 8, where a contracted form of

this verb is mentioned.

8: see 1.– [Hence,Jjº ãº [written with

the disjunctive alif&#) The day nas, or became,

intensely hot, or fiercely burning; ($, K;) as also

W* tºº. (K)

6 &

ae- Intenseness of heat, and its fierce burning;
G g 6 .

(S, K;) as also V tº- [inf. m. of 1], and W **i.

and W tº:-iſſinfºn, of 8]; pl. **! (S.) You

say, -ºil ăși <º- The intense heat, or fierce

burning, of summer came. (TA.)—The sound

of fire; as also Y **i. (ISd, TA.)-f The

sound, or noise, and commotion, of an ostrich

running, and of people walking or passing along.
- 2 - # 3 &

(A.) You say,244) ae-l & [explained above:

see 1]. (A.)—t Confusion : ($, K:) or, as also
6 g

y **'. the confusion arising from the talking of

a people, and the sound, or noise, of their walking

or passing along. (L.) You say, ai es' Agil

The people are in a state of confusion [&c.j. (S.)

3 ºf

| :

sº
&- Anything burning to the mouth, nihether

2 * ~~

salt or bitter Qr hot. (M.F.) [Hence, tº- Żue,

(S, A, K, &c.,) and W** , (Msb,) Water that

burns by its saltness : (A :) or salt n’ater: or bitter

water : (TA:) or salt, bitter nater : (S, K:) or

very salt mater: (I’Ab:) or bitter and very salt

water: (Msb:) or very salt water, that burns by

reason of its saltness: or very bitter water ; or

water very salt and bitter, like the nater of the

sea : (TA:) or water of which no use is made for

drinking, -or for watering seed-produce, or for

other purposes: (El-Hasan :) or very hot water:

2 * *

See as-l.

2 :

(TA:) the pl. is the same [as the sing.; or gº

is also used as a quasi-pl. n.]. (TA.)
5 * 9 2 3

(e-l: -g .. See cº

cº- Giving light; shining; or shining brightly.

(AA, S, K.)

F-l-jº

* : . & - 6 º ż

** inf. n. of 1, which see: and see also isli,

in three places.

6 * : 5

tº- Jºe-s [A vehemently hot, or fiercely

burning, summer-midday]. (A.)

tº º .* 2 :

! : fem. with 3: see 1991, below.
& 2 * . 9 y”,

...) … º. .n .7 8. **

cº- : See 8-5-9, below.

£-5S 2- [The fiercely-burning hot

winds; the latter word being pl. of Y isi, fem, of

W ëſ, which is the act part. n. of& ;] is used by

3 - £

poetic licence for 8-59. (TA.)

*::ſ inf. n. of 8, which see: and see also

6 * :
2 w

aa-l.

...) .7 22

tº-º: see what follows.

a 2.

cº-º * > *.

this and that manner. (K,”TA)—tº-u and

'ºt, G.M.B.K.) imperfectly deciKS)[God
and Magog;] two tribes of God's creatures;

(TA;) or two great nations; (Msb;) or two tribes

of the children of Japheth the son of Noah : or,

as some say, the former, of the Turks; and the

latter, of the Jeel [meaning Jeel-Jeelán, said in

the TA in art. Jºº-, on the authority of ISd, to

be a people beyond the Deylem ; and on the

authority of Az, to be believers in a plurality of

gods; (the Geli and Gela of Ptolemy and Strabo,

as observed by Sale, in a note on ch. xviii. v. 93

of the Kur, on the authority of Golius in Alfrag.

p. 207;)]: (Bd in xviii. 93:) [said by the Arabs

to be Scythians of the furthest East; particularly

those on the north of the Chinese : (Golius:) or,

as some say, the descendants of Japheth, and all

the nations inhabiting the north of Asia and of

Europe: (Freytag :)] said in a trad., (TA,) on

the authority of I’Ab, (Msb,) to compose nine

tenths of mankind: (Msb, TA:) or tº-l. is the

name of the males, and 2 *-i- is that of the

One niho walks quickly, and runs, in

females: (Msb } he who pronounces them thus,

and makes the a radical letter, says that the

former is of the measureJº , and the latter of

the measure Jº; as though from jū *:

(Akh, S, Msb;") or from ** £3; (TA;) or

from i said of an ostrich; and imperfectly decl.

as being determinate and fem. : (Bd ubi supra:)

he who pronounces them without ., making the

in each an augmentative letter, says that the former
- d > *

is from <--, and the latter from cº-º-º-o:

(Akh, S, K:) this is the case if they be Arabic:

(TA:) but some say that they are foreign names;

(Msb, TA;) their being imperfectly decl. is said

to indicate this; (Bd ubi supra;) and if so, the

in them is similar to that in ~55% and** and

323s and the like; and the -, anomalous, as that

in2. and the like; and their measure is Jºº.

(Msi.) Ru-beh used to read W &ºi and**

[in the CK **) ; and Aboo-Mo'ádh, 3–4.

(K.)

jº

1. ºi, aor. and -, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K) which

latter form of the aor., though known to most of

23

the lexicologists, is disacknowledged by a few of

them, (TA) inf n. *i; ($, Mºbi) and '9-1,

($, Mgh, Msb, K,) a form disacknowledged by

Aş, but said by some to be the more chaste of the

two, of the form Jaji, not Jelš, as IKtt by

evident inadvertence makes it to be by saying that

its aor. is 3-3, (TA,) inf. n. 5-1, (S;) He

(God, S, A, Mgh, Msb, and a man, Mgh) recom

pensed, compensated, or renarded, him,(S, A, Mgh,

Msb, K,) Jºš us Jéfor what he had done. (A.)

(see;-1, below.] •º &-i-&2- [Such

a one became entitled to a remard for fire of his

children, by their death, (for it is believed that the

Muslim will be rewarded in Paradise for a child

that has died in infancy)], (S,) and 33%> (A,)

andº Cº> (K,) mean that his children

died, and became [causes of] his reward. (S, A,

K)—º-i (K,) aor. *, (S,) [He served him

for hire, pay, or wages;] he became his hired

man, or hireling. (S, K.) So in the KurzXviii. 27.

(TA)—º-i, aor. , (L, Mºb, K) and ,

(Msb, K,) inf. n. Jºi. (L, K,) He let him (namely

his slave) on hire, or for pay, or nages; (L,”

Msb,” K;) as also W 9-1, inf. n. 3-1; ('Eyn,

Mgh, Msb, K;) and Y 9-1, inf. n. 5-5%: (K:)

all these are good forms of speech, used by the

Arabs: (L:) or W. 9-1 having for its inf. n. 3-5-o

signifies he appointed him (namely another man)

hire, pay, or nages, for his nork; (Mj, Mgh ;) or

he engaged mith him to give him hire, pay, or

wages; (A, Mgh, Msb;) and can have only one

objective complement: whereas, V when it is of

the measure Jai it is doubly trans. ; (Mgh, Msb;)

so that one says, est. "Jº- He let me his

slave on hire. (Mgh.) One also says, pl.xll jºl,

aor. * and - , inf. n. 3:1, He let the house on hire;

and so jºl ">], [inf n. *-lil (Mºb,TA:)

and Ji Y 9-1, [inf. n. 3-4] He let to him the

house on hire: (S, A, Mgh, Msb:) the latter verb

being of the measure Jºsi, not of the measure

Jelš: (A, Mgh, Msb:) and the vulgar say, 3-13;

(S:) some, however, say, 33, W <!-1, inf. n.

5-$4. making the verb of the measure Jeu:

(Msb, TA:) some also say, Jºj 313|| W => [I

let the house to Zeyd], inverting the order of

the words: (Msb, TA:) and the lawyers say,

eſ &: 33. W <!- [in the same sense, like as

33. •º &: < * means the same as º <º

3.31. (Msb: [but in the Mgh, the like of this

is said to be vulgar.])

3. 2-1, inf. n. § -$4. see 1, latter half, in

three places: and see 10. One says also, of a

woman, (K,) or a whorish female slave, (TA,)

5-1, [of the measure<-ſeº,not 34.5,(see;-#4,

below,)] meaning She prostituted herselffor hire.

(K.)

4. 2-1, inf. n. j-). see 1, first sentence:-

and see the latter half of the same paragraph, in

seven places.

8. 3-5] [written with the disjunctivealifº!]

He gave alms, seeking thereby to obtain a renard
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[from God]: (L, K*) and 24 2-3. He gave it

as alms, seeking thereby a renard. (L.) jºiſſor

2-5) is not allowable, because . cannot be incor

porated into tº : [or, accord. to some, this is

allowable, as in 35ſ for jºl, and & iſ for cººl,

&c.:] Hr allows it; and cites an ex. in a trad. ;

but IAth says that the proper reading in this

instance iº, not *:: or, if the latter be

allowed, it is from ãº, not from 3-9. (L.)

–3& age -ºſſin which the radical, is

changed into 3 because the alif preceding it is

made disjunctive and with damm, (in one copy of

the S, and in the L and TA, erroneously written

3-º) He was hired to do it for such a sum or

• * > * … • O #

thing, (see3-#4, below,)] is from 3,5-S1. (S,D.)

10. 9-1-1, (§, K) and " -, (K) [the

latter of the measureJets, as has been clearly shown

above, from the A and Mgh and Msb,] He hired

him; took him as a hired man, or hireling. (S,

K, TA.) You say also,331,-- [He hired the

house; took it on hire]. (A, Mgh.)

9 of

Jº-1 A recompense, compensation, or renard,

($, K, &c.,) for what one has done; (K;) i. q.
• * 4. . - - 2 - #

Jº; (S;) as also W 3,\s- and W* and *śći,

(K,) of which three forms the first is the most

generally known and the most chaste, (TA,) and
2 o

W 3,4-i: (TA 3) º, as some say, there is a distinc

tion between 2-1 and Jºls3: El-'Eynee says, in

the Expos. of El-Bukháree,that what is obtained by

the fundamental practices of the law, and by obli

gatory religious services, is termed -193; and what

is obtained by supererogatory acts of religion, 5-1;

for -133 is properly a substitute for a thing itself;

and 2-1, for the profitarising from a thing; though

each is sometimes used in the sense of the other:

(TA:) it is well known that 2-1 signifies a

recompense, or revard, from God to a man, for

righteous conduct; (MF;) and **!, 7"ecom

pense, compensation, hire, pay, or wages, from

one man to another, for nork; (Mgh, MF;) and
.” s 2 o 3

hence x-S1; (MF;) and W 5- also has this

latter signification, (Mgh, TA,) and is syn. with

*L*; ($, Mgh, K;) [signifying likewise rent for
- 5 oz.

a house, and the like;] but jº-1 is used [sometimes]
* - 2 o ż

in the sense of ā- and in that of 3, ºf: (Msb:)

a £ 6 * x • *

the pl. of Jºi is ºf (Mºb, K) and jºſ, (K;)

but the latter form was unknown to MF: (TA:
2 of 2 : * … - -

the pl. of "irºi is ºf and ºf and &ſj.

(Msb.) [One says, 20 Jº º Thy recom

pense is due from God. And, to console a person

for the death of a relation or friend, 9: &L.He

23 May God largely compensate thee for him /

i. e., for the loss of him.] By the expression
- of

** 3-1 in the Kur xxxvi. 10 is said to be

meant Paradise. (TA.)—t A donºry, or nup

tial gift; a gift that is given to, or for, a bride:

(K) pl. ,-i, so in the Kur ºxxiii.49 [&c.).

(TA.)—t Praise ; good fame. (K.) So, as

some say, in the Kur Xxix. 26. (TA.)
6 x £ * > * 32 -

2-1 and 2-1 : see 2-1.
a. * * 5 e g

39-); see ye-ſ, in three places.

3 o ~3 o • wº

º- and ºuj-, - see Jºº-l.

6 x : 32 -

29-1; see j-).

> (S, K, &c.) A hired man; a hireling :
- s -

(L:) or of the measure Jess in the sense of the
5 . . .z -

measure Jelša, i. e. a man with whom one has

engaged to give him hire, pay, or wages: (Mgh,
~~~ *

Msb:*) pl. iſ,*-l. (L, Mgb.)

5. , 5. 2 # " 9. 2 # 5 of .

3,9- and 3,\s-î and 3,4-i: see 2-1, in four

places.—5%-l also signifies The giving of usu

fructs for a compensation. (Mgh.)—And Land

n:hich its on ners have let to him who mill build

upon it: so explained by the lawyers. (Mgh.)

* ($, M, IAth, Mgh, K) and *** (M)
5 - o

and W 3-5 (Mgh, K) The flat top, or roof, of a

house, (S, M, IAth, Mgh,K,) that has not around

it anything to precent a person's falling from it:

(M,” IAth:) of the dial. of the people of Syria

and of El-Hijāz; (S:) pl. [of the first and second]
2 - 6. ~ :

re-le- and 5-a- ; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) and [of

the third] Jºs-tºi. (Mgh, K.)

§: : Seejº.

Jº (Isk, K) and "tº and ' tººl ($ in

art. 2-A.) A custom; a habit. (ISk, K, and S

ubi supra.) The hemzeh is said to be a substitute

for [in Jºs &c.) (TA) You say, Jiju,

‘9- Js That ceased not to be his custom, or

habit. (ISk.)

- 3-1 and 3:1 and Jeí. and the pls. &sjºi and

cº-l: see what next follows.

3 2 * 5 x *

> (S.Mgh, Msb, K) and "> (AA, Ks, K)

and '33.1 ($, K) and "33-1 and "33-0 (K) and
… 5 , ºf

"...i (as in some copies of the K) and W 3-1, (as

in some copies of the K and in the TA,) or

"...i. (as in other copies of the K,) and !}-

[to which is erroneously added in the CK 5,-]

and [the pls] *@*1 and " cº-l (K) are syn.,

(S,K) of Persian origin, ($) [from 3.3ſ or;31.

arabicized, (S, Mgh, K,) signifying Baked bricks;

(Msb;) baked clay, (Mgh, L,) neith which one

builds: ($, L.) jºiand 3,41 and 3:4 (sc) are

pls., [or rather coll. gen, ns., except the two forms

ending with 3 and cy,) and their sings. [or rather

ns un] are with 5, i.e. 5:1 &c. (L)
º; … •

25-1:

*, * *

jº-l.

tº a sº

see Je-l.

6 º'

ºf ~ 0. Seejº-k

24-3-2 [A slave, or] a hºuse, let on hire; (Akh,

T. Msb;) as also ºt.; (L;) and some say,

*}<1%. (Akh, Msb)

5-3. One rho lets on hire [a slave, or] a house:

one should not say ">}; for this is wrong

with respect to the classical language, and abomi

nable with respect to the conventional acceptation

and common usage; a foul reproach being meant

thereby [as is shown by the explanation of 5-1,

given above: or, accord. to some, it is allowable

when it relates to a house: (see & :) it seems

to be disallowed only when used absolutely].

(A, Mgh.)

6 p. t.

jº-º-o:

g • 2 6 a y

2-3-2 : see 2-3-2.

3-#. [part. n. of3-#1 Mohammad Ibn

Bishr El-Khárijee, not [as is said in the S] Aboo

Dahbal, says, (L.)

Jä-5,Jº Jie: G

+ * - 222 • * * : 1 of 6 e. *

2-53, rºll is 49*S**

[0 rould that I were, with my clothes and my

riding-camel, a hired slave to thy family, this
• ?: . .

month]: ($, L.) i.e., Lºlºl &”. (S.)

32 -

*** : see Jº-l.

Jae

J-ºl [The plum;] a certain fruit, (K, TA,)

of the description termed a 4-6,(TA)well known;

(Mºb, K3) cold and moist; or, as some say, of

moderate temperature; (TA;) which facilitates

the flow of the yellon, bile; (K;) i.e., its juice, or

water, does so, when drunk with sugar-candy

(j.g.) and manna (cº-5,5) added to it;

(TA;) and allays thirst, and heat of the heart;

(K;) but it relaaces the stomach, and does not

agree neith it; and it generates a watery micture;

and its injurious effect is repelled by the drinking

of sugary cº- [or ozymel]: it is of several

kinds: (TA .)[the most common is the Damasc,

or Damascene, plum :] the best is (K, TA) the

Armenian, (TA,) that rhich is sneet and large :

(K, TA:) the sour, or acid, is less lawative, and

more cold: (TA:) the n. un, is with 3: (S, Msb,

K:) you should not say Jº; (Yaakoob, S,

K;) or this is a word of weak authority, (K, TA,)

and you say* and J.- like as one says

jº andjº: (TA') in the dial of the Syrians,

the Jeº-l [or cel-l Or J-º-º: accord. to com

mon modern usage among them] is the [pear

which they formerly called] J- and [which

others call] Jºë: (K:) it is of the growth of

the country of the Arabs : (AHn:) J-º- is an

adventitious word, ($, K,) or arabicized, (Msb,)

because and Jo do not both occur in any

Arabic word: (S, Msb, K:) or, accord. to Az,
2 * *

they do so occur; as, for instance, in Ja-aa-, and
3 .

in &- (TA.)

Je

1 J-1, aor. , (Mºb, K) inf n. Jºi, (Mºb)

It (a thing, Msb, [as, for instance, a thing pur

chased, and the price thereof, and a thing pro

mised or threatened or foretold, and also payment

for a thing purchased, and the fulfilment of a

promise or threat or prediction, and any event,J)

nvas, or became, delayed, postponed, kept back;

[and therefore, future;] yn. 3-5; (K;) and

J-, aor. * , inf n. J.-, signifies the same.

(Msb.) [See Jeſ and J-i The primary signi

fication seems to be, It had a term, or period,

appointed for it, at nihich it should fall due, or
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come to pass]=4<!, aor. : , (K,) inf. n. Jºi.

(TA) and 'asi (K) iſ a 3-5. (TA)

and * 4-1, (K) inf n. 41.3%; (TK.) He

confined, restricted, restrained, withheld, debarred,

hindered, or. precented, him. (K, TA.) Hence

the phrase, Jue (91*-ī They confined, restricted,

&c., their cattle from the pasturage. (TA.)=

5: … J-, ($, Mºb) or ºl.(K) aor.” (S,
Msh, K) and , (§, K.) inf n. Jºi, (§, Mºb)

He committed against them ecil, (S, Msb, K,)

and dren it, or procured it, to them : (Msb:) and

(S, in the K “or”) he earcited it, stirred it up, or

provoked it, against them : ($, K:) or, accord. to
o o . ~ y o –

AZ, cººke <!-, inf n. as above, signifies I com

mitted a crime against them : and AA says that

2.4% <!- and “yº- and <!- have ºne and

the same signification. (TA)—And sº J-i,

(Lh, K.) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He gained, ac

quired, or earned, and collected, and brought, or

purveyed, and eacercised skill in the management

of affairs, for his family. (Lh, K.)

2. J.-S. Jºi. (TA) inf n. 3-5. (K, TA,)

He defined the term, or period; (K,” TA;)

assigned, appointed, or specified, it (TA) It is

said in the Kur Ivi. 12s, Jºſſ & tºº

tº <!- [And we have reached our term mºllich

Thou hast assigned, or appointed, for us;] mean

ing, the day of resurrection; (Bd,” Jel;) or the

term of death ; or, as some say, the term of ex

treme old age. (TA.) And 3:1, inf n. as

above, signifies I assigned, or appointed, for him,

or it, a term, or period. (Mºb)—Jº IIe

granted ºne (t delay, or postpºnent. (TA.) You

say, 53. & Jº W &tº (S, K, TA) I

desired, asked, demanded, or requested, of him a

term, or period, [of delay, or postponement,) and

he granted me a delay, or postponement, to a

certain term, or period. (TA.)–See also 1.

3. 4-1, inf. n. is-à. see 1.

5. Jºu i, q, "J-t-l; (K, TA;) i. e. He

asked, or requested, that a term, or period, should

be assigned, appointed, or specified, for him.

(TA.) It is said in a trad. of Mek-hool, tº

Jºe: Jºë J-tºu &-º. [We n'ere keeping

post on the frontier of the enemy, in the tract on

the sea-coast, and a person asked, or requested,

that a term, or period, should be assigned, or

appointed, or specified, for him, and that per

mission should be granted him to return to his

family. (TA.)

10: see 2 and 5.

32 - 2 =

Jºi is originally the inf. n. of 93, Je- “he

committed evil;” and is used to indicate the

causation of crimes; and afterwards, by extension

of its application, to indicate any causation: (Bd in
- £ - 2 O - - • o

v. 35:) one says,4- &: 4:33, and Y*~! cº,

(S, K,) and 31- &#x3, and "34-1, (so in some
- * - • 2 o £ * > . o

copies of the K,) and 95- cº-e, and Jºe-l J-9,

(K, [belonging to art. 31-, in which also they are
- • 2 o : * * o

mentioned, and Jºe- cºe, and 499-1 cº,

(so in some copies of the K and in the TA, [be

longing to art. J-J) i. e. [I did it] 39-32,
Bk. I.

(S,) which means [originally] in consequence of

thy committing it: (Bd ubi supra:) [and then,

by extension of its application, as shown above,

because of thee, or of thine act &#3 on thine

account; for thy sake; as also Jº-S, which is

more common in the present day:] or 44- &c.

(K) and 34 &é 4- &-, i.e.a… [Because

of him, or it, it n'as thus, or such a thing nas].

(Msb.) An instance of its occurrence without

&- [or U] is presented by the saying of 'Adee

Ibn-Zeyd,

* Žiž; 333i & Jººf

[Because that God hath made you to have earcel

lence, or hath preferred you]. (TA.)

6 -

Jºl.whence4- &-

6 o z

see Je-l, in two places.
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axias, and Je-la-las:

Jº, (S, Mughnee, K,) with the J quiescent,

(Mughnee,) is written with kesr and with fet-h

[to the medial letter, i. e. Y Jeſ as well as J-f

like loss [which is written as as well as .25):

(TA:) it is a particle (Mughnee) denoting a

reply; like ... ; ($, Mughnee, K;) importing

acknowledgment of the truth of the speaker, to

him who gives information; and the making a

thing known, to him who asks information; and

a promise, to him who seeks, or demands;

(Mughnee;) i. e. It is as thou sayest [in the first

case; and yes, or yea, in the same, and in the

other cases]; (K voce J-45) therefore it occurs

after such sayings as “Zeyd stood” and “did

Zeyd stand?” and “beat thou Zeyd:” but El

Málakee restricts the information to that which is

affirmative, and the saying expressive of seeking

or demanding to that which is without prohibition:

and it is said by some that it does not occur after

an interrogation: (Mughnee :) Er-Radee says, in

the Expos. of the Káfiyeh, after Z and others,

that it is to denote acknowledgment of the truth

of information, and does not occur after a saying

in which is the meaning of seeking, or demanding:

(TA:) or, accord. to Z and Ibn-Málik and others,

it relates particularly to information: and accord.

to Ibn-Kharoof, it occurs mostly after information:

(Mughnee :) in the Expos. of the Tes-heel, it is

said to be for denoting acknowledgment of the

truth of information, past or other, affirmative or

negative, and not to occur after an interrogation:

(TA:) Akh says that it is better than 3 (S,

Mughnee, K*) after information, (Mughnee,) in

acknowledging the truth of what is said; (S,

Mughnee, K;) and was is better than it after an

interrogation: ($, Mughnee, K:) so that when

one says, <3 -º- [Thou wilt, or shalt, go

away], thou sayest J- [Yes]; and it is better

than ox; : but when one says, -ºš [Wilt thou

go away?], thou sayest_cas; and it is better than

Je-l. ($.)

J- The term, or period, of a thing: (S, K:)

its assigned, appointed, or specified, term or

period: this is the primary signification: (TA:)

or the term, or period, and time of falling due, of

a thing: (Msb:) pl. Jºi. (Msb, K.)- Hence,

The period of women's waiting, before they may

marry again, after divorce: as in the Kurii. 231

and 232. (TA.)—The period,orea-tremity of time,

in nihich falls due a debt (K, TA) and the like.

(TA.) You say, J- J. sº & [He sold it

to him for payment at an appointed period]; and

J- & Alsº es” 2-53, J. [He delirered the

money for wheat, of the like, to be given at an

appointed period]. (Msb in art. Şe.)—The

term, or period, of death; (K;) the time in

which God has eternally decreed the end of life

by slaughter or othernise: or, as some say, the

whole duration of life; and its end: a man's life

being thus termed: and his death, by rehich it

terminates: (Kull p. 17:) the assigned, or ap

pointed, duration of the life of a man. (TA.) One
2 * ~ *

says, ale-l Ús, meaning His death dren, near;

originally, J-S ºf the completion of the

duration of li €. (TA) In the Kur vi. 128,

(see 2, above,) the meaning is, The term of death:

or, as some say, the term of eactreme old age:

(TA:) or the day of resurrection. (Bd,” Jel.)

The words of the Kurſvi. 2) Jºi, ºf Jaśl.

<e J.-- mean [Then He decreed a term, the

term of death, and [there is a term named neith

Him, the term of the resurrection: or the period

between the creation and death, and the period

between death and the resurrection; for Je-1 is

applied to the end of a space of time and to the

whole thereof: (Bd:) or the meaning is, the

period of sleep, and the period of death : (Bd,

TA:) or the period of those who have passed

anay, and the period of those who remain and

those who are to come : (Bd. :) or the period of

remaining in this norld, and the period of re

maining in the norld to come: or in both instances

death is meant; [accidental, and natural;] for

the Je-l of some is by accidental means, as the

sword, and drowning, and burning, and eating

what disagrees, and other means of destruction;

while some have their full periods granted to them

and are preserved in health until they die a natural

death: or the Je-l of some is that of him who

dies in a state of happiness and enjoyment; and

of others, that of him who reaches a limit beyond

which God has not appointed, in the natural

course of this world, any one to remain therein;

and to both of these, reference is made in the Kur

[xvi. 72 and] xxii. 5. (TA.)- Sometimes, also,

it means Destruction : and thus it has been ex

plained as occurring in the Kur [vii. 1841, whº

it is said, 2.4- Jiří 25& & J.-- &

[And that, may be, their destruction shall have

drawn near]. (TA.) -

o º e - ?

Je-l: see Je-l.

6 : 6 *

Je-l: see Je-l.

J- Having a delay, or postponement, granted

to him, to a certain time; i. 4. sº <! W Jºž.

(Lth.)—See also Jº-l.

Jeſ Delayed; postponed ; kept back; syn.

}<tº: [but in some copies of the K, for J-7|
- g -

we find W J- ;] as also V Jeſ, of which the pl.

is Jºi. (K:) and therefore, (TA,) not present;

future; to come; contr. of Je-le: (S, Msb,TA:)

4
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and W Jºe, also, signifies delayed, deferred, or

postponed, to the time of the end of a period;

originally, contr. of Jeº. (Mgh.) [See also

Jº-l.]—[Hence, aſs-S. The [future, latter,

ultimate, or last, dwelling, or abode, or life; the

norld to come; syn. §s $15 (K, TA;) contr. of
…

ãº-tail. ($, TA.)= Committing a crime; or a

committer of a crime. (S, TA.)

Jºy. Determined, defined, or limited, as to

time; applied to a writing: so in the Kur iii. 19.

(Bd, Jel, TA:) and to a debt; contr. ºf J-,

q. v. (Mgh in art. J-)—See also Jº-l.

Jºº. See J-1.

Leº

1, 4-, with kest, ſaor, ,] (AZ,5,0)inf n.

X- ; (KL, PS;) or <!, aor. - , (so in the K,)

inf. n. 2-5 (TK;) [but - is the form com

monly known; and if it were incorrect, the

author of the K would probably, accord. to his

usual custom, have charged J with error respect

ing it;] He loathed it; disliked it; was, or

became, disgusted nith it; namely, food; (AZ,

S, O, K;) &c.; (K;) from constantly keeping

to it; (AZ, S, O';) or because of its not agreeing

with him : (TA:) he reckoned it bad: (KL:)

and W.<t also signifies he disliked, disapproved,

or hated, it; or he earpressed, or showed, dislike,
* ~ * ~~

disapprobation, or Aatred, of it; syn. *ś.

(TA.) = US$ sº-1, aor. - , (K,) inf. n. Lee-1,

(TK,) He incited, or urged, such a one to do

that nihich he disliked, disapproved, or hated. (K.)

2:

4. Jºë 2-4, or Jº "...#, [accord. to

different copies of the K, the former being the

reading in the TA,) He makes men's on n selves

to be objects of dislike, disapprobation, or hatred,

to them. (K voce2,41) [Accord. to the TK,

you say, alºo <<1, inf. n. 2-1, meaning He

made him to be an object of dislike, disapproba

tion, or hatred, to him.]

see 4.

5. At He (a lion) entered his <- [or

thicket]. (K)=4<5; see 1.

2- Any square, roofed, house : (K:) men

tioned by ISd as on the authority of Yaakoob :
* *

but see 2- as explained by J [in the S] on the

same authority. (TA.)

• * * • , ; - -

se-1 : see Lee-l.= It is also a pl. of i--i.

(M, K.)

6 , a 4 - > *

_se-1 : see ice-1.

9 * * …

2- 4 fºrtress (Mgh, Mºb. K.) like Ai.
4 ... • - -

(Mgh :) pl. Ale-l. (Mgh, Msb, K.) <-SI [is the

name of] A fortress (S, K) in El-Medeemeh,

(K,) built of stones by th. people of that city:

and Yaakoob says thatX- signifies any square,

roofed, house. ($, $gh.) Imra-el-Keys says, [de

scribing a vehement rain,)

- O - , o - … O ~ 0 - - , o, …

- *£3-4 ºf tº +

• 0 , 2 - º * > * --

+ Jººs- 'Jºe S (se-1 S5 º

[And Teymū, (a town. so called,) it left not

therein a trunk of a palm-tree, nor a square,

roofed, house, unless raised high nºith stones : but

in he Calc. ed. of the Mo'allakát, (p. 54,) for
2 in 2 * *

Use-l, we find Lºlol, which has the same meaning].
6 of

($, $gh.) See also 2-1. (TA.) Accord. to As,
o 3

it is also pronounced "... i. (S.)

i- A thicket, nood, or forest; a collection,

(Mgh, Msb,) or an abundant collection, (K,) of

tangled, confused, or dense, trees, or shrubs :

(Mgh, Mºb, K:) or it is of reeds, or canes : (S:)

or a [place such as is termed] Jasłº, of mater

collected together, in nihich, in consequence thereof,

trees grow: ($ in art. Jack :) [or] it signifies

also a bed, or place of growth, of canes or reeds:

(Mgh9 the pl. i. ºxiana. (S.M.K) and

2: (M, K) and "..., & M,Mg,M,K)

[or rather this last is a coll. gen. n., of which

i- is then, un.,] and2- (S, M, K) and [pl.

of pauc.] Asſ, (S, M, Mgh, K,) or the last but

one is pl. of -i, (M) and so is the last (Lh, M,

Msb.) And hence, The haunt of a lion. (TA

in art -,-)-2-1 (in the CK2-1 also

signifies Frogs. ($gh, K.) [App. because frogs

are generally found in beds of canes or reeds.]

6 * : . . • * > 0 , o . • a 2 w ~ x

23-) signifies Jºllº-5. Jºe, or J-Lº sº;

[accord. to different copies of the K; see 4;] i. e.

One who makes men's on n selves to be objects of

dislike, disapprobation, or hatred, to them. (K.)

2-1 Loathing, disliking, or regarding with

- - - 2 * >

disgust. (S.T.A.)=-1 ºi.a. "…t. [Water

that is loathed, disliked, or regarded with disgust].

(TA.)

a , 22

A3e-Lo : see2-1.

Jº

1. Ó-, ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) aor. . and 3 (S.
- g

Msb, K;) and cº-, ($, Mgh, &c.,) aor. -, (S,

Msb,) menſiºned by Yz; (S;) inf. m. of the
6 x g

former J3-I ($, Mgh, Msb, K*) and&; (S,

Mºb, Ki') and of the latter &is (S, Mgh,

Mşb, K5) It (water) became altered for the

worse ($, Mgh, Msb, K) in taste and colour,

($, Mgh, K.) from some such cause as long

standing, (TA,) but nas drinkable: (Mgh, Msb:)

or became altered for the norse in its odour by

oldness : or became covered nith [the green sub

stance called] --- and mith leaves: (Mgh :)
2 :

Je-l, also, said of water, signifies it became altered

for the worse : (Th:) and in the Iktitáf occurs

&-i, aor. *, which is unknown, but may be a

mixture of two dial. vars. [namely of&- having

for its aor. 2 and *, and& having for its pret.

Cel. (MF)=&- IIe (a jº, or whitener

of cloth) beat a piece of cloth or a garment [in

washing it]. (S, K.)

‘…i
Jº-1 : 9 *

a See Jº-l.

Jā-l: -

-

6 o –
2 of • o 5, 6

* (§, K) and ºf and i. (K) i. º. iº,

[The ball, or elevated part, of the cheek]. (S, K.)

º g

Cº-l.
-

See &ei.

âû ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "āº, (Lh,K)
the latter of the dial. of Teiyi, (Lh, TA,) or this

is a vulgar form, (Mgh,) not allowable, (S,) and

" *-1, (K) with s, (TA) A thing well

known ; (K;) a vessel in nhich clothes are

nashed; (Msb;) a [vessel also called] cº-,

resembling a cºiſ [which is a kind of basin], in

which clothes are washed: (Mgh ) or what is

called in Persiancº [i. e.& a small cup]:

(PS:) [it probably received this last meaning,

and some others, in post-classical times: Golius

explains it as meaning “lagena, phiala, crater:”

adding, “hine vulgo Fingiāna [i.e. alsº calir

vocatur: item Urceus: hydria: [referring to

John ii. 6:] Was dimidiae seriae simile, in quo

aqua et similia ponuntur:” on the authority of Ibn

Maaroof: and, on the same authority, “Labrum

seu was lapideum instar pelvis, in quo lavantur

vestes:”] pl. &--. (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) mean

ing [also] what resemble troughs, surrounding

trees. (Msb.)

3-1 ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and '3-i (S, Mºb,

K) and " &i (Isà, TA) and "3-i (TA)

Water altered for the norse (S, Mgh, Mºb, K)

in taste and colour, (S, Mgh, K,) from some such

cause as long standing, (TA,) but still drinkable :

(Mgh, Msb:) or altered for the norse in its

odour by oldness : or covered with [the green

substan; called] ~4–1. and with leaves: (Mgh:)

l. 3, is thought by Isd to be pl. of ºf and

&-1. (TA)

5- - o

a}\=31; 32, a

a . . * | See ass-l.

à3\e-el:
e

-

-

is . [in Golius's Lex &-ºl The instrument

for beating used by the juaš (or whitener ºfcloth,

in mashing]: but better withoute, [written äre-se,]

because the pl. is &-34; or, accord. to IB, the

pl. is ©et. (TA)

Ja-l

w 3.

2. 32-, [inf. n. 2-6, He made it one; or

called it one : as also *2. (TA in art. Jºe-5.)
---> w 5

You say, cº Je- Make thou the two to be

Come 0700. (K.) it is related in a trad., that

Mohammad said to a man who was making a

sign with his two fore fingers in repeating the

testimony of the faith, [There is no deity but God,
o w £ o

&c.,] Je- 3: [meaning that he should make the

sign with one finger only]. (S.) And 3f4:

means He declared God to be one; he declared,

or professed, the unity of God; as also •-3.

(T and L in art. 2-3.)—iº 2-i, (S. K.)

inf. n. 3-5. (K,) Make thou the ten to become

eleven, (ś, K,) is a phrase mentioned by Fr on

the authority of an Arab of the desert. (S.)

8. 3-5 : see art. Ja-5: and see what here

next follows.

10. 2-t-. He (a man, S) nas, or became,

alone, by himself, apart from others, or solitary;
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syn. 3,43) ; ($, K5) as also * 3-57 [written with

the disjunctive alif 2-5), originally <}, Or

3-53), (K, TA) or 3-5. (CK)=º2-tºu.

He did not know it; did not know, or had not

knowledge, of it; did not understand it; did not

know the minute circumstances of it; or.gid not

perceive it by any of the senses; syn. A 2-, -, ;

(L, K;) i. e., a thing, or an affair: of the dial. of

El-Yemen. (L.)

3-, originally 3-3, the 3 being changed intoſ,

(Msb) One; the first of the numbers; ($;) syn.

[in many cases] with 3-5; (S, Msb, K;) with

which it is interchangeable in two cases, to be

explained below. : (Msb:) pl. scſ and &-

(K) and Cº-, which last occurs in a phrase

hereafter to be mentioned; (TA;) or it has no

pl. in this sense; (Mºb, K,” TA;) and, as to

3-1, it may be pl. of3-3, [and originally st-3,]

like sº as pl. of ºstº, (Th, Mºb) a pl. of

pauc. (Mºb.) The fém, is "Jº- only; and

this is only used in particular cases, to be shown

below: (Msb:) most agree that the US in this

word is the characteristic of the fem. gender: but

some say that it is to render it quasi-coordinate to

the quadriliteral-radical class: [this, however, is

inconsistent with its pronunciation, which is in

variably esº-, not Gº- :] (TA :) its pl. is

3- , as though the sing, were 32-1, like as is

said ofJés as pl. ofJºë : one of the expositors

of the Tes-heel writes it3-, with damm and then

fet-h; but a pl. of this measure is not applicable

to a sing of the measure Jº, with kesr. (MF)

The dim of 3-jis." 3- ; and that ofesº- is

"sº- (L in art. Jºe-5.)— It is interchange

able with 3-3 in two cases: first, when it is

used as an epithet applied to God: (Msb:) for

4-9, as an epithet, is applied to God alone,

(Mºb, K.) and signifies The One; the Sole; He

who has ever been one and alone: or the Indi

visible: or He niho has no second [to share] in his

lordship, nor in his essence, nor in his attributes:

(TA:) you sy, 3-9. sº and 3-S *: and in

like manner, Ja-1, without the article, is used as

an epithet specially in relation to God, and is

interchangeable in this case [but not in other

gasºl, with 2-3; therefore you do not sy

3- Jº nor 3- 2s, and the like [but Jº,

3-3 and 3-3 29, &c.] (Msb.) [See also

3-3, in Art, Ja-3.] In the phrase in the Kur

[exii. 1), 3-1 iſ sº Ji [Say, He is God, one

God], 3- is a substitute for 3.1; for an inde

terminate noun is sometimes a substitute for a

determinate noun, as in another passage in the

Kur, xcvi. 15 and 16. (S.) Secondly, it is inter

changeable with 3-3 in certain nouns of number:

(Msb:) you say*< [masc.] and §:-(sº

[fem.] (S) [meaning Eleven; and in these two

tº you may not substitute”-9and 32-15 for

•- and Jº-l; but] in sº Jº-1 [One and

twenty, and the like, Jºe-1 is interchangeable with

3-3, (Msb.) Ks says, When you prefix the

article J) to a number, prefix it to every number;

therefore you should say, **) 3-S sº u.

2& JS [What did the eleven thousand

dirhems *]; but the Basrees prefix it to the first

only, and say, sº -āj-e 3-S - as “. (S.)

— In [most] cases differing from these two, there

is a difference in usage between 3- and 3-, :

the former is used in affirmative phrases as a pre

fixed noun only, governing the noun which fol

lows it in the gen. case; [as in exs. which will be

found below;] and is used absolutely in negative

phrases; [as will also be seen in exs. below;]

whereas 3-5 is used in affirmative phrases as a

prefixed noun and otherwise : the fem. es.<!,

also, is only used as a prefixed noun, except in

numbers (Msb) [and in one other instance, which

see below]. Using 3- and its fem. in affirmative

phrases as prefixed nouns, you say, aſſº 3- Aş

[One of the three stood]; and U.S.- & [One

of them tno (females) said]; and (sº- Jé.

aşSºl [Take thou one of the three]. (TA.) The

phrase º sº (sº- means A calamity:

(K:) or, as some say, (TA, but in the K “and,”)

a serpent; (K, TA;) so called because it twists

itself round so as to become like a J.P. (TA.)

And the phrase 2-) sº-, (L, K, TA) in

which the latter word has kest to the l and ſet-h

to the 2-, and is pl. of the former, also written

--S, but this form is disapproved by MF, as

has been shown above, (TA, [in several copies

of the K incorrectly written 2-S,) [lit. means

One of the ones; and is applied to a great, or

mighty, event; (L, K, TA;) one that is difficult,

distressing, grievous, or terrible. (L., T.A.) You

say, 2-) es-k Jº [the last of which words

is here again written in several copies of the K

2-5) He brought to pass a grievous, and great,

or mighty, event, (K, TA,) when you desire to

express the greatness and terribleness of an event.

(TA.) You also say, &e-S 3- &, and

&e-S 3-3, (K, TA,) the latter in one copy

of the K written &-9 4-5, in which the

latter word is pl. of the former, (TA,) and 3-3

3-S, and 2-) sº-, (K, TA) like a phrase

before mentioned, only the former is applied to a

calamity, and this to an intelligent being, and

written in the two manners before mentioned, the

difference being only in application, (TA, [in

several copies of the Khere again written (sº

2-5), and in the CK 2-Sl (se-Îl) and sº

&2-9, (Et-Te-heel) and 2-S sº, (TA)

which are expressions of the utmost praise, (IAar,

AHeyth, K,) [lit. Such a man is one of the ones;

meaning] such a one is unique among the uniques;

(TA;) one who has no equal; unequalled; in

comparable. (IAar, Tes-heel.) It seems that the

form of pl. used in the phrase &-S 3- is

used only as applied to rational beings; but it is

said in the Expositions of the Tes-heel that this

phrase signifies One of the calamities; the form

of the rational pl. being given to nouns significant

of things deemed great, mighty, or grievous.

(AHeyth.) In the phrase 2-) es.<!, the fem.

forms are said to be used for the purpose of giving

intensiveness to the signification, as though the

meaning were Jºlsº ãºls, theword ācals being

[an intensive epithet] from [ss as signifying

intelligence, or intelligence mixed with craft or

cunning and forecast; or by aeals being meant a

calamity. (Expositions of the Fs, TA.) AHei

thought &e-S 3- to be an epithet applied to

a male, and 2-} (sº- to be applied to a

female : but his opinion has been refuted by Ed

Demámeenee in the Expos. of the Tes-heel; and

this latter author there remarks, that in expressions

meant to denote praise [of a man], 3- and

sºlºre prefixed to their own proper pls., as

J2-1 and 2-l; or to an epithet, as in the case

of 1.1% 3- [one of the learned]; but that they

have not been heard prefixed to generic nouns.

(TA.) You say likewise, (sº- &ſ * IHe is

born of noble, or generous, ancestors, both on the

father's and the mother's side; speaking of a

man and of a camel. (Land K in art. 2-3.) And

(sº- &fSLS)º ~) None will manage

this thing, or affair, but a noble, or generous,

man. (AZ, L in art. 2-3.) And 'S*S

Wºl-1 cºl [None will be able to perform it but

a noble, or generous, man]. (L in art. Jºe-5.)–

One instance is mentioned, of the occurrence, in

a trad., of (sº- not used as a part of s number

[i. e. not as a part of the compound 3, e L3-1]

& & sº
- is said to mean the

nor as a prefixed noun; viz.,

[One of seven]; in which

nights of ‘Ād [during which that tribe was de

stroyed], or the years of Joseph [during which

Egypt was afflicted with dearth]. (MF, from the

Fáik &c.)- Used in a negative phrase, 3

signifies Any one with whom one may talk or

speak : and in this manner it is used without

variation as sing, and pl. and fem. (S) as well as

masc. (Mºb.) You say, 23, Jº 2- •) [There

is not any one in the house]: but you do not say,
6 - # 2.

Ja-1 Urºš [as meaning the contrary]. (S.) We

read in the Kur [lxix. 47, this ex. of its use as a

masc. pl.], Cº-º- &e 2- & Zºe U.3 [And

not any persons of you should have neithheld me

from punishing him]. (S.) And in the same

[xxxiii. 32, we find this ex. of its use as a fem.
* > 3 > 3 > *

pl.], tº &- 2-lè Jº-J [Ye are not like any

others of women]. ($.)– It is also used in

interrogative phrases; as in the saying, 3- Js

3. Jº es; [Has any one seen the like of this?];

(A’obeyd, L3) and in the saying, tº 3- G [for

3- ū, 0, has any one seen her, or it?]. (L,

from a trad.)– It is [said to be] also used in the

sense ofº [meaning Anything], ºpplied !o an

irrational being; as in the saying, 2-1 dº 3|Jº Le

jº- S. There is not in the house anything,

rational or irrational, eaccept an ass: so that the

thing excepted is united in kind to that from

which the exception is made [accord. to this ren

dering; but this instance is generally regarded as

one in which the thing excepted is disunited in

kind from that from which the exception is made].

4 -
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(Msb.) So too in the Kur lx. 11, accord. to the

reading of Ibn-Mes'ood: (Msb:) but others there

read º, which may mean any one or anything.

(BJ, Jel)—3-9, (K) as also 2-S 2, (S,

Mşb,) as a proper name, (Msb) is applied to

A certain day; (K;) [Sunday;] the first day of

the week; or, as some say, [i. e. as some term it,

the second of the neek ; (TA;) for the Arabs are

said, by IAar, to have reckoned the Sabbath, or

Saturday, as the first, though they called Sunday

the first of the days: (Msb in art. &-3) it is

sing., and masc. : (Lh:) pl. [as above, i. e.]

3-1 (S, Msb, K) and &2- : (K:) or it has no

pl. (K: [but in the TA this last observation is

very properly restricted, as relating only to 3

as syn. with 3-3, and as applied to any unknown

person.]) In this sense, it has no dim. (Sb, in S,

art. J-1)—3-9 in lexicology signifies What

have been transmitted by some of the learicologists,

but not by such a number of them as cannot be

supposed to have agreed to a falsehood: what has

been transmitted by this larger number is termed

2,3. (Mz3rd 82.)

• O

Jº-l: 0 2 &

>... • fems. of Jºe-l, q.v.

3'-Ma-1:

-- The unity of God; (Mºb) as alsoă

#2-3. (L and K in art. Ae-5.)

- - 3. - e. 2

su-1 [accus. of Su-1] is imperfectly decl., be

cause of its deviation from its original, ($, K,)

both in form and in meaning ; ($;) [being

changed in form from 4-5, and in meaning

from 2-5 to 3-3 4-5. (see &$3 :)] you

2 - ? - 2 = 2 - -

say, Sla-1 sle-1 (53-, [xle-l being repeated for

the purpose of corroboration,] meaning, They

came one [and] one, one [and] one; or one [by] one,
* ~ *

one [by] one. ($, K.) The dim. of Su-jis W. J. i.
*x w - -

perfectly decl., like 3:15 ſq. v.] &c. ($, in art.

ºw.

<-5.)

• *- : .. 6 - ?

Jº-1 dim. of Me-), q.v.

wº. 2 # 2 - ?

--! : see 3'-'.

2 o' # .. • 6 * - 6 - 8:

us-º-, dim, of Lº-l fem, of Ja-1, q.v.

J

1. 3-i (S, Mºh, K) cºſe, (§, TA) aor. ,

(Msh, K) in n. Ö-i, (Mºb) or 3-i, and iº,

(TA) or this last is a simple subst. ; (Msb;) and

* &-, aor. 4, inf. n. &-i; (Kr, TA;) He

retained enmity against him in his bosom, natching

for an opportunity to indulge it, or erercise it;

or hid enmity against him in his bosom; or bore

rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite, against

him : (S, Msb, K :*) and he was affected with

anger (K, TA) against him, such as came upon

him suddenly from the retention or hiding of

enmity in the bosom, or from rancour, male

volence, malice, or spite. (TA.)

- * ~ *
• 2 & 3

3. 4-1, (TA) inf n. 4-2, ($, K) II.

treated him, or regarded him, with enmity, or

hostility. (S,” K,” TA.)

à-l Retention of enmity in the bosom, nith

matchfulness for an opportunity to indulge it,

or eacercise it; or concealment of enmity in the

bosom ; or rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite :

(S, Msb, K:) and anger (K, TA) coming upon

one suddenly therefrom : (TA:) pl. &-l. (S,

Msb, K.) It is said in the S that one should

not say i-, and this is disallowed by As and

Fr and Ibn-El-Faraj; in the T it is said that it is

not of the language of the Arabs; and A5 is

related to have disapproved of Et-Tirimmāh for

using its pl. in poetry: but it is said in a trad.,

i.e. sº & Jº u. [There is not between

me and the Arabs retention of enmity in the

bosom, &c.]; and it occurs in another trad., in

a similar phrase; and the pl., in a third trad. ;

therefore we say that it is a dial. var. of rare

occurrence. (TA.)

&
6 a

- : see art. 3.5-l.

~5-)

o o ż 6 :

st-d-1 fem. of t!, q. v. in art. 34-l.

Jé-)

1. 3., (S, A, L, &c.) in the first pers of

which, <3-, [and the like, the 5 is generally

changed into sº, and incorporated into the [aug

mentative] Sº, [but in pronunciation only, for

one writes 3,4- and the like, aor. *, imperative

3-, originally Jéſ, (S, L.) which latter form

sometimes occurs, [but with 5 in the place of 5

when the is pronounced with damm, (TA,)

inf n. 4-1 (S. L. M., K, &c.) and sº, &

L, K,) the latter having an intensive signification;

(MF;) and 3.3-3 is a dial. var., as mentioned

by Ibn-Umm-Kásim and others on the authority

of AHei; (MF in art. Jºs. 5;) He took ; he took

with his hand; he took hold of; (S, A, L., Msb,

K3) a thing. (S, L.) You say, Auss- Jé and

Aua-lu 34. Take thou, or take thou with thy

hand, or take thou hold of, the nose-rein of the

camel: ($, L, Msb:) the ºr in the latter phrase

being redundant. (Msb.) [And •º 3-, lit.

PIe took his hand, or arm ; meaning + he aided,

or assisted, him : a phrase of frequent occurrence.]

Andº*Jº3- + He prevented, restrained,

or neithheld, such a one from doing that which he

desired; as though he laid hold upon his hand,
• 2 > 2 f

Uske Ji

(K in art. JºJ.)– Also,
º

inf n. Já-), He took, or received; contr. of
-

Jºº. (L.) [Hence,) * 3-, + He received

or arm : (L:) and $º u. &23 **

[signifies the same].

from him traditions, and the like. (TA passim.)

—t [He took, or derived, or deduced, a word,

a phrase, and a meaning.]–1 He took, received,

or admitted, willingly, or mith approbation; he

accepted. (B, MF.) So in the Kur [vii. 198],

sº * : [Take thou nillingly, or accept thou,

superfluous property, or such as is easily spared

by others]. (M.F.) So too in the same [iii. 75],
o o -> * -- ow ~ : 2

Jºel º Lºs A3-5 1 [And do ye accept

my covenant to that effect 2]. (B.) [And in the

phrases, sº cº º Jºº 23&e UJi-),

(Jelii. 60) and slº, J - Jº Jé, (Idem

ii. 87,) + We accepted your covenant to do

according to what is in the Book of the Lan,

revealed to Moses.] Jºe 3- [is elliptical, and,

Ineans£º Šín Jºe £3. Jºãº u. 3- + [Accept

thou n'hat I say, and dismiss from thee doubt

and obstinate disputation]. ($, L.)- He took

a thing to, or for, himself; took possession of it;

got, or acquired, it; syn.jū- ; (Z, Er-Rághib, B;)

which, accord. to Z and Er-Răghib and others,

is the primary signification; (MF;) and J-a-.

(B.) [See also 8.]—[He took and kept ;] he

retained; he detained : as in the Kur [xii. 78],

<& Gº-i 3-3 [Therefore retain thou one of

us in his stead]. (B.)—[He took, as meaning

he took anay. Hence, 3:)* 3- Journeying,

or travel, took from him strength; (śl being

understood;) reakened him. (Harp. 529.) And

-jū, &- 3-, (Mgh,) and ,-4) &-, (Msb,)

He clipped, or cut off from, (Mgh, Msb) the

mustache, (Mgh,) and the hair. (Msb.)- He,

or it, took by force; or seized : (B:) + he, or it,

overcame, overponiered, or subdued: said by some

to be the primary signification. (M.F.) [See

also lºſe $34, &c., in art. 312: and 3; &- 33-,

&c., in art. 3,3]. It is said in the Kurſii. 256],

2. S3 ā- $345 Sj + Neither drovsiness nor

sleep shall seize [or overcome] Him. (B.) [And

2 o - 2 &

you say, i.e., aj.js- t A tremour seized, took,

affected, or influenced, him. And all. $3.

+ His belly affected him with a desire to evacuate

it..] You say also, 4.5% 23 3- + The wine

affected him, or influenced him,sothat he became in

toxicated. (TAinart.J.) AndJº 3-i (Mºb
#3 - 2

in art º-, &c.) and Jº 3-i (Kin art --

&c.) + [It had an overponiering influence upon

the head]; meaning wine. (Msb, K.) And
o . ~ 2 &

Jº-Jº Jº-1 [It (food, &c.) choked]. (IAar in

art. J.:3 in the TA, and $ in art. &º, &c.) And

,, .x o – > * * >

Jºls J33 ** Jé-u S + [Nothing that any one

may say mill have any power, or effect, or in

fluence, upon him]; meaning that he obeyeth no

one. (L in art. St.J.)- He took captive. (L,

Msb, B.) So in the Kur [ix. 5], 3.4 : .jſ,tº
o 2 × 2 × 0.9 - w - - … o

A534-5 cº-º-º-> &- [Then slay ye the be

lievers in a plurality of gods wherever, or n-hen

ever, ye find them, and take them captives]. (Bd,

L., B.)–See also 2, in three places. – He

gained the mastery over a person, and killed, or

sler, him; (Zj, L;) as also Y 3-ſ: (L:) or simply,

the killed, or slen'. (B.) It is said in the Kur

ſºlº, 94-32, a site tº meaning
[And every nation hath purposed against their

apostle] that they might gain the mastery over

him, and slay him; (Zj, L ;) or t that they might

slay him. (B.)-t He (God, Msb) destroyed a

person: (Msb, MF:) and + extirpated, Or eacter"-

minated. (MF) zºº & 33-3 [in the

Kur iii. 9 and xl. 22j means But God destroyed

them for their sins. (Jel.)-; IIe punished, or

chastised; (L, Mºb, B, K, MF;) as also "3-ſ:

(L, Mºb, M.F.) as in the phrases, 33, 3
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(Mºb, K') and as " .341, inf. n. of the latter

33-34, (S, L, Msb, K,) the punished, or chas

tised, him for his sin, or offence: (Msb:) and

43. 3- means the nas restrained and re

quited and punished fºr his sin, or offence : (L:)

or, accord. to some, Jé-) signifies he extirpated,

or exterminated; and " 3-1 he punished, or chas

tised, without eactirpating, or exterminating.

(M.F.) [For "J-1, some say 3-3, (§, L.)

which is not allowable, (K,) accord. to some; but

accord. to others, it is a chaste form; (MF;) of

the dial. of El-Yemen, and used by certain of the

seven readers [of the Kur-án] in the instance of

Aſ 4-3s-1, $ [ii. 225 and v. 91]; and the

º. dial. is $34.9%, and the imperative

is 3-3. (Msb.)—f He made a violent assault

upona person, and wounded him much. (K, TA.)

[You say also, au.k. Já-1, meaning t He as

sailed him with his tongue; vituperated him;

spoke against him.]+[He tºok, tººk .to, Or

adopted.] You say, loºs- 34-) and,” &c.:

See 3-i, below. And 134- &;" es: 34. [He

took such a road]; and ju- 3. *:::: &é 34; ſhe

took the may by, or on, the Tight of him,

or it, or the lºſt of him, Ol' it). ($ in art.

Alış.) [And Aj-Jº Já-), and 23-) J3, (the

former the more common, the latter occurring

in art. 122- in the K,) t He took the course pre

scribed by prudence, discretion, precaution, or

good judgment; he used precaution: and, like

aiju 3-, + he took the sure course in his affair.]

And 33- 3-i + He took care; became cautious,

or vigilant. (Bd in iv. 73 and 103.) [And jail

Öğ Jú U. t He took to, or adopted and fol

loned, or adhered to, nihat such a one said: see Har

p. 367; where it is said that Jºs-1 when thus used

is made trans. by means of - because it implies

the meaning of “…i.— He took to, set about,

* , o, . . ;

began, or commenced; as in the saying, Jºãº Ji

13é. He took to, set about, began, or commenced,

doing such a thing; in which case, accord. to Sb,

Jā-1 is one of those verbs which do not admit of

one's putting the act. part. n. in the place of the

verb which is its enunciative: [i. e., one may not

say Seč in the place of Jaše in the phrase above:]

and as in 134- Jº 3- IIe began, commenced, or

entered upon, such a thing. (L.)—[It is used

in a variety of other phrases, in which the primary

meaning is more or less apparent; and several of

these will be found explained with other words

occurring therein. The following instances may

be here added.]—iº Jº& &º [A road

leading into, or through, a tract of sand] '. (K in

art. 253.) And 3--J) Jº Jº Jºla) ºr 3

[The road lead them othernise than in the beaten

track]. (T" and A in art. 2-rºº.)– 45.34-1 Le

º- 3. Jº + M.y eye hath not seen thee for

some time; like Jºãº us. (T in art. Jäls.) And

Jº ;34% 3- J- Jº tº [explained to me by

Ibr D as meaning # There is not in the tribe any

one whom my eye regards as worthy of notice or

respect by reason of his greatness therein]. (TA
2 - - - © - c - f > -

in art. x-.)—ºe ºf Sºº-, and Gº, See

8. =3-1, aor. , inf. h. 3-1 (S. L. K.) He (a

young camel) suffered heaviness of the stomach,

and indigestion, from the milk : (S:) or became

disordered in his belly, and affected neith heaviness

of the stomach, and indigestion, from taking much

milk. (L.)– He (a camel, L, K, or a sheep or

goat, L) became affected by madness, or demoniacal

possession; (K;) or by what resembled that. (L.)

—&<3-, aor. * , inf. n. 3-, His eye be

Canne affected by inflammation, pain, and snelling,

or ophthalmia. (Ibn-Es-Seed, L, K.')=4<i,

aor. 4, inf. n. is tº It (milk) nas, or became,

sour. (K.) [See Jé-l.]

2. 33:1 (S. L. K.') if n. 4-5, 6, 1)

She captivated, or fascinated, him, (namely, her

husband,) and restrained him, by a kind of en

chantment, or charm, and especially so as to neith

hold him from carnal conversation nºith other

women; (S,” L, K,” TA;) as also Y 33-5 and

* 53.1 [of which the inf. n. is app. 3-4]. (L,

TA.) A woman says, J.-- 333. I captivate,

or fascinate, my husband, by a kind of enchant

ment, or charm, and withhold him from other

72077teve. ,ſº from a trad) And one says, of a

man, asylol cyc J3-5. He withholds others [by a

kind of enchantment, or charm, from carnal

conversation with his wife. (Mºb.) The sister of

Subh El-'Adee said, in bewailing him, when he

had been killed by a man pushed towards him

upon a couch-frame, or raised couch, '3.

23.2% ºils JºJº Jººls -é, Jºe

Júl Jºe 3-1 [I neithheld from thee by enchant

ment the rider and the runner and the walker and

the sitter and the stander, and did not so nºithhold

from thee the prostrate]. (L.) And one says of

a beautiful garment, <t. 3, #1 * 3- [It

captivated hearts in a manner peculiar to it] :

(K in art. 2-aa- : [in the CK, incorrectly, -áē-i

and Jºãº) and Ji, 3- [He, or it, cap

tivated his heart; ori The [or it] pleased him, or

eccited his admiration. (TA in art. al.) =

&J 3-, inf. n, as above, He made the milk

sour. (K.) [See Jé-l.]

3. 3-1, inf. n. $34.1%. see 1, in the middle

portion of the paragraph, in five places.

4. Jai, inf. n., app., 3-1: see 2.

8. 3-1 (written with the disjunctive alif

3.<!] occurs in its original form; and is changed

into 3–5 [with the disjunctive alif 3-5]; this

being of the measure Jaºl from 3-, the (radical]

• being softened, and changed into J, and incor

porated [into the augmentative st]: hence, when

it had come to be much used in the form of Jaºs'

[thus changed], they imagined the [former] J to

be a radical letter [unchanged], and formed from

it a verb of the measure Jaš, alor. Jº ; saying,

3-3, aor. 3-#, (§, L, Mºb') inf n. 4-5 and

3.33. (Msbº) and "3-iſwritten with the dis

junctive alif 3-º] , of which exs. will be found

below, is also used for J-5 ; one of the two Js

being changed into Jº, like as Jº is changed into
w 0 o - -

J in c... [for Jºº-l: or ºs--" may be of the

29

measure Jºãºl from 3-5; one of the two cºs

being suppressed; after the manner of those who

say < is for tº: (S, L:) and IAth says

that 3-5, in like manner, is of the measure Jºš'

from 3-5; not from 3-i. (L and K in art.

Js 3:) but IAth is not one who should contradict

J, whose opinion on this point is corroborated

by the fact that they say ºft fromj. , and & iſ

from &ºi, and Jºſ from Jºi; and there are

other instances of the same kind: or, accord. to

some, 3-5 is from 3-3, a dial. var. of 3-,

and is originally 3-53. (M.F.) [The various

significations of 3-5 and 3-5 and 3-1 will

be here given under one head.]— You say,

Jº Jº 93-4 (S. L. K.’) and -º- J,

(Msb,) with two hemzehs, (S, L, K,) or, correctly,

33-1, with one hemzeh, [or bás-ºl. as two

hemzehs cannot occur together in one word,

(marginal note in a copy of the S,) [but in a

case of wasl, the first hemzeh being suppressed,

the second remains unchanged, They took, or

seized, (94-9 one another (S, L, Msb, K) in

fight, (S, L.) and in war; (Msb;) and so

bási (Mºb) And ºil 3-3. The people,

ofcompany of men, wrestled together, each taking

hold in some manner upon him who wrestled with

him, to thron him donºn. (L., T.A.)— [3-5,

as also "J-1, and, 3-3, aor. *, (K in art.

Jºsj,) inf. n. 3-5 and 3-3, (TA in art. Jºs-5,)

likewise signifies i. q. 3-, (K in art. Jºs-5, and

B and TA in the present art.,) as meaning He

took a thing to, or for, himself; took possession

of it; got, or acquired, it; syn. jº- and J.--

(B, TA.) Some read, [in the Kur, xviii. 76,

5: a.ie<< [Thou mightest assuredly have

taken for thyselfa recompense for it]: ($, L, K

in art. J-5, and TA in the present art. :) this

is the reading of Mujáhid, (Fr, T.A.) and is

authorized by I’Ab, and is that of Aboo-'Amr

Ibn-El-'Alā and AZ, and so it is written in the

model-copy of the Kur, and so the readers [in

general] read: (AM, L, TA:) so read Ibn-Ketheer

and the Basrees; he and Yaakoob and Hafs

pronouncing the 3; the others incorporating it

[into the J: (Bd:) some read 33-55; (L

and K in art. Jºs-5;) but these read º variance

with the scripture. (AM, L, T.A.) \º * 3-1

is a phrase mentioned by Mbr as used by some

of the Arabs, (S, L.) and signifies i, q tº

[He took for himself a piece of land]. ($, L, K.)

And 34, J-5, [in the Kur, ii. 110, &c.,] signifies

He got a son, or offspring. (Bd.sc. see, also

below.) And 3-3, aor. 4, inf. n. 3-5 and 3-3,

also signifies He gained, acquired, or earned,

wealth, (L, and Mºb in arts, 3- and 3-5.) ºr

a thing. (Mºb.)—lº ...[e "J-1 and sº

signify alike, i. 4. 3-5ſ [He did to them a

benefit, or favour; as though he earned one

for himself in prospect, making it to be incum

bent on them as a debt to him]: (ISh:) and

º $ºe <3-5 means [in like manner,

as also ºx.” 2-ºc * 3.3-i, and lº, (and 3-5,
2 o' --

[.. as has a similar meaning; see Kur xviii.
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85;)] I did to him a benefit, or favour; syn.

º, &ºi. (Msb in art. J-)-3-3, alsº

signifies He made a thing ; :yn. Jºse ; like J-5,

[aor. 4,] inf. n. Jºs-5 and Jºs. 5: (L:) he made, or

manufactured, a bow, a water-skin, &c., 13é- &-

of such a thing : he made, or prepared, a dish

of food, a medicine, &c. : either absolutely or

for himself. (The Lexicons passim.) — Also

He made, or constituted, or appointed; syn.

Jae- doubly trans. ; (B, Msb;) and so 3-5.

(Mºb in art. 3-5.) You say, i.e :3-5. He

made him [or took him as] a friend ; (Msb in

the present art.;) and so 33-5. (Idem in art.

3-5.) And # 3-5 [in the Kurii. 63 and

231, &c.,] means He made him, or it, a subject

of derision. (Bd, Jel.) And 3% $3-5 ſin

the same, xii. 21 and xxviii. 8, He made him,

or took or adopted him as, a son. (Bd. See

also above.)

• * ~ 0 <> - - - - - -

10. Jºs-M, written with the disjunctive alif
• * ~ 0.

Jsº.1: see 8, in four places. [Other meanings

#2 o 2

may be inferred from explanations of 3-tºº,

q. v. infră.]

3. inf. m. of34, q. v. – t A way, or man

ner, of life; as also W 3+!. ($, L, K.) You say,

23-3-3-3 cº-º. (S. L. K.’) and

* ..., (L, K) the former of the dial of

Temeem, and the latter of the dial. of El-Hijáz,

(TA,) meaning + The sons of such a one ment

anay, or passed anay, and those who took to their

way of life, (S, L, K,) and adopted their manners,

or dispositions: (K:) and 2:34 3- &. and

****, and ºf 3-i & [in the CK

Ajj and "…], signify [virtually] the

same: (K:) or23: 3– &. and "...s3+]

signify [properly] 2:5-62:34 $3.5 &: [those

nºhom their way of life took, or influenced]. (ISk,

S, L.) One says also, Ali, Jº&Jº

W 33- 3- U-3, with kest, meaning t| Such a

one was appointed prefect over Syria,] and he

did not take to that good may of life which it was

incumbent on him to adopt : you should not say
* ~ 0 :

oji-/: (AA, S, L:) or it means and nºhat mas

adjacent to it : (Fr, L:) or, accord. to the Wá'ee,

one says, in this case, W $34, 3– tº and $34.

and W $44, with kesr and fet-h and damm [to the

hemzeh, and with the 5 marfooah, as in instances

before]. (Et-Tedmuree, M.F.) One also says,

" *** **ść, º, (§, L.) with kes to
the , (L.) [in a copy of the S Gait, which

seems to be also allowable, accord. to the dial of

Temeem, meaning Wert thou of us, then thou

hadst taken to, or n'ouldst take to, our manners,

or dispositions, and fashion, ($, L,) and garb, and

nay of life. (L.) The words of the poet,

* "...#3++ Gi-jū, º żº *

IAar explains as meaning And mere ye of us, we

had caught and restored to you your camels: but

no other says so. (L.)-*S.2,4- The Man

sions of the Moon; (S, L.K.) also calledAs

º; (L; [see art. •23;]) called by the former

appellation because the moon every night enters

(Jº 3ét) one of those mansions: ($, L:) or the

stars nºbich are cast at those [devils] nºbo listen by

stealth [to the conversations of the angels]: (L, K:)

but the former explanation is the more correct.

(L.)—see also 3-1.
a o ż 2 o # 2 > *

Já-1, whence $33. 3s.j u : see 3:1–It is

also a pl. of šū-l; (S; L5) and of 3-1 or 33-,

explained below with šu-l. (L.)

3+. [The act of taking, taking neith the hand,

&c.], a subst. from Ji-l. ($, L, Msb.)— See

also 3+, in nine places.–And see $4.-

Also A mark made neith a hot iron upon a camel's

side nihen a disease therein is feared. (K.)

3- Heaviness of the stomach, and indigestion,

of a young camel, from the milk. (K.) [See
2 : 6 x

Já-.]—See also Jé-l.

3- A young camel disordered in his belly, and

affected with heaviness of the stomach, and indi

gestion, from taking much milk. (AZ, Fr, L.)

[See also3-2. —A camel, or a young camel,

or a sheep or goat, affected by what resembles

madness, or demoniacal possession. (L.)– A

man affected neith inflammation of the eye; with

pain and snelling of the eye; with ophthalmia;

(S, L;) as also W*4. (L.) See also this

latter.—see also 3-1.

3-i (S. L. K) and '3-i, (Ilm-E-seed, L.

K,) which latter is the regular form, (L.) Inflam

mation of the eye; pain and snelling of the eye;

ophthalmia. ($, L, K.)

$3. [inf. n. un. of 3-, An act of taking,

&c.; an act of punishment, or chastisement, or

the like; as in the Kur lxix. 10: pl. *3-1–

2,3- bi- They took their places of abode.

(IAth and L, from a trad.)
• 2 o ż

33d- A manner of taking, or seizing, of a man

with whom one is wrestling: pl. 3– (L.)—

A kind of enchantment, or fascination, like2-,

(S, L, Msb,” K,) which captivates the eye and the

like, (L.) and by nihich enchantresses nithhold

their husbands frºm other nomen; called by the

vulgar leu, and Jºãe; and practised by the women

in the time of ignorance: (TA :) or a kind of

bead (#)- Ş, L, K) mith nihich one captivates,

or fascinates, or restrains; (K;) with which

momen captivate, or fascinate, or restrain, men,

(S, L,) and withhold them from other nomen :

(L.) or i, q àº). (A.)—A pitfall dug for

catching a lion. (A, TA.)—jū 33- 923.33%

[Strive thou to be before the time called (that of)

Jul 3.jé-1 with thy wooden instrument for pro

ducing fire; i.e. haste thou to use it before that

time;] means the time a little after the prayer

of sunset; asserted to be the worst time in which

to strike fire. (K.)

$34, : See $44.

$44 and '#' A pool of mater left by a

torrent ; pl. Jºs-i: (AO, K:) both signify the

same: (L:) or " à-l signifies a thing like a

pool of mater left by a torrent; and 3- is its

pl. [or a coll, gen. n.]; and the pl. of this latter

is *i. like as Jºë is pl. of **, and some

times it is contracted into £i. (S, L:) the like

of this is said by Aboo-'Adnán: (L.) and &lsº

is also a pl. of isºl , occurring in a trad., and sig

nifying pools which receive the rain-mater, and

retain itjor drinkers : (IAth, L:) or the correct

word is sus-1, without 5, and it signifies a place

where beasts assemble at a pool of nater left by a

torrent; and its pl. is 3: (AA, A’Obeyd, L)

and $41, which latter is extr.: (L:) but as to
Y #4, it has a different signification, which will

be found below ; i.e. land of which a man takes

possession for himself, &c. : (AA, L:) or 3- is

a coll. gen, n., and Y ãº- is its n. un., and sig

nifies a receptacle made for mater to collect therein:

and '33. signifies a thing that one digs for him

self, in the form of a natering-trough, nihich

retains mater for some days ; and its pl. is

&345, (L:) and Y 3+. and W $34, also signify

a thing that one digs in the form of a matering

trough; and the pl. is 3&i and $4. (L.) In a

trad. of Mesrook Ibn-El-Ajda', su- are likened

to the Companions of Mohammad; and it is added,

that one W sälä- suffices for a rider; and one, for

two riders; and one, for a company of men: (S,

L:) meaning that among them were the young

and the old, and the possessor of knowledge and

the possessor of more knowledge. (L.)- See

also 33'3-1. -

3- i. q. W. 3,4t. [Taken ; taken neith the

hand; &c.]. (Msb.)- A captive : (S, L, MSb,

K:) fem. with 3. (S, L.) Hence the saying,

Jº- *- &- -34- More lying than the

captive of the army: meaning him whom his

enemies have taken captive, and whom they desire

to conduct them to his people, and who lies

to them to his utmost. (Fr, L.) [See another
• O -

ex. WOCe &-42.]–4 strange, or foreign, old

man. (K.)

šū- Land which a man, ($, L, K,) or a Sul

fán, (S, L,) takes for himself; as also Y34: (S,

L., K.) or land n:hich a man takes for himself, and

brings into a state of cultivation after its having

been waste : (AA, Mgh, L:) or naste land which

the onmer gives to him who shall cultivate it :

(Mgh:) and land which the Imām gives to one,

not being property, (K,) or not being the property

of another. (TA, as from the K.)- See also

$44, in five places.– Also The handle of a

[shield of the kind called] ais-; (K; [in the L

written aa--, with the & before the c;]) also

called its -3Uij. (L.)

33- A thing that is taken by force. (L.)

[See also 3+1)

a £

$º One who takes eagerly, or greedily: whence
9 a. º. º ż & 2 of ~

the saying, SU3 Sui- S! ~~) to Thou art none

other than one who taketh a thing eagerly, or

greedily, and then throneth it anay quickly. (A.)

3-1, (as in some copies of the K, in both of
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the senses here explained,) or W. 3-, (as in other

copies of the K, and in the L and TA, [but the

former is the more agreeable with the form of the

pl.,]) A camel beginning to become fat; (L, K;)

or to become aged: (K:) pl. 3-3. (L.)= Milk

that bites the tongue; syn. Jeſú. (K.) [See

*i) -

a 2 #2

Jé-Lo [A place n'here, or whence, a thing is

taken : pl. 3–1.) [Hence,) jºki 3-1. The

places whence birds are taken. (K, TA.)-[The

source of derivation of a word or phrase or mean

ing.]—A way Iſhich one takes]; as in the

phrase, 39 33-tºl 44. He went the nearest

way. (Msb. in art. 2-aē-.)—[See also 2, last

sentence but one.]

a 3. *

35i-Lo : see 3–1.

º, a z > *, *

ſtºl cº Jé-3-2 Jé A man nithheld [by a

kind of enchantment or charm (see 2)] from

rvomen. (L.)

g ... O p

* . .

Jsº : see what follows.

a £2 c >

Jé-U-2 [Requiring to be clipped; i. e.] long;

applied to hair. (K.)= Lonvering his head, or

stooping, (A$, $, L, K,) by reason of inflammation

of the eyes, or ophthalmia, (AS, S, L,) or by

reason of pain, (A5, S, L, K,) or from some other

cause; (L;) as also Y 3-i, q. v. (TA.) Lon:ly,

or submissive, (AA, L, K.) by reason of disease;

as also '3-34. (AA, L.)

jé

2. 2-1, (S, K, &c.,) inf. n. 2-4. (K,) is trans.

(S, K, &c.) and intrans.: (K:) as a trans, verb it

signifies He made to go back or bachnyards, to

recede, retreat, retire, or retrograde: he put, or

drove, back : he put, or placed, behind, or after;

back, or bachnyard: he made to be behind, or

posterior, or last: he made to remain behind, hold

back, hang back, or lag behind: he kept, or held,

back: he postponed, put off, procrastinated, de

ferred, delayed, or retarded: he made backward,

or late; contr. of 23. (Mºb, TA)—Jºi

53. & IIe granted me a delay, or postponement,

to a certain term, or period. (TA in art. U-1.)

=For its significations as an intrans. verb, see 5,

in two places.

5. *t is quasi-pass. of the trans. verb *i;

(S, A, Msb;) i. e. He, or it, nent back or back

wards, drew back, receded, retreated, retired, or

retrograded: became put, or driven, back : became

put, or placed, behind, or after : became behind,

posterior, or last : he remained behind, or in the

rear; held back, hung back, lagged behind, or

delayed; was, or became, back.nard, or late: it was,

or became, kept back, postponed, put off, procras

tinated, deferred, delayed, or retarded: contr. of

23#: (TA:) and Y 2-tº- is syn. therewith ;

($, K3) and " ,-i, inf. n. 3-5, signifies the

same, being intrans, as well as trans. (K.) An

ex. of the latter occurs in a saying of Mohammad
w. o w ś

to 'Omar: Jºe W33- Retire thou from me; or
- - ---.” * ~ 0 w ś

the meaning is, Jº, Jºe jº-' [hold thou back

jrom me thine opinion; or reserve thou thine

opinion until after mine shall have been given].

(TA.) You say, 53-6 §:t <e25 [He went

back, &c., from him, or it, once]. (Lh.) And

º *2-9, Or 29, AIe n'ent back, &c.,

from the thing, or the affair: he nas, or became,

behind, behindhand, or backward, with respect to

it: he held back, hung back, refrained, or ab

stained, from it; and & " ,-tº-' signifies the

same. (The Lexicons in many places.) tº- lsº

act. "&-tº S.-, in the Kur vii. 32 and

other places, means And nºhen their time is come,

for punishment, they will not remain behind, or

be respited, [any nihile, or] the shortest time: or

they shall not seek to remain behind, by reason of

intense terror. (Bd.)

10: see 5, in three places.

J- [an epithet variously explained]. One

says, in reviling, (S, TA,) but not when the

object is a female, (TA,) 2-Ś Af 3-i, (Th, S,

A, &c.,) and "3-S, (M., &c.) or this latter is

wrong, (Meshārik of 'Iyád, Mgh, Msb,) as is

also W*S, (Meshárik of 'Iyád,) meaning f May

God alienate, or estrange, from good, or pros

perity, or may God curse, him who is absent

from us, (A, Msb, TA,) distant, or remote :

(A, Msb:) or the outcast; the alienated: (Msb:)

or him who is put back, and cast anay: so says

Sh: or, accord. to ISh, him who is put back,

and remote from good; and he adds, I think

that W2-8 is meant: (L:) or the base fellon, .

or the most ignoble: or the miserable mºretch :

(Et-Tedmuree and others:) or the last speaker :

(Nawādir of Th:) or 33-yl is here a metonymy

for the devil: (Lb :) it is a word used [for the

reason explained voce 3.j in relating what has

been said by one of two persons cursing each

other, to the other; (Expositions of the Fs;)

and the phrase above mentioned is meant to

imply a prayer for those who are present [by

its contrasting them with the person to whom it

directly applies]. (A.) One also says, (e. º

,-Su, [alluding to a particular person,] meaning

Íñſay the place, or land, not be ample, or spacious,

or roomy, to the remote from good. (TA.) It

is said in a trad of Mázin, J 35 -9 &
Verily the outcast, (Mgh, Msb,) or he who is

remote, and held back, from good, (Mgh,” TA,)

hath committed adultery, or fornication : the

speaker meaning himself; (Mgh, Msb;) as

though he were an outcast. (Msb.) And in

another trad. it is said, 59. ---> ătº

Begging is the most ignoble [mode of gain of

man : but El-Khattábee relates it with medd,

[i. e. "3-1] explaining it as meaning begging is

the last thing whereby man seeks sustenance when

unable to gain [by other means]. (TA.)

;: The back, hinder, or latter, part : the

hindermost, or last, part : contr. of233. (K.)

[See also *::: from which it appears to be

distinguished by its being used only adverbially,

or with a preposition: and see J-7| You say,

2 * * > 22 - a 2 2 : 0

9-1 alsº sº, and ji-I dº, (S, K,”) His garment

was rent, or slit, in its back, or hinder, part,

> * > * * *

(S) or behind. (K.) And jºiſ-à [He re.
e - 3 -> *

tired backwards]. (A.) And 93-1 alº-: see;-1,

in two places.

22 o ż

3,4-) and

... • # º º

3,4-0 : see Jé-l.

2. ~ : • 2 : 9 *

3,4-) and 3,5-u: see 26-1, in five places.

* & I sold it (namely the article of

merchandise, TA) with postponement of the pay

ment; upon credit; for payment to be made at

a future period; syn. *; (S, A, K5) i. e.
*-*. ($) 2. -

222 #

2 * * 22 3 º

3,é-1 and 3,5-9: see;-1.

-: . .

Cº-º:

See also 34-).

See 5-1, of which it is the fem. : and

- 2 .x , ºf

35- another fem. of 36-1. (K.)

à o # à à -

tº- and ºil and Ú-l; see -1.

3 - 2 2 3 2 9 :

[Jºji-) and &sº Relating to the other state

of eacistence, or the norld to come.]

s º g 6 *

* and bºls see j-, in five places. See

also Ji-l.

• * ~ * 2 * * J , ºf

(sº- dim. ofesº, fem. of Já-1, q.v. (S.)

3-1 a subst., of the measure Jº, but implying
• * :

the meaning of an epithet, (S,) from 33-1 in the

sense of Jº-ti, (TA,) Another; the other; a

thing [or person] other than the former or first;

(L;) i. 4.5%; (K;) as in the phrases, jºi Jº,

another man, and 3-1& another garment or

piece of cloth: (TA:) or one of two things

[or persons); (§§gh, Msh;), as when you say,

|Jºe Jä-13 Jºe Jºãº Jºe-lº255)) =le- The people

came, and one nas doing thus, and one [i. e.

another] thus: ($gh, Msb:) originally meaning

more backward : (TA :) fem. Ws: (S, Msb,

K) and Y jºi. (K;) which latter is not well

known : (MF:) pl. masc. &sj- and ,-i, (S,

K;) [the latter irreg,As such ;) and applied to

irrational things, 2-lo', like as J-39) is pl. of

Jasi: (Msb:) and pl. fem. sº and *i;

(S, Msb, K;) which latter is imperfectly decl. ;

for an epithet of the measure Jaśl which is ac

companied by &- has no [dual nor] pl. nor fem.

as long as it is indeterminate; but when it has

the article U1 prefixed to it, or is itself prefixed

to another noun which it governs in the gen, case,

it has a dual and a pl. and a fem.; but it is not

so withJ-ſ: for it has a fem. [and dual] and pl.

without &- and without the article J) and with

out its being prefixed to another noun: you say,
-> * > * ~ * 22 i - - - -

Jé- Jºe Store, and j- Jº and cº-l,
‘. . i - - 2 - ? ... •

and Lºs- 39 cº, and 24- 33-9, [I passed by

another man, and by other men, and by another

noman, and by other women;] therefore, as it

.* - a

[namely 3-h is thus made to deviate from its

original form, [i. e. 5-1, (I'Ak p. 287) which

is of a class of words used, when indeterminate,

alike as sing. and dual and pl.,] and is [essentially

and originally] an epithet, it is imperfectly decl.,
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though a pl.: but when you name thereby a man,

it is perfectly decl., when inderminate, accord. to

Akh, or imperfectly decl.accord. to Sb. ($, L.)

The dim of -i is 'ſ-gi, the with the .
suppressed following the same rºl, aS the in

*: (TA:) and the dim. of es;- is "es, i.

(S.) See alsosº WOce*—sº 4.5 ~j

Jº, (S. K.) or 9×9) sº-, (K) means I

will not do it ever: ($, K.) or the latter, I will

not do it to the end of time. (S.) And (sº

2%), The last of the people. ($, K.) One says,

2: sº Jº & He came among the last of

the people. (TA.) And Jºël sº Jº ſº

He came among those who nere the last of the

people. (S, A, K.) [See also 3–1.)— In 3.

3-9. ãº, the last word is a mistake for 2-5),

q. v. (Meshárik of 'Iyád.)

J-7| (S, Msb, K,) an epithet, of the measure

Jes, (S) and '3-i, (S, Mºb) The last; after

most ; hindmost ; and the latter; after; hinder:

and [as a subst.] the end : contr. of Jºi. [or of

J; when used as a subst.:] (A, Msb, K:) or of

23i: : (Lth, Msb:) or what is after the first or

former : (S:) fem. of the former 3,-7. (S, Msb,

K:) pl. [masc.] &sj- (Kur xxvi. 84, &c.,) and

(masc. and fem., Ms) 3-3 (S, Msb) and fem.

*5-1 also: (Th:) and * 3:1. is syn. with

3-3 ; as in Jº ** [occurring in the S and

K in art. ove-, meaning The last, or latter, parts,

or portions, of the night]. (TK in art. ove-.)

You say, 5- * - and Y 5- and W gº and

W 5-1, all meaning the same [He came lastly, or

ºn 2.92 - - -

latterly : and in like manner, Y 5- S! alºc Lo
• * * * - -

and W 3,5-tº Si [I did not know it save at the last,

or lastly, or latterly]: ($:) or " 5- 4- and

3-6Wº and W à- and W 5- and W §- and

'54, (K) or '#' and 'ºl, (L,L) and

ãº (TA) and ' ',4', and"&; and '4-

and W tº-1(K) mean he came lastly of everything.

(K.) It is said in ºwl, respecting Mohammad,
J-ºs-J) cº-e A354 & 59' 3! W 5-9 Jº cle

|Jeº 'Jºe He used to say, at the end of his sitting,

nºhen he desired to rise from the place of assembly,

thus and thus: or, accord. to IAth, it may mean,

in the last, or latter, part of his life. (TA.) And

you say, cº. - %i and cº-5-1 (IAar,

M, K) app. meaning (M) [I came to thee the

latter of two times;] the second of two times.

(M, K.) And, 3 - “ſe: ; I will not

speak to him [to the end of time, or] ever. (A.)

[See a similar phrase above, voce 3–1.) And

2-1 &é biº- [They came neith the last of

them; Jºe being here syn. with ~ ; meaning

they came all, without erception]... (A) [And

* 2-1 es: 43 &l=, and 3:1; and Jº

tº-3, That neas in the end of the month, and

of the gear; and in the last days thereof..] And

2-0* 3-5- jº [The day lengthens] hour

by hour. (A.) See also 26-1, last sentence.—

jº-S is a name of God, signifying [The last; or]

He who remaineth after all his creatures, both

vocal and mute, have perished. (Nh.)—cº-S

The two hinder dugs of the she-camel; opposed

to the cºst; ; (TA;) the two dugs that are next

the thighs (K)—é-S), (K) for ś-S 33),

(Bd in ii. 3) [and 3,-S J.] and "sº

(K,) [The latter, ultimate, or last, and the other,

dwelling, or abode, and life; i. e. the latter, ulti

mate, or last, and the other, world; the norld, or

life, to come; and the ultimate state of eacistence,

in the norld to come;] the drelling, or abode,

[and life, of everlasting duration : (K:) [each]

an epithet in which the quality of a subst. pre

dominates. (Z, and Bd ubi supra.) [Opposed to

(33. And 3,-] also signifies The enjoyments,

blessings, or good, of the ultimate state; of the

other n'orld; or of the norld, or life, to come: in

which sense likewise it is opposed to Ús: (see

an eX. of both voce £9, in art.&: so too 'es, ti)

—Jº $24, (S Mºb, K) and tºl, (Msb,)

.* o in

and 3,4-1, ($ in art. 223, and K) and "*}.

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) which is a rare form, or,

accord. to Yaakoob, not allowable, (S,) and

à-34, and " &#3, ($ in art.

225, and K) and "45-54, (Mºb, K) or this is

a mistake, (Mgh, Mºb) and "$3.5%, (K) but

the first of allis the most chaste, (Mºb) The thing,

(S,) or piece of mood, (Msb,) of the camel's

saddle, (S, Msb,) and of the horse's, (Mºb,)

against which the rider leans [his back]; (S,

Msb;) the contr. of its assú [by which term aests

is meant the la lº): (K Ö the la .15 of the camel's

saddle is the tail fore part which is next to the

breast of the rider; and its 5,-1 is its hinder part;

(Az, L;) i. e. its broad piece of wood, (Mgh,) or

its tall and broad piece of nood, (Az, L,) nºbich

is against, or opposite to, (s3t-3) the head [and

back] of the rider : (Az, Mgh, L:) [for] the5

and the la .19 are the cº, between which the

rider sits; this is the description given by En

Nadr [ISh]; and all of it is correct: there is no

doubt respecting it: (Az, L:) the pl. of 3,4- is

is -º (Mº)—cº-ſ: seecº-f.
—3-1 and "J- [accord. to some] also signify

"3-54, and Y

- 6 :

Absent. (K.) But see 26-1, second sentence.

ū-ſ:

3-3 dim, of 44, q.v. (TA)

cººl 3-54, (T, S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K, [in the

CK (s.33%) said by AO, (Msb) or A'Obeyd,

(TA,) to be better without teshdeed, from which

observation it is to be understood that teshdeed in

this case is allowable, though rare, but Az dis

allows it, (Mºb,TA) and (3,-34, and "ú-1,

(K,) [The outer angle of the eye;) the part of

the eye next the temple; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;) the

part nect the blºſ. (K:) opposed to its 2-iº,

which is the extremity thereof next the nose : (S,

Mgh, Mºbi) plºt. (Mgh.) You say, J. A.

6 *

See Jº-l.

* 2-#3 [He looked at, or tonards, me from

(lit. nith) the outer angle of his eye). ($.)–

J - … … J.” .7 9 *

Jº 3-#4, and à-#4. see 2s-1.

5-3. The back, hinder, or latter, part of any

thing: its hindermost, or last, part : contr. of
* ~ * # - a 2 × 2 × 2

23:4: as in the phrase, a-wl, 33-34 -)-3 [He

struck the back, or hinder part, of his head].
2 : * o a 2 & 2 ×

(S, Mºb) [See alsojºſandy-ij-Jº,

: see;-1.

.2 w -->

23-5.J. a name of God, [The Postponer, or

Delayer;] He niho postpones, or delays, things,

and puts them in their places : [or He niho puts,

or keeps, back, or backward: or He who degrades:]

contr. of ºl. (TA)—Jº 3:44, and

&#3%: see 3-1.

jºi. is: A palm-tree of which the fruit

remains until the end of ninter: (AHn, K:) and

until the end of the time of cutting off the fruit

of palm-trees: ($, M, K:) contr. of Jºe and
* … • -> ---

25& ; pl. 2.5-le. (A.)

*** [reg. pl. ofjº. : See3-1, first sentence.

6 w £2 J -

Jä-U.e.: see its verb. —[An author, or other

person, of the later, or more modern, times.]

&* in the Kur xv. 24 is said by Th to

mean Those who come to the mosque after others,

or late : (TA:) or it means those who are later

in birth and death ; or those who have not yet

come forth from the loins of men: or those n:ho

are late, or backnºard, in adopting the Muslim

religion and in fighting against unbelievers and in

obedience. (Bd.)

35

• o 2 : - ... : > *.

1. Stºë-), [third pers. Lé-),J ($, K,) aor. 33-3,

($) inf n. *i; ($, K, &c.;) and "e-1, (K,

TA,) [in the CK <<1, which is wrong in

respect of the pers., and otherwise, for it is cor

rectly] with medd, (TA) inf. n. L- and 34.5%;
- 2 o a fºr -

(Lth;) and Y ~ *-ū; (K;) Thou becamest a

brother [in the proper sense of this word, and also

as meaning a friend, or companion, or the like].
a > *

(S, K, TA.) Y ;: is also [used as] a simple

subst., (TA,) signifying Brotherhood; fraternity;

the relation of brother; as also W tº- and *}. ;

and Y#: (Lth,TA :) and the relation of sister.

($) You say, 3,4-i & Jº and "tts. I&c.,

meaning] Between me and him is brotherhood.
w £2 2 . . . . . ~ * ... o.

(JK, TA.) And": ā-L-ly 3-tº-1 cºst [Be

treen liberality and courage is a relation like that
6 & 9

of brothers]. (TA.) And 333- is a dial. var. of
a > *

$º, occurring in a trad. (IAth, T.A.)=[It is
2 c > *

also trans.] You say, 53.3 ºs-i I was, or be

came, a brother to ten. (TA.)

2. *3. <!, (S, K,) or £3, (Msb, [so

accord. to a copy of that work, but probably this

º, , ,-

2 3.

is a mistranscription,]) inf. n. à-5, (S, Msb,

K.) I made an as 1 ſq. v.j for the beast, (MSb,

K,) and tied the beast therenith; (Msb;) [and
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so, app., W <<ſ (which, if correct, is probably

of the measure <tai) ; for it is related that] an

Arº of the dºer said to another, isi G W&

us;* 'wº º' [Make thou for me an ācā-1 to

which I shall tie my colt]. (TA.) And you say,

(sº à- cº es & W Jéſ t Such a one

did a benefit to such a one, and he was ungrateful

for it. (TA.) [But perhaps & and sº in

thº two exs. are mistranscriptions for & and

J*).]

3. *-ī, (S, K,) vulgarly *6, (S,) or the

latter is a dial. var. of weak authority, (K,” TA,)

said by some to be of the dial. of Teiyi, (TA,)

inf n. 4-5, and tº (§, K) and tº (K) and

ſquasi-inſ. n.) "334 (Fr. K) and sº, (CK)

He fraternized with him ; acted with him in a

brotherly manner: (S," K,” PS, TK:) A'Obeyd

mentions, on the authority of Yz, <-- and

<-3, and <-1 and <-3, and &t=1 and

<!els: the pret. is said to be thus assimilated

to [a form of] the fut.; for they used [sometimes]

to say, J-34 changing the hemzeh into 2. (IB,

TA.)— It is said in a trad., cº-º-J) Jº Ji

jº, meaning He united the emigrants [to

El-Medeeneh] with the assistants [previously dwel

ling there] by the brotherhood of El-Islám, and

of the faith. (TA.) You say also, cº -ºs

cº [I united the two things as fellon's, or

pairs]; and sometimes ºne says, <!-5, like as

one says, cº-º-'5, for strº-l; mentioned by ISk.

(Msb.)- See also 1, in three places.

4: see 2, in three places.

5. <<5,andheinfºn. :5: see 1, in three places.

=& <<t I adopted a brother: ($, K:) or

[ćt. signifies] I called him brother. (K.)–

º “…tº, (S. K.TA) or Jºº (Mºb) I

sought, endeavoured after, pursued, or endeavoured

to reach or attain or obtain, the thing; (S, Msb,

K, TA;) as the brother does the brother; and in

the same manner the verb is used with a man for

its object: but ***, in the same sense, is more

common. (TA.) You say, <-- <ºt I

sought, &c., thy love, or affection. (TA in art.

J-2.)

6. At They became brothers, or friends or

companions or the like, to each other. (S,” TA.)

th (S, Msh, K) originally -i, (Kh,5, Mºb)

as is shown by the first of its dual forms men

tioned below, and by its having a pl. like :(ſ,

(S,) and £i. (K,) with the second letter doubled to

compensate for the 3 suppressed, as is the case in

3i, (TA,) and Y *i. [like (i,j and "...ii, (IAar,

K, TA, [the last, with the article prefixed to it,

erroneously written in the CK 5-9,1) and "...i.
6 o'.

like 33, (Kr, K,) a well-known term of relation

ship, (K, TA,) i. e. A brother; the son of one's

father and mother, or of either of them : and also

applied to a foster-brother : (TA:) and + a friend;

and a companion, an associate, or a fellow : (K:)

derived from ãº-f [q.v.); as though one& Were

Bk. I.

tied and attached to another like as the horse is

tied to the a.a.ſ. (Har p. 42 :) or, accord. to

some of the grammarians, it is fromJº meaning

3.23; because the - has the same aim, endeavour,

or desire, as his *i. (TA:) when t is prefixed

to another noun, its final vowel is prolonged:
~ * : * *

(Kh:) you say, 3093-1 1JA.. [This is thy brother,
- £ 2 o 2 2.

&c.], and Jºã-\, tºo [I passed by thy brother,

&c.], and 9. <º [I san, thy brother, &c.]:

($: [in which it is also asserted that one does not

say 2- without prefixing it to another noun;

but this is inconsistent with the assertion of IAar

and F, that 3-9. is a syn. of§ :]) the dual is

º (S, Msb, Kur xlix. 10, Ham p. 434,) or

J'96-1, with the 2- quiescent, (TA, [but this I

have found nowhere else,]) and some of the Arabs
- • * :

say cº-, (S, Msb,) and Kr mentions clºis-1,

with damm to the

poetry, and held by ISd to be dual of *i. with

damm to the &: (TA:) the pl. is ãº-l and3, 4,

(S, Msb, K, &c.,) the former generally applied

to brothers, and the latter to friends [or the like],

(T, S,”) but not always, as in the Kur xlix. 10,

where the former does not denote relationship,

and in xxiv. 60 of the same, where the latter does

denote relationship, (T, TA,) and sometimes the

former is applied to a [single] man, as in the

Kur iv. 12, (S) and isºl, (Fr, S, Mºb, K, [in

the CK issil) or this is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb, TA,)
* 0. 3. ae, ae

and &ºi, (Kr, Mºb, K.) and ſº, (S,K) like
*,** 2 3 a > *

f(1, (S) and ºi, and ºi, (ISd, K) the last

mentioned by Lh, and thought by ISd to be

formed from the next preceding by the addition

of 3 characterizing the pl. as fem., (TA,) and

&ºi ($, Mºh, K) and cº-l. (Mºbi (there

written without any syll. signs, and I have not
o 2

found it elsewhere.]) The fem. of& is "3.3.

[meaning A sister: and t a female friend, &c.]:

(S, Msb, K, &c. :) written with damm to show

that the letter which has gone from it is 3; (S;)

the ºt, being a substitute for the 3; (TA;) not to

denote the fem. gender, (K, TA,) because the

letter next before it is quiescent : this is the

& said by IB to occur in

opinion of Sb, and [accord. to SM] it is the cor

rect opinion: for Sb says that if you were to use

it as a proper name of a man, you would make it

perfectly decl.; and if the J were to denote the

fem. gender, the name would not be perfectly

decl.; though in one place he incidentally says

that it is the sign of the fem. gender, through

inadvertence: Kh, however, says that its c is

[originally] • ſmeaning 3]: and Lth, that<

is originally ad-l: and some say that it is origi

mally sºi: (TA) he dual is cºis (Khº)

and the pl. is clºs-l. (Kh, S, Msb, K.) The

sayingcº & & Sj [Thou hast no brother, or

+friend, in such a one] means* 30 J-4 [such a

one is not a brother, or friend, to thee]. (S, K.)

It is said in a prov., alé- **t J 3. [Who

nill be responsible to the for thy brother, or +thy

friend, altogether 2 i.e., for his always acting to

thee as a brother, or friend]. (J.K.) And in

another, 3:sº & & 3. [+ There is many

a brother to thee whom thy mother has not brought

forth). (TA) And in another, 33 2 9,4-

[Is it thy brother, or the neolf?]; said in suspect

ing a thing: as also Jji Al J.- [Is it thy

brother, or is it the night that deceives thee?].

(Harp. 554) And another saying is, 9,45&

434.º [t The spear is thy brother, but some

times, or often, it is unfaithful to thee]. (TA.)

– Ibn-'Arafeh says that when §: does not

relate to birth, it means conformity, or similarity;

and combination, agreement, or unison, in action:

hence the saying, 3. * & 3. [+ This

garment, or piece of cloth, is the like, or fellor,

of this]: and hence the saying in the Kur [xvii.

29], cººl &ls= lite + They are the likes,

or fellon's, of the devils: and in the same [xliii.47],

Wº &:jº G” Ş. + But it n'as greater than

its like, or fellon, ; i.e., than what was like to it

in truth &c. (TA) It is said in a trad, sº

sº." - Isleep is the like of death]... (El-Jámi

es-Sagheer.) One says also,sº &&&

t Such a one met with the like of death. (Msb,

TA.) And they said, tº Y <-ti º iſº Aſ sus,

[tGod afflicted him with a night having none like to

it], i.e., a night in which he should die. (TA.) And

jº 4. Ş. &le; Sj + I mill not speak to him

save the like of secret discourse. (As, TA.) [And

hence, J. vuºi [f The two sisters of Canopus;]

the two stars called 3,4- (sº and esº

it…l. ($ and Kin art. Jº, q. v.)—º ai º,

Ol'~% means #0 thou of [the tribe ofjBekr, or

Teneem. (Ham p. 284.)– Lh mentions, on the

authority of Abu-d-Deenár and Ibn-Ziyād, the

saying, ſº J-4 Jºiº, as meaning t The people,

or company of men, are in an evil state or condi

tion. (TA.) [But accord. to others, one says,

jº- J- <= j. meaning t I left him in an

evil state or condition : (JK,” Mºb, K, TA:) and

}: Jº ! in a goºd stat, o: pondition. (TA.)

—You say also, 5-all 53- 3A t He is on who

cleaves, or keeps, to veracity. (Mºb.)—[3-1, as

a prefixed noun, is also used in the sense of Jºi,

meaning # Worthy, or deserving, of a tling : alſº

meet, fit, or fitted, for it. So in the phrase à: 36-1

+ Worthy, or deserving, of trust, or confidence;

expl. by W (p. 91) as meaning a person in n-hom

one trusts, or confides. And so in the prov.,

&tº 3. Buac, * Jº + He who is fit, or

fitted, for relement stricing for the mastery is

not he who turns anay from it neith disgust : see

art. Jæ.]— It is also used in the sense of 23:

as in the phrase, Jº"*i; [t He is possessed,

or a possessor, of wealth, or competence, or suff;

ciency]. (Msb.) [So too in the phrase, ºs-J| 33

+ Possessed, or a possessor, of good, or aſ that is

good. And in like manner, J &- 96-1 means

ſe- 33, i. e. 33, 23, i. e.] Jºãº [+ The lº,

base, or abject]. (Ham p. 44.) [So too] up

~~ * mileans[…" 33 º, i.e.]* tº:-

5
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[+ Our journeying is laborious : see an ex. in the

first paragraph of art. Jºel. (TA.) —Jº
• 2 # -

cºs-S # A fever that affects the patient two

days, and quits him two days; or that attacks on

Saturday, and quits for three days, and comes

[again] on Thursday; and so on. (Māb.)—
o, 2 : … • 6

Jºº-Y) A3 : See 23, in art. Ls”2.

2.

Ud-1:

6 lſ
3-1 : see tº

siſ.

a 2 & 6 :

st-à-1 : See t!, in four places.

3 - ? 242 # .. 6 : • 6 #

[Ji- and ā-ā- dims, of& and st-d-l.]

3 2 3

U335–1 Brotherly; fraternal; of, or relating

to, a brother, and a friend or companion : and

also, sisterly; of, or relating to, a sister; because
• 2 &

you say <sº [meaning “sisters”]; but Yoo
º

used to say W Jºi, which is not agreeable with

analogy. (S, TA.)
º

3 w -o #

Usºs-i: see &-l.

&ºl, besides being a pl. of th q. v., is a

dial. var. of33- (TA. [See art. J33-.])

à-l. see 3.

;: an inf. n. of 1: and also [used as] a

simple subst. (TA.) See 1.–When it does

not relate to birth, it means t Conformity, or

similarity; and combination, agreement, or unison,

in action. (Ibn-'Arafeh, T.A.)

à-1, (Lth, ś, Mºb, K, &c.) originally of the

measure iſ,é, [i. e. isºl (Msb,) and i.e.,

(Lh, Mºb, K) and i-, (JK, K, TA, [but in

the K the orthography of these three words is

differently expressed in different copies, and some

what obscurely in all that I have seen,J) A piece

of rope of which the two ends are buried in the

ground, (ISk, JK, S,) with a small staff or stick,

or a small stone, attached thereto, (ISk, S,) a

portion thereof, resembling a loop, being apparent,

or exposed, to nihich the beast is tied; (ISk, JK,

S;) it is made in soft ground, as being more

commodious to horses than pegs, or stakes, pro

truding from the ground, and more firm in soft

ground than the peg, or stake : (TA:) or a loop

tied to a peg, or stake, driven [into the ground],

to rehich the beast is attached: (Msb:) or a

stick, or piece of mood, (K, TA,) placed crossnºise

(TA) in a mall, or in a rope of n!hich the two ends

are buried in the ground, the [other] end [or

portion] protruding, like a ring, to nihich the

beast is tied: (K, TA:) or a peg, or stake, to

which horses are tied : (Har p. 42:) [see also

&jſ: the pl. of the first is ºf GK, S.M.,

K;*) and of the second, tº: (Msb;) and of

the third, ºi, (JK, Kºj like as Gū... is pl.

of £24. (TA.) In a trad, the believer and

belief are likened to a horse attached to his asſ;

because the horse wheels about, and then returns

of beasts; i. e., in prayer; meaning that they

should not arch them therein, so as to make them

like the loops thus called. (TA.)- Also i. q.

J.4%; (K;) i. e. The kind of tent-rope thus

called. (TA in art. …le, q. v.)- And t A

sacred, or an inviolable, right or the like; syn.
* , o z 6 J 3 - £ •

ãº- and 3.23. ($, K.) You say, Jº-13) cº
2 or 5 , o ż. " • : -

Jeº -u-la [t To such a one belong sacred, or

inviolable, rights, and ties of relationship and love,
9 : * © 2.

to be regarded]. (S.) And alº-) Lºc aſ t He

has, with me, or in my estimation, a strong,

sacred, or inviolable, right; and a near tie or

conneacion, or means of access or intimacy or in

gratiation. (TA.) — In a trad. of 'Omar, in

which it is related that he said to El-'Abbās,
! ~5 22 --~ 3 º' - 2 of

aßl J3-2 alº! acá-) ºf, it is used in the sense of

a.i. ; [and the words may therefore be rendered

Thou art the most excellent of the ancestors of

the Apostle of God;] as though he meant, thou

art he upon whom one stays himself, and to

whom one clings, of the stock of the Apostle of

God. (TA.)

>]

1. i.e., áši, aoré (T, S, M, K) and 2, (M.

K,) but this latter is strange, [anomalous, and

unknown, (TA,) and <, (M, K,) mentioned by

Lh, whence it seems that he made the pret. to

be of the measure Jº, or that it is co-ordinate to

Ji, ºr cº, (M) if n : (T.S.M.) A

calamity befell him. (M, K.) And in like man

ner, 2: ši, aor. and inf. n. as above, An event

befell him : (M :) or oppressed him, distressed

him, or afflicted him. (Bd in xix. 91.)= See

also 5.

wº. " d 3.

5. 239; (T, K5) and Y Ši, inf. n. if, (TA;)

i. 4, 333i [He acted, or behaved, with forced

hardness, firmness, strength, vigour, &c.]. (T, K.)

s s 5

# (S, M, K) and ' ' (T, K) and " " (K)
Strength; ponser; force : ($, M, K:) superior

poner or force or influence; mastery; conquest;

predominance. (M, K, TA.)- See also 3. , in

two places.—Also, the first, The sound of tread

ing. (T.)

3. 3. 63

21: see 3. Also, and W 331, A wonder, or

wonderful thing : (M, L, K.) a very evil, abomi

nable, severe, thing, or affair : ($, M, A, L, K:)

a calamity; (S, A, L, K;) or thus the former
º:

word signifies; (M3) as also V Si, (as in the

copies of the K,) or w;1, [originally 351, of the

* 3.

measure Jelš. (so in the S and L:) pl. (of 31,
6 ... " 9 - 5 -

M, TA) >>], (K, TA,) or slal,(T,CK, [but this,

if correct, is a quasi-pl. n.,]) or 3'x'', (M) and (of
J 5 . -

š, S, M) 33). (T, S, M, K), You say also

$12; [meaning as above], using 3 as an epithet,
9 @ 9, 2

accord. to Lh. (M.) And *śl àººls [A very

evil, abominable, or severe, calamity]. (A.) Hence
J 2 0 , o.j o © , ,-

the saying in the Kur [xix. 911, 2] tº sº-Jº

Verily ye have done a very evil, or abominable,

thing : (S, M.:*) or, accord. to one reading, wiši;

both meaning great, or grievous: and some of the

- © e

Arabs say, "si *Usº, which means the same.
2 •

(T, TA.)

sl:

g

w -

See >}, in two places.

s 5.

wº wº

3

3

») : see 5' :— and see 21, in two places.

~x"

2 - ? g

1. -->), aor. : , inf. n. 33, He invited (people,

$, or a man, K) to his repast, or banquet; ($, K;)

as alsº Yºs, (K,) or <\ale Gl >>, aor -232

[or -2332), (AZ, S,) inf. n. 22.2] [originally
~ o 2 • - £

You say, 255]] -->!, (S,)

6 ... o “

-lº!]. (AZ, S, K.)
~ . . . . ;

Ol' 2;iſ Use -->), aor, as above, (T,) He invited

* o 2. ~ :

the people to his repast. (T, S.) And Jº Laws'
o: -

2-S He collected them together for the affair.
© 2 - • ? - * * J. #

(A.) And ºut: 399- W -->3' [I will collect

thy neighbours in order that thou mayest consult

nºith them]. (A.) The primary signification of
6 of

->! is The act of inviting. (T,)—[Hence,)
2 - # -

-->), aor. : ; (Msb, K5) or -ºx', aor. 4; (so in a
6 of ~

copy of the M ;) inf n. *.xl, (M, Mgh, Msb,) or

Jºsí; (K;) He made a repast, or banquet, (M,

Msb, K,) and invited people to it; (Msb;) as

also "Jºsi, (M.) aor. and inf. n. as above:

(TA:) or he collected and invited people to his

repast. (Mgh.)– [Hence also, as will be seen
* 3 - 2 : :

below, voce &sil axl, aor. : , inf. n. Jºsi, He

taught him the discipline of the mind, and the

acquisition of good qualities and attributes of

the mind or soul; (Msb;) and Yaº, [inf n:
§ 2.

Jºst, signifies the same ;] he taught him rehat

is termed ~sſ [or good discipline of the mind

and manners, &c.; i. e. he disciplined him, or

educated him, nell; rendered him nell-bred, nell

mannered, polite; instructed him in polite ac

complishments; &c.]: (SM, A, Mgh, K:) or

the latter verb, inf. n. -ati, signifies he taught

him well, or much, the discipline of the mind,

and the acquisition of good qualities and attributes

of the mind or soul : and hence, this latter also

signifies he disciplined him, chastised him, cor

rected him, or punished him, for his evil conduct;

because discipline, or chastisement, is a means

of inviting a person to what is properly termed
-> * 2 * :

435. (Mºb)=-23i, aor.”, (AZ, T, S, M.K.)
0 2 &

inf. n. 23), (M, K,) He was or became, charac
2 :

terized by n!hat is termed -->] [or good discipline

of the mind and manners, &c.; i.e., well dis

ciplined, well-educated, well-bred, or well-man

nered, polite, instructed in polite accomplish

ments, &c.]. (AZ, T, S, M, K.)

2 : see 1.

4: see 1, in three places —3%) 4.3% aor.

and inf. n. as above, t He filled the provinces,

or country, nith justice, or equity. (K,” TA.)

5. ~st He learned, or was taught, what is

termed ~s [or good discipline of the mind and

manners, &c.; i.e. he became, or nas rendered,

well-disciplined, well-educated, well-bred, well

mannered, polite, instructed in polite accomplish

ments, &c.]; as also '-º'-l. (S, Mgh, K.)

to his à-ſ: and the believer is heedless, and then

returns to believe. (TA.) And in another, men

are forbidden to make their backs like theº 10: see 5. -
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-3', ($, M, K,) or, accord. to some, "Jºšl,

(TA,) Wonderful; or a nonderful thing; syn.

-º-º: (S, M, K;) as also *:::: [used in the

latter sense]. (K.) You say, "-3.*&*

Such a one did a nonderful thing. (As, T.")

=See also 33, last sentence.

º e 9 of .

-->!: see -->!, in two places.

$3, so termed because it invites men to the

acquisition of praiseworthy qualities and disposi

tions, and forbids them from acquiring such as are

evil, (T, Mgh,) signifies Discipline of the mind;

and good qualities and attributes of the mind or

soul: (Msb:) or every praisenorthy discipline

by n-hich a man is trained in any excellence: (AZ,

Mgh, Msb:) [good discipline of the mind and

manners; good education; good breeding; good

manners; politeness; polite accomplishments :]

i. q. Jº [as meaning eaccellence, or elegance, of

mind, manners, address, and speech]: and a good

manner of taking or receiving [what is given or

offered or imparted, or what is to be acquired]:

(M, A, K.) or good qualities and attributes of

the mind or soul, and the doing of generous or

honourable actions : (El-Jawáleekee :) or the

practice of what is praisenorthy both in nords

and actions : or the holding, or keeping, to those

things which are approved, or deemed good; or

the honouring of those who are above one, and

being gentle, courteous, or civil, to those nho are

belon, one : (Towsheeh ) or a faculty nihich pre

serves him in nihom it exists from nhat mould

disgrace him: (MF) it is of two kinds, ºf

J-ºl [which embraces all the significations ex

plained above], andJº 4's [which signifies

the discipline to be observed in the prosecution of

study, by the disciple neith respect to the preceptor,

and by the preceptor with respect to the disciple :

see “Haji Khalſae Lexicon,” Vol. I. p. 212]:

(S, Btl, Mgh:) [also deportment, or a mode of

conduct or behaviour, absolutely; for one speaks

of good -3 and bad ºf the pl. is ºf

[which is often employed, and so is the sing. also,

as signifying the rules of discipline to be observed

in the exercise of a function, such as that of a

judge, and of a governor; and in the eacercise of

an art, such as that of the disputer, and the orator,

and the poet, and the scribe; &c.]. (Msb.)—

-SS 2- signifies [The science of philology; or]

the science by nihich one guards against error in

the language of the Arabs, with respect to words

and with respect to nºriting; (“Haji Khalfe

Lexicon,” Vol. I. p. 215;) [and so, simply,

4.38 : which is also used to signify polite litera

ture: but in this sense, and likewise] as applied to

the sciences relating to the Arabic language, [or

the philological sciences, which are also termed

W <āşş Jººl, 339 is a post-classical term,

innovated in the time of El-Islām. (El-Jawā

leekee)=1-2 43, (A, K,) or 2-4 * ..si.

(T, L,) 1 The abundance of the water of the sea.

(T, A, L., K.)

4-2 # 4, 282 6 of

àºx! : see issue:=and see also Jºsi.

~ : ~ :

[&s Of, or relating to, what is termed ºx!,

~ : J J . ; -- - - 9 2 3

or ~x"). Hence, Jºy! A3) all: see ºx!, last

sentence but one.]

* Characterized by nºhat is termed ~3

[or good discipline of the mind and manners, &c.;

i. e. well-disciplined, well-educated, well-bred, or

well-mannered; polite; instructed in polite ac

complishments, or an elegant scholar; &c.]: (T,

$, M, Mgh, K) pl. Mºsſ. (M., K.)—See also

43%.

<sſ [originally º, More, or most, charac

terized by what is termed ~s ; i.e. better, or

best, disciplined, educated, bred, or mannered;

more, or most, polite; &c.]. You say, ~3 & 4

J-ºl [He is of the best disciplined, &c., of

men]. (A.)

** One niho invites people to a repast, or

banquet: (T, S, Mºbi) pl. iśi (TA)
92.2 #2

assuo: see what next follows, in two places.

222 22

àºxue A repast, or banquet, to which guests are

invited; (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K;) or

made on account of a medding: (M, K:) as also

W ići, ($, M, Mgb, K,) or, accord. to A'Obeyd,

this latter has a different signification, as will be

seen below, (TA,) and W it. (IJ,) and Y ăși.

(M, K.) pl. ºst. ($) In a trad, the Kur-án

is called cº es: & ićt. ºr W *:::: and

A’Obeyd says that, if we read issue, the meaning

is, God's repast nihich He has made in the earth,

and to mhich He has invited mankind; but if we

read ast, this word is of the measure it… from

4:39, [and the meaning is, a means nºhich God

has prepared in the earth for men's learning good

discipline of the mind, &c.; it being a noun

similar to #. and $º. &c. :] El-Ahmar, how

ever, makes both words synonymous. (T, M,”

: see what next precedes.

6 J. J. g

Jºš. W-> A camel well-trained and broken.

(T, L.)

ãºt, occurring in a verse of 'Adee, [which I

do not anywhere find quoted, She [app. a bride]

for nºkom a repast, or banquet, has been made.

(TA.)

35'

1. ºi, aor. , (T, M, Mºb, K) infn. Si(Lih,
- -- o, o ż

T, S, Mg) and isi, (Lih, TA) or āsī, (as in
2- :

the TT,) or§ is a simple subst., (M, K,) and

so is ši, (K) He (a man, S) had the disorder

termed #37. (T, S, M., &c.)

§: a subst. from2i; [see jsſ, below;] (K;)

as also *śī. (M, K:) the former signifies [A

scrotal hernia;] an inflation in the *** [or the

testicle, or the scrotum]: (T,” $:) or an inflation

of the **: (Msb:) or a disorder consisting in

an inflation, or a snelling, of the Jºsé, and

their becoming greatly enlarged with matter or

n:ind therein: (Esh-Shiháb, on the Soorat el

Ahzáb:) or a largeness of the Jºe: (Mgh :)

and W šši also signifies what is vulgarly termed

āş [meaning in the present day a scrotal hernia]:

or, accord. to some, i. q. i.e. (TA.) [See

also 1.]

6, , ; s' of

3,21: see 3,3', in two places. [See also 1.]

3s (T, S, M, Mg, Mºh, K) and ºt. (M,

K). A man ($) [having a scrotal hernia; or]

having an inflation in the *** [or the testicle,

or the scrotum]: (T,” $:) or having an inflation

of the *** (Msb:) or having his Gū.2 [or

inner skin) ruptured, so that [some of] his intes

times fall into his scrotum; the rupture being in

every instance only in the left side: or afflicted

by a rupture in one of his cº- [or in either

half of the scrotum]: (M, K:) or having a

largeness of the J-4 (Mgh:) pl. of the former,

;i, (Msb, K5) and of the latter, 25t. (K.)

Accord to some, (M) ºf £24 signifies [A

testicle, or scrotum, large, without rupture.

(M, K.)

* > * > ---

25xue : see J31.

Ax!

1. – 23, aor. 2, (M, Mºb, K.) inf n. 23;

(M, Mºbi) and "4.5", (Mºb, K.) inf. n. 23.1;

(TK;) He mired the bread with23i [or seasoning ;

i.e. he seasoned it]; (M, K;) he made the sn'al

loning of the bread to be good, or agreeable, by

means of23| [or seasoning]. (Msb.) You say

also, 2–ſº 2-12s, aor. : , [He seasoned the

bread, or rendered it savoury, with flesh-meat,

from 23i and 25, signifying *** [.. (S.)

—2:123, aor. - , (K,) inf. n. 23i: (TA;) or

"...sſ; (M;) or both ; (TA;) He seasoned for

the people, or company of men, (24 23, [in the

CK, erroneously, … Alsil) their bread; (M,

K, TA;) i. e., miced it [for them] with 23.

(TA.)– [From 23i in the first of the senses

explained above, is app. derived the phrase,]

alsº <s He mired him, associated him, or

united him in company, with his family. (M.)

And in like manner] … .si. (T.S.) or …,

(M, Msb,” K,) aor. 2, (T, M, Msb, K,) inf. n.

23i, (T, M, Mºbi) and '23), (T, S, M, Mºb,

K.) inf n. 2...]; (T, TA;) He (God, T, S, M,

or a man, Mgb) effected a reconciliation between

them; brought them together; (S, M, Msb, K;

[expl. in theM and K by A.S), for which we find

in the CK e^);]) made them sociable, or familiar,

one neith another; (S, Msb, TA;) and made them

to agree: (TA:) or induced love and agreement

between them: held by A'Obeyd to be from 23i,

because thereby food is made good and pleasant.
• * *o- ~ * o y o gº * c : * ~ *

(T.) It is said in a trad,tº ex32 cl J-1 ag,

meaning For it is most fit, or meet, that there

should be, between you troo, love and agreement :

(T, S:) or, that peace, or reconciliation, and

friendship, should continue between you tro.

(Mºb.) And a poet says,

• *@33. S. "&#9Jáº

i. e. [And the pure, or free from faults, among

5 *
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women,) do not love any save one who is made an

object of love [by his good qualities], (T, S,) a

proper object of love. (T.)=º (T, M, K,)

aor. 2, (T,) or 2, (M, K,) inf. n. 23), (M,) 1 He

was, or became, to them, what is termed alex";

(T, M, K;) i. e., one who made people to know

them; (T;) or a pattern, an eacemplar, an eac

ample, or one niho nas imitated, or to be imitated;

and one by means of n-hom they were known:

(M, K.) so says IAar (M)=2,912. He
pared, or removed the ‘perficial part of, the

hide : (T,” TA:) and .229 W 23), with medd, he

pared off the assi [q. v.] of the hide : (TA ;) Or

the latter signifies he earposed to view the iex' [in

the CK, erroneously, the assil of the hide. (M,

K)=2, aor. , (M.K.) inf n. 2si (TK)

and23, aor. 2, (M, K,) inf. n. i.e.: (T, K) [or,

more probably, ãº, like §: .&c.]; He (a

camel, and a gazelle, and a man,) nas, or became,

of the colour termed 4.3, q. v. infra. (M, K.)

-- wº 2. -

2. alex", inf. n. 22% He put much Al2] [or

seasoning] into it. (TA.)

4: see 1, in five places.

8. as A-A-51 [written with the disjunctive alif

2-ºl) He made use of it [to render his bread

• 3

pleasant, or savoury]; namely Axl, (M,” TA,) or
- 49 .

Al2]. (M.) [Als! is explained in the T and S
* - d ->

&c. by the words an ex532 tº, meaning That

which is used for seasoning bread.]— 3,4 A-ºl

: The wood, or branch, had the sap (JI)jloning

in it. (Z, K.)
-

10. 4.xt- He sought, or demanded, of him

Als! [or seasoning]. (Z, T.A.)

6 of:

Lex";

of , of . , 6, 2 ×a > 0 }

See alex".= als! Axl 3A : see alex).

;: Žiš. as: ..i. d g • 2 of

: Se -- : - -

** 2. *Lex" 34 : an *! Jº 25";

see alo»).

6. 3 6 : . 6 . . ;

Axl : see ºx!, in two places:—and āox!.=
J. - "

see Lex!.

c: , , of ~ * 6. 3

a/Al alex" 3A : see alex".

* - 5

Ax' :
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issi A state of miring, or mingling, together

[in familiar, or social, intercourse]. (Lth, T, M,

K.) You say, i.siº Between them two is a

micing, &c. (Lth, T.)— Also, (M, K,) or *23,

($,) Agreement: ($, M, K, TA:) and familiarity,

sociableness, companionship, or friendship. (S,

TA. [The meanings in this sentence are assigned

in the S only to the latter word: in the TA, only

to the former.])–And the former, Relationship.

(M, K.)- And A means of access (à-3, Fr. T,

$, M, K) to a thing, (Fr, T, S,) and to a person;
9 - > * * -

(Fr, T;) * also " i.si. (K) You say, Öğ

4. Jºs Such a one is my means of access to

thee. (Fr, T.)–And [hence,) A present which

one takes with him in visiting a friend or a great
* O. ,- 2 < * * ~ *

man; in Persian jes' st-x. (K, L.)—á's 5*

* - - º ~ 2. - -

…is and Jºã) ãº 3* : see issi-In camels,

A colour intermiced, or tinged, with blackness, or

nºith whiteness; or clear whiteness; (M, K;) or,

as some say, (TA,) intense nihiteness; (S, TA;)

or whiteness, with blackness of the eyeballs: (Nh,

TA:) and in gazelles, a colour intermiaced, or

tinged, with whiteness : (M, K:) or in gazelles

and in camels, whiteness: (T:) and in human

beings, (M, K,) a tanny colour; or darkness of

complexion; syn. 39-º-, ſq. v.]; ($, M, K;) or an

intermixture, or a tinge, of blackness; (Lth, T;)

or intense sº [or tanniness]; and it is said to

be from Jº ãº, meaning the colour of the

earth: (Nh, TA:) or [in men, i. 4.39 se [which,

in this case, signifies whiteness of complexion]:

(TA:), accord. to AHn, it signifies whiteness;

syn. Jºº. (M.) [See also 231.)

i.si: see isi—º: ãº sº, (M.K.) and

"...º.o.) or "...si (K) and ºi (M)
or "…e5!, and "…'s, (K,) f He is the pattern,

eacemplar, eacample, or object of imitation, of his

people, or family, by means of whom they are

known: (M, K:) so says IAar. (M.) And

Jº à.si Új <!-- f I made such a one to be

the pattern, exemplar, erample, or object of

imitation, of my people, or family. (T, S.) And

cº isiº, and Y i.si. ! He is a pattern, &c.,

to such a one. (Fr, T.A.) And Jº ā-si &

JY3 f Such a one is he who makes people to know

the sons of such a one. (T.) And •; ā-si sº

He is the chief, and provost, of his people. (A,

TA.) And •º *23. &\}, and -- Jº ºi,

! Such a one is the aider, and manager of the

affairs, and the support, and right orderer of

the affairs, of his people, and of the sons of his

father. (A, TA.)=[The inner skin; the cutis,

or derma;] the interior of the skin, which is neart

to the flesh; (S, M, K;) the exterior thereof

being called the *: (S:) or (as some say, M)

the eacterior thereof, upon nihich is the hair; the

interior thereof being called the 5:4: (M., K.)

and 23i may be its pl.: [or rather, a coll. gen.

n. ;] or, accord. to Sb, it is a quasi-pl. n. (M.)

—Accord. to some, (M.) What appears of the

skin of the head. (M. K. [see 5,4.])—And

+ The interior of the earth or ground; (M, K;)

the surface thereof being called its ºxi: (M,

TA:) or, as some say, its surface. (TA)

&: A seller of [2s, or] skins, or hides :

(TA:) and v2.5i signifies the same; and par

ticularly a seller of goats' skins. (Golius, from

the larger work entitled Mirkát el-Loghah.)
a 2 - 2 3 … •-

a}\ox) : see Ax!.

As (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºh, K) and ºf Ghe
same except the K) [Seasoning, or condiment, for

bread; and any savoury food;] what is used for

seasoning (a. 23; tº, T, S, M,” Mgh, Msb, K.)

with bread ; (T, TA;) that nihich renders bread

pleasant and good and savoury; (IAmb, Mgh;)

rhetºr jluid or not fluid; (Mgh, Msb;) &-
and £º- being peculiarly applied to that which

0 2 o ż

Juox' and

go 8

is fluid : (Mgh :) or Axl is anything that is eaten
9 . . . .

ºff. bread: (TA:) the pl. [of mult..] of Al3) is
6 x 6 of e

Ax", (Mgh, Mºb,) and, by contraction, Axl, which

is also used as the sing., (Msb,) and ſpl. of pauc.]

ãºsſ (M,K) and 237; (K;) or this last is pl.
To of

of 231. (M, Mgh, Msb, T.A.) It is said in a

trad., J- Alsº 2. [Eaccellent, or most eaccel

lent, is the seasoning, vinegar!]. (T, TA.) And

in another,2-0. 5-Sº (33. 23. 4. [The

prince of the seasonings of the present world and

of the norld to come is flesh-meat]. (T.A.) —
of ~ 2. ~ * o. -- ~ • 2 :

*l Al3). 2A, and a 233 Al2] : see i.si...—Any

thing conforming, or conformable; agreeing, or

agreeable; suiting, or suitable. (M., K.) [Used

also as a pl.: thus, 'Adiyeh Ed-Dubeyreeyeh

says,

* tº ſº. & sº *

[They were, to those niho miced nith them in

social intercourse, conformable, or agreeable.]

(M.)

º > * > 5 * *

2. i. 4. ºt. [Seasoned]: (T:) or Alale
2 * >

* 2:3t. [seasoned food]; (M, K;) food in which

i.**!, (TA.) Hence the prov., Jºys &

_&23 J [Your clarified butter is poured into

your seasoned food]; (T, TA ;) applied to a

niggardly man; (Har p. 462;) meaning, your

good, or wealth, returns unto you : (TA:) or, as

some say, the meaning is, into your Vs. [or skin]:

(T, Har" ubi supra:) and the vulgar say, Jº

Aïss [into your flour]. (TA.) And the saying,

2-3 CŞº24- [Their clarified butter is in

their seasoned food]; meaning, their good, or

wealth, returns unto them. (M.) And the say

ing of Khadeejeh to the Prophet, J.-:) Jºl
2 - #2

-
2,3tº Ali, "A → c →

WA3JºJ) (M, TA) Verily thou

gainest what is denied to others, or makest others

to gain what they have not, of the things they

want, or makest the poor to gain, (TA in art.

2.Ac,) and givest to eat food in which is 23.
2 * c - c =

(TA in the present art.) [Hence also, ºi

wJeº (M, K) meaning (sº 33i [I gave ".

thee my excuse; or, perhaps, my virginity; see

§3.4. : (K:) [or,] as some say, the meaning is,

my good manners : said by the wife of Dureyd

Ibn-Es-Simmeh, on the occasion of his divorcing

her. (M., T.A.) — And hence, (Ham p. 205,

Mgh,) Tanned skin or hide; leather: (M, Ham,

Mgh, Msb:) or skin, or hide, (M, K,) in whatever

state it be : (M. :) or red skin or hide : (M, K:)

or skin, or hide, in the state after that in n-hich

it is termed& ; that is, nºhen it is complete [in

its tanning] and has become red: (M. :) or the

eacterior of the skin of anything: (T:) pl. [of

pauc.] ãºsſ(S, M, K) and si and [of mult]23,

(M, K,) the last from Lh, andJºy. ISd] I hold

that he who says Jº says 23, (M) and "Así,

(T, S, Msb, K,) or this is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb, M,

Mgh,) [often used as a gen, n.,] of which Aisi

may be pl. Gº-re.§ and cº-si &

and *> 35X5 cºl: sée Jº!, in art. Lºº. One

says, 54 3325 -*. tº [lit.] Only the

hide that has the eacterior part, upon m'hich the

hair grows, is put again into the tan : (T:) a

prov.; (TA;) meaning, only he is disciplined, or
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reproved, who is an object of hope, and in whom

is full intelligence, and strength; (T, TA, and

AHn in TA, art. 2:… [where, however, in the TA,

&23 is erroneously put for 33];) and only he is

disputed with in whom is place for dispute. (TA.)
0 - 2 : ...)

—-rº-' sex) is used metaphorically for2.
o ~" & a " •

->J" Jal f [The skin of the marriors, or of the

people engaged in war or fight]. (M.)—&

2.9 *~~ [lit. Such a one is sound of skin]

means f such a one is sound in respect of origin,

and of honour, or reputation. (Harp. 135.) You
• a £ 0 - 5 , ,

say also, * tº tº 23') * 3rd cy').3 [meaning

! Such a one is clear in honour, or reputation, of

that with rehich he has been aspersed]. (M,”TA.)
• * ~ * *

And W Jºx' Jjo ( He rent my honour, or reputa
• f

tion. (Har ubi supra.)–2, also signifies f The

surface of the earth or ground: (S, M.:) [see also
6 - 2 :

alos', last sentence :] or nºbat appears thereof,

(K,) and of the sky. (M., K.)–And f The first

part of the period called Jº-Al. (M, K, TA)

You say, J–º 2. ** f I came to thee in

the first part of the US—3; (Lh, M3) app.

meaning, J-ºl.eºſ <e [nºhen the morning

was becoming advanced; m:hen the sun was be

coming high]. (M.)- And t The nºniteness of

day: (IAar, M, K, TA:) and f the darkness of

night: (IAar, M, TA:) or f the nhole of the day,

(M, A, K, TA,) and of the night. (A, TA.) You
2 . . . . oº - f2 2 - . . . ~ * ~ : * >

say, U-35 JºJ) ºx's tººl-2 3'-º'-ºx' Ula f He

continued the nhole of the day fasting, and the

whole of the night standing [in prayer, &c.].

(A, TA.)

6 ºf 3 - £

Leix) : see Jº".

Así Of the colour termed i.; ; pl. 23; and

'Cºi ; ($, M. K3) the latter like º- as a
3 2 9 : • 2 of

pl. of 3-2-1: (M:) the fein. sing, is Lesſ and

.**i; &M, K9 the later anomalous; (K)

occurring in poetry, but disapproved (S, M) by

As; ($5) said by Aboo-Alee to be like àu…;

(M) and the tem. pl. i. 2;i. (S.M.K.) applied

to a camel, of a colour intermia.ed, or tinged, with

blackness, or with nihiteness; or of a clear n-hite;

(M, K;) or, as some say, intensely white; (TA;)

or white, and black in the eyeballs; (S;) or white;

(A5, T;) and so applied to a gazelle: (T:) or,

applied to a gazelle, of a colour intermiaced, or

tinged, with whiteness; (M, K;) Lth, however,

says that ãºf is applied to a female gazelle, but

he had not heard Asſ applied to the male gazelle;

(TA;) and A5 says, (S,) 2: applied to gazelles

signifies nºbite, having upon them streaks in which

is a dust-colour, ($, M,) inhabiting the mountains,

and of the colour of the mountains; (S;) if of a

pure white colour, they are termed 25ſ. (T, TA:)

or, accord. to ISk, n'hite in the bellies, tanny in

the backs, and having the colour of the bellies and

of the backs divided by two streaks of the colour

of musk; and in like manner explained by IAar:

(T:) applied to a human being, Así signifies

tan”; or dark-complewioned; syn. jº ; (S,

M. K3) or, thus applied, it signifies cº j-e-

[which, in this case, means while of complexion];

(TA) and the pl. is &lºsi. (S.) The Arabs
... in o z - * x o … o. in -

say, lºw-25 ves' Jº Jº, meaning The best

of camels are those of them which are2: and

those of them which are-* ; [see <-- ;] like

as Kureysh are the best of men. (M.)- Also

[Adam, the father of mankind; ($, M, K;) and

likewise YAsſ; but this is extr.: (K:) there are

various opinions respecting its derivation; but

[these it is unnecessary to mention, for] the truth

is that it is a foreign word, [i. e. Hebrew,)

of the measure Jets, like jſ: (MF:) and [there

fore] its pl. is Assi. (S, M, K.)

Jºsí [Of, or relating to, Adam : and hence,
… ... nº

human ; and a human being :] a rel. n. from Axl.

(TA.)

is…] + Level, hard, but not rugged, ground:

(As :) or hard ground without stones; (K;) from

2. signifying the “surface” of the earth or

ground: (TA:) or ground somen'hat elevated;

not much so; only found in plains, and producing

vegetation, which, honever, is disapproved, be

cause its situation is rugged, and little mater

remains in it: (ISh:) pl.22% (As, Esh-Shey

bánee, IB, K,) which J erroneously says has no

sing.: (K:) for he says, [in the S,2* signifies

hard and elevated tracts (cº) ofground; and

has no sing. (T.A.)

º; ... o z

Ax3-6, as in an ex. cited above, (see 1,) Made

(172. object ºf.loſe3. (T,§3) a proper object of love.

(T.)=x-e A35-e Ja-2 t A man who is skilful,

and eaperienced in affairs, (M, K,) who combines

[qualities like] softness of the interior skin and

roughness of the eacterior skin : (T, S, M, K :) or

n:ho combines softness and hardness, or gentleness

and force, with knowledge of affairs : (T:) or

n:ho combines such qualities that he is suited to

hardship and to easiness of circumstances: (As,

T:) or, accord. to IAqr, having a thick and good

skin: (M :) or beloved : (TA:) the fem. is with 3:

(M, K:) you say, §: iss; #2), meaning 1 a

noman goodly in her aspect and faultless in her

intrinsic qualities : and sometimes the former

epithet, with and without 3, as applied to a woman

and to a man respectively, is put after the latter.

(M.) See also art. 2:...

• 2 #2 6 : .

A55uo: see ºx!, in four places.

3.5"

4. ess' He took his sisi [q. v.]; (M;) he pre

pared himself; (M, K; [mentioned in the latter

in art. U331;]) or equipped, or accoutred, himself;

or furnished, or provided, himself with proper, or

necessary, apparatus, equipments, or the like ;

(M;) or he was, or became, in a state of prepara

tion; (Yaakoob, T, S;) A-9 for journeying, or

the journey : (Yaakoob, T, S, M, K:) part. n.

35%. (Yakoob, T. S.) And "JSU He took his

sis, [or prepared himself, &c.,] 2% for the

affair : (M :) or W. est he prepared, furnished,

equipped, or accoutred, himself for the affair;

(Ibn-Buzuri, Az, TA) from #35: (Az, TA:)

or V the former of these two verbs, (so in some

copies of the S and K,) or V the latter of them,

(so in other copies of the S and K, and in the

TA,) he took his sts [or equipments, &c., i.e. he

prepared himself.] for [the vicissitudes of] for

tune : (S, K:) and Y $35, inf n. 26, they took

the apparatus, equipments, or the like, that should

strengthen, or fortify, them against [the vicissi

tudes of] fortune 3c. : (T:) [accord. to some,

Jºël is [irregularly derived] from $9, meaning

& 4 strength.” (TA.)- He was, or became, com

pletely armed; (T, TA;) part. n. as above; (T,

S, M, Msb;) from #39; (T, TA:) or he was, or

became, strong by means of weapons and the like;

part. n. as above: (Msb:) or he was, or became,

strong [in an absolute sense]; ($, K; [mentioned

in the latter in art. U$21;]) said of a man; from

#39; ($ ;) part. n. as above. (K)=$37 is

originally $33; ; the second [in 1, for W.] being

hemzeh substituted for & in the original; meaning

He aided, or assisted, him : [or he avenged him :]

or it may be from āşş; meaning he made him

to have, or gave him, or assigned to him, weapons,

or arms. (Ham p.387.) [In either case, it should

be mentioned in the present art. ; as U3.xcl belongs

to art. 3.xe, and 3/5') has for its pl. <lºss.]

You say, 13é- Jé $151, aor. º, inf. n. fººl,

He strengthened him, and aided him, or assisted

him, against such a thing, or to do such a thing.

(S.) Andcº Jº $31, meaning $13. and âteſ

[He avenged him of such a one; or he aided, or

assisted, him against such a one]. (M and K in

art. See.) And tº Jº Jºe: & Who will

aid me, or assist me, against such a one? (S.)

• 2 - . . .292 & 2 o

The people of El-Hijāz say, JS3 Jé" &st:
2 of 3 so 2 c > 0 -

•jē, ºsts, meaning Jººt º' (T.S) and

Jºãº (T) [I asked of him (namely the Sultán,

T, or the Emeer, S) vengeance of such a one, or

aid against such a one, and he avenged me of him,

or aided me against him].

5: see 4, in two places.

6: see 4, in three places.

10. … st-li q. … [He asked of him

aid, or assistance, against him; or vengeance of

him]: (T, S, M, K:*) or he complained to him

of his (another's) deed to him, in order that he

might eract his (the complainant's) right, or due,

from him. (TA) See also 4, last sentence.

ăși An instrument; a tool; an implement; a

utensil: and instruments; tools; implements; uten

sils; apparatus; equipments; equipage; accoutre

ments; furniture; gear; tackling: syn. all: (T, S,

M, Msb,K:) of any tradesman or craftsman; with

which he performs the wºrk of his trade or craft:

and of war; -->Ji 3">" signifying weapons, or

(arms : (Lth, Tº) and for an affair [of any kind]:

(M:) [applied also to the apparatus of a camel,

or of a camel's saddle, &c.; (see 2 2-3)] and

W š's signifies the same; (M, TAF) and *śj.

(TA) and ''ssi (S. TA) like Jº, (TA) ſin

some copies of the S &xi;] signifies apparatus,
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equipments, equipage, accoutrements, furniture,

gear, tackling, implements, tools, or the like;
2 o 3 2 : . * * ~ *

syn. ākī; (S, TA:) the pl. of Šiši is ~55'.
- 2 - ? - > *

(T, S, Msb, K.) You say, ajls' 33-1 [He took

his apparatus, &c.; or prepared, furnished,

the like; (Msb in art. Ayk;) [and hence,) wess:

aºke [he acquitted himself of that nihich mas

incumbent on him; or payed, or discharged,

n:hat he oned] : (T:) he performed, fulfilled,

or accomplished, it ; namely, [for instance,

:- I [the pilgrimage]; (Msb in art. Jas;)

of o

equipped, or accoutred, himself]; (S, M, K ;) --59 8

[..for the affair], and Ji- [for journeying, or

the journey], (M,) and jº [..for the vicissi

tudes of fortune] : (T, S, K:) and it is related

on the authority of Ks, that they said &#133 3-1;

substituting o for 1. (Lh, M). And 43, 3
* * o 2 - 2 of • *

wº29 i. e. a-Al [I took for that affair

(S, TA) And Jé &-

sº Au Y S. We are in a state of preparation

for prayer. (S,TA)—[Hence, in grammar,

A particle; as being a kind of auxiliary; in

cluding the article J', the preposition, the con

junction, and the interjection; but not the adver

bial noun.]

&xi; see isi, in three places.= Also A

journey; or a journeying: from Ji-w us;1. (M.)

its apparatus, &c.].

6 * ~ : 6 , ;

35'x1: see 3'x'.

is's: i, 4.3.1.25 ($, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) i. e.

A small vessel [or bag) of skin, made for mater,

like the a-ºla' . (TA:) or, as some say, only

of tºo skins put face to face: (M, TA:) pl.

º: (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) originally, by rule,

J's ; which is changed, as in the cases of

Gu. and guº, from the measure ſº to the

measure Jºë, SO that the 3 in U$5'x' is a sub

stitute for the augmentative in the sing., and

the final alif [written Us] in U$312) is a substitute

for the 5 in the sing. (S.)- See also isi.

(ssſ [a noun denoting the comparative and

superlative degrees, irregularly formed from the

verb ess'; like as the noun es' in art. Use' is

irregularly formed from the verb es in that

- ** * > - ~ 2:

art.]. You say, *Lºº L33' 3", meaning $1,5; and

… • of - -

ol.xel [It is the strongest kind of thing, and, app.,

the most effectual to aid or assist, or to avenge].

(TA)= See also art. U85).

3}. part. n. of the intrans. verb (ssſ [q. v.].

(T, S, M., &c.)=[And act part. n. of $31.]=

2,3, without e, is from (ss; signifying “he

perished” [&c.]. (S.)

Cºx'

2. \si, (T, S, M., &c.) inf. n. it; (T, S, K)

and ăși, (T,) or the latter is a simple subst.,

($, M, Mºb, K,) [and so, accord. to the Msb,

is the former also, but this is a mistake, He

made it, or caused it, to reach, arrive, or come

[to the appointed person or place &c.]; he brought,

conveyed, or delivered, it; syn. 4.2.1; (M, Msb,

K;) namely, º thing; (M;) as, for instance,

wº & àu.S. [the thing committed to his

trust and care, to its on ner]: (Msb:) he de

livered it, gave it up, or surrendered it : (T:)

he payed it, or discharged it; ($, K;) namely,

his debt, ($,) a bloodwit, a responsibility, and

and in like manner, 4-9) [the religious rites

and ceremonies of the pilgrimage]. (Jel in ii.

196, and Msb ubi supra.) It is said in the Kur

[xliv. 17], Aſsº & lºsſ &l, meaning Deliver

!ye to me [the servants of God,) the children of

Israel: or, as some say, the meaning is, & º

Af 30- G dº 37.*. u. [perform ye to me

that which God hath commanded Ayou to do, O

servants of God]: or it may mean listen ye,

or give ye ear, to me; as though the speaker said,

2- & lesi; the verb being used in thissº

by the Arabs. (T,) And one says, 4. * 3:35,

ai- &- (K, TA,) and º, in the place of 4,

meaning &si, (TA ;) i. e. I payed him his

due, or right. (K, TA.) And a man says,

Yeşti -i.e (s.3 u. [IAnon. not hony to pay].

(TA.) One says also, are U$5' [meaning He

payed, or made satisfaction, for him]: and ess

&5- * [He payed for him, or in his stead,

the land-tar]. (Mgh in art. 5*.) [Hence,

El-Akhnas says,

* w - - d ... • - w = 2 bººf.

+ tº all cº-e <jºſ (, Use ºxº *

-> - * • * 0 ° O • 3 º'

* -** 29 254 see J-92 +

i. e. But I have put anay from me [nhat I had

borroned, or assumed, of the foolishness of youth,

and amorous dalliance, and non I am [or

there is at my abode] a keeper and collector to

the camels, or cattle, or property. (Ham p.346.)

—[Jºe J. Jºs! is a phrase often used as

meaning It brought, conducted, led, or conduced,

to such a thing or state; as, for instance, crime

to punishment or to ignominy.]

4. ess', intrans. and trans. : see art. 33).

5. **) <! est The information, or men's,

reached him. (S.)= See also 2, in two places.

10. St. 31st- He desired, or sought, to obtain

from him property, or sued, or prosecuted, him

for it, or demanded it of him, ($, K,) and

eactracted it, (S,) or took it, or received it, (K,)

from him. (S, K.)= See also art. 3x1.

iſsi a subst. from 2 [signifying The act of

making, or causing, to reach, arrive, or come

to the appointed person or place &c.; of bringing,

conveying, or delivering ; of giving up, or sur

rendering; payment, or discharge, of a debt &c.;

the act of acquitting oneself of that which is

incumbent on him; performance, fulfilment, or

accomplishment]. ($, M, Msb, K.)— [Hence,

139 &- sº He has a good manner of pro

nouncing, or uttering, the letters. (TA)—is

as a term of the law signifies The performance

of an act of religious service [such as prayer &c.]

at the appointed time : opposed to staff, per

formance at a time other than that which is

appointed. (MSb and TA in art. Jaş.)

3 g

U83) : see art. 531.

(ssſ [a noun denoting the comparative and

superlative degrees, irregularly formed from the
w: *-

verb Ugs"; like as the noun Lºs I mentioned in

art. 33) is irregularly formed from the verb (ssſ).

You say, a;u.S. ess 3A [He is more, or better,

disposed to deliter, give up, or surrender, the

thing committed to his trust and £arºl (T, S,

M, K) tºo [than thou], (S,) or oxº cº-e [than

another than he]. (M. K.) [Az says, the

vulgar say, ašuš, (ss. but this is incorrect,

and not allowable; and I have not known any

one of the grammarians allow ess', because Jai

denoting wonder [and the comparative and super

lative degrees] is not formed but from the tri

literal Iverb), and one does not say, ess in the

… • e :a & ~ :

sense of Ussi: the proper phrase is ºx! J--!.

(T.)= See also art. 531.

o z

25°. See art. 531.

5)

3. a word denoting past time: (Lth, T, S, M,

L, Mughnee, K:) it is a noun, ($, L, Mughnee,

K,) indecl., with its last letter quiescent; and

properly is prefixed to a proposition; ($, L, K;)

as in 3. 25 š. 4:- [I came to thee when Zeyd

stood], and ºf 3:33, and ºf 353. [When

Zeyd neas standing]. (S, L.) The proposition to

which it is prefixed is either nominal, as in [the

words of the Kur viii. 26, Jºſé ºf 31 lºſs

[And remember ye when ye were fen]; or verbal,

having the verb in the pret. as to the letter and

as to the meaning, as in [the Kur ii. 28, &c.,]

sº & Jú #3 [And n-hen thy Lord said

unto the angels]; or verbal with the verb in the

pret. as to the meaning but not as to the letter, as

in [the Kurii. 121, ºil … & #5

[And when Abraham was rearing the foundai,

tions]; all three of which kinds are comprised in

the Kur where it is said, ſix, 40, º* S.

*********** -

us aſſi & cº-> S >ue, Jºãº 3! Jº Jº

[If ye will not aid him, verily God aided him,

nºhen those niho disbelieved earpelled him, being the

second of two, nhen they two were in the cave,

nºhen he neas saying to his companion, Grieve not

thou, for God is neith us]. (Mughnee.) But

sometimes one halfof the proposition is suppressed,

as in 9% #!, [also written 33, meaningJú 3.

Jää [When that nas so), or &= 33 3.

[When that nas, i.e. then, at that time]. (Mugh

nee.) And sometimes the whole of the proposition

is suppressed, (M, Mughnee,) as being known,

(Mughnee,) and tenween is substituted for it; the

A receiving kesreh because of the occurrence of

two quiescent letters together, (M, Mughnee,)

namely the 3 and the tenween, (M,) and thus one
* c >

says, Jº; the kesreh of the 3 not being, as

Akh holds it to be, the kesreh of declension,

although s! here occupies the place of a noun

governed in the gen, case by another prefixed to

it, (M, Mughnee,) for it still requires a proposition
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to be understood after it, (Mughnee,) and is held

to be indecl. (M, Mughnee) by general consent,

like24- and &” (M,) as being composed of two

letters. (Mughnee.) [J says, when 3. is not

prefixed to a proposition, it has tenween: ($:)

and hence Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, ($, M,)

+

*:::::*

© . . .29.’”

ce ºvº *

2 ºf ~ ... ". . " *

31 stºls assº
28 2 * *tº

[I forbade thy suing Umm-'Amr in health, thou

being then sound]; (S, M, L, Mughnee, TA; [but

in two copies of the S, for 33aº, I find 33%;
and in the L it is without any point ;]) in which

*

[J says] the poet means *- like as one says

*:::: and 3:44 : (S:) and Fr says that some of

the Arabs say, J- 3! sº 34-3 134 &le,
3 . . . . . .

meaning Jºe J's 31 5s [Such and such things

were, he being then a boy]. (T.) us?! also occurs

for 3) [app. }}, but whether this or 3. is not clear

in the MS. from which I take this]. (M.) When

}} is adjoined to nouns signifying times, the Arabs

join it therewith in writing, in certain instances:

namely Jº-[At that time, or then], andº

[In, or on, or at, that day], and 3:1; [In, or

on, or at, that night], and 3:53. [In, or on,

that morning], and ****

ing], and Jºel. [In that hour ; or at that time;

then], and 3&tº [In that year], [and 3.3% At

that time; then]; but they did not say 339,

because &S denotes the nearest present time,

except in the dial. of Hudheyl, in which it has

been found to occur. (T.) When it is followed by

a verb, or by a noun not having the article J' pre

fixed to it, or [rather] by any movent letter, the

§ of 3. is quiescent; but when it is followed by a

noun with Ji, [or by any 1, the 5 is mejroorah,

as in the saying,

• ***, 3.9% ºle ºil 3, *

[When the people, or company of men, mere

alighting, or taking up their abode, at Kádhimeh].

(T.)- In general, (Mughnee, K,) it is an ad

verbial noun denoting past time, (M, Mughnee,

K,) when it is a noun denoting such time,

(Mughnee, K,) as in3& & Jú $13 [ex

plained above], (M) and in 3 ºf 32 3i.

[In, or on, that even

… . . .” ** * > 2 c : •j-a- Jºš

(3.94: JºJ) as-yé-) [also explained above, and in

other instances already mentioned]: (Mughnee,

K:) in the former of which instances, AO says

that it is redundant; (M, Mughnee;) but Aboo

Is-hák says that this is a bold assertion of his ;

(M;) [and IHsh says, this assertion is of no

account, and so is that of him who says that it

here denotes certainty, like 35: (Mughnee :) [J

holds the opinion of AO on this point; for he

says, 3. is sometimes redundant, like Šl, as in

the saying in the Kur [ii. 48], Jº. Gºeſ, $13,

meaning Jº. Gºel's [And We appointed a

time neith Moses; but instances of this kind are

most probably elliptical: see the next sentence].

(S.) As a noun denoting past time, it is [said to

be] also an objective complement of a verb, as in

[the Kur vii. 84.] Sºlº 3 lºsis (And

remember ye when ye were few]: (Mughnee, K:)

and generally in the commencements of narratives

in the Kur, it may be an objective complement of

;43; understood, as in sº & Jú 35

[before cited], and the like. (Mughnee: but see

the third of the sentences here following.) As

such, it is [said to be] also a substitute for the

objective complement of a verb, as in [the Kur

xix. 16) ºf31.3.−tºiſe, 435 (And

mention thou, or remember thou, in the Scripture,

Mary, the time when she withdren, aside], where

3) is a substitute of implication for cº-o. (Mugh

nee, K : but see the second of the sentences here

following.) As such, it also has prefixed to it a

noun of time, of such a kind that it is without

need thereof, as in *ś, or not of such a kind

that it is without needthereof, as in [the Kuriii.6,]

tººs 3. * [After the time when Thou hast

directed us aright]. (Mughnee, K.) And it is

generally asserted, that it never occurs otherwise

than as an adverbial noun, or as having a noun

prefixed to it; that in the like of º 3 lºſs

Sºś, it is an adverbial noun relating to an objec

tive complement suppressed, i.e. ..if a.k. lºſs

Sº #!28.1% [And remember ye the grace

of God tonards you when ye were fen); and in

the like of3,3373! , that it is an adverbial noun

relating to a suppressed prefixed noun to [that

which becomes by the suppression] the objective

complement of a verb, i. e. [in this instance]
• * o . ~ *

Loºjº a.as Jésſ, [And mention thou, or remem

ber thou, the case of Mary] : and this assertion

is strengthened by the express mention of the

[proper] objective complement in [the Kuriii. 98,

ãº º iſ ºſe ºf iº Lºſ And re

member ye the grace of God towards you n'hen ye

mere enemies]. (Mughnee.)–Also, (Mughnee,

K,) accord. to some, (T, Mughnee,) it is used (T,

Mughnee, K) as a noun (Mughnee, K) to indi

cate future time, (T, Mughnee, K,) and 13| is

said to denote past time, (T,) [i. e.] each of these

occurs in the place of the other; (TA;) the former

being used to indicate future time in the Kur

[xxxiv. 50], where it is said, lsº 3. sº sº

[And couldst thou see the time rehen they shall be

terrified], meaning the day of resurrection; this

usage being allowable, says Fr, only because the

proposition is like one expressing a positive fact,

since there is no doubt of the coming of that day;

(T;) and in [the Kurzcix. 4,] tº- <2<3 *::::

[On that day, she (the earth) shall tell her tidings];

(Mughnee, K;) this being generally regarded as

similar to the expression of a future event which

must necessarily happen as though it had already

happened; but it may be urged in favour of those

who hold a different opinion that it is said in the

Kurſºl. 72 and 73), J Jº 3 &4 -º-;

2,5uel [They shall hereafter know, when the

collars shall be on their necks]; for cº-slav is a

future as to the letter and the meaning because of

its having -35- conjoined with it, and it governs

31, which is therefore in the place of Šl. (Mugh

nee.)— It also indicates a cause, as in [the Kur

xliii. 38,12::1, 312,373.<iº & [It will not

profit you this day, since, or because, ye have

acted nrongfully], (Mughnee, K,) i.e. because

of your having acted wrongfully in the sublunary

state of existence; (Bd, Mughnee;) but it is dis

puted whether it be in this instance a particle in

the place of the causative U, or an adverbial

noun: (Mughnee :) Aboo-'Alee seems to hold

that sºlº s' [as meaning n:hen ye have acted

wrongfully] is a substitute for, or a kind of repe

tition of, A34); an event happening in the present

world being spoken of as though it happened in

the world to come because the latter immediately

follows the former. (IJ, M, L, Mughnee.) You
-

say also, <!- 3, & 4- [Praise be to God

because, or that, thou camest, or hast come]. (S

in art. t-)—It is also used to denote one's

experiencing the occurrence of a thing when he

is in a particular state; ($, L;) or to denote a

thing's happening suddenly, or unexpectedly; (S,

Mughnee, K;) like Isl: (S;) and in this case is

only followed by a verb expressing an event as a

positive fact, (S, L,) and occurs after Lº and tº:

(Mughnee, K;) as [in exs. voce &: and] in

35 - 3 3- Git... [While I was thus, or in

this state, lo, or behold, or there, or then, at that

time, (accord. to different authorities, as will be

seen below,) Zeyd came]; ($, L;) and as in the

saying of a poet,

3 * ~ 0.6, 46 e > *

* cº-ey's 9-º- aſ 39

© ... O

#
---

|
+

-

-> d x oad , , o,.

J-all Lºs

[Beg thou God to appoint for thee good, and do

thou be content therenith; for while there has

been difficulty, lo, easy circumstances have come

about]: (Mughnee, K:*) but it is disputed whe

ther it be [in this case] an adverbial noun of

place, (Mughnee, K,) as Zj and AHei hold;

(TA;) or of time, (Mughnee, K,) as Mbr holds;

(TA;) or a particle denoting the sudden, or

unexpected, occurrence of a thing, (Mughnee, K,)

as IB and Ibn-Málik hold; (TA;) or a corrobo

rative, i. e. [grammatically] redundant, particle,

(Mughnee, K,) an opinion which Ibn-Ya'eesh

holds, and to which Er-Radee inclines. (T.A.).

It is also a conditional particle, but only used as

such coupled with Lo, (S, L, Mughnee,") and

causes two aorists to assume the mejzoom form,

+ *

3-9. 5's 3.

* - 8, 2

(Mughnee,) as when you say, 45 Us;U tº:

[When, or nºbenever, thou shalt come to me, I

- 2 * * .#: •

will come to thee], like as you say, U-35 Lºu el

45ſ [If thou come to me at some, or any, time, I
* - c.2: .

will come to thee]; and you say also tº us!
2 o'; - -

[like as you say, trºl& using the pret. in the

sense of the future]: ($, L:) it is a particle

accord. to Sb, used in the manner of the condi

tional &: but it is an adverbial noun accord. to

Mbr and Ibn-Es-Sarráj and El-Fārisee. (Mugh

nee.)— [What I have translated from the S, L,

K, and TA, in this art., is mostly from 35-cy!! J-aş

of UljJ1 rºw: the rest, from arºl -ă]) →W.]

!y!

Él denotes a thing's happening suddenly, or un

expectedly; (Mughnee, K;) or one's experiencing

the occurrence of a thing when he is in a particular

state; ($;) like 3! : ($ voce s! :) it pertains

only to nominal phrases; does not require to
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be followed by a reply, or the complement of

a condition; does not occur at the commencement

of a sentence; and signifies the present time,

(Mughnee, K,) not the future; (Mughnee;) as

in -99 3.S. lsº <!- [I ment forth, and lo,

or beloid, Or there, or then, at that present time,

(accord. to different authorities, as will be seen

below,) the lion was at the door]; and (in the

saying in the IXur [xx. 21], TA,) i- (e lsº

J-3 [And lo, or behold, &c., it was a serpent

running]; (Mughnee, K;) and in the saying,

25 2.j $g <---, which means I nvent forth,

and Zeyd presented himself to me suddenly, or

wnerpectedly, at the time, by standing. (S, TA.)

Accord. to Akh, it is a particle, (Mughnee, K,)

and his opinion is rendered preferable by their

saying, -99º & lsº <!- [I ment forth,

and lo, or behold, cerily Zeyd nas at the door];

for [I5] cannot here be a noun. governed in the

accus. case, as] what follows Ö), which is with

kesr, does not govern what precedes it: (Mugh

nee :) accord. to Mbr, it is an adverbial noun of

place: accord. to Zj, an adverbial noun of time.

(Mughnee, K.) Ibn-Málik adopts the first of

these opinions; Ibn-'Osfoor, the second; (Mugh

nee;) and so El-Fenjedeehee; (TA;) and Z,

the third; and he asserts that its governing word
£ 2 × 2

is a verb understood, derived from à-ºl;

[agreeably with the explanation cited above from

the S ;] but others hold that the word which

governs it in the accus. case is the enunciative,

which is either expressed, as in 3.3 lsº <!-

J-º- [I ment forth, and there, in that place,

Ol' then, at that time, Zeyd was sitting], or meant

to be understood, as in 3–9. 39, i. e.}<!- [And

there, or then, the lion n’as present]; or if it

be supposed to be . [itself] the enunciative, its

governing word is jet. or ji: [understood]:

and in the last of the phrases here mentioned, it

may be an enunciative accord, to the opinion of

Mbr, the meaning being 3.S. 5-sº-ſº [And

among the things present was the lion]; but not

accord. to the opinion of Zj, because a noun signi

fying time cannot be the enunciative of one signi

fying a corporeal thing; nor accord. to the opinion

of Akh, because a particle cannot be used to denote

the enunciative of such a thing; or, as signifying

time, it may be the enunciative of such a thing

if we suppose a prefixed noun to be suppressed,

the meaning of 3–9. lsº being ~5 3,4- lsº

[And then nas the presence of the liºn), … (Mugh.

nee.) You may say either J-- *; 139 <!-

or us [I went forth, and lo, or behold, &c.,

Zºyd was sitting or Zeyd was there sitting], with

the nom. as an enunciative and with the accus.

as a denotative of state. (Mughnee.) The Arabs

said, &: ãº ºf -jie, & Čki <<= 3

Gº sº 39 92% [I used to think that the

scorpion n’as more vehement in stinging than

the hornet, and lo, he is (as vehement as) she],

and also, us!! * |33, which Sb disallowed,

in contending with Ks, who allowed it, and

appealed for confirmation thereof to certain Arabs,

whose judgment was pronounced in his favour;

but it is said that they were bribed to give

this judgment, or that they knew the place which

Ks held in the estimation of Er-Rasheed; and

if the latter expression be of established authority,

it is irregular and unchaste. (Mughnee.)— It

also denotes the complement of a condition, like

J, (S, Msb) with which it is in this case syn.,

(Msb,) as in the words of the Kur [xxx. 35],

&ki. Łºś - iº ºf $3

[And if an evil befall them for that which their

hands have sent before, (i. e. for sins which they

have committed,) then they despair]. (S, Msb.)

— It is also an adverbial noun denoting future

time, (S, Msb, Mughnee, K,”) and implying the

meaning of a condition, (Msb, Mughnee,) and

this is generally the case when it is not used

in the manner first explained above. (Mughnee.)

In this case it is not used otherwise than as

prefixed to a proposition, (S, Mughnee,) which is

always verbal, as in the words of the Kurſkxx. 24],

3,4-3 ºils, ºs & #3 Ales #3

[Then, n-hen He shall call you, or nihen He

calleth you, (for, as in Arabic, so in English,

a verb which is properly present is often tropically

future,) with a single call from out the earth,

lo, or behold, or then, ye shall come forth], in

which occur both the usages of 131 here mentioned;

(Mughnee;) and in the phrase, ſº <> §l

[When thou shalt come, I neill treat thee with

honour]; (Msb;) and in the phrase, 13|4

3: …? [I will come to thee when the full

gronºn unripe dates shall become red], and2-3 Sl

& [when such a one shall arrive], which shows

it to be a noun because this is equivalent to
5 * > 3 > 0 , , o,

cºs 22 is 232 [on the day when such a one

shall arrive]: (S:) or in the phrase 5-f 13|3

3-3, [and in many other cases] it denotes time

divested of any accessory idea, the meaning being

[Arise thou] at the time of the full-gronºn unripe

dates' becoming red; and so in the saying of Esh

Sháfi'ee, If a man were to say,2 3. dºu, s:
- w - -

Jiſki, or JAM2 J Jºe, [Thou art divorced

when I do not divorce thee, and then be silent

for a time sufficient for the divorce to be pro

nounced therein, she would be divorced; but

should he make it dependent upon a thing in the

future, the divorce would be delayed to that time,

as if he said, 2-, 5- 31 [using it in the sense

first assigned to this phrase above]. (Msb.) The

verb after it is in most cases a pret. : in other

cases, an aor. : both occur in the saying of Aboo

Dhu-eyb,
~~~~ * > g. ~ y o a 2

# **, 13] àº, ãº's º

# 2 :8:

Jº J. S. 33 °

[And the soul is desirous when thou makest it

desirous; and nºhen thou reducest it, or restrictest

it, to little, it is content]. (Mughnee.) When it

is immediately followed by a noun, as in [the

phrase in the Kur lxxxiv. 1,1 < itſ ºf 31,

the noun is an agent with a verb suppressed,

explained by what follows it; contr. to the opinion

of Akh; (Mughnee;) the complete phrase being

- ciºſ is [When the heaven shall< isſãº -

be cleft, (when) it shall be cleft]; and in like

manner, &!, as in the saying, in the Kur [ix. 6],
* . . . oed . " o 2 • 6 * : o -

Jia--) cº-J cº-e 2-1 Cl3. (I’Akp. 123.)

And in the saying of the poet,

a e - 2 - 2 - 3 * -

* * - Jºe, 5. º

2 & 2 × . . .” - d .5 - - -> *

+ £2-) was tº as a º

&l= is meant to be understood after is [so that

the meaning is, When a Báhilee (a man of the

tribe of Báhileh) has, or shall have, as his rife a

Iſandhaleeyeh (a woman of the tribe of Handha

leh, who were renowned for generosity), he having

offspring from her, that (offspring) is, or nill

be, the mail-clad]. (Mughnee.)— Sometimes it

denotes past time, (Mughnee, K,) like as #! Some

times denotes future time, (Mughnee,) as in [the

saying in the Kurlaii. 11.1% jiāº; # 33

ººf [And when they san, merchandise or

sport, they dispersed themselves to it]. (Mughnee,

K.) [Thus] it occurs in the place of 3, like as 3.

occurs in the place of 13). (TA)—And some

times it denotes the present time; and this is after

an oath, as in [the phrase in the Kur xcii. 1,

Jé s Jºſſ's [By the night when it covereth

with its darkness]. (Mughnee, K.)- It also

occurs in the sense of the conditional& as in

the saying, Jºël s 494, meaning &

Jºëitſ will treat thee with honour if thou

treat me neith honour]: (T:) [for] what is pos

sible is made dependent upon it as well as what is

known to be certain, as in tº, phrases, Jºj al- 13|

[If Zeyd come] and 2:) J-5* s [When the

beginning of the month shall come]; or, accord.

to Th, there is a difference between s and &:

(Msb;) the latter being held by him to denote

what is possible, and the former tº denote what is

ascertained; so that one says, Jºj \e- cl and

jº Jºãº Š. (Mºb in art. c.1)—When a

verb in the first person sing. of the pret. is

explained by another verb after it immediately

preceded by $1, [Jºã is understood before the

former verb, and therefore] the latter verb must

be in the second pers, sing., as in &si s &;

43 J [meaning Thou sayest (of a thing)&

nºhen, or if, thou hast turned it about in thy

mouth]. (MF in art. &y. See also &; last

sentence but one.)— It is sometimes redundant,

like as 3. is sometimes [accord. to some], as

in the saying of 'Abd-Menáf Ibn-Riba El-Hu

dhalee,

• * J. a > x > 0 & - tº -

sk - - -1 - - - ! !?! . . . *

** Jºº-l's J

-> 3 > - a - * > * ~ * ~ 3 -

+ 13, JW allº-J) xylas \º Yº º

[Until they made them to pass along Kutéideh,

(here meaning a certain mountain-road so named,

S in art. Jºš,) urging on, like as the orners, or

attendants, of camels drive those that take fright

and run anay]; for it is the end of the poem: or

he may have abstained from mentioning the enun

ciative because of its being known to the hearer.

(S.) When 3] is preceded by Jº- [as in this

instance, it is generally held that 131 is not
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governed by Ji- in the gen, case, but is still an

adverbial noun, J- being an inceptive particle

without government. (Mughnee.)— As to what

it is that governs 3. in the accus. case, there are

two opinions; that it is its conditional proposition;

or a verb, or the like, in the complement thereof:

(Mughnee, K:) the former is the opinion of the

critical judges; so that it is in the predicament of

Jº and tº- and &ū. (Mughnee.)— Some

times it is used so as not to denote a condition,

as in the words of the Kur [xlii. 35], tº 315

&sjº,2. l, as [And nºhen, or mºhenever, they

are angry, they forgive], in which it is an ad

verbial noun relating to the enunciative of the

inchoative after it; for if it denoted a condition,

and the nominal proposition were a complement,

it would be connected by Jº; and the same is the

case when it is used after an oath, as in an

ex. given above. (Mughnee.)—See also what

follows.

ºl, (Mºb, TA, the latter as on the authority of

Lth) with tenween, (TA,) or &#, (T, S, M,

Msb, Mughnee, K, the first as on the authority of

Lth,) written in the former manner, (TA,) or in

the latter, (T,) when connected with a following

proposition, (T, TA,) and in a case of pause

written y lá), (T, S, M, Msb, Mughnee, K, TA,)

and therefore the Bagrees hold that in other cases

it should be written º, (Msb,) though El-Má

zinee and Mbr hold that it should be in this case

also with J, while Fr holds that it should be

written with 1 when it governs, and otherwise

with J, in order to distinguish between it and

[the adverbial noun] $1: (Mughnee:) a particle,

(S, Msb, Mughnee, TA,) accord. to the general

opinion; and accord. to this opinion, it is a simple

word, not compounded of #! and &; and as

being simple, it is that which renders an aor.

mangoob, not & suppressed and meant to be

understood after it: some say that it is a noun:

(Mughnee :) [but a knowledge of its meaning is

necessary to the understanding of the reason given

for asserting it to be a noun..] It denotes a

response, or reply, corroborating a condition;

(Lth, T, TA;) or compensation, or the comple

ment of a condition; (Msb;) or a response, or

reply, (Sb, S, Mughnee, K,) in every instance;

(TA;) and compensation, or the complement of a

condition, (Sb, S, M, Mughnee, K,) though not

always: (Mughnee, TA:) and its virtual meaning

is [Then ; i.e., in that case; or] if the case, or

affair, be as thou hast mentioned, (M, K, TA,)

or as has happened: (M, TA:) [and hence,)

accord. to those who say that it is a noun, the

original form of the phrase 494.& [Then, or

in that case, or if the case be so, I will treat thee

with honour, said in reply to one who says “I

will come to thee,”] is 4:4. Jº- |s| [When

thou shalt come to me, I mill treat thee nºith

honour]; then the proposition [Jºe-] is thrown

out, and tenween [or J.] is substituted for it,

(Mughnee,) for which reason, and to distinguish

between it and [the adverbial] 13| , the Koofees

hold that it should be written with cy, (Msb,) and

& [preceded by Jºſé -- or the like] is sup

Bk. I.

pressed and meant to be understood [as that which

renders the aor, mangoob; so that when one says
2 - 2 + 2 - • O -

Jºel cys!, it is as though he said Us:-- (3)

#3: 1. & -

494, cyl Jºe ---. When thou shalt come to

me, it will be incumbent, or obligatory, on me to

treat thee with honour]. (Mughnee.) It renders

an aor. following it mansoob on certain conditions:

(Mughnee, TA:) to have this effect, the aor. must

have a future signification, (T, S, Mughnee, TA,)

not present: (TA:) (3) must commence the phrase

in which the aor. occurs; (Mughnee, TA;) [or,

in other words,) the aor. must not be syntactically

dependent upon what precedes 151: (TA:) and

there must be nothing intervening between 131 and

the aor., (T, Mughnee, TA,) unless it is a particle,

(T,) or an oath, (T, Mughnee) or the negative S:

(Mughnee :) therefore, to a person who says,

“To-night I will visit thee,” (S,) or who says,

“I will come to thee,” (Mughnee,) you say,

* 3. [Then, or in that case, &c., I will

treat thee with honour]; (T, S, Mughnee;) and

to one who says, “I will treat thee with honour,”

you say, &- s [Then, or if the case be so, I

will come to thee]. (TA.) When the verb after

J5" has the present signification, it does not

govern: (S, Mughnee, TA:) therefore, to a per
2.32 = • ,

son who says, “I love thee,” you say, Jalal Jºl

ūsuº [Then, or if the case be so, I think thee

veracious]; for this is a mere reply º, (Mughnee:)

and to one talking to thee, Use& s [Then

I think thee to be lying]. (TA.) When it is put

in a middle place, (S,) not commencing the phrase,

(Mughnee,) the verb after it not being syntacti

cally dependent upon what is before it, (S, TA,)

it does not govern: (S, Mughnee, TA:) there

fore, to one who says, “I will come to thee,”
• 2 o 2 © - -

(Mughnee, TA,) you say, Jºel cº! Uí [I, in

that case, will treat thee neith honour]: (S, Mugh

nee, TA:) for J31 among the words which govern

verbs is likened to &A) among those which

govern nouns: ($:) and when it is put at the

end, it does not govern ; as when you say,
2 - 2 2

13| 4,é [I mill treat thee nºith honour in that

case]. (S.) The saying [of the poet, or rājiz),

* º - 3 :=;55 +

. . ; of 2 of 2 w

+ Vºl 5' 49* 31 Jºl *

is explained by regarding it as an instance of the

suppression of the enunciative of& so that the

• ? ~ * * of ~ -

meaning is, 493 Je 395 S us!, and then a

new phrase commences [wherefore the verse means

Do not thou leave me among them remote, or

a stranger : verily I cannot endure that: in that

case I should perish, or I should flee). (Mugh

nee.) When it is immediately preceded by a

conjunction such as 3 or -3, the aor. may be

either marfoog or mansoob. (S, Mughnee.)

When a noun is introduced between it and the

aor., the latter is, marfood, (T, Mughnee,) as

in the saying, Jºjº J33- J3] [Then, or in

that case, thy brother will treat thee with honour],

(T) or ºf ºf 3: W & Then, or in that
case, 0 'Abd-Allah, I will treat thee with honour];

but Ibn-'Osfoor allows the intervention of an

adverbial noun [without annulling the govern

ment]; and Ibn-Bábshádh, that of the vocative,

and of a prayer; and Ks and Hisham, that of a

word governed by the verb; but Ks in this case

prefers nasb; and Hisham, refa. (Mughnee.)

When you put an oath in the place of the noun,

you make the aor. mangoob, as in the saying,

Atº iſis 13| [Then, or if the case be so, by

God, thou nilt sleep]: but if you prefix J to

the verb with the oath, you make the aor. marfooa,

saying,23: iſ,& [Then, or if the case be

so, by God, assuredly thou nilt regret, or repent].

(T.) When you introduce a particle between it

and the aor., you make the latter either marfoog

or mangoob, saying, 4:4. -j& and*: ºj

[Then, or in that case, I mill not treat thee neith

honour]. (T.)- Sometimes the i is rejected,

and they say, Jaji º& [Then, (a word exactly

agreeing with & in sound as well as in mean

ing,) or in that case, I will not do such a thing].

(M, K,”TA.)- IJ relates, on the authority of

Khālid, that is! is used in the dial of Hudhey,

for 3!. (M.)—[cs) or 3! is mentioned and

explained in the S and K and TA in art. J31,

and in the TA in a J. JS -u also.]

j})

3.31 The sirth of the Greek [or Syrian] months

[corresponding to March O. S.J. (K.) [This

is not to be confounded with jší Or jší, which

is the ninth month of the Persian calendar.]

cºl

1. Aſ &si (T, S, M, Msb, K) and <!, (M, K,)

aor. , (T, Mºb, K.) inf n. Ösi, (T.s, Mºb, K.)

He [gave ear or] listened to it, (T, S, M, Msb,K,)

or him: (T, S, M, K:*) or it signifies, (K,) or

signifies also, (M,) he listened to it, or him,

pleased, or being pleased. (M., K.) It is said in

a tºd. (T), sº Jº ºste §3 ºf ºf u.
cºil, (T, S) God hath not listened to anything

ſin a manner] like his listening [to a prophet

chanting the Kur-án]. (T.) And in the Kur

ſixxxiv. 2 and 5], gº tº And shall listen

to its Lord, (M, Bd, jei) and obey; (Jel;) i.e.,

shall submit to the influence of his power as one

listens to the commander and submits to him.

(Bd.) And you say, ºil & He listened and

inclined to sport, or play. - (M.) – [Hence,

perhaps, Alsº, 3-39 &M t He desired eagerly,

or longed for, the food, [perceiving its odour,

(ISh, K,) and inclined to it. (Ish, TA.) —

[Hence alº, app.,] Jº Jº a! J3', ($, M, K,)

or je 2" us”, (T) or 3- Jº, (Mºb,) aor. -,

(T, K,) inf. n. J}}, (T. 5, M, K,) or this is a

simple subst., (Msh,) and cº!, (K,) [as though

originally signifying He gave ear to him in

respect of such a thing; and then] he permitted

him, alloned him, or gave him permission or

leave, to do the thing, or such a thing. (M,

Msb, K.) [See also &#, below.] You say,

ãº Gº 24, $33; [I gave permission, or

leave, to the slave to traffic], (Mºb.)—&si

6
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<ſe * He took, or got, permission, or leave,

for him from him. (M.) You say, us; 334]

2-9 Jé (S, TA) Take thou, or get thou,

permission for me from the commander, , or

governor, or prince. (TA.) El-A’azz Ibn-'Abd

Allah says,
-

+
+

o …) g as ~ * *, *

4–39 re-º') J-8 13, Jº!2

*
+

.” • - #. - 2. • - o - -

329 -º 's Jº Jº º' Jºe

[And verily I, when the prince is niggardly of

his permission, am able to take permission of

myself when I will]. (TA.) And a poet says,

… o a
-

* Lºs <!º ~34 ~J-3 *

- z - e.

- 2 *, * ~ 1: ; * * * : * : *. º

* Uejº us?-- Jº Jºº

[I said to a door-keeper, near by whom was

her house, take thou, or get thou, permission for

me to enter, for I am her husband's father, and

her neighbour] : meaning, says Aboo-Jaafar,

& ; for the suppression of the J is allowable

in poetry, and the pronunciation with kesr to the
~ of

Jº is accord. to the dial. of him who says tº

24, 6)— is cº, & M, Mºb. Kº

aor. , (§,M, K,) inf. n. 53, and Čši and Čší

and ăși, (M, K,) He knew the thing; knew

of it; had knowledge of it; became informed, or

apprized, of it. ($, M, Mºb, K.) It is said in

the Kurti. 270, 42% ºf 3 -º- ºft

(S, M, K) Then be ye informed, or apprized,

of near [that shall come upon you] from God

and his apostle : (M, K.) or then be ye sure,

or assured, &c. (T.) [See also cºl, below.]=

<si, (T, S, M. K.) inf n. Ösi, (T,) He hit,

or hurt, his ear; (T, S, M, K;) or struck his

ear; (so in some copies of the S ;) and Yajñí

signifies the same, (M.K.) inf n. Ö34. (TA)

[See also 2.]—& [as though originally signi

fying He had his ear hit or hurt;] he complained,

or had a complaint, of his ear; (K;) said of

a man. (TA.)

2 º' (S.M.K.) if n &lsº, (K) II.

wrung, or twisted, (9,45) his (a boy's, S) ear:

(S, K:) or he struck, (*, TA,) or struck n'ith

his finger, or fillipped, (jä, M, TA,) his ear.

(M, TA.) [See also 33i) They say, (in a prov.,

TA in art. j9-,) &#3 ãº- *- Jº, (M,

TA) i. e. For every one that comes to mater is a

single watering for his family and his cattle;

then his ear is struck, to apprize him that he

has nothing more to receive from them : (TA

in the present art., and the like is said in the

same in art. j9*- :) or, t then he is repelled from

the water : (TA in art. j9*- :) [for 4:5; signifies

also] – t He repelled him, (IAar, T, M, K,)

namely, a man, (IAar, T, M.) from drinking,

(K,) and did not give him to drink. (M, K.)

You say also, º Jº lºsi, [in which the

pronoun appears, from the context, to relate to

camels,) t Send ye anay from me the first ones

of them. (En-Nadr, T.)=Jººl cº, (inf n.
as pove, $,) He put to the sandal n:hat is termed

& 1 v. infº (5, M.K.) and in like manner

one says with respect to other things. ($, K.)=

cºi, (M. K.) inf. m. as above, (K) also signi

fies He made known, or notified, a thing (;Jº)

much ; (M, K;*) he proclaimed, or made pro

clamation; syn. essº: (Jel in vii. 42, and

Bd and Jel in xii. 70 and xxii. 283) Sb

says that some of the Arabs make & and

* 337 to be syn.: but some say that the former

signifies he called out publickly; and the latter,

i. q. Jºel [he made to know, &c.; see 4]. (M,

TA.) It is said in the Kur [xxii. 28), Jº cºls

£-9 Jº (M) And proclaim thou, among the

people, the pilgrimage. (Bd, Jel.)—Also, (S,

K) orsº cºi, (Mºb) inf n, as above, (M,

K) or Öği, (S) or both, (TA) or the latter

is [properly speaking] a simple subst. [used as

an inf. n.], as in the instances of less & and

U.S. i., and tº ſe &c., (Mº.) He

called to prayer; (M, K;) he notified, or made

known, or proclaimed, [i. e., chanted, from the

#3:...] the time of prayer; ($,” Msb,” TA;)

and Y&sſ signifies the same, (K,) inf. n. &34

(TA) IB says, the phrase axi &i, with the

verb in the act. form, [a phrase commonly obtain

ing in the present day, is wrong; the correct

expression being* &si [The time of the

prayer ofafternoon7xxusproclaimed, i.e., chanted],

with the verb in the pass. form, and with the

preposition to connect it with its subject. (Mºb.)

—You say also, *! Jºk & He spoke of

sending anay his camels. (En-Nadr, T.)

4. 23sſ. see 1, last sentence but one...—[Hence,

app.,] inf. n. &34, + He prevented him, or for

bade him ; (K;) and repelled him. (TA.) [See

also 2.]—And # It (a thing, M) pleased, or

rejoiced, him, (M, K,) and he therefore listened

to it. (M.)=&#5, inf. n. Ö34. (T, Mºb) in

the place of which the subst. &isi is also used,

(T,) signifies &ieſ [I made him to knon, or

have knowledge; informed, apprized, advertised,

or advised, him; gave him information, intelli

gence, notice, or advice: and I made it known,

notified it, or announced it]: (T, Msb:) and

W <355, also, signifies<ºf [as meaning I made

to know, &c.; and I made known, &c.]. (Msb.)

You say, 29, &sſ, (T, K, [in the CK, errone

ously, 4:31,1) Orº, (S,) and2.9 assi, (M,

K,) inf. n. Ö34, (T,) meaning 4.1.1 [He made

him to know, or have knowledge of the thing;

informed, apprized, advertised, or advised, him of

it; gave him information, intelligence, notice, or

advice, of it; made it hnonn, notified it, or

announced it, to him]; (T, S, M, K;) as also

28 " ºu. (M.) So, accord, to one reading,

in the Kur (ii. 279), iſ& sº lºst. Then
make ye known, or notify ye, or announce Aye, nar

from God. (M. [For the more common reading,

see 1, latter part.) And so in the Kur [vii. 166],

3. * &šū 33 And when thy Lord made known,

or notified, or announced: (Zj, S, M, K:*) or

the meaning here is, snore: (M, K:*) [for] you
3 * ~ 6-2- 2 * :-

say, Jºãº) W CŞū, meaning he snore that he

rvould assuredly do [such a thing]: (M:) Lth

says that 134-3 134- $1.3% y & #6 signifies the

making the action obligatory. (T.) You say also,

J-ºl es: 3-9. W&ü The commander, or gover

nor, or prince, proclaimed (ugsu) among the

people, with threatening ($, K) and prohibition;

i.e. 23# and 212. (S.) And you say of a

building that has cracked in its sides,23.8% &ší

biºlº + [It gave notice of becoming a ruin

and of falling down]. (Mºb in art. 2-3.) [See

also a similar ex. in a verse cited voce Śl. And

hence,)-: &ší [in the CK (erroneously) &šī]

t The herbage began to dry up; part of it being

still succulent, and part already dried up. (M,

K, T.A.) And+- &ſt The grain put forth

its ași, or leaves. (TA.) See also 2, latter half,

in two places. =&ſ and "cºst are [also used

in one and the same sense [as meaning He hnen, ;

had knowledge; or became informed, apprized,

advertised, or advised, of a thing]; like as one

says &# and Čij. (S, TA.) You say, " &#5,

meaning ſº [Know thou]; like as you say

Jºã, meaning ſº. (M.)

5: see 4, in eight places.

10. &st- IIe asked, or demanded, of him

permission, or leave, (M., Msb, K,) 13é- Jº to

do such a thing. (Msb.) [You say, cº- Inearl

ing He ashed, or demanded, permission, or leave,

to enter, or to come into the presence of another;

and to go. And •ºſe J.-J. Lº cºst-, and,

elliptically, acke cºst-, He asked, or demanded,

permission, or leave, to go in to him.]

• e : • * *

J}) : see J34.

33. [is held by some to be an inf. n., like

W &-st (see 1:) by others, to be] a simple subst.;

(Msb%) signifying Permission; leave; or conces

sion of liberty, to do a thing: and sometimes

command : and likewise mill; (Msb, TA;) as in

the phrase ºf cºg by the will of God: (Mºb :)

or, accord. to El-Harállee, the neithdranal, or

removal, of prevention or prohibition, and the

giving of poner or ability, in respect of being

and creation: or, accord. to Ibn-El-Kemál, the

rescission of prohibition, and concession of free

dom of action, to him who has been prohibited by

lan, ; or, accord. to Er-Răghib, the notification

of the allowance or permission of a thing, and of

indulgence in respect of it; as in 9% £uº S;

4'ſ, [in the Kur iv. 67, meaning [but that he

may be obeyed] by the nill of God, and [also]

by his command: (TA:) or, as explained in the

Ksh, facilitation; an explanation founded upon

the opinion that the actions of men are by their

own effective power, but facilitated by God; and

in this sense, Esh-Shiháb regards it as a metaphor,

or a non-metaphorical trope: (MF :) and accom

modation; syn. &; (Hr in explanation of a

clause of iii. 139 of the Kur [which see below];)

but Es-Semeen says that this requires considera

tion. (TA.) – Also Knowledge ; syn. Je:

(T, M. K.) and so 'ºis (M, K9 as in the

sayingJº 44-3 (T,” M,K) and Y tºº (M,

K) [He did it with my knowledge]: or& has a
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more particular signification than 21-, being

scarcely ever, or never, used save of that [knon

ledge] wherein is nill, conjoined with command or

not conjoined therenith; for in the saying [in the

Kur iii. 139, referred to above,) J-3 &l= us

Aſ&Sl *:: & [And it is not for a soul to

die save with the knowledge of God], it is known

that there are will and command; and in the

saying [in the Kurii. 96], &: * &jº 2. tº

379% Š 2- [But they do not injure thereby

any one save with the knowledge of God], there is

will in one respect, for there is no difference of

opinion as to the fact that God hath made to exist

in man a faculty wherein is the power of injuring

another: (Er-Răghib :) but Es-Semeen says that

this plea is adduced by Er-Răghib because of his

inclining to the persuasion of the Moatezileh.

(TA.) You say also, º 34 & meaning

I did thus by his command. (T.)

5 * *5. E g

U}) : see dº!.

• ? • ? -

&ši and * ºi, (S, M, Mºb, K) the latter a

contraction of the former, [which is the more

common,] (Msb) [The ear;] one of the organs

of sense; (M, TA;) nell known : (M:) of the
6 :

fem. gender: (S, M, Mºb, K.) as also V &sj.
6 . nº -

(K:) pl. Jiyi, (S, M, Msb, K,) its only pl. form:

(M3) dim. Vášší; but when usedº a proper
~ * … • O ~

name of a man, &isi, thºugh ăși has been

heard. (S.) You say, aşi 5-5* [He came

spreading, or, as we say, pricking up, his ears:

meaning] the came in a state of covetousness, or

eagerness. (T, K, TA. [See also *..]) And

o, , § 2 - • 2 - 6 - -

aºl U-b) &\; stºa-5 t I found such a one

feigning himself inattentive, or heedless. (T, TA.)

And 4 Jºši “… t I turned anay from him,

avoided him, or shunned him : or I feigned myself

inattentive, or heedless, to him. (K, TA. [See

also J-4.])—tA man who listens to what is said

to him: (M, K, TA:) or a man n-ho hears the

speech of every one : (S:) or who relies upon

n:hat is said to him; as also& ials: (M in

art. Jaws:) applied as an epithet to one and to a

pl. number, ($, M, K,) alike, (S, M,) and to two,

and to a woman; not being pluralized nor dualized

[nor having the fem. form given to it]: gB)

you say &ši Jé. (AZ, S, M) and &ši, and

s , 3 • o 3

Jš' Jº and & [&c.]: (AZ, M :) and some

times it is applied to a man as a name of evil

import. (M.) It is fºil in the Kur [ix. 61],

• ... • - > 2 # 22 * : * ~ * * : 22

Kjæs & J3 º' 3" cºs (T, M) And

they "say, “He is one who hears and believes

everything that is said to him " as though, by

reason of the excess of his listening, he were

altogether the organ of hearing; like as a spy is

termed &: Or cº is here from &si “he lis

2: 6 x → -

tened,” and is like Jºi andJº in its derivation:

(Bd:) for among the hypocrites was he who

found fault with the Prophet, saying, “If any

thing be told him from me, I swear to him, and
2 :

he receives it from me, because he is an ºl:” (M:)

therefore he is commanded to answer, Say, “A

hearer of good for you.” (T, M, Bd.)- + A

sincere, or faithful, adviser of a people, who coun

sels to obedience : (Msb:) a man's intimate, and

special, or particular, friend. (TA.)– t A cer

tain appertenance of the hºſt; (M;) [i. e. either

auricle thereof;] ~ſil ūši signifying two ap

pendages (cº) in the upper part of the heart :

(K:) and for a Jº [or arrow-head or the like;

i. e. either wing thereof); and t of an arrow;

.* &láſ signifying the feathers of the arron,

as AHn says, when they are attached thereon;

and cºláſ <^3 33 [a thing having three such

feathers] meaning an arron, ; all so called by

way of comparison: (M:) and t of a sandal; (S,

M, K;) i.e. the part thereof that surrounds the

Jús ſq. v.]: (M.) orJº &; signifies the two

parts, [or loops, of the sandal, to which are tied

the Jºãº of the Jº, [or two branches of the

thong that is attached to another thong between

two of the toes, which two branches, however,

sometimes pass through the Júi encompassing

the heel,] behind the narron, part (**) of the

sole. (AO in an anonymous MS in my possession.

See also**)–14 handle, (M.) or [a loop

shaped, or an ear-shaped, handle, such as is

termed] sº, (T, K,) of anything; (M, K.) as,

for instance,(M.) ofajº [or mugl; (T,M;)and ofa

- Js [or bucket]: so called by way of comparison:

and in all cases fem.: (M:) pl. as above. (T.)

– I What becomes sharp, or pointed, and then

Jalls off, or out, of the plants calledtº and

2. when they put forth their Jeº [q. v.],

or when their J294- become perfect; because it

has the shape of an ear. (AHn, M.)

3% also written 31: see art. '5!.

ăși The leaves of trees, (En-Nadr, T,) or of

grain. (K)—[The kind of leaf called a 2,4-

of the 23.]—f The young ones of camels and

of sheep or goats; (En-Nadr, T, K,) as being

likened to the a2,é of the A3. (TA)—A

piece of stran, ; pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.] W&

[in the CK &#1. (IAar, T, K.)=Appetite,

appetency, longing, yearning, or strong desire.

(En-Nadr, T.) You say, Jº º* ââº

*** âși This is a herb for which the camels

feel a strong appetite &c. (En-Nadr, T.) And

2.à º Atal, 13. This is food for the odour of

n:hich there is no appetite. (K,”TA.)

&ši A making known; a notification; an

announcement. (T, S, Mgh.), [See 4.] So in

the Kur ſix. 3), Jº Jº iſ & ºl,

[And a notification, or an announcement, from

God and his apostle to men, or the people]. (T,

Mgh)—Also, and '3-yi, (T, S, M, K) and

&ºt, [the last an inf. n. of 2, and the second

8. quasi-inf. n. of the same, which see,) (M, K,)

The notification, or announcement, of prayer, and

of the time thereof; (T, $;) the call to prayer.

(M, K.) [The words of this call (which is

usually chanted from the aśī, or turret of the

mosque,) arejºi* (four times) d 'S & &

#3 (twice) iſ Jº Kº ; Śiśi (twice)

& Je J-(twice) & Jº J- (twice)

& 2 & 3 J 1 a

2.Éel 3. (twice) *ſ Š d; 3.]—& also

signifies The [notification, or announcement,

called] a stil; (M,K;) because it is a notification

to be present at the performance of the divinely

ordained prayers. (TA.) [This (which is chanted

in the mosque) consists of the words of the

former CŞi with the addition of 3.31 <3 35

ronounced twice after -& 42 -l—p z.: #.. . . er tº Jºe J-.]

Jülş'S' signifies The cºls' [more commonly so

called] and the axºl. (TA)
2 :

&# [An animal having an ear; as distin

guished from tº-3, which means “having

merely an ear-hole”]. (Msb in art. Jae.)

&xi; See &#.= See also & in three

places.—And see&ºi=I q. "&s; [Making

to know or have knowledge,* of a thing; in

forming, apprizing, advertising, or advising;

giving information, intelligence, notice, or advice;

making known, notifying, or announcing]: like

2. and &es as meaning3}. and 3-2. (M.)

–See also &=One who is responsible,

answerable, amenable, or a surety; I* for a

thing: and perhaps alsoº for anotherperson;]

syn. Jºe (§, M, K) and ºf [which signifies

the same as Jºãe, and is plainly shown in the

M to be here used as a syn. of this latter; but

SM assigns to it here another meaning, namely

Jº, in which sense I find no instance of the

use of ºil; (AO, M5) and W cyl also is syn.

with &: in the sense of Jºë. (K.)=Also

A place to nihich the Jiří [or call to prayer]

comes [or reaches] from [or on] every side.

(S, K.)

6.- e.# ,i .

alºs' dim. of &ši, q. v. (S.)

ºšić,M,Mg,F)and'êſoſ,K) Large.
eared ; (S, M, Mgh, K ;) long-eared ; (M ;)

applied to a man, ($, M, K,) and to a camel,

and to a sheep or goat: (M. :) [or] the latter

epithet is applied to a ram; and its fem. iči

to a ewe. (T, S, M.)

3 o 2 #

Jºs! One who hears everything that is said:• - - 2 3

but this is a vulgar word. (TA.) [See &ši.)

… • * 3 ~ *

cºl: see Lºl.

&M [act, part. m. of 1. As such, Permitting,

or alloning; one niho permits, or allows. And

hence,) A doorkeeper, or chamberlain. (S, K.)

–See also &si.

• 2 #2º , o in

cº-o: see Cºle.

“s o a 6 : 6.- d - d . … •

&33%; see Cºl. You say, a 33-, 2-sºº alsº

His impress notifies [or is indicative of] good

726ss. (TA)—sº, signifying The nomen

who notify, or announce, the times of festivity

and rejoicing, [particularly on the occasions of

weddings,) is a vulgar word. (TA.)= Herbage

beginning to dry up; part of it being still succu

lent, and part already dried up ; and a branch,

or wood, that has dried, but has in it some succu

lency. (TA.)

6 º
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4-2 #2

aşşU.e :

iš.

#4. (which may also be pronounced #3.

Mgb) The place [generally a turret of a mosque]

upon which the time of prayer is notified, made

known, or proclaimed; (T, M,” K;*) i. q. ãº.

[which has this meaning and others also]; (AZ,

T, S, Msb;) as also Yiği (AZ, T.) or it

signifies, (as in some copies of the K,) or signifies
5- - -

also, (as in other copies of the same,) i. q. §[.. :
5 * > 0 ,
-

} see what next follows.

and *> [see these two words:] (K:) or
• * * 5 . . o .

i. q. 3,\te, meaning is cº-o; (Lh, M, TA;) by

way of comparison [to the turret first mentioned]:

but as to W āşt, it is a vulgar word: (TA:) the

pl. is Öst, agreeably with. the original form of

the sing. (Mºb.)

Öğ. One niho notifies, makes known, or pro

claims, [by a chant, the time of prayer; (M,”

Mşb, K;") [i. e., n-ho chants the call to prayer;]

as also W &si. (M, K.)

2 #.

&sit, as meaning A slave permitted, or

having leave girº, him, by his master, to traffic,

is used for a &ºt, (Mgb, TA,) by the lawyers.

(Msb.)= Also Having his ear hit, or hurt;
6 - 6 p.

and so V &#4. (TA.)

L33)

1 &si, aor. , inf. m. ssi, (T, M, Mºb, K.)
in [some of] the copies of the K written si, and

so by IB, (TA) and iſi, (CK, [but not found

by me in any MS. copy of the K nºrin anyºr

lexicon,]) and, accord. to IB, 313) and āşşi,

(TA,) or these two are simple substs. ; (M, K;)

and Yussu; (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) [He was, or

became, annoyed, molested, harmed, or hurt;]

he experienced, or suffered, slight evil, [i. e.,

annoyance, molestation, harm, or hurt, less than

what is termed 2,3 ; (El-Khattábee;) or he

experienced, or suffered, what was disagreeable,

or hateful, or evil, (Msb, K,) in a small degree;

(K;) * [by him, or it]; (T, $, M, K;) [and

* from him, or it :] W eità signifies the being

affected by n-hat is termed Jáš [i. e. nihat

annoys, molests, harms, or hurts, one] : and also

the showing the effect thereof; which is forbidden

by the saying of 'Omar, J-tºl, "està, Júl

[Avoid thou, or ben are thou of shoming the

being annoyed, molested, harmed, or hurt, by

men]; for this is what is within one's power.

(Mgh.)– Also, aor. and inf. n. as above, It

(a thing) was unclean, dirty, or filthy. (Msb.)

4, ess' signifies ess Já [He did nºhat

annoyed, molested, harmed, or hurt]. (M., K.)

—And 's', (T, S, M, Mºb, K) aor, als; , (s)

inf. Il, flá) (T, IB, Msb) and ſquasi-inf. n.]

isi, (T) or ºf and is and isi, (S,K) but

IB refuses his assent to this, saying that these

three are inf. ns, of&M, and MF says of fiél,

which is expressly disallowed by the author of

the K, though he himself uses it, that others

assert it to have been heard and transmitted, and

to be required by rule, but he adds that he had

searched for examples of it in the language of

the Arabs, and investigated their prose and their

poetry, without finding this word; (TA;) [He,

or it, annoyed him, molested him, harmed him,

or hurt him; or] he did nhat was disagreeable,

or hateful, or evil, to him. (Bd in xxxiii. 53,

Msb.) It is said in the Kur [xxxiii. 47],
Aşi © ... •

of them until thou receive a command respecting

them; (M, Bd, Jel;) namely, the hypocrites:

(M. :) or leave thou unregarded their doing to

thee n:hat is [annoying, molesting, harmful, hurt

ful, or] disagreeable, &c., to thee. (Bd.)

5: see 1, in three places.

(sº inf n, of 1. (T, M, Mºb, K.) [As a

simple subst., A state of annoyance or molesta

tion.]– And [Annoyance, molestation, harm, or

hurt; quasi-] inf. n. of $31. (S. K.)—It sig

nifies also, [like Y ăsſ and vii;i,j 4:<35 L.jë

[Anything by which thou art annoyed, molested,

harmed, or hurt]; (T;) or 4.3% tº [a thing

that annoys, molests, harms, or hurts thee]:

(Mgh:) or a slight evil; less than n-hat is termed

jº. (El-Khattábee.) You say, cºe (sss Bui

Jºlº, He removed, or put anay, or put at a

distance, what was hurtful from the road, or nay.

(Mgh and TA in art. Jasº.)— Also A thing

held to be unclean, dirty, or filthy : so in the

Kur ii. 222. (Mgh, Mgb.) [Filth; impurity:

often used in this sense in books on practical law.]

35, meaning And leave thou the requiting

si Experiencing, or suffering, [annoyance,

molestation, harm, hurt, or] nihat is disagreeable,

or hateful, or evil, (M,” K,” Msb,) in a great, or

vehement, degree; (M, K;) applied to a man;

(M, Mºb) as also 'ºsi (M.K.) and both

signify the contr.; i.e. doing what is disagreeable,

or hateful, or evil, in a great, or vehement, degree.

(K.)–Also, applied to a camel, That mill not

remain still in one place, by reason of a natural dis

position, not from pain, (El-Umawee, Aſobeyd,

$, M.K.) nor disease; (K5) as also "Jºsis (M)
fem. of the former ăs ; (El-Umawee &c.;) and

of the latter W isi. (TA)

3 : and $1: See art. 15).

# an inf. m. of 1. (IB)—And ſquasi

inf. n. of Šiší. (S, K.)– See also es and isi.

3 g 2a, § - * .

CŞ3', and à-3' as its fem. : see Şl, in three

places.

isi an inf n, of 1. (IB)—And ſquasi

inf. n. of $31. ($, K.)— And a subst, from $37;

(Mgb;) or, as also Y #i, a subst. from &si and

está (M. K.) signifying A thing that is dis.

agreeable, or hateful, or evil, in a small degree.

(K.) See also essi.

Jºsi, (§, M, K, &c.,) with medd and teshdeed,

(TA, [in the CK, erroneously, &sil) Waves (S,

M, K) of the sea: (S:) or vehement waves: (TA:)

or the 34; [app. meaning rollers, because they

fall over like folds, nihich the nind raises from

the surface of the water, less than (&ºs (but this

sometimes signifiº above]) what are termed t;. :

(Ish, TA) pl. ºi. (8)

j'

2 ºf 322 - 32 - -

1. Us,", aor. 232, (S,) inf. n. 2), ($, K,) Inivit

eam; he compressed her. (S, K.)

5. }. (M, TT, L, [and so in the present day,I)

Or ji ji, (K,) A cry by which sheep or goats are

called. (M., L., K.)

32

Jºe A man (S,) much addicted to venery: (S,

K:) so accord. to A'Obeyd, as related by Sh and
6 ,

El-Iyádee, but thought by Az to be Jºe, of the
g • * 6 - -

same measure as Jºe, i.e., Jºão, [originally
£2 • *- .* -

jº, from Qi. (T)

~!

1. ºf nor. , (T, S, M.K.) inf n. išſ (AZ,

T, S, M, K) and ~!, like Ji.e., ($, K,) He was,

or became, cunning, characterized by intelligence

nith craft and forecast, or simply intelligent,

excellent in judgment, sagacious, (T, [in which it

is said that AS is related to have assigned this

signification to* aor. 4, inf. n. $º S, M,

K,) and knowing in affairs. (M.) [The TA

assigns the former inf. n. to it when it signifies

simply intelligence, and the latter when it has the

more comprehensive signification of cunning.]–

º•), [aor. 2,] He became expert, or skilful,

in the thing : (M. :) or he became accustomed to,

or practised or eacercised in, the thing, (S, K,”)

and became knºming, or skilful [therein], ($.)—

~}), inf. n. 2), is also syn. with J-3) [app. as

meaning He became familiar with a person or

thing]. (M.)– And ºustº -jl also signifies

He devoted, or addicted, himself, or clave, or kept,

to the thing : (T, K:) and he was, or became,

niggardly, avaricious, º: tenacious, of the thing.

(T, M., T.A.)—And 339 Jº Jºjº, and *; "-50,

He exerted, or employed, his ponyer and ability

in the affair, and understood it : (ISh, T :) or

-jº signifies he exerted his strength, force, or

energy; or strained himself; (AS, $, M ;)º Jº

[in the thing]; (A$, $3) and e-le- Us; [in his

needful affair, or in the accomplishment of his

want]. (A$, $, M.)—ºe -9. He had, or

obtained, ponyer over him, or it. (M)=-ji,

aor. , (T, S, K) inf n, ºi, (T.S.) He was, º:

became, in want, or need. (T, S, K.) [See <º

4. us? &é, and two other phrases following

it, in a later part of this paragraph]—º º,

(M, Mºb) or 22, (T,) aor, and inf. n. as above,

He wanted it; nas, or became, in want, or need,

of it; (T, M, Msb;) and sought it, or desired it;

(T5) namely, a thing. (T, Mºb)—ºn 2,

Fortune nas, or became, hard, or adverse : (T, Š,

K:) as though it wanted something of us, for

which it pressed hard. (M, TA.) And alſºº

He was, or became, hard upon him in his demand.

(TA, from a trad.)=&i, [fromº He struck

upon a member, or limb, belonging to him. (K,”
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TA)—º, (T, S, K, TA) His member, or

limb, (generally meaning the arm, or hand, M,)

was cut off : (M, K.) or dropped off: (T:) and

his members, or limbs, (generally relating to [the

members, or fingers, of] the arm, or hand, TA,)

dropped off, one after another, (S, K, TA,) in

consequence of his being affected by the disease

termed23- (TA:) and it (said of a member,

or limb,) dropped off. (TA.) The phrase, c-ji

& sº &º, (T, TA) or ** Us, 3-, (§,

TA, [and said in the latter to be likewise found

in the T, but I have consulted two copies of the

T and found only cºe,J) or ** Uss Jº, (IAar,

as related by Sh,) or 4:34 & 2, (K) but MF

says that cº-e in this phrase is amistranscription,

(TA,) means, May the members [or fingers] of

thy hands, or arms, drop off: (S, K, TA:) or it

means, may rvhat is in thy hands depart from

thee, so that thou shalt be in want : occurring in

a trad. (IAA, T, TA) And 4 tº ºi, said by

Mohammad on the occasion of a man's coming to

him and asking him to acquaint him with some

work that should introduce him into Paradise,

means, accord. to Kt, May his members, or limbs,

drop off, or be cut off; what aileth him? (TA:)

or, accord. to IAar, may he become in nant : n-hat

aileth him? (T, TA:) but IAth says that this

has been related in three different ways: first,

* signifying an imprecation, [as rendered

above, and used as expressive of wonder: se

condly, 4 U. " $º i. e. 4 is “5 tº being

[syntactically] redundant, denoting littleness; the

meaning being, he has some little n'ant: or, as

some say, a want hath brought him: what aileth

him 2 thirdly, "Jºi; i. e. $º *; meaning he

is intelligent, or sagacious, Or skilful, [as is said in

the T,) and perfect : n-hat aileth him 2 or nºhat

is his affair? the inchoative being suppressed.

(TA.) * sº 4. tº, (M, K,”) another form of

imprecation, (M) means What aileth him? may

his arm, or hand, be cut off; or, may he become

poor, and nant what is in the hands of others.

(M.K.')—[Hence, perhaps, 33-2 tº His

stomach became vitiated, disordered, or in an

unsound state. (K)—º also signifies He

prostrated himself firmly, or jiazedly, upon his

[seven] members [mentioned in the ea planations

of the word º). (T)

2. -ji, inf. n.* He, or it, [made, or

rendered, cunning, or intelligent, excellent in judg

ment, sagacious, and knowing in affairs; (see

* ;)] made to have knowledge, or skill; or made

to understand. (M, TA.)= He nas, or became,

avaricious; [in a state of vehement nant of a

thing;] eagerly desirous. (A’Obeyd, T.A.) [See

also 1.]= He cut up, or cut into pieces, (T, A,

Mgh,) a sheep, or goat, (A, Mgh,) limb by limb.

(T, A, Mgh.)- He cut off a member, or limb,

entire. (M, TA.)-He made entire, or complete,

(T, S, M, K,) a thing, (S,) a lot, or portion, (T,

TA,) or anything. (M.)

2 * - 5... • *

3. ay!, (S, A,) inf. n. 4,15-2, (M, A,) He

strove, or endeavoured, to outwit, deceive, beguile,

or circumvent, him ; syn. ovel». ($, M," A.")

It is said in a trad, (TA) tº Jºº-jºi iº,

[The striving to outnit the cunning, or intelligent,

or sagacious, is ignorance, and labour without

profit]: (A, TA:) i. e., the intelligent is not to

be outwitted. (TA) And as ~! signifies He

practised an artifice, a stratagem, or a fraud,

upon him. (TA, from a trad.)

4. rºſe -ji, (T, S, M, K) of the measure
• 2 of - 6 . - - *3 .

Jº, (T,) inf. n. 294 (originally ºil, (K)

He nas successful against them, and overcame

them. (T, S, M, K.)

5. -jº He affected, or endeavoured to acquire,

(-iki) cunning, or intelligence, and eaccellence

of judgment, (K, TA,) and deceit, guile, or arti

fice, and nickedness, mischievousness, or ma
- - 6 o o £ - **.

lignity. (TA) [See ºl.]—3-S) J3 -jū :

see 1.

6 of:

Jºji: see what next follows, in two places.

$5, Cunning, intelligence nºith craft and fore

cast, or simply intelligence, excellence ofjudgment,

sagacity, (T, S, M, L, K,) and knowledge in

affairsi (M. L.) as also 'i, and "ij (M.K.)

and "-ji, (M.A.) or "ji (L.) You say,

~! 33 * [He is a possessor of cunning, or in

telligence, &c.]. ($.)—Intelligence and religion.

(Th, M., K.)— Deceit, guile, artifice, or fraud;

syn. Kºi. so in the L and other lexicons: in

the K, Kj [i. e. “cunning,” &c., as above]:

(TA:) and so wij, ; syn. ii-, (K)—Wicked

ness, mischievousness, or malignity; hidden ran

cour, malevolence, or malice. (K, TA.) [In a

trad. it occurs in this sense written, in the TA,

W -ji: =See also *i. in four places.=Also

A member; a distinct and complete part of an

animal body; a limb; (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K;)

or such as is made complete, or entire, not n'anting

anything: (M:) pl. -91 ($, M, Mgh, Msb) and

Jiji; (S, Mgh;) the latter formed by transposi

tion. (Mgh.) You say, ū, Ç, &l. I cut him

up, member by member, or limb by limb. (TA.)
• - 2 - 3

And ~51 is: ske 29-J) or~5 Prostration

[in prayer is [performed] on 'seven members;

(S, Mgh;) namely, the forehead, the hands, the

knees, and the feet. (TA.)- Also The mem

brum genitale; the pudendum; syn. §: (M,

K:) but some say that this signification is not

known : [see Jºl in sºme copies of the K,

the explanation is written 2–53, with the unpointed

c. (TA)— Jººſ [the pil also signifies Pieces

offlesh, or offlesh-meat. (M.)

3. See º=Want, 9. need; (T. S, M,

Mgh, Mºb, K5) as also "Jºj, and "āj (the
92.282-oš 2232

same, and A) and W 3.5 (K) and *āşt. and Vāºu.

2 * > -82

(T, S, M, A, Mºb, K) and "āt. (K) and "Jºji.
~ : gro g ... re.

QM, A ) the pl. [of ºf orj is ºſ, and [of

àº), andperhaps of the other sings. commencing

with 1,1 ~!; (M;) and the pl. of aºyue is ºuc.

(T, Msb.) It is said in a trad., respecting Mo
6 x ~~ of . ~

hammad, avy') ºf Jue He had the most

power, of you, over his nant, and desire: (M,”

Mgh,” Mºb,” TA:) IAth says that the most

COInnon reading is º, meaning *-i- : but

some read W *}}, [as in the M and Mgh, i.e.,

either, the same as above, [and so in the Mgh,]

Or ***, by which is specially meant the mem

brum genitale: (TA:) but this is not known.

(M.) Respecting the phrase 4 tº 3, see 1.

You say also, lik J. *43, tº What is [the

reasºn of] thy want of this? (A.) And Jº

"-5, 23 I have no want of it. (A.) By 3.4

":3) J. in the Kur [xxiv. 31], are meant

Idiots; or persons deficient in intellect : [from

iº, as meaning “intelligence:”] (Sa’eed Ibn

Jubeyr, $:) or not such as have need of women.
• 23 -

(Jel) $4.5 "ijt, (S, A) origi-Sºtz,

(M,) is a proverb, (S, A,) meaning He only

honours thee for the sake of something nhich he

wants of thee; not for love of thee: (A, Meyd:)

or only thy want brought thee; not the object of

paying eactraordinary honour to me. (M.) [See

also Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 690.] You say

also, -ºš &: * ºt. 3-i, meaning, Go

thou n'hither thou wilt [so as to attain thy

nant]. (A.)

* See *i.– Also [Expert; skilful :

* , a -

(see -3', of which it is the part. n. :) or] accus

tomed to, or practised or eacercised in, a thing,

and knowing, or skilful. ($, TA.) See also 1, in

the latter part of th; Paragºph = Gº º

ſºr* Cº. (see •º)] or W º, of the measure

Jelš, (Msb,) Wanting, needing, or desiring, a

thing. (Mºb, TA in art. …, &c.)

2-o: 6 & 0 - £

àº,"; see ºl:=and -jl.

6.-d 6 o, . * 2: .

àºl: see -91, in two places:=and -ji, in

two places.

22}

Jº, Calamity; misfortune : (T, S, M, A, K.)

[said to be] the only word of this measure except
-~ * •,• J.

Jºy! and Jº (names of two places]. (TA.)

20 +

&@i (M,K): 6 x > y

a 20% dial. vars. of3% and Jºe

Jºy! (TA): d * 2-2 M,” K.” TA

9 ºf and Jºe. (M," K, .)

Jºy! (TA):

&- Cunning, characterized by intelligence

neith craft and forecast, or simply intelligent [as

in the S], ercellent in judgment, sagacious, (T, S,”

M, K,) and knowing in affairs (M ;) as also

* ºf: (K) pl. of the former ſºi. (T, M.)=

3. f. 6 o'. - -

ãº 335 A nºide, an ample, or a capacious,

cooking-pot. (K.)

* More, or most, cunning, or intelligent,

excellent in judgment, or sagacious. (A.) [See
6 :

•rºy'.]

6 * 6 :

~!: see º'.

• 232 * 2: .

Jºue: see -ji, in three places,

• 2-8- 9-28. 3- #2 • *f .

ãºue and āºue and aºle : see -j', in four

places.

9 * ~ *

Jºš. A member, or limb, cut off entire : (T:)
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or an entire, unbroken, member, or limb : (S:)

and anything made entire, complete, or perfect.

(S, K.) You say, ãº. Jºë A shoulder cut off

entire, (Mgh, TA,) having none of its flesh taken

from it, (Mgh,) without any deficiency. (TA.)

*})

• 2 #

1. Jºy!: see 2.

2. “ji, (M., A) inf. n.* (T, S, K,) He

kindled, or lighted, a fire; or made it to burn,

burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or

flame; (T, S, M, A, K5) as also V <3, aor. * ,

(T, K) inf n, ºi, (K; in a copy of the A

<! ;) but this [says SM] no leading lexico

grapher has mentioned, nor have I found any

example of it. (TA.) [See also <53.]—[Hence,

e-jº also signifies f The exciting discord, dis

sension, disorder, strife, quarrelling, or animosity,

between a people. ($, K.) You say, & eſ

2;il (M.A.) and J-3 ºil.… <5, (T,

TA,) the eaccited discord, dissension, disorder,

strife, quarrelling, or animosity, between, or

among, the people, or company of men; (T, M,

A;) kindled the fire of discord, dissension, &c.,

[or evil, and war, between them, or among them.

(T,” TA.)

5. jú. ~% The fire became kindled, or

lighted; or it burned, burned up, burned brightly

or fiercely, blazed, or flamed. ($, M, K.)

*}, originally&3, (T, S,) Inheritance; or a

person's obtaining possession of property left to

him by one who has died. (M.F.).-An inheri

tance, or a heritage; n-hat is inherited. (S, A,

K.)—An old condition, case, or state of things,

which the last has inheritedfrom thejirst. (S, A,

K.) So in the phrase, 'Je cº- $ºl Use 5A [He

is conforming, in respect of such a thing, nith an

old state of things, or an old usage, nºbich he has

inherited from his ancestors]. .($) And in the

- • 6 o 3 tº © P Jºe sº!

Lºllº! Sº! [Verily ye are conforming with

an old state of things, or an old usage, which ye

have inherited from your father Abraham], the

meaning is, that his religion was their heritage.

(T, TA) [See also ºl—A remainder, or

what remains, (M, L, K.) of a thing, (K,) or of

the original of a thing: (M, L:) pl. *}. (L.)

–And [hence, app.,] Ashes. (M, K.)–Also

Origin, race, or stock. (S, M, A, K.) You say,

3- sº sº * He is of an excellent origin,

race, or stock. (S.) And *** sº Jº 25,

[Verily he is of a glorious origin, race, or stock];

as also ** -5, by a change of letters. (Yaa

koob, M.) Accord. to IAar, ºl relates to --

[or grounds of pretension to respect or honour, on

account of one's ancestors’ or one's own deeds or

qualities, &c.]; and 5,3, to property, or wealth.
(M.) [See art. “23.] •

- o

following ex, from a trad., J-2 Sºl

22°: * ...”. .

ai, ; see ell, in three places.

$5. Fire; (T, M, L, K5) as also wišū and

g -

W <- : (TA:) or (so accord. to the M and L,

but in the K “and”) tinder, and the like, pre

pared for fire; (M, L, K;) [as also Yº! and

wäi; or these two words signify a means of

kindling or inflaming; as will be seen from what

follows:] or a lump ofthe dung ofa horse or the like,

or a similar thing, with which one kindles a fire; as
< of

also vºi: (A:) or this last signifies dung of

camels or horses or the like, (S, K,) or nood, or a

stick, (T,) that is prepared, or put in readiness,

by the ashes, (S, K,) or buried in them, (T,) for

the time nhen it may be manted (T, S, K) for

fuel. (T.) It is said in a prov., mentioned in

the collection of Meyd, 33134/1 Y āşşl ãº

[Calumny, or slander, is a means of kindling, or

inflaming, enmity]. (TA : but in Freytag's

Arº Prov., ii. 773, in the place of 339), we find

Yaşi.)

<-j : see the paragraph next preceding.

ãº :º

See *% , in three places.

gº'

1. & aor. 4, inf. n. & (S, A, Msb, K) and

tº (S, A, K) and ā-ji, (K, [in which it is only

mentioned as syn. with the first and second of

these ns., so that it may be a simple subst.,]) It

(perfume) diffused, or eachaled, its odour; (S, A.;)

:) it had a hot, or strong,

tº. (S, A, K.)—It (a

place) was, or became, strongly fragrant. (Msb.)

as also W &: (A

--

odour; syn. a-,

• 2 #

- cº's see 2, in three places.

2. tº, [and app. W& also, He perfumed a

thing ; made it fragrant. (Ham p. 135.)—

[Both also app. signify He made perfume to

diffuse, or eachale, its odour; or made it to have a

hot, or strong, odour.—And hence, tº, inf. n.

** ; §§) and '85, (TA) aorº, (TK)
inf. n. & ; (K, TA;) + He excited discord, dis

sension, disorder, strife, quarrelling, or animosity,

(S, K, TA,) 2:) & between, oramong, the

people, or company of men, like Jºy', (§, TA,)

and ºn J in war. (TA) And 45- tº,

(S.K,TA, and Hamulisupra) and ºi,(TA)

+ He kindled war, or the war; ($, TA, and Ham

ubi supra;) and in like manner, 3ºl the fire.

(IAar, Ham.)

5: see 1.

5 -: 6 g a º

& (L) and Y& and Y as-y! (ISd, TA) 4

sneet odour ; (ISd, L, TA:) pl. of the last, &#9.

(ISd, TA.) [See also 1.]

& Perfume diffusing, or eachaling, its odour:

having a hot, or strong, odour, (TA)–Applied

also to a place: you say, & Jºe A strongly

fragrant place : (Mºb :) and-*&

house, or chamber, fragrant, or strongly fragrant,

neith perfume]. (A.)

9 o.

~e? [a

cº's 6 -?
0 2 f See &'.

as-y":

£5 (K) and Y** (TA) + A liar: and one

who excites discord, dissension, disorder, strife,

quarrelling, or animosity, among people. (K,”

TA.)

* , o

&Jºe: see what next precedes.

&#9 + The lion. (K.)

&

1, 2& 3, see 2.

2, 3& £i. (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n.

# 6, Māo ma' ºſ Gkº Mºk)
inf. n. &2); (TA;) but the former is the more

common, (Msb,) and the latter is by some re

jected, though correct accord. to IKft and others;

(MF) and '4-ji, (K) inf. n. 43%; (TA;)

as also *is, inf. n. tº: (S, Mgh,” Msb;) in

which the 3 is a £bstitute for the , ; (Yaakoob,

Msb;) a form seldom used; (Msb;) He dated

the nºriting, or letter; inscribed it nºith a date, or

note of the time nhen it was nºritten. (S, Mgh,

| Mºb, K.) You say also, 134- 2. Júc), &

He inscribed the nºriting, or letter, with the date

of such a day. (S, L.) And ãººl £i Be dated,

or mentioned the date of, the evidence, proof, or

voucher: in the contr. case saying, Jili, (Msb.)

Some say that tºº is an arabicized word, (L,

Msb,) borrowed by the Muslims from the people

of the Bible: [i. e., from the Jews or Christians;

app. from the Hebr. Th; the “moon,” or rrh.. “a

month;” or from the Chald. m., “a month;”

as observed by Golius:] (L:) others say that it

is [pure] Arabic: (Msb, TA:) some, that it is

formed by transposition from*. (TA.)

3: see 2.

• 2 o ż

àā-jl- see what next follows.

8.

** inf n. of 2.— Also, [as a subst., gene

rally pronounced without . ; A date; an era; an

epoch; (Msb;) and Wiº is a subst. [signifying

the same, from £1. (K.) 5-0. £º is The

era, or epoch, of the Emigration [or Flight (for

such it really was)] of Mohammad [from Mekkeh

to El-Medeeneh], (L, Msb,) which his com

panions, in the time of 'Omar, agreed to make

their era, commencing the year from the first

appearance of the new moon of [the month] El

Moharram, [two months before the Flight itself.)

and making the day to commence from sunset:
- • * > *-

(Msb:) it is also called tº sº.-J) &#9 the era,

or epoch, of the Muslims. (L.)-Also The

utmost limit, term, or time, of anything: whence
• 6 × 22 * *

the saying, •º :-39 cy')3 Such a one is the

person from nihom date the nobility, or eminence,

and dominion, or authority, of his people. (ES

$oolee, Mgh, T.A.)-[Also, A chronicle; a book

of annals; a history ; pl. ãº, from ***)

5 w.

ſº A chronicler; a writer of annals; a

historian.]
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j,"

j and w; The pine-tree; syn.jº **:

(K) or this is called "à, and j is the pl.:

(A 'Obeyd, S:) [or rather 3; is a coll. gen, n.,

and ; is the n. un. :] or the male of that kind

of tree; (AHn, K.) as also '55 (K.) and

the author of the Minháj adds, it is that which

does not produce fruit; but pitch (-5) is eac

tracted from its trunks and roots, and its wood

is employed as a means of light, like as candles

are employed; and it grows not in the land of

the Arabs : A'Obeyd says, w; is the name

of a tree well known in Syria, called with us

Jºe, because of its fruit: .. says also, I have

seen this kind of tree, called ājji, and it is called in

El-'Irák Jºe, but this last is the name of the fruit

of theji. (TA:) or i. q. Jºſé [a name given to

the cypress and to the juniper-tree]. (K.) It

is said in a trad, ºn '59, J., ºn J:

53-65. Gº& J.-->}} Jé [The
similitude of the unbeliever is the similitude of

the pine-tree standing firmly upon the ground

until it is pulled up at once]: respecting which

AA and Ao say that it is '59, with feel to

the 3 ; meaning the tree called cººl but

A’Obeyd thinks this to be a mistake, and that

it is W §§, with the 2 quiescent. (L.)

oo: 63; 32:

j}) : see jji := and see also jjl.

6.j:

is! : 3.2%

º, } see jj'.

| :
32

6, of go: .

$5,1: see j,\, in five places.
5. 2 of

#The tree called čí (which is a hard kind,

from n-hich staves are made]: (AA, S, K :)

some say that it is Yājjī, of the measure àeū;

but A’Obeyd disapproves of this. (TA.) See
£

alsoji.
5. º

; and ºff and '5; and ºff (S, Mºb, K)

and ºff and ºi (Kr, K) and; (§, Mºb, K) and

3%, (S, K,) the first of which is the form com

monly obtaining among persons of distinction; the

last but one, that commonly obtaining among the

vulgar; (TA;) and the last, of the dial. of 'Abd

El-Keys; ($, TA;) [Rice;] a certain grain, (S,

K,) well known : (K:) [said in the TA to be a

species of5. ; but this is an improper explanation:]

there are several kinds; Egyptian and Persian and

Indian; and the best kind is the US) A3- [perhaps

a mistake for &”, or Egyptian]: it is cold

and dry in the second degree; or, as some say,

moderate; or, as some say, hot in the first degree;

and its husk is poisonous. (El-Minháj, TA.)

3,?
- º

32" . ºf

227 } see jj'.

jj':

º, ºr 6.- :

359' : See 3jj'.

Jºy'

2 > - £ 6 of

1. alº', (TA,) aor. *, (TK,) inf. n. Jºji,

(K,TA,) He scratched nith the nails, or lacerated,

him, [a man, or it, [the skin, or (as in the TK)

the face,) little or much, so as to bring blood

or not; syn. <<. (K,” TA.) [This significa

tion is probably derived from Jº as syn. with

Jº, in which sense it seems to be the inf. n.

of an obsolete verb.]= a ty), (TA,) inf. m. as

above, (K, TA,) He gave him (K,” TA),the fine,

or mulct, for a wound. (TA.)— 23 ºil, inf. n.

as above, They sold the milk of their camels for

the nater of his well. ($gh.)=Jºy', like Jºe,

($gh,) inf. m. as above, (Sgh, K,) He sought

to obtain, or demanded, the fine, or mulct, for

a mound. Sgh, K.")

2.2% & 3.6L,Mºb) andgº &

(TA) in n. *. (S.M.) He made mischift

or eaccited disorder, disturbance, disagreement,

discord, dissension, strife, or quarrelling; ($, L,

Msb, TA;) between, or among, the people, or

company of men, ($, L, Msb,) and between the

two men : (TA ) accord. to some, its original

is Jº- (Mºb.)—And jū, Jºj, inf n, as

above, He kindled the fire; or made it to burn :

(S, K:) and in like manner, <!- + n’ar, or

the nar. (S.)

8. *** * Jººf [written with the dis

junctive alif Jºj Take thou from him the

fine, or mulct, for thy ***, q. v. (K.)—

as in Jºſ [He surrendered himself to pay

thefine, or mulct, for the injury termed*]

is like Jelaš º (K.)

Jºf The making mischief; or eacciting dis

order, disturbance, disagreement, discord, dissen

sion, strife, or quarrelling; [like Jºº.” 2,

and see also 1;] syn. Su-3 [in the sense of su-il];

(Msb;) and #!. (K.)– Disagreement, dis

cord, or dissension; and contention, or altercation:

you say, Jºy! Leº Between them two is dis

agreement, &c. (K.)= A fine, or mulet, for

a mound: ($, Mgh, Msb, K. :) from the first

of the significations in this paragraph; (Msb;)

or from its being one of the causes of contention,

or altercation; or, accºrd. to AM, from the same

word as inf. n. of Jºy! in the first of the senses

explained in this art.; accord. to IF, originally
3 * 3 *

Jºs: (TA:) pl. Jºi. (Mgh, Mºb.) Hence
w e o ow

he saying, entiºned by Aºf, ºr cºlº,
à-ºl S. Jºy! U-e *9 J-93 Jäxj [Wait thou

fºr me until thou accept a fine for a wound in

lieu of retaliation; for thou hast no compensation

for a nound to receive from us except the spear

heads]: meaning, thou shalt not slay a man for

whom we will ever give bloodwit. (L, TA.)-

What is diminished [of the price] by reason of

a defect in a garment or piece of cloth : as being

a cause of contention, or altercation. (K,” TA.)

–What is payed [by way of adjustment of the

difference] between freedom from defect and

defect in an article of merchandise: (Kt, K:)

for when the purchaser of a garment or piece

of cloth as being free from defect discovers in it

a hole or other defect, contention ensues between

him and the seller. (T.A.)- A bribe. (Aboo

Nahshal, Sh, K.)

2?.

Jºt. Scratched neith the nails, or lacerated,

little or much, so as to bleed or not. Ru-beh

says,

* **º sº. 93, Já *

. .” - : * * a o ºf

Then say thou to that man who is disquieted by

envy, and as though he were stung, Act thou

gently, for [there is no scarf-skin scratched;

meaning, my honour is uninjured, having in

it no defect nor scratch. (L,”TA.)

---

* #

Jºy!

1. Jºl e-ji, (§, K, [in two copies of the
2 * -

$ cº-ey!, but this is evidently a mistake,.) with
* • 3 × ~ 2:

damm, ($,) like ~~~}<>, (K,) inf. n. ãº, (S,

M, K,) The land became thriving, or productive;

(S, K5) as also Ye-et-l; (TA;) it became

pleasing to the eye, and disposed by nature to

Ayield good produce; (K, TA;) it became fruitful,

and in good condition; (M;) it collected moisture,

and became luauriant neith herbage; it became

soft to tread upon, pleasant to sit upon, productive,

and good in its herbage or vegetation: (AHn:)
… O • 28

and Jºš º ji, (K) aor. , (TA) the land

became abundant in herbage, or pasture. (K.)
22 :

—Cºol, inf. n. iºi, is also said of a man,

meaning + He was, or became, lonly, or sub

missive, and naturally disposed to good, or to

do good. (LTA)=-& J He found the

land to be abundant in herbage, or pasture. (K.)

=i-, -º, ö, A, Mºb,TA) in the me.

form, (Mºb) like Jº, (TA) aor. Jºš, (S,

TA) inf n. Ji, &A,TA) with sukoon ſo
the 3); ($, TA;) and some add<i, aol". Jºë,

inf. n. as above; (TA; [and so in a copy of

the $ in the place of what here precedes;])

The piece of nood nas, or became, eaten by the

iº, q v, (S, A, Mºb,TA)=i-ji, e-ji,

(S, M. K.) aor. -, (S,K) inf n. Jºi, (5 M)

The ulcer, or sore, became blistered, (S, M, K,)

and nide, (M,) and corrupt (S, M, K) by reason

of thick purulent matter, (S,) and dissundered;

(M;) so says Aş ; (TA ;) as also '-º'-l.

($gh, K)=-ji, like Jºé, (K) inf n. 4;

(TA) or Jº, like &, aor. , inf n, ºf:
(L;) He was, or became, affected with Alej [or

rheum]. (L, K.)

2. Jº, (TK) inf n. Jºº (K) iſ ºne
tured the herbage of the earth, or land : and he

sought after it : (K:) or, accord. to some, Jº

denotes this latter signification with respect to a

place of alighting, or abiding: (TA:) and you say

[also], JºJ. "Jºjº he sought after, and chose,

the place for alighting, or abiding: (M, TA :)

and Jºſ "3, jê - i.e.: I left the tribe

seeking after a tract of country in nihich to

alight, or abide. (TA.)= He, or it, rendered

heavy; [app. meaning slow, or sluggish; see 5;]

syn. Jiā. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)—He made to

tarry; to tarry and wait, or expect; or to be

patient, and tarry, and wait, or eacpect. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)
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• ** *

4. Jeſ, inf. n. Jºl. See 5.-ès Jºy! Le

& How abundant is the herbage (~1%) of

this place 1 or, as some say, Jºš •3. Jºſu,

Hon level, or soft, and productive, and good, is

this land! (Lh, AHn.)=4<!, (§, K, [in the

CK, incorrectly, 43%) inf. n. as above, (S,)

He (God) caused him to be affected nith Alèſ

[or rheum]. (S, K.)

5. Jeju It (herbage) became in such a state

that it might be cut. (S, K.)= He clave, or

kept, to the ground, not quitting it: (A :) and

"Jeſ, inf. n. Jººl, he remained upon the

ground; andcº Jº he remained ficed in

the place, not quitting it : or he rvaited, or eac

pected, and stood upon the ground; and, as also

Jºjº "Jet-, he remained, and tarried, or

tarried in eaſpectation, in the place: or he remained

fired therein: (TA:) and Jeju alone, he tarried,

loitered, stayed, naited, or paused in expectation:

(S, TA:) and he nas, or became, heavy, slon), or

sluggish, inclining, or propending, to the ground;

(S,K;) [as also W Jºº-, accord. to IB's expla

nation of its act. part. n.] You say,& & &SG
• 2 of . * ~ * ~ * ~ * c > • Jº. 2 > 3 > -

Jèye tººl. ~\le' cl: Jeju Usala. [Such a

one, if he see food, cleaves, or keeps, to the

ground, not quitting it; and if he obtain food,

turns anay : or Jºjº may here be rendered

agreeably with the explanation next following].

(A, TA)—J Jºſé & (§, K, TA)

Such a one came asking, or petitioning, for a
a 2 --

thing that he n'anted, to me; syn. (sº, and

2 * ~ * * -

-->

Jºë, used in this manner. (TA.)=See also 2,

in two places.

; (S, K, TA;) and £aj is also a syn. of

10: see 5, in two places. –3– Jºº

The clouds expanded, or spread : or, as some say,

became fired, or stationary. (M., T.A.)= See

also 1, first signification := and see 1 again, last

signification but one.

Jºš [The earth;] that nhereon are mankind:

(TA:) [and earth, as opposed to heaven: and the

ground, as meaning the surface of the earth, on

which we tread and sit and lie; and the floor:

without Ji signifying a land, or country: and

a piece of land or ground: and land, or soil, or

ground, considered in relation to its quality :] it is

fem.: (S, A, Msb, K:) and is a coll. gen. n. ; (S,

A, K.) of which the n, un, should be āji, but

this they did not say: ($:) or a pl. having no

sing. ; (A, K,) for ãº has not been heard:

(K) is pl. is ºi (S.K.) in [some of the

copies of the K <lºi, (TA,) for they sometimes

form the pl. of a word which has not the fem. 3

with 1 and Jº, as in the instance of*; (S;)

and &º, [which is more common,] (AZ, AHn,

$, Mgh, Msb, K,) with ſet-h to the 3, (AZ, AHn,

Mgh, Msb,) and with 3 and cy, though a fem.

has not its pl. formed [regularly] with 3 and J

unless it is of the defective kind, likeà and ãº,

but they have made the 5 and J [in this instance]

a substitute for the and tº which they have

elided [from sºl, and have left the fet-hah of

- - ... • 2 of

the , as it was; ($;) but they also said &ºi,

(AZ, AHn,S,)ſometimes, making the 2 quiescent;

(S3) and Jºji (AZ, AHn, Mºb,Kjºine,

used as a pl., as in the saying Lº Jºy! Jºel Le

cº [Hon many are the lands of the sons of

such a one !]; (TA;) and another [and very

common] pl. is [-º, with the article written]

Jº, contr. to rule, (S, Mºb.k.) as though

they had formed a pl. from Jºy!; ($;) thus

written in all the copies of the S; [accord. to SM;

but in one copy of the $, I find tºll ***

and in another, ué, ;] and in one copy [is added],

“thus it is found in his [J’s] handwriting;” by

IB says that correctly he should have said Jºy',

like Jº for as to Jº, its regular pl. would

be Jéſsi; and ISM says] I have found it
observed in a marginal, note to th $ that the pl.

of J2, would be Jºy!!, like as --Jel is pl. of

Jºſéſ; and wherefore did he not say that JºbS)

is a pl. of an unused sing., like Jºan; Jºel, so

that it is as though it were pl. of 3Lºl, like as

Jú is pl. of$º 2 yet if any one should propose

the ple, that it may be formed by transposition

from Jayſ, he would not say what isimprobable;

its measure being in this case —suel; the word

being&º and the e being changed intº $3;

(TA:) accord.º Abu-l-Khattáb, ($) Jºy! is

also a pl. of Jºy', ($, K,) like as Juel is a pl. of

Jºi; ($) but IB says that, in the opinion of

the critics, the truth with respect to what is

related on the authority of Abu-l-Khattáb is, that

from Ji and Jai are formed Jº and Jº, as

though they were pls.of 3U º! and 3) Al; like as

they said i\} and Jº, as though this were pl. of

§§. (TA.) It is said in proverbs, &:&

Jºš [More comprehensive than the earth]:

(TA) and Ješ &: &ſ [More trustnorthy

than the earth, in which treasures are securely

buried]; andcº &: : [Harder than the

earth, or ground]: (A, TA:) and Jº &: Jäi

[More vile, or more submissive, than the earth, or

wºuld]. (TA.) And you say, < * Jºeu. &.

Lêyl aſ t [Whoso obeyeth me, I nill be to him as

ground whereon one treads]; denoting submissive

ness. (A, TA.) AndJº*3.& f [Such

one, if he be beaten, is like ground]; i.e. he cares

not for beating. (A, TA.) One says also, Jiº

JJ [Mayest thou have no land, or country 1 or

thou hast no land, or country]; like as one says,

* is 6.5)–(And hence ºf &f.
He is a stranger, (A, K, TA,) of nihom neither

father nor mother is known. (TA.)—º &

[with the art. J' prefixed to the latter word] is A

certain plant, (AHn, K,) nhich comesforth upon

the summits of the [hills called] ele!, having a

stem (Jº), but not growing tall, (AHn,) nhich

resembles hair, and is eaten, (AHn, K), and

quickly dries up; (AHn;) a species of Jä, as

also Jºš &: ($ in art. Jº:) and Jes **

plants: (M in art. … :) and the places nºbich are

concealed from the pastor. (S in that art.) Also

The pool that is left by a torrent: (Tin art. Jº:)

and Jº << pools in nihich are remains of

water: (IAar in TA art. 2- :) and rivulets. (T

in art. Jº)—Jº is also used to signify ta.

carpet; or anything that is spread: and in this

sense, in poetry, it is sometimes made masc.

(Msb.)- And t Anything that is lony. (S, K.)

And t The loner, or lonest, part of the legs of a

horse or the like: (S, K:) or the legs of a camel

or of a horse or the like: and the part that is

neart to the ground thereof. (TA.) You say

JS *** > ! A camel strong in the legs.

(TA) And º-, -ºj & tº 3. Jº 14
horse that is targe and tall. (A, TA)—Also,

of a man, f The knees and n:hat is beneath, or

belon, (lit. after,) them. (TA.)- And of a

sandal, t [The loner surface of the sole;] the

part that touches the ground. (TA.)= A febrile

shivering; a tremor: (S, K:) or vertigo : or it

signifies also vertigo arising from a relaxed state,

and occasioning a defluxion from the nose and eyes.

(TA.) I’Ab is related to have said, on the occa

sion of an earthquake, Jºi us? 2:Jº -ji,

(S,) i. e. [Hath the earth been made to quake, 07"

is there in me] a tremor? or a vertigo? (TA.)

ſº Jai signifies A certain class of the jinn,

or genii; by whom human beings are believed to

be possessed, and affected by an involuntary tre

mor; whence it seems that this appellation may

perhaps be from Ji as signifying “a tremor.”

See Jºt. and seeJº; as explained in the S.]

—Also Rheum; syn. Alej. (S, K:) in this

sense masc.; or, accord. to Kr, fem., on the

authority of Ibn-Ahmar. (TA.) = See also
º 2 * >

Jºjº.

6 -: 6 , ºf:

Jºy! : see a-ºy".

• 2 of

a *, ; see what next follows.

is: of herbage, What suffices the camels, or

other pasturing animals, for a year: (IAar,

AHn, M:) or abundant herbage or pasture; as
2 of --

also "i3; and Y iº. (K.)

iºſ [The nood-fretter;] a certain insect that

eats nood, (S, A, Msb, K,) nell known; (A, K5)

it is a nihite worm, resembling the ant, appearing

in the days of the [season called] cº (TA :)

there are two kinds: one kind is small, like the

large of the 33 [or grubs of ants]; and this is the

bane of mood in particular : (AHn, TA:) or this

kind is the bane of nood and of other things, and

is a nihite norm neith a black head, not having

nings, and it penetrates into the earth, and builds

for itself a habitation of clay, or soil; and this

is said to be that nihich ate the staff of Solomon

[as is related in the Kur xxxiv. 13, where it is

called Ješ £3, as is said in the A]. (TA) the

other kind [is the termite, or nihite ant; termes

fatale of Linn.; called by Forskål (in his Descr.

Animalium &c., p. 96,) termes arda, destructor;

and this] is like a large common ant, having nings;

it is the bane of everything that is of wood, and

of plants; eaccept that it does not attack n'hat is

moist, or succulent; and it has legs: (AHn, TA:)
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~ 2:

the pl. is "Jºi (AHn, Mºb,TA) and ºuji,

(Mgb;) or, as some [more properly] say,Ji is

a quasi-pl. [or coll. gen.] n. (AHn, T.A.) It

is said in a prov., a.º. &- Jéſ [More con

suming than the wood-fretter, or the termite].

(TA.) And in another, a.º. &- 3.31 [More

marring, or injuring, of destructive, than the

wood-fretter, or the termite.] (A, TA.)

2 < g - 6 :

à-ºl; see Jauj).

2 * - 6 - o

à-ºl: see a-ºl.

a 'f 6 :

Jé29ſ; see Jºy".

6 of

Jºy part. n. of Jºi. —You say iá'í Cºy'

(S, A, K) and "i35 (TA) Land that is thriving,

or productive; (S,A, K,) pleasing to the eye;

(AA, S, A, K,) and disposed by nature to yield

good produce : (A, K, TA:) or fruitful; in

creasing in plants or herbage: (IAar:) or level,

or soft ; (ISh:) or that collects moisture, and

becomes luxuriant with herbage; that is soft to

tread upon, pleasant to sit upon, productive, and

good in its herbage or vegetation : (AHn:) it

also signifies a nide land; syn. iégé (TA:)

and sº [as pl. of Jºſſ is syn. with Jºe

and 8-2; (AA, K, TA;) as though the , were

a substitute for the c. (TA)—J.j is also

an imitative sequent to Jº (S,K;) as in

the phrase ºf kº (; 14 very wide thing]:

(S:) or it signifies fat, as an epithet: (K:) some

use it in this sense without Jaaye, applied to a kid.

(S.) And you say, iá, iève #2. [A very nºide,

or nide and fat, woman; or, as seems to be indi

cated in the TA in art. Jºe, prolific and perfect];

and in like manner, *iº. (TA.) You say

also Jº Jº, (S) and 2-, "Jºji, (A)

A man lonly, or submissive; ($ ;) naturally

disposed to good, or to do good. (S, A.) And
* : * ~ * *:

* >

Jºy! &ºls J-à see law').

© p r * ~ *

* …e5! 3A. He is the most adapted, meet,

suited, fitted, or fit, of them, for it; or most
6 p. x ** ~ *

worthy of them of it. (K.) And & Lºvéj" sº
• * o ,-

J; Jañº. He is the most adapted, &c., or most

worthy, of them to do that. (As, S.)

iº see Jºi.

s 282

J&sjue Wood eaten by the iº [or nood

fretter, or termite, but generally meaning the

formerl; (S, A, Mºb, K.) as also "Jºi. (TA)

=A person affected with J.- [q. v.] from the
2 of

jinn, or genii, and [nhat are called] Ješ Jal,

($, K,) i. e. (so accord. to the S and TA, but

in the K “and”) he nho moves about his head

and body involuntarily. ($, K.) — A person

affected nith Alèſ [or rheum]: (S, K:) accord.

to $gh, [who seems, like J, not to have known
• # … .”.”

Jºy', from aºl; ($gh, TA) whereas by rule,

[if from a sº, it should be Jºš. (TA)
• ? • * * > • 2 #2 * > * a 2

Jºyº-e Jº-3, and ãºyº-e *>3, A young

palm-tree, and a small young palm-tree, having a

root in the ground: such as grows forth from

the trunk of the mother-tree is called *5.

Bk. I.

# * ,

(S.K.)—-ºº: also signifies Heavy, slow, or

sluggish, inclining, or propending, to the ground.

(IB.)

le,

1. [The unaugmented verb from this root seems

to be unknown, if it were ever in use, for it is
• 28,

not mentioned, though the pass. part. n., bºt,

is mentioned as having three significations, which

see below.]

2 : see 4.

4. Jºš <-º', (AHeyth, K,) of the measure

~43, [originally] with two aliſ, (TA) ſaor.

*i;, inf. n. $54, The land produced the hind of

trees called Jº [or Jºſſ ; (AHeyth, K;) as

also -ºi, inf. n. füºl; or this is a corruption,

attributable to J: so says the author of the K,

following AHeyth: but it is no corruption, for

it is mentioned by the authors on verbs and by

ISd and others; (MF, TA;) for instance, by

AHn, in his book on plants, and by IF, in

the Mj: (TA:) [and J mentions it in its proper

place, in art. Jºy, as well as in the present art. :]

'-º', with the , musheddedeh, has also been

found in the handwriting of certain of the men

of letters; but this is a corruption. (K.)

2 of • of

Jºy! [or Lºlº'].l, A colour like that of the

($gh, K.)

Jº, (Mbr, S, K,) of the measure Jº,

because you say bºt. 22, [explained below,j

(Mbr, S.) the alif (Mbr, S,K) ending it (Mbr)

[written Us] being a letter of quasi-coordination,

(S, K,) not to denote the fem. gender, (Mbr, S,)
2 of

its n. un, being šuº , (Mbr, S, K,) wherefore

it is with tenween when indeterminate, but not

when determinate : (S, K :) or it is of the

Ineasure Jºji, (Mbr," S,) the last letter being

o , º

radical, (Mbr,) because you say Jºy. 23,

(Mbr, S,) and in this case it should be mentioned

among words with an infirm letter [for the last

radical], and is with tenween both when determi

nate and when indeterminate; (S;) [but this

is a mistake, for when it is determinate, it can

be with tenween only if used as a proper name;

therefore, IB observes, that if you make its

last letter radical, its measure is Jº, and a word

of this measure, if a subst., is imperfectly decl.

when determinate, but perfectly decl. when in

determinate: (TA:) [the author of the K copies

the error of the S, saying, “ or its alif is radical,”

(meaning its last letter,) “and in this case it is

always with tenween;” and he adds, “or,” (for

which he should have said “and,”) its measure

is Jºji. to all which it is necessary to add,

that some of the grammarians hold it to be also

of the measure Jº, ending with a fem. alif,

and therefore assign to it no n. un. :] A kind of

tree, ($, K,) of those growing in sands, (S, TA,)

resembling the kind called ouse, growing as a

branch [in the TA Çae, for which I read tºº.)

from a single stem, to the height of the stature

of a man, the leaves whereof are n!hat are termed

~34 ſq. v., and are included among those termed

Jesºl, (AHn, TA) and its flower is like that

of the -55- [or salia, a gyptia], (AHn, K,) save

in being smaller, the colour being one; and the

odour thereof is pleasant: it gron's in sands, and

therefore the poets make frequent mention of the

wild bulls' and cons' taking refuge among this

and other trees of the sands, burroning at their

roots to hide themselves there, and to protect

themselves from the heat and cold and rain, but

not among the trees in hard ground, for burrowing

in the sand is easy : (AHn, TA:) its fruit is

like the -º (or jujubel, bitter, and is eaten by

camels in its fresh moist state, and its roots are

red, (AHn, K,) intensely red : (AHn, TA:)

AHn adds, a man of the Benoo-Asad informed

me, that the leaves (~&s) of the Lºlºl are red

like the red pomegranate: its fruit also is red:

(TA:) the dual iscº (AHn, TA:) and the

pl. sº and Jºji and #5, (AHn, K) in
the accus. case Jºi. (TA.)

3 2 of

Lºlº'

3 2 of

Lººp' :

282 * c :

bºt. A hide tanned with Jºji; ($, K3) i. e.

nºith the leaves thereof; ($ in ºt. Lºlº, 3) as also

"Jºjº (TA ) and so Cº. (S)-A
camel having a complaint from eating Jºi.

(L.K.’) and a came that eats, ºi, (AZSK)

and keeps to it; (K;) as alsoº (AZ, S, K)

and "3,4}. (Ibn 'Allºd, Sg, L. K.)

see what next follows.

: o, …

Jº see what next precedes.

-35)

2. ºft, (T, M,Mgh,) namely33, andJS,

(T, M,) inf. n. -kº, (T,) He set, or put, limits,

^2

or boundaries, [-39), to it; (M, Mgh;) and

marked it out: (Mgh:) or he divided it; and

set, or put, limits, or boundaries, to it: (T:)

namely the hºpe, and the land. (T, M.) And
- --- --- * of:

JºJ) J” ~39", (S, Mgh, Msb,) or Jºy') Jºe,

inf. n. as above, (K,) The property, (S, Mgh,

Msb,) or the land, (K,) had limits, or boundaries,

set, or put, to it, (S, Msb, K,) or around it;

(Mgh;) and nas divided. (K), When this is

done, it is said that there is no àxiàº [or right of

preemption] with rºpert to the property. (S,

Mgh, Mºb)—-ºut also signifies The tying a

rope, or cord, so as to form a knot or knots. (K.)

- • * * © . o - -

*** -5, J. & i.d. 2-, -, [Verily he is
of 'a glorious origin, race, or stock]: mentioned

by Yaakoob as an instance of a change of letters.

(M.)

i;A limit, or boundary, (AS, T, S, M, Mgh,

Msb, K,) making a separation (Msb) between

tno pieces of land; (Msb, K;) a sign, or mark,

(AS, T, S, Mgh,) of the limits, or boundaries,

between two pieces of land: ($:) and a separation

between houses and estates: (M:) and a dam

between trºo pieces of land sonn or for soning :

(Th, M.) Yaakoob asserts that its -3 is a substitute
-oš

for the tº ofiš [which is, however, less com

7
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2?

mon]: (M.) the pl. is Jºi, (T, S, M., &c.)

signifying, accord. to Lh, like ºt, limits, or

boundaries, between troo pieces of land [&c.]; (T5)

and it is said in a trad., that these cut off asºn

[i. e. the right of preemption]; (T, S, Mgh ;)

meaning, in the language of the people of El

Hijáz, signs, or marks, and limits, or boundaries.
• * *

(T.) Th relates that an Arab woman said, Jae

& S iſ Jej Čſe, i.e. My husband set

me a sign, or mark, [or limit,.) byond, which I

should not pass. (M) And Jºi ij signifies
An extreme limit of a period of existence. (TA,

from a trad.)— Also A knot. (Sgh, K.)

3 of

Jºy! A measurer of land, (K,” TA) who

marks it with limits, or boundaries. (TA.)

Jºš. * He has his limit, or boundary, neart

to mine, in dwelling, and in place : (Ki) a phrase

like Jºsé. (TA)

J,"

1. 31, aor. , inf n, Ši, (T.S.K. &c.) He

ºxts sleepless, or nakeful, or sleep departed from

him, (JK, T,) by night; (T5) i, q, x, (§, Mgh,

$gh, K) Jºº (Šgh, K) or i, 4.3.2; ($, and

L and K in art. Jº-w:) or sleep departed from him

by reason of a malady, or a distracting accident or

event: (M.) or he was sleepless or wakeful (,,...)

in a case that was disliked, or evil; …, having a.

general sense: (M, F:) or he shut his eyes one

while and opened them another, [being unable to

continue sleeping, whereas ºr signifies he did

not sléep at all: (Deewan of the Hudhalees, cited

by Freytag in his Lex.:) oréſ signifies sleepless

mess, or nakefulness, engendered by anariety and

grief: (Harp. 162:) and W 3,351 [with the dis

junctive alif written &!] signifies the same as

éſ (S,R)-iſºis; and £º éſ. The

palm-tree [and the seed-produce 7&xas affected, Or

smitten, by n-hat is termed cºi. (JK.)

- - 2:35 3.

2. Jºe Jºy', (JK, S, K,”) inf. n. &W, (S,

Mgh,) Such a thing rendered me, or caused me to

be, sleepless or wakeful; (JK, S, Mgh,” K;") as
- a ,

also W Jºy', (K) inf n, Jr.). (TA)

4: see 2,

8: see 1.

6 of 9 - 28

J}) : See cººl.

3; : see what next follows.

6 g

Jºy! Sleepless or wakeful (S, K) by night (K)

[by reason of a malady, or a distracting accident
4 *

or event, &c. (see 1)]; as also W 337 (IF, K) and
-w o, 3

yūji and "Jºi; or the last signifies habitually

so. (TA.) -

• **

3. : see what next precedes.

&é (JK, S,K) and 3,6; and &ºi and Čš.

and &é. and," 3; and W 35i (K) i. q.&é

(JK, S, K;) &úi being a dial. var. of this last;

($;) or the hemzeh is a substitute for the US 3

(L5) and Jº is the word most commonly

known; (K;) A blight, or disease, which affects,

or smites, seed-produce: (JK, S,K:) and a disease

[namely jaundice] which affects, or smites, man,

(S, K,) causing the person to become yellon [or

blackish]; (TA;) it is a disease which changes

the colour of the person excessively to yellonness

or blackness, by the flowing of the yellow or black

humour to the skin and the part neart thereto,

without putridity. (Ibn-Seena [Avicenna], K.)

a -2 6, 2-5

Jyl: see Jºl.

6 *

33' :

• 28.2 s 22 -

Jºle &23 Seed-produce affected, or smitten,

nºith a blight, or disease, (JK, S, K,) such as is

termedcº ; (Jº S;) as also3º: [from cººl :

(S, K:) and ășºt. is a palm-tree affected, or

smitten, therenith. (JK, T.A.)

2 :

See Jºy!.

J,"

.* " ... • *}

1. Jºsé, aor. and , inf n. 9. The- - -

~ :

camels fed upon the kind of tree called Jyſ: (S,

Mşb, K:) or remained, or continued, among trees

of that kind, (ISk, S, K,) i. e., what are termed

Jº-, (ISk, S,) eating them : (K:) or found,

or lighted on, any trees whatever, and remained,

or continued, among them; (K:) or, accord. to

Aş, kept in a place (cº-), not removing there

from : (ISk, S:) or remained, or continued, in a

place for the purpose of feeding upon the Jyl:

and hence the signification next following, which

is tropical. (Er-Réghib.)—cººl, Ji, (S, Msb,

K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Mºb, TA,) t He

(a man, S) remained, continued, or abode, in the

place, (S, Msb, K,) not quitting it; (TA;) as

also 91, aor. , (K) infin, ºi. (TA)—And

* (#) if n ºf and ºff (TA) He per

sisted, or persevered, syn. . j, (K,) i. e. >i.

(T, K,) in an affair. (T, K.)- And, (K,) inf. n.

* (TA,) t He held back, or dren back,

(3-5) in an affair...(K)=Jº 9), (K)

aor. 3, (TA,) inf. n. 991, (K,) He fed the camels,

or made them to feed, upon the kind of tree called

Jī; or made them to remain, or continue, among

trees of that kind ; or brought them to any trees

nºhatever, and made them to remain, or continue,

among them. (K.)– as: Jºs Ji, (L, K,)

22 --- -

inf. n. Jº, so in the L, (TA,) + He com

pelled him, or constrained him, to do the thing,

or affair; or made him to keep, or cleave, to it.

(L.K.)=Jº -ei, aor. , (§, K) inf n.

§ſ; (S;) and -*ji, aor. *; and -*f; (K;)

The camels had a complaint, or suffered pain, (S,

K,) of, or in, their bellies, (S,) from eating the

Jºi. (S.K.)

2. ºff, if n. **, II, concealed her

(namely a woman, TA) by means of an ići, q. V.
(K.) •

8. Jººl [written with the disjunctive alif 3,3]

It (the kind of tree called Jji) became firm,

strong, or compact, and big : (O, K:) or attained

to maturity: (K:) or became tangled, or luru

riant, and abundant. (TA.)

so 6 -6 º 6 ye tº e a

Jyl: see Jyl.–3), a -t= Herbage in which

the camels remain, or continue. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

3. 55 Abundant, and tangled, or luzuriant,

trees.ºf the kind called 991; (K, TA; pin the

CK 4)), but said in the TA to be like case;])

as also " 9.3%. (K.)—ièjìJº Land abound

ing with the kind of trees called Jºl. (K.)—

ièjJ., and Jºji, ſhe later being the pl.)

Camels having a complaint, or suffering pain, (S,

K,) of, or in, their bellies, (S,) from eating the

Jyl. ($, K.)

§The [kind of trees termed] Ja-; (AHn,

K5) as also "3:1: (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) and (K)

certain trees of the kind termed Ja- (T, S,

Mşb, K,) well known, bearing what resemble

bunches of grapes, (T, TA,) and of rehich sticks

for cleaning the teeth are made, (AHn, Aboo

Ziyād, Msb, K,) that is, of its branches, (AHn,

Aboo-Ziyād, Mºb,) and of its roots, which latter

are moreesteemed for this purpose: (Aboo-Ziyād:)

it is the best of the trees of n!hich the branches are

used for this purpose, and the best of those upon

which beasts feed neith respect to the odour of the

milk [yielded by those beasts]: (AHn:) or one of

the large thorny trees, upon which camels feed :

the milk of [the camels that feed upon] it is the

best of milk: and it is not allonable to prohibit

the public from feeding their beasts upon it:

(Mgh :) or a kind of tall, smooth, or soft, tree,

abounding with leaves and branches, the mood of

which is neak, and which has a fruit in bunches,

or racemes, calledrº, one [bunch] of n-hich will

fill the hand; (Mºb.) n, un, with 5: ($, Mgbº)

pl. (of the n, un, T) ºf (T, K) and 4.5i, (IB,

K,) which is a form sometimes used, and is also

pl. of the n. un. (IB.)–A piece of land (K,

TA) in nihich are trees of the kind thus called.

(TA.)

5 &

J- l;

-

see the end of the next paragraph.

&; A raised couch (~~) in a aī--, (K,

and Jel in xviii.30) which is a tent, or pavilion,

or chamber, (stree,) adorned with cloths and cur

tains, [or a kind of curtained canopy or alcove or

the like, for a bride; (Jel ubi supra;) a raised

couch (×2)-) in a aſs--, and having before it a

curtain; when alone, not thus called: (TA:) or

a bed, or thing spread upon the ground to sit or

lie upon, in a aſs- (Zj, TA:) or a raised

couch (×2-), absolutely, whether in a als-a- or

not : (TA:) or [in the CK “and”] anything

wpon which one reclines such as is termed 239- 07”

a 2- or Jºs: (K, TA:) or [in some copies of

the $ “and”| a raised couch (229-) ornament

ally furnished and decorated, in a [tent, or pavi

lion, or the like, such as is termed] a;, or in a

chamber, or an apartment, (~4, [or by this may

be meant here a tent of any kind, though I think

that in this instance it more probably denotes an

inner apartment, or an alcove,) which, when

there is not in it a jº-w, is termed aſs- (S,

$gh, K.) accord. to Er-Răghib, so named because
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originally made of [the wood of] the 95; 9.

because it is a place of abode; from* Jyl

“he abode in the place:” (TA:) pl. 439 (§, K)

and ſcoll gen, n. **j. (K.)

a 3 .# 6

asºl, Jº!: see what next follows.

iéſ J. Camel. feeding upon the hind ºf

tree called Jūj; (S, Msb;) as also Väsebi:

(K:) or remaining, or continuing, among trees

of that kind, i.e., what are termed Jase-; or

keeping in a place, not removing therefrom : (S:)

pl. 3,61. (S, Msb.) Their milk is said to be

the best of milk. (TA.)

&éj. 2; A people, or company of men,

alighting and abiding by trees of the kind called

Jº, (K,) feeding their camels upon those trees.

(AHn, K.”)

9%.

6 :

See J}
• b →

9}}.

Ajl

1. ºf (Š, Harp. 99) aor. 2, infº. Xi, (§)

IIe took anay, or removed, its àº, or J-el:

(Har ubi supra:) [he extirpated it; eradicated

it: heate it. ($) You say, JºJºãº º ji,

aor. as above, The pasturing beasts consumed,

or made an end of, the pasturage, not leaving
• 2 -:

of it anything. (AHn, M.) And Jº Le ey!

cº-, (T,) or 3.5Lºl, (Th,M,K,) aor. as above,

(M.) He ate what was on the table, (Th, T, M,
* ~ * > * or ºf

K.) not leaving anything. (K.) And al-Jilºj",

(AHeyth, T, M, K,) aor. *, (so in the T, as on

the authority of AHeyth,) inf. n. as above, (M,)

The year of dearth, or drought, or sterility, ex

tirpated them; (T3) or devoured them; (AHeyth,

T;) or cut them off (M, K.) And iºns ºf

(alsº The year of dearth, or drought, or sterility,

devoured everything [of our property or cattle].

(S.) And<! Jºš< The farth consumed

the dead body. (T)=Jºji ºl, aor. , The

property, or cattle, perished, or came to nought.

(TA.)

5 o 5.

2); See 2).

6 of:

Jºy', mean

ing Land upon which rain has not fallen for

a long time : (T:) or land which does not give

growth to anything. (TA.) [Not to be con

founded with ãº, q. v.]=See also what next

follows.

3. (T, S, M,K) and ºi, (M.K.) like Jºe,

(K) or W.2. , (so in a copy of the M,) and YČe.

and ''eſ, (M, K,) from Lh, (TA,) or W

X; [part. n. of2. You say ãº

3 of

Jº',
3 o

from Lh, (so in a copy of the M,) and "Jº,
3 2

from Lh, (TA) and Jºe, (M., K.) from Lh,

(TA,) and Čez, (T, K,) A sign, or mark, set

up to show the way; (M, K;) stones set up as

a sign, or mark, to show the nay in the desert:

(S:) or particularly one belonging to [the tribe

of 'Adi (M.K.) accord to Ish, the 25, is [a

thing] like a man in a standing posture upon the

head of a hill, whereby one is directed to the right

way, and whereby the land is marked, composed

of stones set one upon another, and is only the

work of the Muslims, and such is made by people

in the present day, upon the road: (T:) or such

as was made by the people in the time of ignorance,

who were accustomed, when they found a thing

in their way and could not take it with them,

to leave upon it some stones, whereby to knon,

it, until, when they returned, they took it : (TA:)

the pl. [of pauc.] is 25i and [of mult.] 2.

(ISh, T, S, M, K:) orJº signifies the graves,

or sepulchres, of [the tribe of] 'Ad, (M., K.)=

[3. in the phrase sº <ls 2. (see art. Jºe)

is a proper name; but whether of a place, or a

tribe, or an individual, is disputed: it is com

monly believed to be the name of The terres

trial paradise of Sheddéd the son of 'Ad; see

Bd lxxxix. 6.]

•. of 6 of:

2Loy! Jºy! Land in which there is not º,foot,

or stoch, of a tree; as though it were Yaº. [or

eactiºpated]: (O:) or land in nihich neither root
2 - #2

nor branch is left; as also Y iºt. (M, K.)

3 of 3 o 3 -g 3 2 6.

Jº and sº, and Jºy' and Cººl: See2.

2:

Jº : see what next follows.

iº (T.M. K) and ºi, (M.K.) the later

of the dial. of Temeem, (TA,) or this is not

allowable, (T,) or W.º, (S,) or this is the pl.,

(M, K,) [or a coll. gen, n.,.] The root, or base, or

lon'est part, syn. Jº, (T, S, M, K,) of a tree

(T, S) of any kind; (T;) and of a horn: (S:)

or, of a tree, [or plant, the root-stock, or rhizoma,

or] the part from nhich branch off the 35% [or

roots properly so called]. (Kin art. Gre. [See

an instance of its use voce iº- ; another, voce

< *; and another, voce33-D–And [hence,)

t The origin, or stock, of a man : (TA:) t The

origin of ~~~~ (or grounds of pretension to

respect or honour, &c.]. (Harp. 99.)
5 * * * ~ *

aley' as- ($, K, TA [in the CK, erroneously,

i,j]) An eatirpating year of dearth or drought

or sterility : ($:) or a year of dearth &c. cutting

off people. (K.)

• 2 of a g •,•of

àºjLe Jº : See ãº, in two places.

Lº!

* * * * *

1 tº #3 ºi, (M.K.) and ſize, [aor.
2. as •

Lºº, inf. n. &ji, (M,) The beast kept to its

place n'ere it was tied, (M, K,) and to its man
3 * • * ~ * ~£

ger. (M.)—ººl J, & J sºil, (K) aor.

as above, (S) and so the inf. n., (TA,) The

beast joined itself, or became joined, to the beast,

and kept with it to one manger. (S, K.)

2, #39 ºi, (S, M.K.) and £31, (M.K.)

inf n. #5, (S, M, K,) I made for the beast an

Jºy' ſq. v.], ($," M.) or an aft. (K: [in the

CK aſjī; but this and aji are probably mistakes

of copyists.])–º (śī. inf. n. as above, He

rendered the thing permanent, or steadfast; con

firmed it; established it. (M, K.) Hence, in

* - ?

a trad., ever (.5 2.1% i. e. O God, make per

manent, or confirm, or establish, what is betneen

them, of love, or affection; said in praying for

a man and his wife. (M., T.A.) Mohammad is

also related to have said, with this intention,

• *.*- jJºſi, meaning O God, render permanent,

or confirm, the union, or concord, or love, of them

two; (A’Obeyd, TA;) or cause union to subsist,

and render permanent, or confirm, love, or affee

tion, between them two (IAth, TA:) or ºf

4-12 tº. 2-3 Jé j, meaning O God, con

fine each ofthem two to the other, so that the

heart of neither may become turned anay to any

but that other: the correct form of speech, how

ever, is ** Jé, unless it be like tº £ii.3

for cº-iſ-i (LAmb, TA)
2 *

4. ãº <ſ I joined the beast to another

beast, and made it to keep nºith the other to one

manger: (§, in the present art.; and K.) or

cººl <ſ I joined the two beasts together,

and made them both keep to one manger. (So

accord. to the S in art. jº)

5.º (sº IIe remained, stayed, or abode,

in the place : (S, Mgh, Mºb:) or he became con

fined, or he confined himself, therein; (T, M, K;)

as also Yugºl [written with the disjunctive alif

Jáſ]. (M.K.)—ºe Ju He remained behind

him, 'notgoing neith him; held back, or hung back,

from him. (M, K.)

8: see 5.

3 *

LS3):
g

ā;ji: ) see what next follows.

j:

& CT.s, M,Mg,Mºk) with meld and
teshdeed, (TA,) [originally US33), of the measure

J,43, (T, S, Mgh, Mºb) from 9&º est; as

explained abov; ,(Mgh) or hence this verb,

(Mgb,) and "Jºjº, (M, K,” [but accord. to the

latter, the second form may be either thus (as it

is written in the M) or "j", (agreeably with the

latter of the two pls. mentioned below.) ſº the

two forms are there expressed by -º-, &S),

(in the CK, erroneously, -º-, &S.) and in

another place in the K we find it written " a;jº,

or, as in the CK, W a.j%) The place of confine

ment of a beast : (ISk, T, $:) or i, q. ā-ſ: (M,

Mgh, Msb, K:) used in this sense by the Arabs;

(Mgh, Msb;) or sometimes having this applica

tion; meaning a rope to which a beast is tied in

its place of confinement; ($;) or a loop of a rope

to which a beast is tied in that place : (Mgh :) so

called because it withholds beasts from escaping:

(TA:) sometimes, (Msb,) improperly, (ISk, T,

S,) by the vulgar, and by the lawyers, (Mgh,)

applied to a manger: (ISk, T, S, Mgh, Mºb :) pl.

&ºiſt,5, Mgh, Mºb) and jºi. (8)—Hence,

& is metaphorically applied to t The places

(jºb that are made, in shops, for grain and

other things: and to f the nater-tanks, or troughs,

- 7 *
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in a bath. (Mgh.)— El-'Aijájsays, describing a

[wild] bull, and his covert,

3 - 22 •of , . bad,

&jº tº sº

meaning [And he frequented lodging-places]

having a firm foundation for the quiet of the

mild animals therein [as having been from the

first occupied by such animals and unfrequented

+ +

*3

by men]. (S.)– Us,' is also said to signify

Land of a kind between even and rugged. (M.)

6 J - - 3 aw

*}|. See LS)'.

j'

...) 38 … , 6.2

1. 33a) -ji, (S,K) or àº), (A,) aor (S,
- • s

K) and - , (K,) inf. n. jºji (S, A, K) and ji and

35, (K,) The cooking-pot made a sound in boiling:

(S, accord. to an explanation there given of the

inf. n. ; and A :) or boiled : (S:) or boiled vehe

mently; (K;) as also Y-5-3 [written with the

disjunctive alif.-jºl), (§, K) inf n. 35-5ſ; (§3)

and "-jū, (K) infin.jū. (TA) or all signify

it boiled not vehemently. (K.) It is said in a trad.,
as "...woad → • o oad £2 a £ ... • , ,- w º' -- ~ *

tº cº-e Jers' jejue jej' ºs-3 Jºaº cle

! [He w8ed to pray, his inside making a sound

like the sound of the boiling of the cooking-pot, by

reason of neeping]: (S, A, Mgh :) this is said of

Mohammad: 323i meaning boiling, or the sound

thereof. (Mgh)—iº-º-ji The cloud made

a sound from afar. (K.) [In this instance, the

TA assigns only One fºrm to the aor: namely > y

and gives onlyji and jºjº as inf ns.] jºjº signifies

The sounding of thunder; (S.A.;") and of a mill

stone. (A.) You say, 2& 3.ji Jºãº [The

sounding of the thunder terrified me]; andJºe

Jº 3.; [The sounding of the mill-stone made

my head to ache]. (A, TA.)- Also, inf. n. 525ſ,

It flamed, or blazed, like fire in firewood, and

was in motion, or in a state of commotion. (AO.)

=jºu ji, [aor. *,] inf. n. #, He kindled a fire,

or made it to burn or to burn fiercely, beneath

the cooking-pot, in order that it might boil; or

you say, jº ji, inf. n. as above, meaning he

collected firewood beneath the cooking-pot so that

the fire flamed, or blazed: and he made the fire

to flame, or blaze, beneath the cooking-pot. (TA.)

And jū. fi, (K,) aor. * , inf. n. ji, (TA,) He

kindled the fire, or made it to burn or to burn

fiercely. (KTA)—ºji,(K)aor.”, infn.
#g 6 :

ji and jºj}, (TA,) He put the thing into a state

of violent motion or commotion : (ISd, K :) so

accord. to IDrd: (ISd:) but Ibrāheem El-Har

bee explains ; only as signifying the act of

moving, (TA)—ji, (A, TA,) aor. *, (TA,)

inf n, ji (S.T.A.) He put him in motion; di.

quieted him; (A,” TA;) stirred up, roused, or

provoked, him; and incited, urged, or instigated,

him; (S, A, TA;) 134, Jé to do such a thing.
(A, TA.') It is said in the Kur [xix. 86],

5 ºf &gº Jé & Pººl ºf 533i

Seest thou not that we have sent the devils against

the unbelievers inciting them strongly to acts of

disobedience? (S, TA.) Or; signifies The inci

ting a man to do a thing by artifice, or cunning,

and gentleness. (El-Harbee.)

5. 33i, -jū; see 1.

J & w - - 3-2. 2.

8, jºin -j- see 1–34 & # 3. He

becomes angry, and distressed, and disquieted or

disturbed, by reason of such a thing. (A, TA.)

; A sound, or noise. (TA.)

3.gi inf n. of 1.-Sharpness; syn. ;3-. (TA.)

~5

1. 31, aor. 2, (A, K) inf n. 3, (TK.) It

(water) flowed or ran; (A, K3) like -ºjº. (TA)

Jºjº, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and Jºjº, (S,

Msb,) A nater-spout; a pipe, or channel, that

spouts forth water : (Mgh, TA:) or that by

which water pours don’n from a high place:

(Towsheeh:) or a water-spout of mood, or the

like, to convey anay the mater from the roof of

a house : (MF in art. •235:) the former is from

the verb above mentioned: (A, K:) or it is

arabicized, (A, Mgh, K,) from the Persian, (Mgh,

K,) signifying “make water:” (K:) its pl. is

Jºjº. (ISk, S, Mgh, Mºb :) and the pl. of

~5- is <-jº- and *jº, from $33, said of

water, meaning “it flowed,” (Mgh, Msb,) accord.

to IAar; (Mgh;) or this is arabicized; or post

classical: (Msb:) but ºo, without e, is alto

gether disallowed by Yaakoob [i. e. ISk]:

(Mgh ) it is also called ºjº, (T, S, Mºb)

accord. to IAgr; (T, Mºb;) but this is disallowed

by ISk, Fr, and AHát, (Msb,) and by Az

[the author of the TI; (Mgh;) and j, also,

accord. to IAar and Lth and others, as is men

tioned in the T. (Msb.)

&

wº 8.

2. 2-j', inf. n. *ju, (Msb, K,) He built a
* ~ ā

structure of the kind ealled 2-51, and made it long :

(K:) or he built a house, or chamber, in the

form of nhat is so called. (Msb.)

§ A certain kind of structure; (S, K;) or

a house, or chamber, built in a long, or an oblong,

form; (Mgh, L, Msb;) called in Persian &éº,

(Mgh,L.) and also, in the same language, &-,

and Jºe: (Mgh:) [i. e. an oblong, arched, or

vaulted, structure or edifice; (such as a bridge;

See 5,1.3 ;) a portico, gallery, or piazza; accord.

to Golius and Freytag, abdificii genus oblongum

et fornicatum, porticus instar; to which Freytag

adds, porta arcus superior :] or, accord. to some,

a roof: (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] £57 (S, Msb, K.)

and§ (S,K) and [of mult] is, (K)

j'

1. ºil, aor. -, (TK) inf n. Sº, (IAar, K.)

It surrounded, or encompassed, it, (IAar,” K,”

TA,) namely, a thing. (TK.)-See also 2, in

two places: and see 3.

w? . a 2. -

2, 95, inf n. 2259, He put on him, or clad

him with, an ºff; ($) as also ºft. (TA)—

It covered it; (K,”TA:) as in the phrase,

Jºl :º ji The herbage covered the ground,

or land. (TA.)-; He repaired the loner part

of it, (namely, a wall,) and thus made that part

bike an 25}: (Mgh, Msb:*) he cased [the lower

part of] it, (namely, a wall,) and thus strengthened

it. (A.)- He strengthened him, or it; (K,

TA;) as also W 93, (Fr.) inf. n. ji. (Fr, K.)

[See also 3.]

3. 3ſ., (Fr, S, A, Mºb) for which the vulgar

say $39, (Fr, $,) the latter an extr. form, (K,)

inf n. #354; (Mºb, K.) and * ºff; (TAS)

He aided, assisted, or helped, him; (Fr, S, A,

Mºb, K3') and strengthened him. (Mºb.) [See

also 2.] You say,º Jé Jºji <ſ I aided,

assisted, or helped, and strengthened, the man

against such a one. (Zj.) And Jºjº 13é- &sji

JY3 asſe I desired to do such a thing, and such

a one aided, assisted, or helped, me to do it.

(A, TA)—uaº. 444 ºn Ji, (A) inf n.
as above, (K,) ( The seed-produce became tangled,

or lucuriant, (A, K,) one part reaching to another,

(A,) and one part strengthening another; (K;)

as also£º ",5u : (TA) or ºil V,5t, signifies

the herbage became tangled, or lucuriant, and

strong. ($)—ºn ºf ji, (TA) inf n.

as above, (K,) The thing equalled, or reas equal

to, the thing : the thing matched, or corresponded

to, the thing. (K,”TA.) In some copies of the

K, in the place of #3–9), is found ãº : the

former is the correct reading. (TA.)

5: see 8, in two places: — and see also 3, in

two places.

8.33%), (§, Mgh, Mºb) originally jºſ, (Mgh,

Mşb,) and ",5u, (S,) or 25), jºl, and as "jū,

(K.) He put on, or more, the 351. (S, Mgh, Msb,

K:) Ji, is wrong, (Nh) or vulgar, (Mgh) and

should not be said: it occurs in certain of

the trads., but is probably a corruption of the

relaters: (K:) or it is a correct form, [like 3-5

&c., (see art. 34-l,)] (Mºb, MF) accord. to E1.

Karmánee and $gh and others. (M.F.) .

ji Strength. (IAqr, S, A, K.)–And (or as

some say, TA) Weakness : thus bearing two

contr, significations. (IAqr, K.)– And The

back. (IAs, S. K.) ºf ~ $33, in the Kur
[xx. 32], means Strengthen Thou by him my

back : (IAar, $:) or confirm Thou by him my

strength ; or strengthen Thou by him my weak

726ss. (IAgr)—Aid assistance, or help. (Msb.)

—Also, (S) or "ji, (K.) The place, (K) or

part of [each of] the two flanks, (S,) where the

25 is tied in a knot, (§, K.)
o of go:

j' see j'. A sº
5 o 6 . * ... t .

j}: see 25). . . .

āş, Any particular mode, or manner, of put

ting on, or wearing, the 25). ($, K.) You say,

àj} &- 25, [Verily he has a good manner

ºf putting on, or rearing, the 251]. (A.) And
* - - - 2. o - - -

à-- 3.j: jºy He put on, or wore, the 25, in
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a good manner. (S.) And it is said in a trad,
- © ... • * * * • * w o • © .2 … •o

tº * tº S, 3-, -ãº J. º. 55;
G. . . .” e.

cººl& arº [The believer's mode of near

ing the 35) is to have it reaching to the middle

of the shank; and there shall be no sin chargeable

to him with respect to nhat is between that and

the two ankles]. (TA.)

5, masc. and fem; and *śl, and, *}”,

(S, Msb, K,) and Y 3.jºe, (Lh,) and W51, (K,)

A thing nell known; (ś, Msb;) [a waist-wrap

per;] a wrapper for covering, or which covers,

the loner part of the body, [from the n'aist

domennards, concealing the thighs, and generally

the upper half, or more, of the shanks, (see 5,

or;, and #!,)] not sened : or such as is beneath

the shoulders, or on the loner half of the body:

the is9 is that which covers the upper half of the

body; or that which is upon the shoulders and

back; and this also is not sewed: each of these

explanations is correct: (MF:) or i, q. iá–1 ;

(K:) [in the present day, 25, vulgarly pro

nounced 25°, is also applied to a noman's outer

covering, or nºrapper, of nihite calico; described

in my “Modern Egyptians :" and "jº., to

a pair of drawers : and app., in post-classical

writings, to anything resembling a waist-nºrapper,

worn on any part of the person, and in any

manner; sometimes as a turban :] and 35, also

signifies anything nºith nºbich one is veiled, con

cealed, or covered : (Th, K :) its pl. is ājī,

(S, Mºb, K.) a pl. of pauc., (§, Mºb) and (of

mult, S. M.) ºff (S.M., K) and ji (K)

which is of the dial. of Temeem, or, accord. to

MF, a contraction of;i. (TA:) and the pl. of

J. is jū. (Mºb) You say, "ºft, ºu 3:

1 He prepared himself for the thing, affair, Ol'

business. (A.) Andº 36 He abstained

jrom seasual intercourse : or he prepared himself

for religious service. (TA, from a trad.) And

(s)}}<! f(The place of) my 35) became black:

or, rather, became of a [blackish] hue inclining

to green : because the hair when it first grows is

of that hue. (Har p. 494.) And Jºj, Jºy's

[My house is my covering]: said by Es-Sarawee

to IAar, on the latter's expressing his surprise at

the former's walking in his house naked. (TA.)

—t Continence; chastity. (K, TA.) You say,

35). -ºš Öğ, and **) ! Such a one is con

tinent, abstaining from nomen with whom it is

unlandful to him to have commerce; (A 'Obeyd:)

and in like manner, 39) --> cº. (TA in

art. ja-e-.) – ; One's wife : ($, M, K3) or one's

self. (IKt, Suh ) or one's wife and family; or

one's family and self. (TA.) One says, L3-3 |

(s)} 45 tºſay my wife be a ransom for thee:

(Aboo-'Omar El-Jarmee, S:) or myself. (IKt,

Suh.) And it is said in a trad. respecting the

vow of allegiance made at the 'Akabeh,&
222; 2 o , , o,

-

Újl are& e t We nill assuredly defend thee

from that from which we defend our wives and

our families: or ourselves. (TA.)- A enve.

(K, TA) [But see #5, #3.]. And j j is

A cry by nihich a ene is called to be milked. (K.)

5, , º .

3,5]: see jj}.

jí Jº, and ăji, [which is the fem.,] t A

horse, and a mare, nihite in the hinder part, (A,

TA,) which is the place of the 25, of a man;

(TA;) [i. e., it corresponds to the lower part

of the body of a man:] when the whiteness

descends to the thighs, the epithet Jº-. is

employed: (A :) or the former signifies a horse

nºhite in the thighs, and having his fore parts
o?

black, or of any colour: (AO, K:) pl. ji. (A.)

6, o 6 -

jº: see 251, in five places.

**::
*•x-> : See 29;"

3. J. p 6 -

3,554, 31% f A ene, or she-goat, that is [black in

the hinder part] as though attired neith a black

25. (A; [in which is added, 35, ū Jús,

which may mean, “and one says, She has an

251;” or “and one calls her 351;” but more

probably the fºrmer is meant thereby;] and K;

[in which as as, “a ewe,” is put in the place of

it.)—j; ; ; ; Aid [made affectice and

ponserful : (K, TA:) occurring in a trad. (TA.)

• 282 • 2 5 2

Sºbºjº for Sºboj,”: See art. 253.

-35'

1. -ji, aor. 2, inf. n. Jji (S, Msb, K) and

-ºff (Msb, K,) It (departure) was, or became,

or drew, near : (S, Msb, K:) and in like manner,

a time. (TA.) Hence, in the Kur [liii. 58],

āşş. -5 The resurrection draneth near. (S,

(Mºb)—He (a man) hastened, or nas quick :

(S, K:) or he dren, near, and hastened, or nas

quick. (A, TA.)

4. Jº He (a man, TA) incited me, or urged

me, to hasten, or be quick : (K, TA:) it is of the

ineasure Jºi. (TA.)

5. Jjū The stepping nith contracted steps.
6 *, *, *, •

(K.) But see -5%. 31.4, below. (TA)

6. l,5% They dren, near together, one to ano

ther. (IF, K.)

Jji, applied to a man, Hastening, or quick :

(S, TA:) and endeavouring to hasten, or be quick.

(TA.)

ăş The resurrection: so in the Kur liii. 58,

(S, Msb) and xl. 18: (Bd3) or in the latter

place it means the near event, or case, of being on

the brink of the fire [of Hell]: or, as some say,

death. (Bd.)

Jič, of the measure Jeſé, applied to a man,

(TA) Short; (S, A, K,) as being contracted in

make; (A, TA;) having his several parts near

together. (S,K) [In the CK it is written -jū,

in this sense and others, following.]–A strait,

or narron, place. (O, L., K.)— A contracted

stepping: you say, -jū. sk- so in the O and

L. (TA)—t A man ($gh, TA) evil in disposi

tion; narron-minded: ($gh, K, TA:) weak;

convardly. (TA.)

Jj'

1. é, aor. 2; (K;) and éſ, aor. 2; (IDrd,

K;) inf. n. (of the former, TA) ji, ($, o, K.)

and (of the latter, TA) é, (IDrd, K,) or the

latter is used by poetic licence for the former;

(A$, $gh;) He, or it, (said of a man, MF, or of

a man's bosom or mind, K,) became strait, or

straitened; (IDrd, S, o, K, MF) 3; being

thus syn. nith Jji: (S, O:) or it (a man's bosom

or mind) became straitened in nar or fight; (K;)

or he (a man) became straitened in his bosom or

mind, in war or fight: (TA) as also "Jü,

with respect to both these significations; (K;) or

this signifies it (a man's bosom or mind) became

strait, or straitened; like Jiu, (Fr, S.;) and

"Jjº signifies the same as 3. (Z, in Golius.)

[See also 10.]= asji, inf. n. 951, He straitened

him: the verb being trans. and intrans. (M.F.)

5 and 6: see 1.

10. cº Jé &#: The place became strait

to such a one, (K, TA,) so that he was unable to

go forth [into it, to rear or fight]. (TA.)

3t. A place of straitness, or a strait place,

(S, K, TA,) in nihich people fight. (TA.) And

hence, 4. place of nar or fight. (S.) And

Jº .#t. The place of straitness of life, or

living. (Lh.) Pl. 3... (TA)

Jj'

1. Ji, (S, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. Jji, (S,) He (a

man) became in a state of straitness, or narrow

ness, and suffering from dearth or drought or

sterility. (S, K.) [See also the pass. form of the

verb here following; and see 5.]=ći, aOr, as

above, (K,) and so the inf n., (TA,) He confined,

restricted, restrained, nithheld, debarred, hin

dered, or prevented, him; (K,” TA;) and strait

ened him; in consequence of distress, or adversity,

and fear. (TA.)- He shortened his (a horse's)

rope, [or tether,) and then left him to pasture at

pleasure (Lih, K, [in the CK, & is put for

*…]) in the place of pasturage. (Lth.)—

24. º, (S,) or jº, (K,) aor. as above,

(S,) They confined, restricted, or debarred, their

cattle from the place of pasturage, (S,) or did not

take, or send, them forth thereto, (K,) in conse

quence of fear, (S,K,) or dearth or drought or

sterility. (K.)– It is said in a trad. respecting

Ed-Deijál, and his besieging the Muslimsin Beyt

el-Makdis, [or Jerusalem,) 4.2% S; &#3

And they will be straitened with a vehement

straitening. (TA.) And J.tº Jji signifies The

people suffered, or were afflicted with, drought,

or nant of rain. (TA.)

4. £º eff The year became severe, distress

ful, calamitous, or adverse. (TA.)=aul Lºvlji

God afflicted them with drought, or want of rain.

(TA.)

5. Jú It (a man's bosom or mind) became
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strait, or straitened; (Fr, S, K;) as also diº.

(Fr, S.)

J; Straitness; distress; difficulty; (S,” K;)

and drought, or nant of rain. (TA.)- Wehe

mence of might, or of strength, in war, or fight;

of courage, valour, or proness: or of nar, or

fight : or of fear : or of punishment : syn.

J-º $33. (TA)=It is also used as an epithet,

meaning Strait; narron); confined. (Ham p.339.)

JA calamity; (K;) because of its distressing

character. (TA)—Lying, or falsehood. (Yaº

koob, S, K.)

Jji i. 4. 233 [i. e. Eternity, with respect to

past time, or considered retrospectively; eacistence

from eternity; or ancientness] ($, K, TA) that

is nithout beginning; (TA;) or the continuance

of eacistence in decreed times interminable in

respect of the past; like as 3. is the continuance

of existence in decreed times interminable in

respect of the future; (KT;) or that ſeristence,

or time,) nhich has no eactremity in its beginning;

like 233 ; and 3. is that which has no extremity

in its latter part; like :[i, the former is existence

without any beginning: (Kull p. 31:) said to be

from the phrase Já 2 [“he, or it, has not

ceased” to be &c.; i. e. “has ever” been &c.

(see§bl: or, accord. to some, from Jji signi

fying “narrowness;” because the intellect is pre

vented by its narrowness from perceiving its

beginning: (MF:) Jil is a name for that of

which the mind is prevented by its narrowness

from determining the limit of the beginning;

from Jji meaning “narrowness;” and Jºl is a

name for that of which the mind shrinks from,

or shuns, the determining the limit of the end;

from 3. meaning the act of “shrinking” from a

thing, or “shunning” it. (Kull pp. 30 and 31.)

Hence the saying, tººº Jš. Jº &lé [He

was, or has been, ever, powerful, knowing]. (A,

TA.) The phrase JjS. Jji [During the space,

without beginning, of all past times; or ever, in

all past times;] is like the phrase stºl 2. ; said

to be no evidence of the use ofJjí as a pl. of Jji

in a general way by the Arabs of the classical

ages, as it is here added merely as a corroborative.

(MF in art. Jºl.) [See also &#1

Ji. See Jí.

* 28

Uj [Eternal, with respect to past time; exist

ing from eternity; or ancient without beginning;

as is implied in the S and K &c.;] a thing, or

being, which has not been preceded by non-exist

ence: it is applied to God: and to [his] know

ledge: that which exists must be one of three
- * ~£ 3 22

kinds only: Lºſ Jºj ſewisting from eternity,

and consequently existing to eternity]; and this

is God [who is also called Jºš 2-il the

Tº ºf 22 3 + .

Ancient without beginning]: and Šajº &# 'y

[not eacisting from eternity nor eacisting to eter

nity]; and such is the present world: and $2.
•,2; 2 or - - - - - -

º;' jºº [existing to eternity nithout earisting

jrom eternity]; and such is the world to come;

the reverse of which [last] is impossible: (TA:)

it is a rel. n. from Jji: or, accord. to some, it is

ºt [genuine Ambie (TA) or it is originally

Jº, a rel. n. from Jº* ($, K,) a phrase

applied to that which is cº-º; ; and is formed by

contraction; (S;) then, the es is changed intº

as being easier of pronunciation; as in Jº',

applied to a spear, in relation to Jº 33 ; (S, K,”

$gh, TA) and as in Čºft, applied to a blade,

(S, $gh, TA,) in relation to*: (TA:) so say

some of the learned. (S.)

âjî The quality, or attribute, ofJji [eternity,

with respect to past time, &c.]: but it is a forged

term, not of the [genuine] language of the Arabs.

(A, TA.)

5 of 6... •

J2j] at 4 sever, distressful, calamitous, or

adverse, year: pl. Jji. (K.)

Jí A man in a state of straitness, distress,

adversity, or difficulty. (TA.)- A man in a

state of straitness in consequence of fever: or niho

is unable to go forth in consequence of pain ; or

confined, restricted, withheld, or prevented [from

going forth]. (TA)—iſ &; [Amilch camel)

confined, or restricted, not pasturing at pleasure,

having her shank tied up to her arm, on account of

her on ner's fear of a hostile incursion: occurring

in a poem of El-Aqsha. (TA)—Ji Ji, in the

K, erroneously, W Ji, Severe, or vehement, strait

ness, distress, or difficulty. (K,” TA.)

Jº A place of straitness, or a strait place;

(S, K;) like 3t. : ($:) or a place of nar or

fight, when trait. (L.) And Jº Jº.

The place n'ere the means of subsistence are

strait, or narron. (Lh.)

• 6 x *, 6 - 9 J. J.

āşş. ?)-ce- a-- [A severe year of dearth, or

sterility, afflicting neith drought. (TA, from a

trad.)

2?.

J.jue A horse having his rope [or tether] short

ened, and then left to feed at pleasure in the place

of pasturage. (Lth.)

*j'

• -f g 22

1. Aft, aor. 2, inf n. 2; and j, He bit with

the nhole mouth, vehemently: (K:) or neith the

canine teeth : or you say, 4.ji, and alſº 2ń.

meaning he bit it, and then repeated [the action]

upon it, not letting it go : or he seized upon it

nºith his mouth : (TA:) or $ºf signifies [simply
&-- ~~ g

he bit it: (S:) and aeſe Ajl, aor. 2, inf. n. Aji;

and 25, aor. * , inf. Il. Aji; the same ; or he

seized, or took hold, upon it nºith his teeth: (Msb:)

andJº º <-ºff I bit the arm, or hand, of the

man most vehemently. (TA) tº Aji occurs in a

trad. as meaning He bit it, (referring to a ring of

a coat of mail,) and held it between two of his

central teeth. (AO.) And in another trad., Aft

** Jº, meaning He bit his arm, or hand. (TA)

And you say, 2-g J.; Jé Jº ºft The

horse seized [with his teeth, or champed, upon the

J.'s [q.v.] of the bit. (K.) And Aft signifies

also The cutting with the canine tooth, and nith

a knife, (K) and with other things. (TA.)-
2 oz. . . .';

[And hence,) tº Ajl, (S, Mºb,” K,”) aor. 2,

inf n.25 ($) and 2.5i, (TA) said of a time, (S,

Mşb,) or a year, (K,) It was, or became, dis

tressful, or afflictive, to us, [as though it bit us,)

by drought, dearth, or scarcity; (S, Msb, K;)
• £

and scant in its good things; ($;) as also eji,
• 5, , o.o.o. r. 8:

aor. , inf n. xii. (Mºb) And it. …i
or o, ...? of

_ovºoj), (§, K,”) inf. n. ji, (S,) A year, or year

of dearth or drought or sterility, befell them,

mhich extirpated them : (S, K:*) or, accord. to

Sh, the verb in this sense is only with 2. (TA.
• 28

[See art. Ajl.])—[Hence also, as Ajº, (AZ, S,
of •,•

K,) inf. n. ji, (TA,) He clave to him, namely,

his companion; (AZ, S, K;) and to it, namely,

a place. (K.) And ſºft, (K) aor. 2, inf n,

Aji, (TA,) He kept, attended, or applied himself,

constantly, perseveringly, or assiduously, to it;

(K;) he clave to it. (TA.) And ***, 3, Or

(,), (accord. to different copies of the K, the
•o ~ *

former being the reading in the TA,) and Wºº,

(TA,) inf. n. 2.j, (AZ, TA,) He kept, attended,

or applied himself, constantly, perseveringly, or

asiduously, to his azº-3 [or laid, &c.]. (AZ, K,

TA.)—Ajl, (Nh, K,) inf. n. Leji, (Nh, TA,) also

signifies He held his teeth together, one upon

another: (Nh :) [and he compressed, or put to

gether, his lips: (see Aft)] and he closed, or

locked, a door. (K, TA). It is said in a trad,

25 & 12:33, 4-kº jºi The stick

for cleaning the teeth, thou shalt use it on the

occasion of the mouth's becoming altered in odour

from the holding of the teeth together. (Nh.)

—[And hence, ji, (S, Nh, Mºb) inf n. xii.

(Msb, K.) He held, refrained, or abstained, (S,

K,”) ºn 94from the thing ($, TA) and he

held, refrained, or abstained, from desiring much:

(TA:) and from food (Msb, K*) and drink;

(Msb;) as also ºjº, aor. “, inf. n. 3i: (Msb:)

and from speech; (Nh, K;*) like as does the

faster from food : and hence, (Nh) or from the

next preceding signification, (Msb,) asse- [mean

ing as explained in what follows] is termed3f.

(Nh, Msb :) but accord. to the relation commonly

known, of a trad. in which Ajl is said to occur in

the last of the senses explained above, the word is

35, with, and with teshdeed in the case of the 2.

(Nh.) It is related in a trad., that 'Omar having

asked El-Hárith Ibn-Keledeh, the -ºº of the

Arabs, “What is the [best] remedy ?” (S) or

having asked him respecting [the best] medical, or

curative, treatment, (Msb,) the latter said,3S),

meaning i-1} (S, Msb;) both these words

here meaning The practising abstinence; (PS;)

or the abstaining, or desisting, from eating :

(TA) or, in this instance, (TA) jS signifies

the not putting in food upon food; and (some

say, TA) the being silent : (K, TA:) and it

signifies also strength. (TA.)- ić, Aft The

thing became contracted; became drann together,

or compressed; as also3, aor. *. (K.)
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5. i. 255, (TA) or ºs ºil jº, (S)

The people, or company of men, stayed, remained,

or dwelt, long in their abode. (S, TA.)

45 of: * , of

Lej!: see aloj".

2; [part. n. of25; fem. with 3]: see iji.

i; [inf. n. of un. of 1: and hence,) A single

act of eating; (K, TA;) i. e. an eating but once

in the course of the day; like iº [q. v.].

(TA)—Also, (Fr.S, Mºb, K) and "āji and

*i;i, (Fr, K, [the last in the CK like the first.)

Straitness, hardness, or distress; (S, Msb, K;)

drought, dearth, or sterility: (S, Msb'.) pl. (of

the first, TA) W3, (K,) [or rather this is a coll.

gen, n.,] like as 33 is of £3, (TA) [but origi

nally an inf. n. of3, q. v.,] and2, (K,) like as

34, is ofiº, (TA) Hence the trai,ájes:

Jºãº, meaning Become severe, 0 year of

drought, or dearth, or sterility: then thou wilt

pass anay: though it has been strangely asserted

that àojl is here the proper name of a woman,

to whom, on an occasion of her being taken with

the pains of labour, these words were said by

the Prophet. (TA.) You also say i; i... and

viºſi, (K,) so in the copies of the K, there said

to be like i-3, but correctly wigſ, as in the

M &c., (TA,) [or both are correct, being part.

ns., respectively, of Aft and Aji, and *i.ji,

meaning A distressful, or an afflictive, year;

(K;) a year of vehement drought or dearth

or sterility. (TA.) And Aºi [pl. of Yiji,

used as a subst.,] signifies Distressful, or affic

tive, years. (TA.) W25, also, (K,) or, accord.

to Aboo-'Alee, "...j, (IB,) [each a proper name;"

as denoting a kind of personification,] signifies

The year of drought or dearth or sterility. (K.)

And you say, *25i2. <-5 and "25i Severe

straitness, or distress, befell them. (S, TA.")

6 ...-:

aloj" : 2 - 2:

* , a See aloji.

aloj" :
•

~f a of .

Lej! : see aloj", in two places.

2?

25 : see what next follows.

6 vs 9 * . 2 of

225' see ej", in three places.– 235 see
£

-

ãºji, in two places.– Also, the former, Cleaving

wathing; (k) and so ºff. Gºh, K)

i,ji: See 4.ji.

2ſ act. part. n. ofAft; Biting nºith the nhole

mouth, vehemently : [&c.:] as also "2,5i. (K:

[in the CK the former is erroneously written

Xji:)) or the latter signifies that has a habit of

biting; or that bites much ‘. ºn. Jºsé (Ham

p. 532:) pl. of the former A351 : (Ham p. 360:)

and of the latterAji. (Ham p. 609.) [Hence,)

"2,59. The biting lion; or the lion that bites

much, or vehemently; Jºãº) J.S. (TA.)—

[Hence also, The canine tooth; syn. Jºu; and

SO * isſ; and *X,ji: pl. of the first ºff, and

of the second3.3. ; and of the third ºff. (M, K.)

—Also Having his lips compressed, or put to

gether. (AZ, S.)

i.jſ. See 2ſ –and see also iji, in three

places.

• ?.

Ajlo A narron, or strait, place; a place of

narronness or straitness; (S, K;) like Jit

($;) of a land, and of the pudendum muliebre,

and of life, (K,) or of the means of subsistence;

(Lh, K ;) or of any kind: (TA:) any narron,

road between two mountains : (S, Msb :) a

narrow place in mountains, such that one part

meets another, and the place beyond nidens :

(TA) pl. 25%. (§, K)—And hence, (Mºb)

A place of war or fight; (S, Msb;) because of

the straitness of the state thereof, and the difficulty

of escape from it. (Mºb.)

jº. Smitten, or afflicted, by aji [or strait

ness, &c.]: (K:) or expressing pain or grief,

or lamenting, or complaining, on account of the

straitness, or distressfulness, or afflictiveness,

(aji and sº) of time, or fortune. (TA.)

CŞj'

• 6 - wº • 2 #2. • ?.

2. Jº-Jº Jºjº, inf. n. #355 ($, K) and #Usjū,

Or *(siº, (accord. to different copies of the S,

[the latter irregular,J) or both, (accord. to the

TA,) He put, or made, an 5. [q. v.], to the

watering-trough or tank; ($, K ;) i. e. he put

upon its mouth a stone, or a aſ: [explained

below, voce j], or the like; (TA;) as also

*śji, inf n, iſºl; (§, TA;) or Yºjū. (K.)

3. 8ſ. (S,K) infn. #5, (Mºb in art. 23-,

and TA in art. L$55, &c., [though it would seem

from the K to be tºl.) He (a man, S) nas,

or became, over against it, or opposite to it;

he faced, or fronted, him, or it. (S,” K,” TA

in art. U853.) Accord. to the $, one should not

Say, $5%: but it is said in a trad. respecting the

prayer of fear, 334 tºjº, i. e. And we faced,

or fronted, the enemy : (TA :) and the inf. n.

is 55%. (TA in art. J.) [Its, syn. Sº
is more common.]=[Hence 35'5" signifying

A conformity, a mutual resemblance, or a cor

respondence, with regard to sound, of two nords
6 - o

occurring near together ; like 2-1535' &c.; see

:

1S 3

art. 2-3.j.]= [Hence, likewise,] $51 also signifies

He contended with him, syn. *; (K, TA;)

and opposed, or mithstood, him, syn. 4.33. (TA.)

Whence the saying in a trad., J, iſ -ji āşş

aff º Jé2:34 [And a party contended

with, and opposed, or withstood, the kings, and

fought with them for the religion of God].

(TA.)

4. Jº- es; i. a. 35, q.v. (§, TA)—

And He repaired, or put into a right or proper

state, the 5. [q. v.] of the matering-trough or

tank. (IAar, T.A.)- And He poured forth the

water from its 3]. (TA)—And * Lº5ſ IHe

poured forth upon its J. (TA)

5: see 2.

işi âû, (accord, to some copies of the $,)

or "iji, (accord. to other copies of the S,) or

both, (IAar, TA,) each after the manner of a

relative noun, [having no verb, (TA,) A she

camel that drinks from the 5. ſq:y.]: (TA:) or

that will not drink save from the .5l of the trough
6 . .”

•or tank; and 3, ic signifies one “that will not

drink save from the jić [thereof]:” (S, TA, and

IAgr in art. Jºe in the TA:) or, accord. to IAar,

that mill not come to the natering-trough or tank,

to drink, until they leave it unoccupied for her;

as also:33. (TA in the present art.)

§ i.a. iii-, [The front, as meaning the
part, place, or location, that is over against,

opposite, facing, fronting, or in front]. (Msb,

and K &c. in art. 53-.) You say, 459 sº IIe

is over against, opposite to, facing, fronting, Or

in front of him; synºś-, (S,) or **-*.

(Msb.)—[Hence, 23.59 signifies also Corres
… • of

ponding to it; as when one says, &- 3- Ja-'N'

JºeJ-49 %ºfTheJ

is a vein of the horse and the camel, corresponding

to the Je-el of man]. (TA in art. Ja….) [You
2 o', *.e. 2 3, , ,

say also, Jºe tº usa& He applied a nord,

or phrase, as correspondent to an idea, or a mean

ing.]=:51 is also applied to a man, and to a

woman, and to a number of persons, in senses

here following. (TA.) You say,29 jl sº IHe

is the manager, conductor, orderer, regulator, Or

superintendent, of the affair. (S, Msb, T.A.) And

in the same sense the word is used by Homeyd,

in the phrase Jºº. j, [The manager, or orderer,

of the means of subsistence], applied to a woman.

(TA.) And in an instance in which a poet likens

the 5| of a watering-trough or tank to the [stink

ing animal called]cº (S, TA:) in this case

it means The water-dramer [of the trough or

tank]. (As, IB, TA.) [But in relation to a

watering-trough or tank, it generally has another

meaning, which see below.] You say also, JY3

Jº iš, ($) [Such a one is] a manager, tender,

or superintendent, of cattle, or camels &c.; (K,”

TA ;) a good pastor thereof. (TA.) And iſ:

-j-J) The vigºrous wager, or prosecutor, of nar.

(K.) Andº 15, cºº Such a one is the fºllow

and assistant of such a one. (TA) And A35. A

They are their fellon's, (K, TA,) who assist

them, and order, or set in order, their affairs :

(TA:) or they are those who order, or set in

order, their affairs. (Msb.) And* jj <!,

and **, Verily he is a possessor of goodness,

and of evilness. (TA.) — Also, #5), (K,)

or Jºaº jº, (TK.) The means of susten

ance : or n:hat has been caused, or occasioned,

of plentifulness and easiness, and of superabun

dance, of sustenance. (K.)=Also The place

nohere the neater is poured into the watering

trough or tank; (As, S, K;) i. e. its fore part ;

[the part newt to the nell or other source whence

it is filled;] the hinder part, where the camels

stand when they come to water, being called the

jić : ($ in art. Jie:) or, accord. to AZ, a mass

of stone, and what is put for protection [of the

brink of the trough or tank (as it is generally

constructed of stones cemented and plastered with
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mud)] upon the place nºhere the mater is poured

when the bucket is emptied: ($ in the present

art. :) or the whole (2- [said in the TA to be

a mistake for » but this I think extremely

improbable,) of n-hat is between the watering

trough or tank and the cavity of the well,

[namely, of the [casing of stones, or bricks,

called] J. : (K:) or a stone, or skin, or aſ:

[i. e. a thing made of palm-leaves woven together,

generally used as a receptacle for dates], put [for

protection] upon the mouth [or part of the border

where the water is poured in] of the matering
•o . . .” - 2

trough or tank : (K,” TA:) in the K, lºſe &ex

Jº- is erroneously put for 2% Jé & ex

ºs-M. (TA)

2- : 32
- 6. f

à iſ 35U : see agil.
- •

J”

1: see 2, in two places.

… wº 3.

2, 4–2, (S, M, Mºb) inf n. J-6, (§, Mºb,

K,) He founded it; or made, or laid, a founda

tion, or basis, for it; (S,” Msb;) namely, a

building, (S,) or a wall: (Msb:) he marked out

the limits of it, (namely, of a house,) and raised

its foundations: he built its foundation, or basis:

(K) he commenced it; namely, a building; as

also W 4tſ, aor. …}, inf. n. J.i. (M.) he built

it; namely, a house; (TA;) as also wº. (K.)

You say,&- J-5 3. [This is a good found

ing, Or foundation]. (TA.) And J-4. &.

a.o.A.A. J.Aajº asle f [He who does not lay the

foundation ofhisproperty with equity, or justice,

destroys it]. (A, TA.)—125 J-l: see 25, in

art. 595.

Ji. see what next follows, in six places.

Ji The foundation, basis, or lonest part, (S,

A, Mgh, Mºb, K,) of a building, (S, A, K,)

or of a wall; (Mg, Mºb) as also '...; and

'J', (3,5) and 'J. G.A, Mg,Mºk)
and W. J.M., ($, K,) which is a contraction of

J.C. (S:) or the commencement of a building:

and any commencement of a thing; as also *Jºi

and "J.C. and "J-i: (M:) and the origin,

source, stock, or root, (Jºi) of a man; as also

wjī: or of anything; (M, K;) as also WJ.

(M,K) and "Jº, and "J-ſ: (Ki) and the

heart of a man; because [the Arabs believe that]

it is the first thing that comes into existence in

the womb. (M, K.) pl. J.L." (š, M, Mgh, Mºb,

K) and Jº (M, Mºh, K) and Jºi, QM,Mgh,

Mºb, K3) the first of which is pl. of J., (Mgh,

Mºb) like as Jüí is of Jā; (Mºbi) or of...i.

likºº isº (S 3) ºr, as some say,

of J-1, [like as Jueſ is of Jºe, so that it is a

Pl: Plá (TA)and the second,offi, like a J…

is of: (Mº) and th; third, of Jºi. (Mg,

Mºb) like * Gre is ºf ée. (Msb.) You say,

JSS) **-ū Jºe are Lºº [He built his house

upon its first foundation.] (A.) And cié- asks

[He uprooted it from itsfoundation]. (A) And

33& ». W J.C.& f [Such a one, the foun

dation of his affair, or case, is falsehood]. (A,TA.)

And tº Jie, 4, &e, & M.A.K.) and

* 2:1, and Yaº, (S, M, K) 17%at was in old, or

ancient, time; ($, M, K5) at the beginning of

time; (S, A,” K5) and in like manner, s ºf --

A-l. (A.) — Also A remain, relic, trace,

testige, sign, mark, or track, of anything.

(K.) You say, Jºk J. 3+. Or &º W Ji,

[accord. to different copies of the K, meaning,

Take thou to the track of the way,) when one

guides himself by any mark or track, or by

camels' dung: but when the way is manifest, you

say, Gººl 4) tº 34. (K.) Ji also signifies

The remains of ashes (M, K) between the Jé,

q. v.: (M:) occurring in a verse of En-Nábighah

Edh-Dhubyáneei but accord. to most relaters of

this verse, it is vºl. (TA.)

- - -

3 *

see Jºl, in several places.

~!

4. Jº <-- The land produced [herbage

such as is termed]-* ; syn. <i. (K.)

* The hair of the pubes: (M, K:) or of

the pudendum : (Th, M, K:) or of the podear:

(S, K:) it may be, ($,) or is said to be, (M,)

from *2, (S, M.) which signifies “herbage,”

or “ plants,” (S,) or “abundance of herbage:”

(M:) the 5 being changed into º, as in the case

of *} and 3,2 : (S:) pl.* and, accord. to

IJ, Jºu-l. (M.)

6 * ~ *

J-3-e A ram having much nool. (M, K.)

--

~~!

<!, signifying The podea, or the anus, (K,)

or signifying the former, and sometimes used as

meaning the latter, ($ in art, ar-,) is with a con

junctive hemzeh, [written <!', when not imme

diately preceded by a quiescence,) and its final

radical letter is elided; for the original form is a: ;

(Msb;) and it is mentioned in art. a... (K.)

[It is of the fem. gender.] It is said in a prov.,

applied to him who fails of attaining the object

that he seeks, à- 4'ſ <tati [His anus

missed the hole in the ground]. (Meyd.)–

[Hence, , sº 3. The first, or beginning, of

time; (A:) old, or ancient, time. (IB, A, K.')

One says, tº . A3, <! Jº J5 U. f [He

ceased not, or has not ceased, from the beginning

of time, or from old time, to be insane, or mad;

or] he always nas, or alnays has been, known as

being insane, or mad: like as one says, Jºl Jº

*J. (AZ, 5.) And Aboo-Nukheyleh says,

Rºle ºf Jé Öe tº Jjū ‘
º

O ~ © . .”

es--, ***

! [He ceased not, or has not ceased, to be, since

he was in the beginning of time, or in old time,

i.e., from the first of his eacistence, a person of

increasing foolishness, and of decreasing intellect].

(AZ, S.) IB says, J has erred in mentioning

<-1 in this section [of the S]; its proper place

being in art. a-, where he has also mentioned

it; for its hemzeh is conjunctive, by common

consent; and if conjunctive, it is augmentative :

also, hi; saying that they have changed the [final]

+ **- .* *
-

2 Jº- 15
-

º

J” in J-lintº, like as they have changed the

[final] v. of J-1 into sº, making this word**,

is a mistake; for, were it so, the hemzeh of c-l

would be disjunctive [in every case; whereas it is

always conjunctive except after a pause, when

it is pronounced with kesr]: moreover, he has

attributed this assertion to AZ, who never made

it, but only mentioned A.J. c-1 with A.J. J.

because of their agreement in meaning. (TA.)

—[Hence also, a.k. <-- t Calamity, or mis

fortune: (K:) adversity ; difficulty; distress;

affliction : (TA:) nºbat is hated, disliked, disap

proved, foul, abominable, or evil. (K.)- And

cººl <-- + The desert: (K:) or the wide desert.

(TA.)—See also art. …

& The narp of cloth; (K;) as also&

and &#. (TA:) but it is improperly mentioned

in this art; ºr it is [originally &ºil of the

measure Jºi. (K.)

3 o

& of, or relating to, the e-l. (TA in art.

***)

SU-l

2 of

it: a foreign word, pronounced to be such

because J. and 3 do not occur in any one Arabic

word, (Msb,) not found in the poetry of the pagan

times, (Ibn-Dihyeh in TA art. Jº...,) nor in the

language of those times, (Shifā el-Ghaleel, ibid.,)
• 2 of -

[arabicized from the Persian SU-1, A master:

(MF:) a skilful man, who is held in high estima

tion: (Msb:) a preceptor; a tutor; a teacher:

a craftsmaster: (Ibn-Dihyeh; and Golius on the

authority of Meyd:) [and so in the present day;

as also tº: and ulti :] also applied by the vulgar

to a eunuch; because he generally tutors childreni

(Shifá el-Ghaleel, and Ibn-Dihyeh :) pl. J35U.)

(Harp. 377) (and 3.5L and ºf; and vul.

garly, in the present day,sº and sºil.

Jy-l

2- 92 o - - - -

3-1; see art. 3)', in which, and in art. J.-,

it is mentioned: but this is its proper place, if it

be an arabicized word: in the T it is mentioned

in art.Jº

J

• E •

1. 4-1 (S.M., A, K.) aor. -, (K) inf n. 42,

(TA) f He (a man, M) was, or became, like a

lion, ($, M, A, K,) in his boldness, (A,) and his
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other dispositions; (S, A, TA;) as also Y --tº- ;

(M, A, K.) and "...tº (see 3-5)] … to:

wards him, or against him. (A) You say

2.8 & 3. [A lion bearing evidence of being

iike a lion in boldness]; an extr. phrase, like

ai-ji i., ii-; (TA) which is Isaid to be] the

only other instance of the kind. (TA in art. Ge-.)

[Hence the saying,) 3- &- $1% º Jé-3 13|

t[When he comes in, he is like a lynac; and nºhen

he goes out, he is like a liºn • * ºl. (S, from

a trad.) You say also, asſe J-M meaning t He

became emboldened against him; (TA;) as also

* -t-. (S, Mºb, K.) And t He was, or be

came, angry with him : (M, L, K:*) or (so

accord. to the M and L, but in the K “and,”)

behaved in a light and hasty manner, or foolishly,

or ignorantly, tonards him. (M., L., K.”)–

-i. (S, K,) aor. as above, (K,) and so the inf. n.,

(TA) also signifies + He (a man, S) became

stupified (S, K) by fear ($) at seeing a lion. (S,

K.) Thus it has two contr. meanings. (K.)=

3-, aor. : , i. q.& [+ He bit another with his

teeth, like as does the beast of prey: or he reviled,

vilified, or vituperated, another; charged him

with a vice or fault or the like; or assailed him

with foul language, such as displeased him]. (K.)

–See also 4.

2 : see 4.

4. -ī, (§, M, Mºb, K) or 2:29:2–1. (A)

inf n. Su-15 (TA) and 2-2, (S.K.) in which
the [i. e. the second 1, for 2-1 is originally

... ii. is changed into 5; ($;) and "...i; (K;)

f He incited him (namely a dog) to the chase.

($, M, A, Mºb, K.')—-Sºl & 2-1 : He

incitedthe dogs to attack one another. (A), And

235) Jº 3-), ..(S, M, A, L, Mºb,) inf. n. xu-15

(Msb;) or W. J.), aor. : ; (K;) t He excited

discord, dissension, disorder, strife, quarrelling,

or animosity, betneen, or among, the people, or

cºmpany of men. (S. M. A. L. Mºb, K.)=

Jº-Jº Jº-1 Hejourneyed with energy; syn. oxl.-l;

(IJ, M ;) from which it is probably formed by

transposition. (M.)

5: see 1.

10. -t-. He called a lion. (M.)=See 1,

in two places. – t He became accustomed, or

habituated, [to a thing, as a dog to the chase,] .

and emboldened; syn. & 4. (Msb.)– t It (a

plant, or herbage,) became strong, and tangled, or

luauriant: (S:) or became tall and large : or

grew to its utmost height: (M:) or attained its

full growth, and became tangled, or lururiant,

(M) and strong: (TA:) or became tall, and dry

(-i- [perhaps a mistake for Jºji, as in the S

and M,1) and large, (A, TA,) and spread every

may : (A:) or became tall, and attained its full

growth. (K)=3-ºi (K, TA, (or 3-fºil

in the CK <º) He (a man, TA) was, or

became, ercited, roused, provoked, (ś, K, TA,

in the CK &#) or incited. (TA.)

3. [The lion;] a certain beast of prey, (M,

Bk. I.

TA,) well known: (M, A, Msb, K.) IKh and

others have mentioned more than five hundred

names for it; and it is said to have a thousand

names [in the Arabic language; but these, with

few exceptions, are epithets used as substs.] :

(TA) pl. [of pauc.) ºf (Š, K [in the TA

with two hemzehs, &ii, which is the original

form, but deviating from the regular pronuncia

tion,]) and su." (S, M, K) and [of mult.] 3.

($, M, Mºb, K) and 3: (S) and ºi (S.M.

Mşb, K,) the last two of which are contractions

of the form next preceding them, (S,) and&

(K) and 'kºt, (Mºb, K) the last called by

some a pl., but [rightly] said by others to be

a quasi-pl. n. : (TA:) the female is called $32ſ;

(AZ, Ks, S, M, A, Mºb, K.) or 3-i is applied

to the male and the female, and sometimes the

female is called #32. (Mºb)—ºf 4. …iſ

is a phrase [meaning I found him to be a man

of exceeding boldness; being] expressive of an

intensive degree of boldness. (Mughnee in art.

~)—4-8 +The constellation Leo. (Kzw, &c.)

(See £531.1—And + The star Cor Leonis, or

Regulus. (Kzw, &c.) [See ãº-l.

3-11 [Like a lion;] bold; daring; as also

W . Ts * - #2 * • #2 * >

*~! and "Jºt. [and * 3-tº-3 (see 10)].

(Mgb.) You say 3-f 3. [A bold, or fierce,

lion], adding the latter word to give intensiveness

of signification. (IAer, M.)—[Its fem.] #3–

[app. applied to a bitch] signifies +Accustomed,

Or habituated, [to the chase,] and emboldened ;

syn. *jº. (K, TA, in the CK *gue.) [See

also 10.]

$3- A [kind of enclosure for the protection

ofcamels, sheep, or goats, such as is called] à-la

(K.) [Like $3.1– [See also 3-, of which
it is the fem.] • •

3 • ?

(sº, with damm, (IB, K,) thus correctly

written, (IB) in the L (and Si ºi, (TA)

A kind of garments or cloths (29, Š, for which

is put, in the K, erroneously, $13, TA): occur

ring in a poem of El-Hoteiàh, (S,) who likens

thereto an extensive, even, waterless desert. (L.)

IB says that he is in error who mentions it in
3 #

the present art. : Aboo-'Alee says that (sº and

3 of 2 . -

Us.) are quasi-pla. of 3- and Jº as signifying

3 * • * * * : * , o ż2 of

(s. 29, and originally &ºi and &ºi;
2 of o “

like as 3,4- is a quasi-pl. of3. (L.) [But see

art. 3- and Jº-.]

6 : 6 :

Jºe”! : see J-l.

• - 2 - ? • *

isut (S,K) and isºfº) i.g. štº (A pillon,
&c.]: ($, K:) like &tº for&. (TA.)

.x.5 o

J-3, f One niho trains a dog, or dogs, to the

chase. (L, Mºb.)

• 2 - ? -

3.A.L.” A place in which are lions: (Msb, K:)

or <t. Jº a land having lions in it : (S, A:)

or a land abounding with Jions: (M, R:) pl.
2 * * 5 *

~ue. (A.)– See also A-l.

* - 22

~~~ 6 :

• ?. 2 . see Jº-l.

º-º-º:

-

j-"

1. ºi (S.M.A.) aor. 2, inf n.ºſ ($, M,K)

and jº , (M, TA,) He bound, braced, or tied,

him, [namely, his captive,) or it, (S, M, A, K,)

namely, his -: [or camel's saddle], (S, A,) or

his horse's saddle, (A,) neith an jº! , i.e. a thong

of untanned hide, (S, A,) by tying the two ex

tremities of the Jºe of the camel's saddle, or

of the curved pieces of nood of the horse's saddle.

(A.)–Also, aor. as above, and so the inf. n.,

i. e. g. (S, Mºb) and ju, (Lth, S.) He made
him a captive; captived him; or took him a

prisoner; nihether he bound Jim with an jº,

or did not; (S;) as also V ºl, of the same form

as ºf; (Msb;) and "9-º-, accord. to a

trad., in which it occurs thus used, transitively:

(Mgh :) and he imprisoned him. (TA, from a

trad) — Also, (S, Mºb) inf. m. ºi, (Mºb)

+ He (God) created him, or formed him, (S,

Mºb,) in a goodly manner. (Mgb.) You say,

2.8 &- 379- God created him, or formed

him, in the best manner. (Fr, T.A.)—- (S,

A,) aor. 44; (S;) or -, wrºt, (IKtt;) or

4; 25 (M) inf n. 2 (M, and so in a
copy of the S,) or the latter is a simple subst.;

(M, IKtt;) He (a man, S, A) suffered suppres

sion of his urine. (S, M., IKtt, A.) [See Jºi.

below.]

[2. 2: He bound, or tied, tight, fast, or

firmly. (So accord. to Golius; but for this he

names no authority.)]

4:

43 - x 0 , e. w 9.

5. Jºš asſe 2-0 + Such a one excused himself

to him, and was slow, or tardy : (AZ, T, K:")

thus as related by Ibn-Hánee from AZ : as

A’obeyd relates it from him, cºu; but this is a

mistake: it is correctly with J. (T.)

* 28- as , oedº - - -

8. 3-39, int n. L-3) Iwritten with the dis

junctive alif ju-3)]; for rº, inf. n. ju-ji: See

art. J-e-

w - 2 O

see 1.

10. 3.xx.1) 2-tº- He submitted himself as a

captive to the enemy. (Mgh.) You say, **,

meaning Be thou a captive to me. ($)= See

also 1.

!ºf i. q. 34, q. v. (S.) Hence the saying,

** &* & This thing is for thee, or is

thine, [lit.] with its thong of untanned hide

[wherewith it is bound]; meaning, allºgether;

like as one says, <!. (S.) And 2-9 "Je

Take thou it all, or altogether. (Msb.) And

22, Jºãº *- The people came altogether.

(Aboo-Bekri)— Strength of make, or form. (M,

K.) [Accord. to the copies of the K in my

hands, it also signifies Strength of natural dis

position; but instead of gºº, in those copies,

8
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we should read &és, agreeably with other

lexicons, as is implied in the TA : see 1.] You

say, Ji- 2: *** & f Such a one is of

strong, firm, Or compact, make, or form. (TA.)

of 2 of , o .

– ºf U.S.A., in the Kur [lºxvi. 28], means

t We have strengthened their make, or form :

(S, A, Msb:) or, their joints : or, their two

sphincters which serve as repressers of the urine

and feces (bºls Jº Jºaº), which contract

when the excrement has passed forth; or the

meaning is, that these two things do not become

relaxed before one desires. (IAgr, K.)

o #

Jºi, (§, M., IKit, A,) a subst, (M., IKit) as

also vºi, (M, Lb,) meaning Suppression of the

urine : (§, M, &c. :) suppression of the feces

is termed}*- : (S:) or a dribbling of the urine,

nith a cutting pain in the bladder, and pangs

like those of a female in the time of parturition.
… O 2 * ~ *

(IAar.) You say, 3-ºl ejé-1 [Suppression of

urine, &c., took him, or affected him]. (A.) And
- 1 => x >2 o 3 •

9-1 aſſ! ătă [May God give him a suppression

of urine, &c.]: ** of imprecation. (A.)—

Hence, (M) ºf 3,4 (IAar, $, M, A, K) and
• ? .2 % = * *

}: * and J.S. 392 (Expositions of the Fs)

and 2– $54, (IAar, K,) or this is a corruption,

(K,) or a vulgar mistake, (A,) and should not

be said, (Fr, S, A,) unless meant to be used as

ominous of good, (A,) A stick, or piece of nood,

which is put upon the belly of a man affected by

a suppression of his urine, (S, A, K, &c.,) and

which cures him. (A.)

s. 2 6 of

2-1 : see 2-l.

• * *

§: +A man's kinsmen that are more, or most,

nearly related to him; his near kinsmen : (S,”

M, A,” Msb,” K :) or a man's nearer, or nearest,

relations on his father's side : (Aboo-Jaafar En

Nahhás:) so called because he is strengthened

by them. (S, A.)

* A thing with which one binds; (M,K;)

a thong of untanned hide, (S, A, Msb,) with

which one binds a camel's saddle, (As, S,) [as
• 5 og

also juel, and a captive ; and so 2-1, q.v.:

(S:) and a rope, or eord, with mhich a captive

is bound ; and a pair of shackles: (TA:) pl.
...) 2 J. e. ºw e

}: (M, K.) [See also 1.] You say,* J

âlû He untied his thong of untanned hide

wherenvith he was bound, and released him. (A.)

=See also 3-i.

2-1 i a "lºt, 6, TA) Bound with an

jº!: (M, TA:) shackled: (K:) imprisoned:

(Mujáhid, M, K:) captived, or a captive; (S,

M, K;) absolutely, (TA,) although not bound

with an Ll (S:) and "ju. is sometimes used

in the same sense. (Msb.) Jº-1 is also applied as

an epithet to a woman, (Mgh, Msb,) when the

woman is mentioned; but otherwise ā- is used

as the fem.: you say, à-S < tº [I slen, the

- 2? -- că,

female captive], like as you say, alº <ſ.

(Mº.) The pl. i. Jºi ($, M, Mºb, K) and

iſ,…" (M, K) and (ºgeord. to several authors, pls.
• o ż - - * -

of Jº, TA) jºi ($, M, Mºb, K) and Jºi.

(M, K:) the first of these forms of pl. is proper

to epithets applied to those who are hurt or

afflicted in their bodies or their intellects: (Aboo

Is-hák:) it is used in this instance because a

captive is like one wounded or stung. (Th, M.)

e J 2 *. 2.

tº- 2-9 [in the CK, erroneously, 2-5)

The thongs of the horse's saddle, whereby it is

bound: (K:) accord, to the more correct opinion,

a pl. without a sing. (M.F.)

*: See>. A camel's saddle bound nith

aſſº jºl; pl. J-º. (TA.)—t A man, and a

beast, having strongly-knit joints. (M.)-A

man suffering suppression of his urine. (S.)

-Pºla-l

9 -o 3 of * 2° 2 o ż

-Pºla-' orJºjº, [accord. to different copies

of the K, and with Jo in the place of v,

[from the Greek áorpoxaſ?év, An astrolabe ; a

word of which F gives the following fanciful

derivation:] “ºy was a man who traced some

lines, and founded upon them calculations; whence

~$ jºi [the lines of Láb], from which was

formed the compound word -S)-la-', and

-Syla-el, the J. being changed into Jo because

of the le following. (K in art. •S).) It is either

an arabicized or a post-classical word: accord. to

the Niháyet el-Adab, the names of all the instru

ments by which time is known, whether by means

of calculation or water or sand, are foreign to the

Arabic language. (M.F.)

v.A.''

1. J., aor. , inf n. Jºi, (M, Mºb, K.) He

grieved, lamented, or regretted : and he was angry:

(Msb:) or he grieved eacceedingly: and he was

exceedingly angry: (M :) or he grieved most

intensely: (K:) some say that -i. signifies the

grieving for a thing that has escaped; not in an

absolute sense: (MF:) or it properly signifies

the rising, or snelling, or mantling, of the blood

of the heart, from desire of vengeance; and when

this is against an inferior, it is anger; but when

against a superior, it is grief. (Er-Răghib.) Mo

hammad, being asked respecting sudden death,

--iāº; cººl i-9,

or accord. to one recital, W -ā-, i. e. [Rest, or

ease, to the believer, and an act ofpunishment] of

anger [to the unbeliever], or of one nho is angry.

(K.) You say, 33 u. Jé -º-, inf. m. as above;

($5) and "Jºu; (S.M. K3') He grieved, or

lamented, for, or at, or regretted, most intensely,

what had escaped him: ($, M,'K.) and afte-à-i,

(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) he was angry with

him, or at it : ($, K:) or 13é Jé& -ā-

34-3, and "Jºu, signify, accord to some, such

a one grieved, or lamented, for, or at, such and

such things which had escaped him: or, accord.

to others, grieved, or lamented, most intensely.

(IAmb.) ºf in the Kur xviii. 5 means, accord.

to Ed-Dahhák, tº- [i. e. In grief, or in most

violent grief, &c.]: or, accord. to Katádeh, in

anger. (TA) And -ºº: Jé úzi (, in the

answered, saying, Asºº

Kur [xii. 84], means* tº [0 my grief for

Joseph : or O my most violent grief]. (TA.)

4. 4-1 (in [some of] the copies of the K,

erroneously, 4.i. TA) He angered him; made

him angry: ($, M,” O, L., Msb, K.) and he

grieved him; made him to grieve, or lament. (M,”

TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.—sº 34:6 f i. q.

<<3 [app. meaning His hand became bruised,

or mangled; or became cracked, or chapped].

(M, TA.)

Jºint n of 1, which see throughout. [Used
6.- ... f.

as a subst., i. q. ašU-1.]

, of

-- (M,Mgh, Mºb) and "J-1 and "Jºi

and "J-ſ (M, TA) and "J.'ſ (M) Angry:

(Mgh, Mºb, TA:) or exceedingly angry. (M.)

For an ex. of the first, see 1. See also -º-, in

two places.

* 2 of 6 : 6 :

Jºã-l: see -à-l: and -à-l.

Jú ($, M, $gh, &c.) and Jú (IAth, K) A

certain idol, ($, M, K,) belonging to Kureysh, (S,

M,) as nas also ãº; ($;) the former of n!hich

was placed, by 'Amr Ibn-Lohei, upon Es-Safa,

and the latter upon El-Marneh; and he used to

sacrifice to them, in front of the Kaqbeh: (S, K:)

or, (S, M, K,) as some assert, (S,) these two were

tno persons of Jurhum, (S, K,) a man and a

woman, (M,) -3L) the son of 'Amr, and aljū

the daughter of Sahl, (S, K,) nºbo committed

fornication in the Kaabeh, and were therefore

changed into trvo stones, ($, M,K,) nhich Kureysh

afternards norshipped. (S, K.) [Other accounts

of them are also given, slightly differing from the

latter above.]

6 x £
- * : . 6 :

~33-1; see -ār-ſ, in two places: and see Ji.i.

-- Grieving, lamenting, or regretting, (K,”

TA,) most intensely, on account of a thing that

has escaped: (M, TA:) and quickly affected with

grief, ($, Mgh, K,) and tender-hearted; as also

"Jºi. (S. K.) or, as also " Jºi (M) and

"&ºi and "J-1 (M,TA) and "Jºi, (M)

grieving exceedingly: (M:) or grieved'. (TA:)

and sometimes the first signifies angry, and at the

same time grieving, or lamenting : (S:) pl. à.

(M) See also -i-i-A slaves (Isk,s, M.K.)

and a hired man: (ISk, M, K:) because of their

state of abasement and subjection: fem. with 3:

(M:) and pl. as above. (S, M.)—A captive.

(TA.)— A very old man : (K:) pl. as above:

so in a trad., in which the slaying of such is for

bidden. (TA.)– One who scarcely, or never,

becomes fat. (K.)—t A region, or country,

that does not give growth to anything, or produce
6. g º; ... • . -

any vegetation; as also isºſ and Vääu...' and

visuºis (M:) and **sū also signifies + thin,

or shallow, earth : (AHn, M:) and i-f Jº,

I thin, or shallow, earth, which scarcely, or never,

gives growth to anything, or produces any vegeta

tion : ($:) or which is not commended for its
a 2 - #

vegetation : (A, TA:) or, as also Vášu.j and
5, , ;

* 330.j, t thin, or shallow, earth: or such as does
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not produce vegetation; and Yi-f Jºit land

which scarcely, or never, produces vegetation. (K.)

6. . . ;

aşU.] [Grief, lamentation, or regret: and anger:

(see 1:) or] excessive grief; and excessive anger :

(M:) or most intense grief: (K:) a subst. from

-i-. (M, K.)-The state, or condition, of a

slave : (M, K:) and, of a hired man. (M.)-

t The state, or condition, of land rvhich scarcely,

or never, produces vegetation. (K, TA.)=See
* : .

Càº'ſ, in three places.

s. 2 # * f .

35U.) : see -ār-w!, in two places.

3 * 6 : 6 :

-j-l: see -ā-ſ: and LA-1.

*** [Ceruse; or nihite lead;] ashes of lead

Gºś, J-Lº sº, K, which last word is as

though it were added to explain that immediately

preceding, TA): when subjected to a fierce heat,

it becomes whati, ºrmed*: [so in the CK:

more probably gº-l:] it has clearing and miti

gating properties, (K,) and other useful qualities:

(TA:) an arabicized word [from the Persian

clº- isfédéj]. (K.)

J-l

1. Çi, aor. 2, inf. n. &i, He hit, hurt, or

wounded, her (a woman's)9& (TA.) And
2 # •

<<- She (a woman) was hurt, or mounded, in a

place not that of circumcision, [i. e., in her

9&,] by the circumcising Toman's missing the

proper place. (Mºb.) [See Jiaº.]

4.i. See Jºl.

5 o

3:1; see cººl.—Also The side of the

c. [i.e., of the poder, or of the anus]. (Sh,

TA) [Hence, one says ofa man, i. 4. 3. tº,

meaning He is but a stinking fellon. (TA.)

gº" (T, S, M, Mgh, Sgh, Mºb, K) and

cº, (M,K,) The two sides [or labia majora]

of the vulva, or external portion of the female

organs of generation, (T, S, Mgh, Mgb,) i. e., of

a noman, above [or rather nithin] the cº;

(Mgh; the 9%iº being the two borders thereof;

T, Mºb;) i.e. the cºff thereof; ($ and M and

L in art. 355) the two sides, on the right and left,

of the vulva, or external portion of the organs of

generation, of a woman, between nihich is the

J. : (Zjin his “Khalk el-Insán”) or [accord. to

some, but incorrectly, thecº [in the CK the

*] of the~, [here meaning, as in many other

instances, the vulva, i. e. cººl, (M, K,) or of the

4.- [which also means the vulva, but seldom that

of a woman]: (El-Khárzenjee:) or [agreeably

with general usage, and with the explanations

given before this last, its two sides, next to its

º : (M, K:) º, [what is the same, its

3,333. (K:) Pl: A-l (El-Khárzenjee, K) and

ſquasi-pl. ns.] "Jº, and "Jºi. (M., K.)

ié, i. A woman hit, hurt, or mounded, in

her ºº:: (TA:) a woman (Msb) hurt, or

wounded, in a place not that of circumcision, by

the circumcising woman's missing the proper

place; ($, Msb, K3) [i. e.,] hurt, or wounded,

by that cause, in her tººk (T, TA.)

J-l

Jºi, aor. , (§, M, K) inf. m. iv., (S.M.,

IAth,) It was smooth and even : (M:) it (any

thing) was lank : (S:) it (a cheek, M, IAth, K)

was smooth and long : (M :) or long, or oblong,

and not high in its ball: (IAth:) or long, (K,

TA,) soft in make, (TA,) and lank. (K, TA.)

itſ in the cheek of a horse is approved, and is

an indication of generous quality: you say, &:
w.e. • -f * w ºf n,” - *

22- ºuel &é •34 it. [The smoothness and

longness, &c., of his cheek tells of the generous

origin of his ancestor]. (AO, Z.)=See also 2.

2. Aºi He made it (an iron thing) thin. (TA.)

[He made it (anything) sharp, or pointed. (See

the pass. part. n., below.)]—jkº Jº, inf. n.

3.

J-5, The rain moistened to the measure of the

ači [or thin part] of the arm. (K.) When it

has moistened to the measure of the aºlás [or

thick part] of the arm, you say of it24°, inf. n.

g ©.” g

lººkaj : one says, 2.

o e a # 0 , 22 o 2 o ~ * • 6 -

- ~! cºlae stºle -ā-

<he [Hon n’as your rain 2 Did it moisten to

the measure of the thin part of the arm, or did it

moisten to the measure of the thick part thereofºl.

(TA) And sº Jºi. (TA) or "Jº, (M, Iso

in a copy of that work, but probably a mistran

scription,]) The moisture reached to the measure

of the aſſi. (M, TA)

5. & Jºb, (M.K.) as also ºt, (M., TA)

He resembled his father, (M, K, TA,) and as
* ~~~~

sumed his natural dispositions; and so aVºj.

(TA) [See Ju 1, below.]

J. [Rush, or rushes: so called in the present

day:] a kind of trees : (S:) or [rather] a kind

of plant, (M, Mgh, TA,) having shoots (M, Mgh)

which are slender, (Mgh,) without leaves; (M,

Mgh;) or of which the shoot is slender, and of

n:hich sieves are made ; as is said in the A; and

Sgh adds, [groning] in El-'Irak . (TA:) AHn

says, (TA,) accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, it is of the

kind called •ºi, and comes forth in slender

shoots, not having branches growing out from

them, nor nood, (M., TA,) and sometimes men

beat them, and make of them well-ropes and

other cords, (TA,) and it seldom or never grows

but in a place nherein is nater, or near to nater :

(M, TA:) AHn says [also], it signifies shoots,

or trigs, growing (M, K) long and slender and

straight, (M,) without leaves; of nºbich mats are

made: (M, K.) or it., (K) which is the n, un.

of J. applied to the plant mentioned above,

(M, K,) signifies any shoot, or twig, in which

is no crookedness. (K.)— Hence, (M,) t Spears;

(S, M, K;) as being likened to the plant men

tioned above, in respect of its evenness and length

and straightness and the slenderness of its ex

tremities: n, un, as above: (M:) and farrows,

or Arabian arron's; syn. J: ; (M, K:) applied

to both of these in a trad. of 'Omar, which refutes

an assertion that it is peculiarly applied to spears,

or long spears, and not to Jº: (A’Obeyd, TA:)

Sh says that it is applied to spears because of the

points of the heads fixed upon them. (TA.)-

t Any thin thing of iron, such as a spear-head, and

a sword, and a knife. (TA)—f The prickles of

palm-trees : (M, K.) n, un, as above: (M :)

by way of comparison [to the plant mentioned

above] : (TA:) or any long thorns, or prickles,

of a tree. ($.)—[See also what next follows.]

it. m. un, of Jº, q. v. (M, K.)— Hence,

by way of comparison, the significations here

following from the K. (TA.)—at Anything in

which is no crookedness. (M.)– f The thin

part of a blade of iron, such as that of an arrow

&c. : (M, K:) and of the fore arm; (S, M, K;)

i. e. the half thereof next the hand; the half

next the elbow being called the a.ſ.º. (K in

art. •lae.)- 1 The thin part, (S,) or extremity,

or tip, (M, K,) of the tongue; ($, M, K;) the

thick part thereof being called the a.ſ.º. (Kin

art, slae.) One says, &e cº-f <ºf

2,4- alſ t[The tips of their tongues are sharper

than the heads of their spears]. (A, TA.)-

f The nervus, (K,) or the eactremity thereof, (M,)

of a camel. (M, K.)– f The head, [or what we

term the toe, or foremost extremity, also called

-ºi and ič.] of a sandal; (M,K) which is

tapering. (M.)

i. an epithet applied to the letters j and J.

and Je because Pronounced with the tip of the

tongue. (TA.)

J- Smooth and even : (M, K:) anything

lank; (S, A.;) syn. kº, (A,) [i. e.] Jº-º:

(S, A:) applied to a cheek, (AZ, K, TA,) [smooth

and long : or long, or oblong, and not high in

its ball: (see 1:) or] soft, tender, thin, and even:

(AZ:) or long, (K, TA,) soft in make, (TA,)
w e … # 6 x >

and lank. (K, T.A.) You say *s-, Jº Jº,

A man having the cheek soft and long : (S:) and

in like manner, Jº a horse. (TA.) And Jé.

gºš ā- A hand small and slender, and

lank, or long, in the fingers. (TA.)

Jú a pl. having no sing. : (K:) mentioned

by ISk as a word of which he had not heard any

sing. (S.) You say, º' cº- J- Lske sº [in

the CK, erroneously, J-ºl He is of a semblance

and of characteristics and natural dispositions

n!hich are those of his father ; ($, K;) like

* (S.)

3:44 Anything sharpened, or pointed. (M,

K.) You say ãº. & An ear [of a horse

or the like] slender, pointed, and erect. (M.)

2-)

… • ,-

1. < a dial. var. of4-3, q. v. (TA.)

tº o

_o-wl: see art. 3-.

i.e., determinate, (S.M. K.) and imperfectly

decl., (M., Msb,) as a proper name, (Mºb, K,)

8 -
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The lion; & M, Mºb, K.) as also i.e.S.

($gh, K.)

- J

1. Óºi, aor. 2 (§, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and ,

(S, M.K.) inf n &ti ($, M, Mºb) and ºf:

(M3) and 3–1, aor. , ($, M, &c.) inf n.º
(S, M, Msb;) said of water, i. q. Jº-1 and Jº-1;

(S, K;) [i. e.] It became altered for the worse

(M, Mgh, Msb) in odour, (M.) [or in taste and

colour, from some such cause as long standing,

(see 3-5)] but neas drinkable; (M;) or so as not

to be drunk, (Mºb, TA) thus differing from 3

and &ei. (TA.) [See also Jºel.

3–1. see what follows.

3–1 (5, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "3-i, (5, Mgh,
Mşb,) applied to water, (S, Mgh, &c.,) i. q. cº

[and &-f ; ($, K;) [i. e.] Altered for the norse

(Mgh, Msb) in odour, (Mgh,) [or in taste and

colour, from some such cause as long standing,

but drinkable; (see above, and see 3-5)] Or

so as not to be drunk, (Msb, TA,) thus differing

from 3-1 and &ei. (TA:) pl. [of the former]

& [like asjºki is pl. of}*, or perhaps it

may have for its sing, ºi, like 3-il (M, TA)

c-12.É tº 3-, in the Kur (xlvii. 16], is ex

plained by Fr as meaning Of mater not altered

for the worse; not cºſ. (TA.)

3-'

- -> - - #.

1. ºn tº, (aor. 5-5, $) inf n, ºi and
zz

U-1, [but in the S, the latter seems to be men

tioned as a simple subst.,] He dressed the mound;

treated it curatively, or surgically. (S, M., K.)
--> 3 > • * > . 6 of . I

—[Hence, “Jº Jº S 2 & 1 (This is

an affair of nhich the evil (lit. the wound) will
o 2-0 . . ;

not be remedieſ, ($.)—[Hence also, sº u.",
- d - o

(first pers. $52,5, Mºb, infn. Sº, S, M) the

made peace, effected a reconciliation, or adjusted

a difference, between them ; (S, M, Msb, K;)

as also… "Jºi. (El-Muirri, TA)=\,-
28. -

aor. Jºº, inf. n. Li Or Jº, He grieved, or

mourned, (S.M., Mºb, K.) <ſe [for him, or it],
(M.K.) and **** Lºſe [for an affliction], and

sº [for such a one]. (S.) [This belongs to

the present art. and to art. ! ; but is distin

guished in the M and K by being mentioned only

in the latter art. ; though the inf. n. is mentioned

in the Kin both arts.] Hence the saying, it."
U.’)!& [Medicine dispels grief, or mourning].

(TA.)

%2.Jº see 1.= stºi, (S, M, K,) inf. n.

4.- :- * * *

4-9, (S. K.) i. g. 65e [He exhorted him, or en

joined him, to be patient; to take patience; or to

take eacample by, or console himself by the example

of him who had suffered the like affliction]; (S,

M, K, TA;) saying to him, Wherefore dost thou

grievº, or mourn, when such a one is thine example

(932-1)? i.e. what has befallen thee befell him,

and he was patient; therefore take thou example

by him and so be consoled (e. Jº). (TA.) You

say, *~~ sti i.e. $5. [He exhorted him, or

enjoined him, to be patient, &c., by mentioning

an affliction that had befallen another; unless

at-º-aº be a mistranscription for #-eº O72

account of an affliction]; as also Yºu", with

medd. (TA.)

3. J., &, (§, Mgh) inf n. *ś, (§,
M, K.) I made him my object of imitation

(J-1), [meaning I made myself like him, in

respect of my property: (S:) or I made him an

object of imitation [nith, or in respect of, my

property], I imitating his example, and he imi

tating my example: (Mgh:) and <!, is a dial.

var., but of weak authority: ($, Mgh :) and

Jºº [alone] he made me an object of imitation

to him by giving me of his property [and thus

reducing himself to my condition in some degree

n:hile in the same degree raising me to his]; (Ham

p. 696;) and •-3 [thus without a second ..] I

make him the object of my onwn imitation and so

share nith him my property: (Id p. 198:) or

atº ºuſ signifies he gave him of his property,

and made him an object of imitation in respect of

it : or only, of food sufficient for his want; not

of what is superabundant: (M, K:) whence the
o - - - © ... O of 2 x ~ y o -

saying, Jº J-35 Jºaº J-2 Jas Sº, all e

Júé [May God have mercy on a man who has

given of superabundance, and imparted of food

only sufficient for his want so as to make himself

equal nith him to whom he imparts of such food]:

(TA:) [and suſ signifies he shared nith him :

and he was, or became, equal with him : for]

ãºlsº occurs often in trads., signifying the

sharing nºith another, or making another to share

nvith one, in the means of subsistence [&c.]; and

is originally ſitºl, with , ; also, the being, or

becoming, equal nith another : (TA:) and you

say, J-º <!, meaning I made him equal njith

myself; in the dial, of El-Yemen arº-13. (Mºb.)

*** es J-ºl & J', in a letter of 'Omar,

means Make thou the people to share [alike], one

nvith another, in thy consideration and regard:

or, as some say, make thou them equal [in respect

thereof). (Mgh.) The saying US 3 cºus-l;2 u.

is explained in three different ways: accord. to

El-Mufaddal Ibn-Mohammad, it means Such a

one does not make such a one to share rvith him :

accord. to El-Muårraj, does not good. to such g

one; from the saying of the Arabs, Jºseº U'X3 vºl

Do thou good to such a one: or, "as some say,

does not give such a one any compensation for his

love, or affection, nor for his relationship; from

Jº, meaning Jºº ; being originally &#,

then *ś, and then •-5. : or it may be from
- 6 - J

tº- <!-i. (IDrd, TA.) [See also an ex. voce

§i)

4, Lí, see 2.

5. Jºb: see 8.– I q. J. [He took pa

tience; or constrained himself to be patient; or

he took eacample by, or became consoled by the

eacample of, another rvho had suffered in like

manner and had been patient]. (S, M., K.) You

say, * Jºb, i. e. * Jº [He took patience, or

constrained himself to be patient, by reflecting

upon him, or it; or he took eacample by him, or

became consoled by his example, meaning the

example of a person who had suffered in like

manner and had been patient]. (S.) [See 2.]
: e. D → … o. • *

6. 3.6 signifies Laxº evax, Jr.' [They imi

tated one another nith their property, one giving

of his property to another, so that they thus

equalised themselves; they imitated one another

and so shared together their property; they

shared, one nith another, in the means of subsist

ence, &c.; they were, or became, equal, one with

another: see 3]. ($, K.) A poet says,

• * 0. wd 2 * * >

• * J & Jºº J39, 33 °

• *-ū 25 ºu lº ºff

($) in which l, G is from it.}ºl; not from
Jºh as it is stated to be by Mºr, who says

that 19-U means 13-35 and 15.5-5. (IB, TA.)

[This verse is cited and translated in art. J., voce

Ji, q. v.]

8. as J.-S. [written with the disjunctive alif

J-º]] He imitated him; folloned his example;

did as he did, following his example, or taking

him as an eacample, an eacemplar, a pattern, or

an object of imitation; he took example by him;

(S, Mgh, Msb, TA;) as also * W Jº (Mºb,

TA:) he made him an object of imitation (º-ſ)

[to himself]. (M, K.) One says,& cº º

:* & Jº Do not thou imitate him who is not

for thee a [fit] object of imitation. ($, M.")

Q. Q. 1. as& [I made him to imitate him,

to follon, his example, or to take example by him;]

I made him an eacample, an eacemplar, a pattern,

or an object of imitation, to him : (M, K.) from

IAar: and if from isºl, as he asserts it be, the
- •; e. -a, o, o .

measure of this verb is strºkas, like strºys and

“…. (M.)

uſ or Jº Curative, or surgical, treatment.
~ :

(S.) [See the verb Ll.]= Grief, or mourning.
2 #

(S, K.) [See the verb Jºl.]

J - d ?g

J. : see Jº-l.

2 • * : ..
Jº Patience (S)=Also pl. of isºl, like

asJ is pl. of isºl (S. K." TA)

i,j.
• 2 of

33-'

* o 2 * *

i,j and Y isºf (Š, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and

W i,j, mentioned by Er-Răghib in one of his

works, (MF,) An example; an eacemplar; a

pattern; an object of imitatiºn; a person by

whom one takes example; syn. 3595 or 35-3 3. (S,

M, Msb, K5) each a subst, from ** Us-º!; (Mgh;)

i.e. a. J-4. tº : (TA:) explained by Er-Răghib

as meaning the condition in nihich is a man in

respect of another's imitating [him], whether

good or bad, pleasing or hurtful: (TA :) also

a thing [or person] by which one who is

} see what next follows.
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in grief, or mourning, takes example, (S, K,)

for the being consoled (sºu) thereby : (S:)

º a i - -

pl. J-1 and J-l; ($, K;) the former of the

first sing., and the latter of the second. (TA.)

The first of these meanings is intended in the

saying, is: º Jº G, and i,j [I have in

such a one an eacample, &c.]. (S.) The saying,

sº * -º &. sº es- tº is tropical,

meaning f There is nothing but the dust of the

earth, or ground, that follows the dust. (Mgh.)

–Also an inf. n., [or rather a quasi-inf. n.,] syn.

with […] [inf n of 8]. (TA)

&: Grieping, mourning, or sorronful; (M,

K.) as also &ºi and "J., (M in art. Ls”),) or

"J-1, (K in art. J-, [to which alone the first

of these three belongs, but the second and third

may be regarded as belonging either to that art.

or to the present,J) or "J-1. (Msb.) [See art.

J-l.] It is [sometimes fºllowed by Óli [as

an imitative sequent corroborating its meaning].

(M) .

fº! and w;ºf A medicine, or remedy; ($, M,

K;) the latter, (S,) or each, (TA,) particularly

a vulnerary: ($, TA:) pl. [of each, as is indicated

in the TA,) i-1. (M, K.)-The former is also

a pl. of ºl. ($, M, K.)

::f: see what next precedes.

ū- i. 4. *::::: (S, M, K;) i. e., Dressed;

or treated curatively, or surgically; applied to a

wound. (S, M.”)= See also &ºi.

i.e.: Medical, curative, therapeutical, [or sur

gical, treatment. g(Ibn-El-Kelbee, $gh, K.) By

rule it should be ſix-l.] with kesr. ($gh, TA)

J." A physician; one skilled in medical, cura

tive, therapeutical, [or surgical, treatment [par

ticularly of wounds]; pl. it. and {-1} ($,M,

K;) said by IJ to be the only instance of akaš

and Juas interchangeable except åle, and leg pls.

of 85: (M.) and &sº occurs [as its pl.) in a

verse of Hoteiàh. (S, TA.)- With the people

of the desert, (S,) [its fem.] i- signifies tA

female circumciser [of girls]. (S, K. [mentioned

in the latter in art. J-l.])=See also &ºl.
3, #2

- 2 #2 : :

1. G- aor. Us-9, inf. n. J- or ºl, JHe

grieved, or mourned, (S, M, Msb, K,) aske [for

him or it]. (M, K.) See art. 3-1.

-, [agreeably with analogy, as part. n. of

- aw 3

J-1(M) or 'J', (K) or "Jºi. (Mb) and

"&i, (M.K.) a dial var. of Öği, (TA, [see

art. 3-1,1) Grieving, mourning, or sorronful :

(M, Msb, K:) fem. [of the first, or second,)
• of

à-1, (M) or i-7, (K) and [of cº-) iº
- 2 of • 2 - 5

(M, K) and sºlº (TA) pl. [of cº-) &ºi

(M, K) and &ºu...] [which is extr. and somewhat
6 , , of:

doubtfull (K) and [of 43'-'ll eulºſ and [of

J- or of i-fi ºf (M,K) and [of J-)

&ºi (K)

g

| : see above.

à-1, mentioned in this art in the K: see J."

in art. 3-'. 2

~~!

* 22 f 6 & 8

1. Aºi, aor. 2, (M, K,) inf. n. -º), (M., TA,)

He mired it. (M.K.).And ºil ºf ($)

or W.2:#, inf. n. 3.2% (TA;) I miced the

peogle together. (STA)–Also, aor. as above,

(S, K,) and *, (K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) t He

charged him with a vice, fault, or the like ;

blamed, censured, or reprehended, him: ($, K:)

or he aspersed, reviled, or reproached, him, and

miced upfalsehood inhis aspersion ofhim. (TA.)

You say also, 2 tº aºſ [i. e. 5- or 2-tºl t He

cast upon him a stigma, Orºº, by

n:hich he became knomºn : (Lh, TA :) or he cast

a censure, or reproach, upon him, and involved

him in it. (TA)= i, º, aor. , (A.K.)

inf n. *; (TA) and "-juj (Ki) or <-

iá'í ; (S;) The collection of trees, or the thicket,

nvas, or became, dense, tangled, confused, inter

trined, or complicated: ($, K:) or very dense, or

much tangled or confused, so as to be impassable.

(AHn, A)—[Hence...… ºn--it Their

speech, one nith another, became confused, Or

intricate. (TA.) – And24 3:) ~ Evil

clave to the ignoble. (A.) - - -

2. ii, in n. *-*. He rendered it (,

collection of trees) dense, tangled, confused, inter

tn-ined, or complicated. (K) -2;iſ & :

O. , 6. •

see 1. —ºvº Ağı ~3. + He made their

speech, one mith another, confused, or intricate.

(TA)—2. 5:1 ~3. + He occasioned con

fusion, discord, or mischift between them. (Lth.)

And hence, (TA,) J-sº signifies also The ea:-

citing discord, dissension, disorder, strife, quar

relling, or animosity, (S,K,TA,)2%& betn!een, |
2.

or among, a people. ($, T.A.)

5. <t : see 1. – lºt. + They were, or

became, mired, or confounded together; as also

* ,<! [written with the disjunctive aliflºº!).

(S, K.)- They assembled, or congregated, them

selves (A, K) from different parts; (TA;) as

also ".…. (K.) And ºf , it They drew

themselves together to him, (K, TA,) and crowded

densely upon him; or collected themselves together

to him, and surrounded him. (T.A.)

8: see 5, in two places.

3. inf. n. of<!. (TA.)-[Hence,) Con

fusedness; dubiousness: so in the saying, cº-º-3
~ : o … .” --> - -_º

--> Us: º abs 23; i.e. Jº) Jº. ($.)

See art. -º-º.—Also An abundance of trees.

(TA.) In a trad. of Ibn-Umm-Mektoom, Jº,
o w ... • 5 • *O-- o, 6 - 9 x .a- - • 6

**!" Jº Jº Jae-yº ~ *2 Jº Jº Jº-y

2-is means Verily I am a blind man, [and]

between me and thee are palm-trees confusedly

disposed; therefore grant thou me indulgence

nºith respect to [coming to thee to perform the

prayers of] the nightfall and the daybreak. (K,”

MF, TA.)

Jºel Dense, tangled, confused, intertnyined,

or complicated; applied to a collection of trees:

(S, TA:) or so dense, or so much tangled or con

fused, as to be impassable; applied to a thicket:

(A:) and a place abounding with trees: (TA:)

applied also to t a collection of clouds, meaning

commingled: (A:) and to t a number, meaning

intricate, or confused. (S, TA.) It is said in a

prov., tº: &l= Ö3 * 44.2, (A,) meaning

t[Thy stock is an appertenance of thine] although

it be thorny and intricate or confused. (TA.

[See art. Jage.])

it: f A medley, or mired or promiscuous

multitude or assemblage, of men, or people; (S,

A, L, K;) congregated from every quarter: (L:)

pl. *i. (S, K.”) You say, ići§s f These

are a collection [of people] from different places.

(TA.). Also f Miatures of unlanful and lan:-

ful kinds of property: (A:) or what is mixed

with that which has been unlanfully acquired;

(K, TA;) that in rehich is no good; (TA;) of

gains: pl. as above. (K, T.A.)

• * ...) * 8.

J.--J) -3 ºue t Not pure in his grounds of

pretension to respect. (ISd, T.A.) [See also what

follows.]

J.º. &- and J-34 t[A miaced collection

of people] (A)—3.3% &Sº, (S.K.') with

fet-h [to the Jº), (K,) in one copy of the K,
6 º' 2 p.

Jºãº, (TA,) t Such a one is of miced, not of

pure, race, or lineage. ($, K.)

rtſ

1. ºi, (S, Msh, K) aor. 2, (ISk, MS) or ,

(Msb) infin. ii, (Mºb) He divided [or sared]

a piece of wood (Isk, Mºb, K) with the jº,
(S, Msb, K;) as also 3% and 23. (Msb, T.A.)

—º sº, aor. : , ſº; accord. to the Mºb,

it seems to be *,] inf. n. jºi; (K;) and W ºi,

(K,) inf. n. 3.2%; (S;) She (a woman, TA)

made her teeth serrated, (S, K,) and sharpened

their eactremities, (S,) to render them like those

of a young person: but a curse is denounced in a

trad. against her who does this. (TA.) [See alsº

art. Jºº-l =}ºl, aor. 4, (S, Mºb, K.) infin. Jºi,

(S, A, Msb,) He eaculted, or eaculted greatly, or

eaccessively; and behaved insolently and unthank

fully, or ungratefully: ($," A,” Mºb, K,” TA:)

or he erulted by reason of realth, and behaved

with pride, and self-conceitedness, and boastful

ness, and want of thankfulness : or he behaved

with the utmost eacultation, &c.; or he rejoiced,

and rested his mind upon things agreeable with

natural desire. (T.A.) [See*]

2 : see 1.

[8. &:#, written with the disjunctive alif

<!, She invited another to make her teeth
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serrated and to sharpen their eactremities; as also

W cºu-l. See the act. part. ns, below: and see

also tºs-l.]

10: see 8.

6 of

jºl:

a 2 & 6.:
:, ; ) See jº".

s

j

6 p.

A. -

:

|

2í (S, A, Mºb, K) and ºf and "ºi and

w}: (K) and Y& (S, K) Eculting, or eacult

ing greatly, or eaccessively; and behaving insolently

and unthankfully, or ungratefully: ($," A,” Mºb,

K,” TA:) or eaculting by reason of nealth, and

behaving with pride, and self-conceitedness, and

boastfulness, and want of thankfulness : or

behaving with the utmost exultation, &c.; or

rejoicing, and resting the mind upon things agree

able nith natural desire : (TA:) pl. [of the first]
• 2 • * > *

&ºi and [of the second] &ºi (L.K) and [of
• 2 :

the first four] }: (K [accord. to the TA, but not

in the copies of the K in my banjº) and (of

&#1, TA) sº (K) and sº (Š, K) and
- - g * ~ of

sº (K.) One says, jºi *i; and " &

&#, using the latter word in each, instance as

º © ..."

an imitative sequent. (TA.)-3-ºl ºf 1 Light

ning flashing repeatedly to and fro. (A.)–

2.& f A plant, or herbage, eatending beyond

its proper bounds. (A.)

s 2 #

3:1; see what next follows.

;: clºt and *::: and º, (S, K,) which

last is a pl., (K) In his teeth is a serration, (S,

K,) and a sharpness of the extremities [such

as is seen in the teeth of young persons]; ($;)

which is sometimes natural and sometimes arti

ficial; (K;) and [naturally] only in the teeth of
20 of

young persons. (TA.) Hence the prov., Lºe!
- d > •o ~ * 2 # - 2 * *

32- -à-8-3 *. (S.) [See art. 25.]– ºl

J-ºl ! The teeth of the reaping-hook, or sickle.

(K.)

s. 2 # - g =

5, ºl, and its dual: see 2-ºl.

~ of 33 c 3

ty ºl āºol A very eaculting wish : occurring in

the Mo'aiiakah of El-Hárith Ibn-Hillizeh. (EM

p. 272.)

* , of * . ; .

cººl : see rºl, in two places.

• * * • * *

jºl; see rºl.

}:ſ Dividing [or sanying], or one who divides

[or san's], wood, with the jū. (Mºb.)—

[Hence,) The prickles [or serrated parts] of the

shanks of the locust; (K5) as also "?…G. (TA)
32 c : • 6 - • 6 x

—Also, and ºf and "juif, A joint (i.ie)

at the eactremity of the tail of the locust, like two

claws; (K;) which two things are also called

W cºi and W cºttº. (TA.)— §: A woman

who sharpens the extremities of her teeth [and
* * g .

makes them serrated : see 1]. (Msb.)=3. *A*

a , 3.

An arm, or a hand, saron off; i. q " £2%us:
0. - •

(ISk, S, Msb, K:*) like a**!, a tº in the sense
* … o. - -

of acºre. (§.)

º

* orś, as in different Lexicons, (TA)

[the former in the K, The thing with mhich the

locust, bites: pl. Jºº. (K.)- See also the pl.

WOce jºl.

2.É. Anything (TA) made thin [and serrated].

(K.) [Hence,)}% 3.3 A front tooth serrated

and sharpened at the extremity. (TA) And

hence, (TA) cººl #4 is applied to the

beetle [as meaning Having the fore shanks formed

thin, and serrated]. (S, TA.)

juit. (S, Mºb, K, &c.) [A san's] an instru

ment mith n:hich nood is divided; (Mºb, K. ;), as

also tºº, from $3; (Mºb, TA;) and jº:

(TA) pi. 3.5%. (ISk, Mºb, TA)—See also
this word and its dual voce jºl.

* Wood divided [or san,n] with the jtë.

(Mgb.) See also Pi—ºt. A woman nºho

has the extremities of her teeth sharpened [and

serrated artificially: see 1]. (Mgb.)

5.4, applied alike to the male and the female,

($) to a she-camel and a courser, ($, K,) and a

man and a woman, (TA) Brisk; lively; sprightly.

(S,” K.)
6, , e.g. • ?-e

3,355.. and W 3, ºut. A woman who invites

[another] to make her teeth serrated [and to

sharpen their extremities: see 1]. (K.)

a. * * *

3, ºut-o: see what next precedes.

-àº)

, 0.

&

Lº!, of the measure Jº, [and therefore

fem., and imperfectly decl.,] (S, Msb,) accord, to

somej. but accord. to others, of the measure Jaśl,

like &-e! , as Kh is related to have said, (Msb,)

which latter is said by IB to be the correct mea

sure, the [incipient] 1 being augmentative, and

the word [masc.,] with tenween, [i. e. Jºl

perfectly decl.: (TA:) The instrument belonging

to the -ºl [or server of skins, or leather]; ($,”

Msb, TA;) i. e., with nºbich he sens; and the

instrument nºith which he bores, or perforates:

(TA:) the instrument for boring, or perfºrating,

(K in art. Usº) belonging to the aaºu-l; said

by ISk to be that which is used for nater-skins,

or milk-skins, and leather nater-bags, and the

like; that used for sandals, or shoes, being called

-ie- ($ and TA in art. Jº, ) and the

[instrument called] 35- nºith nihich shin, or
- º -- 0

leather, is served: (K in art. Lºº :) i. q j, k→ :

(Mgh in art. Jº 9 pl. º. ($, Mgh, Mºb,

K: [in the CK, erroneously, Jºi.) In the K,

in the present art., -āº is put, by a mistake

of the copyists, for -ºš. (TA.) See also art.

Usº.

Jº!

1. º. 3 ºf i, 4.4%, q.v. (TA)

cºl

wº 2 of

5. Jºu He washed his hands with Jººſ [q.v.

infra]. (Mgb, K.)

2 * *

ãº [applied in the present day to Moss : and

particularly, tree-moss; in Persian 2.É. but]

Lth says, (TA,) it is a thing that winds itself

upon the trees called *sº and* [oak and

pine] as though it were pared off from a root

(Ge &- 3, #. 3té); and it is sneet in odour,

and white; (K, TA:) Az says, I do not think it

to be [genuine] Arabic. (TA.)

&: and &é, , (Mºb, K,) but the former is

of higher authority than the latter, (TA,) i. q.

Jº- [Kali, or glasswort]: (Msb in the present

art. ; and S, A, Mgh, M5b, K, in art. Jaya- :)

[and also potash, which is thence prepared;] a

thing, or substance, well known, (K, TA,) with

which clothes and the hands are nashed; (TA;

[see Jº ;]) good, or profitable, [as a remedy] for

the mange, or scab, and the itch; clearing to the

complexion, cleansing, emmenagogue, and abortive.

(K.)

• 2 > 0 } . © 2 2 of

aſſuºl A vessel for Jay- [or for cººl as

meaning potash]; syn.iº- (A in art. Jay-)

3 ... • ? - 2 o #

Cººl A seller of Jºl. (TA.)

Jºel

2 w 2 . • #2 . • 2 e :

2. o.º.ol, inf. n. x-eu, is from 5–21:

- • ?

| :

(S, K :)

or he wore

5 a - 2 * - a . ,

[app. meaning. He made it an 5.
#

and hence J-3, or 3~5, as
it as an sº

- e #

explained below: or] he clad him with an 3.21.

(TK.)

4. … [in some copies of the K32, which

is a mistake, (see the pass. part. n. 3-54, below,)]
... of

He closed (éº, S, A, K, and so in the M in art.
• 2 of

J-25, or Jºel, as in the M in the present art.) a

door, or an entrance; as also J-25); (S, M, A,

K;) of which it is a dial. var. (S.) And He

covered, or covered over, a cooking-pot. (M.)
2 of -

$3.2 (§, M, K, and Ham p. 223) and '33.2;

(M, K) and "3-54, (S. M.) or *%-32, (K)

A garment of the kind called 23–2 worn by a

Joung girl; when a girl attains to the age of

puberty, she is clad with a &: (M. :) or a

small shirt for a little girl; or worn beneath the
d : 2 o 3

~55; (K:) or the 3•' is a garment without

sleeves, worn by a bride and by a little girl :

(M. :) or a small shirt or shift, worn beneath

the -35; and also worn by little girls : (S:) or

& garment of n!hich the serving is not complete :

or i, q & : or i, q, 3,4-2. (Ham ubi supra.)

Kutheiyir says,

• 42 oz -

Jººs ºsex 932 +

-4 tº sº. '

[They clad her neith a& when she more a *}.

with an opening cut out at the neck and bosom,

mhen her equal in age had not yet norm the 8,2].

(S, M.)

• * 0 , , e.

a : . …

* V-25, els
2.

* …) • b w

# Ueº, eye"

3- A court; or an open or a neide space

in front of a house, or eactending from its sides;

(S, M, K;) a dial. var. of 3-3, (S,) which is

the more common form: (M3) or the extreme
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and exterior part of a house: (Mirkát el-Loghah,

and Meyd, as rendered by Golius:) or an inter

mediate place between the threshold or door and

the house; a place which looks neither upon the

public nor upon the interior parts, whether it be

an area or a vestibule. (Ibn-Maqroof, as rendered

by Golius.)

#3- : See $33.=A [kind of enclosure for

the protection of camels, sheep, or goats, such as

is called] sºlº- (M, K.) or like a sºlº-, (S,

and Ham p. 223) [but made] of rocks, or great

masses of stone: (Ham :) a dial. var. of i.e.,

[q. v.]: (S:) pl. suel. (Ham.)
& , 0 p.

J-25. Closed; closed over, or covered : occur

ring in the Kur [x;, 20 and civ. 8; (L;) in

which AA reads 3-25.2 [with hemz; others

reading this word without hemz]. (S, L.) You

say J-25.0 -rºle [A closed door]. (A.) And

#42;. 333 A covered cooking-pot. (A.) And
6 - d > y o . ~ 6 - … •

-oše are 34x1 ~\, t [The door of forgiveness

is closed from him; i.e., against him]. (A.)

6 * ~ * 6 * ~ * > º 2 of .

J-25-2, or 3~5-2 : see 52-2), in three places.

j-e!

2, 2 &

1. ox-o', aor. 2, inf. nºi, He, or it, (a thing,

Ks,) confined, restricted, limited, kept close, kept

within certain bounds or limits, shut up, im

prisoned, held in custody, detained, retained, re

strained, nithheld, debarred, hindered, impeded,

or prevented, him, or it : (Ks, $, M, A,” K.) it
• 2 º

straitened him. (TA.) You say, Jeºll <-

,39 4; Jé I confined, or retricted, the man

to that thing, or affair. (Ks.) And cºe air-el

<--, and §§ tºº, I neithheld, restrained, or

debarred, him from the thing that he manted,

and from the thing that he desired. (IAar.)-

& 2, aor. and inf. m. as above, He made,

or put, to the tent an jº!. (K,” TK.)=Also,

aor. and inf. n. as above, He broke it. (El

Umawee, S, M., K.”)— He inclined, or bent, it.

(M, K,” TA.) — It inclined him, (As, S, K,)

gºš Jº to such a one. (Aş, S.) See an ex.

32 7.

voce 35-21.

[3. º-ſ, inf. n. 5.3% He was his neighbour,

having the juºl of his tent by the side of the A2]

of the tent of the other. See the act, part. n.

below.]

[6. tº-3 They were neighbours; they drºelt,

or abode, near together. See the act, part. n.

below.]

9 of

2.| } see: ; each in three places.

j-el:

> A covenant, compact, or contract; ($, K;)

as alsowº and vºi: (K:) [see alsojº, :] any

bond arising from relationship, or from a covenant

or compact or contract, (Aboo-Is-hák,) and from

an oath: (ISh:) a covenant, compact, or contract,

which one does not fulfil, and for the neglecting

and breaking of which one is punished: so in the

Kur ii. 286: (I’Ab:) [see also what follows,

in two places:] or a heavy, or burdensome, cove

nant, compact, or contract : so in the Kur iii.

75: (ISh, M.) so, too, in the same vii. 156:

(T, M.:) pl. juº, a pl. of pauc.: (M:) or a

heavy, or burdensome, command; such as was

given to the Children of Israel to slay one another:

so in the Kurii. 286, accord. to Zj. (TA.)-A

neight, or burden; ($, M, K;) as also *:::

and "...i. (K:) so called because it restrains

one from motion : (TA:) pl. as above. (M.)-

A sin ; a crime ; an offence; (S, M, K;) as

also ºf and ºf: (k) so called because of

its weight, or burdensomeness: (TA:) or the

sin of breaking a compact, or covenant : (Fr,

Sh:) or a grievous punishment of a sin : so

accord. to AM in the Kurii. 286. (TA.)— A

thing that inclines one to a thing. (M, K.)

[See also à-l. It is said in the Ham (p. 321)

that >'s is pl. of the former word: but it is

evidently pl. of the latter.]—A smearing by an

oath which obliges one to divorce or emancipate or

to pay a vow. (K, TA.) So in a trad, in which it

is said, Jäus $32, tº Jº Jé -à-3-

[Whoso sneareth an oath in which is an obliga

tion to divorce or emancipate or to pay a von, for

it there is no expiation]: for such is the heaviest

of oaths, and that from which the way of escape,

or evasion, is most strait: the original meaning

of J-2) being a burden, and a binding. (TA)=

The ear-hole ; pl. Jusſ (IAer, K) and ºl.
(K.)

5 * 6 , of 5. e. 6.2 me

juel and W,-2:1 (S,M,K) and Väual and "5-2

(M, K) A short rope, (S,) or small rope, (K,) by

n:hich the loner part of the [kind of tent called]

tº- is tied, or bound, (S, K,) to the peg : (S:) or

a short peg, for the [ropes called] -tºi, njith

n:hich the loner part of the [kind of tent called]

4.- is fastened: (M :) [or] juel signifies also

the peg, (K,) or short peg, (TA,) of the [kind

of tent-rope called] <! (K:) or a peg of the

i- (in E-seed, TA 9 p. of the first.

(S, M) and 5-ſ; (M;) and of the second-ºff.

(S.) ISd thinks that "-21 is the pl. of 73,21

used in the first of the senses explained above in

in the following verse:

3 * © e 3 of ~ 2. 1 oz.

* #2 J-22) ºx! S 9-w - º

• • * * * ~ * ~ *

the poet meaning [By thy life, I neill not

approach to hold loving communion, or inter

course, with an ignoble, or a lon, female;] nor

mill I direct my regard to the short ropes which

bind [to the pegs] the loner part of the tent of

myfriend, coveting his wife, and the like: or he

may mean nor will I direct my regard to the

female relations of my friend, such as his pater

nal aunt, and his maternal aunt, and the like.

(TA) (see 3-1, below.]—Also, the first, A

thing by which things are tied firmly, or made

jirm or fast. (TA.)—A thong of untanned hide

which binds together the clºse of a camel's

saddle ; andjº is a dial, var, thereof. (M)—

Also, (M.K.) and ºi, (AZ, As, K.) A [gar

ment of the kind called] tº in which dry

herbage, or fodder, is collected: (M, K:) or a

ſt-e filled with herbage, and tied: (AZ) or a

4-e in which is dry herbage, or fodder: other

wise it is not thus called : (As :) pl. [of the former]

2 and 5-7, (K) and of the later ºf
(AZ)– And both words, (the former accord.

to the S and M and K, and the latter accord.

to A8 and the S and M and K,) Dry herbage,

or fodder: ($, K:) or dry herbage, or fodder,

collected together : (TA:) or dry herbage, or

fodder, in a [garment of the kind called] Le:

otherwise it is not thus called: (Ag:) or dry

herbage, or fodder, contained in a Ji-. (M.)

[The following saying is cited as an. ex, of the

first of these significations:] 5- SJ-, cºil
22, 2 of 2 -

*** [To such a one belongs a place, or land,

abounding with dry herbage, the dry herbage

nºhereof will not be cut; ($;) meaning, because

of its abundance. (TA.)-Also, the former, A

basket (Jºj or Jºj, as in different copies of the

K) in nihich goods, or commodities, ( tº.) a?"e

carried: so called as being likened to the thing'

in which dry herbage is put. (TA.)

3, . 6 .

*]: See 3'-el.

• -?. 2

J-ol Ske Pasturage that detains those that are

on it [by reason of its abundance]: (M, TA:) or,

to which one goes because of its abundance. (TA.)

$21, and its pl. <ºf See Jºel, in three

places: of which last word, the first is also a pl.

—The thing termed as 1 and &M [to which a

beast is tied]. (TA)-A tie of kindred, or

relationship, (S, M, K,) or affinity, (S,) or a

favour, or benefit, (S, K,) that inclines one to a

man; (S;) or because it inclines one: (M:) pl.

>3. (K.) One says, 5-7º Jº "Cºº us

No tie of relationship, nor any favour, or benefit,

inclines me to such a one. (S.) And Jºſé -āke
o- , or 6 : • * * > 0, ± 6 -

•re's Jº Jºel Jº jlºs º-2' > * [He inclined

to me nithout any tie of relationship, &c., and

examined my case without eye], (A.) [See also

j-el-l

s , of a .

2-aºl : see juel, in three places.

>t. and 2t. A place in which a person or

thing is confined, shut up, or imprisoned; pl.

3.2%; for which the vulgar say,*. (S, K.)

—Also, the former, (M., A) or 2-eue; (TA;)

either of the measure Jºi. from28, or of the

measure Jelš from*"; A thing intervening

between two other things and preventing the pas

sage from one to the other; a barrier : (A:) a

rope across a road or river, preventing the passage

of travellers and ships or boats, (M., L.) for the

taking of the tithes from them. (L.)

>}. A neighbour: (K:) [or a close, or near,

neighbour : as in the saying, es-ey. (sº-*

He is my neighbour, having the juel of his tent

by the side of theJºel of my tent. (El-Ahmar, S.)

• * *.*.* 3.

J33-2tº U- A tribe dwelling, or abiding,

near together. ($, K.")
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Jºla-e'

Jºl A stable (K) for 233 [i. e. horses or

mules or asses]: ($ [in some copies of which it is

omitted] and K:) the is radical, because an

augmentative does not occur at the beginning of

a word of four or five letters unless derived from

a verb: (S:) [probably from the barbarous Greek

orraðAtov:] AA says that it is not of the [genuine]

language of the Arabs: (S:) IB says that it is a

foreign word, used by the Arabs: (TA:) accord.

to some, (TA,) it is of the dial. of Syria: (K,
- - • o ~ *

TA) the pl. is -ºu-i, and the dim. …i.

(TA.)
-

-Pºl-el

- 3% ºf orJºi. see -pºla-l.

Jºel

1. Jºi (K) inf n. *i; (TA) or J-1,

(M ;) It (a thing, M) had, or came to have, root,

or a foundation; (M, K;) as also V Jºº. (M:)

or it was, or became, firm, or established, and

Jirmly rooted or founded; as also W Jºu: (K:)

and [in like manner] W J-º- it (a thing) nas,

or became, firm in its root or foundation, and

strong. (Msb.) You say, à-ºl '-º', The

tree [took root; or] gren, and became firm in its

root. (TA)—[Hence, Jºj, (§, M, K) inf n.

as above, ($, M,) He (a man, S,” M) was, or

became, firm, ($, M, K,) or sound, (S,) of judg

ment; ($, M, K;) intelligent. (M. : [and so,

probably, in correct copies of the K ; but in a

MS. copy of the K and in the CK and TA,

instead of Jäle, the reading in the M, I find

-je.])—Also, (S. K.) inf n, as above, (S,

TA,) It (judgment, or opinion,) was, or became,

jirm, or sound, (§,”TA,) or good. (K.)-And,

inf n. as above, It (a thing) was, or became,

eminent, noble, or honourable. (Msb.)= 412,

[aor, and inf. n. as in what follows next after this

sentence,) He hit, or struck, its root, or founda

tion; that by being which it was nºbat it was,

or in being which it consisted; or its ultimate

cºnstituent. (A, TA.)–And hence, (A, TA,)

tºle 412, (A, K, TA,) aor. 2, inf. n. J.2i;

(TA;) or " 421 [with medd, (which I think to

be a mistake, unless this be a dial. var.,) and

without \ºle]; (so in a copy of the M ;) + He

knew it completely, or thoroughly, or. superlatively

well, syn. 4-5, (K,) [i. e.] tºle 4:3, so that he

was acquainted nith its Jºi [or root, or founda

tion, or its ultimate constituent, as is indicated in

the A and TA]: (M:) or this is from ãº, as

meaning “a certain very deadly serpent;” (A,

TA;) [whence the phrase,]—á-S 4:12, (K,)

inf n, J3, (TA) The ſerpent called al

sprang upon him (K, TA) and slen him. (TA.)

=Jºel, aor. 2, (M, K,) inf. n. Jº, (M,) said

of water, i. q. &—is (M, K;) i. e. It became

altered for the worse (M, TA) in its taste and

odour, (TA,) from fetid black mud (K, TA)

therein : so says Ibn-'Abbād: (TA:) and said of

flesh-meat, it became altered (K, TA) in like

- a D. 5 . . .” f

777617???e?". (TA)=134-3 13é- Jºãº Jº Jºe

Such a one set about, or commenced, doing thus

and thus, or such and such things. (TA.)

2. 4.3, inf. n. 3-6, IIe made it to have a

firm, or fired, root, or foundation, whereon to

build, (Mºb, TA,) i. e., n-hereon another thing

might be built. (E-Munāwee, TA.) [Hence,)

âû. J.; i, q &ºi [He made his wealth, or

property, to have root, or a foundation; or to

become firm, or established, and firmly rooted or

founded : see, below, Jº Jº, ºd J2f 3. Jºl.

(M and K in art. Jºl)—Jº Jºi [He dis.

posed, arranged, distributed, classified, or set in

order, the fundamentals, fundamental articles,

principles, elements, or rudiments ºf a science,

&c.;] is a phrase similar to ~13') -5° and

J -5. (TA)

4. J-1, (inf. n. Jº!, TA,) He entered upon

the time called Jºel, q.v. ($, M, K.)= See

also tºle 43. -

5. Jº: see 1, first sentence, in two places.

10. J-º-º: see 1, in two places, first and

second sentences.=<!--t-. He uprooted it;

unrooted it; eradicated it; eactirpated it; pulled

it up, or out, or off, from its root, or foundation,

or longest part, (S, TA,) or with its roots, or

foundations, or lonest parts; (TA;) he cut it

off (M, Mºb) from its root, or lonest part, (M.)

or with its roots, or lonest parts. (Msb.) You
• 2 - 28 - 21 - 2 -

-

say, lºw-5-º aſſ! Jatº, a precative phrase,

meaning May God [extirpate or] remove (from

them) their astº; which is an ulcer, or a purulent

pustule, that comes forth in the foot, and is

cauterized, and in consequence goes away : (M.)

Or~tº J-tº- [in general usage] means he

extirpated them, or may he extirpate them; or

he cut off, or may he cut off, the last remaining

of them. (TA. [See also art. -stº.) And

2:... J-t-, i.e. …ºf 81.3 [He cut off the
root, race, or stock, of the people; i.e. he eactir

pated them]. (M.) And jić, ºf J.-- God

destroyed altogether or entirely, or may God

destroy altogether or entirely, the unbelievers.

(Mºb.) And &º- J-º- He performed the

circumcision so as to remove the prepuce utterly.

(TA in art. Ste-'.)

J2 The lower, or lonest, part of a thing; [i.e.

its root, bottom, or foot;] (M, Msb, K5) as also

'J', tº (M, K:) so of a mountain: and of a

wall; (TA;) i.e. its foundation, or base: (Mºb:)

and of a tree [or plant]; (TA;) i. e. [its stem,

or trunk, or stock, or] the part from which the

branches are broken off: (TA in art. 2-4→ :)

[and also its root, or foot; for the Guº of a tree

is said to be the part between its Jº and the

place where its branches shoot out: (TA in art.

J2- :) [and a stump of a tree: and hence, a

block of wood: (see exs. voce iſ ;)] pl. J.-

(S, M, Mºb, K) and ſpl. of pauc.jJºſs (AHn,

K:) [ISd says that] the former is its only pl.:

(M:) [but] the latter pl. occurs in a verse of

Lebeed, (which see below,) as cited by AHn.

(TA.) You say, J.- Jºi Jº 34; He sat

upon, or at, the lonest part [&c.] of the mountain;

and **) J-2 L33 at th. lowest part [&c.] of

the wall. (TA.) And *-el cºe axis [He pulled

it up, or out, or off, from its root, or foundation,

or lonest part]; andº* [n'ith its roots, or foun

dations, or lonest parts ; both meaning, utterly,

entirely, or altogether]. (TA in explanation of

4-1-1, q.v.) And ; :) Jºi& He pulled

up, or out, the lonest part, [or stem or stock or

root or foot or stump,) of the tree. (TA.) Lebeed

says, [of a wild cow,)

+ :*::” tº 7 ° ºf 31: * : *

Jºe Jaú U-21 –30+5
: * º “

~ * ~ * ~ * ~ of

+ *Jel iſ sº-º +

[She enters into the midst of the stems of trees

neith high branches, apart from others, i. e. from

other trees, in the hinder parts of sand-hills, the

fine loose sand thereof inclining upon her]: (AHn,

TA:) but as some relate it, uall; Sºi. (TA.

(See EM, p. 161.]) — A thing upon which

another thing is built or founded [either properly

or tropically]: (KT, Kull p. 50, TA:) the foun

dation, or basis, of a thing, [either properly or

tropically,) which being imagined to be taken

anay, or abstracted, by its being taken anay, or

abstracted, the rest thereof becomes also taken

anay, or abstracted : (Er-Răghib, TA:) that

upon nihich the existence of anything rests [or

depends]; so the father is J-21 to the offspring,

and the river is J-21 to the streamlet that

branches off from it: (Msb:) or a thing upon

n:hich another thing depends as a branch; as

the father in relation to the son: (Kull:) [i. e.

the origin, source, beginning, or commencement,

of a thing: the origin, original, root, race, or

stock, from which a man springs. Hence **

Jº 4. A thing having root, or a foundation;

and consequently, having rootedness, firedness, im

mobility, stability, or permanence ; rooted, fired,

immoveable, stable, or permanent. Whence,) Jº.

Jºiá, (Mgh voceſſie) and Jºiás-ºſ-,
-

5 of x > .

(Msb in explanation of that word,) and Jºel aſ Lo,

(KT in explanation of the same,) [Real, or

immoveable, property;] property such as consists

in a house or land yielding a revenue; (Mgh;)

or such as a house and palm-trees; (Msb;) or

such as land and a house. (KT.) [Hence, also,

Jº J2: signifying A source of wealth or profit;

d stock, fund, capital, or principal. You say,

jºu SJº Jº. Jº J-3 &isi [I took

it for myself as a source of wealth or profit,

for breeding, not for traffic]. (Mgh in art. 33.)

You say also, -ji Jºi & [meaning He sold

thefundamental property, i.e. the property itself,

of his land]. ($ voce Jºe.) [See also an ex. in

conjugation 4 in art. -

first paragraph of art. J-e-.] And 42. $3.5

[He took it as it were nºith its root, of the like ;

meaning, entirely]. (K. [See ā-il) And

2.1. ~ : z [He cut off their root, race, or

stock; i. e. he extirpated them]. (M.) And

3- Jºi J.& G and Lin art tº) and

ão : and another in the
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º Jº Jº, (Libid.) Such a one is of an ercel

lent origin, or race, or stock, (S, L,) and of a bad

origin, or race, or stock; (L;) J.ol being here

syn, with 3-5 (S. L) and cº...($) And

2,& Jº es”& Such a one is of [a race]

the source ofgenerosity, or nobleness; U-21 being

here syn. with #. ($ in art. tº.) And Jº º

Jºaº S; 4. He has no -- [i. e. grounds of

pretension to respect or honour; or rank, or

mobility, or the like]; nor tongue [i. e. eloquence]:

(Ks, S, O, Msb:) or he has no intellect, (IAar,

Msb, El-Munāwee,) nor eloquence: (El-Munāwee,

TA:) or he has no lineage, nor tongue : (L:) or

he has no father, nor child: (Kull p. 53:) [or

he has no known stock nor branch; for] Jºs

is the contr. of J2, and in relationship signifies

a branch. (Msb in art. U-aš.) You say also,
* * * * ºf . , tº, meaning I have not done it ever;

and I neill not do it ever; the last word being

in the accus. case as an adverbial noun; i. e.

I have not done it at any time; and I will not

do it at any time. (Msb, El-Munāwee, TA.)-

[It also signifies The original, or elemental,

matter, material, substance, or part, of a thing;

syn. with*] that from which a thing is

taken [or made]. (KT voce J-3.)—[The

..fundamental, or essential, part of a thing.

Hence, sing of Jºi as signifying The funda.

mentals, fundamental articles or dogmas, prin

ciples, elements, or rudiments, of a science &c.

Whence, Jº *. (TA,) [meaning] 21

cº J.- [The science of the fundamentals,

fundamental articles or dogmas, or principles,

of religion; the science of theology, or divinity;

according to the system of the Muslims, as dis

tinguished from that of the philosophers;] the

science of the articles, or tenets, of belief; also

called*S. &is, (Kull. voce ais ;) and [more

commonly]25&Lºe. (Hájee Khaleefeh.) [See

also 2.]–4 radical (as opposed to an augmen

tative) letter; as being an essential element of a

word. (The Lexicons passim.). The original

form of a word. (The same passim.) – The

original, or primary, signification of a word.

(The same passim.)- An original copy of a

book: and a copy of a book from n-hich one

quotes, or transcribes, any portion. (TA, &c.,

passim.)- [The original, or primary, state, or

condition: or] the old state, or condition. (Kull

p. 50.) You say, §ºkſ, i-ſº āşş es' J29

The old state, or condition, of things is that of

being allonable, or lanful, and that of being pure,

or clean. (Kull ubi supra.) Andº & <,

She returned, or reverted, [to her original, Or

old, state, or condition ; or to her natural dis

Position ;] to a natural disposition which she

had relinquished. (S voce}*)— [The utmost

point, or degree, to rehich a person, or thing,

can go, or be brought or reduced ; and, app.,

the !not that one can do. Hence the saying,

* J. J.35 (I will assuredly impel thee,

or drive thee, against thy mill, to the utmost

point to rehich thou canst go, or be brought or

reduced ; or, constrain thee to do thine utmost].

planation of the phrases 9; J. 3jiº, and

Je-la-3 ; and so in the T in art. 25 in explana

tion of the former of these two phrases; which

is said in the M, in art. 25, to mean I mill

assuredly make thee to have recourse to thine

utmost effort, or endeavour; and in the L in

art. 2-3 this is given as another explanation of

the latter of the same two phrases. See also the

saying,9%} J. 3-5, explained voceſſ.])

—[That by being which a thing is nhat it is,

or in being which, it. consists; or its ultimate

constituent; syn. 35.5-; a meaning well known;

and indicated, in the A and TA, by the coupling

of aii- with Jºi. evidently as an explicative

adjunct.]— [The prime of a thing; the prin

cipal, purest, best, or choicest, part thereof; what

is, or constitutes, the most essential part thereof;

its very essence. Hence,) j's U-21 [The principal

part of a country]; (AS, S, Msb, K, voce Jic;)

[which is] the place n'ere th. people dwell, º

abide. (As and $ ibid. [See Jāc.]) And Jºel

2; [The principal place of abode of a people].
- *

($ and K voce aaº. [See this word.]) And

º J- Jº * He is of the prime, or of the

purest in race, the best, or the choicest, of his

people; i. q. 2:44, and*. (TA in art.

--~~.)— W.hat is most fit, or proper : as when

One says, ſº cº es: J29 [What is most

fit, or proper, in 'man, is knowledge]; i.e., know

ledge is more fit, or proper, than ignorance: and

22*. º Jº J.S. What is [most] fit, or

proper, in the case of the inchoative, is the putting

[it] before [the enunciative], whenever there is no

obstacle. (Kull p. 50.)- What is preponderant

in relation to n-hat is preponderated: as, in lan

guage, the word used in its proper sense [in relation

to that used in a tropical sense]. (Kullibid.)–

What is [essential, or] requisite, or needful : as

when one says #33. Jº- Cº J39. [What is

essential, or requisite, or needful, in the case of

the animal, is food]. (Kullibid.)–A [primary,

or] universal, or general, rule, or canon. (Kull

ibid.)–An indication, an evidence, or a proof,

in relation to that n°hich is indicated, or evidenced,

or proved. (Kullibid.)

6 - £ 6 - 2 £

J-ol: see its n. un, al-ol

Jºel, (K,) or "J-i, (M,) i. q. "J-tº.

(M, K.) You say Jeſ 35 Eradicating, or eac

tirpating, evulsion : (TA:) or W Jeſ 31.5 eactin

pating excision. (M.)

Jºi. said by some to be a pl., and by others
º :

to be a dial. var., of Jºol: see the latter word,

in two places.

isi. See i-i-Also A kind of serpent,

the most malignant, or norious, of serpents: ($ )

or a serpent, (M, K,) short, (M, [where, in the

only copy to which I have access, I find added,

aš, t-, app. a mistranscription, for aºlá, like

the fragment of a rope,) or small, (K) red, but

not intensely red, (M,) very deadly, of the most

malignant, or norious, kind, (TA,) having one

leg, upon n-hich it stands, (M., TA,) then turns

(IAar in L, art. cº [where it is given in ex

Bk. I.

round, then springs, (TA,) that springs upon a

man, and blons, killing everything upon which it

blons: (M:) or, as some say, a great serpent,

(M, K,) that kills by its bloning : (K:) or one of

the very crafty kinds of serpents, short and broad,

said to be like the shaft of an arrow, and it

springs upon the horseman: (Msb:) pl. "J-i,

(S, M. Msb, K,) [or rather this is a coll. gen. n.,.]

and ſpl. of pauc.] Jusſ. (Mºb.)—[Hence,

app.,] t Short and broad: applied to a man and

to a woman. (TA.)

3 o

| sºf [Radical ; fundamental ; primitive ;

original; underived: an epithet of extensive ap

plication; and particularly applied to a letter of

a word, as opposed to augmentative; and to a

signification]. (The Lexicons &c. passim.)

a o 3 *

iſ ºf [The quality denoted by the epithet &ºi,

radicalness, &c.;], a term used by IJ [and others]

in the place ofJ25: see 5. (M.)

J- [Having root, or a foundation; and

consequently, having rootedness, fixedness, immo

bility, stability, or permanence; rooted, ficed,

immoveable, stable, or permanent]. You say,

J-5 º es?Jº & Verily the palm-trees

in our land remain permanently, not perishing.
o :

(A, TA.)–A man having J-2), (K, TA,) i. e.,

lineage, or pedigree : (TA:) or established in his

Jºi. (Abu-l-Bakā, TA:) or noble, or generous.

(Msb.)- A man firm of judgment, and intelli

gent. (M, K.” Acco; to the copies of the latter,

the signification is Jºl <-5 Jºsé but I think

that the right reading of the first word is Jse, as

in the M, in which this word occupies the last

place in the explanation.]) And sº J- A.

man firm, or sound, of judgment. (S.) And
2. o

J- & Judgment having Jº [i. e. firmness].

(M.) AndJ-3- Glory, honour, dignity,

or nobility, havina a firm root or foundation.

($) And J-i > Velement evil or mischief.
- g

(Ibn-Abbād)=See also J-i, in two places.

— [Hence, app.,] J.-S. Destruction : and

- 2 º' g

death: as also, in both senses, Váſ-S1. (K.)=

3 - -

[The evening; or, i. 4. Jºe: (M, K, Msb, TA;)

i. e. (Mºb, TA) the time from the 2-ae, (S, TA)

from the prayer of the 2-ae, (Mºb,) to sunset;
4. g

(S, Msb, TA;) as also W iſºei: (R, TA :) the
2 : - - - -

pl. is J4, (S, M, R, Mºb, K,) or Y this is a sing.,

(TA,) or it may be a sing., (M.) for it is used as
• 2 c : - -

such, (M., TA) and ºi, (§, M, K) and Jusſ,

(S, M, Sgh, K,) [a pl. of pauc.,] or, ºord. to Es

Saláh Es-Safadee, this is a pl. ofJ-3, the sing.,

not the pl., (TA) or it is pl. of J-3, (zi, M.)

which may be a pl. or a sing., (M,) and Juel, (S,
- g -

M, K,) as though pl. of i.e., (S,) or it is pl. of

this last word. (R, TA.) You say, Sºei &
* , 2 * : 2

and W. S.2ſ, i.e. [I met him in the evening, ºc.
2 of -

(A, TA) From the pl. ºf is formed the dim.

* &zi, (S. M. K.) which is extr., (M. K.)

because the dim. of a pl. is [regularly] formed

only from a pl. of pauc., which cº-el is not;
9 * * º, , o in

or, if Jºel be a sing., like Jue, and Jºjº, this

9
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dim. is regular: (M:) sometimes, (K,) one says
22 - ?

also "JSºi, (S, M, K) substituting J for the
• * ~ * > 2 -

[final] J. (S, M.') You say, "tºº &# and
2 - 2 - ? 5 - -

W Sºci, meaning, as above, \ºte: (A, TA:)
• a 2 # - -

and Lh mentions W Sºciaº. (So in two copies

of the S.)

à- A man's mºhole property: (M, K:) or

his palm-trees: (K, TA: in the CK his palm

tree :) thus in the dial. of El-Hijáz. (O, TA.)-
- J - e. • 2 :

<-- $341 (S.M.K.) and "…t, (IAar, M,

K,) He took it altogether, (S, M, K,) [as it were]

nvith its root, ($, M,) not leaving aught of it.
o . g -> *

(TA.) And ovº-ow 15%le- They came altogether;
• * • * - £ g o: • J.

the whole of them." (š, Z)=it-i Ji ºf

To such a one belongs land long possessed, or

inherited from his parents, by means of n!hich he

has his living : a phrase of the people of Et-Táif.
:

(TA.)=See also J.-, in two places.

3 * * ...)

J-21 One skilled in the science termed21
* * o

J3-2S]: see Jºi. (TA.)

e = 2 + 2 × 2 6 :

Nº.2) alºft): see Jºel, last sentence.

a > 0 , i. • 29 2 3 * : .

cº-e' and JX-el: see Jº-el, in four places,

last two sentences. *

$23. &: I met him entering upºn the time

called the U-2ſ. (TA.) And cº-25-2 Lºſ We

ca/ne entering upon the time so called. (S.)

Jºy. Jºi [A root, or foundation, or the like,

made firm, or ficed, or established]. (S.) [See

also J.-L.

a 2 - #2 o 2
-

#12tº it. A sheep, or goat, nºbose horn has

been taken from its root. (TA.)

6 E

Jºel.

• 2 #2 6 of

J3-22 : see J-2', first sentence.

• ?-o

J.cº. : See

lo!

1. ii. (8, K) aor. -, (K) inf n, kºi (S. K.)
5 -

and £i, (TA,) It produced, made, gave, emitted,

or uttered, a sound, noise, voice, or cry; (S, K;)

[and particularly, it creaked; and it moaned;]

said of a camel's saddle, (S,” K, [in the CK,

Jº is put by mistake for Jºh]) [and parti

cularly of a new camel's saddle, and the like,

(K,) such as a [plaited or woven girth called]

º, and of everything of which the sound

resembles that of a new camel's saddle, (TA,) and

of a palm-trunk, and of a tree of the kind called

23-, (§, TA) or of the kind called tº, (TA,)

and of a cane or reed on the occasion of its being

straightened, [in which instance it is said to be

tropical, but if so it is tropical in several other

instances, and of a bow, (TA,) and of the belly

by reason of emptiness, ($,”TA,) and, in a trad.

of Aboo-Dharr, f of heaven, or the sky, notwith

standing there being [really] no lº in this

instance, for it is meant to denote [the presence

of] multitude, and confirmation of the majesty of

God. (TA.) [It is also said of other things, as

will be shown by phrases here following, and by

explanations oflºſ below.] You also say, st

Jº, (K,) aor. as above, inf. n. i.e., (TA,)

The camels moaned by reason of fatigue, or

wttering their yearning cry to their young, (K,

TA) and sometimes by reason of fulness of their

udders with milk. (TA) And Jº -biu, Ajš
I will not come to thee as long as camels utter cries

[or moan] by reason of the heaviness of their loads.

(S.) And Jº - Li L. J} Jºãº, meaning

I mill not do that ever. (TA.) And º> tº us

We have not a camel that moans, or cries; mean

ing me have not any camel; for the camel cannot

but do so. (TA, from a trad) [See also ºpi,
below.] And Jºe, à & Ei f [My feeling of

relationship, or sympathy of blood,) became

affected with tenderness, or compassion, and be

came moved, [or rather pleaded, for him [or in

his favouri; (K, TA) and hence 'kiti, [infn.

3 & Lºt).

(sgh, TA) And -2 \, : Li [The feeling of

relationship, or sympathy of blood, pleaded, or

hath pleaded, in thee;] i. e., inclined thee to

favour. (Ham p. 765.) [See another ex, voce

i:-.]

5: see 1, near the end.

of the verb in the syn. phrase e- a)

3.

iſ : See *i. below.

a 3 s , , 3.

i.i. ex- [pl. of L1, part. n. of 1,1 Creaking

[plaited, or noven, thongs]. (K.)

i.e. [as explained in what here follows seems

to be properly an inf. n., though, like all inf. ns.,

it may be used as a subst. :] The sounding, or the

like, or the sound, or the like, [and particularly

the creaking, or creaking sound, and the moaning,

or moaning sound,) of a camel's saddle (S, K,

TA) when new; (TA;) and so Y ii, of the litters

and saddles of camels when the riders are heavy

thereon; and the former, also, of a door; said, in

a trad., of the gate of paradise, by reason of its

being crowded; (TA;) and of a plaited or woven

thong when stretching; (Ez-Zeijájee, TA;) and ||.

of the back [when strained]; (K;) and of the

bowels, (TA,) and of the belly, or inside, by

reason of hunger, (K,) or by reason of vehement

hunger; (TA;) and of camels, (S, K,) by reason

of their burdens, (K,) or by reason of the heavi

ness of their burdens; ($;) and the prolonging

of the cries of camels: (TA:) but 'Alee Ibn

Hamzeh says that the cry of camels is termed

āş, and that i.e. signifies the sounding, or

sound, of their bellies, or insides, by reason of

replation from drinking. (IB, TA.) Jere Jºi

lack's, occurring in a trad., means + Possessors

ofhorses and of camels. (TA.)– Also # Hun

ger, (K, TA,) itself, as well as the sound of the

bowels or belly by reason thereof: from Ez

Zeijájee. (TA.)

tū Sounding much; noisy; (K, TA;) having

a sound: applied [to any of the things mentioned

above in the explanations of £i and i.e. ; andJ

to a hide; and to a camel repleted with drink;

and to a road: fem. with 3: which, applied to a

- - •:

woman, signifies one nihose &P has a sound
© . -> •

~~~~3°-13]. (T.A.)

jleſ

1. ºnor. 2 (§, Mºb, K) and , (K) inf n.

jºi; ($, Mºb, K.) and '95, it n. 46,

(K;) He bent it, or curved it; ($, Mºb, K, &c.;)

namely, a bow, (S, A,) and a twig, or the like:

(A:) he laid hold upon one of its two extremities,

and curved it : he bent it, or curved it; namely,

anything; * Jé wpon a thing : and the

latter verb, [or both, he bent it into the form

of a hoop, bringing its two extremities together.

(TA)—It is said of Adam, iſ": tº S, 64

He was tall, and God bent him, and diminished
• 2 &

his height, (TA)-And one says, Jé 3

3-1 Jº olely jus!" usº f [He laid hold upon

the two hands, or arms, of the nºrongdoer, or

prevented, restrained, or nithheld, him from doing

that which he desired, and bent him to [con

formity with] what was right. (AA, from a

trad) And 45, Jé tº ejei [Thou has

bent such a one to love thee]. (A.)—º jº,

($, K,) aor. : and 2, (K,) inf. n. as above, (S, K,)

He mound an£ upon the arrow. ($, K.)-

& Jºi. (TK) inf n, as above, (K). He

made an juel, which is a thing resembling a zone

or belt, to the tent or house. (K, TK.)

2: see 1, in two places.= 3,5i, inf.nºt,

She (a girl, IAar) remained in the house, or tent,

of her father, some time, or long, (IAar, K,)

without marrying. (IAar.) [See also 5.]

5. it. It (a spear) bent: (S. K.) it (a thing)

became crooked, curved, or bent; as also WAct :

(K,TA :) it became bent into the form of a hoop,

its two extremities being brought together. (TA.)

—ºpt She affected a bending of her person,

body, or limbs, in her gait. (A.)= He confined

himself (KTA) in a place. (TA)—ºt. She

(a woman) remained, or stayed, in her house, or

tent; ($, K;) she kept to it. (TA.) [See also 2.]

7: see 5.

jºi The place of curvature (C-4) of a bow,

and of a cloud: (K, TA:) an inf. n. used as

a subst., and, being so used, admitting the dual

form: or the bent, or curved, part of the ear

tremity of a bow; to which Tarafeh likens the

curving of the ribs of a she-camel: (TA:) and

what resembles a curvature, seen in the clouds: an

inf n. in the sense of a pass, part. n. (Skr, T.A.)

9. 2 #

3,12] The sinen, that is nound immediately

above the notch of an arrow ; (S, K ;) as also

Yºu !. (K.) — The edge of the glans of the

penis; (K,” TA;) as also V the latter word. (K,

TA.)-The flesh surrounding the nail: (K:)

pl. jºi and jul, (TA.)— A mixture of ashes

and blood with which a fracture in a cooking-pot

is smeared ($, K) and repaired. (TA.)

ju- Anything that surrounds another thing:

(S, A, Msb, K.) as the hoop of a tambourine,

(A, Mgh, TA,) and of a sieve. (S, A, Mgh, K.)

–A ring of hair surrounding the head, the
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middle of it being bald. (TA.)- The branches

of a vine, bent, or mºreathed, so as to form a

covering over-head. (K.)-See also itſ, in two

places.—33-1) ju- The part of the hoof of a

horse or the like nºhich surrounds, or eactends

around, the ,<i [q. v.]. ($)—ää ju- (S,

K, &c.) f The part, (A,) or flesh, (Msb,) sur

rounding the lip : (A, Msb:) or the part that

separates between the lip and the hairs of the

mustache: (K:) or the edge of the upper lip,

between the lip itself and the parts nhere the hair

grows ; (IAth:) or the rising edge, or ridge,

betn-een the part where the mustache is clipped and

the lip, intermia-ing mith the mouth. (A’Obeyd.)

The Muslim should clip his mustache sº that this

part shall appear. (MSb, T.A.)- cº-ºw JU'ſ A

thing resembling a zone, or belt, of a tent or house.

(K)—-ºl &: ju- 14 ring, or fircle, of

men. (K.) One says,º Us: Juel A They

have alighted and taken up their abode [so that

they form a ring] around the sons of such a one.

(A, Msb.)

* A sin; a crime; an offence. ($, K.) One

says, US** Jºãº He punished me for the

sin, crime, or offence, of another than myself. ($.)

5,4t. A bony. (A.)- A milking-vessel of

skin (i.ie) for the head of which a twig is bent

into the form of a hoop, and put round, after

which its lip is covered; (K, TA;) or, sometimes,

the edges of the skin of the axle are folded upon

the hoop-formed twig, and dry upon it. (TA.)

Ale!

Cli and Li (S. K.) like …; and ºi, (5.

and Mgh in art. •e-1,) A fortress : or, as some

say, any lofty building : (Mgh :) or a [building

such as is termed] 2 as [q. v.]: (IAar, K:) and

any fortress built of stones : and any square,

roofed, house : (K:) pl. (of pauc., TA) Ausſ (S,

Mgh, K) and (of mult, TA) 2.Éi (K) tº

signifies fortresses of the people of El-Medeemeh :

and one of these is termed Y i.e. (S:) or this

signifies [simply] a fortress; and its pl. is 2u21.

(TA.)

6 . . ;

a slo!: see above.

i.º. 2u." Lofty [fortresses, &c.]: (A, TA:)

[or it may signify fortresses, &c., disposed in

order, or grouped together; for it is said to be] a
6. J. J. ~ of - 6 - c :

phrase like is... ººl, (0, TA) or like sº
6 * * ~ *

5-a-º. (K.)

-3'

- 3, 2 3 -

1. Ji, aor. 533 (IDrd, M, Mgh, K) and -ãº,

(IDrd, M, K,) the latter agreeable with analogy,

(TA,) [but the former, though irregular, is the

more common,] inf. Il. Ji; (M, Mgh;) and

* -ī, inf. n. Jºgº h ($, Mgh, K) and "Ju :

(M, K5) He said Ji [q.v.), (IDrd, S, M, Mgh,

K,) by reason of anxiety, or disquietude of mind,

or by reason of vexation, distress of mind, or

disgust: (IDrd, M, K:) held by Sb to be of the

l • * * • * * - &&. -

same class as 2-, and UQA meaning “he said
ad - - - -

iſ&"and he said ºf S. & S." (M.) You
:*f;

2 : ºf -ºš - -

say also, Yaşi, and a Y Jºi, and a Y casti,
-- --

- - ... ºf - - -

meaning He said to him -31. (M.) And Jae

- - - - o 22:… • 23

Utº-3& CºW –istº Jºš Such a one began to

say Ji -5 by reason of a smell which he perceived.

(T,) And age "Jú à Verily he is angry

with him, or enraged against him. (TA.)

2: see 1, in three places.

5: see 1, in four places.

*: *: ºf .# #

-31 and -31 and -31, or -31: see -3).
- 2 2.

-, and its vars. (differing only in having the

-3 movent): see the next paragraph.

32 a?

-: Dirt, or filth; as also W iši; (S:) you say,

2 ü, and Yasi, Dirt, or filth, to him; in which

the tenween is for the purpose of rendering them
5.

J2 3?

aſ C3ſ; (T;) and
2 ai à, 3}

W asſ; and tâ; Gi; (T, S;) the latter of

which is an imitative sequent: (S:) or Ji signi

fies the dirt of the ear; and Jä, the dirt of the

nails; (AS, T, M, K; but in the last, of the nail;)

the phrases mentioned above being used on the

occasion of deeming a thing dirty or filthy, and

afterwards on the occasion of experiencing annoy

ance or disgust at anything; (AS, T, M,” TA;)

and * Jºi, also, has the former of these two
º

3, 2

indeterminate; (S;) and -á,
2 < * * - -

ań55

meanings: (TA:) or Ji signifies the dirt around

the nail; (M;) or the dirt of the nail; (K;) and

-ā, the dirt in the nail : (M:) or the former, a

paring of the nail; and a piece of stick, or a

reed, which one takes up from the ground: (K:)

in these various senses they are explained as used
32 - 22 33

in the saying, Uşş3 aſ Uši : (TA:) or the former

signifies stink : (Zj, TA:) or paucity; (T, M,
º ,- 6.-:

K;) as also V -āşī; (M;) or from Y -āšî signi

fying a thing little in quantity; (T; and the

same meaning is assigned to this word in the K:)
3,

and Jö is an imitative sequent, (T, M, K,) of

the same meaning. (M)—-5, also, is a word

expressive of vexation, distress of mind, or disgust;

(M, Mgh;) or of dislike, displeasure, or hatred;

(K;) and has six forms; (T, S;) mentioned by

Akh; ($;) or ten; (M;) or forty; (K;) or
~3 ał 33

more; (TA;) as follow : -31 and Jºl and esſ and

wi à? 3? - 2 -:

Jºl and Úl and -31 (T, S, M, K) and Jºl and Jºl

2. o: 2 23 oë T of

and CŞl and C31 and Úl and C3. (K) and Jºſ (M,

£2 * a?

K) and Ji and "Ji, pronounced with imáleh,
ał

(M, K.) i. e. with pure imāleh, and Yūi with
ał

intermediate imáleh, and W Usºl without imáleh,

the alif [written Us] in these three denoting the
-3

fem. gender, and W Jº, with kesr to the -3, (K,)

i.e., as a prefixed noun with its complement, [the

latter being the pronoun of the first pers.,] (TA,)
• 23? º

and Vºi, (K,) with damm to the 1 and J,

which latter is with teshdeed, and with the 3 and
• ał

• quiescent, (TA,) and Yaşi [in a copy of the M
2 ał •-2 • 33 o *

* all and waii and " `i (K) and "J, and " -*.

and * >3, and 'S3' and * Gl and W. J. and W 3.
ãº 3” 3 * 2

and 'G' and "J, and * -3, with damm to the

-3, which is with teshdeed, [in a copy of the M

W -3.) and W Gl, like º, and W Cºl. pronounced

with imáleh, and "Jä, with kesr, (K,) i. e.,

prefixed to the pronoun of the first person,
că w w:

(IAmb) and "-ji and "Ji (K) and v Ji, or
g - aw -- " - ‘. . ~~

Y-3, and Y-5ſ, or Y-5ſ, and Y ~51, or "Ji,

(accord. to different copies of the K.) [all these

forms, making the number (forty) mentioned by

the author of the K, I have drawn from a com

parison of three copies of that work, and I believe

them to be correct: some other forms are men

tioned by SM as perhaps indicated in the K; but

I see no good reason for this: he then adds,) and
c 2.É. o of o ºf

Yaşi and W 335i and Yaşi, the last mentioned by
-i.

IB on the authority of IKft. (TA.) Jºl, [with

its variants, in its primary sense, denotes one's

blowing at a thing that falls upon him, such as

dust or ashes; or at the place, to remove there

from what is annoying; therefore people say, at

anything that they deem troublesome, or dis

pleasing, or hateful, 4. -5 [as though meaning

A puff, or blast of breath, to it]: (Kt, T:) or

[rather] it is a word imitative of a sound; [like

ugh in English, both in sound and meaning; and

in meaning like our interjections foh and faugh;]

(Bd on the ex. in the Kur which will be found

below, and TA;) denoting vexation, or distress

of mind, or disgust; (Bd ubi supra;) or denoting

contempt: (TA:) or it is a verbal noun, meaning

I am vered, or distressed in mind, or disgusted:

(Bd ubi supra:) or it is an imperative verbal

noun [denoting disgust or abhorrence, like out,

and anay]: (IJ, M:) or he who says & ū uses

it in the manner of an imprecation, like as one

says&2& Sº ; and he who says & Ji puts

it in the nom. case because of the J, like as one

says&º Jº; and he who says & Ji puts

it in the gen, case likening it to words imitative

of sounds. (IAmb.) It is said in the Kur

(xvii. 2), Ji tº Jā Ş. (T.S.T.A.) or Ji,

(TA, [in which other readings also are men

tioned,) [And say not thou to them (i. e. to thy

father and mother) Ugh, &c.,] meaning, do not

thou deem anything of their affairs. burdensome,

nor be contracted in bosom thereby, nor be rough,

or harsh, or coarse, to them: (Kt, T :) or do not

thou say to them anything expressive of the least

disgust, when they have becºme old, but take

upon thyself their service; Ji signifying stink.

(Zj, T.)

o

Jºl and its vars. (differing only in having the
e 3. 3 a

-3 movent): see -3).= For -31, see also Jº!,

in three places.

23; * , º, .

asſ: see Júl, in two places.

iii. See Ji, in four places.= Also A. dirty,

a filthy, an unclean, man: (K:) from Ji signi

fying the “dirt of the nail.” (TA.)—One in

want; poor; possessing little : (K:) from -isſ

signifying “a thing little in quantity.” (TA.)—

9 *
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- ał 2

A conard: (K:) as though originally 35' 35,
:

i.e. holding back, by reason of disgust, (Jič)

from fight : (TA:) or eaperiencing vezation or

disgust, and languid or sluggish, in near : (IAar:)

also heavy, or sluggish. (IAth.)

ă : See& , in three places.

Jº Veration, distress ºf mind, or disgust.

2

(T, IAth, K)– See also Ji, in three places.=

And see &G , in three places.

ow? • 3? 3?e.g. • a £ • a #

aśl and as! and as! and as! and asſ: see Jºſ.

a?

Jº", pronounced in three different ways; and
w8 3 *

Lº! ; see -3).

º º w 3?

uſ and es'! and e', see -3).

o 3: #

•9%) : see -3).

9 - > *

aş331: see what next follows.

6 ºf w

• 30%) A man n-ho says -ji much or often ; (M,

a. * * *

TA;) as also Váš9551, accord. to the copies of

the º and TS and K ; but in other lexicons

was, i. in the O, one nho ceases not to say to

another & Ji in the Jm, the last of these three

words is explained as meaning one who ceases not

to say this at some of his affairs. (TA.)

&ü (T, S, M,K) and Öği (T,TS, L, K) and

"J ($, M, K) and "Jsi (T, L, K) and vii.
£ S - 6.33 5 J - e

(L, M) and Y isi (M) and W i3, (T, M, S,
-

K, &c.,) of the measure ā-ā, [being originally

it. accord. to J, who appears to be right in

saying so, (IB,) and so accord. to Aboo-'Alee,

who states, on authority of Aboo-Bekr, that it

is thus in some of the copies of the Book of Sb,

(L.) though in other copies of that book said to

be of the measure iſai, (IB, L.) A time; (T.S.M.

K;) as in the sayings, & Y -3. Jº Jš Če,

and º (§, TA) and "assi, and "º, and

* 2:5, (TA) That was at the time of that;

($, TA) and 4% º J Jú, (IAar, L.)

and as Jº Jé, (IAar, T, M, º and 235,

(T, L.) and "45", (M., L.) and "assi, (IAar, T,

L.) and "º, (M., L.) and "...i, (M) and
W º, (IAar, T, S, M, L.) preceded by Jºe,

(IAqr, T, S, &c.,) and by Jº, (L.) He came to

me at the time of that. (IAar, T, &c.)

• 23: 3:

o:33) : see -3).

.." ** .* * 32

-3) and -31 and -31 and CŞſ: see Ji.
• - : º

• 2 × 2 6 ºz

aš935) : see -3Us!.

#3: See 3%, in three places.

- - 9 w8 y -

Jº Jºe Lººe [app. Holding back, by reason

of disgust, from fight; as though saying J.
a? -

at the mention thereof: see ãì). (TA.)

&
* > -f

º 1. ***), (A’Obeyd, $, L, &c.,) aor. 2, inf. n.

t", (L.) He, [or it] struck him, or hit him, [or

hur, him, on the part of his head called the

tºº. (A’obeyd, S, L, Mºb, K.) He who pro
nounces tºº without , says as-àº. (Mºb.)

* > * >

-ašue A man having his head broken in the

** gºing

part called the tºº. (L.)

£ºt, (L.A.,5, Mºb. K.) as alo &
without e, but the former is the more correct and

the better, (Lth, Az, Msb,) and is of the measure

Jº, (Lth, Az, S, Msb,) whereas the latter is

of the measure Jºu, (Lth, Az, Msb,) [The top,

verter, or cronyn, of the head; or the part of the

top of the head nihich is crossed by the coronal

suture, and comprises a portion of the sagittal

suture;] the part where the anterior and pos

terior bones of the head meet; (K;) the place

that is in a state of commotion in the head of

an infant; (S;) the place which, in the head

of a child, does not close up until after some

years; or does not become knit together in its

several parts; and this is nihere the bone of the

anterior part of the head and that of its posterior

part meet ; (Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán;”) the

place that is soft, in a child's head, before the two

bones called the aëtº and aeus, meet, between the

asus [or middle of the head] and the forehead:

(L:) or the middle of the head when it has

become hard and strong; before which it is not

thus called: (Mºb :) pl. -gū; ($;) so in the

old lexicons [in general]; but in the T and K

** [which is pl. of ºu without : º, as pl.

of **, is like +3; as pl. of +jēl; and

because of this form of the pl., F says that J is

in error in mentioning the word in the present

art. : it has been shown, however, that J is not in

error in this case. (TA)—[Hence the saying,

-,+, *2: ! Ye are the centres and summits

of the heads of nobility. (L, from a trad.) And

Jºſſ * + The main [or middle] part of the

night. ($, K.)– [See also art. tºl

Jºl

1. 3, GK,S,K) aor. 2, (JK, K) inf n.

Ji, (TK,) He went his on n way, at random,

or heedlessly, (~5 -e) and nent anay in the

Jú [or regions, &c., of the land]: (Lth, J.K, K:)

or he nent anay in, or into, the land, or country:

($:) and he took his nay into the Juſ [or regions,

&c.,] of the land. (J.K.)—[Hence, app.,] Jºi,

aor. as above; thus, says IB, accord. to Kz,

and thus it is, given on the authority of Kr;

(TA;) [see Jāl;] or 33), aor. 4, (S, O, K,)

inf. n. Jºi ; (S;) He attained the utmost degree,

[as though he reached the Já (or horizon, or

furthest point of view,)] in generosity; ($, O, K;)

or in knowledge, or science; or in chasteness of

speech, or eloquence, and in the comination of

eaccellent qualities. (K.)— Also, Jºš), aor. = ,

(Kr, Ibn-Abbād, J.K.K.) inf n. Gi (JK, TA)

He overcame, or surpassed. (Kr, Ibn-'Abbād,

J.K. K.)—And, infº. 33. He was good,

or beautiful; he possessed the quality of eacciting

admiration and approval by his beauty and the

pleasingness of his aspect : said of a camel, and of

a horse. (JK)—ºſe 3i (JK, TA) He (a

man) excelled him; namely, another man: (JK:)

or he preceded him in excellence; or outncent him

therein; as also «ăși, aor. - . (TA.) [It is like

45%]— tº Gº Jº, aor. - , (S, K,) inf n. Ji,

(TA,) He gave to some more than to others.

(S, K.) So in the saying of El-Aasha,

&#2 & 4. Sº

&kºi, Gºº

[Nor the King En-Noamán, on the day that I

met him, in his goodly, or happy, condition,

giving gifts, or stipends, or nºritten obligations

conferring gifts, and giving to some more than

to others]: (S:) or the meaning is, writing

[writs of] gifts, and sealing them: or, as some

say, taking his nay iuto the Júſ [or regions, &c.,]

of the land. (JK)=&isi, aor. , (§, Mºb, K.)

inf. n. Ji, (S, Msb,) He tanned it (namely 8.

hide) until it became nhat is termed Jºſ. (S,

Msb,” K.) -

5. tº Jº IIe (a man, A5, TA) came to us

> * > *

Jº Jº [from a region, &c., of the land]: (As,

K:) or came to ws, and alighted at our abode

as a guest: and in the Nawādir el-Aarāb, a. Jºu

is said to signify he reached him, or overtook

him; as also aw Jiu. (T.A.)

Ji. See 3i

&si The main and middle part (c…) of a

road; (K 3) thejace, or surface, thereof: (IAar,

K:), pl. 33. (K.) Hence the saying, Jºsé

J.All Ji Jº& [Such a one sat upon the

main and middle part, or face, or surface, of

the road]. (TA.) –The flanks, or ilia : or,

as some, say, skins; or skin; as in the saying,

Jº & G-&: I drank until I filled my

skin ; (JK :) pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] of

*āsī; (IAar;) which signifies the flank; (IAar,

.K.) as does also wiisi. (Th, K.)- Also pl.,

($, K,) or [rather] quasi-pl. n., (M, K,) ofJs,

q. v. (S, M., K.)

+ #

# *

6 : * . . .

J31 : see Jºšl, in two places.

& GK, S, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) and '3;

(S, K) A side; meaning a lateral, or an outnard

or adjacent, part or portion ; or a part, region,

quarter, or tract, considered with respect to its

collocation or juactaposition or direction, or con

sidered as belonging to a nihole; or a remote

side; syn, i.e.: ; (JK, S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and

a border, or an eactremity; (JK;) of a land,

or of the earth; and of the sky, or heavens:

(JK, Mgh, Msb:) [or the horizon, or part newt

to the horizon, of the sky and of the earth;] or

what appears of the sides (J-sº) of the celestial

sphere, (K, TA,) and of the borders, or extremi

ties, of the earth : (TA:) or the place whence

blon's the south wind, and the north nºind, and the

west nºind, and the east mind: (K,” TA:) pl.

Jüí (JK, S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and the sing.

also is used as a pl. ; like Juá, as is said in
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the Nh: (MF:) thus in the verse of El-'Abbās,

in praise of the Prophet:

of: 2 - ? : z o. 2 . … • ?:

# jS) sº sº-J2 tº stºl +

* J39, 9}, i < *, Jº +

[When thou wast born, the earth became bright,

and the tracts of the horizon, or the regions, shone

with thy light]: or, as some say, J39 is made

fem. by him as meaning ā-ºl. (TA.) The

phrase 39*&- means When the redness,

or nihiteness, in the & [or horizon] disappears.

(Mgh.)— Also, in like manner, The side, or

lateral part, of a tent: (JK:) or the part between

the [two) anterior [pieces of wood called the]

cºj, in the [fore part called the] J%9, of a tent:

(K:) and the sides, or lateral parts, of a tent of

the kind belonging to the Arabs of the desert.

(TA.)=3; is also said to be a pl. of Jºſ; but

this is disallowed by Lh. (TA.)=See also Jºſ.

iási, see Jºi=Also A burying of a skin, or

hide, in the earth, so that its hair may be re

moved, and it may become ready for tanning.

(Lih, K, TA) (see &sil

3 .

ū, (ISk, JK, T, S, Mgh, Mºb, K) contr. to
- 3 *

rule, (T, Msb) and "Jºši, (AS, ISk, S, Mgh,

Msb, K,) agreeably with rule, (S,) being a rel. n.
28

from Jº, (Msb,) and some (namely the lawyers,

in relation to pilgrimage and the like, MF) say

Yūgū, (Mgh, MF) which is incorrect, (Mgh,

Mşb,) or whether it be correct, after the manner

of &lai and the like, requires consideration,

(MF,) an epithet applied to a man, (ISk, S,

Msb) meaning One who is from the 35ſ [or

lateral parts, or regions,] of the land; (ISk," S,

Msb;*) mentioned by Aboo-Naşr: ($, referring

to the first form of the word:) or one who goes

about in the Júſ: (JK:) or one niho goes through

the Güí of the land in search of sustenance: (K,”
6 J3 - a 2 & 24 ~ 3 -:

TA:) as also Yºi. (K,TA.) axle Jºël or 48* Lºs

means He who is nithout the places nihere the

pilgrims coming to Mekkeh enter upon the state of

29-1 (Mgh.)
: 12 3 -á

Jºli see Jºl.

& : see Jºſ.–Applied also to a bucket

(js), meaning Eccelling other buckets. (AA,

K.)=Also, (A5, Th, J.K, S, Mgh, Msb, K,)

and 'iis, (K,) or the latter is a more particular

term than the former, like as i.e. is more so

than 3-, (Mgh) and "Jºi, (K, ſhut see what

follows,) The skin, or hide, that is not completely

tanned, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) so that it is unsub

stantial, not firm, or strong, or tough: (Mgh :)

when its tanning is complete, and it becomes red,

it is termed~2. therefore Js is of the measure

Jº in the sense of the measureJº (Msb:)

or in the second stage of its tanning; for in the

first stage it is termed*; then, Ješ); and then,

_ºx!: (TA:) or that is tanned, but before it is

senced : (As, S, K:) or before it is cut, or slit.:

(K:) or when it comes forth from the tan, its

tanning being finished, (JK, TA,) its [original]

odour being [still] in it: (TA :) or after it is

tanned: (Msb:) or not tanned: (Th, TA:) or

that is tanned without b,; or Jº or any of the

tans of the people of Nejd: (TA:) ISd says, I

think that Th has mentioned * 3: as syn. with

&l, and explained it as signifying the skin, or

hide, that is not tanned; but I am not sure of it:

(TA:) the pl. is Jº, (Lh, J.K, S, Msb, K,) like

as si is pl. of.…, (S,) or this is a quasi-pl. n.,

(M.K.) and jigs, K) is allowable, GK) or,

accord. to Lh; it is not allowable, (TA) and ſpl;

of pauc.] ais, (As, S, K,) like as à-3' and àº,

are pl. of 2si and -ºš. (As, S.) w isſ sig

nifies also A ā- [or skin for nater or milk &c.]

made of a hide of the kind termed Jeſ. (Mgh.)

And& also signifies The skin of a man, and of

any beast. (TA.)

6 - £ 6 :

aşeşl : see Jºš), in two places.

2, ºf 3 -:

Júl ; see Jºl.

Jº, ($, K, &c.,) of the measure Jeº, (S, Kz,

TA, [in the CK dº, and in like manner in a

copy of the JK,I) from &l, (S, K,) or, as IB

says, accord. to Kz, from Jºi, aor. 2, and so

accord. to Kr, and shown to be of the measure

Jes by several verses in which it occurs, (TA,)

One who has attained the utmost degree in gene

rosity; ($, K;) or in knowledge, or science; or

in chasteness of speech, or eloquence, and in the

combination of excellent qualities; (K;) as also

* &si. (K:) fem. with 3. (IF, K.) Also applied

to a horse, Generous nith respect to both parents:

fem. with 3. (S.) And applied to a camel, That

eaccites admiration and approval by his generous

ness, ercellence, high blood, or the like; (JK;)

and so "...ii, (JK, S, K) applied to a horse, (S,

K,) and a mare, (JK, S, K,) and a she-camel.

(JK.)

6 ... ae

355) :

-

6.8

see Jºšl.

s

Jāºſ. See &isi.

J31

* ~ 2:

1. ašl, aor. : , inf. n. 35i, (with fet-h, S, TA,

its only form, TA, [in the CK Ji,j) He changed

his, or its, manner of being, or state; (S, K;) and

he turned him, or it, (i. e., anything, Msb,)

anay, or back; ($, Mºb, K3)º cº [..from

the thing]; ($;) or ave-5 cc [from his, or its,

mode, or manner, of being, &c.]: (Msb:) so in

the Kur xlvi. 21, tººſ &= & tº:- Hast

thou come to us to turn us anay, or back, from

our gods? (Bd:) or he turned him anay, or

back, by lying : (TA:) or he changed, or per

certed, his judgment, or opinion : (K:) or he

deceived him, or beguiled him, and so turned him

anay, or back : and simply he deceived him, or

beguiled him: and 4si signifies he was turned

jrom his judgment, or opinion, by deceit, or guile.

(TA) It is said in the Kurſii. 9], & 4. &#

Asi. i. e., He mill be turned anay from it

(namely, the truth,) who is turned anay in the

foreknowledge of God: (TA:) or, accord. to

Mujáhid, & 3. ...e. &# ſhe will be reak in

intellect andjudgment so as to be thereby turned

anay from it who is neak in intellect and judg

ment]. (S, T.A.) You say also, cº Jºſſ 4;

Jºs-) The man nas turned anay, or back, from

good, or prosperity. (Sh.) And <si, (K, TA,)

inf. n. as above, (TA,) He forbade him what he

wished, (K, TA,) and turned him ancay, or back,

from it. (TA)—usi, aor. 2; (Msb, K;) and

Ji, aor. 3 (IAar, K.) in n. 4; (Mºb, K)

and ºil and ºf and 9,i, (Ki) He was

uttered a falsehood; said nºhat neas untrue ;

(Mºb, K.) as also "Ji, (K) inf. n. Jºãº

(TA:) because a lie is a saying that is turned

from its proper way, or mode. (Bd in xxiv. 11.)

—Jº Js, aor. : , inf. n. &i, He told the

people what neas false; 31st and <si being

like 33° and 4:34. (Az, TA)— as:

Gºś, (K,) inf. n. 31ji; (TA;) or the verb is

W 337; (so in the printed edition of Bø, xlvi. 27;)

He, or it, made such a one to lie, or say nºhat

m’as untrue. (K)—ºf He was neak [as

though perverted] in his intellect and judgment

or opinion. (K,” TA.) Butà& as meaning

God rendered weak his intellect is not used. (L,

TA.)-f It (a place) was not rained upon, and

had no vegetation, or herbage. (K, T.A.)

2 : see 1.

4: see 1.

8. #313 - £ºf [written with the disjunctive
- ~ 2. ~ * c :

alif St.Kāºl], ($, K,) (, VAW, (S,) The land, or

district, or the tonn, or the like, was, or became,

overturned, or subverted, (S, K,) neith its inhabit

ants : (S:) as were the towns of the people of

Lot. (TA)— Hence it is said of El-Basrah,

cº- º <<5ſ 25, meaning I It has been

submerged with its inhabitants tnice; as though

subverted. (Sh.)—You say also, 45 <&l

Jº f That land has been burnt up by drought.

(IAar.)

& [an inf. n. used as a subst. ;] A lie; a

falsehood; (S, TA;) as also *āşi. pl. (of the

latter, K) Jºsí. (S, K.) You say, *āś º, and

*aš, ū; [and "aº, using the dim. form

for the purpose of enhancement; i. e. O the lie /

and 0 the great lie!] the J with fet-h denoting

calling to aid; and with kesr denoting wonder, as

though the meaning were, O man, wonder thou

at this great lie. (TA.)

ağl [so in the TA, without any syll. signs;

app. either ići, an inf. n. of un., or " ãº, like

is's ;] A punishment sent by God, whereby the

dwellings of a people are overturned: occurring

in a trad, relating to the story of the people of

Lot. (TA.)

isii. : A year of drought or sterility: (K,
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TA:) pl. &; [contr. to rule, as though the

sing, were "isſ]. (Z, TA)

6 x: 5 ºf

J331: see Júl.

3 si One who is turned from his judgment, or

-
23.2

opinion, by deceit, or guile; as also W 3,5t. (K.)

– Lacking strength or power or ability, and

having little prudence and artifice. (Lth, K.)=

See also jū.

isi. See 351, in three places.– Also A

severe, or distressing, calamity. (Ibn-Abbād.)

• 2.2% 6 o

aš-š): see 49).

3ūī A great, or habitual, liar; ($, Msb, K3)

- J. 6 :

as also "3,ii, (Mºb, K) and "Jºi. (K.) fem.

of the first [and last] with 3: but the second is

both masc. and fem.: (Msb :) lº pl. of the

second is 3/31 with damm [i. e. &i, accord. to

the rule of the K, but the TA seems to indicate

a 23 0 -> *

that it is 3/5, by likening it to the pl. of 23-2].

(K.)

&ſ: see as:-and see &ii.

38.2

3,5t. [Changed in his, or its, manner of being,

or state: turned anay, or back, from a thing :

&c.]: see Jºi...— Weak [as though perverted]

in his intellect (AZ, S, K) and judgment or

opinion ; as also &;tº (AZ, S:) accord. to

A’Obeyd, (or AA, as in one copy of the $,) a

man who does not attain, or obtain, good, or pros

perity. (S.)— Also, (K,) fem. with 3, (S, K,)

f A place, (K,) or land, (Ji, S, Z,) not rained

upon, and having no vegetation, or herbage. ($,

Z, K.)

&#3 (S, K) and āśl, (TA) both

occurring in the Kur, [the former in ix. 71 and

lxix. 9, and the latter in liii. 54,] The cities over

thronºn, or subverted, by God, upon the people of

Lot. (S, K.)-The former also signifies The

winds that turn over [the surface of] the earth,

or ground: (K:) or the minds that blon from

different quarters: it is said (by the Arabs, $)

that when these winds blow much, the earth (i. e.

its seed-produce, TA) thrives, or yields increase.

(S, K, TA.)

J3)

1. Já, (T, S, Msb, K,) said of a thing, (Msb,)
e - ~£

or of the moon, (T,) and c.13), said of the sun,

(T, S, M,) and of the stars, (M,) aor. 2 and *,
• 23 o

inf n. Jºi (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and Jii, (M,

Msb,) It was, or became, absent, or hidden, or

concealed; (T, S, Msb, K;) it set; (T, S, M,

&c.;) and so Js, aor. *. (K.)– Hence, Jāī
-- ... º. -->

-

JJ" Je JY3 Such a one became absent, or went

anay,from the country, or town. (Mºb.)

* - - ©

JºiA young camel such as is termedJº's- Jº!

[i. e. that has entered its second wear]; (As, El

Fárábee, S, M, Msb, K5) and the like; ($;) or,

and also such as is above this [in age]; (El

Fárábee, M, Msb, K;) or, and also such as is

termedº& [i.e. that has entered the third

9/ear]; beyond which it is not so called: (As,

TA:) or that is seven months old, or eight: (As,

Msb:) or a youthful camel: (AZ, Msb:) and

also (M, K) a young weaned camel; syn. J- :

(T, M, Mºb, K.) fem. with 3: (As, $3) pl. Júl

(T, S, M, K) and Jº, (Sb, ş, M, K) which

latter they liken to -ºš as pl. of ºš. (M.)

[In my copy of the Mºb, the pl. is said to be

als!: and it is also there said, on the authority of

IF, that als signifies the young ones of sheep.]

It is said in a prov., Jº & ºil tº, [The

stallion-camel is only that which has increased in

growth from the young one in its second year,

&c.]; i. e. what is great has begun small. (TA.)

Jº part n of 1. (T, TA) applied to the moon,

and to any star: (TA:) fem. with 3: (T, TA:)

pl. &sº (Kur vi. 76 [the rational form of the pl.

being there used because it is applied to stars as

6 wit a 23

being likened to gods]) and J31 and Jºšl. (TA.)

aş)

e jf

993)

e -: o ºf • zł • * • ??

aş) and as and as! and a $1 and as and

5 * -

º• & w

See -3).

*

and 233) :

J2-3)

&sº, [like ëstº, but this is of a very extr.

5 in o –

6 c > o - 6 o' -- o 2.

&c.;] or J3:31, [like J33,75] (accord. to different

copies of the K, art. Jºš ;) [an arabicized word,

from the Greek &tion, either immediately or

s ºf

measure; , or, as some write it, J3:31, like

through the Persian &xi; meaning Opium :]

the milk [or juice] of the black Egyptian Jºº-º-

[or poppy, or papaver somniferum]; (K;) or the

milk of the Jºls--i-, the best of n!hich is the

black Egyptian; (TA;) or the expressed juice

of the black Egyptian Jºls—ts-, dried in the

sun : cold and dry in the fourth degree : (Ibn

Seenā, or Avicenna, i. 133:) beneficial for hot

tumours, especially in the eye; torporific (to the

intellect, TA): in a small quantity, beneficial,

and soporific: in a large quantity, a poison :

(K:) [the lexicographers regard the word as

Arabic :] some, among whom is the author of

the K, hold that it belongs to art. Jºš : others,

that it belongs to art. J31. (TA.)

s 2 > 0 } -

J/5-51 - see art. 9-5.

laš'

1. iii, aor. -, (S.K.) inf n. iii, ($) He

made it (namely food) with bji, q. v. infră.

($, K.)— Also, (aor, and inf. n. as above, TA)

He fed him with lºsſ; (A’obeyd, K.) like aº

from &4, and à from tº : Lh mentions the

verb in this sense as used without its being made

transitive. (T.A.)– [as in the CK is a mistake

for 1.51, q. v.] -

4. Lii, (Lh, K, [in the CK, incorrectly, ki,j)

of the measure Jºi, agreeably with a common

rule, applying to anything, (Lh, TA,) He had

much asſ; his ºf became much, or abundant.

(Lh, K.)

8. Jaśl [written with the disjunctive alif kiºſ]

He made, or prepared, Asi. ($ :) strangely

omitted in the O and in the K. (TA.)

bji (Fr. Az,5, Mºb.K) and kil (Fºo, K)

and Lji (Fr.K) and lj, (§, o, Mºb, K) the

last sometimes occurring in poetry, and formed

from the first, by transferring the vowel of the J

to the preceding letter, (S,) or a contraction of

the second, accord. to a common usage of [the

tribe of] Temeem in the cases of words of this

measure, (O,) and iši (K) and iji, (As, K,) of

all which the first is the most ghaste, and the

last is strange, (TA,) [A preparation of dried

curd;] a preparation of, or thing made from,

milk (Az, Msb, K) of sheep or goats, (K,) n-hich

has been churned, and of n!hich the butter has

been taken, (Az, Msb, K,) cooked, and then left

until it becomes concrete : (Az, Msb:) or made

from the milk of camels, in particular: (IAar:)

or milk which is dried, and has become hard,

like stone; with nihich one cooks; repeatedly

mentioned in trads. : (TA:) or a thing made

from milk; being a kind of cheese : (Harp. 587:)

pl. Guji (K)

ići A maher of lºsſ. (TA.)

38.2

bjt. Food made with lºsi ($)

Jºel

1. 3éſ IIe trod wheat. (IAar, K.)

w P. ?. ~ 3 -

2. ºl, inf n. 3...e5, i.a. 3–3, (S, Msh, K)

of which it is a dial. var. ; (S;) but it is not so

chaste as the latter, and by some is disallowed.

(TA.)

4 * i. º. ºf ($ in art. 2-2)

5. A&G i. q. *ś, ($ and K in art. Jºes.)

sel sing of &le; and 3.4% (K) both of

which are irreg. in relation to their sing., (TA,)

signifying (i. e. the pls.) Thongs, or straps, by

n:hich the J-32,3 is bound to the trºo side-boards
40. --

of a horse's saddle. (K.) [See also stes.]

3 = Firm; (K, TA;) applied to a covenant,

or compact. (TA.)

Jel

1. *, aor. 2, inf n. *i. He tilled the

ground; ploughed it up for soning. (Msb.)-

He dug the ground. (TA)— He cut, or dug,

a river, or canal, or rivulet. (Mºb.)—Andjei,

aor 2, (TA,) inf. n. as above; (K;) and Y,āsū;

(K;) He dug a hollon, or cavity, in the ground,

for mater to collect therein and to be baled out

therefrom clear; (K, TA:) or 54-i Y,éu signi

fies he dug hollows, or cavities, in the ground. (S.)

3. 94-1, (TK) inf n. *;4, (S. K.) He

made a contract, or bargain, with him to till

and some and cultivate land for a share of its

produce; syn. of the inf. n.* . (S, K, TA.)

The doing of this is forbidden. (TA.)
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5: see 1, in two places.

i;i,j A hollow, or cavity, dug in the ground,

(S, Msb, K,) in rehich water collects, and from

which it is baled out clear: (K:) pl. *i. (S,

Msb.)= Also a dial. var. of 3,4-, (K,) [A ball]

mith nihich one plays : (TA:) [and a sphere, or

globe :] but it is of weak authority. (K.)

âtel, as used in practical law, Land mhich is

given by its on ners to men who son, and cultivate

it [app. for a certain share of its produce: see

3]. (Mgh.)

jºi A tiller, or cultivator, of land: (Msb,

K:) pl. §ei; as though it were pl. of Jeſ,

(S, Mºb, K) like asś is pl. of se. (Mºb.)

Că=!

- - w ?.

2. Jºël Jºl, inf. n. Jºsé, He made the

Jel; (K5) as also aes, inf. n. -ie;

which latter, accord. to IF, is the original form.

(TA.)- See also 4.

4. – Jeſ, (§,Mgh, Mºb,K) infn. J&ſ,

(K.) He bound, (§, K, TA) or put, (Mºb, TA)

the -stel upon the ass; (S, Msb, K;) as also

**i; ($gh,K) and awes'; ($, Mgh, K.)

which is of the dial. of the people of El-Hijáz;

the first being of the dial. of Benoo-Temeem :

and in like manner, Jº the mule. (Lh.)

Jé ($, Mg, Mºb, K) and Jei (K) as

also -iès ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and Jes, (K

in art. Jes,) The aesº, [i. e. pad, or stuffed

saddle, generally stuffed neith stran, (K,) of the

ass, ($, Mgh, Msb, K,) and also used for the

mule, and for the camel; (TA in art. Jes;) a

saddle like theJ- and -3. (TA) anda saddle

of a horse made in the form of the ass's 5tel,

having at its fore part [or pommel] a thing

resembling a pomegranate: (Mgh :) [see also

--~~5:] pl. [of pauc.] aael (TA) and [of mult.]

Jéi (5, Mg, Mºb, TA) Yakoob assert,

that the in Jel is a substitute for the 3 in

-sley. (TA) A rājiz says,

*, * 2, o f . , 2 a.

+ UşLa 3-1 -- cyl +

* Útě ań ś ºtét. *

! #4 Je cºeu

meaning [Verily ne have some lean asses] nihich

eat every night the price of an —stel. (TA.)

Júi The maker of the kind of saddle called

-stºl. (K.)

Je!

* ~ * * - 6 o ż • 2 #2

1. aſel, [aor. *,] inf. n. Jel and Jeue, [He

ate it, ($, K,) namely, food. (S.) Er-Rum

mánee says that Jé- properly signifies The

sn'alloning food after chening it; so that the

swallowing of pebbles is not properly thus termed:

(Msb:) or, accord. to Ibn-El-Kemál, the convey

ing, or transmitting, to the belly what may be

chewed, whether [the thing be] chened or not; so

that it does not apply to milk, nor to Jº- and

as to the saying of the poet,

•º • * : o z º.º. - a- -

* Cºl tº ºus tº cº-S) cº-e •.

-- £ - e. 2 o'. * … •.”

* & ºf 34 gº &tº +

+[Of the eaters of what they purchase with the

price of mater, nrongfully, I do not see any attain

good after their eating of what they have pur

chased with the price of the mater, he means

a people who used to sell water and purchase

with the price thereof what they would eat :

(TA:) [for you say, 134- Jeſ as meaning + He

ate the price of such a thing : see another ex. voce

Jºël; and another voce&J —The saying,

in the Kur (v. 70], -íče º & liès

2.4% [They should eat things above them and

things beneath their feet] means, their means of

subsistence should be made ample; (Bd, TA;)

by the pouring of the blessings of the heaven and

the earth upon them; or by the abundance of the

fruit of the trees, and the produce of the grains

sown; or by their being blessed with gardens

of ripe fruits, so that they should gather them

from the upper part of each tree, and pick up

what should have fallen upon the ground. (Bd.)
* o f ~ 2.

–44 &#! (lit. His eating became cut off,
2 :

or stopped, means the died; [see also Jéſ;
2 < 0 & ~ 3 - ©

and so allel Lºxº~! [lit. he completed his eating].

(TA)—és, Jéſ [lit. He ate his life, means

the became extremely aged, and his teeth fell out,
• a * * * ~ *

one after another. (TA.) —J.L.J. Jele 3-,
d 2 * > * > *-

and Jºul Az-J Jeu [He eats men, and eats

the flesh of men,) means the defames men; or

does so in their absence : (TA:) and the action

thus signified may be [mith nords, or by making

signs] with the side of the mouth, and neith the

eye, and nith the head. (TA in art. 5-sa.) It is
o x x ~ :

said in the Kur [xix. 12, & eº- + -ī

tº. *-i- Jéſ. [lit. Would any one of you

like to eat the flesh of his brother when dead?];

defamation, or defamation of the absent, being

meant thereby. ($," Ibn-'Arafeh, Bd, Jel.)—

ºJº Jéſ ! [He ate the flesh of my sheep,

and drank the milk of them, means, like Jéſ

Jº, he ate, fed upon, devoured, or consumed,

my wealth, or property : see 2]. (TA.) —

--- jū. e-le f The fire devoured, or con

sumed, the firewood. ($, Mgh.)-šči34

&\s--" ! [The stones nore anay his nails]. (TA.)
*. 2 oz. 2 # w – o – … • * o –

— ºl 'wº-l Jºr- Us? 3/5') +[The 3 in Jºrº,

the LS has swallowed it up]; because it is originally
5 *> *

U833, c : a phrase occurring in the 'Eyn. (TA.)
2 - 2 × . . ;

–29-32 Jelf He consumed his life. (Mgh.)—

It is said in a trad, (TA) Jét ji, ºf

Jºãº t[I have been commanded to hare given

unto me a ton’m nºhich shall devour the other

tonns]; (K, TA;) said to be Yethrib [afterwards

called El-Medeeneh]; (TA;) i. e., the people

of which shall conquer the [other] towns and

make spoil of their possessions: or it denotes the

superior excellence of that town; and is like the

saying, <-2-5 Jéſ. <--- 3. [This is a

tradition which does anay with, or overrules, the

other traditions]. ($gh JK, T.A.)-cººl Já'í

2-d peans f The knife's cutting the flesh. (TA.)
• - - • o • 2 : 9 * :

—Jºel, infºniº, and Jéſand Jé,

! My head itched. (K, TA.) An Arab was

heard º say, [as is often said in the present day,)

Jºſé (sel- ! My skin itches. (TA.)=Jeſ,

aor. , (K) inf n. Jeſ. (TA) : It (a limb, or

member, [and a sore, and a piece of stick, or

wood,) became corroded or cankered, or decayed,

by the mutual eating anay of its several parts;

as also WJK-5, [written with the disjunctive alif

J&J, and "Jéº. (K, TA)—&S - i.e.,

(S, Msb, K,) aor, and inf. n. as in the next pre

ceding sentence, (Msb,) : The teeth rubbed together

and nasted anay; by reason of age; (S;) or fell

out, one after another: (Msb:) or broke in

pieces, or became much broken : (K:) and

Yeº-G signifies the same; (§, Mşb;) and so

"--ºl. ($)—ášūl cºel, aor. , inf. n.
6 * : - -

Jºl, f The she-camel experienced an itching

and annoyance in her belly, ($, O, K,) from the

growth of the hair, (S, O,) or from the growth

of the fur, (K,) of her foetus. (S, O, K.)

- w ſº - s 2.

2. [axeſ, inf. n. Jeet, He made him to eat

a thing]—& Jº Jéſ, (S. K.) inf n, as

above, (K,) [lit. He made people to eat my

property, and made them to drink it, means

the fed men, or the people, with my property, or

cattle. ($, K, TA)—º, Jé Jº Jº,

(so in some copies of the K and in the TA,) or

*Jé, (so in two copies of the S and in

a copy of the K,) [of which the former is app.

the right reading, as the lit. meaning seems to be

My cattle passed the day made to eat and made

to drink, i.e., f pasturing as they pleased. (S,

K,TA)—º 43-1, inf. n. as above, t He

charged against him, or accused him of doing, the

thing; as also "4e", (K, TA) inf. n. J&ſ.

(TA.) In [some of] the copies of the K, for

ses, we here find, erroneously, *3. (TA.)

You say, Jéſ2 u. Jºſé [lit. Thou hast made

me to eat nihat I have not eaten, meaning f thou

hast charged against me, or accused me of doing,

- - w ºiá."n:hat I have nºt done; as also. Jºel. 6.

TA.) So too, -ºº! J Le Jººl. ($ and K in

art. --> *.)

8. Alei, infºn, i.eli. (S,K) and Jé!, (K)

He ate with him; (S, K;) as also allels, though

of weak authority; (K;) or this latter is not

allowable. ($, $gh.)—iºlá, which is for

bidden in a trad. is + A debtor's giving a thing to

his creditor in order that he may abstain from

taking the debt. (TA.)

4. Jeſ, [inf. n. J& ,] said of the palm-tree,

and of seed-produce, (§, K.) and of anything,

(S,) It had ripe fruit; it supplied food. ($, K.)

—ººl &eſ, (§, K) inf n, as above, (S) He

gave him to eat the thing; he fed him with the

thing. ($," K.)—See also 2, in two places.–

jū. Jeſ + He fed, or supplied, the fire with fuel

($)—J-3 & Jeſ, (A, K,) inf n, as above,

(S, O,) f He busied himself among the people

neith propagating calumnies: ($, O, TA:) or he

created, or excuted, disagreement, dissension, or
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strife, among them; or made, or did, mischief

among them : (A, TA :) or he incited them, 0776

against another. (K.)—tº &=1, (S,) or

US$ tº; Jéſ, (K, [in the CK, erroneously,

ū); &\}.) : I made thee, (S,) or he made such

a one, (K,) to have dominion, or authority, or

power, over such a one." ($, K.)

5. Jéu. see 1, latter part, in two places:—

and see also 8.— Also, said of a sword, ($, K.)

and of silver (K, TA) molten, (TA,) and of

lightning, and of collyrium, and of aloes, (K.)

and of anything shiny, (TA,) tit shone, gleamed,

or glistened, (S, K, TA,) much, or intensely; (K;)

when said of a sword, by reason of its sharpness.

(S, TA.)

8. Jºël [with the disjunctive alif J&ſ]: See

1, latter part, in two place-Jº 343 tº

Dost thou not cease to eat our flesh, [i. e., to

wound our reputations, (see 1,)] and to defame

us? (Aboo-Nasr, T.A.) But see below. —-ºl

jū ! The fire flamed, or blazed, vehemently; as

though one part thereof devoured another. (TA.)

—tº Jº", (K) Or -**) cº, (S,) He

burned, or burned fiercely, with, or by reason of,

anger. (S, K.) The phrase mentioned above,

Jsº Jaj ul, is also cited as an ex, of this

meaning. ($, T.A.) You say likewise, a-e J& 5)

! He was, or became, angry n°ith him, and excited,

or provoked, against him, (K, TA,) and vehement,

or severe; (TA) as also a "Jéu. (K.)

10. “º Alet. He ashed, or begged, of

him to assign to him the thing, or to make it be

to him, as a means of subsistence, or a thing to be

eaten. (K, TA)—iº Jett. f He takes

(S, K, TA) and devours (TA) the possessions of

the weak ones. (S, K, T.A.)

• * * 6 * *

Jeſ: see Jel.

* 2 : . ~ * 6 - 8: ~ of

Jel inf. m. of Jél ſq. v.]—Jel ºu...' Jº

f In his teeth is a rubbing together and wasting

anay; by reason of age. (S, TA.)

Jeſ [part. n. ofJeil–ieſ âû t A she

camel eaperiencing an itching and annoyance in

her belly, (S, K,) from the growth of the hair,

(S,) or from the growth of the fur, (K,) of her

joetus. ($, K.)— [Ješ is erroneously put, in

the CK, for Ješ), in a sense explained below.]

Jé and 'Jai (S.M., K, &c.) the later

a contraction of the former; (Msb;) What is

eaten; (S, Msb, TA 3) as also *ā- and viei

(LA, TA) and 'ist, and "iet. (Mºh, K)

and 'Jet, (L), Mº) any catal, i.e.

anything that is eaten; (S;) and Y Jé- signifies

[the same, an eatable, or]fººd. (ś, TA.) You

say of one who is dead, aKel &la=! [His ful

has become cut off, or stopped: in the TA, aMei.

see 11. (5) And 'Sei <33 tº I have not

tasted food. (S, T.A.)– Fruit (S, K [in the

latter of which, in some copies,jº is put for

3-, erroneously, as is said in the TA]) of palm

trees and other trees [&c.]. (S.) So in the Kur

Ixiii. 35, 26 Jé II, fruit hall be per
petual]: (S, TA :) meaning that the fruits thereof

shall be not as those of the present world, which

come to one at one time and not at another.

(TA) [Pl. Jeſ; occurring in the M and K in

art. 531.]—f Means of subsistence : (K:) worldly

good fortune, ($, K,) and ample means of subsist.

ence. (S.) You say, Jéi 33 & f Such a one

is possessed of worldly good fortune, and ample

means of subsistence : (S:) and Jés 2-ke

f possessed of [great] good fortune; or of a [great

and] good share of the means of subsistence.

(TA.)– f Thickness, substantialness, or closeness

or compactness of teacture, of a garment, or piece

of cloth; ($, K, TA;) and strength thereof. (K.)
-> £ -> •

You say Jºel 33 *:: f A garment, or piece of

: º 2 * > • O

cloth, having thickness, &c.; and Jel 35 J-uº

f paper having thickness, &c. (S, TA.)—f In

telligence; judgment; (Aboo-Nasr, $, K;) firm
2 * > * > -

ness of intellect. (K, TA.) You say Jel 23 J-2

! A man possessing intelligence and judgment.

(Aboo-Nasr, S, TA.)

âté. A single act of eating (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)

until one is satisfied. (S.) Hence the saying,

tººls iſºl cºèſ stºl, meaning That to

n:hich people are accustomed is two acts of eating,

the eating of the morning-meal and that of the

evening-meal. (Mgh.)– See also ièi, in two

a > *

places.– And see Jel, first sentence.

• 2 o ż

âté-i A morsel, or small mouthful, of food.

(S, Mgh, Msb, K.) [For the pl., see below.] You
z - 2 a o # 2 o - 3

say, 3.x=-15 akel st-Jé-) I ate one morsel. (S.)

a 2% • 2 :

And aV-1 *- Uel t [He ate a morsel by

means of defaming his brother] is said, in a trad.,

of a man who is on terms of brotherhood with

another, and then goes to his enemy, and speaks

of him in a manner not good, in order that he

may give him a present for doing so. (TA.)—
ºf , o in

A small round cake of bread; syn. 3.255; ($, K;)

a single J-5. (Mgh:) pl. Jéi, as below. (TA.)
6 x 2 • 3

–See also Jel.— Also t i.g.ãº (S, K;)

which is also syn. with Y âtétº: (S, Msb, K, in

art. sale;) i. e. An assigned, or appointed, means

of subsistence; such as a grant of a tract of land;

and a taa, or portion of a taw or taxes; and the

like; (Mgh in explanation of iº, and TA in

2 - 22 º

explanation of the same and of#et. in art. Loxle;)

and [it is also said that] "iſet, signifies a thing

that is assigned, or appointed, or granted, to a

man, so that he is not to be reckoned with, or

called to account, for it : (TA in the present art.:)

[thus it applies to any absolute grant, either of

land, (as an allodium, an appanage, &c.,) or of

revenue :] pl. Jé- (K) [and app. also Jeſ,
2 - 6 - o ż o a , i.

which see below]. You say, JJ ââ * 3:4) |3A

This thing is a a.s.l. to thee, or for thee. (S.)-
6 . £ 5 ~ o

See also aſs=1,=Also, and "āāl ($, Z, $gh,

K) and 'iei, (Kr, K.) : Defamation; or de

famation of the absent. (S, Z, Sgh, K.) You say,
• 2 # 2, a • O • c :

* 33 45, and "ātā ($, TA) and Yale

(TA) f Verily he is one who defames men; or,

n:ho does so in their absence. ($, T.A.)

âté-l A mode, or manner, (K,) or state, or

condition, (S, K,) in which one eats: ($, K:*) like

i.e. and i.e.: (S, TA:) and the posture of

the eater, reclining or sitting. (TA.) You say,

*} &- & [Verily he has a good mode,

&c., of eating]. (S.)—See also ièi. last two

sentences.– The itch : or an itching : ($, K:)
2 : 3. 2 - ?

as also "Jeſ, (A$, $, K.) [see Us', Jºſéºl, ºf
- ^ - 9 2.

which both are said to be inf. ns.,] and Väſſeſ:

(K:) so the last is written accord. to the correct

copies of the K: accord. to El-Shihº, in the

Shifā el-Ghaleel, it would seem to be ākel; but

this is at variance with the authority of the leading

lexicologists: the same word, âtel, is also ex

plained in the K as signifying a disease in a limb,

or member, in consequence of n!hich one part is

[as it mere] eaten by another; [a meaning which

I believe to be correct, (see Jéi) although SM

says, but this is identical with the itch, or an

itching: and * ºf is a vulgar term for the

same; and so is viſeſ, with medd, given as

correct by Eth-Tha'ālibee, in [his book entitled]

the Mudáf and Mensoob, but disallowed by El
3 :

Khafájee. (TA.) One says, es--- Jº J.-S Jºl

à-l I [Verily I experience in my body an itch

ing.] (S.)

9. g 6 - o

aMe' : see àel.
*

5 . .” 2 6 * :

a\el: see J3-l.

g ~. - ſ 3 : *

Jºel : see ael.

6 - ? • 2 3

Juel: see Jel, first and second sentences.

JeitA corrosion, or cankering, or decaying,

of a limb, or member, [and of a sore, from the

mutual eating anay of its several parts; as also

W Jel. (K, TA.) [See also aiei, WOce âtél,

where a similar meaning is assigned to the former

of these two words; and the same seems to be

indicated in the Mºb.]—See also another signifi

cation voce ièl.—Je: º, said of a she

camel, t She has an itching and annoyance in her

belly, (S, K,) from the growth of the hair, (S,)

or of the fur, (K,) of her foetus. (S, K.)

6 - 5 . 2

Juel: see Ju-l.

6 x 5 6 x > g; ; ; 6 : - -

Joël Jºj and Våſåſ and Y Jºei all signify

the same ; (K;) i. e. A man n-ho eats much ;

[n:ho is a great eater; edacious; voracious;] as

also "Jºëi. (TA)

J.e. One who eats with another. (S, TA.)-

* o 9 32

See also Jeſ.—and see J,éi-I.Q. "J,ét,

[as signifying Eaten]. (TA)—see also i.ei.

à,é A sheep, or goat, which is set apart (S,

Msb, K) to be eaten, (S, Mgh, K,) [i. e.] to be

slaughtered, (Msb,) and n:hich is fattened, (S,

Mgh,) and the taking of n!hich by the collector of

the poor-rate is disapproved; ($;) not left to

pasture by itself, being of the best of the beasts:
6. *

(Msb:) and Yaſſeſ occurs in the same sense,
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applied to a sheep, or goat, fattened to be eaten.

(Mgh.) Hence the prov., à,é S; Jº- [lit.

Pasturage, and no à2el]; meaning t wealth

collected together, and none earpended. (TA.)—.

Also Barren; applied to a sheep or goat [app.

because such is generally eaten]. (K.)

a. * *

a/33=1:

6. g º g a 2 - ?

ãì.<>ſ and W. Jºel and VäJ2.É-1, with two

dammehs, (K,) so in the ºpies of the K, but

perhaps a mistake for "ài, (TA) a word of a

bad dial., (K, TA) and "J,ét, and "Jelš,

(K, TA, [in some copies ºf the former of which,

instead of Jelšº's Jºël J's i- Jes, Inean

ing, as is said in the TA, i-3 is: Jes &c., we

find Jelšº's Jºëlº. ā-j Jes.) A sheep, or

goat, nhich is set (K, TA) in the lurking-place of

a hunter (TA)for the purpose of catching thereby

the neolf and the like. (K, TA.)-And the first

two words, (K) or gº. i.e., (§, Mgh, Mºb)

A beast which has been eaten, (S,” K,) or partly

eaten, (Mgh, Msb,) by a beast or bird of prey,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and then rescued from it:

(Mgh, TA:) the 3 in aſsel being added because

the quality of a subst. is predominant in it. (S.)

–See also à,é.

6 * * 6 j :

Jºel: see Jºel.

Jeſ Eating; or an eater; as also V Jęſ.

pl. âtéſ. (S, K.) You say, ch iéſ. [lit.

They are eaters of a head]; meaning + they are

few; one head satisfying their stomachs. (S.)—

ãeſ ! Pasturing beasts. (K, TA.)—...tº ãieſ

f The knife; (K, TA;) because it cuts the flesh:

(TA:) and the pointed staff or stick; (K, TA;)

as being likened thereto: (TA:) and fire: (K:)

and nihips; (Sh, K;) because they burn the skin.

(TA)—Jºš), [in the CK, erroneously,Jé9,]

: The king. (K, TA) [opposed to J,étal,

q. v.]–9. Jeſ f [The receiver of usury]:

occurring in a trad, in which it is said, Jeſé

W &le;’s Úl f [The receiver of usury is 'cursed,

and the giver thereof). (TA.)

ãeſ fem. of Jeſ, q. v.–See also ièl.

see what next follows.

- - …) 2

Jé [app. a pl. of pauc. of Jéſ, q. v., and of

Jéi, agreeably with analogy, f The [grants

termed] Jet. of kings; (K;) their ... [pl. of
- O - • … Nº 2

iº, explained above, voce ièi). (TA.)—

t'The stipends of soldiers. (K.)—JéS. 235,

for which J has erroneously put Jes, [in the

§,] (TS, K,) without 333, (TA,) t?'he lords, or

chiefs, of the tribes, niho take the £9. [or fourth

part of the spoil, which was the chief's portion in

the time of ignorance] (S, TS, K, TA) &c. (TA.)

Jet ($) in measur like 34. (TA) ºn

inf. n. of Jé, q. v. :— and also signifying]

Gain. (S, TA.)- [Also A place, and a time,

of eating ; pl. Jét..]

Jé. + Fortunate; possessed of good fortune;

prosperous. (Aboo-Sa’eed, K.)

Bk. I.

º Je; t [The giver of usury: see Jeſ,

last sentence]. (TA.)

a 2 - #2 • 2 - ?” • * *

ââu, and Viºl, see Jéſ:— and for

the former, see also ièi, in two places.–

Also, both words, i. 4. à. [i. e. Corn, or any

provision, which a man brings, or purveys, for

himself or his family, or for sale]. (K.)– Also

used in the sense explained above, voce Jéi, [as

a subst.,] and likewise as an epithet, so that one

says âtel, it: [as meaning A sheep, or goat, that

is eaten]. (K.)- Both words signify [also] A

place n'hence one tats. (S, Q)—[And,hence]

one says, âtét. USG <3-5 and iſét. +[I

took for myself such a one as a person from nhom

tº obtain what to eat]. (S, O.):-The pl. is

Jéue: of which see an ex. voce Jºel.]

iét. see the paragraph next preceding,

throughout.

ić. Anything in [i. e. out of] which one

eats; (Lh, K.) or [bowls of the kind called]

-3-2, (S) or a [boni of the kind called] a-2,

(TA,) in nihich the tribe find it easy to cook,

(so in a copy of the S and in the TA,) or to put,

(so in another copy of the S,) flesh-meat and [the

kind of porridge called] 32-ae : ($, TA:) or

a bonyl not so large as a a-e, but neart to it

in size, that satisfies. the stomachs of two men,

or three : (S voce aſſa-e :) [or] a small [bonyl

of the kind called] a 25, that satisfies the stomachs

of three : and a small [cooking-pot such as is

called] iº. (K.)

2 #2 * *

J,ét. See Jºel : — and Jēl : — and

6. g -

àººl.– The subjects of a king. (Z,K, TA.)

- ". - O.” … … 2.

Hence the trad, Øeſ & J. Jºe Jºët:

f The subjects of Himyer are better than their

king, or ruler. (Z, TA.)

Jki. A spoon : (K:) because one eats with

it. (TA.)

6 --> 4. g. - • * * *

Jelš, ; see iſºl.— Also, [like "Jett...,]

f One nho takes and devours the possessions of

men. (TA.)

• *O

_e=1

2. - -

2. ...e5 The being big in the Jié [i. e. the
- 2 - ?.

hinder parts, or posteriors, also termed i.et.].
* fo 2 2 * *

(O, K.) You say, sº sº-cel The woman was

large in the Jáe. (TK.)

10. A-tº- It (a place) became nhat are termed

.*, Q. v. (K)=4<!--, -et- He (a man,

TA) found his sitting-place to be plain, smooth,

soft, or easy to sit upon. (K.)

24-1.
3.

i.e. A hill, or mound, syn. Ji, (Mºb, K.)

[in an absolute sense, or] of what is termed -ā

[q. v.], (K,) or, as in the M, (TA,) of a single

collection of stones : or it is inferior to mountains:

or a place that is more elevated than what is

º #2 o ,

: See What next precedes.Jºº-e hat next preced

see what next follows.

around it, and is rugged, not to the degree of

being stone : (K:) or an isolated mountain :

(K voce J.-:) or an eminence like nihat is

termed a .5: a collection of stones in one place,

sometimes rugged and sometimes not rugged :

(Msb:) or i. q. Ji, eaccept that the ice! is

higher and greater : (ISh, TA:) or n:hat is

higher than the -á, compact and round, rising

into the sky, abounding with stones: (TA:) pl.

&L= ($, Mºb) and ºi, for this is rather

a coll. gen. n. of which i.e. is the n. un.,.] (S,

Msb, K,) and Alèſ, (K, TA) or this is pl. of

A, (5, Mºb, TA) and ºi, (K, TA) or this

is pl. of tel, (S, Mºb, TA) and ej [a pl.

of pauc.], (K,) or this is pl. of Ai. (S, Msb,

TA,) and 24-7 [which is also a pl. of pauc.],

(IJ, K,) or this is a pl. of ei: (TA:) IHsh

says that Así is the only word like 3. in its

series of pls.; for its sing. [or n. un.] is i.e.,

and the pl. of this [or the coll. gen. n.] is Aºi,

and the pl. of this is Atel, and the pl. of this

is24, and the pl. of this is Aéſ, and the pl.

of hisis...leſſor...e5!?). (MFinart,…) It

is said in a prov., used in ridiculing any one who

has told of his committing some fault, not desiring

to reveal it, tº L. i.e.S. ãº Jº- [in

which I think the first word to be a mistranscrip

tion, for Lº º , and the literal meaning to be,

Ye have come to me; but behind the hill is nºkat

is behind it]: related on the authority of Zeyd

Ibn-Kethweh. (TA.) And one says, Jº Já º
• 2 &

i.e., meaning trºublish not what is secret of

thine affair. (TA.)
2 #2 3.

At. and Aet. : see what next follows.

6", ,- 2. * . 8.

ãºus, (El-Fárábee,) or āsēue, (S,) or both,

and "...et, and Cetº, (IAi, K.) The hinder

part, posteriors, buttocks, or rump, of a woman;

syn. 35-a-c: (S:) or a portion of flesh on the

head of the J.3 [or haunch]; one of two such

portions: (Z; in his “ Khalk el-Insán,” and K.)

or these are two protuberances of flesh on the

heads of the upper parts of the º [or

haunches]; on the right and left : (TA :) or

they are two portions of flesh conjoining the j-e

[or buttocks] and the cº, [or two portions of

flesh and sinen, next the back-bone, on each

side]; (K, TA;) or, as in the Nh, conjoining

the --- [or rump-bone] and the Jºe: or

two portions of flesh at the root of the cº,

(TA :) pl. e. (S. K.) Lh mentions the

saying, ºtº º ji (Verily he is big in

the hinder parts]; as though they called every

portion thereof.*t. (TA.) And one says in
- - -- - o f ~ 0-0 .

reviling a person, i.eu.J. ºs- & \,, meaning

O son of him who is red in the aſſa. (TA)

* - - - -

i.e5.2 : see what follows.

i.eli. [in the CK, erroneously, **śl
. • - - - - - - - ?.

and " i.º. She who is large in the clºset.

(K.)

10
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Uſ

Ji is a particle of determination: (Mughnee

&c. :) or, accord. to some, it is a conjunct noun,

and this is the correct opinion; but some say it

is a conjunct particle; and some, a particle of

determination: (I 'Ak p. 40.) [it is equivalent to

our article The ;] as in Jº [The man]: ($ and

K in art. 23), and I’Ak p. 48:) accord. to Kh,

[what is termed] the determinative is Jí [alto

gether, and therefore it is called by some “the

determinative alif and lám”]; but accord. to Sb,

it is the U alone; [wherefore it is called by some,

as in the S &c., “the lăm of determination;”] so

that accord. to Kh, the hemzeh is a hemzeh of

disjunction; but accord. to Sb, it is a hemzeh of

conjunction: (I’Akubi supra:) [J says, the

U being quiescent, the conjunctive 1 is prefixed to

it in order that it may commence therewith ; but

when it is conjoined with what precedes it, the is

dropped, as in Jºu. ($ in art. As).) Sometimes

the Arabs suppress hemzeh after it; and sometimes

they also suppress the of the article itself: thus,

for;.…S., they say -ī, and -ſ. (Zi, cited

in TA in art. 3121.) In the dial. of some of the

people of El-Yemen, (TA in art. Al, q.v.) or in

the dial. of Himyer, (TA in art. --.p.) A is

used in the sense of J. (TA.)- It is used to

distinguish a noun as known [to the hearer or

reader in a particular and definite sense]: (Mugh

nee, I’Akubi supra:) first, by its being men

tioned [before]; (Mughnee;) as in [the words of

the Kurlºxi. 15 and 19.)& J tº tº

J2-9" cº -s anº S3-, [Like as we sent unto

Pharaoh an apostle, and Pharaoh disobeyed the

apostle]; (Mughnee, I’Ak;) in which case, the

pronoun may supply the place which it and the

noun that it accompanies occupies: secondly, by

its being conceived in the mind; as in [the Kur

ix. 40,) Júl Gº tº 3. [When they tro were in

the cave]; and thirdly, by its being applied to a

thing present; and accord. to Ibn-'Osfoor, this

does not occur except after nouns of indication, as

in Jº is Jºãº [This man (lit. this, the

man) came to me]; or after Us! in calling, as in

Jºy (...) tº [0 man]; or after ºl denoting a

thing's happening suddenly, or unexpectedly, as

in& lsº <!- [I ment forth, and lo, there

was the lion]; or after the noun denoting the

present time, as &Si [Non): but this requires

consideration; for you say to the reviler of a man

in your presence,Jº.# S [Revile not thou

the man]; and because that which is after 15| does

not render determinate anything present at the

time of speaking; and because that in JS is

really redundant, being inseparable, which the

determinative is never known to be: the good

example in this case is the saying in the Kur

(v. 5], … < 1.412; [This day I have

completed for you your religion]. (Mughnee.)

— It is also used to denote the species: first, to

denote the totality of the individuals of the species;

and this may have its place supplied by Jé- used

in its proper sense; (Mughnee, I’Ak” ubi supra;)

as in [the Kur iv. 32,] ** Öºf 3.43 [For

man nas created weak] : secondly, to denote the

totality of the properties of the individuals, or the

combination of all those properties in one thing;

and this may have its place supplied by Jé- used

* > *

in a tropical sense; as in tºle Jºy'ſ 3.3 [Zeyd

is the man in respect ofknowledge ; as though he

combined in himself the knowledge of all the

individuals of his species]; i.e., he is the com

plete, or perfect, [or we would rather say,

preeminent, in knowledge; and hence, [in the

Kur ii. 1, …t.c., 4.3 [That is the book, or

scripture; as though combining in itself the

excellences of all other books or scriptures; or

meaning that is preeminently the book, or scrip

ture]; and thirdly, to denote the quiddity, or

essence; and this may not have its place supplied

by Jé used either properly or tropically; as in
a’,oad e • C ~ * >

the saying, [in the Kur xxi. 31, alsº cº-e use-5

C- ...” Jé [And me have made of nater

(meaning, accord. to common opinion, sperma

genitale,) everything living]; or, accord. to some,

it is used in this case to distinguish a thing as

known [in a particular sense] by its being con

ceived in the mind. (Mughnee.)— It is also

used to denote predominance of application; as

in is…] [The city], meaning the city of the

Apostle; and <<! [The book], meaning the

book of Seebaweyh: and in this case, it may not

be suppressed, except when the noun is used

vocatively, or when it is prefixed to another noun

which it governs in the gen, case; and in some
2 - 3 3.2 - 1

anomalous instances, as in Lalue Jºse lºs [This
•

2

is the star Capella, rising], originally &l.

(I 'Ak p. 51.) [In a case of this kind, it is said

in the Mughnee to be redundant; but I think it

is clearly not so in any of the instances here

mentioned, except the last; and this I would

rather assign to a category yet to be noticed, in

which Uſ is certainly redundant, and, by rule,

inseparable.]— It is also prefixed to a noun

transferred from its original application to that of

a proper name; it being so prefixed to convey an

allusion to the original signification; and such

noun being generally an epithet, as * -; but

sometimes an inf. n., as J*: and sometimes a

generic noun, as &; so that in any of these

cases you may prefix U", saying *A*- and

Jail and Čºl, with a view to the original

signification; and you may suppress it, with a

view to the actual state [which is that of a proper

name]: for when you mean that a name of this

kind is given as one ominous of good, you prefix

the U1 in order to indicate this; as when you say

* - with a view to a person's being thus

named to prognosticate that he will live and be a

tiller, or cultivator; but when you only consider

it as a proper name, you do not prefix the Ul:

thus the prefix UI conveys a meaning not obtained

without it; and therefore it is not redundant, as

some assert it to be. (I 'Ak p. 50.) [The author

of the Mughnee is one of those who consider J.

redundant in this case.]– It is in some cases

redundant: and in some of these, it is inseparable;

as in [a proper name which cannot be used with a

view to an original application from which it has

-

been transferred to that of a proper name though

it may have been so transferred, such as] &l,

which is the name of a certain idol that was at

Mekkeh [so called because a man used to moisten

Jº- with clarified butter, for the pilgrims, at the

place thereof]; and, accord. to some, [as before

mentioned, in &S); and in the conjunct nouns

J. and its variations, accord. to those who hold

that a noun of this kind is rendered determinate

by its complement: in other cases, where it is

redundant, it is separable; and this is when it is

prefixed to a proper name by poetic licence, as in

, sº <º for jºi ‘tº, a species of truffle; or,

accord. to Mbr, this is not a proper name, and

the U1 is not redundant; and when it is prefixed

to a specificative, as in J-ºl <!” for tº: <e,

accord. to the Basrees, who hold, in opposition to

the Koofees, that the specificative may only be

indeterminate; (I’Ak p. 49;) [and, in like man

ner, as redundant and separable, it is irregularly

prefixed [by poetic licence] in J-49 [q. v.],

when it is left in its original form with kest.

(T.)- Accord. to the Koofees, and some of the

Basrees, and many of the later authors, it may

also supply the place of the affixed pronoun; and

such they hold to be the case in the saying in the

Kur [lxxix. 41],sº 3.57 Öğ [Verily

Paradise, it shall be his place of abode]; and in

4-9) J-a- Jº Śr. [I passed by a man

beautiful in his face]; and Ökºlº ſºlº 3,4

[Zeyd was beaten, his back and his belly]; when

ae-5' and xylºl and claºſ) are thus in the nom.

case: but those who deny its being used in this

manner hold that 4 is to be understood in the

verse of the Kur, and 4. in the other examples:

and Ibn-Mālik restricts the licence to cases not

including the aſſe [or complement of J| used in

the manner which is here next to be explained].

(Mughnee.)— It is also a conjunct noun in the

sense of e3, and its variations; and as such is

prefixed to an act. part. n., and to a pass. part. n.,

and, as some say, to a simple epithet; (Mughnee,

and I’Ak p. 43;) as **) [which is equivalent

to**cºl, and*J. [which is equivalent

toº (sº), and •+9) &--". (I’Ak:) but

this last is not to be regarded, as it cannot be

rendered by means of a verb. (Mughnee.) As

such, also, it is sometimes prefixed to an adverbial

noun, (Mughnee and I’Ak,) extraordinarily;

(I’Ak;) as in the saying,

o . ~~ad • - 2 - 2 * > * > *

" as J. Jºe 9°º Jº S cº-e ‘
6 * * - - - • O.”

* a—- sº *-i-º-º-, 3-3-3 *

[Whoso ceases not to be grateful, or thankful, for

what is with him, or what he has, he is northy of

a state of life such as is attended with plenty.]

(Mughnee and I’Ak.) As such it is also some

times prefixed to a nominal proposition; as in the

saying,
o no 1 * * * * & . -

# * aul J5-9) A35) J-o +

- * * - -> * o ~ * J.”

# * Jº Jº is . #

[Of the people of whom is the apostle of God, of

those to whom the necks of the sons of Ma'add
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have become abased]. (Mughnee and I’Ak.)

And as such it is also sometimes prefixed to a

verbal proposition, of which the verb is an aor, ;

which shows that it is not [in this case] a particle

of determination; (Mughnee;) as in the phrase,
2 * ~ *

£2-4) Jº- <!-- [The voice of the ass that

has his ear, or ears, cut off]. (T and Mughnee.)

But all these three cases are peculiar to poetry;

contrary to the opinion of Akh, and, with respect

to the last case, to that of Ibn-Málik. (Mughnee.)

[Respecting the last instance, see also art. 2.xe-.]

Another instance of its usage prefixed in this sense

to an aor. is the saying,

+ * 2° 22 cº-º-º: “it. #

[Thou art not the judge nihose judgment is ap

proved]; (IAmb, T, I’Ak;) a saying of El

Farezdak : (IAmb, T:) it is an extraordinary

case; (I 'Ak;) and is [said to be] an instance of

a bad poetic license, the like of which in prose

would be an error by common consent. (Expos.

of the Shudhoor edh-Dhahab.) In like manner,

one says, accord. to AZ, 49-#3 lis, meaning
* • 3 - 2 of,

This is he who beats thee; and *J. ~49 I

san him niho beats thee; and 2:0& 13.

This is nºkat is appropriated to poetry. (T: [in

which this last ex. is perhaps intended to intimate

that the prefixing of J1 in this manner to a verb

is allowable only in poetry.])—The Arabs also
• 2 o f * > • * ~ * ~2 c : , - * ...)

say, Alae & Jºjº º Aº cy' cº-e-M sº,

meaning Ala: & & jº 29. & &- & e-:-

[He is more strongly fortified, or protected

against attack, than that he will be sought, or

desired, and he is more mighty than that he mill

be 'njured; i. e., too strongly fortified, or pro

tected against attack, to be sought, or desired,

and too mighty to be injured: see Jºe.] (TA in
-> 0 …”

art. A5). [But J-a-J) is there erroneously put

for &-a-l.])=Among strange usages, is that

of Ji as an interrogative, mentioned by Kfr; as

in sºlº Ji in the sense of £1.3 Js [Didst thou

do? or hast thou done?]. (Mughnee.)

3

J| Anything which has a quality requiring

it to be regarded as sacred, or inviolable; which

has some right pertaining to it : and thus used

in particular senses here following. (R, TA.)-

Iłelationship; or nearness neith respect to kindred;

(Fr, T, S, M., R.K.) as also viſ, (Fr. T, K,) of

which the pl. is J. (K.) So in the Kur ſix. 8],

S. Kºº S (Fr,T) They will not regard,

mith respect to you, relationship; (Bd, Jel;)

accord. to some. (Bd.) And so in a trad. of

'Alee, j} &lº& &- [He is unfaithful

to the covenant, and cuts the tie of relationship].

(TA.) Hassán Ibn-Thábit says,

* Jºº & W & 9.4 *

• 3 2. o ºg - -

• 23 J, & -i-, Jé

[By thy life, thy relationship to Kureysh is like

the relationship of the young camel to the young

of the ostrich]. ($.)— Good origin. (K.) So,

accord. to some, in a saying of Aboo-Bekr, which

see below. (TA)—I. 4. ček, (K) or Öº.

tº- [as meaning A place, or person, whence

a thing, or person, originates, free from imper

..fection, or from everything that would induce

doubt or suspicion or evil opinion]. (El-Muårrij,

TA: [in which the verse of Hassán cited above

is given as an ex. of this signification.])— A

compact, or covenant; or one by n!hich a person

becomes responsible for the safety, or safe-keeping,

of a person or thing ; syn. &: (AO, Aboo-Is

hák, T, S, M, R, K:) a confederacy, or league;

syn. -iſ- (Aboo-Is-hák, T, M, K;) and so,

accord. to some, in the Kur ubi supra: (Bd :)

a covenant between two parties by n!hich either

is bound to protect the other; syn.jº- (Aboo

Is-hák, T, R:) a promise, or an assurance, of

security or safety; or indemnity; syn. &i,

(K;) a meaning which it has, accord. to some,

in the verse of the Kur cited above. (TA.)

Hence, J)& A fulfiller, performer, or keeper,

of the compact, or covenant. (TA, from a trad.)

— Lordship; syn. iº. (M, K.) So in the

Kurubi supra, accord. to some. (Bd.) And so

in the saying of Aboo-Bekr, above referred to,

when he heard the rhyming prose of Museylimeh,

J. &: #. 2 Asſe 13s [This is language

which did not proceed from lordship]: so ex

plained by A'Obeyd: (Suh, TA:) or it has here

another signification, mentioned before; the mean

ing being, which did not come from the origin

whence came the Kur-án: or, accord. to some, it

has here the signification next following. (TA)—

Revelation, or inspiration. (K,TA.)–J} also

signifies God: [like the word bs, or rather

*sū, as used in Hebrew: (T, S, M., K.) so

say Mujáhid and Esh-Shaabee : (T:) and so

it is said to signify in the verse of the Kur

cited above : (T, TA :) [and so it seems

to signify in the saying of Aboo-Bekr, also

cited above, accord. to the M :] but Aboo-Is

hák disallows this; and so does Suh, in the

R. (TA.) Ibn-El-Kelbee says, (M,) when
w - - -

J| ends any name, it has this meaning, and is

the complement of a prefixed noun; and so J4;

(M, K.) as in Jºs (and Jºe &c.); and
so say most of the learned: (TA:) but this is

not a valid assertion ; for were it so, Jº- and

the like would be perfectly decl. : (M:) some

say that these names are constructed inversely,

after the manner of the language of the 'Ajam ;

U! and U21 meaning servant, and the first part

of the name being a name of God. (Suh, T.A.)

= I. q. J.-- [used in a pl. sense]. (Mughnee

in art. S. [See what is said to be an ex. of

this meaning in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh cited

in art, S! in the present work.])-[It is said

that] J. is also sym. neith3- [A neighbour; &c.].

(K: [and so, accord. to the TA, in the M ; but

I have consulted the M without finding this

explanation, and think it to be probably a mis

transcription for 39- (see above,) as in the T

and R.]) -

2. 3.

*]: see J.

& 2. A. thing, or an affair, relating, or

attributable, to Jºl, meaning either God, or

revelation or inspiration. (TA.)

ºy!

si [in its primitive acceptation, being composed

of the interrogative hemzeh and the negative y,

denotes an interrogation respecting a negative,

as in the saying [of the poet],

6 * > ... of ~ 0 < * > . o a 28

+ *-*. Al Jº-, jºla-ol Si *

2 of 3 - 2 3-2 2? -

+ Jºel où") Jºël Jº) ºl *

[Is there not any patience belonging to Selma,

or has she hardiness, when I experience what

persons like me have earperienced?]: (Mughnee,

K:) and when used in this manner, it is put

before a nominal proposition only, and governs

like the negative y [when used without the

interrogative hemzeh). (Mughnee.)— It also

denotes a wish; as in the saying [of the poet],

-> x > x 5 - - d - 3. * 0.2 2.É.

+ *s-, eu- Jº Jºe Sl +

- - - -> * £9: . 2 #22.

* -Sºl 34 &ti u 353 *

[May there not be a life which has declined

nºhereof the returning is possible, so that it may

repair what the hand of negligences hath marred?];

for which reason ~5. is mansoob, because it is

the complement of a wish, coupled with -3; and

used in this manner, also, it is put before a

nominal proposition only, [ j, in the verse

above being a qualificative, like an epithet, and

it governs like the negative S [without the in

terrogative hemzeh), and has no enunciative

either expressed or understood. (Mughnee.)–

It also denotes reproof, or reproach, (T, Mughnee,

K,) and disapproval; as in the saying [of the

poet],

> * > . o. º. o . -> cº -3 -

* arº st-Jº J-s alsº,' Sl *

# … • , , , o – a " * 2:7. *

Ajº o Aº •re- ~55

[Is there no self-restraint to him whose youth

hath declined, and announced hoariness, after

which is to follow decrepitude 2): (Mughnee,

K:) and used in this manner, also, it is put

before a nominal proposition only, and governs

as in the cases mentioned above, (Mughnee,) or

before a verb [also], which is always marfoog ;

as in the phrases Jús Jé23. si [Dost not

thou repent of thine actions?] and Je- ºft

499,- &- [Art not thou ashamed for thyself,

or ofthyself, nith respect to thy neighbours ?]

and 4,-3- si [Dost not thou fear thy Lord?].

(T.)— It also denotes Jºſé, (T,) or Jººl,

and Ja-a-il, both of which signify the asking,

Or requiring, a thing; (Mughnee, K;*) but the

former means the doing so with gentleness;

(Mughnee, K;) and the latter, the doing so

with urgency: (Mughnee :) and when used in

this manner, [also, it is said to be composed of

‘y with the interrogative hemzeh; (TA;) and

is put before a verbal proposition only ; (Mugh

nee;) as in the saying [in the Kur xxiv. 22],

29 3.72% & &:- Si [Do not ye, or nºkere

fore do not ye, (see wi) like that God should

forgive you?] (Mughnee,K) and ſin the same,

ix. 13.1.3.5 tº u; &ºti; Si (Will not

ye, or wherefore will not ye, fight a people who

have broken their oaths 21; (Mughnee ;) or

10 *
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before a mejzoom or marfoog aor., both of these

forms being mentioned on the authºrity of the

Arabs, as in Jé. Jä 5i and Jét; Jº s

[Wilt not thou, or wherefore nºilt not thou, alight

and eat 2]. (Ks, T.)— It is also an inceptive

particle, (S, Mughnee, K,) of which those who

parse show the place but neglect the meaning,

(Mughnee,) used to give notice of something

about to be said, [like as Non, and why, (by

the former of which I think it is generally best

rendered when thus used,) are often employed

in our language, and like as āAAä (which is

remarkable for its near agreement with it in

sound) is often used in Greek, (S, Mughnee, K,)

and importing averment, because it is composed

of the interrogative hemzeh and the negative S,

which, when thus composed, have this import,

(Mughnee, K,) like3, and Jº, because the

interrogative particle resembles the particle of

negation, and the negation of a negation is an

affirmation, (Ham p. 589,) and like ui before

an oath: (Z, Mughnee :) [it may therefore be

further rendered by our word surely; for this

word (as Dr. Johnson says in his Dictionary)

“is often used rather to intend and strengthen

the meaning of the sentence, than with any

distinct and explicable meaning:”] or it signifies

ti- [verily, or truly]: (M voce º :) it is put

before both the [kinds of] propositions, [the

nominal and the verbal ;] (Mughnee;) as in

the saying in the Kurii. 12), ºf... ..., S.
[meaning Non surely it is they who are the

tightnitted], (Mughnee, K,) and [in the same,

xi. 11,12.*…* 2. si [meaning

Non surely, on the day of its coming to them,

it shall not be averted from them], (Mughnee,)
... b >

Leº appears to be the object

of government of tºº, which is the enuncia

tive of J- ; whence it has been argued that,

as the object of government of the enunciative

of U-J precedes that verb, the enunciative itself

may precede it: (I’Ak pp. 74 and 75:) [J says,

you say,* º & 5i [Non surely Zeyd is

a 6. 3 : o, ø

going forth], like as you say, ** lºg cºllº.e.'

[Know thou that Zeyd is going forth]: (S :)

Ks says, sí is used to give notice of what is

about to be said, and is followed by a command

2.

in which …it

and a prohibition and an enunciation, as in3 5i
o 2 - 28

[Non stand thou], and loſſ; b) y' [Non, stand
- - • 2 o’ tº ~£

not thou], and Leºš 35 1945 º! S1 [Non surely

Zeyd has stood, or has just non stood]. (T.)

When it is put before the particle [...] used to

give notice of what is about to be said, it is

merely an inceptive, as in the saying [of the

poet],

• Jº Jº Jºj’s “Jetſ ºf .

[Non be thou free from evil, O abode of Meiya,

during wear and tear]. (AAF, M.)- Lth says,

sometimes Sí is immediately followed by another

ty; and he cites the following ex.:
© . 3 * • * … • * ~ *

* *-ī-, Le Jºu-Jº 323. LeVaš *

o - • 0 • -: , , ~

+ ** J. J.- cº-e S Si Jºãº *

[Then he began to drive anay the people from us,

saying, Non is there no way to Hind?]; and

one says to a man, “Did such and such things
~ 2:

happen?” and he answers, S S [Why no] :

he holds y! to be used to give notice of what

is about to be said, and S to be a negative. (T.)

2? ~# --8

Si and SS), and 2) &c.; see art. J.

•ji is a particle denoting Ja-a-i. (Msb in

art. Jae-, Mughnee, K ;) i.e., when followed by

a future, exciting to an action, and seeking or

desiring or demanding the performance of it;

and when followed by a preterite, reproof for not

doing a thing; (Msb ubi supra;) syn. with SA;

(T, TA;) and peculiar to enunciative verbal pro

positions, (Mughnee, K,) like the other particles

used for the same purpose. (Mughnee.) You

say, [134- Jaii ji Wherefore wilt not thou do

such a thing 2 and] 34° 34.3 Sji [Wherefore

didst not thou such a thing?] (T, TA,) meaning,

(TA,) or as though meaning, (T,) liè Jaii22.

(T, TA.)= It also means º &i; the J being

incorporated into the U, which is written with

teshdeed: (T, TA:) in which case, it is not to be

confounded with the foregoing particle. (Mugh

nee.) You say, 33Jº ji & [I commanded

him that he should not do that]; and you may

say, J's Jº ºj &i &i. it occurs in the old

copies of the Kur written in the former manner

in some places, and in the latter manner in other

places. (T, TA). In the saying in the Kur

[xxvii. 31],Jº l,i,j Sji, [which may mean That

*/e eacalt not yourselves against me, or eacalt ye not

Ayourselves against me,) it may be a compound of

& governing a mansoob aor. and the negative 3,

or of the explicative & and the prohibitive S.

(Mughnee) [It often has J prefixed to it, forming

the compound Sº, which signifies That, or in

order that, . . . not ; and may frequently be

rendered by let; as in the Kurii. 145,& Sº

ãº--lºſe J-ºw That, or in order that, there

may not be, or lest there should be, to men,

against you, any allegation.]

Şı, [regarded as a simple word, not to be

confounded with the compound of the conditional

& and the negative S, (Mughnee at the end of

the article on this word,) is used in four manners.

(The same in the beginning of the art.) First,

(Mughnee,) it is used (as a particle, S, Msb,) to

denote exception; [meaning Ercept, save, or

saving ; and sometimes but ; and sometimes but

not; as will be seen below;] (T, S, Msb, Mugh

nee, K; [in which last it is mentioned in art. Uſ,

and again, as in the S, in the last division of

the work;]) and to denote exception, it is used

in five manners; after an affirmation, and a

negation, and a portion of a sentence devoid of

the mention of that from which the exception is

made, and when the thing excepted precedes that

from which the exception is made, and when these

two are disunited in kind, in which last case it

has the meaning of& [but when the sentence

is negative, and but not when the sentence is

affirmative]. (S, TA.) You say,ºS. 2:12;

[The people, or company of men, stood, except

Zeyd]; i.e., Zeyd was not included in the pre

dicament of the people, or company of men :

(Mgb:) and it is said in the Kur [ii. 250], (T,)

2. Sº S. 4. Lºis [And they drank of it,
eaccept afew of them] : (T, Mughnee, K:) here

Sºº is governed in the accus. case by SI, (Mugh

nee, K,) accord. to the most correct opinion:

(Mughnee :) accord. to Th, it is so because there

is no negation in the beginning of the sentence.

(T) And it is also said in the Kur [iv. 69], (T,)

Avº Jº Sl cºlas L. [They had not done it, or

they would not do it, except a few of them]: (T,

Mughnee, K:) here Jºš is in the nom. case as

being a partial substitute, (Mughnee, K.) accord.

to the Basrees, (Mughnee,) i. e., as being a

[partial] substitute for the [pronoun] 5 [in 251-3],

for it may here be so without perversion of the

meaning, whereas it cannot be so without such

perversion when the sentence is affirmative :

(TA:) accord. to the Koofees, Si is a conjunction,

like the conjunctive ~j: (Mughnee:) accord. to

Th, Jºš is here in the nom. case because the

sentence commences with a negative : (T:) or in

a sentence [like this, which is not affirmative, in

which the thing excepted is united in kind to that

from which the exception is made, accord. to the

opinion which is generally preferred and which

commonly obtains, the noun signifying the thing

excepted is a substitute for the noun signifying

that from which the exception is made; but it is

allowable to put it in the accus. case according to

the general rule respecting exception ; so that one

says, 35 Sl 3- 26 v. andº S. [There stood

not any one, eaccept Zeyd]; and the same is the
5 - 5 o j . .

case in a prohibitive sentence; as in Ja-1 she y

2. Š andº Š [Let not any one stand, eaccept

Zeyd]; and in an interrogative sentence; as in

3.3 Š 3-25 Js andº S. [Did anyone stand,

ercept Zeyd?]; when, in such sentences, the thing

excepted is united in kind to that from which the

exception is made. (I 'Ak p. 162.) You say also,

2. S! Jºãº- U. [There came not to me any, save

Zeyd], without mentioning that from which the

exception is made ; (TA;) andº S. < * L.

[I beat not any, save Zeyd]; and •º§sº L.

[I passed not by any, save by Zeyd]; (I 'Ak

p. 164;) the case of the noun signifying the thing

excepted being the same as if Si were not men

tioned: (I’Ak ubi supra, and TA; ) but you

may not say, affirmatively, º Şı <-3, or the

like. (I 'Akubi supra.) When the thing excepted

precedes that from which the exception is made,

if the sentence is affirmative, the noun signifying

the former must be in the accus. case; as in

Asi. º Sl Ali [Ercept Zeyd, the people, or

company of men, stood]; and so, accord. to the

usage generally preferred, when the sentence is

not affirmative; as inJºãºº Sl At; us [Eccept

Zeyd, the people, or company of men, stood not];

but recorded instances allow one's saying also,

2.5i, 3.5 S ºff us. (I 'Ak p. 163.) When the

thing excepted is disunited in kind from that from

which the exception is made, if the sentence is

affirmative, the noun signifying the former must

likewise be in the accus. case; as in S. Asiſ At;

jº- [The people, or company ofmen, stood, but
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not an ass], and jº- $.2: <!-- [I beat the

people, but not an ass], &c.; (I’Ak p. 162:) and

so, accord. to the generality of the Arabs, when

the sentence is negative; as in jº- S. Asi. At; L.

[The people stood not, but an ass]; (I’Ak p. 163;)

and jº- Śl2; <-ºff tº [I saw not the people,

but an ass]; j being here syn. with &: as

also in the Kur [xlii. 22], where it is said,

Jºſe $3.7 S. º •º ºt ‘j II ask

not of you a recompense for it, but affection in

respect of relationship]; (Mºb;) and in the same

xx. 1 and 2, 3,4-33 S. Jºº&#74. ºft L.

[We have not sent donon unto thee the Kur-án

that thou shouldest suffer fatigue, but as an

admonition]; (Bd, Jel;) or it is here syn. with

J. [which in this case means the same as&] :

($ :) so, too, when the sentence resembles a

negative, being prohibitive or interrogative; (I’Ak

p. 163, explained in p. 162;) [thus, 2;iſ ~ * º

jº- S. means Beat not thou the people, but an
• * * * *

ass; and S. Gº! tº ...ii.5 tº S,is

Jº 2; [in the Kurz. 98] means And n:here

fore did not any inhabitants of a tonn believe,

before the punishment befell them, and their

belief profit them, but the people of Jonas 2 for

these were different from the former. (T.) When

S. is repeated for the purpose of corroboration, it

has no effect upon what follows it, except that of

corroborating the first exception; as in “5,” L.

4- S. % Sl 2- [I passed not by any one,

eaccept Zeyd, except thy brother], in which 31-s-ſ

is a substitute for 2.j, for it is as though you said,

4+ •º S. 2- “… us; and as in Jºãº 25

º S.3 º S. [The people tood, ºcept Zeyd,

and eaccept ‘Amr), originally 9-sex lºg Sl. When

the repetition is not for that purpose, if the sen

tence is devoid of the mention of that from which

the exception is made, you make the governing

word [which is the verb] to affect one, whichever

you please, of the nouns signifying the things

excepted, and put the others in the accus. case,

so that you say, !; S. yº S. 3.j S. 23 u.

[There stood not any, save Zeyd, save 'Amr, save

Bekr]; but if the sentence is not devoid of the

mention of that from which the ex&eption is made,

different rules are observed accord. as the things

excepted are mentioned before that from which

the exception is made or after it: in the former

case, all must be put in the accus., whether the

sentence be affirmative or not affirmative; as in

Jºi º S. Jºe S. j Ś 25 [Ercept zeyd,

ercept 'Amr, except Behr, the people stood], and

Asi º S. Jºe S. & S. 23 u. [Except zeyd,

eaccept 'Amr, eaccept Behr, the people stood not]:

in the latter case, when the sentence is affirmative,

all must likewise be put in the accus., so that you

say, §§ Sl 5. Slº S. 2; 26 [The people

stood, eaccept Zeyd, eaccept 'Amr, eacept Behr];

but when the sentence is not affirmative, the same

rule is observed with respect to one of them as

when the exception is not repeated, accord. to the

usage generally preferred, or it may be put in the

accus., which is rarely done, and the rest must be

put in the accus, so that you say, S. 3-25 tº

§§ Sl º S. 3.j [There stood not any one,

eaccept Zeyd, eaccept 'Amr, eaccept Behr, accord.

to the more approved usage], Jºj being a sub

stitute for Ja-1, or you may make the other

nouns which remain to be substitutes. (I 'Ak

pp. 164–166.)— Secondly, (Mughnee,) it is

used as a qualificative, (S, Msb, Mughnee, K,)

in the manner of jº, (Mughnee, K,) [i. e.]

in the place of jº, (S,) [i. e.] as syn. with jº,

(T, Msb) and us; ; (T;) [both meaning the

same, i. e. Other than; or not, as used before a

subst, or an adjective;] but its primary application

is to denote exception, and its use as a qualificative

is adventitious; whereas the primary application

of jº is as a qualificative, and its use to denote

exception is adventitious. (S.) It [generally]

follows an indeterminate, unrestricted pl.; (Msb;)

or an indeterminate pl., or the like thereof, is

qualified by it and by that which follows it;

(Mughnee, K;) the noun which follows it being

put in the same case as that which precedes it.

(S.) The following is an ex. of the indeterminate

pl.: (Mughnee, K:) 37 Sl âjî tº Öle s

ū...iſ [If there had been in them (namely the

heavens and the earth) deities other than God, or

not God, assuredly they mould have become in a

state of disorder, or ruin; occurring in the Kur

xxi. 22]; (Fr, T, S, Msb, Mughnee, K;) Si here

meaning sº-, (Fr;T) or jº, (Mºb, TA) and

& S being a qualificative of agſ. (TA) And

the following is an ex. of the like of an indeter

minate pl.:

• *- : * : * ~ * ~ * 22: 2 2 ;
+ 3.xº J33 3-Me ºu st-sº +

• * ~ * * 2 of • •

* !--> S >>S) tº Jºã

[She (the camel) was made to lie don'n, and thren,

her breast upon a tract of ground in which were

fen, sounds other than her broken yearning cry

for her young one]; for the determination of

~15-2^)/ [by the article J') is generical: (Mugh

nee, K:) this verse is by Dhu-r-Rummeh. (S in

art. Jº.) The following is an ex. of the like of a

pl.: (Mughnee :) it is by Lebeed: (T:)

J - J. - 6 - • 6 - 2 6 * ~ * o.

# *23.) Jºº- Lºº cle 5) #

+ JeffJuan S! >>'s- § +

[If it had been other than I, (O) Suleymā, to

day, the befalling of misfortunes would have

altered him; other than the sharp sword diversified

nith navy marks or streaks or grain, or of n!hich

the edge is of steel and the middle of the broad

side of soft iron]. (T, Mughnee. [But in the

latter, in the place of 2,3, I find Jººl, i. e.

ever.]) What Sb says necessarily implies its not

being a condition that the word qualified must be

a pl. or the like thereof; for he gives as an ex.,

tº 3.j S. Jº tº &e IIf there had been

with us a man other than Zeyd, we should have

been overcome]. (Mughnee.) Another ex. of the

same usage of S. is the following: Sl Jºi Jºãº

& [The people came to me, others than Zeyd, Or

not Zeyd). (S.) [And it. ,< S ºf u, Ye

are no other than human beings like us. (Kur

xxxvi. 14.)] And the saying [in the Kur Xliv. 56],

Jéſàºjīš, <<iſtº &ºisé. S [They shall

not taste therein death, other than the first death];

Si here meaning ess- : (T:) or, accord. to some,

it here means & [after]. (Jel.) And the saying

of 'Amr Ibn-Maadee-kerib,

- * > * > . . . .” £ 3 - 2

+ 996-) aş,\ále & Jé-5 +

• * 0. * ~ * > 0 2.

[And every brother, his brother forsakes him, or

separates himself from him, by the life of thy

father, other than the Farhadán; which is the

name of the two stars 3 and 3 of Ursa Minor];

as though he said cººl ºft: ($) but Ibn

El-Hájib regards this instance as a deviation from

a general rule; for he makes it a condition of the

use of Si as a qualificative that it must be impos

sible to use it for the purpose of denoting excep

tion: (Mughnee :) Fr says that this verse has the

meaning of a negation, and therefore Si here

governs the nom. case; as though the poet said,

There is not any one but his brother forsakes him,

except the Farkadán. (T.) When it is used as a

qualificative, it differs from ºf inasmuch as that

the noun qualified by it may not be suppressed;

so that one may not say, 3. S. Jºãº- [meaning

There came to me not Zeyd]; whereas one says,

•º* Jºãº- and, accord. to some, in this also;

that it may not be used as such unless it maybe used

to denote exception; so that one may say, es.”

&s S; sº [I have a dirhem, not a dánik),

because one may say ū's S. [except a dénik];

but not* J [not a good one], because one

may not say tº- S. [except a good one]; but

it may be said that this is at variance with what

they assert respecting the phrase ăſº &lé- 9,

and with the ex. given by Sb, and with the saying

of Ibn-El-Hájib mentioned above. (Mughnee.)

–Thirdly, (Mughnee,) sometimes, (S, Msb,) it

is used as a conjunction, (Mughnee, K,) in the

manner of 3. (S, Mughnee, K,) consociating both

literally and as to the meaning, as mentioned by

Akh and Fr and AO, (Mughnee,) [i. e.] as syn.

with 3 [And]... (Msb.), Thus in the saying,

ºil &ºf S is - 3:14 Jºtu & Sº
[That there may not be to men, against you, any

allegation, and (meaning nor) to those who have

acted nyrongfully]; (Msb, Mughnee, K;) occurring

in the Kur [ii. 145]; (Msb;) so accord. to Akh

and Fr and AO ; (Mughnee;) i. e., and those

who have acted wrongfully also, to them there

shall not be, against you, any allegation : (Mºb :)

Fr explains it as meaning that the wrongdoer has

no allegation of which account should be taken;

and this is correct, and is the opinion held by Zj.

(T.) Thus, too, in the saying [in the Kurzkvii.

10 and II],...is & S. &ºiſ& -5,-4S
o n - 0 ° 2 o' -- : a- a 3

23-, -ºxº Lº--J.M. sº [The apostles shall not fear

in my presence, and neither shall he nho hath

acted wrongfully, then hath done good instead,

after evil; as some explain it; but others say

that Sì here denotes exception]. (Mughnee, in

which it is explained as meaning tº 3. S5; and

K.) And thus in the saying of the poet, [namely,

El-Mukhabbal Es-Sagdee, ($ in art. Jºs-,)]
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* -' ºº 9'> \,, Jºy's º

º … o. ... o 2 ö - 6 - - - *

__j \,, Jºjº º ºſ-e-

• 2 - 2 - 2 * : * ~ * -

* & is lºts sus, S. *

& “e *#

[And I see a dwelling formerly belonging to her,

at the pools of Es-Seedſän, (a hill so called,) the

remains of n!hich have not become effaced, and

ashes wasted and compacted together, from nihich

three black pieces of stone nhereon the cooking-pot

was nont to be placed turned back the ninds] :

he means, sº 55 & Cº. ($)—Fourthly,

(Mughnee,) it is redundant, as in the following

verse, ($ in art. 313, Mughnee, K,) of Dhu-r-

Rummeh, ($ ubi supra, Mughnee,) accord. to As

and IJ: (Mughnee :)

e - - , a 3 - 0 - 2 - * ,

+ a-i-Lº S. 44–3 Le tº-º-

ºf 4, a Jºi-i- J. '

[She-camels long-bodied, or lean, (but other mean

ings are assigned to the word which I thus

render,) that cease not to be made to lie donn

in a state of hunger, or with nºbich we direct

our course to a desert region]; ($ ubi supra,

Mughnee; [but in one copy of the former, in

the place ofJº I find Jº and in my copy

of the latter, Jººl) meaning, ad-L-e Jā-5 Lo:

($ ubi supra:) but it is said that this is a mistake

of the poet: (Mughnee :) so says Aboo-'Amr

Ibn-El-'Alā; for, he says, S is not to be intro

duced after £3 and Jji: (TA:) and some

say that the right reading is Śl, with tenween,

[perhaps a mistranscription, for Ší,] meaning

taki. [in a pl. sense]: and some, that Ja

is a complete [or an attributive] verb, and ad-Le

*

→ b → 6 * *

º

is a denotative of state; [consequently, that Ş.

is a compound of & and S, as in some other

instances hereafter to be mentioned;] the meaning

being, that are not disengaged, or not free, from

.fatigue [unless nihen made to lie donºn]. (Mugh

nee.) The following is also given as an ex. of

the same kind:

# *u, , § 23; Ji *

[I see fortune, or time, to be like a mater-wheel,

with its people]; but the reading which is remem

bered to have been heard is 23, tº : and if

the former be correct, it may be explained on

the supposition that Us,' is the complement of

an oath meant to be understood, and that y is

suppressed, as in [the saying in the Kur xii. 85,)

--> Jé-35 tº: &; [so that the meaning is,

I see not fortune, or time, to be aught save a

water-wheel, mith its people;] the form of the

exceptive sentence which is devoid of the mention

of that from which the exception is made indi

cating such an explanation. (Mughnee.) —

[Fifthly, it occurs as syn. with tº [as a particle

denoting exception, equivalent to our But ;

meaning both eccept and (after an oath or the like)

only, or nothing more than]; as in the saying

in the Kur [xxxviii. 13], Jº -3% S. jé &

[There was not any one but such as accused the

apostles of lying], in which 'Abd-Allah reads,

a- 3 * • * >

in its place, UJ; and for Jé, he reads Jºſé
- - 20 2 of a ~ 2: o ż

and as in the saying, Jºlae) S. aul, &tº [I

ash, or beg, or beseech, thee by God but that

thou give me; i.e., I do not ask of thee any

thing save thy giving me; the preterite here,

as in many instances in which it is preceded by

t; (q.v.), not being a preterite in meaning];

for which one says also us-ºlael J. (T.)= It

is also a particle [or rather a compound of two

words] denoting the complement of a condition;

originally S &l, which form a compound that

does not admit of [the pronunciation termed]

imáleh, because & and S are particles. (T.)

[It signifies, lit., if not..] It is followed by a

fut., which it renders mejzoom; [and in this

case it may be rendered as above, or by unless;]

as in the saying in the Kur [viii. 74], sº º

Jº Cº ãº& [If ye do it not, or unless ye

do it, there will be a neakness of faith and an

appearing of unbelief in the earth]. (T.) [In

like manner, in a saying such as the following, [in

the Kurix. 40.] § 2; 3: º3 S, IIf ye

do not, or nill not, aid him, certainly God aided

him], it is only a compound of two words, the

conditional& and the negative S, and is distinct

from Şı of which the usages have been mentioned

before, though Ibn-Málik has included it there

with. (Mughnee.) [Often in post-classical works,

and perhaps in classical also, but seldom except

when it is preceded by a condition with its com

plement, the verb or verbal proposition which

should immediately follow it is suppressed; as

in the like of the saying, <sie 134 & 1.3 &

& $13& If thou do such a thing, I forgive

thee, or cancel thine offence; but if thou wilt not

do it (i.e., áisi S.) I kill thee; sometimes

also it ends a sentence, by an aposiopesis; the

whole of what should follow it being suppressed:

and sometimes the complement of the condition

which precedes, as well as the verb or verbal

proposition which should immediately follow it,

is suppressed; so that you say, lie Jº &

& $13 If thou do such a thing, excellent

will it be, or the like, (sº tºx3, or the like,

being understood,) but if not, I kill thee.

Hence, it sometimes has the meaning of tº,

[signifying Or, denoting an alternative, cor

responding to a preceding º, which signifies

“either," as in the saying, $3 Jº &: tº

~~\} [Either do thou speak to me or else

(meaning Jºº S13 or if thou wilt not speak

to me) be silent], i.e., & Jiulº. ($) [It

is also followed by &i, as in ºf* & S. Unless

God should please; in the Kur vi. 111, &c.

And by 3 as a denotative of state, as in&: Sj
• 2 o z c > &#. J

cº-e sºlº S. Do not ye die unless ye be

Muslims; in the Kurii. 126 and iii. 97. And
a 24, 2

sometimes it is preceded by2:li; for the effect

of which, in this case, see art. all.]

--J)

1 ºf, (Th, M, K) aor, and , inf n.

3, (M,) It (a thing, Th, M) was, or became,

collected ; or compacti. syn; &! (Th, K;)

Or &-3. (M.)–235) º Ji The people

came to him from every direction: (M, K :) or

Jºãº Ji [signifies the people multiplied them

selves, and hastened; for it] denotes jº

and egº: (T in art. --> :) and -i. (T, K,)

aor, as above, (T,) signifies he hastened, or nent

quickly. (T,K)—Jº ~gi The camels obeyed

the driver, and collected themselves together. (M,

K.) [See also B.1–29): He returned to

him, or it. (K,”TA.)- ius-J) cºji, (M., K.)

aor. 2, (M,) The sky rained neith long continuance.

(M, K.)=-ji, (5, Mºb, K) aor. 2, inf n.

Ji, (Msb,) He collected (S, Msb, K) an army,

(S) or a people; (Mab3) as also "-ji, (M)

if a. º.º. (TA) and camel, also. (TA)

or Jº Ji, ºr : (T's, M, K) and , (§, M,
K,) inf. n. J), (T, S,) signifies he collected the

camels, and drove them (S, TA) vehemently :

(TA:) or he drove them : (T,” K.) or he drove

them vehemently. (M)—3, (TA,) inf. n.

as above, (K, TA,) also signifies He drove,

pursued, chased, or hunted, with vehemence : (K,

TA :) and,le drove. anay. A people. (Msb.)

You say, ajºle 2\º-J --Jſ The [wild] ass

chased, or pursued, the object of his chase [i. e.

his female, as is shown by M.F.) with vehemence;

(M, K5) as also Yūji. (K.)

2 : see 1, in two places.—-º also signifies

The act of eacciting, instigating, or rousing to

ardour : (S, K:) and the eacciting of discord, or

strife, or the making of mischief. (K.) You say,

2. sº He eaccited discord or strife, or made

mischief, between them. (M.)

5. lºſt They collected themselves together. (S,

A, Msb.) [See also 1.] You say also, age l, ſº

They leagued together, or collected themselves to

gether, and aided one another, against him. (T.)

Jºji (T, S, Ms) and "J. (S, Mºb) Persons,
or people, collected together; ($ ;) an assembly;

a collected body: (Msb 2. or collection of many

people : (T:) and * ,ſ Ji a great assembly

or congregation. (M.) — Also A people, or

company of men, combining in hostility against
o, ,” o 2

a man. (TA, from a trad.) You say, *** **

3-6 Jºji, and "Jºji, (but the former is the

better known, M.,) They are [one body of men]

assembled against him nºith injustice and enmity

or hostility: (Lth, T, M, K:) like Je-l9 Jes

and 3-3 gº and 3-5 &º. (T, TA)
º o

--!!: see Jºji, in two places.

.# a dial. var. of* : (M;) Helmets of

camels' skins: or, as some say, it signifies steel :

(T:) âjî is [its n. un...being a dial. var. of i.g.

(K,” TA.) [See also J.J.]

* See *—Alsº One niho hastens, or

is quick; (T;) and "Jº. likewise signifies [the

same; or] quick, or swift'. (Ibn-Buzurj, T, K:)

or the former signifies quick in drawing forth the

bucket : (IAar, M, K:) or brisk, lively, sprightly,

active, agile, or prompt, and quick; (K, TA;)
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applied to a man. (TA.)– ~25)] cº, A cold

wind, (M,) that raises and scatters the dust.

(M,K)—ºft fº. A sky raining with long

continuance. (M.)

Jºe:

º w. In º

-3- 3,4- [An envious man, niho eaccites

discord or strife, or makes mischief. ($,” TA.)

5 y?

see -3).

<-J)

1. <ji, aor. - , inf. n. &ji, It (a thing) de

creased; diminished; lessened; became defective,

deficient, incomplete, or imperfect. (Msb.)=

ai- 23i, ($, M, A, K,) aor. -, (S.M. K.) inf. n.

&# (S, M) and āş; (M3) and <1, aor.

(Fr.) and '4-1, (M. K.) inf. h. Łººl; (K;)

as also jS, inf. n. &S, (so in a MS. copy of

the K,) or ãºl; (so in the L: ſagreeably with

analogy, and therefore probably the correct read

ing: see art. J, to which it belongs: in SM's

copy of the K, and in the CK, the verb is written

35, and the inf. n. &S by MF, the verb is

written Yaºſ, of the measure Jé, and the inf. n.

&S, like Jú :]) [and àº, aor. <3 and

<35 and &i;] He diminished to him his

right, or due; abridged him, or defrauded him,

of a portion of it : (Fr. S, M, A, K:) and in

like manner, au, <ſi, and Y &M, &c., he dimi

nished to him his property; or abridged him, or

defrauded him, of a portion of it : (M, TA :)

and Usº) s:- le diminished tle, thing. (Msb.)

[Hence, ºust, cº º-se cº-e Alº) Uo [in the

Kur lii. 21, We will not diminish to them aught of

the reward of their work]: (T, A:) or, accord. to

one reading, (that of Ibn-Ketheer,TA).ºu.

(T, TA) (see also art. --J.]=<i, (T.S.K.)

Or *3 &= &ji, (TA,) aor. : ; (T;) as also

255; these being two dial. vars., one of the other,

mentioned by Yz, on the authority of AA; ($ ;)

[and àºjī; (see art. c…);)] He neithheld him,

or restrained him, ($, K,) and turned him, or

averted him, (T, S, K,)from his course, purpose,

or object. ($, T.A.)=<i,(M, K) ortº “i,

(AS, T, S,) aor. 2, inf. n. --J), He made him to

snear, or take an oath : (A8, T, S, K :) or he

desired of him that he should swear, or give

his testimony, for him. (M, K.) Andcº <ā,

inf. n. as above, He pressed him, or pressed hard

upon him, with an oath. (M.) It is related

that a man said to 'Omar, “Fear God, O prince

of the faithful:” and another, hearing him, said,

&> Jé <ti, meaning Dost thou

longer the dignity of the prince of the faithful?

or dost thou diminish to him [the respect that

is due to him] 2 accord. to IAar. : or rather,

dost thou conjure the prince of the faithful? his

saying “Fear God” being as though he conjured

him by God: for the Arabs say, º & 3āī

13é, <º, meaning I conjure thee by "God but

that thou do thus, or such a thing. (T.)

3 : see 1.

4: see 1, in two places.

g ji Deficiency: as in the saying,22.9% es: U.

c.J. [There is not, in their provision-bags, any

deficiency]. (A.)=A smearing ; syn. -º-

(M, TA.) [Perhaps an inf. n. in this sense.]—

An oath ; as in the saying, when one has not

given thee thy right, or due, -jºu $3.3 [Bind

thou him by oath]. (T.)= Calumny, slander, or

false accusation. (Kr, M, K.) [Perhaps an inf.n.

in this sense also.]

2 of

# A small gift. (AA, T, K.)=An oath

such as is termed Jºsé, q.v. (AA, T, K.)

JJ)

§§§ &c. for $5, &c.; see art. J5.

-à!!

1. iii, (T, S, M, Mºb, K) aor. , (§, Mºb,

K) inf n. sº (S, M, Mºb, K) and Ji (K) and

J.S. and JS9, which is anomalous, and Júl,

(M, TA,) He kept, or clare, to it; (A’Obeyd,

T, M, Msb,” TA;) namely, a thing, (A’Obeyd,

T, M., TA,) or a place; ($, Msb, TA;) as also

asſi, aor. 2 ; (TA;) and * Aaſ, (A’Obeyd, T, S,

M, Mºb) aor. -ś, (§, TA) infin. Jºli (S,
Mºb, TA;) and Y aſ, aor. -ºš, inf. n. âș.

and JSI: (S, Msb, TA:) ſhe frequented it, or

resorted to it habitually; namely, a place:) he

became familiar with it; or accustomed, or habi

tuated, to it; namely, a thing: (AZ, T:) he

became familiar, sociable, companionable, friendly,

or amicable, with him : (AZ, T, Msb:) he loved,

or affected, him; liked, approved, or took pleasure

in, him. (Msb.) You say,2,~ jº, - if [The

birds kept to the sacred territory], and sº

[the houses] : andJº ãº "claſſ The gazelles

kept to the sands. (T.) —There are three man

ners of reading the passage in the Kur [cvi. 1

and 2,-ºº ºliº ºft’sº:
the second and third being Jºjº and JS; the

first and second of which have been adopted;

(Aboo-Is-hák, T, TA;) and the third also; this

being the reading of the Prophet [himself]: (TA:)

[accord. to all these readings, the passage may be

rendered, For the keeping of Kureysh, for their

keeping to the journey of the ninter and of the

summer, or spring; the chapter going on to say,

for this reason “let them worship the Lord of this

House,” &c. : or] the second and third readings

are from —iſ, aor. -jū ; [and accord. to these

readings, the passage may be rendered as above;]

but accord. to the first reading, the meaning is,

for the preparing and fitting out [&c.; i. e.,

preparing and fitting out men and beasts in the

journey of the ninter &c.]: so says IAmb; and

Fr explains in the same manner the third reading:

but IAqr says that, accord. to this reading, the

meaning is, the protecting [&c.]: he says that

the persons who protected were four brothers,

Háshim and 'Abd-Shems and El-Muttalib and

Nowfal, the sons of 'Abd-Menáf: these gave pro

tection to Kureysh in their procuring of corn:

(T:) Háshim obtained a grant of security from

the king of the Greeks, and Nowfal from Kisrå,

and 'Abd-Shems from the Nejáshee, and El

Muttalib from the kings of Himyer; and the

merchants of Kureysh used to go to and from the

great towns of these kings with the grants of

security of these brothers, and none opposed

them: Háshim used to give protection (-5. [in

the copies of the K -šī) [to those journeying]

to Syria, and 'Abd-Shems to Abyssinia, and El

Muttalib to El-Yemen, and Nowfal to Persia:

(T, K:") or Y -39, in the Kur signifies a covenant,

or an obligation; and n:hat resembles permission,

(j-, as in some copies of the K and in the TA,)

or protection, (j-, as in the CK,) with an

obligation involving responsibility for safety;

first obtained by Háshim, from the kings of

Syria; (K,” TA;) and the explanation is, that

Kureysh were dwelling in the sacred territory,

(K,) having neither seed-produce nor udders [to

yield them milk], (TA,) secure in the procuring

of their provisions from other parts, and in their

changes of place, in winter and summer, or spring;

the people around, them having their property

seized ; whereas, when any cause of mischief

occurred to them, they said, “We are people of

the sacred territory,” and then no one opposed

them: (K:) go in the O: (TA:) or the J is to

denote wonder; and the meaning is, wonder ye

at the JS21 of Kureysh [&c.]: (K:) some say

that the meaning is connected with what follows;

i.e., let them worship the Lord of this House for

the Jºel [&c., agreeably with the first explana

tion which we have given]: others, that it is

connected with what precedes; as J says; (TA;)

the meaning being, I have destroyed the masters

of the elephant to make Kureysh remain at

Mekkeh, and for their uniting the journey of the

ninter and of the summer, or spring; that when

they finished one, they should commence the

other; (T, S ;) and this is like the saying,

13& 13& & 4, with suppression of the [con

junctive] 3: (S:) but Ibn-'Arafeh disapproves

of this, for two reasons: first, because the phrase

“In the name of God” &c. occurs between the

two chapters: [Bd, however, mentions that in

Ubei's copy, the two compose one chapter:]

secondly, because -3), signifies the covenants,

or obligations, which they obtained when they

went forth on mercantile earpeditions, and nhereby

they became secure. (TA.) "JS [in like manner]

signifies A writing of security, written by the

king for people, that they may be secure in his

territory ; and is used by Musáwir Ibn-Hind in

the sense of-º-, [as is also -º] when he says,

in satirizing Benoo-Asad,

# * * *; o y 4-2 : ; *** 2: *

U-25° 3-1 o' lººsej

… • o 2 - ... o. - go a …"

* -3S, A& J-45 -* Arº *

meaning Ke asserted [that your brothers are

Kureysh; i.e.,] that ye are like Kureysh : but

how should ye be like them 2 for they hare [an

alliance whereby they are protected in] the trade

of El-Yemen and Syria; and ye have ºt that

[alliance). (Ham p. 636.) [Hence,) iſ -ºſ,

[a phrase used in the manner of an oath, accord.

to some, signifies The safeguard, or protection, of

God: or, accord. to others, an honourable station

from God. (TA.)== &i, aor. : , He gave him
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a thousand; (S, K;) of articles of property, and

of camels. (TA.)

© … •6,” 3.

2. ..., Ji, inf. n. Jú, (T, Mºb, K.) He

united them, or brought them together, (T, Msb,

TA) after separation; (T, TA;) and made them

to love one another; (Msb;) he caused union, or
-oš

companionship, (aji) to take place betneen them.
ozo a • 0. y oaf

(K.) And cººl cº -ājī, inf. m. as above, [I

united, or put together, the two things.] (S.) And

*...* Ji IIe united, or connected, (T,) or ga

thered or collected or brought together, (M,) the

several paſt. of the thing. (T, M.)- Hence,

<&l -i.jö [The composition of books]. (T, TA.)

* * * *

- -it; is The putting many things into such a

state that one name becomes applicable to them,

whether there be to some of the parts a relation to

others by precedence and sequence, or not : so that

it is a more general term than -ºš : (KT:) or

the collecting together, or putting together, suitable

things; from ańJºy! [i. e. ãº); and is a more

particular term than-eń, which is the putting

together things, whether suitable or not, or placed

in order or. not (Kull p. 118)=134-& lºſi.

see 5. HuJI all He wrote an alif; (K;) like

as one says tº-2. (TA.)= See also 4, in
three places. •

3. Auſ; see 1, first sentence.=-wi, (M, TA,)

inf. n. ić, (TA,) [app., He made a covenant

nºith another to be protected during a journey for

the purpose of trade, or traffic : (see 1:) and

hence,) he (a man) traded, or trafficked. (M,

TA)=áš. &ºts IIe made a condition neith

him for a thousand: (IAar, M. :) like as one

says, ău. <ºtº, meaning, for a hundred. (IAar,

M, K, in art. Ji.)

4. asſ, inf. n. Jº!. see 1, in three places.

=º aſ (T, M) or &;2, (S) or &&.
!.j=, (K,) inf. n. as above, (T,) He made him to

keep, or cleave, to the thing, or to the place, or to

such a place. (T, S, M, K.')—ººl iſ I

joined, conjoined, or united, the thing. (T.)=

2;i, iii, (T, S, K,') inf n, as above, (5) I

made the people, or company of men, to be a

thousand complete [by adding to them myself];

(T, S, K, TA;) they being before nine hundred

and ninety-nine. (T, TA.) And $34, Jºſ He

made the number to be a thousand; as also wzā :

(M.) or -ºl' -ī he completed the thousand.

(K.) And in like manner, (S) alſº 3 iſ 1

made the dirhems to be a thousand (S, K) com

plete. (S.) Andjºš. * , ºf They said to

them, May you live a thousand years. (A in art.

2-ce.)= l,iſ They became a thousand (T, S, M)

complete. (S.) And25. <-iſſ The dirhems

became a thousand (S, K) complete. (S.)

5. Asil -jū, (Mºb, K) and "Litºſtwritten

with the disjunctive alif biºl], (T, K,) The

people, or party, became united, or came together,

(M5b, K,) [after separation, (see 2, of which

each is said in the TA to be quasi-pass.,)] and

loved one another: (Mgb:) or the meaning of

y Jºſ [and Jää also] is the being in a state of

union, alliance, agreement, congruity, or congre

gation : (Msb:) and the being familiar, sociable,

companionable, friendly, or amicable, one neith

another. (TA.) And taju is said of two things;

[meaning They became united, or put together;

(see 25)] as also 'uzº. ($) And ºn "Jºš

signifies The several parts of the thing kept, or

clave, together. (M.) And Jü It became put

together in order. (M.)—l, it They sought,

desired, or asked, [a covenant to ensure them]

protection, (IAar, T, M.) 134- & [meaning in

a journey for the purpose of trade, or traffic, to such

a place, as is shown in the T by an explanation

of the words of IAar, Ali, & -š.* &l=,

in a passage in which the foregoing signification

is assigned tº l, Jü] ; (M3) as also lie Ji Y l,ii.

(M.)=ańU He treated him with gentleness or

blandishment, coaced him, or niheedled him; (K;)

behaved in a sociable, friendly, or familiar, man

ner nºith him; (TA;) attracted him, or allured

him; and gave him a gift, or gifts; (T, K;*)

in order to incline him to him: (K:) or he affected

sociableness, friendliness, orfamiliarity, njith him.

(Mgh.) You say,2Sº Jé âjî [I attracted

him, or allured him; and gave him a gift, or

gifts, in order to incline him; to embrace El

Islám]. (S.)

8: see 5, in four places.

Ji, meaning A certain number, (S, M, K,)

well known, (M,) i. e. a certain round number,

(Msb,) [namely a thousand,) is of the masc.

gender: (T, S, Msb, K.) you say -35ſ #53

Three thousand], not -ºší &55; (fA;) and

2-2 -āli like [This is one thousand], not 32-13;

($;) and §f Ji, [A complete thousand], (T, S,)

not £5. (S:) it is not allowable to make it

fem.: so say IAmb and others: (Msb:) or it is

allowable to make it fem. as being a pl.: (T:) or,

accord. to ISk, it is allowable to say, Jiří ** as

meaning Ji253, ** [These dirhems are a

thousand]; (S,K ;*) and Fr and Zj say the like:

(Mº) the pl. is Jº, applied to three, (M) and

Jºy!, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) applied to a number

from three to ten, inclusively, (TA,) and J.i.

(T, S, M, Msb, K,) used to denote more than ten;

(T5) and J.S. [in the TA -āş) is used by

poetic licence for JSS), by suppression of the

[radical] J. (M.)

-i. [originally an inf. n. of ài, q. v.,] He

nºith nihom one is familiar, sociable, companion

able, friendly, or amicable; he to n-hom one keeps

or cleaves; [a constant companion or associate;

a mate; a fellon, ; a yoke-fellon ; one n-ho is

familiar, &c., with another or others; (see

Jºãº)] (M3) i.a. "Jigſ; (T, S, M. K3) which

is an act. part. n. of *f; (Msb;) as is also "J'ſ,

(Msb, K;) and Y -Hialso is syn. with Jºſ. (K:)

the female is termed iſ and Jºl; (M3) both of
these signifying a woman with whom thou art

familiar, &c., and who is familiar, &c., nith

thee: (Ki) and the fem. of "Jºſ is isſ: (K.)

the pl. of Jil is Jºſ; (T. M.) which is alsº pl.
- º …) •

of "Jºi. (TA) and that of "Jºgi is ºi (S,
• ~2.É. • * *

K, TA) and ājī: (M,TA:) and that of "Jºi
a; --- 2 of

is Jºſ (T, S, Mºb, K) and J.S., like as juaſis
º -

pl. of 3-29, (TA,) and so, (M,TA,) in my opinion,

[says ISd,] (M,) is Jji, like as 3×3 is pl. of
6 •

JAAU, (M, TA,) though some say that it is pl. of

J. (Mº) and the pl. of "iſ is -ilī and

&#1. (K.) You say, Jº, &\} and Y Jº

[Such a one is my constant companion or asso

ciate, &c.) (T,) And -sſ) J. -ºl <-

[The female mate yearned towards the mate].

($) And ºfJ. J.J. 3. ſº camelvaria

tonards his mates]. (T.) -391, (T,) or Jºy!,

(TA,) is said by IAar to mean Persons who heep
2?

to the large tonns, or cities. (T, TA.) Jºff in

the Kurii. 244 is said by some to be pl. of Jºl

or of "Jºſ; but by others, to signify “thou
- oº: * 2:

sands.” (Bd, L., T.A.) 2.1.) W –$15" signifies The

birds that keep to Mekkeh and the sacred terri
* - * * *

tory; and Aus-Ji Y ~ āşi, Domestic pigeons. (T.)

6 : go

J. : see -ă], in two places.—As some say,

(O) it also signifies A man having no nife. (O,

K.)= One of the letters of the alphabet; (M;)

the first thereof; (K) as also "Ji. (M.) Ks

says that, accord. to the usage of the Arabs, it is

fem., and so are all the other letters of the

alphabet; [and hence its pl. is &iſi;] but it is

allowable to make it masc.: Sb says that every one

of them is masc. and fem., like as is 34. (M.)

See art. 1.- : A certain vein lying in the in

terior of the upper arm, [extending] to the fore

arm; (K, TA:) so called as being likened to an 1:

(TA:) the two are called Jú9. (K.)—t One

of any kind of things: (K, TA) as being likened

to the l; for it denotes the number one. (TA.)

id: A state of keeping or cleaving [to a person

or thing]: (M:) a state of union, alliance, agree

ment, congruity, or congregation ; (Msb ;) a

subst. from Jºl : (Msb, K, TA:) and, as

such, (TA) signifying also familiarity, sociable

ness, socialness, companionableness, friendliness,

fellonship, companionship,friendship, and amity.

(Msb, T.A.") .

ºft Of, or relating to, or belonging to, the

number termed Ji [a thousand]. (TA.)

ſåſ i. A stature resembling the letter alif.

Often occurring in late works.] -

JS; an inf. n. of ài. and used as a subst. :

see 1.–39. 3. Lightning of n:hich the flashes

are consecutive or continuous. (TA.)

...) ~e?

J; Having much asji [meaning familiarity,

sociableness, &c.]: pl. Jºi. (K.)

-i.i. See -º, in three places:=and see Ji.

Jſand ăſ; and -àº, the pl. of the latter:

See Jº, in seven places.

Jº! an inf. n.: and used as a subst. : see 1.
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Ji. [An accustomed place;] a place to which

a man keeps or cleaves; [n:hich he frequents, or

to nihich he habitually resorts;] with nº hich he is

familiar, or to nºbich he is accustomed; (Msb;)

a place neith nºbich men or camels [or birds and

the like] are familiar, &c. (K,” TA.)- And

hence, Leafy trees to rehich animals of the chase

draw near. (AZ, K.)
- … o.º. - 3.

J943-2, with fet-h, [i. e. &xi;. or W &#4,]

Possessors of thousands; or men whose camels

have become, to each, a thousand. (TA.)

63.2 x a 232

J}, and " -3.ju, Kept to, or clove to ; applied

to a thing [and to a person; and meaning when

applied to the latter, with nihom one is familiar,

sociable, &c.). (T.) It is said in a trad., & 53
• ? - so

* -śsſu, Ji [The belierer is one niho is familiar,

or sociable, &c., nºith others, and nith nºkom

• * * * * 22 ºz. 2

others are familiar, &c.]. (TA.)—sº añºs)

Those n-hose hearts are made to incline, or are

conciliated, by beneficence and love or affection:

(S,” Msb:) as used in the Kur [ix. 60], it is

applied to certain chief persons of the Arabs,

n:hom the Prophet nas commanded to attract, or

allure, and to present with gifts, (T, K,) from the

poor-rates, (TA,) in order that they might make

those after them desirous of becoming Muslims,

(T, K,) and lest care for things which they deemed

sacred, or inviolable, together with the neakness

of their intentions, should induce them to combine

in hostility with the unbelievers against the Mus

tims; for which purpose, he gave them, on the

day of Homeyn, eighty [in the TA trºo hundred]

camels: (T:) they were certain men of eminence,

of the Arabs, to n-hom the Prophet used to give

gifts from the poor-rates; to some of them, to

prevent their acting injuriously; and to some,

from a desire of their becoming Muslims, (Mgh,

Msb,) and their folloners also; (Msb;) and to

some, in order that they might remain stedfast as

Muslims, because of their having recently become

such; but when Aboo-Bekr became appointed to

the government, he forbade this practice. (Mgh,

Mºb)=iº. Ji [These are a thousand] made

complete. ($.)—See also JºãJ3-c.

[-º, A composer of a book or books; an

• 282 93 - 2

-39L. : see -354, in two places.

J)

1. Ji (JK, K, TA) aor. - (K, TA;) or

&i, aor. “; (CK; [in which it would seem,

from what follows in this paragraph and the next,

that the pret. is Wrong, but that the aor. is

right;]). inf. n. Ji and 381; (JK, Kj) It

(lightning) lied; (AHeyth, K;) [i. e.] it was

without rain. (J.K.)– See also 5. — Also,

&i, aor. * , inf. n. Ji, He lied; spoke falsely :

whence the reading of Aboo-Jaafar and Zeyd

Ibn-Aslam, [in the Kur xxiv. 14,] &# 3.

A-ſt [When ye spoke it falsely with your

tonguesi. (TA.)

5. Jü It (lightning) shone, gleamed, or glis

tened; as also V Jºël [written with the disjunctive

alif&]] ; (JK, S, IJ, K5) and so Y Ji, aOr. 2.

Bk. I.

(TA.) Ibn-Ahmar has made the second trans.,

using the phrase& W&#, either by suppres

sing a prep., [meaning She shines to the eyes,) or

meaning thereby she ravishes the eyes. (TA.)—

And &#5, said of a woman, She adorned

herself: (Sgh, K:) or she became active and

quick to engage in contention or altercation, and

prepared herself for evil or mischief, and raised

her head: (IF, K:) or she became like the ań.

[fem. of Jº, q. v.]. (IAar.) -

8: see 5, in two places.

Jº, A he-nolf: fem. with 3: (IAar, $, K:)

and the fem. is also applied to a she-ape or

monkey; the male of which is not called Jä,

but sº, (S, K,) and £º. (S.)– t Evil in

disposition, applied to a man; and so with 3

applied to a woman : and the latter, a [demon

of the kind called] sº-; because of its evil,

or malignant, nature: (TA :) and a bold woman;

(Lth, K;) for the same reason. (TA.)

JS [an inf. n. (see 1) used as an epithet;]

Lying, or fallacious, lightning; (K;) that has

no rain; (JK, K;) as also yūsſi: (K,” TA:)

W 31, likewise, is an epithet applied to lightning

[in the same sense; or as signifying shining,

gleaming, or glistening : see 1 and 5]: and so is

Yūji, as syn. with Jºſé [that eaccites hope of

rain, but deceives the expectation]. (TA.) —

Also, applied to a man, Lying : (JK:) or lying

much, or often, or habitually: (TA :) and very

deceitful, and variable in disposition. (TA.)

& [app. an inf. n. of &; (see 5;)] The

shining, gleaming, or glistening, of lightning.

(TA.)

Jī; See JS.

Jº, like,& y ſing cºpy of the JK incorrectly

written Ji,) i. q. Juº [Shining, gleaming, or

glisteningji (S, K;) applied to lightning. 2 (JK.)

—Also + An inconstant man; from Jāti] as

relating to lightning. (JK: there, in this instance,

written &#)

#5
º a- see JS.

J) : -

JJ)

1. 2-0. 4ſ, (ISd, K,) [aor. * or = ,] inf. n.

Ji, (Isa,TA) He (a horse) chened, or champed,

the bit; syn. <e. (ISd, K.) One says, of a

horse,2-5 & He chen's, or champs, the hits .

but the verb commonly known is 49912, or*.

(Lth.)-[Hence, accord. to some, (see J5),)]

2;il & Ji, (Mºb, TA) aor. 2, inf n. Ji

and 9;i, (Msb,) He acted as a messenger (Jº

between the people. (MSb, T.A.) – And as Ji,

aor. 2, inf. n. Ji, He conveyed, or communicated,

to him a message. (Kr.)– And J. He sent.

(IB in art. 399).)

4. Jº is from ºf signifying “he sent;”

and is originally Jºff the [second] hemzeh

being transposed and placed after the U, it
o og

becomes Jºji; then the hemzeh has its vowel

transferred to the U, and is thrown out; as is

done in the case ofJø, which is originally Ji,

then 3%, and then 4. (IB in art. 303) :) it

means Be thou my messenger; and bear thou

my message; and is often used by the poets.

($ in art. 393).) Accord. to IAmb, one says,

º Cº. Jºh meaning send thou me to such

a one : [but I do not know any instance in

which this meaning is applicable :] and the

original form is Jº or, if from 9,9, the

original form is Jºi. and he also says that

it means be thou my messenger to such a one.

(TA.) One says also, ãº º, Jº, which

should properly mean Send thou me to her neith

a message : but it is an inverted phrase; since

the meaning is, be thou my messenger to her

neith this message [or rather with a message]:

and Aºu º! Jº i.e. convey thou, or com

municate thou, to her my salutation; or be thou

my messenger to her [nith salutation]: and some

times this [prep.] - is suppressed, so that one

says, 25- º, Jº sometimes, also, the

person sent is he to whom the message is sent;

as in the saying, AS- 4. Jº [virtually

meaning receive thou my salutation; but literally]

be thou my messenger to thyself with salutation.

(TA) Ll mentions the phºs, •ºl ºff, with
respect to a message, aor. ači, inf. n. ăeşl;

in which case, the hemzeh [in the aor, and inf. n.]

is converted into a letter of prolongation. (TA

in art. JS.)

5 : see 9,ii.
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10. arºuo Ju-l He bore, or eonveyed, his

message; (K;) as also ºwl. (TA.)

9;i A thing that is eaten [or rather chened,

as will be seen below]; so in the phrases,

33- Jºi is like 33-2 sle and 3-2 Jºſé

[This is an ercellent thing that is chºred), and

* < *ś us [or* *& L. (K in art.

**)] like gº <-- tº ſapp, meaning

I have not occupied myself in chening with any

thing that is chemed]. (TA.)— [And hence,

accord. to some,) A message, or communication

sent from one person or party to another ; (Lth,

$, M, K, &c.; (in the CK, after āū, by

which 3,9] is explained in the K &c., we find

4- Jº. JJ J3. in which the first two

words should be& J.3, as in other copies of

the K and in the TA; and 3,9] is erroneously

put, in the CK, for śī) said by Lth and

ISd to be so called because it is [as it were]

chewed in the mouth; (TA;) as also Vieji

(1Sd, Sgh, K) and 'idi, (L.S. Mºb, K, &c.)

and 'idi, (Mºh, K) and 'Ji. (S M, Mºb,

K, &c. :) accord. to Kr, (TA) this last is the

only word of the measure Jºãº : (K, TA :) but

accord. to Sb and Akh, there is no word of this

measure : (TA:) [i. e. there is none originally

11

3.
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of this measure:] other instances have been men
º.2 & 2. g in . - -

tioned ; namely, Ayºe and º: [originally
49 - O - 6 y o - 6 x 0 ,” … o.º. -

tºº.) and ºi, and Jº, and 3-2, which last

occurs in the Kur [ii. 280], accord. to one read

ing, in the words* & 3,113 ; but it is said

-- 2: ... "

that each of these, and 3it. also, may be regarded

as originally with 3; or, accord. to AHei, each

is [virtually, though not in the language of

the grammarians,] a pl. of the same with 3;

(MF, TA;) and Akh says the same with respect

toX. and &: (TA:) Seer says that each

is curtailed of 3 by poetic licence; but this asser
6 … e.

tion will not apply to 2-2, as it occurs in the

Kur. (MF, TA)—ºft also signifies A mes.

senger. (Ibn-'Abbād, K. [In the CK here fol

lows, étº Jºſtºl, : but the right reading is

éto 4;tº as in other copies and in the

TA.])

* , s: 6 of

iè3)]; see Jºl.

5t. is said to be the original form of 31.

[An angel; so called because he conveys, or

communicates, the message from God; (K,” TA,

in art. Jº), derived from ºis (Mºb, K, TA;

[but in the º is a mistake here, pointed ent

above, voce Jºi;]) so that the measure of 40."

is Jº. : (Mºb :) & is both sing, and pl.: Ks

ºlutii.orginally ºt, home, ignifying
“a message;” then, by transposition, $4, a.

form also in use; and then, in consequence of

frequency of usage, the hemzeh is suppressed,

so that it becomes Jºe ; but in forming the pl.,

they restore it to 38., saying ić..., and 35.

also : ($ in art. JJºo :) or, accord. to some, it is

from 35 “he sent;” so that the measure of4.

is J. : and there are other opinions respecting

it: (Msb:) some say that its A is a radical: see

art. J. (TA in art. US.)

2?g -

*NUo :

• - 23. l 6 of

ășu, ; } see 499).

• 2 28,

aS)\o :

Ls)

• ? 6.-: -

1. Ji, aor. 2, inf. n. Ji, It, (as, for instance,

the belly, T, S, or the head, Msb,) or he, (a

man, T, S, Msb,) nas in pain; had, or suffered,
* , e, , ;

pain; ached. (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) alº J) [He

was in pain, or had pain, in his belly] (M) and

&l. <! [thou wast in pain, or hadst pain,

- - ~ 2.

in thy belly] (T, S) or J-9 [in thy head] (Mºb)
228, 2 2 22 of , o 2.

are like aº, as (M) and 9-1--º (§, T) and

º <-3; (Msb;) the noun being in the accus.

case accord. to Ks as an explicative, though

explicatives are [by rule] indeterminate, as in

tºº 4: <º and tº dº <i>; (T5) the regular

-- > … p 6 - 2 º' * ~ * * * ~ *

form being [athe 2 and] &l. _º), (T, S,)

as the verb is intrans. (T.)

4. &ſ (S, M, Mºb, K) inf n. 234, (S,

Mşb,) I caused him pain or aching. ($," M,

Mgb, K.)

5.Jü He was, or became, pained: (M,” Mºb,

K:*) or he expressed pain, grief, or sorrow ;

lamented; complained; made lamentation or

complaint; moaned ; syn.&# (T.S.) and

U.K. (T.) You say,º Jº Jº Ju [Such

a one expressed pain, &c., on account of the

conduct or the like of such a one; complained

of such a one]: (T:) and cººl ağ [on account

of the hardness of the timej. (TA in art.Ajl.)

e-8 6.

J) see LJ.

Ji Pain; ache; (T,S, M,K;) as also wi.j:

(T, M., K.) pl. (of the former, T, M) ºff. (T,

M, K.) You say, tº: Sº viº 3- us I do

not find pain nor ache; i. e. tº-3. so says AZ;

and IAar says, váiſ Sº iº as meaning the

same. (T,) And the Arabs say, Jé&

* 1:1, meaning I will assuredly bring upon

thee [lit. make thee to pass the night inj tistress,

or difficulty. (Sh.)

ºf Being in pain; having, or suffering, pain;

aching. (M, K.)

4, 28 6.25

asſ! : see Ji.

AS, a contraction of Le J. : see es'!" last

Sentence.

- 2. Causing pain or aching; painful; ($, K;)
º, 6 o z º - -

‘;4, 25.5 (T, M, Mºb;) like es- as syn. with

&-- (S:) so when applied to punishment [or

torment or torture] : (T, Msb:) or, thus applied,

painful, or causing pain or aching, in the utmost

degree. (M, K.)

6 * ps

a 29), Lonness, ignobleness, baseness, vileness, or

meanness. (O, K.)

6 - 2 of 6.-:

àººl : see Ji, in three places.–Accord. to

IAar, (T,) A sound, or voice. (T, K.) You say,

i-ii & < …, u. I heard not any sound, or

voice, of, or belonging to, him, or it. (IAar, T.)

— Accord. to AA, (T,) Motion. (T, K.)

º, o z 6 :

Lºš-e: see …!!.

J-J)

6 of … , , oad

J.Lº, or Jººl : see art. J-3-2.

a!!

1. 31, (S, and so in some copies of the K,) with

fet-h, (S) or Ji, (Mgh, Msb, and so in some

copies of the K,) like ~5. aor. 2, (Msb,) inf. n.

is 6, Mºb, K) and is, and ºff gº) He
served, narshipped, or adored; syn. Jºe. (S,

Mºb, K.) Hence the reading. of I’Ab, [in the

and the service, or norship, or adoration, of thee;

instead of4% and thy gods, which is the com

mon reading]; for he used to say that Pharaoh

was worshipped, and did not worship: ($:) so,

too, says Th: and IB says that the opinion of

I’Ab is strengthened by the sayings of Pharaoh

[mentioned in the Kur lxxix. 24 and xxviii. 38],

“I am your lord the most high,” and “I did not

know any god of yours beside me.” (TA.)=

Ji, aor. 4, (S, K,) inf. n. 3i, (S,) He was, or

became, confounded, or perplexed, and unable to

see his right course; (S, K;) originally 45. (S.)

—º Jº 4. He was, or became, vehemently

impatient, or affected with vehement grief, or he

manifested vehement grief and agitation, on ac

count of such a one; ($, K;) like %. ($.)—

<! 4. He betook himself to him by reason of

fright or fear, seeking protection; or sought, or

asked, aid, or succour, of him ; he had recourse,

or betook himself, to him for refuge, protection,

or preservation. (K.)—cºu Ji He remained,

stayed, abode, or drelt, in the Place. (MF.)=

43, (K) like …, (TA) [in the CK ºil He

protected him; granted him refuge; preserved,

saved, rescued, or liberated, him ; aided, or suc

coured, him; or delivered him from evil: he

rendered him secure, or safe. (K.)

2. : [inf. n. of ...ſi He made him, or took

him as, a slave; he enslaved him;] i. 4.3.3.

(S, K.)-[The primary signification of ºft seeins

to be, He made him to serve, worship, or adore.

—Accord. to Freytag, besides having the former

of the two meanings explained above, it signifies

He reckoned him among gods; held him to be a

god; made him a god: but he does not mention

his authority.]

5. Jü He devoted himself to religious services

or exercises; applied himself to acts of devotion.

(JK, S, Msb, K.)

**...: iº
agº: see ass!.

21, Or $51, [the former of which is the more

common mode of writing the word, is of the
tº .

measure Ulaş (S, Msb, K) in the sense of the

measureJº, (S, Msb,) like** in the sense

of *::::, and Luº in the sense of . º,

(Msb,) meaning *:::t. [An object of worship or

adoration; i.e. a god, a deity]; (S, Msb, K:)

anything that is taken as an object of worship or

adoration, accord. to him who takes it as such :

(K:) with the article J, properly, i. q. *f; [see

this word below;] but applied by the believers in

a plurality of gods to nihat is norshipped by them

to the eacclusion of &l: (Msb:) pl. ājī: (Msb,

TA:) which signifies idols: (JK, S, TA:) in

the K, this meaning is erroneously assigned to

isºl (TA) [not so in the CK; but there,
… ."

ãº is put in a place where we should read

āşş), Or isºl without the article:] Wiº [is

the fem. of§, and] signifies [the goddess: and

particularly] the serpent : [(a meaning erroneously

assigned in the CK to adºl; as also other mean

ings here following:) because it was a special

object of the worship of some of the ancient

Arabs:] (K:) or the great serpent : (Th:) and

the [new moon; or the moon when it is termed]

Jºe: (Th, K) and, (S,K) as also "isºl,

without U", the former perfectly decl., and the
* ~ *

latter imperºy decl., (S,) and Väºl, (IAar,

K) and "āśi, (IAar, TA) and "āśl, (K.)
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[and app. Wãº, and Wãº, (K,) the sun; (S,

K;) app. so called because of the honour and wor

ship which they paid to it: ($) or the hot sun. (Th,

TA.) ſºil is the same as the Hebrew ºrbs and

the Chaldee F178; and is of uncertain deriva

tion: accord. to some, it is originally $º, like

as ** is originally*: meaning that man

kind yearn towards him who is thus called,

[seeking protection or aid, in their wants, and

humble themselves to him in their afflictions, like

as every infant yearns towards its mother. (TA.)

[See also the opinions, cited below, on the deriva

tion of 31.)

… • *f; 2* -25 * -

3AS)) and 3A')\!: see

G -2 -? 22 24 2 24 - -

āşşi and isºlº see & =issi; see isºl.

isºl inf n, of 1, q.v. ($, Mºb, K.)= God.

ship; divinity; (K;) as also viºſ (CK [not

found by me in any MS. copy of the K) and

*śji (K)=iº, and isºlº see &
… • g sº

arºl : See all.

3 3 .

[…], or Jººl, Of, or relating to, God or a• - & 1 … O

god; divine : theological: Hence, sº _skall

or Jeº : see what next follows.]

ſij}), or ãº), Theology; the science of

the being and attributes of God, and of the

articles of religious belief; also termedsº21

or ºl, and "Jºe" or ºl.

37, [written with the disjunctive alif 31,

meaning God, i.e. the only true god,) accord. to

the most correct of the opinions respecting it,

which are twenty in number, (K,) or more than

thirty, (MF) is a proper name, (Mºb, K,) applied

to the Being n:ho exists necessarily, by Himself,

comprising all the attributes of perfection; (TA;)

a proper name denoting the true god, comprising

all the excellent divine names; a unity comprising

all the essences of existing things; (Ibn-El

'Arabee, TA;) the Ji being inseparable from it:

(Msb:) nºt derived: (Lth, Msb, K:) or it is

originally all, or ºl, (Sb, AHeyth, S, Mºb, K.)
of the measure Jús in the sense of the measure

º

Jºiº, meaning ºt, (S, K,”) with [the article]

J! prefixed to it, (Sb, AHeyth, S, Mgb,) so that

it becomes $$), (Sb, AHeyth, Msb,) then the

vowel of the hemzeh is transferred to the U [before

it], (Msb,) and the hemzeh is suppressed, (Sb,

AHeyth, S, Msb) so that there remains au), or

$ººl, after which the former J is made quiescent,

and incorporated into the other: (Sb, A.Heyth,

Msb:) the suppression of the hemzeh is for the

purpose of rendering the word easy of utterance,

on account of the frequency of its occurrence:

and the UI is not a substitute for the hemzeh; for

were it so, it would not occur therewith in §§ :

(S:) so says J.; but IB says that this is not a

necessary inference, because §§ applies to God

(all) and also to the idol that is worshipped;

whereas & applies only to God; and therefore,

in using the vocative form of address, one may

say, ài tº [O God], with the article U! and with

the disjunctive hemzeh; but one may not say,

*S) tº either with the disjunctive or with the

conjunctive hemzeh; (TA:) Sb allows that it

may be originally $5. see art. a.) : (S:) some

say that it is from Ji, either because minds are

confounded, or perplexed, by the greatness, or

majesty, of God, or because He is the object of

recourse for protection, or aid, in every case: or

from 43i, meaning “he protected him,” &c., as

explained above: see 1, last sentence. (TA.) The

U! is pronounced with the disjunctive hemzeh in

using the vocative form of address [ää Gl because

it is inseparably prefixed as an honourable dis

tinction of this name; (S;) or because a pause

upon the vocative particle is intended in honour

of the name; ($ in art, aº ;) and AAF says that

it is also thus pronounced in a form of swearing;

as in& 46; [an elliptical phrase, as will be

shown below, meaning Then, by God, wilt thou

indeed do such a thing?]; though he denies its

being thus pronounced because it is inseparable;

regarding it as a substitute for the suppressed

hemzeh of §: ($ in the present art. :) Sb
-

\g; and Th

- - -

-, *, * >
-

mentions the pronunciation of all (, also, with the

conjunctive hemzeh : Ks, moreover, mentions, as
• 6 - -

used by the Arabs, the, phrase J Jiří al, ſo

God, forgive me], for all le; but this is disap

proved. (ISd, TA.) The word is pronounced in

the manner termed~-li, [i.e., with the broad

sound of the lengthened fet-h, and with a full

sound of the letter J, for the purpose of showing

honour to it; but when it is preceded by a kesreh,

[as in& By God, and 47~ In the name of

God,) it is pronounced in the [contr.) Inanner

termed J.; : AHát says that some of the vulgar

Say, *i; S [No, by God], suppressing the alif,

which should necessarily be uttered, as in&l,

which is in like manner written without alif; and

he adds that some person has composed a verse

in which the alif [in this word] is suppressed,

erroneously. (Mºb.) You say, 134- Jº 37 &

* >

mentions this pronunciation in all

aúl,

[a verb being understood,) meaning Fear ye

God, fear ye God, nith respect to such a thing.

(Marginal note in a copy of the Jámi es-Sagheer.

[See another ex, voce 3,4-.]) And $1.5 3.

and 3,145 ºf [By God, I will assuredly do

such a thingſ: in the former is understood a verb

significant of swearing; and in the latter, [or in

both, for a noun is often put in the accus. case

because of a particle understood,) a particle [such

as + or ºldenoting an oath. (Bd in ii. 1.) And
* c > . . . .

<-Jaš Ue aſ, meaning < *ś (, 4.i. [By God, I

did not, or have not done, such a thing]. (JK.)

And 5. & To God be attributed thy deed! (A

in art. 25 3) or the good that hath proceeded from

thee! or thy good deed! or thy gift 1 and what is

received from thee! [and thy flow of eloquence 1

and the like]: a phrase expressive of admiration

of anything: (TA in art. 22 :) [when said to an

eloquent speaker or poet, it may be rendered
23.

divinely art thougifted!]. And ºx * f To God be

attributed his deed! [&c.]. ($ and K in art. 23.)

And Jail & ſmeaning To God be attributed

(the eloquence of) the sayer 1 or] hon good, or

beautiful, is the saying of the sayer, or of him

who says [such and such words] l or it is like the
-ºw

phrase ºx 4, meaning tºo God be attributed

his goodnesſ and his pure action 1 (Harp. 11.)

And Jºš aſ [To God be attributed (the earcel

lence, or goodness, or deed, &c., of) such a one !]

explained by Az as meaning wonder ye at such a

one: hon perfect is hel (Haribid.) [And 9,14:

see art. 31.] And &: •S), meaning <5 & ſlit.

To God be thou attributed! i.e. to God be attri.

buted thine earcellence 1 or thy goodness 1 or thy

deed! &c.]. (JK.) [Similar to 4, thus used, is

the Hebrew expression bribsº after an epithet

signifying “great” or the like..] 23, 13 × 5.

J5xe-ly, in the Kurſii. 151], said on the occasion

of an affliction, means Verily to God we belong,

as property and servants, He doing with us what

He willeth, and verily unto Him ne return in

the ultimate state of existence, and He will

recompense us. (Jel.) AZ mentions the phrase

sº4- [meaning &<<! Praise be to God]:

but this is not allowable in the Kur-án: it is only

related as heard from the Arabs of the desert, and

those not knowing the usage of the Kur-án. (Az,

TA.)—"...ºf is an expression used in prayer;

as alsoAS; (JK, Msb;) meaning *i º [O

God]; the A being a substitute for [the suppressed

vocative particle] [.. ; ($ in art. as, and Bq in

iii. 25;) but one says also, 2.É. º, (JK, and S

ibid,) by poetic licence: ($ ibid.:) or the meaning,

accord, to some, is* tº: 31 ū [O God, bring

us good]; .(JK, and Bd ubi supra;) and hence

the origin of the expression. (Bd.) You say also

Sl 2.01 [which may be rendered, inversely, Un

less, indeed; or unless, possibly]: the former word

being thus used to denote that the exception is

something very rare. (Mtr in the commencement

of his Expos. of the Makámát of El-Hareeree,

and Harpp. 52 and 53.) And ... .ſi [which

may be rendered, inversely, Yes, indeed; or yea,

verily]: the former word being used in this case

as corroborative of the answer to an interrogation,

negative and affirmative. (Harp. 563.)

ºf: see what next precedes.

• ?, 2. |

•yue: see all.

3)]

.# - 2.É.

1. ST, (S, M, Mgh, K,) aor. #. (S, Mgh,)

inf n. ; (T, M, Mgh, K) alſº ºi (K, TA [in
… #

a copy of the M #D and Lºl; (K, TA; [in
3. -

a copy of the M & and in a copy of the Mgh

written with fet-h and damm to the #) and

º: *:: * . 3°,+2

" Ji, (S, M, K,) aor. J%2, inf. n. *Ju ; (S:)

and Yūzºl [written with the disjunctive alif
-- wº

Usº); ($, M, K3) [and "Jú, as appears from

an ex. in a verse cited in art. Jºj, q.v.;] He

fell short; or he fell short of doing what was

requisite, or nhat he ought to have done; or he

11 *
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flagged, or was remiss ; syn. 23: (S, M, K;

and Fr, IAar, T, Mgh, in explanation of the first

of these verbs:) and he nas slow, or tardy :

(M, K; and AA, T, S, in explanation of the

second verb :) or he flagged, or was remiss, or

languid, and reak. (A Heyth and T in explana

tion of all of the above-mentioned verbs except the

last.) You say, , S. es: Si, (Mgh,) and "Usº

aes, (S,) He fell short, &c., (25) in the affair.

… I 2 oz of 232 °

($, Mg.) In the saying, ºu, JºJº,

i. e. He did not fall short, &c., (, ai: .) in

acting equitably and equally in that, us? is

suppressed before cyl: but in the phrase, ;: 2.

Jº &- as some relate it, [the meaning intended

seems to be, They did not hold back, or the like,

from acting equitably; for here] the verb is

made to imply the meaning of another verb: and

such is the case in the saying, tº a 9,7 ‘9,

meaning I will not refuse to thee, nor partially

or n:holly deprive thee of, sincere, honest, or

faithful, advice : (Mgh :) or this last signifies

I will not flag, or be remiss, nor fall short,

to thee in giving sincere, honest, or faithful,

advice. (T, S.*) It is said in the Kur [iii. 114],
a 22 o 2 - 22, 2

Suá- sºju S, meaning They mill not fall short,

or flag, or be remiss, in corrupting you. (IAar,

T.) And the same meaning is assigned to the
© … o • 292 - 4 28, 22

verb in the saying Kº Jºasſ 351 W. Jºº Sº, in

the Kur [xxiv. 22], by A 'Obeyd: but the pre

ferable rendering in this case is that of AHeyth,

which will be found below : see 4. (T.) Ks
- 28. - * - - • *O

mentions the phrase, Jº S)** J3; [He came
2. - 28.

mith a blon, not falling short, &c.], for 39 S;
- of

like si j [for JS S). ($, M . [but in the

copies of the former in my hands, for #jº, I

find 4,4.]) "Ji [with teshdeed] is also said

of a dog, and of a hawk, meaning IIe fell short

of attaining the game that he pursued. (TA.)

And of a cake of bread, meaning It was slow

in becoming thoroughly baked. (IAar, IB.) [See

also the phrase <º S5 <-js S in a later

part of this paragraph.]—You say also, <ºf L.

º, (K) gºi čičiu, (M) inf n iſ

(M, K) and 3)", (K,TA, [in a copy of the M

;i,j) meaning I did not leave, quit, cease from,

omit, or neglect, (M., K.) the thing, (K,) or doing

it. (M.) And 9- ;: ~)& Such a one does

not leave, quit, or cease from, doing good. (M.)

And tº- <ºf u. I did not leave, omit, or

neglect, labour, eacertion, effort, or endeavour :

and the vulgar say, tº- Jji L. : but this is

wrong : so says Aş. (T. [See, however, similar

phrases mentioned above.])= Si, aor. as above,

(TA) inf n. ; (IAar, T, TA) also signifies

IIe strove, or laboured; he eacerted himself, or

his ponyer or ability; (IAar, T, TA;) as also

"Jü: (T, TA:) the contr. of a signification

before mentioned; i. e. “he flagged,” or “was

remiss, or languid, and weak.” (TA.) You
- > d >> - - ~<

say, \º <jū à-la- Jº Jºb! He came to me

respecting a want, and I strove, or laboured, &c. »

2 -:

to accomplish it. (T.)–And obj), aor. as above,

(T, S,) inf. n. ji, (IAar, T, S,) He was, or

became, able to do it : (IAar, T, $:) and Y Ji.

inf. m. ift, also signifies he nas, or became,

able : (TA ) and º Yusºl. (ISk, S, TA.)

You say, 2S 3.** He is able to perform,

or accomplish, this affair. (T.) And ăși U. I

was not able to do it. (T, M., K.) And Jº

3, <ji tº à-le- Jº& Such a one came

to me respecting a want, and I was not able to

rebuff him. (T.) It is said in a trad, Zuº &.

"Ji S; A. Sº 23, [He who fasts ever, or

always, may he neither fast] nor be able to fast:

as though it were an imprecation: or it may

be enunciative : another reading is J. Sº, ex

plained as meaning & $3: [see art. Jºl:]

but El-Khattábee says that it is correctly J

and Si. (TA.) And the Arabs used to say,

(S, M,) [and] accord. to a trad. it will be said to

the hypocrite [in his grave], on his being asked

respecting Mohammad and what he brought,

and answering “I know not,” (T in art. 915,)

* < ºf Ss -ºs S, (T, S, M, K) meaning,

accord. to As, (T,) or ISk, (S,) Mayest thou

not know, nor be able to know: (T, S:*) or,

accord. to Fr, nor fall short, or flag, in seeking

to know; that the case may be the more miserable

to thee: (T:) or< Sº, as an imitative sequent

[for <ji S5, to which the same explanations

are applicable]: (MK:) or <º S5 <> º,

the latter verb being assimilated to the former,

(ISk, T in art. 315, S,) said to mean <sº S5,

i. e. nor mayest thou read nor study : (T in art.

3/5:) or <di S3 <!, Sj, i. e. [mayest thou

not knon,] nor mayest thou have camels folloned

by young ones. (Yoo, ISk, T, S, M., K.)- Also,

(IAar, T,) inf. n. ;I, (IAar, T, K,) He gave him

a thing: (IAar, T, K:*) [doubly trans.:] the

contr. of a signification before mentioned, (also

given by IAar, T and TA,) which is that of

“refusing” [a person anything : see, above,

U-23 ºf S]. (TA)

2 : see 1, in four places.

4. J. (T, S, M., &c.) aor. Jº, inf n. 54,

(T, S, Mgh,) [and in poetry §l, (see a reading
6 tº 8 -

of a verse cited voce à.jl,)] He snore; (T, S, M,

Mgh, K.) as also "Jū, and "Jºl. (T, S, M,
K. .. : • , * ** 22°iſ s?”

K.) You say, “JºJ) Usſe --J) and*II mºre

to do the thing]. (M.) [And Jºe Jaśl S < J|

I snore that I mould not do such a thing; and,

emphatically, I snear that I will not do such

a thing. And tº- Jſ He swore an oath.] It

- • * * -?. 22

is said in the Kur [xxiv. 22], 95 WUjū Şs
o - o o oad -

28-2 J-aw), meaning, accord. to AHeyth and

Fr, And let not those of you n'ho possess super

abundance swear [that they will not give to

relations &c.]; for Aboo-Bekr [is particularly

alluded to thereby, because he] had sworn that he

would not expend upon Mistah and his relations

who had made mention of [the scandal respecting]

'Aisheh; and some of the people of El-Medeeneh
ºf22 22.

read "Jº Sº, but this disagrees with the written

text: A 'Obeyd explains it differently: see 1:

but the preferable meaning is that here given.

(T,) And it is said in a trad, ſº sº &. J.
He swore that he would not go in to his rives

for a month : the verb being here made trans.

by means of Jºe because it implies the meaning

ofcº, which is thus trans. (TA.) [See also

an ex of the verb thus used in the Kurii. 226.]

Aft Jº "Júl is said to mean One's saying,

By God, such a one mill assuredly enter the fire

[of Hell], and God mill assuredly make to have

a good issue the nork of such a one : but see

the act, part. n. below. (TA)=341, inf. n.

as above, She (a woman) took for herself, or

made, or prepared, a sº., q. v. (TA.)

5 :

places.

8 :

places.

go: so *... .

5), or 3!!: see Jº! 1n art. J).

.# (so in some copies of the S, and so in

the K in the last division of that work, and in

the CIK in art. Uſ, [and thus it is always pro

nounced, but in some copies of the K in art. Ul

see 1, in two places: = and see 4, in three

see 1, in five places:=and see 4, in two

~ 2:

it is written Jºl, [as though to show the original
2 : -

form of its termination,]) or 35", (so in the M,

and in some copies of the S, [and thus it is

generally written,J) i. q. 233 [Possessors of;

possessed of; possessing; having]; a pl. which

has no sing. (S, M, K) of its own proper letters,

(S, K,) its sing. being 53 : (S:) or, as some

say, a quasi-pl. n., of which the sing, is 23: (K:)
> -?

the fem. is JS), (so in some copies of the S and

K, [and thus it is always pronounced,.) or
2 - ?

JS)3], (so in other copies of the S and K, [and

thus it is generally written,J) of which the sing.

is $5. (S, K:) it is as though its sing. were

o: 6 :

Ul, (M, K, [in the CK J1,1) the [final] 5 [in

the masc.] being the sign of the pl., (M,) for

it has 3 [for its termination] in the nom. case,

and Us in the accus. and gen. (M, K.) It is

never used but as a prefixed moun. (M., K.)
… 2 …) *

The following are exs. of the nom. case: 33)&-
- * > *, * >

JºJº J.L. 355 33.3 [We are possessors of strength,

and possessors of vehement courage], in the Kur

~ of o 2 z o. 2 of 3~ * *

Js' avaº. 2'-3') 5'5"

[The possessors of relationships, these have the

best title to inheritance, one with respect to

another], in the same [viii. last verse and xxxiii.
•o: 2 : ---

6]; (TA;) and -ºš 3/5' Usºle- [The persons
• • 2 o f * ~ *

of understandings came to me]; and Jºe-Sºl Stºs'

[Those who are nºith child; occurring in the

Kur lxv. 4]: (S:) and the following are exs.
w ~ 25-3- © --

of the accus. and gen, cases: Jººls Usºs
~ o J 2

a.º. J21 [And leave thou me, or let me alone,

neith the beliers, or discrediters, (i.e., commit

their case to me,) the possessors of ease and plenty],

in the Kur [xxiii. 11]; and J. sº tº

sºil [Would neigh don’n the company of men

possessing strength], in the same [xxviii. 76].

(TA) … ºf Ji, in the Kurſiv. ºl.
[And those, of you, nho are possessors of com

mand], (M, K,”) accord. to Aboo-Is-hák, (M,)

[xxvii. 23]; and Jaº
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means the companions of the Prophet, and the

men of knowledge their folloners, (M, K,) and

the possessors of command, n-ho are their follomers,

nºhen also possessors of knowledge and religion :

(K:) or, as some say, [simply] the possessors

of command; for when these are possessors of

knowledge and religion, and take, or adopt and

maintain, and follow, what the men of knowledge

say, to obey them is of divine obligation: and

in general those who are termed2S 3. of the

Muslims, are those niho superintend the affairs of

such neith respect to religion, and everything con

ducing to the right disposal of their affairs. (M.)

J. accord. to Sb, is originally with 3 in the

place of the ſus, i.e. the final] alif; and so is use; for

the alifs [in these two particles] are not susceptible

of imáleh; [i. e., they may not be pronounced

ilè and 'alè;] and if either be used as the proper

name of a man, the dual [of the former] is cºlº,

and [that of the latter] Jºſé but when a pro

noun is affixed to it, the alif is changed into yé,

so that you say Jºl and 4.1%; though some of

the Arabs leave it as it was, saying 3S and 95%.

(S.) It is a prep., or particle governing a noun

in the gen, case, (S, Mughnee, K,) and denotes

the end, as opposed to […, which denotes] the

beginning, of an extent, or of the space between

two points or limits; ($, M ;) or the end of an

extent (T, Mughnee, K) of place; [signifying To,

or as far as;] as in the phrase [in the Kur Xvii. 1],

Jº 2-9. J. 29- 2-2 & [From

the Sacred Mosque to, or as far as, the Furthest

Mosque; meaning from the mosque of Mekkeh

to that of Jerusalem]; (Mughnee, K;) or in the

saying, ãº. J. sº &: <!- [I ment forth

from El-Koofeh to Mekkeh], which may mean

that you entered it, [namely, the latter place,) or

that you reached it without entering it, for the

end includes the beginning of the limit and the

furthest part thereof, but does not extend beyond

it. (S.) [In some respects it agrees with Ji

q. v. And sometimes it signifies Tonards; as in

& 2.É. He looked towards me; and º, Jº

He, or it, inclined tonards him, or it.— It also

denotes the end of a space of time; [signifying To,

till, or until ;] as in the saying [in the Kurii. 183],

Jºſe."2-2, º3 [Then complete ye the

fasting to, or till, or until, the night]. (Mughnee,

K.) [Hence, & & (followed, by a mansoob

aor.) Till, or until : and Jºe J| Till, or until,

n:hat time, or mºhen 2 i.e. hon, long 2 and also to,

till, or until, the time mºhen. See also the last

sentence in this paragraph.]— [In like manner

it is used in the phrases 43*J, and 2-1J.

meaning, (And so on,) to other things, and to the

end thereof; equivalent to et catera.]— Some

times, (S,) it occurs in the sense of £3, (T, S, M,

Mughnee, K,) when a thing is joined to another

thing; (Mughnee, K;) as in the phrase [in the

Kuriii.45 and lai. 14), iſ justaičº (who
will be my aiders with, or in addition to, God?],

(S, Mughnee, K,) accord. to the Koofees and

some of the Basrees; (Mughnee;) i. e. niho nill

be joined to God in aiding me? (M, TA;) and

as in the saying [in the Kur iv. 2], lºt. S;

ºf J.23;xi [And devour not ye their pos

sessions with, or in addition to, Ayour possessions];

(T, $3) and [in the same, ii. 13, J, tº 31,

_sºlelº. [And nºhen they are alone with their

devils]; ($) and in the saying, J. 233.J &

[A few she-camels with, or added to, a fen, she

camels are a herd of camels], ($, Mughnee, K,) a

prov., meaning t a little with a little makes much;

($ and A in art. 253, q.v.;) though one may not
* - © . . - 6 - © . . .”

say, Jue ºf J. meaning Jue ºf & (Mugh
> - • * * * - • J.

nee:) so too in the saying, ais, ~x"J.--&

[Such a one is clement, orforbearing, with good

education, or polite accomplishments, and intelli

gence, or knowledge of the lan]; (M, TA;) and

so, accord. to Kh, in the phrase, 4| &f3

[I praise God with thee; but see another ren

dering of this phrase below]. (ISh.) In the

saying in the Kur [v. 8], 2:…is**** Li-iº

Jº J & it is disputed whether [the meaning

be Then wash ye your faces, and your arms with

the elbows, or, and your arms as far as the

elbon's; i.e., whether] the elbows be meant to be

included among the parts to be washed, or ex

cluded therefrom. (T.) A context sometimes

shows that what follows it is included in what

precedes it; as in 9-1 J. aſji &: &# <ā

[I read, or recited, the Kurán, from the beginning

thereof to the end thereof]: or that it is excluded;

as in Jºſſ J. 242.] lsº [explained above]:

when this is not the case, some say that it is

included if it be of the same kind [as that which

precedes]; some, that it is included absolutely;

and some, that it is excluded absolutely; and this

is the right assertion; for with the context it is in

most instances excluded. (Mughnee.)— It is

also used to show the grammatical agency of the

noun governed by it, after a verb of wonder; or

after a noun of excess importing love or hatred;

[as in & <- u. How lovely, or pleasing, is he

to me! (TA in art. Jºe-,) and & Aaº u, Hon.

hateful, or odious, is he to me ! ($ in art. Jaiº ;)

and] as in the saying [in the Kur xii. 33], º

& 3-& [O my Lord, the prison is more

pleasing to me]. (Mughnee, K.) [This usage is

similar to that explained in the next sentence.]–

It is syn. nºith *: (S, M, Mughnee, Msb, K:)

as in the phrase, 134- &: & Jº * [It is

more desirable, or pleasant, in my estimation than

such a thing]; (Msb;) and in the saying of the

poet,

...) - • 3 • 2 * ~ of

• *s, sº J. J. S.
, o ºs J - … • 2 of

+ J-º-' ºs-2/ Jº Jº Jººl +

[Is there no way of return to youth, seeing that

the remembrance thereof is more pleasant to me,

or in my estimation, than mellow wine?] (Mugh

nee, K:) and accord. to this usage ofJ. in th:

sense of Jºe may be explained the saying, sº

3. e'. Jºus, meaning Thou art divorced at the

commencement of a year. (Msb.)— It is also

syn. with J.; as in the phrase, 4. 29, [And

command, or to command, belongeth unto Thee,

meaning God, as in the Kurziii. 30, and xxx. 3],

(Mughnee, K,) in a trad. respecting supplication:

(TA:) or, as some say, it is here used in the

manner first explained above, meaning, is ulti
* , o £

mately referrible to Thee : and they say, Jºse

J. ań, meaning, I tell the praise of God unto

thee: (Mughnee:) [but see another rendering of

this last phrase above:] you say also, 4. 33

That is committed to thee, or to thy arbitration.

(Harp. 329.)— It also occurs as syn. nithJé ;

•o ~ *

-

as in the saying in the Kur [xvii. 4], & […a5%

Jº-1 us: [And we decreed against the children

of Israel]: (Msb:) or this means and me revealed

to the children of Israel (Bd, Jel) decisively.

(Bd.)— It is also syn. with Jº; (M, Mughnee,

K;) as in the saying [in the Kur iv. 89 and vi. 12],

ãº. 2; J|2-4 [He mill assuredly col

lect you together on the day of resurrection]:

(K:) thus it may be used in this instance accord.

to Ibn-Málik: (Mughnee :) and it is said to be

so used in the saying [of En-Nábighah, (M,

TA,)]

ºf 2 …” w. … o. - -

* Jºuë ºu useº bº "

* > 0 : * > 3. - & -

# *-iją : * ~& J. #

[Then do not thou leave me mith threatening, as

though I were, among men, smeared with tar,

being like a mangy camelj; (M, Mughnee;) or,

accord. to some, there is an ellipsis and inversion

in this verse; Ji being here in dependence

upon a word suppressed, and the meaning being,

smeared nith pitch, [like a camel,] yet being
w

Jºla."

is here considered as made to import the meaning

of rendered hateful, or odious; for he says that if

Ji were correctly used in the sense of -*. it

it would be allowable to say, āşşºl J| *j:

(Mughnee :) [or the meaning may be, as though

I n'ere, compared to men, a mangy camel, smeared

with pitch: for] I’Ab said, after mentioning

'Alee,*** Jº 5%le <!- J. Jº, mean

ing My knowledge compared to his knowledge is

like the 3,95 [or small pool of water left by a

torrent] placed by the side of the middle of the

sea [or the main deep). (K in art. As-sà.) It is

also [said to be] used in the sense of J in the

saying in the Kurſlxxix. 18), Jºji & J. JJs

[Wilt thou purify thyself from infidelity 2) be

cause it imports the meaning of invitation. (TA.)

– It is also used [in a manner contr. to its

primitive application, i.e.,] to denote beginning,

united to men : or, accord. to Ibn-'Osfoor,

- - - - o -

[or origination,] being syn. nith J-2 ; as in the

saying [of a poet],

• * c > … … o. 2. 6 * > * > .

# tº 25-99 - Ju- ~33 Jºã º

• 2 o f * 0-3 a . • *- : 7 : 2 o' ºf

* 9- Cºl J. Cºx. Sº Lº-º! +

[She says, (namely my camel,) n-hen I have

raised the saddle upon her, Will Ibn-Ahmar be

supplied with drink and not satisfy his thirst

from me? i.e., will he never be satisfied with

drawing forth my sweat?]. (Mughnee, K.)– It

is also used as a corroborative, and is thus [syn

tactically] redundant; as in the saying in the Kur
0. • O - º - 2 - c : o - e.e.

[xiv. 40), ..., sº -º) & 5.3i Jºë, with

fet-h to the 3 [in Jººl, (Mughnee, K.) accord,
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to one reading, (Mughnee,) meaningAlsº [i. e.

And make Thou hearts of men to love them]:

(K:) so says Fr; but some explain it by saying

that US243 imports the meaning ofJº; or that

it is originally essº, with kesr, the kesreh being

changed to a ſet-hah, and the y: to an aliſ, as

when one says us, for Jº, and 5ueu for £29:

so says Ibn-Málik; but this requires considera

tion; for it is a condition in such cases that the

L; in the original form must be movent. (Mugh

nee.) [See art. essel—º 2.01, occurring

in a trad., [is elliptical, and] means O God, I com

plain unto Thee: or take Thou me unto Thee.

(TA.)– And 4.1% Jºe ºf means I am of thee,

and related to thee. (T.A.) – You say also,

4. J-º', meaning Betake, or apply, thyself

to, or occupy thyself with, thine onn affairs. (T,

K.*) And similar to this is the phrase used by

El-Aasha, º, u. Jºãº, (TA) And &

[alone is used in a similar manner, elliptically, or

as an imperative verbal noun, and] means Betake,

or apply, yourselves to, or occupy yourselves mith,

3your onn affairs, (23, lº) and retire ye,

or nithdran ye, to a distance, or far anay, from

us. (ISk.) And J.” 4. means Hold, or re

.frain, thou from me : (T, K:) or remove, with

dran, or retire, thou to a distance from me: JJ)

used in this sense is an imperative verbal noun.

(Harp. 508.) Sb says, (M,) or Akh, (Har ubi

supra,) I heard an Arab of the desert, on its being

said to him 4J, reply, &l; as though it were

said to him Remove, withdran, or retire, thou to

a distance, and he replied, I mill remove, &c.

(M.) Aboo-Fir’own says, satirizing a Nabathaean

woman of whom he asked for water to drink,

• 6, 6 × 2 = .

# tº 345 (J &il 3, +

[When thou shalt demand mater, she mill say,

Retire thou to a distance]; meaning, [by UK.),

i. e. 43 with an adjunct alif for the sake of

the rhyme,) 4, in the sense, last explained

above. (M.)-One also says, "Je JJ), mean

ing, Take thou such a thing. (T, K.)- When

J. is immediately followed by the interrogative

tº, both together are written 2S] [meaning, To

what? whither ? and till, or until, nºhat time,

or nºben 2 i.e. hon, long 2]; and in like manner

one writesJºe for “Jº, ($' and K voce Lo,)

andAt- for tº Jº- ($ voce Jº-)

6.-2: o-o: 5.o 64 &

35' and 35)) and 39); See agſ.

3 --

& One niho swears much; who utters many

oaths ; (IAar, T, K:) mentioned in the K in

art. Jī; but the present is its proper art. (TA.)

if [A falling short; or a falling short of

what is requisite, or nhat one ought to do; or

a flagging, or remisnessi and slonyness, 9.tardi

ness :] a subst, from Si as signifying cas, and

te. (M.) Hence the prov., (M.) S3 à-la- S.

işi, i. e. If I be not in favour, and high estima

tion, I mill not cease seeking, and labouring,

and wearying myself, to become so : (M, K:*)

or if thou fail of good fortune in that which

thou seekest, fall not short, or flag not, or be

not remiss, in shorving love, or affection, to men;

may-be thou wilt attain somewhat of that which

thou wishest: originally relating to a woman

who becomes displeasing to her husband: ($ in

art. 31*- :) it is one of the proverbs of women:

one says, if I be not in favour, and high estima

tion, with my husband, I will not fall short, or

flag, or be remiss, in that which may render me

so, by betaking myself to that nihich he loveth :

(T and TA in art. 91a-:) Meyd says that the

two nouns are in the accus. case because the

implied meaning is ãº &éſ Yé ãº- 3,4- º;

the latter noun being [accord. to him] for wigſ,

for which it may be put for the sake of conformity

[with the former]; and the former having the

signification of the pass. part. n. of Jº- Or

that of the part. n. of Jº- [or <!-l. (Har

p. 78.)= An oath; (T, S, M, Mgh, K5) as also

ºf (M,K) and "iji (T, S, M,K) and *;

and 'is' (S. M. K. [in the CK, #3, #9,

is erroneously put for itſ. §§l, :]) it is [origi

nally i,j] of the measure ãº: (S:) pl. (ºji.

(S, Mgh.) A poet says, (namely, Kutheiyir, TA,)

- 6 . • 28 -

# *** *s- (SS Jºš #

3- 2J £ … O * : * ~ 9, 2

+ stº de') *-i- c15 *

[A person offen oaths, who keeps his oath from

being uttered on ordinary or mean occasions;

but if the oath has proceeded from him at any

former time, or hastily, it proves true]: (S,TA:)

or, as IKh relates it, § Jº ; meaning, he

says, Sºl J.; ; the Jº being suppressed :

see 4. (TA.)

3 :

ºl: see the latter part of the paragraph next

preceding.

Jſ Falling short; or falling short of what

is requisite, or what one ought to do; or flagging,

or remiss: [and slow, or tardy : &c.; see 1:]

fem, with and pl. of this later Jºi. (S, TA)

See ăși, used, accord. to Meyd, for 431 –

Niggardly, penurious, or avaricious; impotent

to fulfil duties or obligations, or to pay debts.

(Harp. 78.)

#. The piece of rag which a noman holds

in wailing, ($, TA,) and nith nºbich she makes

signs: (TA :) [it is generally dyed blue, the

colour of mourning; and the woman sometimes

holds it over her shoulders, and sometimes twirls

it with both hands over her head, or before her

face; pl. Jºs ($, TA:) which also signifies

rags usedfor the menses. (TA in art. ….)

Jº. [part. n. of 5]. It is said in a trad.,

Jºi &: &jëi, Jº, explained as meaning

Woe to those of my people who pronounce sen

tence against God, saying, Such a one is in

Paradise, and such a one is in the fire [of Hell]:

but see the verb. (TA.)

e' .
• 28.

1. & (S, K,) aor. Lyº, inf. n. J. (S,) He
~ of

(a man, S) was, or became, large in the agi,

q. v. (S, K.')=<: $3 <º Ş: see 1 in

art. 3)'.

9 of

z:

J):
s of g

J): see Jºl.
~3 -

J", (so in some copies, of the S and in the
-:

M,) accord. to Sb, or SI, (so likewise in the

M, in which it is mentioned in art. J., [and thus

it is always pronounced,.) or J.3!; (so in several

copies of the S and in the K, in the last division

of each of those works, [and thus it is generally

written;]) and with the lengthened 1, [and this
~3

is the more common form of the word, i. e. Y Sī,

| : : --

| see Lºl = and see also &i.

as it is always pronounced, or $21, as it is

generally written, both of which modes of writing

it I find in the M.,] (S, M, K,) of the same

measure as ~54, (M,) indecl., with a kesreh

for its termination ; ($ ;) [These and those,]

a pl. having no proper sing., (S, K,) or a noun

denoting a pl., (M.) or its sing, is is for the

masc. and s for the fem., (S, K,) for it is both

masc. and fém., (S,) and is applied to rational

beings and to irrational things. (M.) [Thus,)

(sº Jº §, 2. in the Kur xx. 86, means

[They are these, folloning near after me; or]

they are near me, coming near after me. (Jel,

and Bd says the like.) And in the same, iii. 115,
- * * -- * > 3 > -- # 2 of 2

Cº- $2.3×3 S, ºil. Now ye, o ye

these believers, love them, and they love not you.

(Jel.)—The particle (M) tº (S, K) used as

an inceptive to give notice of what is about to

be said is prefixed to it, [i. e., to the form with

the lengthened 1,) ($, M, K,) so that you say,

W Sãº [meaning These, like as is means “ this”].

(S, K.) And AZ says that some of the Arabs

say, 4.5 §§ [These are thy people], (S, M,”)

and W§s <!, [Isan these], (M) with tenween

and kesr (S, M) to the hemzeh; (S;) and this,

says IJ, is of the dial. of Benoo-Okeyl. (M.)

–And the 3) of allocution is added to it, so
2 * * 2 - ?

that you say, tººl, [or 43851, which is the
* # 2 - ? 2 - ?

same, and Aºi, or 23%, &c.,] and 3)}51,

~ 2 # -

($, K,) and JS5), (so in some copies of the S
- 2 -?

and in the K,) or JST, (so in some copies of

the S and in the M,) in which the [second] J
- at

is augmentative, (M,) and Y 3)}|, with teshdeed,

(K) [all meaning Those, like as 9% and Js

mean “that;”, and hence] Ks says that when
2 -> * ... I

one says J5951, the sing, is J3; and when one
2 - 2 • 2 ~ 23

says JS5!, the sing, is J13 ; ($;) or JSI [or

• 2 3 - * ~ *

JS5', each with an augmentative J, like J5,

(and this, I doubt not, is the correct statement,)]

is as though it were pl. of J$: (M :) but one
• *.x * 2 2 : 1

does not say 1995ue, or JS5us, (M.) [nor

43%, or the like..] [Thus it is said in the
- * * ~...~~ *- & we o a p --- --~~ *

Kurii.4, sº “ºl’ ºr c> -sas Je lºsſ

cº-º.J. Those follow a right direction from

their Lord, and those are they who shall prosper.]
• - #

And sometimes J593) is applied to irrational
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d • -- * ~ * ,

things, as in the phrase2úš J393, Jºe [After

those days]; and in the Kur [xvii. 38], where
2 - # 3 > 2 - 20-22 - 2 -o- o a • a

it is said, J593] U.e. >!3AJ15 : J's &- º!

$$… 4. &lé [Verily the ears and the eyes

and the heart, all of those shall be inquired of].
a-# -4-4

(S.)— The dims, are Y ºff and Y (ºft (S, M)

and * (#k: (M3) for the formation of the dim.

of a noun of vague application does not alter

its commencement, but leaves it in its original

state, with fet-h or damm, [as the case may be,

and the Us which is the characteristic of the dim.

is inserted in the second place if the word is

one of two letters, [as in the instance ofū, dim.

of 15,) and in the third place if it is a word of
-?

three letters. (S.)=\,\!, (as in some copies of

the S and T,) of the same measure as Jºl;

(S; [wherefore the author of the TA prefers this

mode of writing it, which expresses the manner

in which it is always pronounced;]) or §:

(ISd, TA;) orJº ; (so in some copies of the

S and T;) is likewise a pl. having no proper

sing., [meaning They who, those which, and

simply who, and which,) its sing. being sº;

(S;) or is changed from being a noun of indica

tion so as to have the meaning of&J ; as also

W §1; wherefore they have the lengthened as

well as the shortened alif, and that with the

lengthened alif is made indeel. by terminating

with a kesreh. (ISd.). A poet says,

w a • ? 3 -

*J.S. 33 *

3.13 +

[And they who are in Et-Taff, of the family

of Háshim, shared their property, one with

another, and so set the eacample, to the generous,

of the sharing of property]. (T, and $ in art.

• 6.

J) J-2-
*

-

_*

3-1, where, in one copy, I find JS in the place
• ?

of Jºl.) And another poet says,
2 * * ~ * > 2 o’ -2; a 2

# - J3 º tºyſ J/5 4.

[And verily they who know thee, of them]: which

shows what has been said above, respecting the

change of meaning. (ISd.) Ziyād El-Aajam

uses the former of the two words without Uſ,

saying,

• * > 0 , , , 6.2 o 2 :

# JºJº JāJ) &- Lººs- Jºs'

• * * ** * Li-º ju-š

[For ye are they who came with the herbs, or

leguminous plants, and the young locusts, and

they have gone anay, while these, yourselves,

are not going anay]: (T:) he means that their

nobility is recent. (Ham p. 678; where, instead
º 0 2 of ~ -:

of ~s and Jº, we find is and Si)—In
> * > 22

the phrase J59) -º, all, (as in the, L, and in

some copies of the S and K,) or JS), (as also

in the L, and in other copies of the S and K,

[and thus it is always pronounced,l) J3'S, or

JS may also signify &ºl, the verb l,ii.

being suppressed after it, because understood;

[so that the meaning is, The Arabs who have

preceded, or passed anay;] so says Ibn-Esh

6 y of.

Lºº
+

shierº i (L:) or it is formed by tºpºsition

from Jºy), being pl. of J31 [fem. of J31], like

*::: i. pl. ofjº and it is thus in the phrase,

us's'). -->!! sº-º or Usº) [The first Arabs

have passed anay]. (S, K.) "Obeyd Ibn-El
2? … & .

Abras uses the phrase, JSI cº-3 [as meaning

We are the first]. (TA.)

º, e. :

Jº! ; see Jºl.

Jº See J. :=and see also art. 3)'.

J. (T, S, M, K) and "Ji, (§, M, K) the

latter said by Zekereeya to be the most common,

and the same is implied in the S, but MF says

that this is not known, (TA) and "º, (T) or
W 5i, (Es-Semeen, K,) like 33, (Es-Semeen,

TA,) [belonging to art. 31, and Y& (T, M, K)

and W Jji (M, K) and "Ji (Es-Sakháwee, Zeke

reeya, TA) and WJ% (the same,) or S!, occur

ring at the end of a verse, but it may be a

contraction of$ , meaning º, (M,) A benefit,

benefaction, favour, boon, or blessing: pl. :51.

(T, S, M, K, &c.) IAmb says that J. and Jº

are originally S, and S5. (TA)

ãºf The buttock, or buttocks, rump, or poste

riors, syn. à-4, (K,) or [more properly] 3-3,

(M,) of a man &c., (M,) or of a sheep or goat,

(Lth, T, S,) and of a man, (Lth, T,) or of a ewe :

(ISk, T.) or the flesh and fat thereon: (M, K:)

you should not say W. #31, (T, S, K,) a form men

tioned by the expositors of the Fs, but said to be

vulgar and low; (TA;) nor ãº, (T, S, K,) with

kesr to the J, and with teshdeed to the us, as in

the S, [but in a copy of the S, and in one of the

T, written without teshdeed, a form asserted to

be correct by some, but it is rarer and lower than

#3; , though it is the form commonly obtaining

with the vulgar: (TA) the dual. is Yºji, (Az,

T, S,) without tº ; (S;) but cº sometimes

occurs: (IB :) cº Jºff is an epithet applied

to the Zenjee, (Kin art. Ja!,) meaning having the

buttocks cleaving together: (TA in that art. :) the

pl. is 33i (T, M, K) and ºi, (M., K.) the

latter anomalous. (M.) Lh mentions the phrase,

sºft 23. 25, [Verily he has large buttocks]; as

though the term ājī applied to every part of what

is thus called. (M.)- Fat, as a subst.: (M:)

and a piece of fat. (M, K.)—The tail, or fat

of the tail, (Pers. 433) of a sheep. (KL) [Both

of these significations (the “tail,” and “fat of the

tail,” of a sheep) are now commonly given to

ag, a corruption of 3.jí mentioned above: and in

the K, voce jº, it is said that the Pers. 3. 43:

signifies Jº- ăji.)–3tº âjî The muscle of

the shank; syn. jū. à- [which see, in art.

,-]. (AAF, M.K.)—zº if The portion

offlesh that is at the root of the thumb; (S, M ;)

and which is also called its 54; (M;) or the

part to nobich corresponds the 5:33 (S;) and

which is also called -ić, igſ; the $3 being the

portion of flesh in (; ſapp. a mistranscription

for c> from]) the little finger to the prominent

extremity of the ulna next that finger, at the

wrist: (TA:) or the portion of flesh in the 54

of the thumb. (K.)—re- iji The portion

of flesh that is beneath the little finger; [app.

nvhat is described above, as called the 5*, eactend

ing from that finger to the prominent extremity

of the ulna, at the nerist;] also called Jº âjî

(Lih, T)—ºn & The agi of the thumb

[described above as also called by itselfJ&J ăji

and the 53 of the little finger [respecting which

see the next preceding sentence]. (TA, from a

trad.)–2.É) âjî The part of the human foot

upon which one treads, which is the portion of

jlesh beneath [or neart to] the little toe. (M.)-

2- #3: The hinder part of the solid howſ.

(S, M.)

º,0 g-e:

aºl: see ag).

2 -of --

& Ji. See &@i.

•of - 6.-ef

Jº an irreg. dual of a ji, q.v.

&i (T, S, M, K) and " ºf (M, K) and
Wº (T, S, K,) ºf the measure Jºji, (S,) and

'J', (M.) or "Ji, (so in some copies of the K,

and so accord. to the TA,) or W Ji, (so in a copy

of the K) or "Új (accord tº the CK) and
W J. (M, K,) applied to a ram, Large in the agi,

q.v.: (T,” $, M,” K,” TA:) and so, applied to a

ºwe,âû, (T, M, K, in the CK âû]) ſem. of

&gt; (T3) and "āji, (T, S, M., K.) fem of

J. : (T, S:) and in like manner these epithets

[masc. and fem. respectively, Ji, however, being

omitted in the M, are applied to a man and to

a woman; (M, K;) or, accord. to Aboo-Is-hák,

(M,) J is applied to a man, and iſ a to a

woman, but not us!, ($, M,) though [it is asserted

that] some say this, (S,) Yz saying so, accord. to

A ’Obeyd, (IB,) but A 'Obeyd has erred in this

mater (M) the pl. is Ji, (T, S, M, K, [in

the CK erroneously written with fet-h to the 1,])

pl. of J. (T, S, M,) or of Jſ; of the former

because an epithet of this kind is generally of the

measure Jail,or of the later after the manner of

Jº as pl. of Jjº, and 392 as pl. of Jºle; (M;)

applied to rams (T, S, M) and to ewes, (T, S,)

and to men and to women; (M, K;) and 3.6%i,

(S, M, K, [in the CK ºutji,j) pl. of 333i,

(TA,) [but] applied to rams (S) [as well as ewes],

or to women, (M, K,) and, also applied to women,

§1, (M, and so in a copy of the K, [in the CK

Si,) Or $1, (so in some copies of the K, and in

the TA) with medd, pl. of Ji, (TA) and (Si,

(K,) pl. of Jºji. (TA.)

5. and§ and §§ and §§ : See J.

§ mentioned in this art. in the K: see art.

31:=and see also &l.

a- ~ 3-2 *… j. -i.

U.J. and 2U Ji andº: see J.
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•3 2 -o:

§ A man n-ho sells fat, which is termed agº!.

(M.)

2 at 2?

JS : see J.

ge

| : 6 -28

J) | see JºJ). •.

2.

-- •, og * , 22; .

Ly", and its fem. Alºji: see Jºl, in two places.

Le!

1. ºi, (T, S, M., &c.) aor , (T, M, Mºb)

inf n. xi, (T, S, M, Mºb.) He tended, repaired,

betook himself, or directed his course, to, or to

wards, him, or it; aimed at, sought, endeavoured

after, pursued, or endeavoured to reach or attain

or obtain, him, or it; intended it, or purposed it;

syn. ... aš, (Lth, T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) and

*3, (T,) and º, (Mgh,) and 24, assi:

(TA;) as also * 4.21, and Y a sºu, (T, S, M,

Mgh, Msh, K) and "4:3", (M, K.) and " …,

(T, M., K.) and "4:3; (T, M, Mgh, K) the

last two being formed by substitution [of Us for I).
- - a 3 × 2 -

(M.) Hence,* ūjā \, [O God, bring us

good]. (JK in art, all, and Bq in iii. 25.) And

sº v. 25, occurring in a trad., meaning He has

indeed betaken himself to, or pursued, the right

way: or it is used in a pass. sense, as meaning

he is in the nay rehich ought to be pursued. (TA.)

And iſJº "...tº £iº, in another trad,

I went anay, betaking myself to the Apostle of

God. (TA.) Hence, also, 35-40 ***) "…;

[He betook himself to dust, or pure dust, to wipe

his face and his hands and arms therewith, for

prayer]: (T,” M,” Mgh, TA:) as in the Kur

iv. 46 and v. 9. (ISk, M, TA:) whence ...;

as meaning the niping the face and the hands and

arms with dust; (ISk, T,” M,” Mgh, TA;) i. e.

the performing the act termedjº nºith dust :

formed by substitution [of Us for IJ: (M, K:)

originally2ū. (K.)– See also 8.=&i, (S,

M, Mgh, &c.) aor. *, (M, Mgh) inf n. Zi, (M,

Mgh, K,) He broke his head, so as to cleave the

skin, ($, Mºb,) inflicting a wound such as is

termed aſ [q. v.]; ($;) [i. e.] he struck, (M,

Mgh, K,) or wounded, (M, K,) the 2í [q. v.] of

his head, (M, Mgh, K,) with a staff, or stick.
o 2 ºf o º

(Mgh)=2,… (S.M., K) and … xi, (M. K.)
[aor. * ,] inf. n. Alouel, (S, [but in the M and K

it seems to be indicated that this is a simple

subst.,]) He preceded them; ment before them;

took precedence of them; or led them, so as to

serve as an example, or object of imitation; syn.

22:3: (M, K;) [and particularly] 55.2, Gº
* ~ : º • •

[in prayer]. ($.) And a ci and a 2. He prayed

as 2.4 ſq. v.] with him. (Mºb) And -3.3.L.;

He became [or acted as] Atºl to the people com

posing the ranks [in a mosque &c.). (Harp. 680.)

You say also, ºu-ºº. JºJº Jºy 2: ~) [A

man shall not take precedence of a man in his

authority]; meaning, in his house, and where he

has predominance, or superior power, orauthority;

nor shall he sit upon his cushion; for in doing so

he would show him contempt. (Mgh in art. Ja!….)

=<i, (S,M, #) [first pers. “…] aor. * ,

(M,) inf. n. alºol, (M, K,) She (a woman, $)

became a mother; ($, M, K;) [as also 3.

having for its first pers. <i, aor. 2; for] you

• £ 2 2-2 3i © . .”

say, st-º-ol Jºãº Lol st.= Lo [Thou wast not a

mother, and thou hast become a mother], (S, M,
o £2.

K, [in the last cº-º-els,) with kesr, (K,) inf. n.

- > * ...) -- ~

is,...i. (S, M,K)—& I n'as to him a mo

ther. (A in art. Jay.) IAqr, speaking of a

woman, said, º; i.e. ū <le, meaning [She

had, lit. there neas to her, a paternal aunt] who

nas to her like the mother. (M.)

3 - a £ → • J

2. Aºi and 4.3 : see 1, first sentence, in two

places.

3. 3. It agreed neith it, neither eacceeding nor

falling short. (M.) — [See also the part. n.
w ºr -º 6. f.

Alsº, voce sºl; whence it seems that there are

other senses in which 21 may be used, intransi

tively.]

5.25 and2:3: --

places. =:: ...u. see 8 =< …t; I took for

myself, or adopted, a mother. (S.) And ºt

He took her for himself, or adopted her, as a

mother; (S,” M, K;) as also * ºt-, (M, K,)

and ºt. (M)

8. 4- [written with the disjunctive alif

see 1, former part, in four

<!]. see 1, first sentence. =a -5. He ..fol

lowed his eacample; he imitated him ; he did as

he did, following his erample; or taking him as

an erample, an eremplar, a pattern, or an object

of imitation; ($, Mgh, Msb;) as also Y a.i. (Bd

in xvi. 121 :) the object of the verb is termed

*: (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K5) applied to a learned

man, (Mºb,) or a head, chief, or leader, or some

other person. (M, K.) He made it an azi or a.

[i. e. a nay, course, or rule, of life or conduct;

as explained immediately before in the work

whence this is taken]; as also as "...u. (M.)

You say,Jº — and awJº by substitu

tion [of Us for a], (M, K,) disapproving of the

doubling [of the A]. (M.)

10: see 5.

2. is a conjunction, ($, M, K,) connected with

what precedes it (Msb, Mughnee) so that neither

what precedes it nor what follows it is inde

pendent, the one of the other. (Mughnee.) It

denotes interrogation; (M, K;) or is used in a

case of interrogation, ($, Msb,) corresponding to

the interrogative i, and, meaning& ($,) or, as

Z says, &l=cº &: [for an explanation of

which, see what follows ;] (Mughnee;) or, [in

other words,) corresponding to the interrogative i,

whereby, and by 2, one seeks, or desires, parti

cularization : (Mughnee :) it is as though it were

an interrogative after an interrogative. (Lth, T.)

Thus you say,* Af 913, * Ji [Is Zeyd in

the house, or ‘Amrº ; (S, Mughnee;) i. e. which

of them two (…) is in the house? (S;) there

fore what follows Al and what precedes it compose

one sentence; and it is not used in commanding

nor in forbidding; and what follows it must cor

respond to what precedes it in the quality of noun
~ 9 o'-3g , o ż 6

and of verb; so that you say, Jelš Al Jú Jºjº
-

* * ~ *

[Is Zeyd standing, or sitting?] and Ai Jºj AU51

3.43 [Did. Zeyd stand, or sit 2]. (Msb.) It is not

to be coupled with 1 after it: you may not say,
9 o ~ * > 0 < of 4 c > . . o £

2-e Jºel Al Jºj Jºel. ($.)— As connected

in like manner with what goes before, it is pre

ceded by denoting equality [by occurring after

{{s- &c.], and corresponds thereto, as in [the Kur

bii. 6]... akºsº..… º.

[It will be equal to them rhether thou beg forgive

ness for them or do not beg forgiveness for them].

(Mughnee.)— It is also unconnected with what

precedes it, (S, Msb, Mughnee,) implying always

digression, (Mughnee,) preceded by an enuncia

tive, or an interrogative, (S, Msb, Mughnee,)

other than i, (Mughnee,) or by not meant

[really] as an interrogative but to denote disap

proval, (Mughnee,) and signifies Jº, (Lth, Zj,

T, S, M, Mughnee, K,) or J. and i together,

(Msb,) and this is its meaning always accord.

to all the Basrees, but the Koofees deny this.

(Mughnee.) Thus, using it after an enunciative,

you say, :($ Ai Jº º [Verily they are camels:

nay, or may but, they are sheep, or goats : or may,

are they sheep, or goats?]: ($, Msb, Mughnee :)

this being said when one looks at a bodily form,

and imagines it to be a number of camels, and

says what first occurs to him; then the opinion

that it is a number of sheep or goats suggests

itself to him, and he turns from the first idea, and

says, :ú. Ai, meaningJ. because it is a digression

from what precedes it; though what follows Jº

is [properly] a thing known certainly, and what

follows Al is opined. (S, TA.) And using it after

an interrogative in this case, you say, Jºj UA
6 o. of 6

2× 2. ču... [Is Zºyd going anay? Nay

rather, or, or rather, is 'Amr 2]: you digress from

the question respecting Zeyd's going away, and

make the question to relate to 'Amr; so that el

implies indecisive opinion, and interrogation, and

digression. (S.) And thus using it, you say, 33 Js

* Af Ali [Did Zeyd stand? Nay rather, or

or rather, did 'Amr 2]. (Msb.) And an ex. of

the same is the saying [in the Kur xiii. 17],
> * > 3 > ~ o o of 3 -o-o- ~ of e- * o ... o.

Stºla) es:- JA A' 2-3 Jºe') J3- JA

jºis [Are the blind and the seeing equal? Or

rather are darkness and light equal?]. (Mughnee.)

And an ex. of it preceded by 1 used to denote

disapproval is the saying [in the Kur vii. 194],
- * : , ºr of o 32 of . ~ * 2 * ~ * > *; & J.;

tº cº-le: <! … A ke Jº J-2 ed) [Have

they feet, to walk therenith? Or have they hands
f

to assault therenith ?]: for 1 is here equivalent to

a negation. (Mughnee.) [It has been shown
o:

above that] Al is sometimes introduced imme

diately before Js : (S, K :) but IB says that this

is when UA occurs in a phrase next before it; [as

in the ex. from the Kur xiii. 17, cited above;]

and in this case, the interrogative meaning of Al

is annulled; it being introduced only to denote a

digression. (TA.)— It is also used as a simple

interrogative; accord. to the assertion of AO; in
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the sense ofJs; (Mughnee;) or in the sense of

the interrogative f; (Lth, T, K5) as in the saying,
g• * ~ * 0. o

>|- :13; Jºe Lel, meaning Hast thou a morn

ing-meal ready ? a good form of speech used by

the Arabs; (Lth, T;) and allowable when pre

ceded by another phrase. (T.)- And sometimes

it is redundant; (AZ, T, S, Mughnee, K;) in the

dial. of the people of El-Yemen; (T;) as in the

saying,

- - - 6 * * . . . . of , o, .

* Laº Lºt-e Jºe Le Al cºx (; +

† ~ 3 - 2 .."? * 2, 2 °: * *

(T, S,” [in the latter, 3's \,, and only the former

hemistich is given,) meaning O Dahnd, (the

curtailed form & being used for ...tºs) my

walking was not, as now in my age, [a feeble

movement like] dancing : but in my youth, my

manner of walking used to be a bounding: (T:)

this is accord. to the opinion of AZ: but accord.

to another opinion, Al is here [virtually] conjoined

with a preceding clause which is suppressed; as
• 6 º'

though the speaker had said, Jº &le; U-A5 t

wié &l= tº Xiuaft. (A Hat, TA)= It is

also used (T, Mughnee) in the dial. of the people

of El-Yemen, (T,) or of Teiyi and Himyer,

(Mughnee,) in the sense of Ul, (T,) to render a

noun determinate. (Mughnee.) So in the trad.,

jºſ Gº Zºf Jºf &: J-9, (T, Mughnee,)

i. e. gº Jº Zººl j." &: J- [Fasting in

journeying is not an act of obedience to God].

(T, and M in art. 2.) So too in the trad., &S
… o ... dao

-º-axi ºu Now fighting has become lanful;

as related accord. to the dial. of Himyer, for

* * *

Jº-all. (TA in art. Jºlo.) It has been said that

this form e! is only used in those cases in which

the U of the article does not become incorporated

into the first letter of the noun to which it is pre
fixed; as in the phrase, Jºiºſsº • º 3+

... [Take thou the spear, and mount the mare, or

horse], related as heard in El-Yemen; but this

usage may be peculiar to some of the people of

that country; not common to all of them; as

appears from what we have cited above. (Mugh
~ : ~ :

nee.)=A) for Lo!, before an oath: see art. Lo!.
• , , of

=And Aſ ºf and 412; &c. : see Aſ cº-º', in

art. J-cº.

3?

Le! A mother (T, S, M, Msb, K, &c.) [of a

human being and of any animal; (IAar, T;)
3 &

as also WXI, (Sb, M, Mºb, K) and wāj, (T,

M, Mºb, K) and "āzī, (S, M, Mºb, K.) which

last is the original form (S, Msb) accord. to

some, (Msb,) or the 6 in this is augmentative (M,
* ~ *

Mşb) accord. to others: (Msb:) ſhe pl. is ~\ºol

(Lth, T, S, M, Mºb, K) and &ºi; ($, M, Mºb,

K;) or the former is applied to human beings,

and the latter to beasts; (T, S.;) or the former to

rational beings, and the latter to irrational; (M,

K;) or the former is much applied to human

beings, and the latter to others, for the sake

of distinction; (Mgb;) but the reverse is some

times the case: (IB :) IDrst and others hold

the latter to be of weak authority: (TA:) the
3? 2 ozi

dim. of Lel is *i. (T, S, K) accord. to some

|

* Bk. I.

of the Arabs; but correctly, [accord. to those

3. 2 ał

who hold the original form of el to be ãº,
2 * ~#

it is 'i..... (Lth, T, TA. [In a copy of the

T, I find this latter form of the dim. written
2 - 4: -

àr-ol.])- 40 Al S denotes dispraise; ($;) being

used by the Arabs as meaning Thou hast no

free, or ingenuous, mother; because the sons

of female slaves are objects of dispraise with the

Arabs; and is only said in anger and reviling:

(AHeyth, T:) or, as some say, it means thou

art one who has been picked up as a foundling,

having no known mother : (TA:) [or] it is also

sometimes used in praise; (A’Obeyd, T, S, K;)

and is used as an imprecation without the desire

of its being fulfilled upon the person addressed,

being said in vehemence of love, [lit. meaning
• O - -• 33

mayest thou have no mother!], like Jºel Jºlº,
• * ~# 2. .x acº . . . . -

and 30 º' y, [and alji*] &c. (Harp. 165.)

–Some elide the of el; as in the saying of

'Adee Ibn-Zeyd,

# 2.3 × 32 ºf #

[0 thou n'ho art blaming in my presence the

mother of Zeyd]; meaning, •º 2. es-- the

:
- -

J of U.S.A.e. being also elided on account of the

occurrence of two quiescent letters [after the
wi

elision of the of Leſ]: (Lth, T, S:) and as in
w in O. e. - i. 6 *

the phrase <ſ.3, (S,) which means alo') J.3

($, and K in art. J33, q.v.)– Jú tº means

They two are thy two parents: or thy mother

and thy maternal aunt. (K.) [But] ...t. $133

is said to mean [He expressed a nish that he

(another) might be ransomed mith] his mother

and his grandmother. (TA.)- One says also,

Jº ºj 's-i ū [0 my mother, do not thou

such a thing], and [in like manner] Jaiſ~ tº:

making the sign of the fem. gender a substitute

for the Ipronominal, affix L3 ; and in a case

of pause, you say &: ū. ($)—And one says,

axis J. us, and& Jº tº, meaning [What

relationship have I to him, or it? or rehat concern

have I with him, or it 2 or] mºhat is my case

and [what is] his or its, case ? because of his,

or its, remoteness from me: whence, (T,)

3. • 2 &#2 wi - 2

* Us! J-5)] Al2 es?" Lºs +

* : Ji Lºgº." Jº £º *

-

-

[And n-hat concern have I nºith the nild animals

when hoariness hath spread in the places where
* ~ * ~ *# ,

my hair parts 2]; (T, S ;) i. e. Jes º Lo

… O - • * 0 ° o . - ... • * … • * * o -

stºre tº Jº Jº-5') [i.e. Jº-3'-ºx Jºel tº :

in one copy of the S, -ºš, i. e. with 3 as a

prep. denoting concomitance, and therefore go

verning the accus. case: both readings virtually

meaning what concern have I with the pursuing

of the nild animals after I have grown old?]:

he means, the girls: and the mention of Al in

32

the verse is superfluous. (S.)-Al also relates

to inanimate things that have growth; as i.
2 o a 3• 2 a 33

3ra-º.J) el [The mother of the tree]; and als—Jº Al

...- 2 * - 31

[the mother of the palm-tree]; and 353 J Al [the

mother of the banana-tree; of which see an ex.

in art, jº-el; and the like. (M, TA.)- And

it signifies also The source, origin, foundation,

or basis, ($, M, Mºb, K,) of a thing, (S, Mgb,

[in the former of which, this is the first of the

meanings assigned to the word,J) or of anything;

(M, K3) its stay, support, or efficient cause of

subsistence. (M., K.)– Anything to rehich other

things are collected together, or adjoined: (IDrd,

M, K.) anything to which the other things that

are next thereto are collected together, or adjoined:

(Lth, T:) the main, or chief, part of a thing;

the main body thereof: and that which is a com

priser, or comprehender, of [other] things: (Ham

p. 44:) the place of collection, comprisal, or com

prehension, of a thing; the place of combination

thereof. (En-Nadr, T.) – And hence, (IDrd,

M.) The head, or chief, of a people, or company

of men; (IDrd, S, M, K;) because others collect

themselves together, ſo him: (IDrd, TA:) so

in the phrase Jºe Ji [lit. the mother of a house

hold], in a poem of Esh-Shenfara: (IDrd, M. :)

or in this instance, it has the signification next

following, accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee. (T.) – A

man who has the charge of the food and service

of a people, or company of men; accord. to Esh

Sháfi'ee : (T :) or their servant. (K.)– A

man's aged wife. (IAar, T, K.)- A place of

habitation or abode. (K.) So in the Kur [ci. 6],

iº's &# His place of habitation or abode [shall

be the fire [of Hell]: (Bd, Jel, TA:) or, as

some say, the meaning is º ãº* -à 2. [his

brain shall fall into it, namely, the fire of Hell].

(TA.)-The ensign, or standard, which an army

follon's. (S.) [Seecº j, below.]—It is sºil

in a trad., respecting the prophets, Jé2:…i.

meaning that, though their religion is one, their

lan's, or ordinances, or statutes, are various, or

different: or the meaning is, their times are

various, or different. (TA in art. c.º.)- See
ał -

also âj, in two places.– Al is also prefixed to

nouns significant of many things. (M.) [Most

of the compounds thus formed will be found

explained in the arts. to which belong the nouns

that occupy the second place. The following are

among the more common, and are therefore here

mentioned, with the meanings assigned to them

in lexicons in the present art., and arranged in
* * 3?

distinct classes.] – Ja-yi Al The man's mife;

and the person niho manages the affairs of his
3 * • 2 - 3:

house or tent. (TA.) And Jºy! Lºo Al The

man's nife, to n-hom he betakes himselffor lodging,

or abode : (T:) the mistress of the man's place
~ 34

of abode. (S, M.) –jºle Al The hyena, or

* • 2 3i

female hyena ; as also 39 se el; (TA;) and

a 33 2.

Jº, Ji Xi. (S,TA. [See also other significations
- * • &# o 32

of the first and last below.]) J-e-Al [or J-A-J Al

(as in the S and K in art. C-W-)] The she-ass.

(TA.) Jaji . The female ostrich. (S. K.)
£a 31

—vºl Al The brain : (T, M., K.) or the thin

skin that is upon it : (IDrd, M, K.) or the bag

in nºbich is the brain : (T:) or the skin that

comprises the brain; [the meninae, or dura mater

and pia mater;] ($, Mgh;) which is called

- 12
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twº i (S.M.) likewise. (5)—º
The Milky way; ($, M, K;) because it is the

place where the stars are collected together [in

great multitude]: (M:) or, as some say, the sun;

which is the greatest of the stars. (Ham pp. 43

and 44.) Because of the multitude of the stars
e - 22 of* - - •

in the Milky way, one says,* 4-ºs- a.º.) Le

2, # ! [Hon, like is thine assembly to the Milky

ray". (TA)—sº i (The mother of the

towns; the metropolis : particularly] Mekkeh;

(T, S, M, K;) because asserted to be in the

middle of the earth; (M, K;) or because it

is the Kibleh of all men, and thither they repair;

(M, K;*) or because it is the greatest of towns

in dignity: (M, K:) and every city is the 2: of

the towns around it. (T) -ājūlj The most

difficult of deserts or of wateriess deserts: (T:)

or a desert, or waterless, desert, (S, K,) far et.

tending. ($) Gººl j (T, S, M) and 'i:

Jº, Ji (M, K) The main part [or track] of the

road: (T, S, M, K :) nºnen it is a great road

or track, with small roads or tracks around it

[or on either side], the greatest is so called. (T.

[The former has also another signification, men

tioned above.]) 2-le j The cemetery, or place

of graves. (T. [This, also, has another significa
3 33

tion, mentioned before.]) cº Al The ensign,

or standard; (M, K;) also called ~~ 2i;

(TA;) [and simply 39, as shown above;] and

the piece of cloth which is wound upon the spear.

(T, M.")*2. Bread : and also the ear of

corn. (T.) -º-, j [The mother of evil

qualities or dispositions; i. e.] wine. (T.) 2.

-tº [in the Kuriii. 5 and xiii. 39] (S, M., &c.)

The original of the book or scripture [i. e. of the

Kur-án]: (Zi, M., K.) or the Preserved Tablet,

4,i-J tº: (M, Msb, K.) or it signifies,

(M, K,) or signifies also, (Mºb,) the opening

chapter of the Kur-án; the a-jū; (M, Msb, K;)

because every prayer begins therewith; (M;) as

also cºil 21: (Msb, K:) or the former, the

whole of the Kur-in, (I'Ab, K.) from its begin

ning to its end : (TA:) and the latter, every

plain, or explicit, verse of the Kur-án, of those

which relate to lars and statutes and obligatory

ordinances. (T, K.) 3: j Every evil upon

• 3?

the face of the earth: andA- Le! every good

upon the face of the earth. (T.)
g

w 32

Le! : see Al, first sentence.

āzī; see ãì.

à: A nay, course, mode, or manner, of acting,

or conduct, or the like; (AZ, $3) as also viºl:

(AZ, $, K.) Fr assigns this meaning to the later,

and that next following to the former: (T:) a

way, course, or rule, of life, or conduct; (Fr, T,

M. K3) as also "i". (M. K.)— Religion;
as also W ãº: (AZ, S, M, K : [one of the words

by which this meaning is expressed in the M and

K is *; for which Golius found in the K

ae)- :]) one course, which peopl. follon, in reli

gion. (T.) You say, a 3.1 $& Such a one

has no religion; no religious persuasion. (S.)

And a poet says,

• * > 2 at 2 • 6 - © . .”

# 22*, *, 33 ess-e Jº *

[And are one niho has religion and one who is

an infidel equal?]. (S.)- Obedience [app. to

God]. (T, M., K.)=The people of a [particular]

religion : (Akh, S:) a people to n-hom an apostle

is sent, (M, K,) unbelievers and believers; such
a 3

being called his à cl: (M:) any people called
a #

after a prophet are said to be his* : (Lth, T :)

the followers of the prophet; pl. ... (T, Mºb.)
* 2 - 2 ai > a 2 -

It is said in the Kurſii.209], 32-13 as J-ul cle,

meaning Mankind nas [a people] of one religion.

(Zj, T, TA.)–A nation; a people; a race; a

tribe, distinct body, or family; (Lth, T, M, K;)

of mankind; (Lth, T;). or of any living beings;
##

as also WXi : (M, K:) a collective body [of men

or other living beings]; (T, $;) a sing. word

with a pl. meaning: (Akh, S:): a kind, genus, or

generical class, (T, S, M, K,) by itself, (T,) of

any animals, or living beings, (T, S, M, TA,)

others than the sons of Adam, (T,) as of dogs,

(T, S, M,) and of other beasts, and of birds; (T,
32

M,” TA;) as also W_i; (M, K;) pl. of the

former2. ; (S, M ;) which occurs in a trad. as

relating to dogs; (S;) and in the Kur vi. 38, as

relating to beasts and birds. (T, M,” TA.)-

A man's people, community, tribe, kinsfolk, or

party; (M, K, TA;) his company. (TA.)-A

generation of men; or people of one time ; pl.
© . .”a ~ * 5 . o,”

_ºol: as in the saying, cºol cº-a.e Jºš Generations

; of men have passed anay. (T.)—The creatures

of God. (M., K.) You say, 3i s: &: <5 L.

4.&- [I have not seen, of the creatures of

God, one more beautiful than hel. (M.)= I. q.

24; (T, M, K;) accord. to A'Obeyd, applied

in this sense to Abraham, in the Kur xvi. 121.

(T.)–A righteous man n-ho is an object of

imitation. (T.)— One niho follon's the true

religion, holding, or doing, n-hat is different from,

or contrary to, all other religions: (M, K:) [said

to be] thus applied to Abraham, ubi supra. (M.)

— One who is known for goodness: (Fr, T:) and

so explained by Ibn-Mes'ood as applied to Abra

ham: (TA:) or, so applied, it has the signification

next following : (TA:) a man combining all

kinds of good qualities: (T, M., K.) or, as some

say, repaired to ; or imitated. (Bd.)— A learned

man : (T, M, K:) one who has no equal: (T:)

the learned man of his age, or time, who is

singular in his learning : (Msb:) and one who is
- 3 *

| alone in respect of religion. (T.)=See also Al,

first sentence. Hence,< º, which see in the

same paragraph. =The stature of a man; tall

mess, and beauty of stature; or justness of stature;

syn. i. 5; (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) and Luº: (M,

TA: [in the K, the signification of bui3 is

assigned to it; but this is evidently a mistake for

ſºu. . ; for the next three significations before the

former of these words in the K are the same as

the next three before the latter of them in the M ;

and the next five after the former word in the K

are the same as the next five after the latter in the

M, with only this difference, that one of these five

is the first of them in the M and the third of them

2 # * *

in the KD pl. ... (T, S, M.') You say, &
a * > 2 - 2 • 3

alo') J->J, i.e. leua Ji [Verily he is beautiful

in justness of stature]. (M.) And El-Aasha

says,

• 2 # . .” . . . .”

# --S J21, 25-5) cº-- º

[Beautiful in respect of the faces, tall in respect

of the statures. (T, S, M.” [In the last, Jae:

. .x - o “ ..) a 3. -

92-9).])—The face. (T,M,K)—ae-sº) is The

form of the face : (AZ, T :) or the principal

part thereof; (M, K;) the part thereof in rhich

beauty is usually known to lie. (M.) You say,
© - ał 2 - - - , a

2-5) à-l J.-- al Verily he iºuſ in the

form of the face; and as 9 a. º.i. & verily

he is ugly in the fºrm of the face. (AZ, T.)–

Jºkº izi: see ... = A time; a period of time;

(l philº. (T, S, M, K.) So in the Kur [xii. 45],

azi *A* Jésis [And he remembered, or became

reminded, after a time]: ($, M. :) or, after a

long period of time; but some read Yāzī, i.e.,

after favour had been shown him, in his escape:

• 6 - * >

and some read <!, i. e., forgetting. (Bd.) And

so in the same [xi. 11], Jºe tº: &º
• 2 oz. ai - 2.

335-ºx. 321 J1 [And verily, if ne kept back from

them the punishment] until a short period of time.

(S,” Bd.)

ãº: See ă, in three places; first and second

sentences.— I q." i.u. (K) [i. e. The office of

*!, q. v.; or the acting as, or performing the

office of,A. : (T in explanation of ãº, and M

and Msb in explanation of i.e., :) and the mode,

or manner, ofperforming that office. (T,)—I q.

its (Lh, M, K) and &t (M,K) and J. (M)
and ājū- (M, K) [all as meaning State, condition,

or case: or by the first may be here meant ec

ternal state or condition; form, or appearance;

or state with respect to apparel and the like].-

An easy and ample state of life; (T;) easiness,

or pleasantness of life; ampleness of the conve

niences of life, or of the means of subsistence; ease

and enjoyment ; plenty; prosperity; welfare.

(IAar, M, K.”) You say of an old man when he

has strength remaining, ãº &, meaning Such

a one is returning to a state of nell-being and ease

and enjoyment. (TA.)– Dominion ; master

ship; authority. (Fr, T, IKft.)–A blessing,

or nºbat God beston's upon one; a benefit, bene

faction, favour, or boon; a cause of happiness;

(T, S, M, Mºb, K;) as being that which men

aim at, pursue, or endeavour to obtain. (T.) See

ii, last sentence but one.= Accord. to IKtt, it

signifies also i, q.2. [but in what sense is not

said]. (TA.)

• ?:

2. Nearms: ($, M., K.)– [Near; nigh.]
• 3 o • * > 0 , ;

You say, > <- 493 ejé-i I took that from
near ; from nigh. (S, TA.) And 2.i d x → •

Lºeb's

Your house is near, or nigh. (M., T.A.) And
• 6 6 , ; , ,

* >el 5A He, or it, is near to thee; and in

like manner you say of two: (M, TA:) and of
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a pl. number. (S, M., T.A.) And •y's2. cº's

My house is opposite to, facing, or in front of,

his house. (S.)– Easy: (S, M, K:) near at

hand; near to be reached, or laid hold of. (T,

TA.)- Between near and distant. (ISk, T, S.)

— Conforming, orconformable, to the just mean:

(M, K*) and "2.5%, (AA, T, S, M., K.) [in

form] like juá4, (S) originally 25, (TA) the

same; (T;) of a middle, or middling, kind or

sort; neither eacceeding, nor falling short of, nºkat

is right; (AA, T, S, M ;) applied to an affair, or

a case, (T, S,) and a thing [of any kind]; ($;)

as also "25% ; (TA;) and convenient, or suitable :

(M, K:) and 2. and "25. both signify an

affair, or a case, that is manifest, clear, or plain,

(M, K,) not eacceeding the due bounds or limits.

(M.)

Auš The location that is before; (M, Msb,”

K;) contr. of 59. (M, K.) It is used [abso

lutely] as a noun, and adverbially, (M., Msb,” K,)

necessarily prefixed to another noun: (Mgh :)

and is fem., (Ks, M,) and sometimes masc.: (M,

K:) or it is masc., and sometimes fem. as meaning

theà- or, as Zj says, they differ as to making

it masc. and making it fem. (Msb.) You say,

...Li& I was before him, in respect of place.

(S.) In the saying of Mohammad, to Usámeh,

4.1. $5.21, the meaning is The time of prayer

[is before thee], or the place thereof; and by the

prayer is meant the prayer of sunset. (Mgh.)

You also say,J [i. e. Look before thee;

meaning benare thou; or take thou note;] when

you caution another, (M, K,) or notify him, of a

thing. (M.)

Xu. A person, ($, Mgh,) or learned man,

is

Or

(Msb) whose eacample is followed, or n:ho

imitated; ($, Mgh, Msb;) any eacemplar,

object of imitation, (T, M, K,) to a people, or

company of men, (T,) such as a head, chief, or

leader, or some other person, (M, K,) mºhether

they be following the right way or be erring

therefrom : (T:) applied alike to a male and to a

female : (Mgh, Msb:) applied to a female, it

occurs in a phrase in which it is written by some

with 3: (Mgh:) but this is said to be a mistake:

(Msb:) it is correctly without 3, because it is a

subst., not an epithet: (Mgh, Msb:) or it is

allowable with 3, because it implies, the meaning

of an epithet: (Mº) and "ij signifies the

same: (T, M, K:) the pl. of the former is i: ,

(T, S, M, K, [but omitted in the CK,I) originally

i.", (T, S,) of the measure à-ji, like iči,

pl. ofJº, (T,) but as two meems come together,

the former is incorporated into the latter, and its

vowel is transferred to the hemzeh before it, which

hemzeh, being thus pronounced with kesr, is

changed into Ug; (T, $;*) or it is thus changed

because difficult to pronounce; (M;) or, as Akh

says, because it is with kesr and is preceded by

another hemzeh with fet-h: (S:) but some pro

nounce it i: , (Akh, T,5, M.K.) namely, those

who hold that two hemzehs may occur together;

(Akh, S;) the Koofees reading it thus in the

Kur ix. 12; (M;) but this is anomalous: (M,

K:) it is mentioned as on the authority of Aboo

Is-hák, and [Az says, I do not say that it is not

allowable, but the former is the preferable: (T:)

or the pl. is ăși, originally i.i. like iči; One

of the two meems being incorporated into the

other after the transfer of its vowel to the hemzeh

[next before it]; some of the readers of the Kur

pronouncing the [said] hemzeh with its true

sound; some softening it, agreeably with analogy,

in the manner termed&& ; and some of the

grammarians changing it into Us; but some of

them reckon this incorrect, saying that there is no

analogical reason for it: (Msb:) and accord. to

some, (M.) its pl. is also us!, (M,K) like the

sing., (K,) occurring in the Kur xxv. 74; (M;)

not of the same category as J3. (M,K) andJº y

(M) because they sometimes said ºu.u.), but a

broken pl.: (M, K:*) or, accord. to A 'Obeyd,

it is in this instance, a sing, denoting a pl.: (M,

$3") or it is pl. of 27, [which is originally ...)

like as Jºe is pl. of J.-L3: (M.) the dim.
• a 2-#

ofi: is "ij; or, as El-Mázinee says, Wäºl.

($.)—Atº alsº signifies The Prophet : (K:)

he is called 2: Atºl [the exemplar, object of

imitation, leader, or head, of his nation, or people];

(T;) or a.º. Atºl [the eacemplar, &c., of the na

tion, or people ; (M ;) it being incumbent on all

to imitate his rule of life or conduct. (T.)—

The Khalesfeh; (Mºb, K.) he is called ājj Zu.

[the eacemplar, &c., of the people, or subjects].

(M.) The title of Zuºyi is still applied to the

Kings of El-Yemen: Aboo-Bekr says, you say,

2;iſ A.! &\}, meaning such a one is the first

in authority over the people, or company of men :

and &-1–9) Atºl means the head, chief, or

leader, of the Muslims. (TA.)- The person

n:hose example is followed, or niho is imitated,

[i. e. the leader, in prayer. (Msb.)— [The

leading authority, or head, of a persuasion, or

sect. The four a: Or aşi are the heads of the

four principal persuasions, or sects, of the Sun

nees; namely, the Hanafees, Shāfi'ees, Málikees,

and Hambelees. And the Hanafees call the two

chief doctors of their persuasion, after Aboo

Haneefeh, namely, Aboo-Yoosuf and Mohammad,

cº) The two Imāms.]– The leader of an

army. (M, K.)- The guide: (K:) he is called

Jiji tº [the leader of the travellers]. (M.)—

The conductor, or driver, of camels (M, K) is .

called Jº Atºl, though he be behind them,

because he guides them. (M.)— The manager,

or conductor, and right disposer, orderer, or

rectifier, of anything. (M., K.”)– The Kur-án

(M, K) is called&-9 A. [the guide of the

Muslims]; (M;) because it is an exemplar.

(TA.) [The model-copy, or standard-copy, of the

Kur-án, namely the copy of the Khaleefeh ‘Oth

mán, is particularly calledAuº.] —[The scrip

ture of any people: and, without the article, a

book, or written record.] It is said in the Kur

tºi 79,224 ºf Jé tº 2: The day

when we shall call every one of mankind with

their scripture : or, as some say, with their

prophet and their lan. : or, as some say, with

their book in which their deeds are recorded. (T.)

It is also said in the Kur [xxxvi. 11], , , , jês

º*! es &a-i, meaning, says El-Hasan,

[And everything have we recorded] in a perspi

cuous book, or nºriting; (S, Jel;) i. e., on the

Preserved Tablet. (Bd, Jel.). The lesson of a

boy, that is learned each day (T, M, K) in the

school: (T3) also called 3…l. (TA)—The

model, or pattern, of a semblance, or shape. (M,

K.)– The builder's wooden instrument [or rule]

mhereby he makes the building even. (S, K.”)—

The cord which the builder extends to make even,

thereby, the row of stones or bricks of the building;

also called 5:3. and *"; (T;) the string

mhich is extended upon, or against, a building,

and according to which one builds. (M, K.”)-

24, signifies also A road, or nay : (S, [but

omitted in some copies, M, K:) or a manifest

road, or way. (TA.) It is said in the Kur

[xv. 79), cº, 21.9 s ($, M) And they

n’ere both, indeed, in a may pursued and manifest:

(M:) or in a nay which they travelled in their

journeys. (Fr.)- The direction (iii) of the

Kibleh. (M, K.”)- A tract, quarter, or region,

of land, or of the earth, -($)–4 string [of a

bow or lute &c.]; syn. 253. ($gh, K.)

2- Beautiful in stature; (K;) applied to

a man. (TA)= 1. a, "…t., G. M. M.,

K;) i.e. one n-ho raves, or is delirious, (Gºº,

[in two copies of the $ Jºº, but the former

appears, from a remark made voce iol, to be

the right reading.) frºm [a mound in] mºhat is

termed 4-9 2. [see 2]: ($ :) or mounded in

what is so termed ; (M, K;) having a wound

such as is termed asſ, q. v. (Msb.) It is also

used, metaphorically, in relation to other parts

than that named above; as in the saying,

...) g - ." ... * * o ^_i < * *

* loº! Gº! ;- Jº Jº-> *

: [And my bonels are mounded by reason of the

burning pain of separation]. (M.)=A stone

nºith nºhich the head, is broken : (S, O :) but in

the M and K wi..., [in a copy of the M, how

ever, I find it without any syll. signs, so that
~ :

it would seem to be Y i.e., explained as signi

fying stones with which heads are broken : (TA:)
2 - 2 :

pl. ,5Lol. (S, T.A.)

• 2 - ?

àeuel Three hundred camels: (M, K:) so ex

plained by Abu-l-'Ala. (M.)

6 * * 6 tº

alolol : see alol.

e e

i...is see 2-i-Ako. ($gh,) or " i.i.

(K,) A blacksmith's hammer. ($gh, K.) -

5 - d >2 3?

ãºol dim. of Al, q.v. (T, S, K.)=See also
g ~ :

2- : —and i...i.

ãºtº One of the eacorbitant sects of the

Sheeah, (TA,) who asserted that ‘Alee was er

pressly appointed by Mohammad to be his suc

cessor. (Esh-Shahrastánee p. 122, and KT.)

• 2 ° 24 • 2 at 3: ..

ãº! [dim. of avel] : see -el, first sentence.

- 12 *
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Čict, M,Mg,Mºk) and '3d (£) ſhe
former a rel. n. from i;i, and thus properly

meaning Gentile : whence, in a secondary, or

tropical, sense, it a heathen ;] tone not having

a revealed scripture; (Bd in iii. 19 and 69;) so

applied by those having a revealed scripture:

(Bd in iii. 69:) [and particularly] an Arab :

(Jel in iii. 69, and Bd and Jel in lxii. 2:) [or]

in the proper language [of the Arabs], of, or

belonging to, or relating to, the nation (ii) of

the Arabs, who did not write nor read: and

therefore metaphorically applied to fany one not

knowing the art of nºriting nor that of reading:

(Mgh:) or + one who does not nºrite; (T, M, K;)

because the art of writing is acquired; as though

he were thus called in relation to the condition

in which his mother (::) brought him forth:

(T:) or + one who is in the natural condition of

the nation (139) to which he belongs, (Zj,” T, M,”

K,”) in respect of not writing, (T,) or not

having learned writing ; thus remaining in his

natural state: (M, K:) or + one who does not

nºrite nell; said to be a rel. n. from el; because

the art of writing is acquired, and such a person

is as his mother brought him forth, in respect of

ignorance of that art; or, as some say, from i:

- all; because most of the Arabs were of this

description : (Msb:) the art of writing was known

among the Arabs [in the time of Mohammad] by

the people of Et-Táif, who learned it from a man

of the people of El-Heereh, and these had it from

the people of El-Ambár. (T.) &sº ºj&:

-tºol, in the Kurii. 73, means Vulgar persons,

[or heathen, who knon, not the Book of the Lan,

revealed to Moses: (Jel:) or ignorant persons,

who know not writing, so that they may read that

book; or, who know not the Book of the Lan,

revealed to Moses. (Bd.) Mohammad was termed
- - *

usel [meaning A Gentile, as distinguished from

an Israelite: or, accord. to most of his followers,

meaning illiterate;] because the nation (ii) of

the Arabs did not write, nor read writing; and

[they say that] God sent him as an apostle when

he did not write, nor read from a book; and this

natural condition of his was one of his miraculous

signs, to which reference is made in the Kur

[xxix. 47], where it is said, “thou didst not read,

before it, from a book, nor didst thou write it

with thyright hand:” (T, TA:) but accord. to the

more correct opinion, he was not well acquainted

with written characters nor with poetry, but

he discriminated between good and bad poetry:

or, as some assert, he became acquainted with

writing after he had been unacquainted there

with, on account of the expression “before it”

in the verse of the Kur mentioned above: or, as

some say, this may mean that he wrote though

ignorant of the art of yriting, like as some

of the kings, being cº, write their signs, or

marks: (TA:) or, accord. to Jaafar Es-Sādik,

he used to read from the book, or scripture, if

he did not write. (Kull p. 73.) [Some judicious

observations on this word are comprised in Dr.

Sprenger's Life of Mohammad (pp. 101–2);

a work which, in the portion already published

(Part I.), contains much very jºyable informa

• ?

tion.]—Also, (K,) or [only] Usº), (AZ, T, M.)

applied to a man, (AZ, T,) Impotent in speech,

(*, in the K incorrectly written &#, TA,)

of fen, words, and rude, churlish, uncivil, or

surly. (AZ, T, M., K.)
a.i. 3 wi

ãº. The quality denoted by the epithet Jººl:

(TA:) [gentilism: + heathenism: &c. :] t the

quality of being [in the natural condition of

the nation to nihich one belongs, or] as brought

forth by one's mother, in respect of not having

learned the art of writing nor the reading thereof.

(Kull p. 73.)

9 at 3. *

Juel; see Jººl; and see also art, cº-el.

2 * *

i.i.
3- º -

Jel [act. part. n. of 1;] .i. 4, 2–25: (see 1, first

sentence:) (TA:) pl. Auel, like as -º-e is

pl. of---, (M,K,) accord. to some, but others
- 5 .

say that this is pl. of Auel ſq. Y.; the sing, and

pl. being alike]; (M;) and &ſ. (TA) Hence,
... •,• dº - d.º.o.d ... wº -

in the Kur [v. 2], Al-J --J cººl Sº [Nor

those repairing to the Sacred House]. (TA.)

• • , 8.

à. (S, Msb) and *iºt, as some of the

Arabs say, (IB, Msb,) because it implies the

meaning of a pass. part. n., originally; (Msb;)

but ‘Alee Ibn-Hamzeh says that this is a mistake;

for the latter word i. an epithet applied to the

part called £º 2 when it is broken; (IB;)

a- a z > * 2 - #2

or if it; and "is,%t.; (M,Mgh, K.) A

mound by which the head is broken, (S, M, Mºb,

K,) reaching to the part called gº 2, (S,

- 2

33

See al.

£a 3

Msb,) or, [which means the same,) J-91 Al,

(M, K,) so that there remains between it and

the brain [only] a thin skin : (S:) it is the most

severe of&º [except that which reaches the

brain (see is 3)]; ISk says that the person
… • O -

suffering from it roars, or bellows, (Jalag,) like

thunder, and like the braying of camels, and

is unable to go forth into the sun: (Msb:) the

mulct for it is one third of the whole price of

blood: (TA:) IAar assigns the meaning of [this

kind of] as to " ãº; which seems, therefore,

to be either a dial. var. or a contraction of iſ:

(Mºbi) the pl. of iſ is 25 (Mgh, Mºb) and

"...L.; or this latter has no proper ing : (M,

TA) the pl. of 'i, ºt, is 34,...t. (Mgh,

Msb.)
-

3. 32

3. and ºf Better in the performance of the

office termed azu, ; followed by Jºe: (Zj, T, M,

K. :) originally iſ: the second hemzeh being

changed by some into 5 and by some into L3.

(Zj, T, M.)

a 40-?a z o. i.

àº 5", or āººl, dim. of iº, pl. of Xu,

q. v. (S.)
-

32 6 -?

Leše : see L-el.

2. A camel that leads and guides: (M :) or

0. guide that shows the right n'ay: and a camel

that goes before the other camels: (K:) fem.

with 3; (M, K;) applied to a she-camel (M,TA)

that goes before the other she-camels, and is

folloned by them. (TA.)

• 28.

25-cle: -

hump bruised internally by his being much ridden,

or having his hump snollen in consequence of the

galling of the saddle and the cloth beneath it,

and bruised, and having his hump corroded :

(S:) or n:hose fur has gone from his back in

consequence of beating, or of galls, or sores, pro

duced by the saddle or the like. (M., K.)-
• 2 × 3. 3 ºr .

àexolo : see alol, in three places.

* ~ *

Al3.” :

32 c > q. o.o.

Lºše act. part. n. of 4. ºff; Folloning as

an eacample; imitating; taking as an eacample,

an eacemplar, a pattern, or an object of imita
32c >

tion. (Mºb.)– 4:3. pass. part. n. of the

same; Folloned as an eacample; imitated; &c.:

thus distinguished from the former by the pre

position with the object of its government. (Msb.)

See2-i-Also A camel having his

6. f.

see cºol, in two places.

--> --- 53

_5ue: see a
ſ.

Uel

uí, used to denote an interrogation, is a com

pound of the interrogative hemzeh and the nega

tive Le : (M :) it is a mere interrogative [respect

ing a negative, like Sil; as in the saying, uſ

Af &: Je: [Art not thou ashamed for thy

self, or of thyself, with respect to God?]. (Lth, T.)

—[IHsh says, after explaining two other usages

ofu, which we have yet to mention,] El-Málakee

adds a third meaning of wi, saying that it is a par

ticle denotingJº [or the asking, or requiring, a

thing in a gentle manner], like ſºft (q.v.) andj

S5); and is, connected peculiarly with a verb;

as in *::: º, [Wherefore wilt not thou stand?],

and Jaaj Le! [Wherefore wilt not thou do such

a thing?]; which may be explained by saying

that the hemzeh is used as an interrogative to

make one confess, or acknowledge, a thing, as

it is in Ji and Sí, and that us is a negative.

(Mughnee.) – It is also an inceptive word,yed

in the manner ºf Sl: (M. :) followed by al, it

is syn. with Sl: (S:) [meaning Non - or non

surely: or] both of these meaning verily, or truly;

i. e. i- and for this reason Sb allows one's

saying, &k. 25, ui and dº. ãfu. [Verily,

or truly, he is going anay]; with kesr after the

manner of <! si, and with fet-h after the manner

of ji i-, and 34. &l= 3# *i; tº is men

tioned as meaning dis uj [&c., i. e. Verily, or

truly, by God, such a thing did indeed happen];

the 6 being a substitute for the hemzeh : (M:)

so too aſſº J- [or all, tº-]: ($gh and K

in art. J-8) it denotes the truth of the words

which follow it; as when you say, Jse 12,& wi,

meaning Truly, or properly speaking, not tro

* >, > *

aſſº Lel
-

pically, Zeyd is intelligent; and*35

Jºe Jºj [Truly, &c., by God, Zeyd beat, or

struck, 'Amr): ($ in art. 2-1 :) [in other words,

it corroborates an oath and a sentence; as in
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a ... . . 2, £2 4.28, , , y & 2 & 2, 12. 2;

LexU tºes') alº tº stºry. JºJ aſſº Loſ [Verily,

or non surely, by God, if I ºremain anake for

thee a night, then will I indeed leave thee repent

inyl; and 4. &#5& 3ºut [Verily,

or 77070; surely, if I had known thy place of being,

then had I unsettled thee, or removed thee, from

it]; and 2,4- Jºy <! uſ [Verily, or non

surely, he is (emphatically) a generous man]:

(T:) or it is an inceptive particle, used in the

manner of Si; [meaning non': or non surely :]

(Mughnee:) or a particle used to give notice of

what is about to be said: only put before a pro

position [as in exs. mentioned above] : (TA :)

and often occurring before an oath [as in exs.

mentioned above]; and sometimes its hemzeh

is changed into o or &’ before the oath ; each

with the remaining; [written tºs Or tº ;] and

with the elided; [written A or2*] or with

the elided, but without the substitution; [written

2. ;] and when & occurs after wi, it is with

kesr, as it is after Sí. and it also means tie

[verily, or truly]: or ti-f [verily 2 or truly 2]:

accord. to different opinions: and in this case,

& after it is with fet-h, as it is after ti- accord.

to Ibn-Kharoof, this is a particle: but some say

that it is a noun in the sense of tie- and others,

that it consists of two words, namely, the interro

gative hemzeh and tº as a noun in the sense of

**: i.e. 3- ºil ºf [is that thing true?];

so that the meaning is ti-f. [if so, 3.14. 3í ú

means Verily, or truly, is he going amay 2] and

this, which is what Sb says, is the correct opinion:

us is virtually in the accus. case, as an adverbial

noun, like as i- is literally: and Čí with its

complement is an inchoative, of which the adver

bial noun is the enunciative: but Mbr says that
a • 3 - - -

Use- is the inf. n. of Jew, which is suppressed,
tº 5 - ~ -

and that dº with its complement is an agent.

(Mughnee.)

tº is a conditional and partitive and corrobora

tive particle; and is sometimes written tºi, by

the change of the first A into U.S. (Mughnee, K.)

–It is used as a conditional particle in the

words of the Kur [ii. 24],&sº lºſé.jſtºs
• ... -- J -.” * ~ * ~ * : * : * c wº o 32 oz. 2 at

tº Ösº lº &#7 tº ..., & 3 iſ ºf

Sé. 13. 3'ſsº is [For as jor those niho have

velieved,they know that it is the truth from their

Lord; but as for those who have disbelieved, they

say, What is it that God meaneth by this as a

parable?]. (Mughnee,” K,” TA.) That it denotes

a condition is shown by the necessary occurrence

of 3 after it; for if this -s were a conjunction, it

would not be prefixed to the enunciative; and if

it were redundant, it might be dispensed with;

but it may not be dispensed with except in a case

of necessity in poetry or in a case of an ellipsis.

– In most cases, (Mughnee, K,) it is used as a

partitive, ($, Mughnee, K,) implying the meaning

of a condition; (S; [in which it is mentioned with

uſ ;]) and thus it is used in the passage of the

Kur cited above; (Mughnee;) and in the fol

lowing exs. [in the Kur xviii. 78 and 79 and 81],

* A&º &etc., tº £ºſt and

&º. sº&Aºift: and& jºiſti,

º: cº [As for the ship, it belonged to

poor men who worked on the sea . . . and as for

the boy, his two parents mere believers . . . and

as for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys].

(Mughnee,” K,” TA.) [It is a partitive also in

the phrase * ti, which see in art. Jay.]–

Few have mentioned its use as a corroborative:

6 o. ºf

(Mughnee :) it is thus used in the phrase Jºj Lºſ

-ºš [Whatever be the case, or happen what

will or what may, or at all events, Zeyd is going

anay], when you mean that Zeyd is inevitably

going away, and determined, or decided, upon

doing so: (Z cited in the Mughnee, and K:)

therefore Sb explains it as meaning, in this case,

* &-& tº. [n'hatever be the case, &c., as

above, or, in some instances, happen nihat mould

or nhat might]; thereby showing it to be a

corroborative, and to have a conditional meaning:

(Z cited in the Mughnee : [and the same explana

tion of it is given, with a similar ex., in the S, in

art. 3-ol :]) the -3, in this case, is transferred from

its proper place before the inchoative, and put

before the enunciative. (I 'Ak p. 306.) Ks says
ºf -

that Lei is used in commanding and forbidding
& 2 o'º. 2 o' J &

and announcing: you say, Jºels all Loſ [What

ever be the case, or happen nihat nill, &c., God
• 6,” o - - - - d - J. :

norship thou]: and tº Yº **) Uol [i. e.
•o. 6 º' - d - e < * * * > * & 8

twº S→ X}2- Uol (as is shown in the

case of a similar ex. in the Mughnee, though you
• O, O - - - -> 0 ,” 3:

may say tº X5 J-sº-J1 Lol, without an ellipsis,

like as you say tº 3,3 tº as well as
• * : . ºf

33-5 U.), in the Kur xli. 16, accord. to different

readers,) Whatever be the case, &c., nine (drink
• . , 6 o ºf

not), drink not thou it]; and &- *j Loſ

[Whatever be the case, &c., nith respect to other

things, Zeyd has gone forth; or whatever be the

case with respect to others, as for Zeyd, he has

gone forth]: whereas tºl [which see in the next

paragraph] is used in expressing a condition and in

expressing doubt and in giving option and in

taking option. (T,)—[IHsh says that in his

opinion,] in the phrase ** 23; **) ū, thus

heard, with 2-1 in the accus. case, the meaning

is, <ješ tº. [&c., i. e. Whenever thou men

tionest the slaves, he is a possessor of slaves: but

I would rather say that the meaning is, Jés ū

**, &c., i.e. as for thy mentioning the slaves,

&c.]: and so in similar phrases which have been

heard. (Mughnee.)= Distinct from the fore

going is uſin the saying in the Kur [xxvii. 86),

&sº :é ($ tº; [Or rather, nºhat is it that

ye mere doing?]: for here it is a compound of the
of -

unconnected Al and the interrogative Le. (Mugh

nee.)= So too in the saying of the poet,

• ?: 3 ºf di āśi ºf •
3 x 3 * > * > *- e. 2 oz º.º.

+ &al_*u. Jº Jº #

[O Aboo-Khurásheh, because thou nast possessor

of a number of men dost thou boast ! Verily, my

people, the year of dearth, or of sterility, hath not

consumed them]: for here it is a compound of the

e ºf 3 * c >

cyl termed adjº ac [which combines with a verb

following it to form an equivalent to an inf. n.]

and the redundant tº 3i li is for £4. 39;

the preposition and the verb are suppressed for

the sake of abridgment, so that the pronoun [3,

in < *] becomes separate; and tº is substituted

for the verb [thus deprived of its affixed pro

noun], and the c [of cºl) is incorporated into the

A [of Lºl. (Mughnee.) [See another reading of

this verse voce tº: and there also, immediately

after, another ex. (accord. to the Mughnee) of

tº used in the manner explained above. See also

& as a conditional particle, like &l=Also

i. q. tºl, q. v. (Mughnee, K.)

tºl is sometimes written ti, and sometimes its

first A is changed into Us, [forming Lººſ orº Or

both, as will be shown below,) (Mughnee, Tin

my copy of which it is written tº, and so in

some copies of the K, and K, [in some copies of

which it is written |-}]) and it is held by Sb to

be a compound of cl and us, (Mughnee) or as

denoting the complement of a condition it is a

compound of & and tº. (M,K)—It denºtes

doubt; (Ks, T, Mughnee, K5) as in c. Jºy” L.

* tº 3.j tº26 [I know not who stood :

either Zeyd or 'Amr1: (Ks, T:) and t; Jºº

2:... tº3& [There came to me either Zeyd or

'Amr], said when one knows not which of them

came. (Mughnee, K.)— It also denotes vague

ness of meaning; as in [the Kur ix. 107, tº,
o 92 * > *, * ~ 0.2 x w, x

2.1% º ºs ºjº (Either He will punish

them or He will turn unto them with forgiveness].

(Mughnee, K.)- It also denotes giving option;

*in ſhe Ku! xviii. 85, Jº tel3 -º cºl Lel

i-º-orº Jºs-3 [Either do thou punish, or do

thou what is good to them]. (Mughnee, K.)-

It also denotes the making a thing allowable;

as inº tºº Wis tº ſº; [Learn thou either

lan, or syntaa: ; (an ex. given in the T, on the

authority of Ks, as an instance of the usage of

tºl to denote giving option;)] but its use with

this intent is disputed by some, (Mughnee, K,)

while they assert it of 5i. (Mughnee.)– It is

also used as a partitive; as in [the Kurlºxvi. 3,

ºsie tº 3 5** tºl [Either, or nºhether, being

thankful or being unthankful]; (Mughnee, K;)

the two epithets being here in the accus. case as

denotatives of state: or, accord. to the Koofees,

º may be here [a compound of] the conditional&

and the redundant Ue; Júa, accord. to Ibn-Esh

Shejeree, being understood after it: (Mughnee :)

and Fr says that the meaning is, jià- &ls J&&

[if he be thankful and if he be unthankful]. (T.)

– It also denotes taking option; as in the saying,
o a . . ~~ 3 of o a 2 - 29- 6 . . . ~#2 * * 6 .

Šiº ºi &iº ºft tº-uu ºu j's J

ºf [I have a house in El-Koofeh, and I am

going forth to it, and either I nill inhabit it or I

will sell it : but this is similar to the usage first

mentioned above]. (Ks, T.)— It is a conjunction,

($ in art. 3-1, and Mughnee) accord. to most

authorities, i.e., the second Lel in the like of the

6 o' -- a

saying, 59-se tel: 3. us! Jºãº- [mentioned
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above]; (Mughnee;) used in the manner of 5'

in all its cases except this one, that in the use of

31 you begin with assurance, and then doubt

comes upon you; whereas you begin with us! in

doubt, and must repeat it; as in the saying last

mentioned: (S: [and the like is said in the

Mughnee, after the explanations of the mean

ings:]) but some assert that it is like the first º,

not a conjunction; because it is generally pre

ceded by the conjunction 3 : and some assert that

u! conjoins the noun with the noun, and the 5

conjoins º with tº: but the conjoining of a

particle with a particle is strange. (Mughnee.)

- Sometimes the 3 is suppressed; as in the

following verse, (Mughnee,) of El-Ahwas ; ($;)

22- - - 2 - 2 - 34 222- -

* tº its tº tº º - +

- ~ 7, 12 of 23- 2 of

º j9 J| “…] := -2 (…) #

[0, would that our mother took her departure,

either to Paradise or Hell-fire!]; (S,” Mughnee,

K;) cited by Kº, with tº for tº: (T,) and

sometimes it is with kesr [i. e. Lº!]: ($:) IB

says that it is correctly ºl, with kesr; asserting

the original to be º, with kesr, only. (TA.)—

And sometimes the former tº is dispensed with ;

as in the following verse, (Mughnee,) which

shows also that Le is sometimes suppressed;

.* * o .9 * w • 2 z -

** -ār-e J-e J-cº!) a 5- *k

- • * 0. • ?: - - o o “

* *** cº -º- Jº cl: +

[The thundering clouds of summer-rain na

tered him, or of autumn-rain ; so he will not

nant sufficient drink]: i. e. &-º -º- &- º

-*.2-. (Mughnee, K.) Mbr and As say that
o

cl is here conditional, and that the C3 is its com

plement: but this assertion is of no weight; for.

the object is the description of a mountain-goat as

having sufficient drink in every case: AO says
o

that cl in this verse is redundant. (Mughnee.)

–Sometimes, also, one does not require to men

tion the second tº, by mentioning what supplies

o

its place ; as in the saying,*2: & º

<<-u S13 [Either do thou speak what is good or

else be silent]. (Mughnee.) [See art. S1, near

its end.]= Distinct from the foregoing is º in

the saying. in the Kur [xix. 26], &: &; tº

!-- 2:…) [And if thou see, of mankind, any

one] : for this is [a compound of] the conditional

cl and the redundant ur. ($ in art. 22, and

Mughnee.) [In like manner, you say, in ex

pressing a condition,*…* £gº&: º

[If thou revile Zeyd, he will treat thee with for

learancel. (K. T.) And ºfJºš tº IIf
thou come to me, I will treat thee with honour].

(S.)- In the following saying, tillº, eità

& iſ iſ [If thou be going anay, I go anjay], th

us is not that which restrains the particle to which

it is subjoined from governing, but is a substitute

for a verb; (K and TA in art. us;) as though the

speaker said, tillº. <> 3] [or rather<!- Ö).

(TA in that art.) And hence the saying of the

poet, [of which a reading different from that here

following has been given voce til

- - - 2 of a • * * > 28

+ - - • * A. - *

*- 13 stºl Lel àºjī- (ºl

• , , , , , ; 2 #2 * : * *z

* &al_ººl. Jºj č

[O Aboo-Khurásheh, if thou be possessor of a

number of men, verily, my people, the year of

dearth, or of sterility, hath not consumed them];

as though he said, , ; ; ; &l. (TA in that

art.) [But IHsh states the case differently; say

ing,) An instance of u, not used to restrain from

governing, but as a substitute for a verb, occurs in

the saying, <iºſtillº, it: [Because thou

rvast going anay, I went anay] ; originally,

: , ; 22 - 9 2 o & * 2: ; * -

Uilla” cºe Jº) cºlaºſ : [for an explanation

of which, see what is said of <ji ū in a reading

of the verse commencing with ãº- Uí VOCe Čí:

but accord. to El-Fārisee and IJ, the government

belongs to us; not to Čás [or < *]. (Mugh

nee in art. L.)—So too in the saying, 3. Jasy

Suzi, meaning &: Jºãº <= & [i. e. Do

thou this if thou nilt not do another thing; or do

thou this at least]; (Mughnee and K, each in

art. U.;) indicating a person's refusal to do [fully]

that which he is ordered to do: (TA in that art. :)

or 134- Jºsé Sul, meaning if thou wilt not do

that, then do thou this; the three particles [&

and tº and S] being made as one word: so says

Lth: (T:) [J says, 134- Jºſé Stºl is pro

nounced with imäleh, [i.e. “immé-lè,”] and is

originally ~j& with tº as a connective; and the

meaning is, if that thing will not be, then do thou

thus: ($ in art. S:) [but] AHát [disallows this

pronunciation, and] says, sometimes the vulgar,

in the place ofŞū Js Jº, Say, &% J; Jail

[Do thou that at least]; but this is Persian, and is

rejected as wrong: and they say also, &c. with

damm to the [and with imáleh in the case of the

final vowel, and thus it is vulgarly pronounced in

the present day]; but this too is wrong; for it is

correctly Súl, [with kesr, and] not pronounced

with imáleh, for particles [in general] are not

thus pronounced: (T:) and the vulgar also con

vert the hemzeh into o with damm [saying&ºl.

(TA in art. (...) [Fei says, S is a substitute for

the verb in the saying, 3. Jºsé Şū, the mean

ing being If thou do not that, then [at least] do

thou this: the origin thereof is this; that certain

things are incumbent on a man to do, and he is

required to do them, but refuses; and then one is

content with his doing some, or a part, of them,

and says to him thus: i.e., if thou wilt not do

all, then do thou this ; then the verb is suppressed,

on account of the frequency of the usage of the

phrase, and us is added to give force to the

meaning: and some say that it is for this reason

that S is here pronounced with imáleh; because

it serves for the verb; like as J. is, and the

vocative U : but it is said that it is correctly pro

nounced without imáleh; because particles [in

general] are not pronounced therewith ; as Az

says. (Mºb in art. Ş.) [El-Hareeree says that]

Şūl is properly [a compound of] three particles,

which are & and tº and S, made as one word,

and the at the end thereof is like the of(sº

[in which it is written Us, agreeably with rule];

wherefore it is pronounced with imáleh, like as is

the of this latter word. (Durrat el-Ghowwás, in

De Sacy's Anthol. Gr. Ar. p. 57 of the Arabic

text.) In the Lubāb it is said that S is used as a

negative of the future, as in Jaii S; and the

verb [in Sû] is suppressed; so it [S] serves as a

substitute in the saying, St. lik Jail: therefore

they pronounce its 1 with imáleh; and IAth says

that the Arabs sometimes pronounced S with a

slight imáleh; and the vulgar make the imáleh

thereof full, so that its 1 becomes Jº 5 but this is

wrong. (TA.) You say also, Súl lik 3-,

meaning Take thou this if thou take not that.

(T.) It is related that the Prophet saw a runaway

camel, and said, “To whom belongeth this camel?”

when, lo, some young men of the Anşār said,

“We have drawn water upon him during twenty

years, and yet he has in him fat; so we desired

to slaughter him; but he escaped from us.” He

said, “Will ye sell him 7” They answered, “No:

but he is thine.” And he said, j, Li-6 S1’,
> * > * > *- J -

*I agº Use-, meaning If ye will not sell him,

act well to him until his term of life come to

him. (T.)

~~~!

1. …, (T, S, M.K.) aor. 2, (T, M.K.) inf n.

<i, (T, S, M,) He measured it; determined its

measure, quantity, or the like; computed, or con

jectured, its measure, quantity, &c.; (T, Ş,” M,

K;) as also "4:3", (M. K.) inf n. Sººt. (TA)
You say, *24- es' lis “Sº ū <! Compute

thou, O such a one, this, for me, hon, many it is.

(T.) And 2;iſ <. He computed, or conjectured,

the number of the people, or company of men.

(T.) And A.J. << He measured, or computed,

the distance between him and the nater. (T.)—

Also, (S, K,) aor. as above, (K,) and so the

inf. n., (S,) i. q. $3.25 [He tended, repaired,

betook himself, or directed his course, to it, or

tonards it; aimed at it; sought after it; or

intended, or purposed, it]; ($, K;) namely, a

thing. (S.)

… wº w a - ~ *

2. azol: see 1.– Ju º ol. He was suspected

of evil. (M., T.A.)

3. A measure of distance [&c.]; as in the

saying, a;,& & 4. us <-2 = What is

the measure of the distance between thee and

El-Koofeh 2 (T, TA.)= Doubt : (Th, T, M. :)

said to be so termed because this word signifies

the “computing, or conjecturing, measure, quan

tity, and the like,” in which there is doubt. (T,

TA.) [See 1.] So in the following ex. :2

*< ºj&- Wine is unlanful: there is no

doubt respecting the unlawfulness of it : (Sh, Th,

T,K:) or the meaning is, there is no indulgence, or

lenity, with respect to it; from 3. as signifying

“feebleness, or weakness,” in a journey, or pace.

(T, TA.) And in the saying, <i> → º J-5
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There is no doubt respecting wine, that it is

unlawful. (Th, M.) [Or in the like of these

two instances it signifies] Disagreement, or di

versity of opinion, (–3):-) respecting a thing

(.3% J.). (M, K.)= Curtity, crookedness,

distortion, or unecenness : (M, K:) ruggedness

in one place and smoothness in another; (K;)

[inequality of surface;] one part being higher,

or more prominent, than another: (TA:) an

elevated place : (T, S, K :) small mounds: (Fr,

Th, T, S, M, K:) or what is elevated, of ground:

or, as some say, water-courses of valleys, such

as are lon, or depressed: (Fr, T, TA :) small

hills; hillocks: (M, TA:) a hollon, or depressed

place, betnceen any two elevated portions of ground

§c. : (IAar, T, M. :) depression and elevation,

or lonyness and highness, ($, M, A, K,) in the

ground; (A:) used in this sense in the Kur

xx. 106; ($;) and the same in a water-skin not

completely filled: (S, A :") or law.ity in a nater

skin when it is not nell filled so as to overflon,

(T,” TA:) or a [consequence of] pouring [nºater]

into a skin until it doubles, or creases, and not

filling it; so that one part of it is higher, or

more prominent, than another : (M, TA:) pl.

<<! (M, K, TA, but in some copies of the K

sui, and in the cKee) and *, * (M.K.)

You say, 3. º tº Jº <- The earth,

or ground, was even, so that there was not in

it any depression and elevation. (A, TA.) And

3. as tº i: §: The skin became full,

so that there was not in it any depression [of one

part of its surface] and elevation [of another

part]. (S, A.") Az says, (TA,) I have heard

the Arabs say, a 5& S& ãº Ş. 33 He

had filled the water-skin so full that there was no

larity in it. (T, T.A.).- A fault, a defect, an

imperfection, a blemish, or the like, (T, M, K,)

in the mouth, and in a garment, or piece of cloth,

and in a stone. (M, K.) [Hence the saying,

43 S 2--" es: <-- i. e. [May there be a

defect, or the like, in stones; not in thee: mean

ing, may God preserve thee when the stones shall

have perished : (Sb, M. :) cºol is here put in the

nom. case, though the phrase is significant of

a prayer, because it is not a verbal word: the

phrase is like * 35:11: and the commencing

the sentence with an indeterminate noun is appro

vable because it is virtually a prayer. (M.)

This prov. is mentioned by the expositors of the

Tes-heel: not by Meyd. (TA.) — Weakness;

feebleness; (T.K.) langourj remissness. (TA.)

You say, a 3 stºol y 9:- U- We performed a

journey, or vent a pace, in which was no reak

ness, or feebleness [&c.]. (T, T.A.)=A good

way, course, mode, or manner, of acting, or

conduct, or the like. (T, K.)

3. Suspected of evil and the like. (K.)

[See 2.]=[A water-skin] filled [so as to be

equally distended: see <<il. (K.)

• 282

~5-ove :[.. A water of which the distance is
• £ • * *

computed, or conjectured. (TA.)—J- Jº! »”
38.2 z

$';* It is until a determined, defined, or

* > * > * >

definite, period. (S. K.")—excue Us: A thing

that is known. (M, TA.) [And so *:::..]

Jºel

© - - - g -

1. asſe •l, aor. *, inf. n. 4.i. He was angry

with him: ($, M, Mºb, K.) like 3.j ($) and
<3 and “s and ...e. (T in art. Jºl.)

2. ~i, inf. n. 3.2% He declared the time,

considered with regard to its end; or the utmost,

or extreme, ertent, term, limit, point, or reach;

expl. by ~.S. &. (K.)

3. Time, considered with regard to its end :

& being time considered with regard to its

end and its beginning: (Er-Răghib :) [but some

times it is interchangeable with Öº, as will be

seen in what follows:] or the utmost, or extreme,

eactent, term, limit, point, or reach. (S, M, A,

Msb, K.) You say, <!& He, or it, reached,

or attained, his, or its, utmost, or eactreme, eactent,

term, &c. (Mºb) And ºf a 33 (He

assigned, or appointed, for him, or it, a term,

or limit]. (A.) And su.S.* sº [He is one

whose limits are remote : Susſ being the pl.].

(A.)- The period of life which one has reached;

as in the saying, 93. u. What is thy period of

life which thou hast reached 2 (S.)– Each of

the two terms of the life of a man; i. e. the time

of his birth, and the time of his death. (Sh, T.)

El-Hasan [El-Basreel, being asked by El-Hajjāj,

93.1 tº, meaning What was the time of thy

birth? answered by saying that it was two years

before the expiration of 'Omar's reign as Kha

leefeh. (T, L, from a trad.) – The starting

place, and the goal, of horses in a race. (Sh, T,

L.)– t Any space of time : (Er-Răghib :) a

space of time of unknown limit. (Kull pp. 9 and

10.)– Sometimes, t A particular time; as in

the phrase 134- 3. The time of such a thing;

likeº 3%. (Kull p. 10)—[It is alsº used

for •l 33, and (applied to a fem. n.) -el ~15,

Having a term, or limit; limited in duration;

as in the saying,) 3.j à-SS 3. Ç3, [The

present state of eacistence is limited in duration,

but the final state of eacistence is everlasting].

(Obeyd Ibn-'Omeyr, L in art. Jºl.)

• o ż

3-ol A remainder, or rehat remains, (K,) of

anything. (TA.)

& fü. A skin [echausted ;] in which there

remains not a gulp, or as much as is smallowed

at once, of water. (K.)

• 23 - 0 - £

33 ous Jºel An eactreme term, limit, or point,

reached, or attained. (K.)

j-el

1. º.º. (T,5, M., &c.) aor. , (M., &c.) inf n.
o: g .

2ſ (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and jºl, (M., L. K.)

which latter, however, is disapproved by MF,

(TA) and jus! is syn. therewith, (K,) but this

also is disapproved by MF, and deemed by him

strange, [being by rule the inf. n. of Wººl, re
º, ºr

specting which see what follows,) (TA,) and 5-1,

(M, K,) which is one of the inf ns. [or quasi

inf ns.] of the measure ăieş, like iglº and ise,

(M,) He commanded him; ordered him ; Wade

him ; enjoined him ; the inf. n. signifying the

contr. of Us, 3 (T, M, K;) as also Wººl, (Kr,

M, K,) mentioned by A 'Obeyd also as a dial.

var. of ºf: (Msb:) but A’Obeyd says that

J Jo ... • 3 * c > *

aj-ol and ajj-ol are syn. [in a sense different from
* Joa -

that explained above, i. e.] as meaning 45%.
2 - 2 : 3 & 22 -

(TA.) You say,* *, *), (S, M, K,) and Ul ‘…i.

suppressing the prep., (M,) He commanded,

ordered, bade, or enjoined, him to do it. (M, K.)
- - -- £ y o , ; - - - - - - - -

And Jº & 43,3, and Jº, and Jºã&

I commanded, ordered, bade, or enjoined, thee to

do [such a thing]. (M.) [And 3& 2 as

meaning He commanded him, or ordered him, to

make use of such a thing; or the like: whence,

in a trad.,] Jºjº <!- [..I have been commanded

to make use ºf the tooth-stick]. (El-Jāmi' cº

Sagheer.) [And He enjoined him such a thing;

as, for instance, patience.] The imperative of
~ 2: . © 2

J-ol is 2-e ; originally 257; which also occurs

[with 5 in the place of 5 when the is pronounced

with damm]: (M:) but [generally] when it is .

not preceded by a conjunction, (Msb,) i. e., by

3 or -3, (T,) you suppress the e, [i. e. the radical

•, and with it the conjunctive preceding it,

contr. to rule, and say, 13& 9. [Command, or

order, or bid, or enjoin, thou him to do such a

thing]; like as you say, Jé and 34. when,

however, it is preceded by a conjunction, the

practice commonly obtaining is, to restore the ..,

- zz, c >{-

agreeably with analogy, and thus to say, Jº Jºls.

(Msb.)– [You say also, Jºãº 42 2. He gave

an order respecting him, and accordingly he was

slain. And 3& 4. 2. He ordered that such a

thing should be done, or giren, to him.]—In the

Kur [xvii. 17], […} bi-is º &l, so accord.

to most of the readers, (T, &c.) means We com

manded [its luxurious inhabitants] to obey, but

they transgressed therein, or departed from the

right way, or disobeyed: (Fr, T, S, &c. :) so says

Aboo-Is-hāk; adding that, although one says,
2 o' - : o . -> 0 ,

9-se

- - - -

-j-aº -ºj <!-i, meaning I commanded

Zeyd to beat 'Amr, and he beat him, yet one also

says, Jºaº Jºiſ I commanded thee, but thou

disobeyedst me]: or, accord. to some, the meaning

is, We multiplied its lururious inhabitants; (T;)

and this is agreeable with another reading, namely,

Yū.ſ. (TA) and a reading of El-Hasan, namely,

&l, like tºº, may be a dial. var., of the same

signification: (M :) see 4, in two places: or it

may be from šu.” ; (S, TA;) ſin which case it

seems that we should read Yūj; or, perhaps,

ºf: see 2:) Abu-l-‘Āliyeh reads " Uži, and

this is agreeable with the explanation of I’Ab,

who says that the meaning is, We made its chiefs

to have authority, power, or dominion. (T.A.)
2 - 2 =

—oºl, aor. 2, also signifies He commanded,

ordered, bade, or enjoined, him to do that which

it behooved him to do. (A.) [He counselled, or
o …

-

advised, him.] One says, Jºe, meaning Counsel

- ... 3" - ºf .

thou me; advisethou me. (A.)—Jou-šū ºl, said
z - *
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of a wild animal, means He rendered the beholder

desirous of capturing him. (M.)=2, (As, Fr,

Th, T, S, M, Mºb, K,) aor. *; (Mºb, TA;) and

21, aor." (š, M, IKH.K.) and 21, aor. * (M.

K, and several other authorities; but by some

this is disallowed; TA) inf n. 2 (K) and $2.

(S) and #4; (AS, T, S;) or the second is a

simple subst.; (K;) or perhaps it is meant in the

S that this and the third are quasi-inf ns.; (MF;)

IIe had, or held, command; he presided as a

commander, governor, lord, prince, or hing; (M,

Mşb, K;) he became an re: (AS, T, S ;) Jº

Aşı over the people. (M,” Mºb, K.) [See also 5.]

*2%& 2, or asſe "2i, (as in different

copies of the S,) [Such a one has held command

and been commanded, is said of one who has

been a commander, or governor, after having been

a subject of a commander, or governor; meaning

such a one is a person of experience; or one nho

has been tried, or proved and strengthened, by
2 - 2 & … * **

experience. (S.)= 0,-ol as syn. with ox-ol: see 4.
2 :

=}^!, (S, M, Mºb, K,) aor. *, (Msb, K,) inf. n.
... a " • 2 :

J. and 3, is (M, K, TA; the latter written

• O - • * :

in the CK 3rºl;) and rol, aor. 4; (IKtt;) + It

(a thing, M, Mºb, or a man's property, or camels

or the like, Abu-l-Hasan and S, and a people, T,

S) multiplied; or became many, or much, or

abundant; (T, S, M, Msb, K5) and became com

plete. (M, K.)-And the former, t His beasts

multiplied; or became many; (M, K;) [as also
ae * …) …,’ * . 6 .

W2-eſ; for you say, º sº W_i, inf. n. Jºel,

+ The property, or camels or the like, of the sons

of such a one multiplied; or became many, or
2 of • ?

abundant. (M.)=x^^)/ ><!, (Akh, S, K,) aor. *,
5.5 -

inf n. 2-ol, (Akh, S,) t The affair, or case, (i.e.,

a man's affair, or case, Akh, S,) became severe,

distressful, grievous, or afflictive. (Akh, S, K.)

2. 93, inf. n. 2% He made him, or ap

pointed him, commander, governor, lord, prince,

or hing. (S,” Mgh, Msb.) [And it seems to be

indicated in the S that W &l, without teshdeed,

signifies the same.] See 1, in three places. You
•o ~ * > *w

say also, 42: (A, TA) He nas made, or

appointed, commander, &c., over us. (TA.)-

Also He appointed him judge, or umpire. (Mgh.)

—ātā. 2. + He afficed a spear-head to the

cane or spear. (T, M.) [See also the pass. part. n.,

below.]—iºi2. He made [a thing] a sign,

or mark, to show the nay. (T.)

6- . . .”

3 ºil-º-, (T′s, M, Mºb) if n. 253,

($, K,) He consulted him respecting his affair,

or case; (T,” S, M, Msb, K,” TA;) as alsosº ;

(TA;) or this is not a chaste form; (IAth, TA;)

or it is vulgar; ($, TA;) and "9-º-, (M.)

inf n. *-ºſ (S. K.) and "9-º, (T) inf n.

jºi. (S. K.) It is said in a trad, tº Lºſ

&-tº es” Consult ye momen respecting them.

selves, as to marrying them. (TA.) And in

another trad., tº iſ <!, meaning She con

sulted herself, or her mind; as also '-º'-tº

U-à3. (TA.) [See another ex, voce J.i. And

see also 8.]

4. 2-1, inf. n. jº, ; see 1, last sentence but

one, in two places. = 0)-el; ($, M, Mºb, K;) and

" …, (S, M, Mºb, K.) ºrd to some, (M)

aor.”, (Mºb, K.) inf n. 2; (Mºbi) both sig

nifying the same accord. to AO, (S,) or A'Obeyd,

(TA,) but the latter is of weak authority, (K,) or

is not allowable; (M;) and, accord. to El-Hasan's

reading of xvii. 17 of the Kur, (see 1,) * ...

also; (M;) + He (a man) multiplied it; or made

it many, or much, or abundant : (S, Msb:) He

(God) multiplied, or made many or much or

abundant, his progeny, and his beasts: (M, K:)

and ju, 2-1 + He (God) multiplied, &c., his

property, or camels or the like. (S.)= See also

1, first sentence, in two places.

5. 2ū He became made, or appointed, com

mander, governor, lord, prince, or king; (Msb;)
o 6 - -

he received authority, ponſer, or dominion; ovºc
• 5 •

over them. (S, K.) [See also rol.]— See also 8.

6: see 8, in three places.

8. x:5 [written with the disjunctive alif ºl)

He obeyed, or conformed to, a command; (S,”

M, Mgh, K;*) he heard and obeyed. (Msb.)

You say,* 2-5), meaning He reas as though

his mind' commanded him to do good and he

obeyed the command. (M.) And [you use it

transitively, saying, 29 2-ºxºl He obeyed, Or

conformed to, the command. (S.) And 3.5', 3

º He will not do right of his on-n accord.

(A.) Imra el-Keys says, (S,) or En-Nemir Ibn

Towlab, (T,) - -

• * ** ** #

[And that which man obeys wrongs him, or injures

him]; meaning, that which his own soul com

mands him to do, and which he judges to be

right, but in which often is found his destruction:

(S:) or, accord. to Kt, that evil nihich man pur

poses to do: (T:) or that nihich man does nithout

consideration, and nithout looking to its result.

(A’Obeyd, T.) [See what follows.]–. He under

took a thing without consulting; (Kt, T;) as

though his soul, or mind, ordered him to do it

and he obeyed it: (TA:) he followed his on n

opinion only. (Mgh.) One says,cº*&

3.3% &i, (A, Mgh,) meaning I commanded him,

but he folloned his on n opinion only, and refused

to obey. (Mgh.)- He formed an opinion, and

consulted his on n mind, and determined upon it.

(sh. To And ºff - He consula is own

mind, or judgment, respecting what was right for

him to do. (Sh, T.)–133-ºl, (A, Msb,) inf. n.

jºſ (S. K.) and ' ', º, (A) inf n. 23, of

the measure Jélé; (S;) and Y brº, (TA,) inf. n.

25 ; (K;) They consulted together : (S,” A,

Mºb, K.’) or lºsºl and "12, G signify they

commanded, ordered, bade, or enjoined, one ano

ther; like as one says, 1,4-31 and 1,15uj, and

15-a-1 and 12-es-5. (T:) or2S Jº 152-ºl

and aſ " ...G, they determined, or settled,

their opinions respecting the affair, or case :

(M:) and a 33-ºl, (S, Msb,) inf. n. as above,

(K) signifies they purposed it, (§, Mºb, K.')

namely, a thing, (Mºb, K,) and consulted one

another respecting it. (S.) J. is said in the Kur

[lxv. 6], -º-,*º And command ye,

or enjoin ye, one another to do good: [such is

app. the meaning,) but God best knoweth : (T:)

or, accord. to Kt, purpose ye among yourselves to

do good. (TA.) And in the same [xxviii. 19],

9,iii, 4.& § jî& meaning Verily the

chiefs command one another respecting thee, to

slay thee: (Zj, T :) or consult together against

thee, to slay thee : (AO, T:) or purpose against

thee, to slay thee : (Kt, T:) but the last but

one of these explanations is better than the last.

(T.)- See also 3.– Accord. to El-Bushtee,

º- also signifies He gave him permission : but

this has not been heard from an Arab. (Az, T.A.)

10: see 3, in two places.

2: A command; an order; a bidding; an

injunction; a decree; an ordinance; a prescript:
* - 5

(S,” Msb,” TA, &c. :) pl. -els" : (S, Msb, &c. :)

so accord. to common usage; and some writers

of authority justify and explain it by saying that
2 * >

2i is [originally]* , tº that itis then changed

to the measure Ješ [i.e., to 2ſ; like Jºži,

which is originally Jºº. ; and i.e., ise, ori

ginally i.e. ; &c.; [and then, to 2: ;] and that
6 - • … • * * ~ *

Jelš becomes in the pl. Jelš; so that 3-ols) is

- 282 - -

the pl. of*: others say that it has this form
of

of pl. to distinguish it from 2. in the sense of

* - 2 3

J-[&c.], in which sense it has for its pl. , i.
2 - ?

(Msb, T.A.) [But I think that rels' may be

properly and originally pl. of 5-1, for 3. iſ, or

the like. MF says that, accord. to the T and M,
o:

the pl. of2. in the sense explained in the begin
2 :

ning of this paragraph is 3:1; but he seems to

have founded his assertion upon corrupted copies

of those works; for in the M, I find nothing on
3 o

this point; and in the T, not, as he says, Jºë 29.
* * … • & 2 o - 2 2 ov, - -

2,39. 3-5 cº, but Jº. 29 in Ji
- 2 : • . . . . º … •

1,484-529;Jº Jº, evidently meaning

that 2. signifies the contr. of&, and is also, in

- 2, 3 3 *

another sense, the sing. of 33-ol.] [Hence, 35'
of

Jºy! Those niho hold command or rule, and the

learned men. (M, K. [See Kur iv. 62.]) And
1 < y of

aúl Al The threatened punishment of God: so

in the Kur x. 25, and xi. 42, and xvi. 1; in which
… …) ~ o . . . . . c > of -

last place occur the words, ‘,-,- Y3 aſſ! 2-olJi

meaning The threatened punishment ordained of

God hath, as it n'ere, come: so near is it, that it

is as though it had already come: therefore desire

not ye to hasten it. (Zj, M, TA.) And The pur

pose of God. (Bd and Jel in lxv. 3; &c.) And

-já jº Thé"resurrection, or the time thereof,

is near (Mgh, from a trad) And &&tº

Jºi, in the Kurzviii. 81, I did it not of my

onn judgment: (Bd). or, of my onn choice.

(Jel.) [Hence also reb), in grammar, signifies

The imperative form of a verb.]— Also A thing;

an affair; a business; a matter; a concern: a

state, of a person or thing, or of persons or things
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or affairs or circumstances; a condition; a º: :

an accident; an event: an action : syn. Jut :

(M, F, TA) and J.-, (Mºb, TA) and it.:

(Msb:) and #3'-' (K8) and Jºs: (MF, TA:)

and a thing that is said; a saying : (TA voce

3. at the end of art. Ul:) pl. 3. ; (S, M, K,

&c.;) its only pl. in the senses here explained.

(TA) You say, … ºf 2i (The affair,

or the like, of such a one is in a right state]; and
*3 - - d > x > *
- -

3.

acº-c ox3-ol [His affairs are in a right state].
- 12 of ~ a2

(S, A.) And& cº, He dissipated, disorgan

ized, disordered, unsettled, or broke up, his state

of things, or affairs. (A5, TA in art. Jºaº.)

[2.21 seems to be here used, as in many other

instances, rather in the sense of the pl. than in that
3 - , , of

of the sing.]—Jºe -el [A universal, or general,
- 6 - •

prescript, rule, or canon]. (Mºb voce 3.xeū, KT
6 * * -

voce J339, &c.)

2. a subst. from29 2. in the sense of3: ;

(S;) or a subst. from 2. as signifying ** and

.# (M;) + [A severe, a distressful, a grievous,

or an afflictive, thing : or] a terrible, and foul,

or very foul, thing : or a nonderful thing. (TA.)
- 6 :

Hence, [used as an epithet, like Jol, q.v.,] in the

Kur [xviii. 70], 2 & 3 is 3.5 t Verily thou

hast done a severe, a distressful, a grievous, or

an afflictive, thing : (S:) or a terrible, and foul,

or very foul, thing : (TA:) or a nonderful

thing : (S:) or an abominable, a foul, or an

evil, and a nonderful, thing : (Ks, M, K:*) or

a terrible and an abominable thing ; signifying

more than 53, [which occurs after, in verse 73,

inasmuch as the [presumed] drowning of the per

sons in the ship was more abominable than the

slaying of one. person: (Zj, T :) or a crafty,

and an abominable, or a foul, or an evil, and a
… o - ~ *

nonderful, thing; and derived from A3 all Jºl as

meaning lºe. (Ks.)

2. a coll. gen. n. of which 5. (q.v.) is the
a #.

n. un.= See also 23.65.

2. : See 2.=+Multiplied; or become many,
- 2 :

or much, or abundant. (M, K.) [See 2-ol.] You
4 & 6 o .

say rel &2) + Abundant seed-produce. (Lh, M.)

- + A man n-hose beasts have multiplied, or

become many or abundant. (M.) + A man blessed,

or prospered, (Ibn-Buzurj, M, K,”) in his pro

perty: (M:) fem. with 3. (Ibn-Buzurj.) And

with 3, # A woman blessed to her husband [lyher

being prolific]: from the signification of 3×e.

(M.)= .Serere; distressful; afflictive. (TA.)

[See also ,-].]

3. A single command, order, bidding, or in

junction : as in the saying, àeu. $2. Jºe &

Thou hast authority to give me. one command,

order, bidding, or injunction, which shall be

obeyed by me. (S, M,” A, Msb, K.) You should

not say, [in this sense,] irº, with kesr. (T, S.)

=See also 3-1.
- • 2 :

$2. a subst. from 2-ol ſq. v.]; Possession of

command; the office, and authority, of a com

mander, governor, lord, prince, or king; (M,”

Bk. I.

Mºb, K.) as also "ºwl (Mgh, Mºb, K) and
W šui; (L, K;) but this last is by some dis

allowed, and is said in the Fs and its Expositions

to be unknown. (M.F.) It is said in a trad.,

4. cºſiº 354. & Perhaps thy paternal

uncle's son's possession of command hath dis

pleased thee. (TA.)– [And hence, t Increase,

or abundance, or the like; as also other forms

mentioned in what follows.] You say, --> Cº

éº, -ºš Jú # In the face of thy property,

ſmeaning such as consists in camels or the like,

and also money, thou knowest its increase and

abundance, and its ea pense : (S:) or "&, and

W “º, which latter is a dial. var. of weak

authority, and W &i, i. e., its increase and abun

dance: (M:) or "452, as meaning its prosperous

state; as also *25uci, and *3,2i; (Ibn-Buzurj:)

accord. to AHeyth, who reads W &: -ºi, the

meaning is, its decrease; but the correct meaning

is, its increase, as Fr explains it. (T, T.A.) It is

said respecting anything of which one knows what

is good in it at first sight: (Lh, M:) and means,

on a thing's presenting itself, thou knowest its
~ 2: . . o £

goodness. (T.) One says also, W2.3% &-i tº

+ Hon good is their multiplying, and the multi

plying of their offspring and of their number 1

(M.) And '5, 23 ºf J. S + May God

not make an increase to be therein. (T.)

5. Stones: (K:) [or a heap of stones :] or

it is the n. un. of >i, which signifies stones:

(M:) or the latter signifies stones set up in order

that one may be directed thereby to the right n'ay:

(Hamp. 409:) and the former also signifies a hill;

(M.K.) and 2i is [used as its pl.: (Mº) and

a sign, or mark, by rehich anything is known;

(M, K.) as also "jui and "āui, (As, $3) and

2. is [used as] its pl. in this sense also: (M. :)

or a sign, or mark, set up to show the may ;

(AA, Fr;) as also wºu.i and *śju.i. (K:) or

a small sign, or mark, of stones, to show the nay,

in a materless desert; (S;) as also w;u.i [and

*śuil; and any sign, or mark, that is prepared:

(TA:) or a structure like a* [here app.

meaning a toner of a mosque], upon a mountain,

neide like a house or tent, and larger, of the

height of forty times the stature of a man, made

in the time of 'Ad and Irem ; in some instances

its foundation being like a house, though it con

sists only of stones piled up, one upon another,

cemented together mith mud, appearing as though

it were of natural formation: (ISh, T:) the pl.

(in all the senses above, K) [or rather the coll.

gen. n.,.] is,...i. (S, K.) = See also iº.

ju. and W. šu. A sign, mark, or token. (As,

S, Mgh.) See also eachvºcºl, in three places.

You say, Jº Jº tº 35° Jº It is a sign, or

token, of what is between me and thee. (T,"TA.)

And a poet says,

jº Jºſé sº is

+ 13* ~* à. +

[When the sun of day rises, it is a sign of my

saluting thee, therefore do thou salute]. (TA.)—

Also A time : (As, S, K:) so IAar explains the

latter word, not particularizing the time as definite

or otherwise: (M:) or a definite time : (TA:) or

a time, or place, of promise or appointment; an

appointed time or place; syn. Jes. : (M, Mgh,

K.) or, accord. to some, the former word is pl.

[or rather coll. gen. n.] of the latter. (TA.) El

'Ajjāj says,

a 20-22 • - 3.

* sºtº 3. *

3 y • 3. • ? -

When He (meaning God) brings it, (namely my

soul,) by his skilful ordering, and his power,

[and it is thus brought, or it thus comes, to a set

time, and to the time of the end of my appointed

period: J.” juel being as above; the former

word being prefixed to the latter, governing it

in the gen, case. (IB.. [In the S we find Jºi,

Jº-º-º-l) -

6 of - - - 4, 2:

232) [an intensive epithet from oxal]. You say,
~ o-po-o • 32-2 … O ~oad 2 #2 * *

jºi Jº 2v35 —ºft 3.25 as Verily he is

one niho strongly commands, or enjoins, good

conduct, and nºho strongly forbids evil conduct.

($ in art. Usº, and A.")

> One having, holding, or possessing, com

mand; ($;) a commander; a governor; a lord;

(M," Msb;) a prince, or king : (M, K:) fem.
*. 2?

with 3: ($, K:) pl. 2, el. (M, Msb, K.)-A

leader of the blind. (M, K.) So in the saying

of El-Aasha:

* Sºl Gº Jº (sº &l= 13; +

# §.S. guºi sãº 3.3 *

rºy & - 2 -

[When the young man's guide in the countries,

or lands, or the like, is the top of the cane,

he obeys the leader of the blind]. (M.)– A

woman's husband. (A.)- A neighbour. (K.)

–A person with nihom one consults: (A, K:)

any one of whom one begs counsel, or advice,

in a case of fear. (TA.) You say, (sº- sº

He is the person with n-hom I consult. (A.)

6. ºf

3,\el :

6.- o

see 3-ol, in three places:— and see
32 - ? e 6 3

also 3-ºl, in three places; and juel.

5. . 6, o --~ * - … -

3,121 : see 3, 2–3,ºlis also used for -a-Le

jº, i. e...S. (Mgh)
6 ºf

Jºi: see the next paragraph, in two places.

2. A man n-ho cºnsults everyºne respecting

his case; as also "Jºi and Väusi; (M:) or a

man resembling [in stupidity) a kid: [see the latter

part of this paragraph:] (Th; M:) or, as also

*ś (S, M, K, &c.) and *; and *;i, (K.)

a man having weak judgment, (S, K,) stupid,

(T, M,) or neak, without judgment, (M., L.) or

without intellect, or intelligence, (T,) who obeys

the command of every one, (T, S,) who complies

neith what every one desires to do in all his

affairs; (K;) a stupid man, of reakjudgment,

who says to another, Command me to eacecute

thine affair. (IAth.) It is said in a trad, &

5,3 Jét. º * 52. &º [He who obeys a stupid

man, &c., shall not eat fruit: or the meaning is]

13
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he who obeys a stupid woman shall be debarred

from good. (IAth.) W 32. is applied to a woman

and to a man: when it is applied to a man, the

s is added to give intensiveness to the signification.
• 5 w • * ~ -

(ISh.) The following saying, sº sºul ºl

º S3 * 52. º J–95 Sº 94-, in thyming

prose, means [When Sirius rises in the clear

twilight,) send not thou among them (meaning

the camels) a man without intelligence [in a

great degree, nor one who is so in a less degree ;

or a woman without intelligence, nor a man with

out intelligence ;] to manage them. (Shi)+
62 & 5 J & 5, J

Also, (M, K,) and * 5,2] and W_zi and *::,

(K.) A young lamb : (M, K.) or the first (2-1)

and the second, a young kid: (M, TA:) or the

former of these two, a male lamb : (M, TA:) or

a young male lamb : (S:) and the latter of them,

a female lamb : (M, TA:) or a young female
- 6.- …, 2 - 6 J J . .

lamb. (S, M.) One 'says, * 52. S5 3.e. a te,

meaning He has not a male lamb nor a female

lamb : (M, TA:) or he has not anything. (T,

S, M.)

ãºf: see: , in two places.

sº See 2, in six places:=and see irº,

in four places.

9, o

§: see 3-l.

jū; [Wont to command]. [Hence, štíš. J. :)

[The soul that is wont to command]; (A;) the

soul that inclines to the nature of the body, that

commands to the indulgence of pleasures and sen

sual appetites, dranºing the heart downwards, so

that it is the abode of evils, and the source of

culpable dispositions. (KT.) [See J-º]

92 ºf 6 J & 9 J

35ual fem. of Buol [q. v.]...— See also rºl.

27 [act. part. n. of‘...]—º and "...#. Tnxo

days, (S,) the last, (K,) the former being the

sirth, and the latter the seventh, (M,) of the days

called j, ºr ºf ($, M, K: [but seej,-4) as

though the former commanded men to be cautious,

and the latter consulted them as to whether they

should set forth on a journey or stay at home:

(S:) accord. to Az, the latter is applied as an

epithet to the day as meaning 23 jº. (TA.)

3 22. * 2: .

Jºu: see 25-30, in two places.

• ?.3 or - o - -

USº, and without 2 : see 29-29, in six places.

• 28. s. 28.

33.35 and Vä,3-5 are properly mentioned in this
5 x d >

art. ; the measure of the former being Jºã5;

(K;) and that of the latter, i,j. (TA:) not

as J has imagined; [who writes them without ...,

and mentions them in art. 2-3;] (K;) their mea

sures accord. to him beingJº and à,é. (TA.)

[But in all the senses here explained, they appear

to be with and without ..]—The former signifies

The soul : ($ in art. Jºj, where it is written

without , ; and M, A, K. :) because it is that

which is wont to command. (A.) One says,
• * • Jº • ?. * - © .”

J} 3,329 sle º Thy soul, or self, hath known

that. (AZ, and T in art. 2-83.)- The intellect:
• ?. 22 oz -

(M:) as in the saying, Us, 3-owº arºe I knen, it

by my intellect. (M in art. Jº, without , ; and

o ad a

TA.) You say also, Us, 3-ou& 3%, meaning He

is the knowing nºith respect to it. (TA in art.

Us.)—The heart, (T in art. 2-3 without 2,

and M, A, K,) itself. (M., T.A.) Hence the

- 12. T * -- ; 2 * * * : 2.É. . * *-

saying, *2 Jº 5×e cºe jº- ess-u Jº —º-

[One nord in my heart is better than ten in thy

receptacle]. (T in art. 3-5, and T.A.).- The

pericardium. (M in art. Jºj, without ...)- The

core, or black or inner part, or clot of blood,

(a-, M, K, or aſſé, TA) and life, and blood,

of the heart : (M, K:) or blood, (As, S, M, in
… 2 *.

art. 2-3, and K,) absolutely: (TA:) and 23.9

J-ºl signifies the life-blood: (As, $3) or the

blood of the body : ($ in art. U-53 :) and the life

of the soul. (M., K.)- Also, as being likened
• 28

to blood, (TA,) t Wine; and so * 5,25: (M,

K:) and— A dye : (M, TA:) and—f Saf:

fron. (As, K.)—[Hence also, t Water. (M,

K.) You say, 3.5 ºn J. v., (T, $ in art., 8.7 ° w

J-ºj, and M,) or 3.4% (A,) tº "here is not in the

well any mater. (T, S, M., A.)=The n'ezeer

(>3%) of a king : (MI, K :) because his command

is effectual. (TA.)=Any one: as in the saying,
2 :- - - → c →

3,25 º Lo, (T in art. Jºs, A, K,) as also "...#,

(T in art. 3-sº, and K,) each with an augmentative

J, and without - as well as with it, accord. to
- 3 * *.

Er-Radee and others, (TA,) and W Cº-º, and

'5.5 (M) and "Sº, (T in art - M.

TA,) or without -, ($, M, K, in art. Jºj,) and

*2i, (M., K.) There is not in it (i. e. in the

house, 3 J), M, A, TA) any one. (M, A, K,

and T and $ in art. 2-º.) You say also, 54-sº

W &”. º J- Vacant regions niherein is not

any one. ($ in art. 3-5.) "&# (M, K) and

'54, (sin an º) and "3," and 'sº
(M, K) also signify A man, or human being.

(S,” M, K.) You say, speaking of a beautiful

woman, º &- "tºº <-5 us I have not

seen a human being, or creature, more beautiful

than she ($ and M in art. 2-s: :) and <-5 Lo

&- v Ú*: [I have not seen a man more

beautiful than le]. (T and $ in art. 3-s3.) Accord.

to some, they are used only in negative phrases; but

accord. to others, theyare also used in such asareaffir

native.(MF.)—Also Anything: As in the saying

93.5 tº 4); Lºs 3U:Jſ -53J' Jºel [The wolfate

the sheep, or goat, and left not of it anything].

(T and $ in art. 2 sº.)= A child, young one, or

foetus ; syn. %. (M, K.)= The receptacle

(tex) of the child, young one, or fetus. (M in

art. rº, without . ; and K.)- A tes [in the

ordinary sense; i.e. a bag, or receptacle, for

travelling-provisions and for goods or utensils &c.].
2 * * > 2 of of

(M, K.) Hence the saying, J,3-etº ºf ~~!

Thou art best acquainted with nºbat thou hast

with thee; and with thine onn mind. (M.)—

Also, (K,) and Y à,35, (M, [in which the former

is not given in the following senses,) and K,) or
52 y - º o

Y 5,245, ($ in art. 2'ss,) A ener, syn. Jºel, (§,

M, K,) for wine : ($:) and, (M, K,) or, as some

say, (TA) a aī (M, K, TA) in which wine is

J o

4-6

-

put. (TA.)- Also the first, (M, K,) or V third,

(T and $ in art. Jºsi,) The chamber, or cell,

(a4-3-2, T and M in art. 23, without ., and Š

and K, and J-49, MF, K,) of a monk. (M., K.)

–And hence, (TA,) the first, (K,) and Y second,

(M, K,) or Y third, of these three words, (T and

$ in art. Jºs,) f The covert, or retreat, of a lion.

(T, S, M. K.) Whence, " … J. & &

! Such a one is a lion in his covert: (T and S in

art. Jº :) a saying borrowed from 'Amr Ibn

Maadee-Kerib : (T and $ ibid.:) or, accord. to

some, it means, a lion in the greatness of his

courage, and in his heart. (TA.)=Also (i.e.

the first only) Play, or sport, of girls or of boys.

(Th, M in art. Jºj without 2, and K.)= See also
• 23.

32-cº.

5 x d >

35-235 A sign, or mark, set up to show the may

in a materless desert; (K, TA;) consisting of

stones piled up, one upon another: (TA:) pl.
… nº,” 6, ,- 2 *.

jºu. (K.) [See i.i. =See also 3,35.

5. > *. g 2 *.

3,9-U, and without . ; see 33-u, in eight places.

—Also The pericardium; the integument (-5%)

of the heart. ($ in art. 2 sº : there written with

out ...)

3. 2? º • 2.

Cºtá, see 32.5, in two places. "

-

9 , o - - - 5 - 2

J-sºo Counsel; advice: as in the saying, Jºš
•o 2 • 2 o - 5 *

Jº J-2 -435 j-sº) cº-e Jºº Such a one is

far from counsel, or advice : near to calumny,

or slander. (A.)

5 J. J.

23. Made, or appointed, commander, go

vernor, lord, prince, or king : (S, M, K:*) made

to have authority, pomer, or dominion : (T, M,

K:) in which latter sense it is explained by

Khálid, as applied by Ibn-Mukbil to a spear.

(T.)—t A cane, or spear-shaft, having a spear

head afficed to it. (K.)—t A spear-head (T,

TA) sharpened; syn. 33-4. (T, M., K, TA.)

— Distinguished, or defined, (33-4.) by signs,

or marks : (TA:) or, a; some say, (TA,) marked

...] with a hot iron; syn. ….. (K, TA)

2 * > 12 - ?

3,2t. [pass. part. n. of ox-ol, % v.].– It is said

in a trad, (§, &c.) iºs is:t. i., Jºji -
- >3.2 - *

§st. f The best of property are a prolific filly

[and a ron of palm-trees, or perhaps a tall palm

tree, fecundated]; (AZ, A’Obeyd, T, S, A, K;)

as though the filly were commanded [by God] to

be so: (A, in which the epithet 3,...t. thus used

is said to be tropical) [or] 5,5-u is thus for the

sake of conformity to 3,3-te, and is originally

3,232, (S, M. K.) from ºf ºſ. (TA) or it is

a dial. var. of weak authority; (K;) though,

accord. to AZ, it signifies made to have abundant

offspring, from ãº Aſ2, meaning “God

made the filly to have abundant offspring,” a dial.

var. of tºº, as A ’Obeyd also asserts it to be.

(TA.)

3.1. and 3.1. : see what next follows.

3.4% [Obeying, or conforming to, a command;

&c.; see 8. –) One who acts according to his

onen opinion; (T;) who follon's his on n opinion
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only: or n:ho hastes to speak. . (M.)=See also

}<!-Also, and >53, (The month which is

now commonly called] 2–9 : (M, K:) the

former appellation (2-8553) is that by which the

tribe of 'Ad called it : (Ibn-El-Kelbee :) pl.

"2% and* [both anomalous]. (M, K.)

(see ….]

23

…tº; (M,K;) so in all the copies of the K:

but in the L and other lexicons, w;*: (TA;)

A certain beast of the sea : or, as some say, a

small beast : (M:) and a kind of mountain-goat:

(M, K :) or a certain wild beast, (K, TA,) or a

beast resembling the mountain-goat, (M,) having

a single branching horn in the middle of his head.

(M, TA) [see 32-4, the oryz.]

U-el

J-º, meaning Yesterday, or the day before

the present day (Msb, K) by one night, (K,) and

tropically applied to t what is before that, (Mºb,)

or a short time before, (Bd in x. 25,) [used as a

subst. and as an adv.,] is indecl., with any of the

three vowels for its termination: (K:) [written

J-5 and J- and Jºid or it is an adv. n.,

indecl., with kesr for its termination, unless made

indeterminate, or made determinate [by the article

J|]; and sometimes indecl. with fet-h : (Ez

Zeijájee, M, TA:) or, accord. to IHsh, the termi

nation with fet-h is a rejected form; and that with

damm is not mentioned by any of the gram

marians: (TA:) but J-2 3% [Since yesterday]

occurs, used by poetic licence: (Sb, S:) J. : is

a noun of which the last letter is made movent to

avoid the concurrence of two quiescent letters:

and the Arabs differ respecting it: (S:) most of

them make it indecl., with kesr for its termination,

when it is determinate [without the article Jì) :

but some of them make it [imperfectly] decl.

when it is determinate [in the same manner]: (S,

K:*) Iagº, to the mºſt approved usage,J you

Say, ſur- arely, and J.--Sº, which is more com

mon, and J.S., I san, him yesterday; and]

J-2 3. &; tº [I have not seen him since

yesterday]; and if you have not seen, him ſince

the day next] before that, you say, J5' Jºe arº, Le

J-º &- [I have not seen him since the day

before yesterday] ; and if you have not seen him

[since] two days before that, you say, 3. &; *

J-2 &- Jji &- J; [I have not seen him since

the day tºfore the day, fºre Ayesterday]. (ISk,

TA.) The phrase J-ol aº!, [I san, him yester

day] has also been heard, but it is extr. (K.)

The people of El-Hijāz make J-2 indeel, with

kesr for its termination; and the Benoo-Temeem

do the same when it is in the accus, or gen, case;

but these latter make it [imperfectly] decl. when

it is in the nom. case, saying, acá º J-2 -ºš

[Yesterday has gone with mºlat happened during

it]; whereas the people of El-Hijáz say, ºss

as tº J-º, because it is [held by them to be]

indecl. on account of its implying that it has the

determinative article Ji [understood as prefixed

to it], the kesreh being added to avoid the

concurrence of two quiescent letters; while the

Benoo-Temeem hold it to be, in the nom. case,

a deviation from J-49, and therefore imperfectly

decl., because of its being determinate, [and so

resembling a proper name,) and its deviation from

the original form, like 3– in the like case: (IB,

TA :) all of the Arabs, however, make it decl.

when the article J is prefixed to it, (S, K,”)

and when it is made indeterminate, or is prefixed

to another noun: (S .) they say, using it indeter

minately, tºxi Żue* Jé [Every morrow be

connes a yesterday ;’ (S,” IB ;) and making it

determinate by the article J, they say, &l=

ºJº [The yesterday was good], (IB,) and

Jº J-49 Jºãº [The blessed yesterday has

past]; ($;) and, prefixing it to another noun,

º &l=& Jé [All of our yesterday mas

good], (IB,) and tº: Jºãº [Our yesterday has

past] : (S:) [therefore, in the following verse,

J. o. ~ of ~ 2 o – - D - * * *

# & J.S$2.4 <º Jº!3 º

* > 0 , , o 3 • ,- & 2 × 2

& *Jºsslé cº-ºº: *

[And verily I stood to-day, and yesterday before

it, at thy door until the sun reas almost setting],

(thus related by IAar in two different ways,
of: • c : o £

J-S1 and J-S,) if we read J-2S), the J is

redundant, because it is implied in the word

J-ºf: but if we read J-49, the U1 is not implied

* , of

in J-ol, and therefore is prefixed to make it de

terminate. (IJ, M.) The pl. is J. and J-º',
a 3

(Zj, K,) both pls. of pauc., (Zj, TA,) and J-3-ol,

(Zj, K, TA, [in the CK, incorrectly, Jºl)

which is a pl. of mult. (Zj, TA.) There is no
of 5.

dim. form of J-ol; like as there is none of Jºš

and ā-jø and Jºe and & and Jº and &
• * • 6

and Lo and Jºc and the names of the months and

those of the days of the week, except åºl.

(Sb, S.)

J-4, contr. to analogy, (M, TA,) and &-

[which is agreeable with analogy] is allowable,

as related by Sgh on the authority of Fr, but the

former is the more chaste, (TA,) Of, or relating

to, or belonging to, yesterday. (M., T.A.)

Jºel

1. Li, (T.S.M., &c.) aor.”, (T.s, M, Mºb)

U. and - , (so in the M accord, to the TT,) inf. n.

Jºi, (T, S, M., &c.,) this being the inf. n. accord.
- - - - 6 of º o

to IJ, [as distinguished from U.e! andº

(M,) He hoped it; or hoped for it; syn. oºj;
~ :

(S,” M,” [see J. below, K;) meaning, what

was good for him; ($) as also " …, (T, M.,
8.

K,) inf. n. J.5: (S, T:) or he expected it;

[or had a distant, or remote, eaſpectation of it;

for] it is mostly used in relation to that of which

the occurrence, or coming to pass, is deemed

remote; as in the saying of Zuheyr,

• * * * * * * ~ of 2 x~ y of

+ ºx3-, 53.25 cl J-els 3-5)

[I hope, and have a distant expectation, that her

love may approach] : he who has determined

upon a journey to a distant town or country says,

+

• 2 x 2 & 2 &

J3-25) stºol [I have formed an expectation, or

a distant eaſpectation, of arriving]; but he does

not say, <<1 until he has become near thereto;

for &º relates only to that of which the occur

rence, or coming to pass, is [deemed] near : and

ãº is between J.S. and &A); for it is some

times attended with fear that the thing expected

may not come to pass, wherefore it is used in

the sense of fear; and when the fear is strong,

[lest the thing expected should not come to pass,

it denotes distant expectation, and thus] it is used

in the sense ofJ.S.; whence the usage in the

verse of Zubeyr; but otherwise it is used in the

! : (Msb :) or eley) signifies the

expectation of benefit, or advantage, from some

preceding cause or means: so says El-Harállee:

… •

sense of

or it is properly syn. with J.S.; and in common

conventional language, means the clinging of the

heart to the coming to pass of a future desired event:

so says Ibn-El-Kemál: or, accord. to Er-Răghib,

an opinion requiring the coming to pass of an

event in which will be a cause of happiness:

(TA) and '42, inf n. J.5, signifies he ex

pected it much ; and is more commonly used

than the form without teshdeed. (Msb.)

2.

2: see 1, in two places.=J-5 also signifies

The inducing [one] to hope or expect. (K.L.)

5.º Jº [He considered the thing, or

studied it, or contemplated it, carefully, or atten

tively, nith investigation ;] he looked at the

thing endeavouring to obtain a clear knon:ledge

of it: ($) or i, q. ººj; (Mºb, TA;) i. e.,

(Msb,) he looked into the thing, considered it,

eramined it, or studied it, repeatedly, (MSb, TA,)

in order to know it, or until he knen it, (Msb,)

or in order to ascertain its real case : (TA :) or

he looked intently, or hardly, at, or towards, the

thing : (TA:) or Jºu signifies he acted, or pro

ceeded, deliberately, not hastily, syn. <5, (T,

M,) or he paused, or naited, syn. <ſi, (K)

in an affair, and in consideration ; (M, K, TA;)

he paused, and acted with deliberation. (TA.)

Jºë as [meaning It requires careful, or atten

tire, consideration, or simply it requires con

sideration,] is a phrase [of frequent occurrence

in the larger lexicons &c., used to imply doubt,

and also to insinuate politely that the words to

which it relates are false, or wrong, like jº º

[q.v.). (MF in art. tº-)

6 of

6 ºf

see Jol.

Jº!:

J. (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and 'J'. (IJ, M, K)

and *Jºi, (K,) the first of which is an inf. n.,

accord. to IJ, (M,) and is the form commonly

known, (TA,) Hope; syn. *3. (S, M, K :) or

expectation; [or distant, or remote, eacpectation;

being] mostly used in relation to that of which

the occurrence, or coming to pass, is deemed

remote : applied also to an affection of the heart

from some good to be attained: (Msb, TA: [in

both of which are further explanations, for which

see 1:]) W àº, also, signifies the same as Jº,

13 *
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G. M.K.) or 3.5 (Iº, M.K.) for a manner

of hoping or expecting; for J adds,) and it is

like its and i.e., ($ ..) and "Jºš, like

wise, signifies the same as J.1 : (TA:) the pl.

of 34 and Jº, and Jºi is Jºi. (M. K.T.A.)

You say, 4.is 4. * [His labour, and his

hope, or erpectation, were disappointed, frus

trated, or balked]. (A and TA in art. --d-.) And

*& Jºli us Hon. far-reaching is his hope,

or ea pectation 1 (T," S, M, K:) [or his manner

of hoping or expecting !] from J.S. (T.)—

Also, the first, An object of hope. (Jel in

xviii. 44.)

ãº: see Jº, in two places.

J.' act. part. n. of 1; [Hoping: or] expecting.

(Msb.) [See 1.]

6 * >

Jºš. One nihose beneficence may be hoped for.

(Harp. 183.)- Jºjº The eighth of the horses

that are started together in a race; (K;) these

being ten : (TA:) or the ninth thereof: (TA in

explanation of& :) or the seventh thereof.

(Ham p. 46.)= See also J.i.

º 2 #2

Jºeue pass. part. n. of 1; [Hoped: or] eac

pected. (Msb.)

cº-el

1. Ó., (T, S, M., &c.) aor. , (T, Mºb, K.)

inf n. 3.2 (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and & (Zi, M,

K) and 32 (M,K) and i. (T,5, M.K.) and

iº (T) and Özi (M,K) [and app. it. fºr

it is said in the S that this is syn. with Juel,]

and &’, an instance of an inf. n. of the measure

Jeº, Which is strange, (MF,) or this is a subst.

like tº, (M,) He nas, or became, or felt,

secure, safe, or in a state of security or safety;

originally, he was, or became, quiet, or tranquil,

in heart, or mind; (Msb;) he was, or became,

secure, or free from fear; & signifying the

contr. of-º-, (S, M, K,) and so i. (S) and

&-ſt&c.1: (M, K:) he nas, or became, or felt,

free from expectation of evil, or of an object of

dislike or hatred, in the coming time; originally,

he was, or became, easy in mind, and free from

fear. (El-Munāwee, TA) (see &ºi, below.)

You say also, *-i- Jº& [He is secure,

Or sºft, or frº from fear, for himself]. (M.)

And J) cººl, meaning The inhabitants of the

country, or district, or tonn, were in a state of

security, or confidence, therein. (Msb.) The

verb is trans. by itself, and by means of the
6 o'. . ; * • £

*j J-2) and cº-e Jºel

~S), meaning Zeyd nas, or became, or felt,

secure from, safe from, [or free from fear of,

the lion. (Msb.) You say also, &- *** &-

º [He was secure from, or free from fear

of, the lying of him niho informed him]. (M.)

And 3,34-& & & S [I am not free from

fear of its being so; I am not sure but that it

may be so). (Mgh in art. 3-3; and other lexicons

- & ... • * :

particle cº-o; as in J-S)]

-
* =

passim.) And, of a strong-made she camel, 34.

ãº :ºš & [She was secure from, or free

from fear of, being weak]: (M: [in a copy of the

S &ºi=D and ſº tº <! [She was

secure from, or free from fear of, stumbling, and

becoming jaded]: (M :) and ºute cºel [Her

stumbling nas not feared]. (So in a copy of th;
• 2 c > 0 f *

S.) And, of a highly-prized camel, J-3 cy! Jºel

[It was not feared that he would be slaughtered;

or his being slaughtered was not feared]. (M.)

[…i sometimes means He was, or became, free

from fear, though having cause for fear, of

him, or it; i.e. he thought himself secure, or safe,

from him, or it. (see Kur vii. 97)]–.

(inf. n. & TK) [and accord. to some copies

of the Kººij and ' … (int n &t K) and

* … ([written with the disjunctive alif …!,

and] also written <!, on the authority of Th,

which is extr., like J.F. [&c.], M) and " …t-

all signify the same (M, K, TA) [He trusted,

or confided, in him ; (as also a cº, q.v. 3) he

intrusted him with, or confided to him, ponyer,

authority, control, or a charge ; he gave him

charge over a thing or person : these meanings

are vaguely indicated in the M and K and T.A..].

You say, & Ösº- S; J-ºl& [Men, or

people, trust, or confide, in him, and do not fear

his malevolence, or mischievousness]. (T, M.) And

34 Je 42 (§, Mgh, Mºb') and " …

<ſe, (S, Msb, K,) [He trusted, or confided, in

him with respect to such a thing; he intrusted

him with, or confided to him, ponyer, autho

rity, control, or a charge, over it; he gave him

charge ºver it;] he made him, or took him

as, cººl over such a thing. (Mgh.) Hence, in

a trad., the J33, is said to be cº-ºše ; i. e.

trust, or confide, in him nith respect to the times

in nihich he calls to prayer], and know, by his

calling to prayer, what they are commanded to

do, as to praying and fasting and breaking fast.

(Mgh.) It is said in the Kur [xii. 11), J tº

-*. Jºūsand [ć] with idghām [i. e.

|What aileth thee that thou dost not trust, or

confide, in us with respect to Joseph 2 or, that

thou dost not give us charge over Joseph 2); ($ ;)

meaning, why dost thou fear us for him 7 (Bd;)

some pronouncing the verb in a manner between

those of the former and the latter modes of writing

it; but Akh says that the latter is better: ($:)

some read tº. (Bd.) You say also, "&#,

& [Such a one was trusted, or confided, in:

&c.;] when it begins a sentence, changing the

second e into 5 ; in like manner as you change

it into J when the first is with kest, as in &l;

and into when the first is with ſet-h, as in

&l. ($.) The phrase âû y &isi, in a saying

of Mohammad, if it be not correctly àu. Jé,

may be explained as implying the meaning of

£u. *::: [He nas asked to take care of a

deposite; or he rvas intrusted neith it]. (Mgh.)

[You also say, J& alºol, meaning He intrusted

him nºith such a thing; as, for instance, money

Or other property: see two exs. in the Kuriii.68.]

=#4, (M, Mgh, K) or cººl, (Msb) inf. n.

à5uel, (M, Mgh, Msb,) He nas, or became,

trusted in, or confided in : (M, K:) or he was,

or became, trusty, trustnorthy, trustful, confi

dential, or faithful: said of a man. (Mgh.)

.x w ?.

2. 4.3, inf. n. &-ti. see 4:-and see also

<-i-cºl, inf. n. as above, also signifies He
* ... • ~ :

said cºol or cºol, (T, S, Mºb,) after finishing

the Fátihah, (T,) orJ. Jº on the occasion of

the prayer, or supplication. (MSb.)

4. &ſ is originally& the second a being

softened. (S.) You say, <!, [inf. n. &ºil

& M,Mº) and ' …, ſinſ n &lt; (ii,

TA;) meaning He rendered him secure, or safe;

(Msb;) he rendered him secure, or free from

fear; (S, M, TA;) contr. of *i. (TA:) so
..., x > → *

in are arºl I rendered him secure, or safe,

from him, or it. (Mºb.) And of God you say,
d x * º & &- $392 &f [He hath rendered

his servants secure from his myronging them].

($) And alie & sue& [He rendereth

his servants secure from his punishment]. (M.)

You say also, 2-8 <!, meaning I gave, or

granted, cº [i.e. security or safety, or pro

tection or safeguard, or the promise or assurance

of security or safety, or indemnity, or quarter,

to the captive. (Msb.) And 534 & &ſ

[Such a one granted security, &c., to the enemy],

inf. n. as above. (T.) It is said in the Kurch. ix.

[verse 12], accord. to one reading, 24& S

They have not the attribute of granting protection;

meaning that when they grant protection, they do

not fulfil their engagement to protect. (T.)=

3-, also signifies The believing [a thing, or in a

thing, and particularly in God]; syn. &-sis

(T, S, &c.;) by common consent of the léxico

logists and other men of science: (T:) its primary

meaning is the becoming true to the trust with

respect to which God has confided in one, by a

firm believing neith the heart; not by profession

of belief mith the tongue only, nithout the assent

of the heart; for he who does not firmly believe

with his heart is either a hypocrite or an ignorant

person. (T, T.A.) Its verb is intrans. and trans.

(TA, from a Commentary on the Mutowwal.)
• * *

You say, cººl, meaning He believed. (T,) And

it is said to be trans by itself, like 3.33 and by

means of ºv, considered as meaning -º-º: [or

acknowledgment] ; and by means ofJ, considered

as meaning &le; [or submission]. (TA) [Thus]

you say, […] and “c”, (inf n &l, T.K.)

meaning He believed it or in it, (T, M, K,)

namely, a thing. (T, M.) And & c. He

believed in God. (T.) It seems to be meant by

what is said in the Ksh [in ii. 2], that a cºſſor

&ſ properly signifies** & ſhe 7'em

dered him secure from being charged nith lying,

or falsehood]; and that the meaning he believed

him, or in him, is tropical; but this is at variance

with what its author says in the A.; and Es-Saad

says that this latter meaning is proper. (TA.)
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The phrase in the Kur ſix. 61], & 3.0 &-jº,

accord. to Th, means And he believeth the be

lievers; giveth credit to them. (M.)—Sometimes

it is employed to signify The acknowledging neith

the tongue only; and hence, in the Kur (lxiii. 3],

bji= } ºf ºt J} That is because they

acknowledged with the tongue, then disackmon'-

ledged with the heart. (TA.) — Also t The

trusting, or confiding, or having trust or con

fidence. (M, K.) [You say, as cº, meaning

JHe trusted, or confided, in him, or it : for] the

verb of Jusºl in this sense is trans. by means of

Jº, without implication ; as Bd says. (TA.)

[And it is also trans. by itself: for you say,

à-2 <-- & &" U2, meaning t He trusted

not that he would find companions; (M,” K,”

TA;) said of one who has formed the intention

of journeying: or the meaning is ste tº [i. e.

he hardly, or scarcely, found &c.; or he was not

near to finding &c.]. (M, K.) See also<!-

Also The manifesting humility or submission, and

the accepting the Lan, (Zj, T," K,) and that

which the Prophet has said or done, and the firm

believing thereof with the heart; (Zj, T, M ;)

without which firm belief, the manifesting of

humility or submission, and the accepting that

which the Prophet has said or done, is termed

Xºl , for which one's blood is to be spared. (T.)

[In this sense, it is trans. by means of J, accord.

to some, as shown above; or by means of-, for,

accord. to Fei, you say, & <<1, inf n, as

above, meaning I submitted, or resigned, myself

to God. (Msb.) [There are numerous other

explanations which it is needless to give, differing

according to different persuasions.– See also

&- below.]

8: see 1, in five places.

10. … He asked, or demanded, of him

Jºš [i.e. security or safety, or protection or

safeguard, or the promise or assurance of security

or safety, or indemnity, or quarter]. (T,” Msb,

TA)— See also 4.i.—º cº- Eſe entered

within the pale of his Juel [or protection, or safe

guard]. (S, Msb.)

-32: [an inf. n. of &ei. as a simple subst: it

signifies Security, or safety : (see Jºel :) or]

security as meaning freedom from fear; contr.

of J.-: ($, M. K3) as also '3 × (Zi, M, K)

and 7&i (M, K) and "āzi (S.M., K) ſand

*** (see &ºi)] and "Gui and' &ei, (M. K.)

which last is an inf n, of cºl [like the rest],

(MF,) or a subst. like*: (M3) and "ºui is

syn, with Özi, (S) both of these signifying

security, or safety, and freedom from fear; (PS:)

or & signifies freedom from earpectation of

evil, or of an object of dislike or hatred, in the

coming time; originally, ease of mind, and free

dom from fear. (El-Munāwee, T.A.) You say,

cº º <: [Thou art in a state of security],

(T, M.,) Jú &. [from that]; and Y Jºi e”

signifies the same; (T;) and so Y cºſ Jº. (M.)

And tº " …, in the Kur (iii. i48, means

Security (…) [and slumber]. (S.) *&u. also

signifies Protection, or safeguard : and [very

frequently] a promise, or an assurance, of security

or safety; indemnity; of quarter: in Pers.*

and jºjº (KL) syn. J. (Kin art. J.) You
say, W <\ºf J. Jé-3 [He entered within the pale

of his protection, or safeguard]. (S, Msb.) [And

3'ſ Wcº Jº &é Be thou in the protection, or

safeguard, of God..] And ' Guº & II

gave, or granted, to him security or safety, or

protection or safeguard, or the promise or assu

rance of security or safety, or indemnity, or

quarter]; namely, a captive. (Msb.) And J.ſi.

"&u.S. 4. [He asked, or demanded, of him

security or safety, or protection or safeguard,

&c., as in the next preceding ex.]. (Msb, T.A.)

—tº in the Kurii. 119 means cº s [Pos

sessed of security or safety]: (Aboo-Is-hák, M :)

or cº &;. [a place of security or safety; like

2 - ?? - g =

Level. (Bd.)– See also cº-el. —You say also,

4…i&- ū, and '4..i. meaning Hon, good

is thy religion! and thy natural disposition! (M,K.)

6 oz.

See J-ol.

6 o

Jºli
6 - ? 6 of

J-ol: see Jºel, first and last sentences.

6 :

cºli See &eſ –Also, (K, [there said to be

like -ize,) or "&", (M, [so written in a copy

of that work,)] Asking, or demanding, or seeking,

protection, in order to be secure, or safe, or free

from fear, for himself (M,K:) so says IAar. (M.)

ãº. :

ſe

9, 2 &

a.º.ol :

6 of:

See J-ol.

See &º, in two places:— and see also

iſſui-Also A man who trusts, or confides, in

- > *

every one; (T, S, Ms) and so "...it ($) and

n:ho believes in everything that he hears; nºko

disbelieves in nothing : (Lh, T :) or in whom men,

or people, trust, or confide, and whose malevolence,

or mischievousness, they do not fear : (T, M.:) and
2 - i.

yāśi signifies trusted in, or confided in ; [like

2 of

&- ;] and by rule should be iči, because it has

- 6. o.o.

the meaning of a pass. part. n. [like ass) and
9 . … 0 2 oz. * -

ić-3 and āli; &c. (see Lä)]: (M.) or both

signify one in nihom every one trusts, or confides,

in, or neith respect to, eterything. (K.)–See
g

also &-l.

... " 32 - # .

a-ol. See axel, in two places.

&A.i. See &i, in seven places.

& applied to a she camel, of the measure

Jº in the sense of the measure iſ,…, like

* and **, f Trusted, or confided, in ;

(T;) firmly, compactly, or strongly, made; (T,

$, M, K;) secure from, or free from fear of,

being weak : (S, M. :) also, that is secure from,

or free from fear of, stumbling, and becoming

jaded: (M. :) or strong, so that her becoming
2 :

languid is not feared: (A, TA:) pl. &l. (M,

K.) [See also what next follows.]

& Trusted; trusted in; confided in; (T,”

- - 2

$, M, Mºb, K.) as also "3Li: ($, M, K.)
2 * > • ... O -

i.a. "&" (š, M, K) and '33. (ISk, T,

K:) [a person in nihom one trusts or confides; a

confidant; a person intrusted with, or to whom

is confided, poncer, authority, control, or a charge,

Jº Jº over a thing; a person intrusted with

an affair, or neith affairs, i.e., neith the manage

ment, or disposal, thereof; a confidential agent,

or superintendent; a commissioner; a commissary;

a trustee; a depositary;] a guardian : (TA:)

trusty ; trustworthy; trustful; confidential ;

Jaithful: (Mg, Mºb') p. ii., and, accord.

to some, W ãº, as in a trad. in which it is said,

Jº ãºf Jº-3, meaning My companions

are guardians to my people: or, accord. to others,

this is pl. of "&" [app. in a sense mentioned

below in this paragraph, so that the meaning in

this trad. is my companions are persons who

accord trust, or confidence, to my people]. (TA.)

Hence,

33 • 6, 2 of * • b , o 28

+ Jº º-ex º' (' , sºlº +

# , , ; , 2 . … O - -

* Ls”) J3- ) tº stºl- -

[Knowest thou not, O Asmd (~, curtailed for

the sake of the metre), mercy on thee! or noe to

thee! that I have snorm an oath that I will not

act treacherously to him in nihom. I trust 2] i. e.

We.t. (S:) or the meaning here is, him who

trusts, or confides, in me; (ISk, T;) [i. e.] it is

here syn. eith W Jeſ. (M), [Hence also,

jº Cº cº), (K voce <---, &c.,) or Jºe',

jºi), [The person who is intrusted, as deputy,

with the disposal of the arrows in the game called

2–49; or] he who shuffles the arron's; esºſ.

cº Jºãº, (EM p. 105.) [Hence also,

3-9.& [The Trusted, or Trusty, Spirit];

(Kur xxvi. 193;) applied to Gabriel, because he

is intrusted with the revelation of God. (Bd.)

o a 3 - -

* Jusi, mentioned above, and occurring in a verse

of El-Aasha, applied to a merchant, is said by

some to mean Possessed of religion and earcellence.

(M.) W&#. is applied, in a trad, to the cº,

as meaning that men trust, or confide, in him.

with respect to the times in which he calls to

prayer, and know by his call what they are com

manded to do as to praying and fasting and

breaking fast. (Mgh.) a 12tº " &lt; *

means He is [trusty, or trustworthy, in dealing

n:ith others; or] free from eacorbitance and deceit

or artifice or craft to be feared. (Msb.)- An

aid, or assistant; syn. &= [here app. meaning,

as it often does, an armed attendant, or a guard];

because one trusts in his strength, and is without

fear of his being weak. (M.)- + The strong;

syn. $5. (K, TA: [in the latter of which is

given the same reason for this signification as is

given in the M for that of J3-; for which Lºss

may be a mistranscription; but see &ºtſ)—

One who trusts, or confidas, in another; (ISk, T,

K;) [as also V 3.1, of which see an ex voce 33-3]

so accord. to Isk in the verse cited above in this

paragraph: (T:) thus it bears two contr. signifi

cations. (K.)– See also cººl, in five places,

=And see &l.
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22, 2 f * c : -

âueſ : see Jºl, first sentence. — Trustiness;

trustnorthiness; trustfulness; faithfulness; fide

lity; (M, Mgh, K) as also " ... (M. K.)

Aſ âu. [forJ- 37 ău. or * -s; u. The

jaithfulness of God is my oath or that by which

I snear] is composed of an inf. m. prefixed to the

agent, and the former is in the nom, case as an

inchoative; the phrase being like aſſ! 2-ºx), as

meaning an oath; and the enunciative being sup

pressed, and meant tobe understood; sºori, to

some, you say, aſ āśLo! [app. for all ajuel J.A.:

I adjure thee, or conjure thee, by the faithfulness

of God, or the like], making it to be governed in

the accus. case by the verb which is to be under

stood: and some correctly say, alſ aſſi, [By the

faithfulness of God], with the , which denotes

an oath: (Mgh :) or this last is an oath accord.

to Aboo-Haneefeh; but Esh-Shāfi'ee does not

reckon it as such : and it is forbidden in a trad. to

swear by ašuš, ; app. because it is not one of

the names of God. (TA.) [Or these phrases may

have been used, in the manner of an oath, agree

ably with explanations here following.]=A

thing committed to the trust and care of a person;

a trust; a deposite; (Mgh, Msb;) and the like :

(Msb:) property committed to trust and care :

(TA) pl. Gui (Mgh, Mºb.) It is said in the

Kur (viii. 27), ºu, º, ø (Nor be ve

unfaithful to the trusts committed to Ayou]. (Mgh.)

And in the same Ixºxiii. 72), Jºãº º ji
... o 2 c : , , -o o z c : , ozá- ... oad” ofo.o. 2 a 2

&iºs º- 3&JºJºãº

&jſ tº-3 º [Verily n!e proposed, or

offered, the trust which we have committed to

man to the heavens and the earth and the moun

tains, and (accord. to explanations of Bd and

others) they refused to take it upon themselves, or

to accept it, and they feared it, but man took it

upon himself, or accepted it : or, (accord. to

another explanation of Bd, also given in the T,

and in the K in art. J-e-, &c.,) they refused to

be unfaithful to it, and they feared it, but man

was unfaithful to it : but in explaining what this

trust was, authors greatly differ: accord. to some,

aşLeº'ſ here means obedience; so called because

the rendering thereof is incumbent: or the obedience

which includes that which is natural and that

which depends upon the neill: [for] it is said that

when God created these [celestial and terrestrial]

bodies, He created in them understanding: or it

may here [and in some other instances] mean

reason, or intellect : [and the faculty of volition:

and app. conscience: these being trusts committed

to us by God, to be faithfully employed: (see an

ex, voce 53-3)] and the imposition of a task or

duty or of tasks or duties [app. combined nith

reason or intellect, which is necessary for the

performance thereof] : (Bd:) or it here means

prayers and other duties for the performance of

which there is recompense and for the neglect of

which there is punishment ; (Jel:) or, accord. to

I’Ab and Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr, (T,) the obligatory

statutes which God has imposed upon his servants:

(T, K:*) or, (T, K,) accord. to Ibn-'Omar, [the

choice between] obedience and disobedience was

offered to Adam, and he was informed of the

recompense of obedience and the punishment of

disobedience: but, in my opinion, he says, (T,)

it here means the intention nihich one holds in the

heart, (T, K,) with respect to the belief n!hich he

professes mith the tongue, and with respect to all

the obligatory statutes which he eacternally fulfils;

(K;) because God has confided to him power

over it, and not manifested it to any [other] of his

creatures, so that he who conceives in his mind,

with respect to the acknowledgment of the unity

of God, (T, K,) and with respect to belief [in

general], (T,) the like of that which he professes,

he fulfils the ajuol [or trust), (T, K,) and he who

conceives in his mind disbelief while he professes

belief with the tongue is unfaithful thereto, and

every one who is unfaithful to that which is con

fided to him is [termed] J.-, (T,) or J.--

*S), and ºt-4 (B1) and by &º is

here meant the doubting disbeliever. (T)—

Also, [as being a trust committed to him by God,

A man's] family, or household; syn. Jºi. (TA.)

&ºi. See &e, in two places =Alsº, One

who does not nrite; as though he yºre (asuº [in

the CK aſſº because he is]) an usel. (K, TA)

[But this belongs to art. Al; being of the measure

&#, like 39;...]—And A sonver, or culti

vator of land; [perhaps meaning a clonn, or

boor;] syn. £5; (CK:) or sonvers, or cultivators

of land; syn. £5. (K, TA:) in one copy of the

Kę9. (TA)

&-f Secure, safe, or free from fear; as also

W&- (Lh, T,” S,” M, Msb, K) and W 3-i. (M,

K.) Hence, in the Kurſzcv.3], "cº-ºf-ºffs

[And this secure tonn]; (Akh, Lh, T, S, M ;)

meaning Mekkeh. (M) <- ºg and '3-

means A tonn, or country, or district, of which

the inhabitants are in a state of security, or con

fidence, therein. (Mºb.) It is also said in the

Kur [xliv. 51], "cº- Ali, Jº &: č,

meaning [Verily the pious shall be in an abode]

nºherein they shall be secure from the accidents,

or casualties, of fortune. (M.) [And hence,)

"&S is one of the epithets applied to God,

(Mgh, K) on the authority of El-Hasan; (Mgh;)

an assertion requiring consideration: it may mean

He who is secure nºith respect to the accidents, or

casualties, of fortune: but see &#91, which is

ſwell known as] an epithet applied to God. (TA)

JJ & means What is secure from being

slaughtered, of the camels, because of its being

highly prized; by UUJ' being meant Jº : or,

as some say, twhat is highly esteemed, of property

of any kind; as though, if it had intellect, it

would feel secure from being exchanged. (M.)

You say, Jº cºſ &e &LE, (K, TA, [in the

CK J-el,]) meaning t I gave him of the choice,

or best, of my property; of n!hat was highly

esteemed thereof; (K, TA;) andJº Wcº &e.

which Az explains as meaning of the choice, or

best, of my property. (TA: [in which is given

a verse cited by ISk showing that cº, thus used,

is not a mistranscription for cºil) And2-&-1

means Steadfast in forbearance Or clemency ; of

n:hose becoming disordered in temper, and free

from self-restraint, there is no fear. (M.)—

See also &- in three places:– and see &-l.

=See also &ºi, in two places. -

&- [in the CK, erroneously, &_ſ and

* @-i; (Th, T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) both

chaste and well known, (TA,) the latter of the

dial. of El-Hijáz, (Msb, TA,) as some say, (TA,)

[and this, though the less common, is the original

form, for] the medd in the former is only to give

fulness of sound to the fet-hah of the 1, (Th, M,

Msb, TA,) as is shown by the fact that there

is no word in the Arabic language of the measure

Jºel (Msb, TA;) and some pronounce the

former &l, (K,) which is said by some of the

learned to be a dial. var., (Mºb,) but this is a

mistake, (S, Msb,) accord. to authorities of good

repute, and is one of old date, originating from

an assertion of Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà, [i. e. Th,

that &- is like & ele, by which he was falsely

supposed to mean its having the form of a pl.,

[and being consequently &ºl (Msb, [and part

of this is said in the M,1) whereas he thereby

only meant that the A is without teshdeed, like

the Jo in &-º; (M;) beside that the sense

of &-5 [which is that of &l, from 2,]

would be inconsistent after the last phrase of the

first chapter of the Kur [where &" is usually

added]; (Msb;) and sometimes it is pronounced

with imáleh, [i. e. “emeena,”] as is said by El

Wāhidee in the Besect; (K;) but this is un

known in works on lexicology, and is said to be

a mispronunciation of some of the Arabs of the

desert of El-Yemen: (MF:) each form is indecl.,

(S) with ſet-h for its termination, like & and

—i.e., to prevent the occurrence of two quiescent

letters together: (T, S, TA:) it is a word used

immediately after a prayer, or supplication : (S,”

M :) [it is best expressed, when occurring in a

translation, by the familiar Hebrew equivalent

Amen :] El-Fārisee says that it is a compound

of a verb and a noun; (M;) meaning answer

Thou me; [i. e. answer Thou my prayer;] (M,

Mgh;*) or O God, answer Thou : (Zj, T, Msb,

K:) or so be it: (AHát, S, Msb, K:) or so do Thou,

(K, TA,) O Lord: (TA:) it is strangely asserted

by some of the learned, that, after the Fátihah,

[or Opening Chapter of the Kur-án, it is a prayer

which implies all that is prayed for in detail in

the Fátihah : so in the Towsheeh: (MF :) or

it is one of the names of God: (M, Msb, K:)

so says El-Hasan (M, Msb) El-Basree: (Msb :)

but the assertion that it is for & tº [O God],

and that --~ſ [ansner Thou] is meant to be

understood, is not correct accord. to the lexico

logists; for, were it so, it would be with refa,

not naşb. (T.)

& 4 [inf. n. of 4, q.v. – Used as a simple

subst., Belief; particularly in God, and in his

nord and apostles &c. : faith : trust, or con

fidence: &c.]— Sometimes it means Prayer;

syn. 35.2 : as in the Kur (ii. 138], where it is

said, <tºl & sº ºff &le tº, (Bd, Jel, TA)

i. e. [God will not make to be lost] your prayer
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towards Jerusalem, (Bd,” Jel,) as some explain

it. (Bd.)– Sometimes, also, it is used as mean

ing The lan) brought by the Prophet. (Er-Răghib,
TA.) e

2?.

&t. A place of security or safety or freedom

from fear; or rehere one feels secure. (M., T.A.)
6 - 0 p.

dº, pass. part. n. of 4.1. (T.) It is said

in the Kur [iv. 96), accord. to one reading, (T,

M.) that of Aboo-Jaafar El-Medence, (T,) <-

tº: [Thou art not granted security, or safety,

&c.; or] we mill not grant thee security, &c.

(T, M.)

&#. [act. part. n. of 4; Rendering secure,

&c.], & is an epithet applied to God;

meaning He who rendereth mankind securefrom

his wronging them : (T, S:) or He who rendereth

his servants secure from his punishment: (M,

IAth;) i. 4. &. J., (M) which is originally
-> 2. J * o in 5 o . .x

Jelš JI; [for the form Jai. is originally Jaš-3]

the second - being softened, and changed into Ug,

and the first being changed into • : ($ :) or the

Believer of his servants (Th, M,TA) the Muslims,

on the day of resurrection, when the nations shall

be interrogated respecting the messages of their

apostles: (TA :) or He who will faithfully per

form to his servants what He hath promised

them : (T, TA:) or He who hath declared in his

word the truth of his unity. (T.)—[Also Be

lieving, or a believer; particularly in God, and

in his nord and apostles &c. : faithful : trusting,

or confiding : &c.; see 4.]

• 2 #2 6 : . 2. 2 #2

cº-aue: see cººl, in three places. – a 3-ele

A woman n-hose like is sought after and eagerly

retained because of her valuable qualities. (M.).

33 * 22

a 35-cue A certain kind of food; so called in

relation to El-Ma-moon. (TA.)
º; , ... O > 5 g

cº-º-o: see Jºel, in two places.

r

a.o.)

1. 2, aor. 4, inf. n. 4.i. He forgot. (S, K.)

Hence the reading of I’Ab, [in the Kur xii. 45.)
2 o 2 - 2 ºzo.”

< Jº Jes!3 [And he remembered, or became

reminded, after forgetting]. (S.) AHeyth is said
&

-

• O ,o 43 c :

to have read alo! Jºy; and accord. to AO, alol

signifies&- [like 4.i. ; but this is not correct.

(Az, TA)— He confessed, or acknowledged:

(S, K:) occurring in this sense in a trad. of

Ez-Zuhree; but not well known. (S.) The read
• O.”

ing of I’Ab, mentioned above, ...i **, is

2

explained by A'Obeyd as meaning after confes

sing, or acknowledging. (TA.)

à? ... •

5. U.7 a.U. He adopted a mother; (M, K;)

as also Çü. (M in art. Al.)

a. * * :

avel i. q. [A mother of a human being and

of any animal]: (M, K:) the former is [said

by some to be] the original of the latter: ($:)

Aboo-Bekr says that the 2 in the former is a

radical letter: (TA:) or the former applies to a

rational creature; and the latter, to [a rational

and] an irrational: (K:) or, accord. to Az, the

pl. of the former applies to the rational; and

that of the latter, to the irrational: (TA:) the

former sing, sometimes applies to an irrational

creature: (IJ, TA:) [for some further remarks

on both of these words and their pls., see the

latter of them:] the pl. [of the former] is<º

and [that of the latter is] &ui. (T, S:) Az says

that the o is added in the former for the purpose

of distinguishing between the daughters of Adam

[to whom it is generally applied] and other animate

beings. (TA.)

3-ol

1. <!, (S,” M, K, [in the CK, erroneously,

<<il) second pers.sº (S;) and <!, (M,
o . .” • c - 3 & ~~

K,) like ~~~~ ; (K;) and stºol, (Lh, M, K,)
• 22 - 1 a > *

like 3.34. (K;) inf. n. 3...is (S, M. K.)

She (a woman) became a slave; (S,” M, K;) as

also * & 36. (Mºb)=}: <!, aOr. 235,

- ~ *

- -

inf n. Lo!, The cat [mened, or] uttered a cry;

($, K3) like ºt, aor. 53, inf. n. ii. (S.)
~ & • ?.

2. lºi, (M.K.) inf n. 25, (K) He made

her a slave. (M., K.)

5. tº see 1. =á. Jº He took for him

self a female slace; ($, M, Mºb, K5) as also

* (su.tº. (S. K.)

28- 2 -

8. * usiº 3's He follows his (another person's)

example; imitates him ; i. q. as 3ū. (TA in

the present art.) Andº Jºël [written with

the disjunctive alif Jº!] is used for a2

[He made the thing to be a rule of life or conduct],

by substitution [of Ug for A), (M and K in

art. Al,) the doubling [of the A] being disap

proved. (M in that art.)

10: see 5.

ăzi, originally 33%), (Msb,) [but whether i.

Or i,j is disputed, as will be seen in what follows,

A female slave; (M,K;) a woman whose con

dition is that of slavery : (T;) contr. of5

(S:) [in relation tº God, best rendered a hand

maid :] dual cºol: (Msb:) pl. Al, (Lth, T, S,

M, Msb, K, &c.,) like Jaú, (Msbj a pl. of pauc.

[respecting which see what follows after the other

pls.], (Lth, T,) and ń. [the mostcommon form]

(T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K) and cº-º: (T, S, M,

Msb, K) and& (K, and so in some copies

of the M) and &ºf (K, and so in some copies

of the M) [the last, or last but one, accord. to

different copies of the M, on the authority of

Lh, and ºi, (M, Mºb, K.) for which one

may say 34. (Ibn-Keysán, TA.) Accord. to

Sb (M) and Mbr (TA) it is originally i.i. (S,

M, K,) because it has for a pl. 2, (S, M,) which

is [originally ...il of the measure Jºji, (Lth,

T.S) like A-1, pl. of i.e., (Sb, M) and like

Jºi, (pl. of iº9, which is originally is...] for a

sing. of the measure iº has not a pl. of this

form; (S;) and Mbr says that there is no noun

of two letters but a letter has been dropped from

it, which it indicates by its pl. or dual, or by

a verb if it is derived therefrom : (TA:) or it is

originally ãº: (AHeyth, T, K:) AHeyth says

that they suppressed its final radical letter, and,
- - 6 o .

forming a pl. from it after the manner of Ås. 3

|and J-3, instead of saying Xi, which they dis.

liked as being of only two letters, they transposed

the suppressed 3, changing it into , and placing

it between the and A. (T: [in which this

opinion, though it does not account for the termi

nation of the pl. 21, is said to be preferable.])

One says, 37 i. Jºãº- [The handmaid of God

came to me]: and in the dual, aft & Jºãº :

and in the pl., Af ń. Jºãº- and iſ &lsº and
1< y - 2 & • - - • 12 *, .

30 clº-l; and one may also say, aſ &ui.

(Ibn-Keysān, TA) [ISd says, Jé & iſ tº
• * g - -

j-- así is mentioned by IAqr as said in im

precating evil on a man; but I think it is Je cº
o:

~el [May God cast a stone at him from every

elevated place, or the like]. (M.)

3 .

& Of, or relating or belonging to, a female

slave. (S.)

a 3-2 2 o', ;

!.i: dim of izi; ($, Mabº) originally i.

(Msb.)

- col

& 3 * . . 6 : • 2 #

1. J), aor, cº, inf. n. Jº and cºui ($, M,
18. " .. 3

Msh, K) and &gt; ($, K) and Ši, (M. K.) He

moaned; or uttered a moan, or moaning, or pro

longed voice of complaint; or said, Ah! syn.
~ ºf ~

259; (M, K;) by reason of pain: (S, TA:) he

complained by reason of disease or pain : (TA:)

he uttered a cry or cries: (Msb:) said of a man.
- d.” Jº & -

($, Mºb)—J-si >i, aor. Özi, inf n &l,

The bon made a gentle and prolonged sound.
6 o' - ". .3 a : • 2 y - o •

(AHn, M.)=2-3 […] J. & tº ºf S

means I nill not do it as long as there is a star
… f.

in the heaven : ($, M, K:) Ji being here a dial.

3 * ~ : ... a # , -

yºr of J.c. ($.) You say also, Sºul Jº clue

Şiş As long as there is a drop in the Euphrates.
** * * ~ * a £ 2 × 2 × of ~

(T, S.) And lº- tº-Jº Jº Jiu, akaši S [I will

not do it as long as there is rain in the heaven].

(S.) [It is said in the M that Lh mentions the

last two sayings; but it is there indicated that he

read 5,1.3 and it. : and] ISkmentions the saying,

º& J Öſt ºf S, (T, M) and& L.

X- *…) Jº; (T;) [in the former of which,

& must be a particle (which see below); but it

seems that it should rather be č, in this case, as

ISd thinks; for he says, I know not for what

reason & is here with fet-h, unless a verb be

understood before it, as <3 or 4-3. [and he

adds, Lh mentions 43% Jºs- J; Čí u. [as

long as that mountain is in its place]: and & L.

43% ā- [as long as Mount Hird is in its place]:

but he does not explain these sayings. (M.)

& is a pronoun, denoting the speaker, [I, masc.

and fem.,] in the language of some of the Arabs:

they say, &le; : [I did], with the J quiescent:

but most of them pronounce it [W &ſ with fet-h

when conjoined with a follºwing word; (Mugh

nee, K5) saying, “...is & (TA) and I" til

with 1 in a case of pause: (Mughnee, K:) and
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some pronounce it with also when it is conjoined

with a following word; saying, 3.1% Gi; [as we

generally find it written in books;] but this is of

a bad dialect: (TA:) [this last assertion, however,

requires consideration; for the dial. here said to

be bad is that of Temeem, accord. to what here

follows:] the Basrees hold that the pronoun con

sists of the , and the J, and that the [final] 1 is

redundant, because it is suppressed in a case of

conjunction with a following word; but the

Koofees hold that the pronoun is composed of all

the three letters, because the is preserved in a

case of conjunction with a following word in the

dial. of Temeem. (Marginal note in a copy of

the Mughnee.) [Accord. to Az,] it is best to say
zé . ~ : .

W. Gi in a case of pause; and W & in a case of
2 c > * ~ :

conjunction with a following word, as in ºt-Jaš cy!

313 [I did that]; but some of the Arabs say,

33 <º W ūī; and some make the J quiescent

in a case of this kind, though this is rare, saying,

35 <º & [I said that]; and Kudá'ah prolong

the former 1, saying, &# * &l. (T.) [Accord. to

J. W.ū is a pronoun denoting the speaker alone,

and is made to end invariably with fet-h to dis

tinguish it from the particle & which renders the

aor. mansoob; the final being for the purpose of

showing what is the vowel in a case of pause; but

when it occurs in the middle [or beginning] of a

sentence, it is dropped, except in a bad dialect.

(S.) [Accord. to ISd,] Y& is a noun denoting

the speaker; and in a case of pause, you add l at

the end, [saying wº, to denote quiescence; (M;)

[or] it is better to do this, though it is not always

done: (TA:) but it is said, on the authority of

Ktr, that there are five dial. vars. of this word;

namely, & is; "& and "Gi, and '37, and Öi,

and Y 3i, all mentioned by IJ ; but there is some

weakness in this: IJ says that the in Y 23i may

be a substitute for the in Üi, because the latter

is the more usual, and the former is rare;

or it may be added to show what is the vowel,

like the , and be like the in tie and

*~. (M.) For the dual, as well as the pl.,

only &- is used. (Az, T.A.)– It is also a

pronoun denoting the person addressed, or spoken

to, by assuming the form w iſ [Thou, masc.];

c, being added to it as the sign of the person

addressed, (S, M, Mughnee, K,) and & being

the pronoun, (M, Mughnee, K,) accord. to the

general opinion; (Mughnee, K;) the two be

coming as one; not that one is prefixed to the

other as governing it in the gen, case : (S:) and

so W sº, ($, M, Mughnee, K,) addressed to the

female. (S. M.) and "úši, (M, Mughnee, K.)

addressed to two; not a regular dual, for were it

so it would be sº ; but like tº in tº-3 :

(M.) and ºf and '53, (S, Mughnee, K.)

which are [respectively] the masc. and fem. pls.

(TA.)- To each of these the 3) of comparison is

sometimes prefixed; so that you say, W uté &

[Thou art like me, or as I), and Y <5te ºf [or

< it= & I am like thee, or as thou]; as is

related on the authority of the Arabs; for though

the 49 of comparison is not prefixed to the [affixed]

o, , , of 2 of

pronoun, and you say, ºje stºl but not Lºstºl,

yet the separate pronoun is regarded by them as

being in the same predicament as the noun; and

therefore the prefixing it to the latter kind of

pronoun is approved. (S.) It is said in the Book

of J-4, by IKh, that there is no such phrase, in

the language of the Arabs, as use <i, nor as

&é, ti, except in two forged verses; wherefore

Sb says that the Arabs, by saying Jºe <5 and

Jé. ūi, have no need of saying Jº <3i and
•

•

Jºe

• Lé Liljš31% ...< ūjā-1S,i} -

[And but for the sense of shame, ne had been like

them, or as they : and but for trial, or affliction,

they had been like us, or as ne]; and

• - - a 2. o -> * 0.

# tº *JºJº Jº cl #

- • O J. * * • *

# cº--la-ale A)-J) Gº u- #

[If thou art like me, or as I, verily I am like

thee, or as thou, in respect of her, or it, or them :

verily ne, in respect of blame, are companions].

(TA.) Az mentions his having heard some of the

5

-

3.

~£

Uſ; and the two verses are these:

Benoo-Suleym say, Jº use, [the later word

being a compound of the pronoun stºl, regularly

written separately, and the affixed pronoun uº,)

meaning Wait thou for me in thy place. (TA.)

= It is also a particle: and as, such, it is—First,

a particle of the kind called &º, rendering

the aor. mansoob : (Mughnee, K.) i. e., (TA,)

it combines with a verb [in this case] in the future

[or aor.] tense, following it, to form an equivalent

to an inf. n., and renders it mansoob : (S, TA :)

you say, 2.É & 4.j [I desire that thou stand,

or that thou wouldst stand, or that thou mayest

stand]; meaning 443 4.j [I desire thy stand

ing]. (S.) It occurs in two places: first, in that

of the inchoative, or in the beginning of a phrase,

so that it is in the place of a nom. case; as in the
© y < 0 o , * 2: o £

saying [in the Kurii. 180], ...S. 2:5- 3:23-25 cºls

[And that ye fast is better for you]; (Mughnee,

K;) i. e.30- [your fasting]. (TA.) And,

secondly, after a word denoting a meaning which

is not that of certainty: and thus it is in the place

of a nom. case; as in the saying [in the Kur

kii. 15, 24.4 & & ). & cº.
[Hath not the time that their hearts should be

come submissive, i. e. the time of their hearts'

becoming submissive, yet come unto those niho have

believed?]; and in the place of an accus. case; as

in the saying [in the Kur X. 38], lik &l= tº

es: & dźf [And this Kur-án is not such

that it might be forged; i.e., §ſ; so in Bd

and Jel; and so in a marginal note to a copy of

:... O >

the Mughnee, where is added, meaning Lºš.

forged] : and in the place of a gen. case; as in
2 3. *

the saying in the Kurkii. 10), Jºº & J33
2 oz o.º. 2 x ~ * : - * -

<!- _s=-A-1 [Before that death come unto any

one of you ; i.e. before death's coming unto any

one of you]. (Mughnee, K.) Sometimes it makes

the aor. to be of the mejzoom form, (Mughnee,

K,) as some of the Koofees and AO have men

tioned, and as Lh has stated on the authority of

certain of the Benoo-Sabbáh of Dabbeh; (Mugh

nee;) as in this verse: -

# Lºi &&. J.; $34 tº 3. 4.

• 3 o º 2 #2 g .* • * *

º -- 3:2, tºº & Jºº +

[When ne ment anay in the morning, the youths

ofour family, or people, said, Come ye, until that

the chase come to us, (i.e. until the coming of the

chase to us,) let us collect firenzood]. (Mughnee,

K.) And sometimes it is followed by an aor. of

the marfooa form ; as in the saying [in the Kur

ii. 233], accord. to the reading of Ibn-Moheysin,

ãeus, 2. & 35i & 9 [For him nºho desireth

that he may complete the time of sucking; i.e. the

completing thereof); (Mughnee, K;) but this is

anomalous, (I’Ak p. 101, and TA,) or&ſis here

a £ 2 Já

a contraction of Ji [for asſ]: (I’Ak:) and in the

saying of the poet,

• * ~ 0.2 - 2 of • * •- e. e :

+ U.S.--> ~" uſe cºlº cy! *

• 2 : , o 3 - 6 f. 2 - 3 -

# lº- 9-5 S Cl2 AY-1 Lºe #

[That ye two convey, or communicate, to Asmā,

(mercy on you ! or woe to you !) from me, salu

tation, and that ye inform not any one]; but the

Koofees assert that & is here [in the beginning

of the verse] a contraction of &l, and anomalously

conjoined with the verb; whereas the Bagrees

correctly say that it is & which renders the aor.

mansoob, but is deprived of government by its

being made to accord with its co-ordinate º,

termed asjº. ; (Mughnee;) or, as IJ says, on

the authority of Aboo-Alee, & is here used by

poetic licence for tºff, and the opinion of the

Baghdādees [and Basrees], that it is likened to

us, and therefore without government, is impro

bable, because & is not conjoined with a verb in

the present tense, but only with the preterite and

the future. (M.) When it is suppressed, the aor.

may be either mansoob or marfooa; but the latter

is the better; as in the saying in the Kur

[xxxix. 64], $ºf J.2% Aſ ºf [Other than

God do ye bid me norship 2]. (S.) If it occurs

immediately before a preterite, it combines with

it to form an equivalent to an inf. n. relating to

past time; being in this case without government:

you say, <; & J.-- [It pleased me that

thou stoodest]; meaning thy standing that is past

pleased me: (S:) and thus it is used in the saying

[in the Kurzsviii. 82), tº ºf 3,4 & Sº

[Were it not for that God conferred favour upon

us; i.e., for God's having conferred favour upon

us]. (Mughnee.) It is also conjoined with an

imperative; as in the phrase mentioned by Sb,

3& <!<= [I nºrote to him, Stand; i. e.

I wrote to him the command to stand]; which

shows that AHei is wrong in asserting that when

ever it is conjoined with an imperative it is an

explicative [in the sense of &l. and that in this

particular instance the ºr may be redundant,

which it cannot here be, because, whether re

dundant or not, it is not put immediately before

anything but a noun or what may be rendered by

a noun. (Mughnee.)— Secondly, it is a con
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traction of cy!; (Mughnee, K;) and occurs after

a verb denoting certainty, or one used in a manner

similar to that of such a verb: (Mughnee:) so in
- 2 * > . o f - .

the saying [in the Kur lxxiii. 20), J58. Ji sºc
• o ~ 0 ≤ J -

L5-ºxºlº [He knoweth that (the case mill be

this:) there will be among you some diseased; the

affixed pronoun 8, meaning &#, being Ander

stood after Ji, which therefore stands for ail, i. e.

& 5). (Mughn, Kº) and in the phrase,

13é-3 134- &l= 35 & Jºãº [It has come to my

knowledge, or been related to me, or been told to

me, or it came to my knowledge, &c., that (the

case is this:) such and such things have been]; a

phrase of this kind, in which &i occurs with a

verb, not being approved without 33, unless you

say, lies lie &le ºf Jºãº (Lh, T.) [for
when the contracted & has for its predicate a

verbal proposition, of which the verb is neither

imperfectly inflected, like Jº and J-4, nor

expressive of a prayer or an imprecation, it is

separated from the verb, according to the more

approved usage, by 33, or the prefix Jº, Or -º-,

or a negative, as S &c., or 3. (I’Ak pp. 100

and 101 :) but when its predicate is a nominal

proposition, it requires not a separation; so that

you say,35 3.j & < * [I knew that (the

case nas this:) Zeyd was standing] ; (I’Ak p. 100;)
s - - -

and ** *j cy) Jºe [It has come to my

hnon-ledge, or been related to me, or been told to

me, &c., that (the case is this:) Zeyd is going, or

coming, out, or forth]; (TA;) except in the case

of a negation, as in the saying in the Kur [xi. 17],

3. Š al S; &; [And that (the case is this:)

there is no deity but He]. (I’Ak p. 100.) Thus

used, it is originally triliteral, and is also what is
3 * - £ 2 . .

termed ** ; [& ele, in the first of the exs.

~ - * 3: . . . . a £ 2 -

above, for instance, meaning allele, i. e. J cle

• ? a a - 2 - - -1

&ül, which is equivalent to ºtºl &= <3

and governs the subject in the accus. case, and

the predicate in the nom. case: and its subject

must be a pronoun, suppressº, [as in the exs.
w

given above, where it means Ju-Ji, and in a verse
a-, or o &

cited before, commencing cy!, 55 cy!, accord. to

Aboo-'Alee,) or expressed; the latter, accord. to

the more correct opinion, being allowable only by

poetic license: and its predicate must be a pro

position, unless the subject is expressed, in which

case it may be either a single word or a proposi

tion; both of which kinds occur in the following

saying [of a poet] :

* 9 . : ".. * ~ *,2; #

& “*2 & 49%

+ Sºl& 94 ºl, *

[he is speaking of persons coming as guests to

him whom he addresses, when their provisions

are exhausted, and the horizon is dust-coloured,

and the north wind is blowing, (as is shown by

the citation of the verse immediately preceding,

in the T,) and he says, They know that thou art

like rain that produces spring-herbage, and like

plenteous rain, and that thou, there, art the aider

and the manager of the affairs of people]. (Mugh

nee. [In the T, for &º, I find &; and for

Bk. I.

~ of 2 a 0 .

4913, I there find Lºs : but the reading in the

Mughnee is that which is the more known.])

[J says, & is sometimes a contraction of Ši,
and does not • * *

nº do; no govern anything: you ºy, Jº

tº- *j J' [explained alº]; and it is said

in the Kur [vii. 41], alº-Ji .SAE J1 133333 [And

it shall be proclaimed to them that (the case is

this:) that is Paradise] : (S:) [here, however,

& is regarded by some as an explicative, as will

be seen below :] but in saying this, J means

that it does not govern as to the letter; for

virtually it does govern; its subject being meant

to be understood; the virtual meaning being

is iſ Kº à. (IB.) [In another place, J says,

You may make the contracted & to govern or

not, as you please. (S.) Aboo-Tālib the Gram

marian mentions an assertion that the Arabs

make it to govern; as in the saying [of a poet,

describing a beautiful bosom],

[As though its two breasts mere two small round

bowes]: but [the reading commonly known is

# Ji- 3035 &t= +

(this latter reading is given in De Sacy's Anthol.

Gram. Ar. p. 104 of the Ar. text; and both are
23:2

given in the S;) &= here meaning aste ; and]

Fr says, We have not heard the Arabs use the

contracted form and make it to govern except

with a pronoun, in which case the desinential

syntax is not apparent. (T.) The author of the
- 2 o', o f ≤ c >

K says in the B that you say, lºj č, cº-sle
9 - or . -

Jºlars) [I knew that Zeyd was indeed goin

anay], with U when it is made to govern; and
6 - or 6 o', o f ; o

Jºlate ºf cy! < … [I knew that (the case was

this :) Zeyd nas going anay], without U when it

is made to have no government. (TA. [But in the

latter ex. it governs the subject, which is under

stood, as in other exs. before given.]) [See an ex.
~ of ~ 2.

in a verse ending with the phrase as Jue3 cited

*

WOce 33, where &= is for <te, meaning &=

&ti, and a verb is understood after 25. And

see also Čí, below.]–Thirdly, it is an expli

cative, (Mughnee, K,) meaning 3. (S, M, and

so in some copies of the K,) or [rather] used

in the manner of&; (Mughnee, and so in some

copies of the K ;) [meaning $35, or &gt; ;

Or Jºã, Or &#3 or some other form of the

verb Jū; i. e. Saying ; &c.;] as in the saying

[in the Kur xxiii. 27], &#ifeºſ ci sº tº-sº

[And we revealed, or spake by revelation, wnto

him, saying, Make thou the ark]; (Mughnee,

K.) and [in the Kur vii. 41,133 & bº

ãºff [And it shall be proclaimed to them, being

said, That is Paradise]; or in these two instances

it may be regarded as what is termed a;jº,

by supposing the preposition [-,-] understood

before it, so that in the former instance it is the

biliteral, because it is put before the imperatiyº,

and in the second it is the contraction of J',

because it is put before a nominal proposition;

(Mughnee;) and [in the Kur xxxviii. 5,) 51.5%
2 * ~ * * * * * > -->

* 9 - Sºl (§, M, Mughnee) i. e. [And

the chief persons of them] broke forth, or launched

forth, with their tongues, or in speech, [saying,)

Go ye on, or continue ye, in your course of action

&c. (Mughnee.) For this usage of &l, certain

conditions are requisite: first, that it be preceded

by a proposition: secondly, that it be followed

by a proposition; so that you may not say, <}=3

ūsà & ---, but you must say (s in this

case, or must omit the explicative: thirdly, that

the preceding proposition convey the meaning of

Jºiº, as in the exs. above; in the last of which,

Jºlaji has the meaning assigned to it above; not

that of walking or going away: fourthly, that there

be not in the preceding proposition the letters of

Jāl; so that one may not say, Jaiſci 4. < 5;

or, if there be in it those letters, that the word

which they compose shall be interpreted by

another word; as in the saying, in the Kur

Iv.117), iſºſcia, ajº tº jeju.y 3-ºl J & Jºº- ! …” y

which may mean, as Z says, I have not com

manded them [aught save that which Thou com

mandedst me, saying, Worship ye God]; (Mugh

nee;) in which instance Fr says that it is an

explicative : (T:) fifthly, that there be not a pre

position immediately before it; for if you say,

# Jºfº •º, <é, it is what is termed

adj-Azale [as we have before shown]. (Mughnee.)

When it may be regarded as an explicative and

is followed by an aor. with y, as in & <! <-

134- Jsº S, it may be marfoog, [namely, the

aor.,] on the supposition that S is a negative;

or mejzoom, on the supposition that it is a pro

hibitive; and in both cases J1 is an explicative;

[so that the meaning is, I made a sign to him,

as though saying, Thou will not do such a thing,

in the former case ; or, in the latter, Do not thou

such a thing ;] or mangoob, on the supposition

that S is a negative and that cºl is what is termed
w ~ 0 ,-

aux-a.e : but if S is wanting, it may not be

mejzoom, but may be marfooa [if we use J1 as

an explicative] or mangoob (if cºl be what is

termed a 3.4%). (Mughnee)— Fourthly, it is

redundant, as a corroborative, (Mughnee, K.)

like whatever else is redundant: and thus it is

in four cases: one of these, which is the most

common, being when it occurs after U. denoting

time; [and this is mentioned in the M ;] as in

the saying [in the Kur xxix. 32], <!- & º

us; & [And nºhen our apostles came to Lot]:

(Mughnee :) [or] accord. to J, (TA,) it is some

times a connective to Uj; as in the saying in the

Kur [xii. 96], Jºff*- & ū; [And when that

(like as we say, “now that,”) the announcer of

good tidings came]: and sometimes it is redun

dant; as in the saying in the Kur [viii. 34],

&f ... º & 24 us [as though it might

be rendered But what reason have they, God

should not punish them 2] : (S, TA:) but IB

says that the connective is redundant; and [that

J) is not redundant in the latter instance, for]

if it were redundant in this verse of the Kur it

would not render the ſaor.] verb mansoob. (TA.

[The author of the Mughnee, like IB, disallows

that J1 is redundant in a case of this kind, which

Kh asserts it to be ; and says that us: is under

14
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stood before it.]) The second case is when it
o,” - - - -

occurs between 3, and a verb signifying swearing,

the latter being expressed; as in this verse:

# • 2 ºf 1:2: 2; ; * : * 2.Ér *

* o w w & - 5 o . ~~ * * *

& J. 3+" cº exe tº cº- *

[And I snear, had we and you met, there had

been to us a dark day of evil]; and when that

verb is omitted; as in the following ex. :

* 5- tº 3 & 4% tº +

- 2 * ~ of w ad --

4: J.J. S. ºit tº *

[Verily, or non surely, by God, if thou n'ert

freeborn; but thou art not the freeborn nor the

emancipated]: so say Sb and others: Ibn-'OS

foor holds it to be a particle employed to connect

the complement of the oath with the oath; but

this is rendered improbable by the fact that it

is in most cases omitted, and such particles are

not. (Mughnee.) The third case, which is extr.,

is when it occurs between the 3) [of comparison]

and the noun governed by it in the genitive case;

as in the saying,

3 O e.

-i. --- (-,+ º-3
2 2. - -

20 2 of ~e. J - • 6 *

+ 21: 33% J, sº 3.5 &t= º:

[And on a day thou comest to us with a beau

tiful face, like a doe-gazelle raising her head

towards the goodly green-leaved tree of the selem

kind], accord. to the reading of him who makes

àºls to be governed in the genitive case [instead

of the accus. or the nom.; for if we read it in

*

the accus. or the nom., & is a contraction of& ;

in the former case, aºlº being its subject, and its

predicate being suppressed; and in the latter case,

the meaning being iº lite, so that the subject

of cy! is suppressed]. (Mughnee.) The fourth

case is when it occurs after $1; as in the follow

ing ex.: >

3 J3 . o £ 2 a • * > 0 }.

* a-Le cyl ºl Lº- ayels *

+

** * * * *
*

[And I leave him alone until nºhen he is as though

he mere a giver of a hand to be laid hold upon,

in the fathomless deep of the mater immerged].

(Mughnee.)- [Fifthly, among other meanings

which have been assigned to it, (Mughnee,) it

has a conditional meaning, like &: (Mughnee,

K:) so the Koofees hold; and it seems to be

most probably correct, for several reasons: first,

because both these forms occur, accord. to dif

ferent readings, in several instances, in on:

passage of the Kur; as in [ii. 282, Jaj &

tº- [If one of them twain (namely, women)

err]; &c.; secondly, because [the prefix] -3

often occurs after it; as in a verse commencing

with ãº- t; ſºcited WOce ti, accord. to some

who hold that tº in that verse is a compound

of the conditional & and the redundant us; and

as in the Kur ii. 282, where the words quoted

above are immediately followed by tº 3- *3%
2 c 2 o’e

U94-9)]: thirdly, because it is conjoined with

3. [which forms a part of the compound ū)

in this ex. :

* * 2° 2 ºf , aft” 2 °2; , a

- S-3>e stºl Lolº -3' Le! *

2 * * - - ?. * #. O ~ - ade

º JJJ U-5 39 Uo Y& alſº +

[If thou remain,and if thou be going away (tº

meaning tº:- o,” syn. with ~~<> c), may

God guard thee (SAK, being marfoog because of

the C3) as long as thou doest and as long as thou

leavest undone]; thus related, with kesr to the

former cºl [in us] and with fet-h to the latter

ſin ºil. (Mughnee)—[sixthly, it is a nega

tive, like &: (Mughnee, K:) so, as some say,

in the Kurii. 66,1.3, 4 Jº 3-i Jº &
ſmeaning accord. to them Not any one is given

the like of that scripture which ye have been

given]: but it is said [by others] that the mean

ing is, [taken with what precedes it, And believe

not ye that (3) any one is given the like of

that scripture which Aye have been given, except

it be given to him who followeth your religion;

and that the phrase “say thou, Verily the direc

tion is the direction of God,” is parenthetic.

(Mughnee.)—[Seventhly, it is syn. with #!,

(AZ, T, Mughnee, K, [in Freytag's Lex., from

the K, J.; 3, but U23 in the K relates to what

there follows.]) as some say, in [the Kurl. 2,]

2.}***& lººs--J., [Verilythey nonder

because a warner from among themselves hath

come unto them]; (Mughnee, K;) and in other

instances; but correctly, in all these instances,

J! is what is termed a.*. and J denoting

cause is understood before it. (Mughnee.) [See

also tº and tº.)– [Eighthly, it is syn. with

Sº, accord. to some, in [the Kur iv. last verse,]

liai & 3 ºf

(the ordinances of your religion, Jel), lest ye

should err, or in order that ye may not err];

(Mughnee, K;) and in the saying,

&: [God eſcplaineth to you

* : * * *u i.” "...?:

* tº ºº). Jj-, -}. “

* tºº & Ji tº #

[Ye became, or have become, in the condition of

our guests; so me hastened, or have hastened,

the entertainment, lest ye should revile us, or in

order that ye should not revile us]: (Mughnee :)

but correctly, in such a case [likewise], Ji is

what is termed aſjº, and the original wording

is lsº & isye [from a motive of dislike that

ye should err], (Mughnee, K,) and & ā-,

tº: [from a motive of fear that ye should

rerile us]: so say the Basrees: some say, extra

vagantly, that J is meant to be understood before

it, and S after it. (Mughnee.)—[Ninthly,) it

occurs in the sense of sº; as in the saying,
c - c. … 2 of 6 c >

-3% & &- Jää 3.j [Zeyd is more reasonable

than he niho lies; which is equivalent to saying,

Zeyd is too reasonable to lie : but respecting its

usage in a phrase of this kind, and respecting the

form of the aor. after it in such a case, see &-l.

(Kull p. 78.)—By a peculiarity of pronunciation

termed i.e., the tribe of Temeem say &- instead

of Ši. (M.)

& is used in various ways: first, as a condi

tional particle, ($, M, Mºb,Mughnee, K,) denoting

the happening of the second of two events in con

sequence of the happening of the first, (S, Msb,”)

whether the second be immediate or deferred, and

whether the condition be affirmative or negative;

(Msb;) [and as such it is followed by a mejzoom

aor., or by a pret. having the signification of an

aor. ;] as in the saying, [Jºsſ Jaš &l If thou

do such a thing, I reill do it; and] 45ſ Jºë &!

[If thou come to me, I will come to thee]; and

&= -2: & (If thou come to me, I will
treat thee with honour]; ($;) and <ſº < *ś &

[If thou do, I neill do], for which the tribe of

Teiyi say, as IJ relates on the authority of Ktr,
… O ~ * • 0 °- 0 - d - ... o z o.

sº-Jaś - Jaš Jº; (M3) and tº tº J. [If
• of ~ * o ~~~ o

thou stand, I will stand]; and 5' 2"J" -Jé-> cºl

Jú, <35 33, Jéº 2 [If thou enter the

house, or if thou enter not the house, thou shalt

be divorced]; (Msb;) and [in the Kur viii. 39,

-à- 3 tº a jº lº & [If they desist,

what hath already past shall be forgiven them];
. . . o

and [in verse 19 of the same ch.,]& 1535-5 &!3

[But if ye return to attacking the Apostle, we

will return to assisting him]. (Mughnee, K.)

[On the difference between it and ls, see the

latter.] When either it or 'sl is immediately

followed by a nóun in the nom. case, the said

noun is governed in that case by a verb neces

sarily suppressed, of which it is the agent; as
- - - - • 5 - £ o .

in the saying, in the Kur [ix. 6], Jº 9-1 clº

Jºſé.”ºff; the complete phrase beingº!?

*@-ºff & 3- 9% ºf And if
any one of the believers in a plurality of gods

demand protection of thee, (if) he demand protec

tion of thee]: so accord. to the generality of the

grammarians. (I’Ak p. 123.) Sometimes it is

conjoined with the negative S, and the ignorant

may imagine it to be the exceptive S; as in [the

saying in the Kurix. 40,) Af* 3# 9:45Š

[If ye will not aid him, certainly God did

aid him]; and [in the next preceding verse,]

283.º S. [If ye will not go forth to nar,

He will punish you]. (Mughnee, K.") It is

sometimes used to denote one's feigning himself

ignorant; as when you say to one who asks, “Is

thy child in the house?” and thou hast knowledge

thereof, * 4::1:f 23, Jº &= & [If he be in

the house, I will inform thee thereof). (Msb.)

And to denote one's putting the knowing in the

predicament of the ignorant, in order to incite to

the doinggr continuing an action; as when you
o - oad ,

say, Jale's Jº" < * & [If thou be my son,

obey me]; as though you said, “Thou knowest

that thou art my son, and it is incumbent on the

son to obey the father, and thou art not obedient;

therefore do what thou art commanded to do.”

(Msb.) And sometimes it is divested of the con

ditional meaning, and becomes syn. with y ; as

in the saying, 2\º *<< &; Jºe [Pray

thou though thou be unable to stand;] i.e. pray
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thou whether thou be able to stand or unable to

- 2 o o o £

do so; and in the saying, ºff &3 |-ºj Ajël

i.e. [Treat thou Zeyd with honourj though he be

sitting; or, whether he sit or not. (Msb.) ſº

as a compound of the conditional & and the

redundant tº, see in an art of which 'u' is the

heading.] – [Secondly, it is a negative, (S,

Mughnee, K,) syn. with tº ; ($5) and is put

before a nominal proposition; (Mughnee, K;) as

in the saying [in the Kur lºvii. 20), &ºiſ&

* es S. [The unbelievers are not in aught

save in a deception]; ($, Mughnee, K;) and

before a verbal proposition; as in [the Kurix. 108,

Jº-iſº ūji & [We desired not, or meant

not, aught save that which is best]. (Mughnee,

.K.) The assertion of some, that the negative 5.

does not occur except where it is followed by Śl,

as in the instances cited above, or by ū, with tesh

deed, which is syn. therewith, as, accord. to a

reading of some of the Seven [Readers], in the
- * ©- 3 * o

saying [in the Kur lxxxvi. 4), U.J L-49 Jé J.

As-º, i.e., is.º S. -a-*: Jé L. [There
-

is not any soul but over it is a guardian], is

refuted by the sayings in the Kur [x. 69 and

lxxii. 26], i. ºu-º & Z+...+ & ſmeaning,

accord. to the Jel., Ye have no proof of this that

ye say], and&sº u. -ji& & [I know

not whether that with nihich ye are threatened be

nigh]. (Mughnee, K.") The conditional and the

negative both occur in the saying in the Kur

[xxxv. 39], *** &-2-&-“…i& ūj &#.

[And I swear that, if they should quit their place,

not any one should nºithhold them after Him] :

the former is conditional; and the latter is nega

tive, and is [part of] the complement of the oath

which is denoted by the J prefixed to the former;

the complement of the condition being necessarily

suppressed. (Mughnee.) When it is put before

a nominal proposition, it has no government,

accord. to Sb and Fr; but Ks and Mbr allow its

governing in the manner of J-4 ; and Sa’eed

Ibn-Jubeyr reads, [in the Kur vii.193,1 &#79

3& sūe iſ cos &- &:43: [Those nhom ye

invoke beside God, or others than God, are not

men like you]; also, the people of El-Áliyeh

have been heard to say, S; 2- &: 9. 3- &

a $Us!\, [Any one is not better than any other one,

except by means of health, or soundness]; and

Jº $3 Jºsé Jš & [That is not profitable to

thee nor injurious to thee]: as an ex. of its occur

rence without government, which is mostly the

case, the saying of some, 26 W & , may be

explained as originally 25 ūſ & [I am not

standing]; the ſ of Gi being elided for no reason

in itself, and the J of c] being incorporated into

the J of ū, and the of this latter being elided

in its conjunction with the following word; but

tº 5. has also been heard. (Mughnee.) Some

times it occurs [as a negative] in the complement

of an oath: you say,º & iſis, meaning

& issu, [By God, I did not]. ($)—[Thirdly,

it is a contraction of c], and is put before a asy

nominal and before a verbal proposition. (Mugh

nee, K.) In the former case, it is made to govern

and is made to have no government: (S,” K:)

[i. e.] in this case, it is allowable to make it

govern; contr. to the opinion of the Koofees:

(Mughnee :) Lth says that he who uses the con

tracted form of & uses the nom. case with it,

except that some of the people of El-Hijáz use the

accus. case with it: (T:) thus it is said, accord.

to one reading, [in the Kur xi. 113,J tº Sé- &
92. 2 of • *- d.o.º.w.. j.

lºw-sel tº sº. [Verily all of them, thy

Lord will indeed fully render them the recom

pense of their norks] : (T, Mughnee :) Fr says,

We have not heard the Arabs use the contracted

form and make it to govern, unless with a pronoun,

in which case the desinential syntax is not appa

rent; and he adds that in the instance cited above,

they make Sé to be governed in the accus. case

Sé; and that Jé would be proper; for you.

say, Jºã 33 3. [Verily Zeyd is. standing]:

(T:) the ex. given by Sb is, Jºla. J ºr ºl

[Verily 'Amr is going anay]. (Mughnee) But

it is [most] frequently made to have no govern

ment; as in the saying [in the Kur xliii. 34

accord. to one reading], £º. J J; Jé. Ö3

(33.7 sº if[And verily all that is the furniture

ofthe present life]; and, accord. to the reading

of Hafs, [and of 'Asim and Kh, in the Kurzz.66,

respecting which see & c5-14 ciº &

[Verily these two are enchanters]; &c. (Mugh

nee.) When it is put before a verbal proposition,

it is necessarily made to have no government:

(Mughnee, K:) and in most cases the verb is a

preterite and of the kind called 8-9 [which

effects a change of the grammatical form or of the

meaning in a nominal proposition before which it

is placed]; as in the saying [in the Kurii. 138],

5.9 33t- 31, [And verily it was a great

matter]; and [in the Kur xvii. 75,) lºště Öſº

Jºãº [And verily they were near to seducing

thee]; (Mughnee;) in which last ex. AZ says, it

Ineans 3i, i. e. without doubt, and so in the

same ch. v.v. 78 and 108: (T:) less frequently it

is an aor. of a verb of this kind; as in the saying

[in the Kur xxvi. 186], &ºiſ &- &#3 &;

[And verily we think thee to be of the number of

the liars]: and both these kinds of expression

may be taken as exs. to be imitated: less fre

quently than this it is a preterite of a verb not

of the kind termed 8-9: as in the saying [of a

poet],

2 & 2 × 2 oz - 6 - 2 - 0 & 2.

# tº sºlº & 4… tº +

[May thy right arm, or hand, dry up, or become

unsound! verily thou hast slain a Muslim]; but

this maynot be taken as an ex. to be imitated; contr.

to the opinion of Akh; for he allows the phrase,

ūš25 & [Verily I stood], and <35 3a; &

[Verily thou sattest]: and less frequently than

this it is an aor. of a verb not of the kind termed

• * > 0 , , , , , o

i-U ; as in the saying, 33 J-àº, tº ol

by 2, 3,9; as though the phrase were

a. *** [Verily thy soul is that which beautifies
-

thee, and it is that which deforms thee]; and this,

by common consent, may not be taken as an ex.

to be imitated. (Mughnee.) Wherever you find

& with Jafter it, decide that it is originally &:

(Mughnee,K5) as in the exs. above: but respecting

this J there is a difference of opinion: see this

letter. (Mughnee.) J says, (TA,) & is some

times a contraction of& and this must have U

put before its predicate, to compensate for what is

elided, of the doubled letter; as in the saying in

the Kur [ixxxvi. 4, accord. to him who reads [...]

instead of ºil, hi-lº ºf Jé & [Verily
every soul hath over it a guardian]; and in the

saying, 9,45 33 &|[VerilyZeyd is thybrother];

in order that it may not be confounded with &

which is syn. with the negative us: ($, TA:) but

IB says, J is here introduced to distinguish

between negation and affirmation, and this& has

neither subject nor predicate; so J's saying that

the J is put before its predicate is without mean

ing: and this J is sometimes introduced with the

objective complement of a verb; as in< * &

|Jºjj [Verily I struck, or beat, Zeyd]; and with

the agent; as in Jºj, als º, [Verily Zeyd stood].

(TA.) When the contracted & governs, this U
2 o'.

is not necessary; so you may say,lºš |-ºj &

[Verily Zeyd is standing]; because in this case

it cannot be confounded with the negative; for

the negative does not render the subject mansoob

and the predicate marfoog : and when it does not

govern, if the meaning is apparent, the J is not

needed; as in

- - * ~# … O ~ *

+ wº. Ji & ... à & *

2 * - - - -

+ cººl 25* :* Jú. 33 *

[And ne are persons nºbo refuse to submit to

injury, of the family of Málik : and verily the

family of Málik are generous in respect of their

origins]; & jū- being here for <&. (I’Ak

p. 99.)—[Fourthly, it is redundant, (S, Mugh

nee, K) occurring with us; as in the saying,

33 2.É. & us [Zeyd does not stand]; ($) and

in the saying [of a poet],

* > 2 o of o 2 ~ 6.8

# &“iº ºi & tº #

[Thou didst not a thing which thou dislikest].

(Mughnee, K: in the CK <3.) It is mostly

thus used after the negative Lo, when put before a

verbal proposition; as above; or before a nominal

proposition; as in the saying,

s , , 23

tº-ſås, Güé, &&…tºº & tº

[And our habit is not convardice; but our destinies

and the good fortune of others caused our being

defeated] : and in this case it prevents the govern

ment of Ue, as in this verse: but in the saying,

, , , , of o * * * * * -

+ tº ºi & tº #4 Jr. *

2 * * 2 y of b − 1. .. 2 - - -

# -5-)--' cºls tºy-e S3 *

[Sons of Ghudāneh, ye are not indeed gold, nor

silver, or pure silver, but ye are pottery] y accord.

to him who relates it thus, saying tº and Ušere,

in the accus. case, it is explained as a negative,

corroborative of Le: (Mughnee:) and accord. to J,

14 •
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(TA,) the negatives tº and & are sometimes

thus combined for corroboration; as in the saying

of the rájiz, (El-Aghlab El-'Ijlee, TA,)

• 1.5, is 4.3&f ºf £4 ºf ºn tº
592 53 a.º. 2:= ove wºº vey J,

[We have not indeed seen a king n:ho has made

a hostile incursion possessing more numerous

sheep, or goats, and camels, than he]; (S, TA;)

but IB says that J1 is here redundant, not a

negative. (TA.) Sometimes it is redundant after

the conjunct noun Le ; as in the saying,

* 9. S & tº #9, Jº
-> 1 > * ~ of ~ 0. 2 & 2.

* ºlas-J oux J5x Jºjº *

[Man hopes for that nihich he will not see; for

calamities intervene as obstacles in the may to

what is nearest thereof). (Mughnee.) And after

the us termed *…*, (Mughnee,) [i. e.,] after

the adverbial us [which is of the kind termed

* -->]; (TA;) as in the saying (of Maaloot

El-Kurey'ee, cited by Sb, TA),

& © tº Jim &

[And hope thou that the youth is destined for

good as long as thou hast seen him not ceasing

to increase in good nºith age]. (Mughnee.) And

after the inceptive s ; as in the saying,

- ~ 3 - o, 2 - 0 28

+ *** *** Jº Jº- ol ') *

• * * • * £o, o f * ~ *

º ºx-a% ess." Jº J 23'- º

[Non he journeyed on, or during, that my night,

and I passed the night in an evil state, broken

in spirit by grief, being fearful that the distance

to which he was going neith Ghadoob (a woman

so named) mould become far]. (Mughnee.) And

before the meddeh denoting disapproval: [for]

Sb heard a man, on its being said to him, “Wilt

thou go forth if the desert become plentiful

in herbage 7” reply, <! t;iſ [What, I, indeed?]

disapproving that he should think otherwise than

that. (Mughnee. [See also art. Jºl.])—[Fifth

ly,) it is syn. nith 35; so it is said to be in the

saying [in the Kur lxxxvii. 9],Jºſeº&

[Admonition hath profited], (T, Mughnee, K,

by IAar (T) and by Ktr; (Mughnee:) and Abu

l-'Abbās relates that the Arabs say, 3.j 26 &

meaning 3; 25 33 [Zeyd has stood]; and he

adds, that Ks states his having heard them say so,

and having thought that it expressed a condition,

but that he asked them, and they answered that

they meant& 26 33, and not 3. Aé L. (T.)

[So too, accord. to the K, in all the exs. cited in

the next sentence as from the Mughnee; but this

is evidently a mistake, occasioned by an accidental

omission.]– [Sixthly,) it is asserted also by the

Koofees, that it is syn, with #!, in the following

exs. : in the Kur [v. 62], ** & 37 l,iii,

&-3. [And fear ye God, because ye are be

lierers; and so, accord. to AZ, as is said in the

T, in a similar instance in the Kurii. 278: and

in the same, iv. 62] : and [in the Kur xlviii. 27,

* ** & 25–7 2–1.7 & 1-3: [re

shall assuredly enter the sacred mosque, because

Godhath willed, in security]; and in like instances,

when the verb therein expresses what is held sure

to happen or to have happened: and in the saying,

23 - 2 - 2 - 2 - 23 o 2 : * 2:

• o,o e - © o - © . , 2 ... •

* Ajū- º! Jº J. as 22 bºe. “

[Art thou angry because the ears of Kuteybeh

have been cut, openly, or publicly, and mast not

angry for the slaughter of Ibn-Házim 2): (Mugh

nee :) but in all these instances [it is sufficiently

obvious that] Ji may be otherwise explained.

(Mughnee, K.)- [Seventhly,l it is sometimes

syn. nºith 31: as in the Kur [ix. 23], bé- º

Jé ºf , ºf 9 & 23,-1, A&
J-º [Take not ye your fathers and your

brethren as friends when they love unbeliſº

belief]; and in the same [xxxiii.49), a 25° 5'-el,

& º <s, & [And a believing woman

when she giveth herself to the Prophet]: so says

AZ. (T) — [Eighthly, it is used for ºl,

(Mughnee and K, voce tº) distinct from us!

which is a compound of the conditional cy! and

the redundant us. (Mughnee ibid.) [See an ex.

in a verse cited voce º in the present work,

2 - a 3 o - 2

commencing with the words Jºclyl az-i-.]

3

&i. See &i, in four places.

5i is one of the particles which annul the

quality of the inchoative; and is originally &:

therefore Sb has not mentioned it among those

particles [as distinct from& from which, how

ever, it is distinguished in meaning]: (I’Ak

p. 90 :) it is a corroborative particle; (I’Ak,

Mughnee;) a particle governing the subject in

the accus. case and the predicate in the nom. case,

(S, I’Ak, Mughnee, K,) combining with what

follows it to form an equivalent to an inf. n., (S,)

[for, accord. to the most correct opinion, it is

a conjunct particle, which, together with its two

objects of government, is explained by means of

an inf. n. (Mughnee.) If the predicate is derived,

the inf. n. by means of which it is explained is

of the same radical letters; so that the implied

meaning ofduº 33; Jºãº [It has come to my

knowledge, or been related to me, or been told

to me, or it came to my knon-ledge, &c., that thou

goest anay], or Jºlº, &f [that thou art going

anay], isJºy Jºãº [or rather 4šºf thy

going anay has come to my knowledge, &c.];

and hence, the implied meaning of J 33; Jºãº

23, [It has come to my knowledge, &c., that thou

art in the house] is 23, Jº Jºãº Jºãº [thy

remaining in the house has come to my knowledge,

&c.], because the predicate is properly a word

suppressed fromJi- orjãº. and if the predi

cate is underived, the implied meaning is ex

plained by the word º = ; so that the implied

meaning of 3. & & Jºãº [It has come to

my. knºwledge, &c., that this is Zeyd] is us kº

lºj as3- [his being Zeyd has come to my know

ledge, &c.]; for the relation of every predicate

expressed by an underived word to its subject

may be denoted by a word signifying “being;”

so that you say, 3.j lik and, if you will, &

º &le; both signifying the same. (Mugh

nee.) There are cases in which either & or č.

may be used : [see the latter, in twelve places:]

other cases in which only the former may be

used: and others in which only the latter. (I’Ak

p. 91.) The former only may be used when the

implied meaning is to be explained by an inf. n.

(I’Ak, K.) Such is the case when it occurs in

the place of a noun governed by a verb in the

nom. case; as in 2% & Jº-º [It pleases

me that thou art standing], i. e. Jaleş [thy

standing pleases me]: or in the place of a noun

governed by a verb in the accus. case; as in

2é 35i <3,é [I hrew that thou n'ast standing],

i. e. J.G [thy standing] : or in the place of a

noun governed in the gen, case by a particle;

as in 2%& &e <!-- [I nondered that thou

wast standing], i. e. 4-3 &- [at, or by reason

of, thy standing]: (I 'Ak p. 913) [and sometimes

a preposition is understood; as in lie à & Sj,

for 134- à es: & º There is no doubt that

it is thus, i. e. 134- *** es: * S There is no

doubt of its being thus :] and cºl must be used

after ; : as in <ā Jú 33; ; [If that thou

nvert standing, I had stood, or mould have stood,

i. e. 43 <3 3. or <-5 43 9. accord. to

different opinions, both meaning if thy standing

neere a fact : see I’Ak pp. 305 and 306]. (K.)

Sometimes its i is changed into ; ; so that you

Say, &u. Jºe <!- [meaning I knen, that

thou mast going amaſ]. (M.)- With 3) pre

fixed to it, it is a particle of comparison, (S,” M,

TA,) [still] governing the subject in the accus.

case and the predicate in the nom. case: (TA :)

you say,* º Če [It is as though Zeyd

n’ere 'Amr], meaning that Zeyd is like 'Amr ; as

though you said, *** &= º & [verily,

Zeyd is like 'Amr1; [it is to be accounted for by

an ellipsis: or] the 3) is taken away from the

middle of this proposition, and put at its com

mencement, and then the kesreh of 5. necessarily

becomes changed to a fet-hah, because Č. Cannot

be preceded by a preposition, for it never occurs

but at the commencement [of a proposition]. (IJ,

M.) Sometimes, če denotes denial; as in the

saying, ºts &- &t= [As though thou wert

our commander so that thou shouldst command

us], meaning thou art not our commander [that

thou shouldst command us]. (TA.) It also de

notes wishing; as in the saying, 35 Cº. &t=

:- 2.É. < *ś, meaning Would that I had

poetized, or versified, so that I might do it well:

(TA:) [an elliptical form of speech, of which the

implied meaning seems to be, mould that I neere

as though thou san'est me that I had poetized,

&c.; or the like : for] you say [also], 4. Jé
> z of - - -

meaning 4. j-awl Jºe [It is as though I san,

thee]; i. e. I know from what I witness of thy

condition to-day how thy condition will be to

morrow; so that it is as though I saw thee in

that condition : (Harp. 126: [see also - ; near

ſ
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the end of the paragraph:]) [thus,) Ště also de

notes knowing; and also thinking; [the former as

in the saying immediately preceding, and] as when

you say, it: L. Jº 3fŠtě [I knon, or rather

it appears, as though seen, that God does nºkat

He wills]; and [the latter as when you say,)

* &l= [I think, or rather it seems, that

thou art going forth]. (TA.)–[When it has

the affixed pronoun of the first person, sing, or

pl., you say, Jº and Jº, and Úi and tº ; and

when it has also the J of comparison prefixed to

it, you say, Jºë and Jºe, [and Útě and

• 3:2 - w 3

U-3U-,] like a you *y, sº andº[ke]

(S.)– As Ji is a derivative from cl, it is cor
2ºf >

rectly asserted by Z that Lºl imports restriction,

like Yuji; both of which occur in the saying

in the Kur [xxi. 108], U.5i & J-> Yuji J;
g , º i o w w - * e

Je-lº a!...Sºl [Say thou, It is only revealed to

me that your God is only one God]: the former

is for the restricting of the quality to the qualified;

and the latter, for the reverse: (Mughnee, K:)

i. e. the former is for the restricting of the reve

lation to the declaration of the unity; and the

latter, for the restricting of “your God” to unity:

(Marginal note in a copy of the Mughnee :) but

these words of the Kur do not imply that nothing

save the unity was revealed to the Prophet; for

the restriction is limited to the case of the discourse

with the believers in a plurality of gods; so that

the meaning is, there has not been revealed to

me [aught], respecting the godhead, except the

unity; not the attribution of any associate to God.
2 ºf

(Mughnee.) [\ºl, however, does not always im

port restriction; nor does always even Y tº: in

9 * ~

each of these, Lo is what is termed asle; i. e.,

it restricts the particle to which it is affixed from

exercising any government; and sometimes has

no effect upon the signification of that particle:

(see art. us; and see º, below, voce & :) thus,
> ~ 3: * ~ 0 =>.for instance, in the Kur viii. 28, Usº) .x.

ls---els
6 , o o 3 y z o.º. 2 o 2 × 2 of

ā-3 sex').5/5 sºlºol means And know ye that

your possessions and your children are a trial;

not that they are only a trial. When it has the

3) of comparison prefixed to it, it is sometimes

contracted; as in the following ex.:] a poet says,

- - * - - - d -

... + U-3 - - -

6 * > 0 º 2 * *.

cºe cº-a-3

[As though, by reason of their mincing gait, they

were walking upon tragacanthas; and they were

laughing so as to discover teeth like hailstones]:
a #2 • a #2 a f .

Útě being for Lºu-. (IAqr.)–J) is some
o £

times contracted into J. ; ($, Mughnee ;) and in

this case, it governs in the manner already ex

ºf ~

Uele +

* Al-ā) --> *

plained, voce Öi. (Mughnee.)— It is also syn.

with Jº; (Sb, S, M, Mughnee, K;) as in the

saying, tº tº º: 35i& <! [Come thou

to the market; may-be thou wilt buy for us some

thing; -) being originally <-ºl; i. e. g.º.

(Sb, M, Mughnee, K:") and, accord. to some,

(M, Mughnee, K,) so in the Kur Ivi. 109], where

it is said, Ósº S << *, *.*.*.* tº

[And what maketh you to hnon 2 (meaning,

maketh you to know that they will believe when

it cometh 2 i.e. ye do not know that: Jel:) May

be, nhen it cometh, they will not believe]: (S, M,

Mughnee, K :) thus accord. to this reading :

(Mughnee, K:) and Ubeſ here reads º, (S.)
3 * * : * • 3 o –

J! and Jºy and cyl 3) are all syn. nºithg Já Jé and

Ja); and Us," and Jº", and Jº) and Jº, and

Jºy and Jº, with Jº and Jº. (K voce

Jº)– It is also syn. with J- [Yes, or yeg;

or it is as thou sayest]. (M., T.A.) [See also J.

as exemplified by a verse commencing with&3

and by a saying of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr.]

& is one of the particles which annul the

quality of the inchoative, like či, of which it is

the original: (I’Ak p. 90:) it is a corroborative

particle, (I’Ak, Mughnee,) corroborating the

predicate; ($, K;) governing the subject in the

accus. case and the predicate in the nom. case;

(S, I’Ak, Mughnee, K;) [and may generally be

rendered by Verily, or certainly, or the like;

exactly agreeing with the Greek ºrt, as used in

Luke vii. 16 and in many other passages in the

New Testament; though it often seems to be

nothing more than a sign of inception, which can

hardly be rendered at all in English; unless in

pronunciation, by laying a stress upon the predi

cate, or upon the copula;] as in the saying,

25º & [Verily, or certainly, Zeyd is stand

ing; Or simply, Zeyd is standing, if we lay a

stress upon standing, or upon is]. (I’Ak p. 90.)

But sometimes it governs both the subject and

the predicate in the accus. case; as in the saying,

• O.” 3-2. º * o 2 q > 3 > *

* &-t: Jºſſ & 3: 13| +

- ori - - a a 2 . * * *

* |- L-9- c. Usuki- Juad- *

[When the darkness of night becomes, or shall

become, intense, then do thou come, and let thy

steps be light: verily our guardians are lions];

(Mughnee, K; [but in the latter, for Jºſ, We

findsº so that the meaning is, when the first

portion of the night becomes, or shall become, black,

&c.;]) and as in a trad. in which it is said,
2 - - o 2 " … • , o 2 &

*2+ exº~ *- :* ~! [Verily the bottom of

Hell is a distance of seventy years ofjourneying]:

(Mughnee, K:) the verse, however, is explained

by the supposition that it presents a denotative of

state [in the last word, which is equivalent to

ū- or the like], and that the predicate is sup
-

- -
* * * * * ~ * >

pressed, the meaning being, lº- Aiſi [thou

milt find them lions]; and the trad. by the sup
• O. - o -

position that as is an inf. n., and Jº- is an

adverbial noun, so that the meaning is, the reach

ing the bottom of hell is [to be accomplished in

no less time than] in seventy years. (Mughnee.)

And sometimes the inchoative [of a proposition]

after it is in the nom. case, and its subject is what
2. - - -

is termed Jut, 3-3, suppressed; as in the saying
> 12". • 2 - 12, z - 3 * - # 9 *

of Mohammad, 3-3) A32 Lºs Jºu!! --&l J. J.

&xi;-- [Verily, (the case is this:) of the men

most severely to be punished, on the day of resur

- - • ?

rection, are the makers of images], originally *!,

i. e. &# &: (Mughnee, K;*) and as in the

saying in the Kur [xx. 66], cº-tº Jºãº&

[accord. to some, as will be seen in what follows.

(TA)—Of the two particles &l and * j, in

certain cases only the former may be used ; and

in certain other cases either of them may be used.

(I’Ak p. 91.) The former must be used when it

occurs inceptively, (Kh, T, I 'Akp.92, Mughnee,

K,) having nothing before it upon which it is syn

tactically dependent, (Kh, T,) with respect to the

wording or the meaning; (K;) as in25º &

[Verily Zeyd is standing]. (I’Ak, K.) It is used

after Si, (I'Ak, K) the inceptive particle, (I'Ak.)

or the particle which is employed to give notice [of

something about to be said]; (K;) as in & sji

25 º [Non surely Zeyd is standing]. (I ‘Ak

K.) And when it occurs at the commencement

of the complement of a conjunct noun; (I’Ak,

K;*) as in25 <! (sº* [He who is standing

campl; (I’Ak ;) and in the Kur [xxviii. 76],

Js' asſº & “º & tº jºſë, tº

sil [And we gave him, of treasures, that nhereof

the keys would neigh don’n the company of men

possessed of strength]. (I’Ak," K,”TA.) And in

the complement of an oath, (I’Ak, K,) when its

predicate has J. (I’Ak,) or whether its subject

or its predicate has J or has it not; (K ;) as in

2.É º Öl dis [By Allah, verily Zeyd is

standing], (I ‘Ak.) andJú <!: or, as some say,

when you do not employ the J, the particle is

with ſet-h; as in 35 " ºf 4's [I swear by

Allah that thou art standing] ; mentioned by Ks

as thus heard by him from the Arabs: (TA:)

but respecting this case we shall have to speak

hereafter. (I’Ak.) And when it occurs after the

word J; or a derivative thereof, in repeating the

saying to which that word relates; (Fr, T, I’Ak,"

K;") as in the saying [in the Kur iv. 156],

→ 3ſuº: Úl2.5% [And their saying, Verily

We hare slain the Messiah]; (Fr, T;) and < j}

25 º & [I said, Verily Zeyd is standing];

(I’Ak;) and [in the Kur v. 115,) & Aſ Jú

28.1% º [God said, Verily I neill cause it to

descend unto you]; accord. to the dial. of him

who does not pronounce it with fet-h: (K:) but

when it occurs in explaining what is said, you use

'5i, a; in the saying, º- tº- J& 35

Jsle Jis -** Júi & [I have said to thee a

good saying; that thy father is noble and that

thou art intelligent]; (Fr, T;) or when the word

signifying “ saying ...is used as meaning “think

ing;” as in .35 lºg col Jºãº [Dººl thou say

that Zeyd is standing?], meaning &ki [Dost

thou think?]. (I’Ak.) Also, when it occurs in a

phrase denotative of state; (I’Ak;) [i. e.,] after

the 5 denotative of state; (K;) as in Jºl; &;

J. 33 [I visited him, I verily having hope, or

expectation]; (I’Ak;) and in* Č13 3.j à

~5 Jé [Zeyd came, he verily having his hand

upon his head]. (K.) And when it occurs in a

phrase which is the predicate of a proper (as
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opposed to an ideal) substantive; (I 'Ak, K3')

as in25 à 3.j [Zeyd, verily he is standing],

(I 'Ak.) Or J-5 [going anay]; contr. to the

assertion of Fr. (K.) And when it occurs before

the U which suspends the grammatical govern

ment of a verb of the mind, preceding it, with

respect to its objective complements; (I’Ak, K;”)

as in2.É º & < * [I knen, Zeyd verily

was standing]; (I’Ak;) and in [the Kurlziii. 1,

Jºy J. 2% &ſis [And God knoweth thou

verily art his apostle]: (K:) but if the J is not
in its predicate, you say, v Úſ; * f * º:

25 º [I knew that Zeyd was standing].

(ſ’Ak.) And in the like of the saying in the Kur

(ii. 1711, Giº Lº ºffee biºſ3.1%

Jºº [And verily they who differ among themselves

respecting the book are in an opposition remote

from the truth]; because of the J [of inception]

which occurs after it, in Jº's (Ks, A 'Obeyd:)

the U of inception which occurs before the predi

cate of& should properly commence the sentence;

so that2% º & [Verily Zeyd is standing]

should properly be25 tº Öğ; but as the J

is a corroborative and Č. is a corroborative, they

dislike putting two particles of the same meaning

together, and therefore they put the J later, trans

ferring it to the predicate : Mbr allows its being

put before the predicate of Y Čí; and thus it

occurs in an unusual reading of the saying [in the

Kur xxv.22],23ºf&ſet 2: Sl [But they

ate food]; but this is explained by the supposition

that the J is here redundant: (I’Ak p. 95:) this

is the reading of Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr; others read,

* &le;2: Si (but verily they ate food].

and & [as well as Yù) is used after the exceptive

S. when it is not followed by the J [of inception].

(TA.) Also, when it occurs after Je-; as in

J.--º &! <-- J.-- [Sit thou n'here Zeyd

is sitting]. (I’Ak p. '93, and K.) And after

J-3 as in ºr 523, Jº-Jº Jº… [Zºyd

has fallen sick, so that verily they have no hope

for him]: whereas after a particle governing the

gen. case, [i. e. a preposition,] you say, Yūji.

(IHsh in De Sacy's Anthol. Gr. Ar. p. 76.)—

Either of these two forms may be used after tº:

denoting a thing's happening suddenly, or unex

pectedly; as in 25 º & lsº <!- [I nent

forth, and lo, verily Zeyd was standing], and

25 º v Úſ lsº [and lo, or at that present

time, Zeyd's standing); in which latter case, Čí

with its complement is ſproperly] an inchoative,

and its enunciative is $13 the implied meaning

being, and at that present time was the standing

of Zeyd : or it may be that the enunciative is

suppressed, and that the implied meaning is, [and

lo, or at that present time, the standing of Zeyd

was an event come to pass. (I’Ak p. 93.) Also,

when occurring in the complement of an oath, if

its enunciative is withont U : (I’Ak:) [see exs.

given above:] or, as some say, only W Öi is used

in this case. (TA.) Also, when occurring after

—3 denoting the complement of a condition; as in

6, 6 × 2 & 2. 3.

Ajº, a 9 us." 6 - 3 3 - 2 ºf

he shall be treated with honour), and & Y 25i;

in which latter case,& with its complement is an

inchoative, and the enunciative is suppressed; the

implied meaning being, honourable treatment of

him shall be an event come to pass: or it may be

an enunciative to an inchoative suppressed; the

implied meaning being, his recompense shall be

honourable treatment. (I 'Ak p. 94.) Also, when

occurring after an inchoative having the meaning

of a saying, its enunciative being a saying, and

the sayer being one; as in< &Jºãº*

[The best saying is, Verily I praise God], and

4.- "Ji, in which later case, & with its
complement is an enunciative of 2:5-; the implied

meaning being, the best saying is the praising of

God [or my praising of God]. (I’Akubi supra.)

You also say, 40 <- & 4. [At thy service /

Verily praise belongeth to Thee! O God]; com

mencing [with Ö) a new proposition; and some

times one says, w Čí ; meaning 40 º- &

[because praise belongeth to Thee]. (Msb.)—

The cases in which cºl may not be used in the

place of Öſ have been mentioned above, voce Či.

—[When it has the affixed pronoun of the first

person, sing. or pl.,] you say,& and Jº (S,)

and Ül and tºl , (TA,) like as you say Jº and

Jº [&c.]. (S.) & as a contraction of uſ &!

has been mentioned above, as occurring in the

phrase35 Ö). voce &l, q. v.– Accord. to the

grammarians, (T,)º is a compound of& and us,

(T, S,) which latter prevents the former's having

any government: (T:) it imports restriction;

like ūji, which see above, voce Ši, in three

places: (Mughnee, K:) [i. e.] it imports the

restriction of that which it precedes to that which
2 or 6 o . ~ J

follows it; as in 2 Jºj Lºº! [Zeyd is only

going anay], and 3.j &uº [...] [Only Zeyd goes

anay]: (Bd in ii. 10:) [in other words,) it is

used to particularize, or specify, or distinguish a

thing from other things: (S:) it affirms a thing

in relation to that which is mentioned after it, and

denies it in relation to other things; (T, $3) as

in the saying in the Kur ſix. 60], Ł33 aſ tº

£iº [The contributions levied for pious uses

#| are only, or but, for the poor]: ($:) but El

Amidee and AHei say that it does not import

restriction, but only corroboration of an affirma

tion, because it is a compound of the corroborative

&l and the redundant u which restrains the
former from exercising government, and that it

has no application to denote negation implied in

restriction, as is shown by the trad., Jº Ú º

£-ºl [which must mean, Verily usury is in the

delay of payment], for usury is in other things

beside that here mentioned, as Jail 9 [or profit

obtained by the superior value of a thing received

over that of a thing given], by common consent:

(Kull p. 76 :) some say that it necessarily imports

restriction: J says what has been cited above from

the $: some say that it has an overt signification

in denoting restriction, and is susceptible of the

meaning of corroboration: some say the reverse

© .

2-2 [He who cometh to me, verily of this: El-Amidee says that if it were [properly

restrictive, its occurrence in another sense would

be at variance with the original import; but to

this it may be replied, that if it were [properly]

corroborative, its occurrence in another sense

would be at variance with the original import: it

[therefore] seems that it is susceptible of both

these meanings, bearing one or the other accord

ing as this or that suits the place. (Mºb.) tºl is

to be distinguished from & with the conjunct

[noun] us, which does not restrain it from govern

ing [though its government with this is not appa

rent, and which is written separately]; as in

&- Jºe u.& meaning Verily what is mith

thee is good, and in cº-e- c_1=3 Le cyl meaning

Verily thy deed is good. (I’Ak pp. 97 and 98.)

*-& is sometimes contracted into& ; ($, Mugh

nee, K.) and in this case, it is made to govern

and is made to have no government: (S:) it is

seldom made to govern in this case; often made

to have no government: the Koofees say that it

is not contracted; (Mughnee, K;) and that when
6 - d.o.º. 9 o , o

one says, Jºlars, Jºj cy! [the meaning is virtually
- ~ - - - o - -

Verily Zeyd is going anay, but] cl is a negative

and the J is syn. with Sl; but this assertion is

refuted by the fact that some make it to govern
o

when contracted, as in exs. cited above, voce el,
© ... •

q. v. (Mughnee.)— It is also syn. with Jº

[Even so; yes; yea]; (Mughnee, K;) contr. to

the opinion of AO. (Mughnee.) [See also &l,

last sentence.] Those who affirm it to have this

meaning cite as an ex. the following verse (Mugh

nee, K*) of 'Obeyd-Allah Ibn-Keys-er-Rukeiyát:

(S,” TA:)

cº 2 c 2 - ... d > © ... • , • * > * 6 & 2. ~ b x . .

* * ~* ~* **, *) * \e 25 -º cºliº

[And they say, (namely, the women,) Hoariness

hath come upon thee, and thou hast become old:

and I say, Even so, or yes, or yea): (Mughnee,

K:) but this has been rebutted by the saying,

We do not concede that the 6 is here added to

denote the pause, but assert that it is a pronoun,

+

governed by č, in the accus. case, and the pre

dicate is suppressed; the meaning being, <!

Jae [Verily it, i.e. the case, is thus]. (Mugh

nee) [J says, The meaning is, U.4° &lé 35 <!

Jā5 [Verily it, i. e. the case, hath been as ye

say]: A 'Obeyd says, This is a curtailment of

the speech of the Arabs; the pronoun being

deemed sufficient because the meaning is known:

and as to the saying of Akh, that it signifies*.

he only means thereby that it may be so rendered,

not that it is originally applied to that significa

tion: he says that the o is here added to denote

the pause. ($.) There is, however, a good ex.

of& in the sense of .< in the saying of Ibn

Ez-Zubeyr, to him who said to him, “May God

curse a she camel which carried me to thee,”

*5% &l, i. e. Even so, or yes, or yea; and

may God curse her rider: for the suppression of

both the subject and the predicate is not allowable.

(Mughnee.) And hence, accord. to Mbr, the

saying.in the Kur [xx. 66], as thus read, &

cº-º- 934 [meaning, if so, Yes, these tro are
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enchanters]. (Mughnee.) [But this phrase has

given rise to much discussion, related in the

Mughnee and other works. The following is a

brief abstract of what has been said respecting

it by several of the leading authorities.] Aboo

Is-hák says that the people of El-Medeeneh and

El-Koofeh read as above, except ‘Āsim, wh9 is

reported to have read, cº & , without tesh

deed, and so is Kh; [so too is Hafs, as is said

above, voce & ;] and that AA readº č,

the former word with teshdeed, and the latter in

the accus. case: that the argument for Já. &l,

with teshdeed and the nom. case, [or rather what

is identical in form with the nom. case,] is, that

it is of the dial. of Kinéneh, in which the dual

is formed by the termination J) in the nom.

and accus. and gen. cases alike, as also in the

dial. of Benu-l-Hárith Ibn-Kaab: but that the

old grammarians say that • is here suppressed;

the meaning being, Já. *: (T:) this last

assertion, however, is weak; for what is applied

to the purpose of corroboration should not be

suppressed, and the instances of its suppression

which have been heard are deviations from general

usage, except in the case of Čí, with fet-h, con

tracted into &: (Mughnee :) Aboo-Is-hák then
© . .”

adds, that some say, & is here syn. with sº :

this last opinion he holds to be the best ; the

meaning being, cº-º-' (-) cyl. A sa, [Yes,

these trºo, verily they are two enchanters : for

this is not a case in which the U (which is the U

of inception) can be regarded as transferred from

its proper place, at the commencement of the

sentence or proposition, as it is in some instances

mentioned in the former half of this paragraph:

but it is said in the Mughnee that this explanation

is invalidated by the fact that the combining of

the corroborative U and the suppression of the

inchoative is like the combining of two things in

consistent, or incompatible; as is also the opinion

that the J is redundant, because the redundant J

prefixed to the enunciative is peculiar to poetry]:

next in point of goodness, in the opinion of Aboo

Is-hák, is, that it is of the dial. of Kináneh and

Benu-l-Hárith Ibn-Kaab : the reading of AA he

does not allow, because it is at variance with the

written text; but he approves the reading of

‘Āsim and Kh. (T) =& also occurs as a

verb; it is the third person pl. ſem. of the pret.

from &S, syn. with Jºl; or from & syn.

with <º : or the third person sing. masc. of the

pret. passive from &S, in the dial. of those

who, for 3, and -- say 3, and J.-, likening

these verbs to Jº and &: or the sing. masc.

of the imperative from the same: or the pl. fem.

of the imperative from &S ; or from & syn.

with º : or the sing. fem. of the corroborated

- - -

form of the imperative from& syn. with

(Mughnee.)

Jºº.

•: - of .

Ul, signifying I : see cy!, in seven places.

• f . -

ã, signifying I : see &l, in two places.

9 ºf: * ...? -. 3 : -

àjí i. q. ºf [inf. n. of cy', but app. a simple

subst., signifying A moan, moaning, or prolonged

voice of complaint; or a saying Ah : or a com

plaint ; or a cry]. (TA.)

• ?: . . . . g • * c :

<ji, signifying Thou: fem. - is dual tºi;
o y of = 2 o: • ?: .

pl. masc. Lº!, and pl. fem. Jºſ: see Ji, in

six places.

àdº! : 6 ºf

9 2 3 | see JU'

cyū! :

af

&ú One nho moans; nºko utters a moaning,

or prolonged voice of complaint; or nºbo says
-?

Ah ; much, or frequently; as also Yūtº and

2-3

wāšî: (M, K:) or this last signifies one who

publishes complaint, or makes it public, much, or

frequently : (M :) or one niho talks and grieves

and complains much, or frequently; and it has

no verb derived from it: (T:) and you say,
22:: 6.6.-->

alºš alº! J49. [in which the latter epithet is app.

an imitative sequent to the former, meaning an

eloquent man. (TA) The fem. of &G; is with

3 : (M, K :) and is said to be applied to a woman

n:ho moans, or says Ah, and is affected nith

compassion, for a dead husband, on seeing another

whom she has married after the former. (M.F.)
6 - J. 6 ºf ~

[See also a U-, voce Jua-.]

, º o :

J), signifying I : see J', in two places.

3 - d

cyl part. n. of Öi, [Moaning; or uttering a

moan or moaning or a prolonged voice of com

plaint; or saying Ah; by reason of pain: com

plaining by reason of disease or pain: or] utter

ing a cry or cries : fem. with 3. (Msb.) [Hence,

you say, ășſS; ãº & tº He has not a she camel

nor a sheep, or goat: ($, M, A, K:) or he has

not a she camel nor a female slave (M, K) that

moans by reason of fatigue. (M.)

it…, occurring in a trad., (S, Mgh, K, &c.,

in the first and last in art. Jue, and in the second

in the present art.,) where it is said, Jºk &
2 *... 2. ~ 23.2 ... • * > ... • - - - - , a e

Ja-yi is cº-e ā-e ālas-, 2-ass 3D-a!", ($, Mgh,

TA, &c.) is of the measure isi, [originally
2 82 * -

ãºt...] from ēl, (§, Z in the Fáik, IAth, Mgh,

K,) the corroborative particle; (Z, IAth, Mgh;)
5 * o – - -

like su-ko from L-e ; ($, K;) but not regularly

derived from č, because a word may not be

so derived from a particle; or it may be said

that this is so derived after the particle has been

made a noun; (Z, IAth;) or neither of these

modes of derivation is regular: (MF :) the mean

'ing is, [Verily the longness of the prayer and

the shortness of the oration from the pulpit are

(together)] a proper ground for one's saying,

Verily the man is a person of knowledge or in

telligence: (Z, Mgh, K in art, cl. ) this is the

proper signification: accord. to AO, the meaning

is, a thing nhereby one learns the knowledge, or

intelligence, of the man : (Mgh :) or it means

a thing suitable to, (S, Mgh,) and nºhereby one

knows, (S,) the knowledge, or intelligence, of the

man : (S, Mgh :) or a sign (As, S, K) of the

knowledge, or intelligence, of the man; and suit

able thereto : (As, S:) or an evidence thereof:

(M:) or an indication, or a symptom, thereof;

everything that indicates a thing being said to

be i.e.: [so that 13& i. may be well ren

dered a thing that occasions one's knowing, or

inferring, or suspecting, such a thing ; and in

like manner, a person that occasions one's doing

so : or, more properly, a thing, &c., in nehich

such a thing is usually knonym to take place, or

have place, or be, or eacist, like iſia. :] one of

the strangest of the things said of it is, that the .

is a substitute for the B of il. (IAth:) this

seems to have been the opinion of Lh: (Az, L:)

accord. to AA, it is syn. mith āī [a sign, &c.]."

(TA.) As says (S,” K, TA, all in art. cº) that

the word is thus, with teshdeed to the cy, in the

trad. and in a verse of poetry, as these are related;

(S, TA;) but correctly, in his opinion, it should

be iº, of the measure iss, (§, K, TA)
unless it be from č, as first stated above: (S,

TA:) AZ used to say that it is #4, with <!,

(S, K,”TA,) meaning a thing (lit. a place) meet,

fit, or proper, or northy or deserving, and the like;
a. * > 2 ºf

à-5Lo, from asl
-

of the measure iai, [originally

meaning “he overcame him with an argument

or the like:” ($, K, TA :) but some say that
ºn tº - •

it is of the measure à Gºś, from &t. meaning

Jº See art. cº. (K in that art.) You say

also, jº- ãº. sº, from 3. He is a person fit,

or proper, for one's saying ºfJim, Verily le is

good; and in like manner, Su-a-, from L-e, as

meaning “a person fit, or proper, for one's say

ing of him, May-be he will do good.” (A, TA)

And 134-& º ãº. &l Verily it is meet,

fit, or proper, for onés saying of it, Verily it

is thus; or is northy, or deserving, of one's say

ing &c.; or verily it is a thing meet, fit, or

proper, for one's saying &c.; or is a thing northy,

or deserving, of one's saying &c.; of the measure

iſsiº, from Ö). (K in the present art.) And

• * • 2 o o # 63 22 ya

J15
Jaa, cºl a.º.) as Verily he is meet, fit, or

proper, for doing that; or is northy, or deserving,

of doing that: or verily he is a person meet, fit,

or proper, for doing that; or is a person northy,

or deserving, of doing that: and in like manner

you say of two, and of more, and of a female:

but it. may be of the measure ãº [from cºl,

i.e. a triliteral-radical word. (M.) – You also

say, 35 3:. Jé sui, meaning He came to him

at the time, or season, [or fit or proper time,)

of that; and at the first thereof. (M.)

U!

Uí (pronoun of the first person sing.): see

art. J).

~!

2. 45, inf n.* He blamed, reproved,

reprehended, chid, or reproached, him : (S, M,

A, K:) or he did so severely, or angrily: (ISk,

T, S, M, A, K:) or, with the utmost severity or

harshness: (T, M, TA:) or he repulsed him,

meaning a person who asked something of him,

in the most abominable manner. (M," K,”TA.)

• Jož - -

Jºji An internodal portion, or the portion

between any tro joints, or knots, of a cane, or

reed, and of a spear-shaft: (T:) [and] a spear,
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or lance: pl. “…ºf mentioned in this art. [in

the T, and] by Ibn-El-Mukarram [in the L].

(TA.) [See also art. •S.]

~~!

~ of e: ~ 3 of oxos a jo: of .

~5), stºl, U-1, -º), and cººl : see J', in

art. J).

<!

2 ºf 6 * ~ : a 2 × 2

1. [3-31, aor. *, inf. n. 45U' and āj931, (see the

former of these two ns. below,) It was, or became,

female, feminine, or of the feminine gender.—
o 23: o:

And hence, stºl, said of land (Jºy), It was,

or became, such as is termed atºi...— Hence also,
~ 2: - -

Jºl, said of iron, It was, or became, soft.

(Golius, from the larger of two editions of the

lexicon entitled āśJ| 35,.a.) Accord. to IAar,

softness is the primary signification. (M.) [But

accord. to the A, the second and third of the
6 g

meanings given above are tropical: (see Jººl :)

and the verb in the first of the senses here assigned

to it, if not proper, is certainly what is termed
a o y -

- -

4:9).c iii-, i. e., conventionally regarded as

proper.] -

2. &l, inf. n. **, He made it (namely, a

noun [&c.], S and Mºb) feminine; (S, M, L,

Msb;) he attached to it, or to that nihich was syn

tactically dependent upon it, the sign of the femi

nine gender. (Msb.)– t He, or it, rendered him

effeminate. (K.L.) [See the pass. part. n., below.]

=4| ei, inf. n. as above, I He acted gently, [or

effeminately] tonards him ; as also a * < jū.

(K, TA.) And º: e” ei, inf. n. as above, (T,

A,) t He acted gently in his affair : (A:) or he

applied himself gently to his affair : (T:) and

some say, oy-o! Us; W ejº, meaning he acted

effeminately in his affair. (T, TA.)

4. & 31, (S, M, A, K,) inf. n. *!, (K,) She

(a woman) brought forth a female, (S, A, K,)

or females. (M.)—[And hence,) + It (land,
£ 0.

Jº) was, or became, such as is termed tº.

(A.)

5. e-jū It (a noun [&c.]) nas, or became, or

was made, feminine. ($, L.)- See also 2, in

two places. -

-ol -

Lºl Female ; feminine; of the female, or

Jeminine, sea, or gender; contr. of}=3; (T, S,

M :) an epithet applied to anything of that sex or

gender: (T.) IAgr asserts, that a woman is termed

Jººl from the phrase <<! 34, q. v., because of

her softness; she being more soft than a man:

(M, L:) [but see the observation at the end of

the first paragraph of this art. :] the pl. is 551:

(T, S, M, A, Msb, K;) and sometimes one says

3.31, as though it were pl. of*]; (§ ;) or it is

[truly] pl. of toul, like as Jº is of jus; ; (T;)

and Jui, (T, A, Mºb, K.), which lºst occurs in

poetry. (T.) You say, otºls jºu, |J.A. [This is a

(male) bird and his female]: not 3úi (ISk, T.)

In º Kur iv. 117, I’Ab reads tº: [in the place

of Vºl or uul); and Fr says that it is pl. of

31 – -31

6 * , g> cº º

J35, the 5 in cº being chººl into as in

Giſor&#1 (T,1)—Jºãº (Aſami.
nine noman, means a perfect noman; (T, A, K,)

a woman being thus termed in praise; like as a

man is termed Jé Jé. (T, A.)—[The pl.]

3,9] also signifies t Inanimate things; (Lh, T,

M, K5) as trees and stones (T, K) and wood.

(T.) In the passage of the Kur mentioned above,

Gül is said to have this meaning: (T, M. :) [or it

there means females; for] Fr says that El-Lāt and

El-'Ozzā and the like were said by the Arabs to

be feminine divinities. (T, TA.)- Also + Small

stars. (K.)— And [the dual] cºS 1 The two

testicles; syn. cº-º-; (S, K;) Or cº

[which is said by some to mean the scrotum; but

the former is generally, though app. not always,

meant by Jºji). (M, Mgh, Msb.) –And

: The two ears: (As, T, S, M, A, Mgh, K:) because

they are of the fem. gender. (TA.)- And t The

two tribes of Bejeeleh and Kudá'ah. (K.)-

And Jºãº (3; + The inner parts (94.9) of

the thighs of the horse. (M., L.)- And Jº

is also used to signify tThe [engine of near called]

J.- : because the latter word is [generally] of

the feminine gender. (M.)

<<1, see &–iº ºi (AA, IAºr,

T, S, M., K.) and Y &#., (ISh, T, M., K.)

1 Plain, even, or soft, land, or ground, (ISh,

IAar, T, M, K,) that produces many plants, or

much herbage; (AA, T, M, K;) or that produces

herbs, or leguminous plants, and is plain, even, or

soft; (El-Kilábee, $;) or fitted for producing

plants, or herbage ; not rugged. (ISh, T, L.)

And <-- & A place in rhich the herbage

grows quickly, and becomes abundant. (T, L.)

And 3 ºf& + A country, or district, of n!hich

the soil is soft, and plain, or even. (IAar, M, L.)—

<! 3.2- 1 Female iron; that rehich is not what

is termed Jes: ($, M, I, §i) ºf iron. (Tand

K in art. Căl.) And ºl Cie., f A snºord of

female iron: (M, L:) or a sword that is not

sharp, or cutting; a blunt snºord: (T, M,” L:)

and " &ti. J., and "ātā, (T, M., L. K.)

mentioned by Lh, (T, L,) a blunt snºord; (K;)

as also "33%: (TA:) or a snºord of soft iron.

(T, L.)

ãºf [inf. n. of 3, q. v. :] The female, or.

feminine, nature, or quality, or gender; (M;)

as also 'i,j (A)—ithe quality of land

n:hich is termed iº. (A.)- [f Softness of iron:

See 3-ºil

iſ, i. see the paragraph next preceding.

3-5. A woman bringing forth, or niho brings

forth, a female, (§, K) or females. (M.)

** A woman who usually brings forth fe

males: (S, M, K:) and a man who usually begets

female children; for the measure Ulaio applies

equally to both sexes: ($:) the contr. epithet is

*i. (TA.)– See also 3.3% in two places.

[Book I.

: :: 6 of: * . ; g ºf -

— tº Jºli see “-ºl. — ºut.” “A-, and

32. :: * ...;

à5uto: see Jºl.

3.35. [A feminine word; a word made femi

nine—Also, (T, A, K.) and '3-ºl, (AA,T)

and'éti, (K) and "ātā, (TA) fiq.3.−2,

(AA, T, A, K,) i. e. An efféminate man; one m'ho

resembles a noman (AA, T, TA) in gentleness,

and in softness of speech, and in an affectation of

languor of the limbs: (TA:) or a man in the
6 J. , 6 o'.

form, or make, ºf a female. (T.)– tº Că.- :

See <<1.—º.* + Perfume that is used

by nomen; such as 3,4- andcº, (Sh, T, L,)

and what colours the clothes: (L:) ~k. à,é

being such perfumes as have no colour; such as

agú and 2,3- and ul- and* and 2: and

the like, which leave no mark. (T, L.)

t"
- - o 2?

1. ń, aor. 2, inf. n. ºf and ** and tº,

He (a man, S) breathed hard, or violently, in

consequence of heaviness, or oppression, eacperi

enced by him as an effect of disease, or of being

out of breath, (S, K, TA,) as though he made (l

reiterated hemming in his throat, (*** âté,)

and did not speak clearly, or plainly: (S, TA:)

or he made a reiterated hemming in his throat

(3-3*3), when asked for a thing, by reason of

niggardliness: (L:) or he uttered a long, or

vehement, sigh, or a kind of groaning sound, (35)

when asked for a thing. (A.) You say,&

4. Jº He utters a long, or vehement, sigh, or

a kind of groaning sound, over his property [from

unwillingness to part with it]. (A.)- It is said
- • .2 8. 2 . .” :-

in a trad. of Ibn-'Omar, “k. tº 9- Cºb,

meaning, [it is asserted, though this seems doubt

ful, He san, a man] raising, or lifting, his belly

with an effort, oppressed by its neight : from
28

5 931 in the last of the senses assigned to it below.

(TA.)

• ań.

t": See

which it is also pl.

6 y :

tº See

*', with which it is syn., and of

*', in two places.

º : [see 1:] it is also explained as signifying

A sound like that nihich is termed; 5, arisingfrom

grief, or anger, or repletion of the belly, or jed

lousy: (L:) a sound accompanied by a reiterated
2 o' -- . . 9 o –

hemming in the throat(~~ &- ~5-2): (As :)

and a sound that is heard from a man's inside, with

breathing, and a shortness of breath, or panting for

breath, which affects fat men; as also'º. (L.)

2• f. • 23 -

tº: See tºl. [See also 1.]

-či; see ºfc : See &: -

o iſ act. part. n. of 1; A man breathing hard,

or violently, &c.; and a man n-ho, nihen he is asked

jor a thing, makes a reiterated hemming in his

throat (8-3), by reason of niggardliness; as
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tº-J-

alsoº, and Y#, (S, K,) and Ygº : (Lh:)

or W £º signifies a man rho hangs back from, or

jalls short of, doing generous deeds; as also £ºf

(El-Ghanawee and $ in art. 2-ji, and TA in the

present art. :) and is also applied to a horse,

meaning that runs, and makes a kind of groaning

noise; }; cº- 3]: this is the right reading

in the K: in some copies 2395 U.83- 3) [that

makes a rumbling sound in his belly n!hen he runs]:

(TA:) the pl. of& is *i. (S, K)—i-ſ, ap

plied to a female, signifies Short. (K.)

U

1 * -, (AZ, 5, M, A, Mº.,k) and <!,
(A,) aor. 4; (Mºb, TA;) and J-5ſ, ($, M, A,

Msb, K,) aor. 2 (M., Msb, TA) and 2; (M;)

and J-7| aor. *; (M, $gh, K;) inf. n. Jº

and iº, (§, K) both of J_i, ($) ºr J-4,

(AZ, AHát, T, M, Msb,) also of J-31, (AZ,

AHát, Mºb, TA,) but this is rare, (T, TA,)

and Jºi. (T, S, M, A, K) which is the more

common, (T, TA,) and is ofJºſs) OrJ: has

a different signification from J-3, the inf. n. of

J-i, [we & bowl (AZ, AH) or it is a

subst. from * U-3), (Msb,) and a .31; (Mº),[but

hi, also is probably * subst: il ºne says U-31 and

a-3), like as one says Jax, and 3.xxº; (Hamp. 768;)

He was, or became, sociable, companionable, con

versable, inclined to company or converse, friendly,

amicable, or familiar, with him, or by means of

him, and to him ; and [a J-31] he was, or became,

cheered, or gladdened, by his company or converse,

or by his, or its, presence; or cheerful, gay, ºrglad.

some : the inf n. signifying the contr. ofata-3: (T,

S, A, K:) or he was, or became, at ease, or tranquil,

with him: (M:) or his heart nas, or became, at ease,

or tranquil, with him; without shrinking, or aver

sion: (Mºbi) and a "J-tº-, (§, M.A., Mºb) and

24, (A,) and a. * J-º, signify the same, (S,

M, Mºb,) i.e., the same as º-' (M, A, Msb,

TA)and, iOM, Mºb)and Jºi. (M.)ºf
is likewise explained as signifying he delighted, or

rejoiced, in such a one; he was happy, or pleased,

with him ; (IAar, TA:) [and "4-º', a form of fre

quent occurrence, inf. n. i_3}, which occurs in

this art. in the TA, also signifies he was or became,

sociable, &c., with him; like as J- &c. : it is

also said in the TA that aw J- and a "J-31 are

syn., meaning, app., like aw J-º- and aw J-º,

and that J-7 in this case is therefore of the

Ineasure Jes ; but this admits of some doubt, as

it is said immediately after 4–7 as meaning the

contr. of<< :] and Y J-º-, (K, TA,) said of

a wild animal, (TA,) signifies [he becamefamiliar,

or tame, or domesticated; or] his nildness (****)

departed : (K, TA:) you say J. tº ā- Šl

C-4 Jé Jº-sºJ-5 Jé [When the night

comes, every wild animal becomes familiar with

his kind, and every human being becomes shy of

his hind, i.e., of such thereof as he does not know,

when meeting them in the dark]. (A, TA, Msb

in art. J-5.)

Bk. I.

… wº 3 *.

2: a-51, inf. n. J-EU, He rendered him fami

liar; or tame. (K.L.)=See also 4, in three

places.

3: see 1, in two places.

4. 4–1, (M, K,) inf. n. J-4, (S,) He behaved

in a sociable, friendly, or familiar, manner with

him; [see 1, in two places;] he, or it, cheered him,

or gladdened him, by his company or converse, or by

his, or its, presence; he, or it, solaced, or consoled,

him; contr. of *i-ji: (S, Ki) as also "4-ji,

(K,) inf. n. J-ºº: (S, K:) or he, or it, rendered

him easy, at ease, or tranquil; as also V the latter

verb, occurring in the following ex. : su.

& [He has called them (referring to weapons)

~\-35 JI because they render him at ease with his

adversaries, and secure, or cause him to have

a good opinion of his safety, and thus, cheer him,

or solace him, by their presence]. (M : [and

the like is said in the A.])= He perceived it;

syn. of the inf n. 353. (TA.) — He san,

him, or it, (S, M, A,” Mºb, K,) and looked at

him, or it; (M, TA;) as also * 4.5i, inf. n.

J-º (K;) and * -t- : (M:) or he san,

it so that there was no doubt or wncertainty in

it : or he san, it, meaning a thing by the sight

or presence of which he was cheered, gladlºnel,

solaced, or consoled; J-Lº signifying tº 3'-a')

a. J-352 : (Bd in xx. 9:) or he san, it, not having

iéfore known it, or been acquainted mith it.

(TA)- He heard it; namely, a sound or voice.

($, K.)- He felt it; was sensible of it; (M, K,

TA;) experienced it in himself; (TA;) namely,

[for instance, fright, or fear. (A, TA.)- He

knew it: ($, M, Msb, K :) he was acquainted

with it : (TA:) he had certain knowledge of it;

nas certain of it. (M., T.A.) You say, < ºf

tº 4. (S, A, TA) I knew him to be charac.

terized iy •º, (S, TA,) i. e., maturity of intel

lect, and rectitude of actions, and good manage

ment of affairs. (TA) [see, Kuriv, 5.] And

it is said in a prov., J-ºl gºl Jaxº, i. e. After

appearance [is hnon-ledge, or certain knowledge].

(Fr, T.A.)

5, as Jºu: see 1.=esjø J it The falcon

looked, raising his head (M, A, K) and his eyes.

(A)— 4. J-º: see 10.

10. J-t-. and * J-tº- and <!: see 1.=

J-U-1 signifies also He (a wild animal) became

sensible of the presence or nearness of a human

being. (S, K.)= He looked; as in the phrase

z - 2 - 22 ° 3-2 -- 2 - 2

2- 5 Ja J-tº-sº (Go thou and look

if thou see any one]: (Fr, TA:) he considered,

or eacamined, endeavouring to obtain a clear know

ledge of a thing; (K, TA;) and looked aside, or

about, to ascertain if he could see any one :

(TA:) he sought, or asked for, knowledge, or

information; he inquired: (M, TA:) and hence,

(Bd in xxiv. 27,) he asked permission. (Fr, Zj,

K, TA, and Bd ubi supra.) It is said in the Kur

[xxiv. 27],*::J-ºk tººl,ſº º

lsº [Enter ye not houses other than your

onn houses] until ye inquire whether its inhabit

ants desire that ye should enter or not; [and

salute :] (M:) or (which is essentially the same,

M) until ye ask permission : (Fr, Zj, M, TA:)

but Fr says that the sentence presents an inversion,

and that the meaning is, until ye salute, and ask

ifye shall enter or not : (TA:) I’Ab says that

15-30-5 is a mistranscription; and he and Ubei

and Ibn-Mes'ood read lºstº, which signifies

the same : (Az, TA:) [it is said that] J-tº

also signifies he made a reiterated hemming, like

a slight coughing; [as a man does to notify his

nearness;] syn. » *** and so some explain it

in the text of the Kur quoted above. (TA.)-

4; J-tº- Be listened to, or endeavoured or sought

to hear, him, or it; as also "J-jū. (A.) [See

the Kur xxxiii. 53.]= *—t-l: see 4.

Jºi Sociableness ; companionableness; con

versableness; inclination to company or converse;

Jriendliness; amicableness; socialness; famili

arity : cheerfulness; gayness; gladsomeness :

contr. ofi- : (T, S, A, K :) joy; gladness;

happiness: (Har p. 652;) or ease, or tranquil

lity: (M:) or ease, or tranquillity, of heart, and

jreedom from shrinking, or from aversion :

(Mºb :) an inf. n. of 1, (§, M) as are also "Jºi

and 'idi (S,K) and "Jº, (M) but this is

rare as signifying the contr. ofi- : (T, TA :)

Or "J-5 is the inf. n. of a Jºſ; but Jºi is not :

(AZ, AHát, Msb, TA:) this latter is a subst: from

that verb [signifying as explained above]: (Msb:)

or only signifying converse, and companionship,

or familiarity, with nomen; (AZ, AHát, TA;)

or amatory conversation and conduct; or the talk

of young men and young women: (Fr, TA:)

[but of all the forms above, J. : is that which

is most commonly used, at least in post-classical

works, as signifying the contr. of i-s)-

[Also t Delight, as meaning a cause of delight,

or thing that gives delight.] A poet says,

ºf S it. Jºël & +

… … O • * w 2. 2 of

+ ** - 3, 4 tº -

© 2 o', - 6 … j. -

+ 2,923 G2- -3° sº tº *

• * * * * ~ * ~ * * ~ * ~ *

+ Lº-5' U-5' Us.J. Jºe +

[0 inhabitants of Mekkeh, may ye not cease to

be a delight to us : verily I have not forgotten

you: there is in you no fault beside your saying,

at meeting, Your sociableness, or companiableness,

&c., has made us feel lonely and sad; meaning,

in your absence]. (TA in art. Jºe-5.) [See

* * of

3'. of , o

as tropical, is perhaps post-classical.]–J-31 cºl:

--> 2 - d.º.o. • - - • ? -

and JY3 J. : & &: and J-31

>

But this signification, though allowable

&f-ce.

and 3- &f& —i.e :

select, particular, or perial, friend or compºniºn;

(S, K;) as also J-ºl Jº!, (S, K,) or "...i cºl.

(So in a copy of the A.) You say, e- is:

($) and 4:1, and 4–5 & 7 (Ki) ; This is

my chosen, or particular, friend; ($;) and,thy

chosen, or particular, friend. (K), And Jºš

953 - &ſ, (5) or c> "Jºº

• ?

see ~!.

• 2: .

see J.31, in two places. =: A chosen,
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f Such a one is the chosen, or particular, friend

of such a one. (S, #) One also says, Căşe

4–5, &; and W. 4–5, (S, M.) or &ſes; -º-
- • - 2 of

4-3 (AZ, Fr. A) and *4.5i, (A,) meaning him

self, (AZ, Fr.S.T.A.) i.e., thon dost thou regard

me in my companionship with thee 2 ($ :) or

the meaning is, thon dost thou find thyself?

(A:) or hon is thyself? (M, TA)=Mankind;

(S, M, A, K3) the opposite of 3-5 (Mºb;) as

also "Jºi. (Akh, ś, TA) and 'Cuº (A, K.)

the last being a gen. n., (Msb,) but applied to the

male (S,” Msb) and female, ($, Mºb, K,) and sing.
3 o

and pl.: (Msb:) one is [also] termed "J-5 and

3 - -

W&# (S, K;) the former of which is a rel. n.
• o • *

from J-4; (M;) [and the latter, from J is the

fem. of each is with 3:] the vulgar apply to a

woman, instead of Y &º, [which is the more
6 * * >

approved, *ājūī; (S, K:) this latter [accord.

to some] should not be used : (S:) but it is cor

rect, though rare : it is said in the K to occur

in poetry, but supposed to be post-classical: it

occurs, however, in classical poetry, and has been

transmitted by several authors: (MF:) the pl.

(of J.S., M., TA) is J-5ſ (M, K, TA) and

(ºr he same, K in art. J-33, or of 'º-, M)

U-U!, (M, Kubi supra,) with which U-9 is syn.,

(S, M, Msb, K,) being a contraction thereof;(Sb,

S, M, Msb;) and (of "C-", S, M, or "&#,

$, or of "&#, Ilºs, M, Mºb) -é, (L.S.

M, Mºb, K.) like a 2% is pl. of , jê, or.P. -- 5 - 0 •

like as cº-º- is pl. of cº-rº, but us being

substituted for J, (M, TA,) after the same man

ner as they say cº for ~5: (Fr, TA;) and

cº, (Lh, M,) in the accus. case C-8, as the

word is read in the Kur Xxv. 51, by Ks, (TA)

and by Yahyà Ibn-El-Hárith, (K, TA,) dropping

the U3 between the second and last radical letters,

[for, with some others, it seems, they held the

word to be derived from the root J-3, (TA,)

and i-à, (S, M, K,) in which the 3 is a sub

- 3 -

stitute for one of the two yás in J-8), a pl. of
• o ... ºf T * 3

&tº ; or, accord, tº Mbr, iº is pl. of J-4.

[in the TA, of i-, which I regard as a mis
- 6 * ~ * .x. ---

transcription,] and is like 3329; for Jesúj, and

āşş for &aj%; (M, TA;) and you say also

Ösº (TA.) J-6 is masc., as in the Kur

ii. 19, &c.; and sometimes fem., as meaning A
º; , ,- 6 * *

tribe, or a body of men, àJes, or āāśUle; as in

the phrase, mentioned by Th; Jºël Já-, Inean

ing, The tribe, or portion of people (axis), Came

to thee. (M,TA) "cººl sº means The sons

of Adam. (M.) And J.tº Jº, an expression

mentioned by Sb, means, Men in every place and

in every state are men: a poet says,

~3 - a 2 - a 2 • 5 °

+ tº-3 U-5 Ute tº sº +

* … • -, * • * : * *

- >} >}º's J-9 J-ul 3: +

meaning [A country in which we n'ere, and

which we used to love,) since the men nere in

genuous men, and the country was a fruitful

country. (M.) The following trad., *ſ £u. ;

J-6 & C. Jºl e” J-ºl If God complied

with the prayer of men with respect to men there

rvould be no men, is said to mean, that men love

to have male children born to them, and not

females, and if there were no females, or if the

females were not, men would cease to be. (TA.)

It is related that a party of the jinn, or genii,

came to a company of men, and asked permission

to go in to them, whereupon the latter said, to

them, Who are ye? and they answered, Jºe v.0

3-1 [A people of the jinn], making their answer

to accord, with common usage; for it is customary

for men, when it is said to them, Who are ye?

to answer, §§ Jº &: J-5 [Men of the sons

of such a one]. (IJ, M, L: but in the L, for

J-9, in both instances, we find Jºã) [See also

J. in art. J-35.] Respecting the derivation of

W&º, authors differ, though they agree that

the final c is augmentative: the Basrees say that

it i. from Jº; (Msb;) and its measure is

Jºss ; ($, Msb;) but an addition, of Us, is

made in its dim, which is 5-ºil like as an

addition is made in Jeº, the dim, of Jº:

(S:) [but it should be observed thatJes, is more

probably the dim. of J-9:] some say that it is

from J.u.), signifying “perception,” or “sight,”

and “knowledge,” and “sensation;” because

man uses these faculties: (TA:) and Mohammad

Ibn-'Arafeh El-Wäsitee says that men are called
3 - … • 0.2

cº-º-; because they are seen (c)3–32, i. e.
~ o wº w

cº), and that the jinn are called cº- because

they are [ordinarily] concealed (3+4. i. e.

&sjº) from the sight of men: (TA:) [it is

said in the B, as cited in the TA, that the form

cºi is also used for& ; as though it were

a dual, meaning “a double associate,” i.e., an

associate with the jinn and with his own kind;

for it is added, Glºſt; J-5 &sº J-f Some

derive the word fromJº, signifying “motion:”

(TA:) some (namely, the Koofees, Msb) say that

it is originally &#, (S, Mºb, TA) of the

measure Jºkas!, (S, Msb) from Ju-Ji [“for

getfulness”], ‘(Msb) and contracted to make it

more easy of pronunciation, because of its being so

often used; ($;) but it is restored to its original

in forming the dim, (5, Mºb) which is 3-gi.

(Msb, TA:) this form of the dim., they say,

shows the original form of the word which is its

source; (TA;) and they adduce as an indication

of is derivation the saying of I’Ab, Gº tº,

J-s 24, ºwe as ul-, [He (meaning the first

man) was only named Ju-31 because he was com

manded and he forgot]: (S, TA:) [in like man

ner, it is said thatJº is originally J-ºl; the

former of these, accord. to one reading, and the

latter accord. to another, occurs in the Kurii. 195;

the latter referring to Adam, and to the words of

the Kur in xx. 114: (TA:) but Az holds that

&- is of the measure &º, from Jº,

and similar to Gº (L.T.A.')

Jº i. q. Jºi. q. v. ($, K.)=Also i. q.Jº,

q. v. (Akh, S, TA)— Also A numerous com

pany of men; (K,” TA;) many men. (TA.)-

A tribe (J-) staying, residing, dwelling, or

abiding : ($, K:) the people of a place of alighting

or abode : (M, TA: [but in the latter, in one

place, said to be J-1, with kesr; though a verse

cited in both, as an ex., shows it to be Jºi :]) the

inhabitants of a house : (AA, TA:) pl. (of the

word in the first sense, of these three, TA, and in

the second, M, TA) J-61. (M, TA.)- One with

nºhom apersºni, sociable. (Hamp. 136.) You say

also, 95.3 J.5i. They are they with whom such

a one is sociableCº. Jºë, &º). (Lh, M.)

And <3+ J-5* IIe is much accustomed to the

serving of him. (Harp. 472.)

3 - 2: .

à-li. q.

6 o'*

J-5), q.v. ($, K.)

3 e

Jr. Of, or belonging to, mankind; human;

-

3 25 3 .

ſº, also "Jº-ji, and 'Ju-5, ;] a rel. n. from

J-ºl. (M.)–A human being ; a man ; as also

3" -g 6 - ©

'…" (S,K,) and "Gº!. (S, A, Msb, K.) See

J-1, in two places.—[Domestic, as opposed to
6 * c 6 × 2

wild. Ex.] aeºljºe- Domestic asses; asses that

are accustomed to the houses: commonly known as

written with kesr to the e: but in the book of

Aboo-Moosa is an indication of its being with

damm to the . [:] : and as some relate a trad.

in which it occurs, it iſ, which is said to be of no

account. (TA)—The left side (AZ, S, M, Mºb,

K) of an animal, (Msb,) or of a beast and of a

man, (M,) or of anything: (AZ, S, K:) or the

right side: (As, S:) [but the latter seems to be a

mistake:] Az says that Lth has well explained

this term and its contrary *3. saying that the

latter is the right side of every beast; and the

former, the left side; agreeably with those of the

first authority in sound learning; and [that] it is

related of El-Mufaddal and As and AO, that all

of them asserted the latter to be, of every animal

except man, [the “far” side, or “off” side,) the

side on which it is not milked nor mounted ; and

the former, [the near side,) the side on rehich the

rider mounts and the milker milks: (TA in art.

Jº-3 :) [and the like is said, as a citation from Az,

in the Msb in art. Jºa-3 ; but after this, in my

copy of the Msb, there seems to be an omission;

for it is immediately added, “But Az says, This

is not correct in my opinion :”] it is said that

everything that is frightened declines to its right

side; for the beast is approached to be mounted

and milked on the left side, and, fearing thereat,

runs away from the place of fear, which is the left

side, to the place of safety, which is the right side:

(S,” IAmb in Mºb ; both in art. Jºe-3 :) ſac

cordingly, Er-Rá'ee describes a beast as declining

to the side termed Ust-9/1 because frightened on

the left side: ($ and Mşb in art. Jºe-5:) and

'Antarah alludes to one's shrinking with the side

so termed from the whip, [which he likens to a

cat, because the whip of the rider is in his right

hand: ($ in art. Jºe-3 :) but Abu-l-‘Abbās says

that people differ respecting these two terms when

relating to a man: that, accord. to some, they

mean the same in this case as in the cases of horses
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and other beasts of carriage, and of camels: but

some say, that in the case of a man, the latter term

means the part next the shoulder-blade; and the

former, the part neart the arm-pit. (TA in art.

Uta~3.) Of every double member of a man, as the

upper half of each arm, and the two fore arms,

and the two feet, it means That [side] nºbich is

toniards the man; and J-2, that which turns

away from him: (As, S:) or, of the foot, the

former means that [side] nhich is tonwards the

other foot; [i. e., the inner side;] and the latter,

the contrary of the former. (TA in art. Jºs-3.)

Of a bow, (S, M, K,) or of a Persian bow, (TA in

art. Jº-5,) That [side] rvhich is tonards thee;

(S, K;) and J-2, the back : (S and K in art.

Jº-3:) or the former, that [side] which is next to

the archer; and the latter, that which is next to

the animal shot at: (M,TA:) or ofa bow, whether

Persian or not is not said, [the former means the

side against nihich the arron, lies; and] the latter,

the side against which the arrow does not lie.

(TA in art. Jº-5.)

* : * '-' and tº eachi lJº": See J-4 and J-1, each in two places.

• , ~ * 22, - ? • ? - 3 *

*] and asu-1; see J-1, passim; and sº!—

cºal cº-º! ! The image that is seen [reflected] in

the black of the eye; ($, K;) what is seen in

the eye, like as is seen in a mirror, when a thing

faces it : (Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán:”) or the

pupil, or apple, Gºû) of the eye: (M :) or the

- - - - 3 -

black (3~) of the eyes (Mºb.) pl. -é, (S,
~ *

-

Mºb, K.) but not J-6. (8)

- 3 o

&º see J-1, first signification.

ſº Human nature; humanity; as also

ëº, which is probably post-classical, opposed

to <sº, q. v., in art. ae).]

6 of * 22

º, A tame, or gentle, dog; contr. of 235s :
.J. º , ae

pl. Ji. (M, A, K.)—See also a 3.

J- i. 4. W J-4. [generally used as an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant,

meaning, A sociable, companionable, conversable,

friendly, or familiar, person; a cheerful com

panion]: ($, K:) one with whom one is sociable,

companionable, conversable, friendly, familiar, or

cheerful: (K:) a person, (A,) or anything, (S,)

by whose company, or converse, or presence, one

is cheered, gladdened, solaced, or consoled. (§,

A.) You say, J-ºff 2.99 L. (or, as in some

copies of the K,- &-) There is not in the

house any one by whose company, or converse, or

presence, one is cheered, gladdened, solaced, or

consoled: (A:) or there is not in the house any
5 * * * ...;

one. (S, M, K.) [See also a 31.]—J-ºlt The
* 2 - 3’

domestic cock; (AA, K5) also called it!". (TA.)

—iº f The fire; (IAar, A, K5) as also

W iºt, [imperfectly decl., being a pººr name

and of the ſem, gender.] (M) and "āºtº, (M,

K.) of which [says ISd] I know no verb: (M :)

because, when a man sees it in the night, he

becomes cheerful and tranquil thereat, even if it

be in a desert land. (TA) You say, i-º, sº

< t[The fire nas during night his cheerful

companion, or his cheerer by its presence]. (A,

TA.)

J-7 [More, and most, sociable, &c.]. Hence,

Jº- &: Jºſ + [A closer companion than

jewer]: a saying of the Arabs, meaning, that

fever scarcely ever quits the patient; as though it

were sociable with him. (M, TA.) -

iºſ ãºjº- A girl of cheerful mind, (Lth, A,

K, TA) whose nearness, and conversation, or

discourse, thou lovest, (Lth, TA,) or nihose con

versation, or discourse, and nearness, are loved:

(A :) or a girl of pleasant conversation or dis

course; as also WJº (M3) and <--- i.”

n:ho becomes sociable, companionable, conversable,

friendly, familiar, or cheerful, by means of thy

conversation or discourse: it does not mean who

cheers thee [by conversation or discourse]: (S:)

pl. Jºi (Lih, A, TA) and ºf: (Lºh,TA)
- 6 x s of -

and the pl. of Jºi is Jºi. (M.T.A.) [See also
g3.

J-ºl.]

a -3. • ?: s - -

J-Lo ſapp. i. q. Jºle cº, q.v.] (A.)

J-4. + A name which the Arabs, (S, M,) and

the ancients, (M,) used to give to Thursday; (S,

M;) because on that day they used to incline to

places of pleasure; and ‘Alee is related to have

said that God created Paradise on Thursday, and

named it thus. (M,TA.)—ºjº f Weapons:

(M, A:) or all neapons: (K:) or the spear and

the* and the -º-, and the aij and the

J-5 (Fr, K) and the sword and the helmet:

(IKtt, TA:) so called because they render their

possessor at ease with his adversaries, and secure,

or cause him to have a good opinion [of his

safety, and thus, cheer him, or solace him, by

their presence: see 4]. (M., A.")- See also

**.
• #2 *,2- • ?? - 4 - 2

Jºu, Jºe, (M) and Jºue J-2, (A,) [4

place, and] a place of alighting or abode, in which
*

is Ji [i.e. sociableness, &c.]: (A:) Jºst, is a

kind of possessive noun, because they did not say

2 oz: 23 °.:

~~!, nor a-5).

… • di •?

(M, L.)– 4-5ue and&

* - >3. • . ;

à-53Us!!: see J-ºl.

9 - 2 6 g

J-35-e: see J-ºl. - -

… wº, -º -> 8. …

Jºlt The lion; (TS, K.) as also "J-tººl:

(TS, TA:) or he that is sensible of the prey from

afar, (K, TA,) and eacamines and looks about for

it. (TA.)

• ?: * >

J-º-º:
-

see what next precedes.

-ā3)

1. ii, (T, S, M, K) aor. (M, K) and ,

(K) inf n. Ji, (M.) He struck, (T, S,K) or

hit, or hurt, (M,) his nose; (T,S, M, K;) namely,

a man's. (S.)- It (the water) reached his nose,

(T, S, K,) on the occasion of his descending into

a river; ($5) as also "Aaj, (K, [but in some
* , ºf -

copies written again ºil) inf n. Júl. (TK)
… ~ 2:

=Jº c-à-5), (inf. n. as above, TA,) The

- ºcº tº Jº

camel, trod herbage, or pasture, such as is termed

-ji, (ISk, S, K,) i.e., n-hich had not been pas

tured upon. (S.) [But in the TT, as from the

M, I find Y -áſ, (which should rather be written
• * * ---

Căll, or, accord. to the more usual mode, Júl,)

He trod such herbage, or pasture.]= -či, aor. *,
9 -: -

($, M, K,) inf. n. Júl, (M,) He (a camel) had a

complaint of, or suffered pain in, his nose, from

the 3× [or nose-ring]: ($, M, K:) from ISk.

($)—Jº <--", accord. to certain of the

Kilábees, means The flies alighted upon the noses

of the camels, and they sought places which they

did not seek before. (T.)- 4. -či, aor. * ,

inf n. Jºi ($, M, Mºb, K) and isi, (S, M., K.)

or the latter is a simple subst., (Msb,) [He turned

up his nose at it;] he disdained it; scorned it;

abstained from it, or refused to do it, by reason

of disdain and pride; (S, M, Msb, K;) he dis

liked it, or hated it, and his soul nas above it;

(L;) namely, a thing: (S, M, L, Msb:) and he

shunned it, avoided it, or kept himself far from

it : (Mºb :) and he disliked it, or hated it;

namely, a saying. (AZ, T, Mºb.) You say,
2.8 • o £ 3 of. ,

~39 Le [I have not seen any

one more vehemently disdainful, or scornful, than

such a one]. (S.) And Uš31 J3 J-e Jºe- He

conceived, in consequence ofthat, disdain, or scorn,

arising from indignation and anger. (TA, from

a trad.) [The verb is also trans. without J-6 :
• 2 6

you say, 24 & -č [He disdains, or scorns,

or refuses to bear, or to submit to, being injured].

(K.) [When immediately trans.,] -či also signi

fies He loathed, disliked, or regarded with disgust.

(IAar, T.) You say, Y&J) rºl -ă] The camel

loathed, disliked, or regarded with disgust, the

herbage, or pasture. (T.) And* Atºll -ºff

He disliked the food &c. (M.) And Jº ºf

349. 3A 3. This my mare disliked this region.

(T, as heard from an Arab of the desert.) And

• * > .

wº-3 Jºë She (a woman, and a mare, and a

camel, being pregnant,) dislikes her male, or stal

lion. (T.) And <<1, said of a woman, signifies

She, being pregnant, had no appetite for any

thing. (Ibn-Abbād, K.)

3.

2: see 4.=Jºë also signifies + The sharpen

ing, or making pointed, the eactremity of a thing.

(S.) You say of a spear-head, or an arrow-head,
•w 8.

or a blade, -śl, inf. n. -kº, (K,) + It was

sharpened or pointed [at its extremity]. (TA.)

—[Used as a subst.,] tsharpness of the extremity

of the hock; which, in a horse, is approved.
• ?. 2-3

(TA)—ºn Jºº Jºi, said by an Arab of the

desert in describing a horse, means the nas made

even, like as is made even the cut thong or strap.

(M.)=+The seeking after herbage, or pasture,

(K, TA) such as is termed -ºi. (TA)—-si

duº, (T,) or Jº, (K,) inf n. as above; and

* Wºſ, (T, S, K.) inf. n. Jú!; (T3) t He pas

tured his beasts upon the first of the herbage :

(T:) or he pursued, with the camels, repeatedly,

or gradually, or step by step, ($, K, TA,) after

the first of the herbage, (S) or after the herbage

15 *
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which had not been pastured upon : (K,"TA:) or

he went mith them thereto. (L.)

4. aſ, (S, M,K) inf n. Jú!, (S) He, (S)

or it, (M,) made him to have a complaint of, or

to suffer pain in, his nose. (S, M., K.)—See also

aſſi...— He, or it, induced him to feel disdain,

scorn, indignation, and anger; (IF, M, K, TA;)

as also "Aaj, inf n. Jú: (Ki) or caused him

to dislike, or hate, or to loath, or feel disgust.

(T.)= + He hastened it; namely, his affair.

(Ibn-Abbād, K.)=See also 2. = -sſ as an

intrans. verb: see 1.

5. •lsº -šū + She desires of her husband,

with eagerness, one thing after another, by reason

of intense longing in pregnancy. (T, the Moheet,

L, K.')—&ls=} -šū f He seeks the brethren,

they disdaining, or scorning, or disliking ; not

holding social intercourse with any one. (TA.)

8: see 10.

10. &ct- and " … [written with the dis

junctive alif&ll + He took [its -či, i.e.,] the

first of it: (M :) he began it, or commenced it :

(S, M, Mºb, K*) or i, q &l [which has

also the latter of the two significations mentioned

above, (Mgh in art. J-3,) and moreover signifies

he anticipated it; and from what follows here, it

seems to be probable that this last signification,

as well as the other, may be meant by it in this

instance]: (T, M.:) namely, a thing, (M, Msb,)

or an affair. (T.) You say, Jºcº aſſºl the

made him a promise in anticipation; without his

asking it of him. (M.) And, of a woman,

º tºº <*ś +[She was just married, or

widº, fºr the first time. (M) see also Ji,

last sentence.—[Hence, - ºf-º-, in gram

mar, An inceptive particle, placed at the com

mencement of a new proposition grammatically

findependent of that which precedes it.]

6 of

Jºi a word of well-known meaning; (Lth, T,

K;) The nose; syn. J-ºk. : (Msb;) the aggre

gate composed of the two nostrils and the septum

and the [bone called] a...e5, which is the hard

part of the slº (MF) i, q = ... [which is

evidently an explanation by a synecdoche, as this

word properly signifies nostril]: (M:) it pertains

to man and to others: ($ :) W -Hi is a dial. var.

of the same; (MF, TA;) and so is Y -º, which

is a form used by the vulgar peculiarly : (TA:)

the pl. [of pauc.) is -śī and -jūī ($, M, Mºb,

K) and [of mult.] -iji. (T, S, M, Mºb, K.)

The dual is applied to The two nostrils; as in

the saying of Muzāhim El-'Okeylee, ...it -º-,

& [He scents with his two nostrils the dust].

> z of J & 2 * ~ *

(TA.) You say also, ańl& 3" f He scents,

or sniffs, the odour, and follows it. (T, [in which,

however, I find < in the place of º *2,] O, L,

K, TA.) And, of a she-camel,º2.5 +[She

makes a show of affection with her nose, by

smelling her young one; not having true love].

(S, M, K, voce 23%; &c. : see also Jºº.)
c: , o, . .

And añºl -ā- euº, ($, K, &c., in art. -ā-,) and

•ºf J.-, (K ibid.) + He died [a natural

death, on his bed, (K,) without being slain or

beaten (S, K) or dronned or burned. (K. [See

art. Càr-.]) And 2.É. (~~ f He became rehe.

mently angry, or enraged; as also as eye.

© º Jé,

JöS) f A disdainful, or scornful, man; niho dis

dains, or scorns, being injured. (T, K, TA. [See,
of 3 2

again, art. ..]) And Jūb) +[lit. High

nosed,º the same : i.º (T, K.)

And [...] Jº <-º *: Jº Jº + [A nose

in the sky and a rump in the mater]; a prov.,

applied to him who magnifies himself in words

and is little in actions. (Harp. 641.) And Jº

staff es aſſi t[lit. He put his nose in the back

of his neck]; meaning he turned anay from the

truth, or what was right, and betook himself to

n:hat was false, or vain : (K, TA:) expressing

the utmost degree of turning away, or turning the

head, from a thing. (TA) And J. gº

aſſi, (M., K.) and º &es. (M,) +[He neg

lected, or left unprotected, the nomb from nhich

he had come forth : (Th, M. :) or the& of his

mºther. (Iºabbād, K.) And&# SJ-4134

ań3), and 2.xii, º, + He is the speaker, or orator,

who is not to be rebutted. (TA.) 2.8 Ji

+ [The nose of the lion] is the asterism called

§, q. v. (Kzw in his Description of the Man

sions of the Moon.)—t [A prominent part of

anything, as being likened to a nose;] the eac

tremity of anything. (M.) [Thus, J.- Jºi

f A prominence, or projecting part, of a 772.07th

tain. (T, S, M, Mºb, TA) -ü Ji, (S, M. K.

TA,) in [some of] the copies of the K, erro

neously, -9, (TA,) tº "he extremity, (S, M, K,

TA,) or edge, (M, TA) of the canine tooth, or

tush, nihen it comes forth. (S, M, K, TA.) Jºi

2-9 -i- + The eactremity of the -4. [i. e. toe,

or each of the two nails of the foot, ofthe camel.

(T, K.) ãº) Jºi t The fore part, (M, TA,)

or side, (K) of the beard. (M, K, T.A.) Jºi

Jºl + The toe, or forems extremity, of the

sandal [also called its à-l and its a,05]. (M.)

Jºãº ūji + The two eactremities nºbich are in the

inner sides of the two curved ends of the bon.

(M.)- + The first, or first part, of anything;

($, M, KB) relating also to times; (Mi) as also

'Jºtt. (M.T.A.) Thus, J -à The

first of the herbage, or pasture. (S," M.) Jºi

21-9 1.Thefirst tºgetation produced by the rain.

(T, K.) Jºs- -ā) es? 2\e- I [He came among

the first of the horses, or horsemen]. (TA.) Ju

jº -ji Jº I [He journeyed in the first part

of the day]. (TA.) º Jºe —sº like f This

is the first of the things which such a one has

begun to do. (T, TA) ºil -ti (T.S. M.)

and 334), (M,) + The first of the run, or run

ning : (T:) the most vehement thereof. (T, S,

M, K.") 3,9] Jºi + The first of the cold : (T:)

the most vehement thereof; (T, S, M ;) so says

(IAth. [See also art. J-e-.]) And &-

Yaakoob. (S.)- 1 A lord, or chief. (IAar, T,

K.) You say, *; Ji* f He is the lord, or

chief, of his people. (TA.)- f A piece broken

off of a cake of bread. (K, T.A.) – f A part of

ground, or land, that is hard, and lying open,

exposed to the sun. (IF, K.)

º:

-ā) :

º

-āºl

|

6,35 of

see Căl, first sentence := and see Jöl.

ge 3

: see Júl, first sentence.

2.É

Jöl A camel having a complaint of, or suffer

ing pain in, his nose, from the 5. [or nose-ring]:

(ISk, S, M, K:) or mounded by the nose-rein,

whether it be with a Jºuis- or 5. (A 'Obeyd, T,

M) or 4,5- [all of which are different kinds of

nose-rings]. (A’ Obeyd, T.) And consequently,

Submissive, and tractable : (S, TA:) or submis

sive and obedient, that dislikes chiding and beating,

and goes as he is able to do spontaneously and

easily: (Aboo-Sa’eed, TA:) and Y -ºff signifies

the same; (A’Obeyd, M, K;) but the former is

the more correct and the more chaste : ($gh, K.)

by rule, it should be -ºt, like 3,343, (T, S,

M,) and ðsk. (T, S.) To such a camel, the

believer is likened in a trad.; (T, S, M ;) because

he ceases not to complain, or suffer pain; (M;)

or because he does not require to be chidden nor

to be punished, but endures and performs what

is incumbent on him. (Aboo-Sa’eed, TA.)—

Disdaining, or disdainful; scorning, or scornful;
o £ 3 - 2 of

i. q. Lº! Usse-; and * &ºi [signifies the

same ;] i. q. -ºš J- (T, K.)=See also

-ā31.

622 a ~ 0.

Căl iº9, t A meadow of men herbage, (Msb,)

not pastured upon (S, Msb, K) by any one; (S;)

as also "Jºš. (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) or untrodden:

- -- - ºf .

contracted, by poetic licence, into Y-5ſ, in a verse

of Abu-n-Nejm. (M.) And Jº §e + Herbage

not pººl upon ($, M) by any one. (M.)

–Jöl Jºu- t A cup of wine not drunk : (K:)

or from which one has not drunk before; as

though: linking thereof were [but just] begun;

like -śl iè3) : ($:) or t full ; and in like man

ner, Jº Jø. t [a full watering-place]; (M;)

6.25 g o .

or f not before drunk from. (TA.) And Jäljºs

f Wine of n!hich none haspeſº, been taken from

its jar. (M., T.A.")— —#3! Jºy! i. q. asº, q.v.

(M, TA.)-Jä $3.5 +A long [as though new

and undiminished] coat of ºil. (L in art.

Jºãº, from El-Mufaddal.)- -āl <! t An event

brought to pass at the first, not being before

decreed: (K, TA:) accord. to those who assert

that there is no decreeing [by God]. (TA.)-

-či i.i. t.A goodly [as though novel] gait, or

manner of walking. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) — Jºſ
o: - - -

-či ss & is like the phrase J3 ess &es i.e.,

** 22 ° 2 tº [I will come to thee in nºliat is (non.)

to be begun (of time); meaning, immediately;

nearly the same as ū, but relating to the nearest

future time, whereas this latter relates to the nearest.

past time]. (S.K.) And ºff sº &. Jº Jºsi,
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2.É.- : * ~ *

i. e., W -ătº U-23 [I will do that in what is

(non) to be begun &c.]; like Jºe LS3 J-2.

(K in art. Jºse.)

sº ići + The beginning, or commencement,

of prayer; (K;) i.e. the first saying of ºf 31:

(TA:) accord. to a relation of a trad., in which

it occurs, with damm, (iii) (IAth, K,) but cor

rectly with fet-h. (Hr, IAth, K.) The 3 seems

to be here added to Ji as it is in ić for *3.

($gh.)

ââ Disdain; scorn; disdainful and proud

incompliance or refusal; (Msb;) indignation ;

and anger: (TA:) a subst. [or, accord. to the Š

and M and K, an inf. n.] from 4. -či. (Mgb.)

* , of 6 :

Jºã31: see -śl.

6.3 of - -

ãº Snuff, for the nose: but this is post

classical. (T.A.)

6 x :

Jºi A man very disdainful, scornful, or in

dignant; very disdainfully and proudly incom

pliant or refusing; (M;) who disdains, or scorns,

eacceedingly, to do ignoble deeds: (Har p. 312:)

pl. Ji (M.)- A woman whose nose has a

pleasant odour : ($, M, K:) or whom one likes

to smell; (IAar, M. :) or who disdains, scorns,

abstains from, shuns, or dislikes, that in which is

no good. (Ibn-'Abbād, Sgh, K.)

Jº + A mountain nihich produces vegetation

before other regions. (Iºn Abbād, K.) And

ãº Ji, (T. M.) or sºliº, (S. K.) Land
that produces its vegetation early : (T:) or that

produces vegetation quickly: (Et-Táee, ISk, S,

K:) or that produces vegetation; : also W Jºi

(M.)=Applied to iron, i. q. Strºl; i. e. Soft.

(Aboo-Turáb, T, K.) -

'ºff (with damm, K) Having a large nose;

(Yaakoob, §, M, K;) applied to a man: (M, K:)

similar to $24 and &#. (TA.)

Jéſ [More, and most, disdainful, &c.]. You

say, cº &- Jºſ <5 tº I have not seen any

one more disdainful, or scornful, or indignant,

than such a one. (S, TA)=&ſ sº -iſ is

This is the speediest, in producing vegetation, of

the countries of God. (T, S,” M,” K.”)

Jºſ. See Jºi.=ú means + In the beginning,

Or first part, of this present time in nºhich rve

are ; from Jº as meaning the “first,” or “first

part,” of a thing: and hence what here imme

diately follows. (Ham p. 348) ºf Já š ,

(T, S, M, K,' &c.) and "wi, (IAar, BJ, K,

Jel) in the Kur (xlvii. 18), (M., &c.) means

f What was this that he said just non 2 (Zj, T,

M, Bd, Jel:) or, a little while ago? (IAar, T,

K:) i. e., in the first time near to us? (Zj, T,

M :) from “º <tº & 4 I began the thing.”

(Zj, T, M.) You say also, Úl US$ tººl f [I

came to such a one a little whileago); like as you

say, J3 ess & (Lih,T) And tº tº ille
came a little while ago; syn. Jºš. (M.) And

waiſ, Aias, mentioned by IAqr, but not explained
2 * *

by him; in my opinion, [says ISd,] like tº 44;

f [He did it a little while ago: or just now].
- a 2 - 2 - of

(M.) And it is said in a trad,tº ſº ºft

A chapter of the Kur-in has been sent donn to

me nonſ. (TA.)

iáſ f The first part of life (i. and işi) of

a boy. (Ks, K, T.A.)–See also Jºſ.

6. C - - - - *:: *

Jú52 : its fem., with 3, see voce -āºo.

3. * * *::

-āşş-; see -º).
-

Jº3. +Sharpened at its extremity; or pointed;

(M, K;) applied to a spear-head, or an arrow

head, or a blade, (K,) or anything. (M.)-

+Made even : a thong, or strap, made of a certain

measure, and evenly. (M.)=iš. J. + Camels

nvith nihich one pursues repeatedly, or gradually,

or step by step, after the first of the herbage; and

so "ij4 (M3) and the former epithetisapplied

to sheep or goats. (K.)—The former of these

two epithets, applied to a woman, signifies t Just

married or bedded, (tºº<º£7, ºft) for the

first time. (M.)

• 28.

C35ue A camel that is urged on by [means of

the rein attached to] his nose. (M.)

Jú. + A man who begins to make use of the

places of pasturing and alighting; (M;) who

pastures his beasts upon the first of the herbage.

(AS, T, K.” [In the CK, §§ -čí is put for

§§ -ā)— + A man (TA) journeying in the

beginning, or first part, of the night : (K:) so in

all the copies of the K: but correctly, as in the

Moheet and the O, in the beginning, or first part,

of the day. (TA.)

Jº. +[A place] from n-hich nothing has been

eaten; as also V Jºë, (K;) which latter is

explained by Ibn-'Abbād as signifying a place not

eaten [from] before. (TA)—-ºlãº. i.jº

+ A girl [in the prime of youth;] in whom no

trace of agedness appears. ($gh, K.)
9 wº. 2 o “” o z

CâU.e.: see -āºš-2.

a 28- 2 - 4 ºf -

Jüuº-o: see -àſ, in the latter part of the

paragraph.

Jº!

1. &l, aor. 4, inf. n. Jä, It eaccited admira

'tion and approval by its beauty or goodliness; it

pleased, or rejoiced. (Mºb.)– Also, aor. and

inf. n. as above, He rejoiced; was jouful, happy,
- … c :

or pleased. ($, K.) You say, as e-º', (Lth,

JK, Msb, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (Lth,

JK,) I was pleased with it, or by it; or was

rejoiced by it. (Lth, JK, Msb, K. . [In the CK
• * o -

Jºel is erroneously put for -ºid It is said

in a und, 3-4-3-is, it: * ~ *
21- -u- There is not any eater by night ſi. e.

any man] who hath more pleasure and approval

and desire and love [in his pursuit, nor any who

is further from satiation therein, than the student,

or pursuer, of science]; meaning that the man of

learning is excessively greedy and insatiable, per

severing in vehement desire. (L.)—And‘Jº &l

(AZ, K,) inf. n. as above, (AZ,) He loved the

thing. (AZ, K.)

2. Ji, inf. n. &ü, IIe made, or caused, to

wonder. (K, TA.)

•*- as “o º

4. Jºël, (S, Mºb, K.) inf. n. Jus! and Gº,

(K,) [but the latter is properly a quasi-inf. n.,.]

It excited my admiration and approval; pleased

me; or rejoiced me. (S, Msb, K.)—Jº &ſu.

1jë How vehemently does he seek, or pursue, or

desire, such a thing ! or hon, vehement is he in

seeking, pursuit, or desire, nith respect to such a

thing ! (JK, K.)

5. Jºu He sought, pursued, or desired, the

most pleasing of things; (TA;) [he affected

nicety, or refinement; he nas dainty, nice, eacqui

site, refined, or scrupulously nice and eacact; or

chose what was excellent, or best; and he ecceeded

the usual bounds; as also J; and &j, in all

these senses;] 2-kº Jº, in respect of food,

never eating anything but what was clean [and

choice]; and J-49 e” in respect of apparel,

never dressing othernise than well; and2Sº Gº,

in respect of speech, never speaking othernise than

chastely; and 2,39 e- Jº, in respect of all

affairs. (TA in art..….) as Gū is like 3:3;

(JK, S, K3) i. e. He did it, or performed it

(namely, a thing, or an affair.) with aij [i. e.

daintiness, nicety, eacquisiteness, refinement, meat

ness, or scrupulous nicety and eacactness; or in a

manner exceeding what is usual]: (S:) or he

chose nºhat n'as eaccellent, or best, to be done in it,

and did it admirably: (TA:) or he did it (namely,

his work, Msb) firmly, solidly, soundly, or tho

roughly, (Msb, K,) and skilfully. (K: [but in

this last sense, 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh allows only the

latter of these two verbs. TA in art. 35.]) You

say also, +º] Jº &\; Jiu Such a one found

himself in the meadow, or garden, (º &#3)

pleased, or rejoiced, therenith: (S:) or he found

it pleasant or delightful, delighted in it, or took

pleasure or delight in it, and enjoyed its beauties:

and he sought after its beauties, step by step, and

nas pleased, or rejoiced, therenith, and enjoyed

it. (TA.) And& Jiu He was pleased, or

rejoiced, with the place, and attached to it, not

quitting it : (L:) he loved the place. (Fr, K.)

It is said in a trad. of Ibn-Mes'ood, Jº < *ś, 13|

&#ti-lº, J&2. Ji, or, as in the T,

& Jātī, meaning [When I find myself in the

chapters of the Kur-án commencing neith Há

Meem,) I find myself in meadon's, or gardens,

the beauties of n:hich I seek after step by step,

and with which I am pleased, or rejoiced, and

n:hich I enjoy: i.e., I find pleasure, or delight,

in reading them, or reciting them, and enjoy their

beauties. (TA.)

Jºf inf. m. of 1 ſq. v.). (Lth, JK, &c.)—
[Hence, A pleasing, or rejoicing...tate, ºr condi

tion.] You say, ---, *** cº º' Jº sº

[He is in a pleasing, or rejoicing, state, or condi

tion, in respect of his life, and in a state of

plenty]. (J.K.).- Goodliness, or beauty, and
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pleasingness, of aspect, or outnard appearance:

or, as some say, a uniform and uninterrupted

state of verdure before the eye; because it pleases,

or rejoices, its beholder. (TA.)— Herbage, or

pasturage, (K, TA,) that is goodly, or beautiful,

and pleasing, or rejoicing: an inf. m. used as a

subst. (TA.)

.# 3 ...;

1: see ºl.

º. º

iáſ *\s”) es? * u, He has no pleasure, or

pride, in the thing. (JK.)

- &

3. A certain bird; ($5) i.e. the 4.4% [or

female of the vultur percnopterus]; (IAgr, $;)

called by Kumeyt cº-f <3 [possessor of two

names] because having these two appellations:

(S:) or the eagle; and also the former bird:

(K:) ISk cites 'Omârah as saying that it is in

his opinion the eagle; but that people say it is the

ass-3; and he adds, [alluding to a prov., which

see below,) that the eggs of the isé-) are found in

ruins, and in plain country: (TA:) or the male

of the .45: (JK, TA:) or a certain black bird,

having n:hat resembles the —5. [or comb of the

cock], (AA, K,) that deposits its eggs in remote

places: (AA:) or a certain black bird, (AA, K,)

like a great hen, (AA,) bald in the fore part of

the head, (AA, K,) having a yellow bill, (K,) or

having a long bill: (AA:) she guards her eggs,

and defends her young one, and keeps with her

offspring, and submits not herself to any but her

mate, and migrates among the first of the migrating

birds, and returns among the first of the returning

birds, and will not fly while moulting, and will

not be deceived by her small feathers but waits

until they become quills and then flies, and will

not remain constantly in the nests, and will not

alight upon the quiver (K) knowing it to contain

arrows: (TA:) the word is sing. and pl.: (TA:)

or its pl. is 3i (JK.) Hence the prov., (JK,

S,) 3,39 -* &- jºi [More rare than the eggs

of the anook]: (jK, S, K.) because this bird

guards its eggs, so that they are hardly ever, or

never, found; for its nests are on the tops of

mountains, and in difficult and distant places; ($,

K;) notwithstanding which, it is said to be stupid:

(S:) ISd says that the female bird called āsā-y

may be meant thereby; or the male, because the

eggs of the male exist not; or the eggs of the

latter may be meant because he often guards

them, like as does the male ostrich. (TA.)

& Goodly, or beautiful; (S, K;) pleasing,

Or rejoicing; (JK, S, Msb, K;) as also W Jºi.

(JK, TA:) and loved. (TA.) You say, Jºſiº,

4 meadon, or garden, that is loved: and is,

aiº, a meadow, or garden, that is pleasing, or

rejoicing. (TA.)

âû, 4 and itſ (K, and so in some copies of

the S,) He has goodliness, or beauty, and pleasing

ness: but in the L, [and in some copies of the S,)

âû išū, 4. ; and what precedes it indicates that

the meaning is he has a faculty of doing well or

excellently [and of nice or refined skilfulness].

(TA.)

… •º 2.8

º! [originally &iſ More, or most, pleasing

or rejoicing. (TA.)

Jºt. [part. n. of 5; Seeking, pursuing, or

desiring, the most pleasing of things; affecting

nicety, or refinement ; dainty, nice, eacquisite,

refined, &c.; in respect of food, apparel, speech,
2:

&c. :] one who is in a pleasing condition (ºl Jº)

in respect of his life, and in a state of plenty.

(JK.) It is said in a prov.,Jºë&C-3,

(JK, TA) i. e. He who is content with what is

little, (S, K, in art. Jºe,) or rehat is barely suffi

cient, of sustenance, (TA in the present art.,) is

not like him who seeks, pursues, or desires, the

most pleasing of things, or who is dainty, &c.,

(§§ &4) and eats what he pleases, (S, K, in

art. Cºle,) or him nºho is not content save nºith the

most pleasing of things. (TA in the present art.)

JG)

& Pureº [or lead] : or black Jeley:

(Mº) i. º. ºf G, K, i.e. &Jºº
so says Kt; and Az says, I think it is an ara

bicized word: (TA :) or nihite º-l. or black

Jº-l; or pure Jº-l: (Ki) or i. q.3.2; [which

is applied in the present day to tin, and penter]:

(Kr:) El-Kàsim Ibn-Magn. says, I heard an

Arab of the desert say, Jº Jove, Jºe, i.e. [this

is] pure [lead] : (TA:) it is of the measure Jºsi,

[originally &ſi, (S, K,) which is one of the

forms of ps, (S) like Jºſi, (Mab3) and there

is no other word of this measure, (AZ, S, K,)

among sing, nouns, (Az, S,) except &# [ori

ginally $33, (S, $gh, K,) and 2-1 in the dial.

of those who pronounce it without teshdeed :

(Sgh:) it is disputed, however, whether# be

a sing. or a pl.: (Az, TA:) [and as to 3-1, See

what follows:] or, accord. to some, (M3b,) 337

is of the measure Jé, (Kr, Msb,) and is the only

word of that measure in Arabic: (Kr:) or it is

a foreign word; and so are 3-1 and [the proper

names] Jºſ and Jºë. (Msb.) It is said, in a

trad., that he who listens to a singing female

slave, ºff shall be poured into his ears (S, TA)

on the day of resurrection. (TA.)

Lº!

269 (T, M, Mºb, K) and '269 (K) and

"...S., (M.K.) the last allowable in poetry,

(M) i. a. 31-1; (M, K, and Bd and Jel in

lv. 9;) i. e. [Mankind; for such is the general

meaning of dºll, or] mankind and the jinn (or

genii) and others: (Jel ubi supra:) or the jinn

and mankind: (T, Msb, K:) or what are on

the face of the earth of all that are termedJi

[or created beings]: (Lth, T, Mgb:) or all that

is on the face of the earth : (K:) or everything

having a tº [i.e. soul, or spirit]: (Bd ubi

supra:) or every one who is subject to sleep.

(TA [as though it were derived from 2:1)

AU') is not mentioned by J, though occurring

in the Kur-án. (TA.)

2.8
7 * see above.

AöSI:

Us!

~3 * . .

see cl, in art. cy'.tº :

33)

6 0 3 e., .

331; see Jºl, in two places.

g us." 2

1. Jºi, ($, M.K.) aori, º, ($) inf n. J.
(S, M, K) and Jºl and ful, (M, K) or, accord.

to [some of the copies of] the M, Lº!, (TA, ſin

which this is said to be the right form, D or U1,

(as written in the CK,) said of a thing, Its time

came ; or it was, or became, or drew, near ;

syn. & Ji, and & 4.5 (Bºlvii. 15 ſin

explanation of a passage cited voce J|];) or cyl-:

(S, M, K:) or Jº, aOr. Jº, inf. n. Jº, signi

fies it was, or became, or dren, near; and it was,

or became, present. (Mgb.) You say, & Jº
• * > * &, aor. Jº; and 30 &l, aor. &#3 and

J Jū, aor. J-45 and JJ Jú; all meaning

& &= [The time has come, or has dran'n near,

for thee that thou shouldst do such a thing: or

the time of thy doing such a thing has come to

thee: or thy doing such a thing has drann near]:

so says Zj; and Fr says the like: but the best

of these is & Ji. (T,) And Jeſſ Ji The
time of departure came, or drew near; syn. Cle

&#3. (TA, from a trad.)– It came, or attained,

to its time; to its full, or final, time or state;

to maturity, or ripeness; it became mature, or

ripe; (T, S, M, IAmb,” Mºb,” K;) or, accord.

to some, only when said of a plant; (M, K;) [or

it signifies also] it became thoroughly cooked.

(T, Msb.") Hence, in the Kur [xxxiii. 53],

*Gl &jº * Not waiting, or matching, for

its becoming thoroughly cooked; or for its cook

ing becoming finished. (T, S, M.) [See also Ji,

below.] You say also,2--" Jº (inf. n. &i,

TA,) The hot water became heated to the utmost

degree. (S.K.) And J. J. The mater became

hot to the utmost degree. (M.)= Jº, aor. cº,

inf. n.& It (a thing) was, or became, behind,

or after, its time: (Lth, T :) or Jº inf. n. Čí,

it, or he, (a man, TA,) was, or became, behind,

backward, or late; it, or he, delayed, or held

back; (M, K;) as also & aOr. Jº, inf. n.

Jº and "Ji, inf. n. ić. (K.)—See also 5,

in two places.

2 : see 4, in two places:=and see 1. – You

say also,º º &: I fell short, or fell short

of n-hat was requisite or what I ought to have

done, or flagged, or nas remiss, in, or in respect

of, the thing. (TA. [The verb is there written

without any syll. signs; but the context seems

to indicate that it is as above.])

4. Ji and "Ji signify the same. (IAar, T,

M.) You say, out, (T, S, M, Mgb, K,) with

medd, (Msb,) aor. *ś, ($) inf. n. *], (S.K.)

[in the CK, tºl & is erroneously put for ºf

*!,] He postponed it, put it off, deferred it, de

layed it, retarded it; (T, S, M, Mgb,K;) restrained
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it, withheld it, impeded it; (§, TA;) whatever

the thing be. (T,) And jū J. Zººl ºf I

kept the food long upon the fire. (TA.) And

4:2: c; ‘j Postpone not thou, or defer not,

thine opportunity, or the time nºhen thou art able

to do a thing. (T.) And it is said in a trad.,

respecting the prayer of Friday,& <:14%;

(M,” Mgh,” TA) I see thee to have delayed

coming, and to have done what is annoying to

others by stepping over the necks [of those already

in their places in the mosque]: (A5, Mgh,” TA:)

a saying of 'Omar. (Mgh.)=$üſ also signifies

IHe made him, or it, to be distant, remote, or far

off; removed far.ºray, alienated, or estranged,

him, or it; like out [from which it is formed by

transposition]. (TA.) [Hence,) 44. occurs in a

verse of Es-Sulameeyeh ; (M, TA ;) meaning

&; the , being put before the J. (M.)

5. Jº He acted deliberately, or, leisurely,

not hastily; as also "Jº-l; and 'J', (M, K,)

aor. Jº, (K,) inf. n. (i. (TA:) he acted with

moderation, gently, deliberately, or leisurely ;

without haste; and neith gravity, staidness, se

dateness, or calmness; 29. es? in the affair;

as also "Ust-l: (Mgh:) º he acted gently;

(IAar, T, TA;) as also 'J', aor. and inf. n. as

above: (TA:) or he acted gently, and waited;

28 J in the affair: (S:) or he waited, or

was patient, or naited nith patience, (T, Mºb)

and did not hasten, in an affair. (Mºb.) Jººl

and Jº are nearly syn.: you say, 4. Jº IHe

acted gently with him, [or to him, and did not

hasten in his affair. (Mgh.) You say also,

* "Cºt- He waited patiently with him; or

waited, and had patience, with him ; ($, TA ;)

he did not hasten him; (Lth, T;) as also Yºut-l.

CEyn, Harp. 67.) And Sº- as "Jºi [He

was naited patiently nith for a year]. (S.) And

3. Jº Yºtº. Hasten not in thine affair.

(Lih, T.) And tº J * 3: ..., I waited

for the food to become perfectly prepared Or

cooked. (Harp. 67.) And Jºy!! ~~39 (and

•ºſe, M and K in art. Alsº, [see &ºl) I

waited for the man; as also as *3.3tº: whence,

sº-º-º:"Jº One should nait for the issues,

or consequences, or results ºf wounds. (Mgh.)

And Cs: sui S U- Jºu [I have waited

patiently for thee until there is no disposition

to nait patiently in me]. (S.)

10 : see 5, passim.

&: see what next follows.

Jº (Ao, T, S, M, Mºb, K) and 'J', (Akh,

T, S, Msb,) the latter in [some of] the copies of

the K erroneously written ići, (TA,) [and in

other copies of the same omitted, and Y#,

(Akh, Th, T, S, M, K) with 3 substituted for us,

(AAF, M) and "Ji (K) and "Ji, (M,
I Amb,) An hour, or a short portion, or a time,

or an indefinite time, (i.e.,) of the night: (Zj,

T, S, M, K:) or a time or season (33) of the

6 o' .

night: (M in art. 531 :) or i, q.v.)A3 [the period

about midnight; or the time after an hour, or a

short period, of the night; or when the night is

departing]: (M,K.) or any aet. [i. e. hour, or

short portion, or time,) (M, K) of the night:

(M3) [and any period of time; as will be seen

below:] or, accord, to some, (M,) "Jº, signifies

the nhole day; (M, K;) as also "Jºi (K :)

the pl. is ăſ (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and Jºl and

3 • * 2 -

Jºl. (M, K.) You say, Jº cº& Lºa” and

": [&c.] A time, or season, [&c.,] (ś,

[&c.,]) of the night passed: (M in art. 531 :)

dual gº! and º!. (S.) And a poet says,

+ •z ... • * , , ; * * * *; +

* ~* Jº ~~~5

… • 2 • * 2 o' - e.

* Jººl J, Sºº-ji Jº-> *

[She completed her gestation in a portion of a

month ; but the gestation of the pregnant in

general is a long period of time]. (IAqr, T.)
o * * *

Another uses the phrase QºS) Je-e, occurring

at the end of a verse, [for& Ju-º, meaning

Found to be laughing nhenever one comes to him.

(M.)

Jº See& in two places.–The utmost

point, reach, or degree, (M, K,) of a thing; (M;)

as also "Jº so in the phrase, à& and sº

It (a thing, M) attained its utmost point, reach,

or degree: (M, K:) or this means, [or, accord.

to the CK, “and” it means,] its state of being

thoroughly cooked; its state of maturity; or its

full, or final, time or state. (K.) [See 1, where

an ex. from the Kur xxxiii. 53 is cited. Both

words are said to be inf. ns.]=See also ići.

Jº See& in two places:—and see Ji.

füí [Postponement; a putting off; a deferring;

a delaying; a retarding : restraint; a nithhold

ing; an impeding :] a subst. from stºl, aor. 4:952,

inf. n. fº! , meaning “he postponed it,” &c. : (S,

Msb,” TA:) the context of the K erroneously

require,it to be understood as a subst. from Jº

aor. Jºſ. (TA)

fü. A certain thing of which one makes use,

(M,) well known; ($, K;) namely, a vessel, or

receptacle, (Mgh, Msb,)for water [&c.]: (Mgh:)

pliº (T.S.M,Mg,Mºh, K) originally igli,

(M3) and cºis (T, S, M, Mgh, K) the former

a pl. of pauc.; and the latter a pl. of mult, (Mgh,)

pl. of £1. (T, S, M.)

#3; Moderation; gentleness; deliberateness; a

leisurely manner of proceeding, or of deportment,

&c.; patience, as meaning contr. of hastiness:

and gravity; staidness; sedateness; calmness: a

slºt. fromJº (S,Mº) syn is; ; (T;) and

Jāj; (Ham p.317;) and Je- and jūs; (M, Mgh,

Kā) as also "Ji (M, K, TA, [In the CK,

Jºe is erroneously put for Jºe.])—Also

Hope: [in this sense, accord. to the TA, written

with kesr; but this is doubtless a mistake, pro

bably occasioned by a mistranscription:] so in

the charge of 'Orweh to his sons;2:5 ūl& t;

&3 & Xià lººki: Si Jº & iº,

g- JºJº <e Jué [0 my sons, when ye see

a quality exciting admiration and approval, in a

man, cut not ye off your hope of him, though he

be in the estimation of the people a bad man].

(M.)=A woman in whom is a languor on the

occasion of rising, or standing up; (T, S, K;)

and a gentle, or grave, deportment: (S:) or in

whom is a languor impeding from rising, or

standing up : (A5:) and âtiss signifies the like:

-

23

(T) sº says that it is originally ius, like as 3-f
is originally -5; from Jºy! ‘. (§ :) the people

of El-Koofeh say that it is only 303 : so says Lth:

and he says that #ff signifies, as applied to a

woman, blessed, prospered, or abounding in good,

as it is explained also by ADR, and forbearing,

gentle, grave, staid, sedate, or calm, and compliant,

or agreeing with another in mind or opinion: and

the pl. is &gt; or, as some say, it signifies a

grave, staid, sedate, or calm, woman, nºko does

not clamour, nor utter foul language. (T.)

& as part. n. of 1, A thing of nihich the time

has come, or dranºn near : and rehich has come,

or attained, to its time; to its full, or final, time

or state; to maturity, or ripeness: but accord.

to some, only applied to a plant. (M, K.) [Com

pare c1.j= Behind, or after, the time; back

ward, or late; delayed, or held back; (K, TA;

[but wanting in a MS. copy of the former in my

possession, and in the CK;]) as also "ºl. (TA.)

*] a word expressive of disapproval, and of

deeming a thing remote or improbable: Sb relates

that it was said to an Arab of the desert, who had

taken up his abode in a town, or place, “Wilt

thou go forth when the desert shall have become

plentiful in herbage?” and he said, *] Uí [What,

I, indeed?], meaning “Do ye say this to me when

I am known to do thus?” as though he disap

proved of their questioning him: but there is

much diversity of opinion respecting this word:

(TA:) [accord. to some,) it is composed of the

redundant & and the meddeh denoting disap

proval [followed by the 2 of silence]. (Mughnee

WOce Čk) [See what is said of the redundant&

in the present work.]

Jº signifies Whence? syn. & &e: (T, S,

M;) being an interrogative respecting the direc

tion, or quarter, from which a thing is: (Msb:)

and nºhence [used to denote a condition]: (TA:)

and nºhere? and where [used to denote a condi

tion]; syn. &#: (T, K : [in which latter the first

signification is not mentioned:]) and as one of

the adverbial nouns used to denote a condition,

nºhencesoever; from njatever direction or quarter:

(S:) and wherever; rheresoever: (Lth, T:) and

when 2 and when [used to denote a condition];

syn. Jº: (T, K: [but in the latter of these, in

art. J", in the place ofJº we find J-e-, which

I regard as a mistake:) and hon 2 syn. —i.e :

(Lth, T, S, M, K:) and honever. (Lth, T.A.) [I

mention all these significations together because
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_*one of them is assigned by some authorities and

another by others toºJ. in one and the same

- - p * ºf

instance..] You say, 3. Jºº. Us! Whence, from

what direction or quarter, from what way, mill,
~ 1. - - Jä

or should, be this 2 (Mºb.) And '3s 49 Us!

Whence [came, or cometh,) to thee this 2 (S.) It
… • o ~ *

is said in the Kur (iii. 32, 3, aſ Ji ... “

O Mary, whence [came] to thee this? (T.) And
*… .o. 3 2. -

-

in the same Ixxxiv. 51], & Jºséſ à Jº

** cº, meaning [But] nºhence [shall the

attaining of belief be possible to them from a

distant place, i.e., (as explained in the $ in art.

Jº,) in the world to come, when they have dis

believed in the present world? or but hon, &c. 7].

(T.) And in the same (lxxx. 25], accord. to one

reading,º J. tº:- Jº, meaning Where have

we poured forth the mater, pouring 2 but in this

is an allusion to the direction [whence the rain

comes]; and it may be rendered nºhence? &c.; and

accord. to this reading, the pause upon 4.4%

[immediately preceding] is complete. (IAmb,

T.) And you say, 35ſJºë Jº, (S,K,) meaning

Whencesoever, or from whatever direction or

quarter, thou shalt come to me, I will come to

thee. (S.) In the saying of 'Alkameh,

+ -> x - d -> • ? * O.

a-la” |25:
-

-

+

º: Lºlº, +

2 y & 2 × 2 ö < * ~ * ~ * 35

A33-e A59-93 4-55 Lºſ

the meaning is, [And he who is given spoil to

enjoy, (lit., who is fed therewith,) on the day of

spoil, is given it to enjoy] wherever he repairs, or

however he repairs, [and the prohibited is pro

hibited.] (Lth, T, TA.) The saying in the Kur

[iii. 159], & Ji …; means Ye say, When is

this? or How is this? (T,) or Whence is this?

(T, BJ, Jel.) And...: Li, in the same, (ii.223,

may mean Whence, or n-hen, or hon, ye mill.

(TA.) You say also, &-a- *::: & & Jº,

meaning Hon, [is it, or mill it be, possible for thee

to open, or conquer, the fortress]? (S.)

+

º Hot, or heated, to the utmost degree: applied

to hot water, (S, M., K.) in the Kurly. 44; ($,
6.- a -

M :) fem. Åºl; occurring in the Kur lxxxviii. 5.

(M.)=See also &l=Also A man much cha

racterized by moderation, gentleness, or deliberate

ness; by a leisurely manner of proceeding, or of

deportment, &c.; by patience, as meaning contr.

of hastiness; by gravity, staidness, sedateness, or

calmness. (S, K.")

• * ~ o 2 2.2 - 3 jo-f

#! * àº) § is a phrase mentioned by

AAF, meaning I came to him time after time:

in which, [says ISd,] I am of opinion that a;1 is
6. - -

of the measure acts from Jºy! - but the word

commonly known is aïsſ [pl. of &ºis or 4:1,

which is syn. with aïsſ. See &G). (M.)

aº!

o

aºl: See art. Lº!.

o!

1. i. ($ in art. •, and K) in n. ii (K) and
ºf

isi (§, K) and the same without teshdeed; (K,”

Lºſ–Jal

TA; [app. meaning isi, which, however, belongs

to art. 25", q.v.;]) or is: (so in the CK; [but

in some copies of the K, and Y <i, as in the TK,

where it is said that the inf. n. of this form of the

verb is* ;]) and Y asū; (K;) [i. q. 31 and§

and 35; or He eapressed pain or grief or sorrow,

or he lamented or complained or moaned, ($, K,)

as one in an evil state, and broken in spirit by

grief or mourning, and said º, or sts. (K.)

[See a verse cited in art. 23), voce asl.]

2 and 5: see above.

o - . -

ol, i.e. l with the o of pausation; imperative
e º:

of35. q. v. (Mughnee in art. Căll.)

•ſ and j and uſ &c.; see art. •5).

~A)

2. ,38, 4.51, [inf. n. Jºël He furnished,

prepared, equipped, or accoutred, him, for the

thing, or affair; he furnished him, or provided

him, with the apparatus, gear, tackling, imple

ments, instruments, tools, or the like, proper, or

necessary, for it. (M.F.)—25 ~s He pre

pared the thing, or affair. (M.F.)- See also 5.

5. ~sº He furnished, prepared, equipped, or

accoutred, himself; furnished, or provided, himself

neith proper, or necessary, apparatus, gear, tack

ling, implements, instruments, tools, or the like;

(S, A, Mºb, K.) , .0 for journeying; (Mºb;)

or 28, for the thing, or affair; as also "-si.

(K.)

5 - £

-* :

2 of

ãº Apparatus, equipments, equipage, accoutre

ments, furniture, gear, tackling, implements, in

struments, tools, or the like; (S, A, Msb, K5) as

5 *

See ~\ºl.

in -- ãº [the apparatus, arms, weapons,

ºuipage. or accoutrements, ofwal5,6 ;) as also

a.A : (K 9 Pl, of ſhe former rºl. (S, Msb.)

You say, arºl 2-9) 493, Jā-) [He took his

apparatus, &c., for that thing, or affair; also

meaning, he made his preparation, or he prepared

himself, for it]. (T.A.)

JúlA skin, Ör hide, (A, Msb, K,) in an abso

lute sense, (A,) of a bull or cow, sheep or goat,

or wild animal: (TA:) or a skin, or hide, not

yet tanned : (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) and some

times applied to the t skin of a man: (Mºb:) pl.
6.- -

(of pauc., TA) isi (IAqr, K) and (of mult, TA)

Jºsi, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) with two dammehs,
6 - 5

(Mgh, Msb,) and "J-si, (S, Msb, K.) contr. to

rule, (S, Msb,) or, accord. to Sb, (L.) this last is

a quasi-pl. n. : (Mgh, L:) in one copy of the K,

it is written -ºſ. (TA) You say, J-1,4-

-ºš l,ſeſ [They hungered so that they ate the
2 o' - - -

skins, or hides]. (A) And ** &-** >\=

º us tſIIe almost issued from his skin in his
-- - - 2 : -* w - * -

running]. (A.) And […si Jº Aeºli Ji-t [He

spared the people's blood in their bodies]. (TA,

from a trad.)

[Book I.

JAl

1. J., or , infn. Jºi. (Mº) or Jai,

like Jº; (K, TA:) It (a place, Mºb,TA) was,

or became, peopled, or inhabited. (Msb, K, TA.)

—Jº, aor. 2 and - , inf. n. as above, He mar

ried, or took a wife; (Yoo, S, Msb, K5) as also

WJºu: (S, Mgh, Mºb, K5) and W Jºji, [written

with the disjunctive alif Jº, like is iſ and ºff

and & iſ &c.], (K,) of the measure Jºšl. (TA.)

—Jºi (Ks,S, Mºbi) or Jai, aor. (K) or

bºth; (JK) •, (JK) i. e. Jégº, (Ks, S.) or

*\sºlº : (Msb;) i. q. J-3' [He was, or became,

sociable, companionable, friendly, amicable, or

familiar, with him, i.e. the man; or he was, or

became, cheered, or gladdened, by his company or

converse, or by his, or its (the thing's) presence].

(JK, S, Msb, K.)

2 * Jºi, (K) or ºi, (Ham p. 184) inf n.
a 2. ‘’ 2 o

Jºsu, (Ham, K,) He said to him Sºi. (Ham :)

or he said to him Sºis (-, . : (K:) like *~3:

(TA:) [see Jºi. IB says that [the first pers. of]

the aor. of this verb is with fet-h to the 6 [contr.

to rule: a strange assertion]. (TA.)-Já. awi,

inf n, as above; and '40ſ; He san him, judged

him, thought him, or held him, to be worthy, or

deserving, of that; to merit it; to have a right,

or just title or claim, to it : (K,” TA:) or he

made him to be northy, or deserving, of that ;

&c. (TA.) You say, 2-1. 37 disi [May God

make thee northy, or deserving, of good, good

fortune, prosperity, or the like]. (S.)

4. & J ºf Aſsº, inf n. Jºl, May God

make thee to enter with thy n-ife into Paradise:

(AZ, S, TA:) or may God make thee to have a

family in Paradise, and unite thee neith them

[therein]. (TA.)- See also 2.

5 : see 1.

8: see 1.

10. al-' as signifying He nas, or became,

worthy, or deserving, of it, or he merited it, or

he had a right, or just title or claim, to it, is not

allowable: (Msb,” MF:) not only does J dis

allow it, but the generality of those before him do

so; saying that it is not chaste : in the Fs it is

said to be of weak authority; and the expositors

thereof confirm this assertion, saying that it occurs,

but is inferior to other words in chasteness; and

El-Hareeree asserts it to be erroneous: (MF:) or

it is good in this sense; and J's disallowance of

it is of no account: (K:) Az and Z and $gh and

others assert it to be good: and Az says, in the
- • * > *, * ~ * >

T, some have asserted the saying cy! JAU-&
. ... o 3 - - or -

Jº 5' Ajº, as meaning [Such a one] is worthy,

or deserving, [of being treated neith honour, or of

being held in light estimation,] to be erroneous;

andJº to be only from àus); but I do

not disallow it, nor charge with error him who

says thus; for I have heard the verb thus used

by a chaste Arab of the desert, of the Benoo

Asad, and there was present a number of Arabs

of the desert who did not disapprove his saying:

and this is confirmed by the saying in the Kur
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[lxxiv. 55],sº Jº “siº Jºi* [explained

below : see Jail. (T)=JAl-, (JK, K,) or

ãº Jal-, (Mºb.) He took the aſsº (JK,

K:) or he ate the ājūl: see this word below.

(Msb, T.A.)

Jºi [The people of a house or dwelling, and of

a town or village, and of a country: and the

family of a man :] a man's cohabitants of one

dwelling or place of abode, (Er-Răghib, Kull

p. 84) and of one town or country: (Er-Răghib:)

afterwards applied to a man's fellon-members of

one family or race, and of one religion, and of

one craft or art or the like : (Er-Răghib, Kull:)

or, as some say, relations, whether they have

folloners or dependents, or not; whereas Jſ sig

nifies relations with their followers or dependents:

(Kull;) or it originally signifies relations: and

sometimes is applied to folloners or dependents:

and signifies also the Jº [i. e. people, or in

habitants, or family, of a house or tent: (Msb:)

or a man's nearer, or nearest, relations by descent

from the same father or ancestor; or his kins

folk; his relations: (K:) or, accord. to [the

Imám] Mohammad, a man's wife [or nives] and

his children and household nºho are the objects of

his expenditure; and thus, any brother and sister,

or paternal uncle and son of a paternal uncle,

or strange or distantly-related child, n-hom a

man feeds or sustains in his abode : the most

particular, or most special, dependents, or the

like, of a man : on the authority of El-Ghooree :

(Mgh:) [Jindicates some of these meanings merely

by saying that it signifies] the Jºi of a man, and

the Jºi of a house; as also wäßi. (S:) [see

also Jī; in the explanations of which, certain dis

tinctions between it and Js; will be found men

tioned: the pl. is Ósº.ſlike Ö, ºi, a form

sometimes used for&ºl (Mgh, Msb, K,) and

Jºi,(S,Mgh, Mºb,K) with an additionales, ſim

pliedby thetenween, andexpressedin the accus. case,

and when the word is determinate, as inJº,

(S,) contr. to rule, ($, Mgh) like Jú, pl. of

45 oz.

J.), (S,) [and like Jºji, respecting which and

Jú and Jºi, see Jij and Jº, (§, K) a

pl. [ofpaw. sometime: occurring in poetry, (S,)

[like Jºly', and stºl and cºal [as though

ps of itsil (S.K.)—e.g. Jºi The [people

or] inhabitants ſo.family of the house or tent.

(Mgh,K) But ºf JAS Jes' means the same

as ~! J-25), i. e. He left by will, of his

property, to the children of his father, [or his

kindred by the father's side, eacclusively of all

relations of...the mºther. (Mgh in art, ---.)

[See also Jeº JA, below.]–Jāīl Jal The

[people orj inhabitants of the towns or villages.

(TA.) And JJ" Ja! The settled, or constant,

inhabitants of the country or tonn. (Msb.) And

2-a- Js The people of the region, or regions,

of cities, tonens, or villages, and of cultivated

land. (A in art. 2-a-) And tº 2-9. Jºi

($ in art. 3-6, &c.) [The people of the towns or

villages, or] the inhabitants of the buildings, and

of the tents, (Kull,) or deserts. (TA in art. 2'5.)—

Bk. I.

[jºin Jºi. and Jºãº, The people of the graves,

and of the places of graves; i. e., those buried

therein.]—[3<!! Jal The people of Paradise.]

—ſjū. Jai The people of the fire, i.e., of Hell.]

— See also aſs!... - The following is an ex. of

JAl as explained above in the first sentence on

- * * 2 of of ~ y o ż

the authority ºf the K: cº-e 82- JAS) J. JAS)

J.-J. J. J.J. a prov. [meaning Kinsfolk are

quicker of tendency to kinsfolk than the torrent

to the plain]. (TA.) So, too, a saying of a poet
3 * - ca. ~ • 2 of

cited voce Jais. (TA) [And] Jºſs ºf a
2 * > 0 . .” • cº, • O ad. • 2 of o .

prov. meaning a sºlºs JºJ) J3-3 40A 250

[Betake thyself early to thy family, and benare

of the night and its darkness]. (Harp. 175.)
2 o £2 2. c >

[And] bºls U-2-2 ($, K) a saying meaning Thou

hast come to an ample, or a spacious, or roomy,

place, and to [people like thine own] kinsfolk;

therefore be cheerful, or sociable, not sad, or shy:

($ :) or thou hast found, or met with, [an ample,

or a spacious, or roomy, place, and], Winsfºlk,

not strangers. (K.) [And]º Y-5 )Al

Thou hast come to a people nºbo are [like] kins

folk, and to a place that is plain, even, not

rugged, and that is ample, spacious, or roomy;

therefore rejoice thyself, and be not sad, or shy.

(Mb)—Jºn Jºi The [family or wives

and daughters of the Prophet, and his son-in-lan,

'Alee: or his nomen; and (as some say, TA)

the men who are his Jī; (K, TA;) comprising

the grandchildren Glºb and [other] progeny:

and so <! Js as used in the Kur xxxiii. 33,

occurring also [in a like sense] in xi. 76: (TA:)

and Jºš is conventionally applied to the nearer,

or nearest, kinsfolk of the Prophet. (Er-Răghib.)

—& Jé Jºi also means The people to nihom

any prophet is sent; (K, TA;) and those who

are of his religion. (TA.)- In the phrase Ji

aſs-23 201, meaning The friends, or the like,

(ºi, K, TA) and the assistants, (TA) of God

aná of his apostle, the first word is originally

Jºi. (K, TA.)— Af Jºi is also an appellation

which used to be applied to The readerºr reciters

[of the Kur-án]. (TA)—Ja-yi Jal also sig

nifies t The man's wife; (Mgh,” Msb,” K;) as

well as his wife and children; (TA;) [so, too,

in the present day, Jº sº Jºi ;] and so,

too, * &i. (K.) Hence the phrase Jé Jº

sº [see art. Jº]: (Kull;) and •ºt J-3 and

& Jº Jé-3 ſee art. Já->]. (Har p. 502;

&c.)—** Jºi [The people of, or those who

follow, (K, TA,) and believe, (TA,) a certain

persuasion, or body of tenets. (K, T.A.) [Hence,)

sº Jºi [Those who conform tº the institutes of

Mohammad]. (TA.) [And] elº), JAl [The

people of erroneous opinions;] those n:hose belief

is not that of the class termed: Jºi, but who

have the same aß. (TA.) [And] 2Sº Jºi

Those who follon, the religion of El-Islám.

(Mgh.) [And] cºil Jºi Those who read, or

recite, the Kur-àn, and perform the duties en

joined therely. (Mgh.) [And] sº Jai (The

people of the Scripture, or Bible: and] the read

ers, or reciters, of the Mosaic Lane, and of the

Gospel. (TA.) —21- Jº [The people of

knowledge, or sciencej those who are charac

terized by knowledge, or science. (Mºb)—Jºi

2S [The possessors of command: or] those who

superintend ſhe affairs [of others]; (K, TA;)

like,º, . v. (TA)—-52 Jºi (The

people of eacalted stations, posts of honour, or

dignities]. (TA in art.sº)—3.3.) Jºi (Mgh

in art. 23) and ºf Jºi (TA in art. …) Those

persons, (Mgh, TA,) of the unbelievers, (Mgh,)

[namely, Christians, Jen's, and Sabians, but no

others, who have a compact, or covenant, with the

Muslims, (Mgh, TA) paying a poll-tar, whereby

they aresecure of their property and blood, (Mgh,)

or whereby the Muslims are responsible for their

security [and freedom and toleration] as long as

tly act agreeably to the compact. (TA.)–

Jki also signifies The possessors, or on ners, of

property: as in the Kur iv. 61. (TA.) —Jºi

133 A person, ($, K,) and persons, for it is used

as a sing, and as a pl., (K,) having a right, or

just title, to such a thing; entitled thereto;

worthy, or deserving, thereof; meet, or fit, for

it : (S, K :) the vulgar say "Jatº, which is

not allowable : (S:) or this assertion of J's is

of no account. (K: see 10.) You say, Jai sº

25°º He is entitled to be, or northy of being,

treated with honour. (Mºb.) And Jõ Văși sº

* [He is entitled to, or worthy of all that

is good]. (Ibn-Abbād) And 33 "is He who

is, or they who are, entitled to, or northy of,

love, or affection. (S, Sgh.) And hence, in the

Kur [lxxiv. last verse],sº Jai, (sº Jºi*

(TA) He is the Being entitled to be regarded

with pious fear, and the Being entitled to forgive

those who so regard Him. (Jel.) In the phrase

•+9% ãº Jai [O Thou who art the Being

entitled to praise and glory], occurring in a form

of prayer, the first word is mansoob as a vocative :

and it may be marfoog, as the enunciative of

an inchoative suppressed; i. e. Jºi <3 [Thou

art the Being entitled &c.]. (Msb.)— [Fre

quently, also, Js signifies The author, or, more

commonly, authors, of a thing; like &-te and

*—º as in e.” Jai The author, or authors,

of innovations; and ..is Jºi The author, or

authors, of wrong.] -

6 : 3 of

Jel; see Jºel.

6, of 6 of . 6, s

àVal: see Jal, in four places:=and see àAſ.

iás i. q. Jº ..[Prºperty; or cattle]: so in

the saying iMAl JAS) cºl (JK, K) [app. mean

ing Verily they are sojourners, or settlers, possessed

of property, or cattle]: Yūki here signifying

Jº-ſpl. ofj-1 GK, TA) [But] Yoo says

that waii Jº A and is means They are

people of the distinguished sort. (TA.)

&: A domestic beast [or bird]; a beast [or

birdſ that keeps to the dwelling [of its on ner];

16
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GK, Mºb, K, TA) contr. of ºtº (TA)
as also *Jºi. (K.) You say ãº3- [Do

mestic asses): (JK, TA :) occurring in a trad.,

in which their flesh is forbidden to be eaten.

(TA.)

ãºf The quality of having a right, or just

title, to a thing; worthiness, or desert; meetness,

or fitness; in Pers. Us335- : (Golius, app. from

a gloss. in a copy of the KL :) the state, or

quality, of meetness, or fitness, [of a person,] for

the bindingness of the rights which the larv imposes

for one or upon him. (TA.)

âûl Grease: (S:) or melted grease : (Mºb :)

or fat; or melted fat ; or olive-oil; and any

thing that is used as a seasoning or condiment:

(K:) such as fresh butter, and fat, and oil of

sesame: (TA:) or melted fat of a sheep's tail

and the like. (JK.) Hence, alus! is cle-, a

• * > * e-; (K, TA3) or,

as some say, cytºs. (TA.)

prov., mentioned in art.

Jsſ, (JK, S, Mºb, K.) [said by those unac
• • 2 &

quainted with the verb Jal in the first of the

senses explained in this Art. to be] a kind of

rel. n., (TA) and "Jºtº, (JK, K.) A place

peopled, or inhabited: (Msb:) or a place having

people : (JK :) or the former has this signifi

cation; and the latter signifies having its people

in it: (ISk, K:) or the former has this last

signification: (Yoo, S:) pl. of the latter Jats,

occurring in a poem of Ru-beh [app. by poetic
2 *. º, º ºs. o –

licence for Jesus]. (TA.) You say aſſal i.25

A peopled, or inhabited, tonn or village. (Msb.)
2 * * 0.x.y.

And als 2,39. & Their fires became in

the evening attended by many people. (TA.)

* 8. a- - > * > 0 - 2

Jºit. : See Jai =i, ºt. $º [A mess of

crumbled bread] having much afts, , q.v. (A,

TA.)

6 wº. 2

JAuto Having a nife. (Harp. 571.)

a £2 0 , 6 o ż

JAU-o: see Jal; latter part of the paragraph.

=Also Taking, or eating, aſts, q. v. (S.)

5!

3. a conjunction, (M, Mughnee, K,) to which

the later authors have ascribed meanings amount

ing to twelve: (Mughnee:) a particle which,

when occurring in an enunciative phrase, [gene

rally] denotes doubt, and vagueness of meaning;

and when occurring in an imperative or a pro

hibitive phrase, [generally] denotes the giving of

option, or choice, and the allowing a thing, or

making it allowable. (S.)—First, (Mughnee,) it

denotes doubt. (T, S,M, Mşb, Mughnee, K.) So in

the saying, º 3i º ** [Iº Zeyd or

'Amr). (T, S, Mºb) And #27 ºf Jºj Já.

[A man or a woman came to me]. (Mbr, T.)

And 2: Jax, siu, tº [in the Kurºviii. 18

and xxiii. 115, We have remained a day or part

of a day]. (Mughnee.)—Secondly, (Mughnee,)

it denotes vagueness of meaning. ($, Msb, Mugh

nee, K.) So [it may be used] in the first of the

exs, given above. (Mºb.) And so in the saying,

..r.º. 3 ºf 34.1% ºf idi. And
*JX-e Jº 3 sº Jº A-4 3' U15 I

verily we or ye are following a right direction or

in manifest error], (S, Mughnee,) in the Kur

[xxxiv. 23]; (S;) the ex. being in the former 51.

(Mughnee.)- Thirdly, (Mughnee,) it denotes

the giving of option, or choice. (T, S, M, Mugh

nee, K.) So in the saying,* 3. 4…) Jé

& Ji [Eat thou the fish, or drink thou the milk];

i. e. do not thou both of these actions; (Mbr, T,

S;) but choose which of them thou wilt. (Mbr,
22 o 3 ° © 6 tº . ~

T.) And ºf ; 3. gº; [Take thou as wife

Hind or her sister]. (Mughnee.) And [in like

manner] it denotes the making choice. (T.) [So
2 o 2 & 2. ~£2.

when you say, *::: 3. lº &2jºu', meaning I

nvill take as wife Hind or her sister; whichever

of them I choose.]— Fourthly, (Mughnee,) it

denotes the allowing a thing, or making it allow

able. (T, S, Msb, Mughnee, K.) So in the saying,

& & 3 &_- + Isit thou with El.

Hasan 07” Tön-Seereen]. (Mbr, T, S.) And

Jºãfs 3 [Stand thou or sit]: and the person

to whom this is said may do [one or] both of

these actions. (Mgb.) [And similar exs. are

given in the Mughnee.]) But tºſ* &#3$

ºie 3i [in the Kur lxxvi. 24, And obey not

thou, of them, a sinner or a person very ungrate

ful to God,) means that thou shalt not obey

either of such persons: (Mbr, T, Mughnee:) in

which case 3! is more forcible than 3; for when

you say to a person,ºº &bi º [Obey not

thou Zeyd and 'Amr], he may obey one of them,

since the command is that he shall not obey the

two. (Zj, T.)— Fifthly, (Mughnee,) it denotes

unrestricted conjunction. (Mughnee, K.) So in

the saying, in the Kur [iv. 46 and v. 9], ā- 3.

lºº &. 3. 3- [And if any one of you

comethfrom the privy ; (TA;) [where, however,

it may also be rendered or, though] meaning

à-3; (T, TA;) the 5 in this explanation being

what is termed a denotative of state. (T.) So,
• of

too, accord. to AZ, in the expression &4.jº 3)

[And they eacceeded that number], in the Kur

[xxxvii. 147]: but see below. (TA.) And so in

the words, (3 tº ºf J. Jºi &isi [And

our doing, in respect of our possessions, what we

nvill], in the Kur [xi. 89]. (T, TA.)- Sixthly,

it denotes transition, (Mughnee,) used in the

sense of [the adversative particle] Jº, (T, S, M,

Mughnee, K,) in a case of amplification of speech;

(S;) accord. to Sb, on two conditions; that it

shall be preceded by a negation or a prohibition,

and that the agent shall be mentioned a second

time; as in*25 tº 3. 3.j 25 tº [Zeyd did

not stand; nay, rather 'Amr did not stand]; and

* c 2 o 22 of a 92 °3

29-se sº S > Jºj_i: S [Let not Zeyd stand:

nay, rather let not 'Amr stand]. (Mughnee.)

Accord. to Fr, (Th, M, Mughnee,) it has this

meaning in &4.3. 3. [Nay, rather they exceeded

that number), (Th, S, M, Mughnee) in the Kur

[xxxvii. 147, cited above]: (S:) or the meaning

is, or they would ecceed [that number] in your

estimation: or these words with those preceding

them in the same verse mean, we sent him to a

multitude of whom, if ye saw them, ye would say,

They are a hundred thousand, or they eacceed

[that number]; (M, Mughnee;”) so that it de

notes doubt on the part of men, not of God, for

He is not subject to doubt: (M.) or we sent him

to a hundred thousand in the estimation of men,

or they eacceeded [that number] in the estimation

of men; for God does not doubt: (S:) or 3! is

here used to denote vagueness of meaning: (IB,

Mughnee:) or, it is said, to denote that a person

might choose between saying, “they are a hundred

thousand,” and saying, “they are more;” but this

may not be when one of the two things is the

fact: or, accord. to some of the Koofees, it has

the meaning of 3; and each of these meanings,

except the last, has been assigned to 31 as occur

ring in the Kurii.69 and xvi. 79. (Mughnee.)–

Seventhly, it denotes division; (Mughnee, K;*)

as in the saying, -º- 3. Jºs #27 i.<! [The

word is a noun or a verb or a particleſ: so said

Ibn-Málik: or, as he afterwards said, in pre

ference, it denotes separation (Ge2:1) divested

of the attribute of denoting doubt and vagueness

of meaning and the giving of option or choice;

adducing as one of his exs. of this meaning the
- • 2 of 2 y … .º. f.: " -.

saying, Jºaº B' 'x3's 1933- 3/35 [in the Kur

ii. 129, And they said, “Be ye Jen’s” or “Chris

tians”]; because the use of 3 in division is better;

as when you say, Jº-3 Jº2:7 isºl. or it

denotes, accord. to some, distinction (Jºaº);

and the meaning of the ex. last cited, say they, is,

and the Jen's said, “Be ye Jen's,” and the Chris

tians said, “Be ye Christians.” (Mughnee.) It

is [said to be] used in this last sense (that of

J-aa-I) in the saying, J.J.32-iſ Jéſ à é

[I used to eat flesh-meat or honey]; i. e. I used

to eat flesh-meat one time and honey another time:

and so in the Kur vii. 3 and x. 13. – Eighthly,

(Mughnee,) it is used in the sense of the exceptive

Sº, (Mughnee, K,) or& S; (M;) and in this

case the aor. after it is mansoob, because of &

suppressed. (Mughnee, K.) So in the saying,
• o 3 c : *~ of ~

* > Aft; [I will assuredly slay him or he

shall become a Muslim ; i.e., unless he become a

Muslim]. (Mughnee. [And a similar ex. is given

in the M.]) So, too, in the saying,

* *4 ...? 2 *- : .* 2 o z >

25° 3.5 stºjº 13| ~~<>5. *

# * -2 °z of , " , ; 2 * ~ : - º

tº- 3' lººsae sº-º-

[And I used, when I pinched and pressed the

spear of a people, to break its knots, or joints, or

its internodal portions, (the shaft being a cane,)

or, i.e. unless, it became straight]: (Mughnee,

K:*) a prov., of which the author is Ziyād El

Aajam; meaning, when a people behaved with

hardness to me, I endeavoured to soften them:

(TA in art. Jºë :) thus related by Sb, the verb

ending it being rendered mansoob by 31; and thus

he heard it from some one or more of the Arabs;

but in the original verses, which are but three, it

is …, with reſ. (IB and TA in art. 3...)

[And similar to these above are the sayings,) <!
* - - • 2 of • 2

iß *** Lo 3. Jºã] [Verily it belongs to such
2. • : -

a one or there is not, i.e. unless there be not, in

Nejd, a 4,3 (see art ºl; and tº 3 3:35.ić o * [I will assuredly come to thee or there
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is not, i.e. unless there be not, in Nejd, a aß];

meaning I neill assuredly come to thee, in truth.

(T.)-Ninthly, (Mughnee,) it is used in the

sense ofJº (Mughnee, K,) or & Jºli (S;) in

which case also the aor. after it is mangoob, be

cause of& suppressed: (Mughnee:) and in the

Sense of Ji- [which is also syn. with Jºl. (Fr,

T. M. K.) So in the saying 2: ;i&S II

will assuredly beat him until he repent]. (S.

[And similar exs. of 51 as explained by Jº- are

given in the T (from Fr) and in the M and in the

Mughnee.]) And so in the saying of the poet,

• * ~ * * * * ~ * * * ~ * ~ * * >

* Jº Jºi-kº Čºs *

* - a S. Ju 8 ºuiſ L. "

[I will assuredly deem easy nºhat is difficult until

I attain the objects of nish ; for hopes become

not easy of accomplishment save to one who

is patient]. (Mughnee.)- Tenthly, some say,

(Mughnee,) it denotes nearness [of one event
- - -

£ -

or thing to another]; as in the saying, sº Lo

•* ~ of ~ 3. -

823 3'2ſ. [I know not whether he saluted or

bade farenell]: (Mughnee, K: [but in the CK

this ex. is misplaced :]) this, however, is mani

festly wrong; 31 being here used to denote doubt,

and the denoting of nearness being only inferred

from the fact of the saluting being confounded

in the mind with the bidding farewell, since this

is impossible or improbable when the two times

are far apart. (Mughnee.)- Eleventhly, (Mugh

nee,) it occurs as a conditional, (T, Mughnee, K,)

accord. to Ks alone; (T;) or rather as a con

junctive and conditional; &; being meant to be

understood in its place; though in truth the verb

that precedes it indicates that the conditional

particle [ć] is meant to be understood [before

that verb), and 5' retains its proper character,

but forms part of that which has a conditional

meaning because conjoined with a preceding con

ditional phrase. (Mughnee.) So in the saying,

<A. 3i Jºe sº, (Mughnee, K,) i. e., &

<1. 33 - a & Jºué [I mill assuredly

beat him if'he live (after the beating) or if he

die]: so says Ibn-Esh-Shejeree. (Mughnee.)—

Twelfthly, accord. to Ibn-Esh-Shejeree, on the

authority of some one or more of the Koofees,

(Mughnee,) it denotes division into parts, or por

tions; as in the saying [in the Kurii. 129, before

cited, sºils, sº jū. (Mughnee, K.)

i. e. And they said, “Be ye, some of you, Jen's,

and, some ofyou, Christians:” (TA :) but [IHsh

says, it appears to me that the meaning here is

that of Jºaº mentioned before. (Mughnee.)

-[In the K it is said to occur also in the sense

of &i. but this is evidently a mistake, app. ori

ginating in one of the two principal sources of the

K, namely, the M, in which the same is said, but

is exemplified by a phrase in which it is explained

by & Śl, the eighth of the meanings of3. Inen

33

tioned above.]– See also 5", below.

3i inº33 &c. is [the conjunction] 3 with

the interrogative prefixed to it. (Fr, T.)

lié & 3 (T, M) and 5 (M) [Alas, on

account of, or for, such a thing!] an expression

denoting complaint of distress, or of anxiety, or of

grief or sorrow; (T;) or an expression of grief

or sorrow; (M;) like V 3| and W3' and * @,

(Kand TAinartºl) or "ài, (ckin that art.)
or W •Üi, or "otiſ, ($ in that art., [the in one

copy of which is marked as quiescent,J) and like

‘ſ and ºf &c. ($ and Mgb and K in art. 231: see

:1 in that art.) AZ says, one says, eſ Jº º

ſmeaning Alas, for Zeyd () with kesr to the e,

and &ſe v Úſ [thus without 9, meaning Alas,

for thee!] with J.; an expression of regret for a

thing, whether of great or mean account. (T.)

#The word ºf when made anon. (TK) so

say the grammarians. (T.) You say,i-; •º

[This is a good Gil. (T.) And to one who uses

the phrase 134- 5i 134- Jºsi, (T,) you say, es

tº-39 [Let thou, or leave thou, the nord 3.

alone]. (T, K.)

; [A moaning (see its syn. is in art. •51)] is

said by some to be of the measure iſº, in which

the is the sign of the fem. gender; for they say,

403' exº~ [I heard thy moaning], making it

*: and so says Lth; ; is her the manner of

alsº: (T:) you say, JJ 351 [May God cause

moaning to thee!], (Lth, T, and $ in art. •31,)

and 40 isſ: [but accord. to J, the former of these

is cognate with the latter; for he says that] the

former is with the o suppressed, and with teshdeed

to the 3. ($ in art. 231, where seeisſ)—4:25;
23; w 2 -É .# -

and otºl, or otºl, or otºl, or ousl: see & 5

|Jée.

#: i. q. iº's [A calamity, a misfortune, &c.:

or, perhaps, very cunning, applied to a man]: pl.

# (AA, T, K, TA; (but in copies of the K,

written 33 ;]) which is one of the strangest of the

things transmiſſed from the Anº the regular

form being U$31, like L385, pl. of 355; but the word

ºuring º: above in the saying of the Arabs,

259 cº is S. sº us [It is no other thing than a

calamity of the calamities: or, perhaps, he is no

other than a very cunning man of the very cun

ning]. (AA, T, TA.)

* a- wº * .

31 and 31: see 5' : and see ol in art. •5).
- º -

*

3 - £ 3 - 22- .

Jºss' and Jºs! : see #4', in art. Jºl.

~~~ wº

où5!: see 5'.

~3'

1. 31, aor, ºft. (T. 5, &c.) infº. 3 &

M.Mºh, K) and 34 and is (T,5, M.K.) and
ij, (M. K.) J taking the place of 5, (M.) and

ãº (Lh, M, K) and ºt, [like Jºl, (Mºb, TA)

He (an absent person, T) returned (T, S, M, A,

Mgh, Msb, K) to his place, (Sh,) or to a thing,

(M,) or from his journey; (Msb;) as also "-ji,
2. 2.

(M,) inf. n. -35 and*: (K;) and *-ū;

(M,K;) and W ºu 31 [written with the disjunctive

alif*]] ; ($;) and "...j, [a quasi-quadriliteral

radical verb, originally sº of the measure

Jº, (M) inf n ºl, (M, K) originally

º, , of the measure Jº, (M, TA,) or,

accord. to Fr, ~\! is incorrect, and the right

word is *!: (TA:) [and if so, -: is perhaps

changed from 25, like as i.; is from iši; and

* is perhaps its inf. n., changed from*:

or, as some say, ººl signifies only the returning

to one's family at night: (M,TA) and aſsi W-55

and as "wººl [as well as aſsi J. Aſ signify

he returned to his family at, or in, the night: (T,

TA:) or2% 4% (S,) [or ...', accord. to a

copy of the A, where we find çºğ G: <il

aor, as above; (TA;) and "...it (S, A, K) and

W2:5. ÇK) US taking the place of 3, (TA,)

inf n. *5te and Jºute, (M,” [in which the two

forms of the verb are also given, but with the

sing, pronoun of the third pers. instead of the pl.,]

and K,) each in the form of a pass. part. n. ;

(TA;) he came to them at night: (S, M,” A, K:)

and tº Ji, (M) inf n, ºi, (K) signifies he

came to the mater, to drink, at night; as also

* 4t:51; (M, K5) and W 45u: (M:) or, accord.

to AZ, <55 signifies I came in the beginning of

the night. (S.) You say also, J-ºl <!, (T,

$, &c.) aor. 32.É. (M) inf. n. Jú, (T) or

34 in the CK-8) and ºff (M,K) The

sun returned from its place of rising, and set :

(Msb:) or the sun set ; (T, S, M, A, K,) as

though it returned to the place whence it com

menced its course; (M;) [or] it is a dial. var. of

< *. (S.) And J.6 º 41 People came to

him from every direction, or quarter. (TA, from

a trad.) The poet Sá'ideh Ibn-El-'Ajlán uses the

expression, -is. &S, meaning A thin snºord

would have come to thee; in which the verb may

be trans. by itself, or the prep. J. may be under- .

stood. (M., T.A.)- He returned from disobe

dience to obedience; he repented. (TA.) And

iſ& Jí He returned unto God from. his sin,

or offence, and repented. (Mºb.)—ººl * ~!

He made him to return to him, or it; as also

2: " 43. (M.) And * J, & 3, (as in

a copy of the T,) or over, (as in a copy of the A,

[which is probably here the more correct],) He

put back his hand to his snºord to draw it: (Lth,

T.A.), and --> Ji [to his bor] to draw it:

and <- Ji [to his arrow] to shoot it. (A.)—

See also 2.

2. ~3. see 1, first sentence : — and the same

again, near the end.— He repeated, or echoed,

the praises of God: thus in the saying [in the

Kur xxxiv. 10], 4. es Jº- tº 0 mountains,

repeat ye, or echo ye, the praises of God with

him; [i.e., with David;] (S,” M, TA;) but some

read axle "Jº, meaning return ye with him in

praising as often as he returneth therein: (M,

TA:) or, accord. to the former reading, the

meaning is, O mountains, labour ye with him in

praising God all the day, until the night : (T:)

16 °
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for—-3, (T.A.) inf n. J.*. (T, A, K,) also

signifies It (a company of men) journeyed by

day : (Aboo-Málik, T:) or all the day, (T, A,

K,) to the night, (T,) without alighting to rest:

(TA:) -st being the same kind of day-jour

neying as St. is of night-journeying: (T, M. :) or

he journeyed all the day, and alighted at night:

(T, S:) or he journeyed by night: (Msb:) or

- it (M, L, K) and "āºš (Lih, T, L, K)

signify the rying, one neith another, of travelling

camels, in pace, or going. (Lth, T, M, L, K.) A

poet says,

… o o -

alsº cl:

• * 0

* * @.. 3-3 * +

[And if thou, or they, (meaning camels,) vie neith

him in pace, or going, thou wilt, or they will,

Jind him to be one that overcomes therein]: so

as related by Lth: but as related by others, &#.

(T.)

a' 5 . . . -

8. --5), inf. n. ãº: see 2, in two places.

5. ~st and -º: see 1, in five places.

8. U-51: see 1, in three places.

Q. Q. 1. -5, originally•º see 1, first sen

tence.

37 The name of a [Syrian] month [corres

ponding to August, O. S.]: an arabicized word.

(IAar, M, K.)

Jºsian inf n, of 1. (S, M, Mºb, K.)—Also

The returning of the fore and hind legs of a beast in

going along : (T, M, A,” K :) or quickness in the

changing, or shifting, of the fore and hind legs in

going along : (S:) and simply quickness, or snift

mess. (M, K.) One says, º -ji ** L.

Hon nonderful is the returning [or quick shifting]

of her fore legs" (A.) And to one going at a

quick pace, one says, 339 39 [meaning Keep

to the quick changing, or shifting, of the legs; a

verb being understood: or Trot on 1 Trot on 1].

(A.)— A right, or direct, nay, course, or ten

dency; syn. 3.25 and iºtizºl. (M [in which

these two syns. are mentioned together and K

[in which another explanation intervenes between

them, namely 350c, as though they were meant to

be understood in different senses, which I do not

think to be the case].)- A direction : as in the

saying, cºs' Gi º Jº [He shot, or cast, in

one direction, or in two directions]. (M, A.)-

A course, way, mode, or manner, of acting, or

conduct, or the like : (A :) custom. (Lh, M, A,

K.) You say,º cºš -> Jº <<= I was

[proceeding] in the course, way, mode, or man

ner, of acting, &c., of such a one. (A.) And

& 3. Jº tº This ceased not to be his course,

way, mode, or manner, &c. : (A:) or his custom.

(Lh, M., A.)– A may, or road: (M, Msb, K:)

a quarter: ('Eyn, M, A, K:) a tract, or side :

('Eyn, $:) a place : (S:) a place to n-hich one

returns [like Jºl. (A, Mºb) You say, ºft.

sº Jé &: They came from every nay, or

road, (M., Msb,) or quarter, ('Eyn, M, A,) or

tract, or side, ('Eyn, S,) and place, (S,) or place

to which one returns. (A, Msb.) And L3319) ūji

signifies The two sides of the valley. (A)=

-

Bees: (M, K.) a quasi-pl. n. : as though the

sing. were J.3 : AHn says that they are so called

because of their returning to the 3&4, i. e.

the place where they hive for the night. (M,

TA) see Jºſ. – The clouds (K)—The

ăși and W ãºf Return; (T, A, K;) as also

W ić, , a. subst, from <!. (Msb.) You say,

* ăși 4:3 [May the return ofthe aſsent

give thee joy]. (TA) And 3.5'). &r- JX3 and

'aº Such a one is quick in return. (A’Obeyd,

T.S.")— Return from disobedience to obedience;

repentance. (TA in art. -1)—º ićiºJºſé

Speech, or language, without profit. (A.)=

ãº is also the sing. of<º, which signifies The

legs of a beast. (K, TA.)

6, of 32of . -

arºl: see &5), in two places.= Also, (as in

some copies of the K,) or W i. , (accord. to the
º, ºr -

CK,) or W i3), (accord. to the TK.) A noon-day

draught or drink. (K.) -

º,

a...] : see what next precedes.

Jºsi A she-camel quick in the changing, or

shifting, of her fore and hind legs in going along.

(S.)

6 , ,- 62 c5.

àººl : see ass!

Jº Frequent in returning. (T.)– Frequent

in returning unto God, from one's sins; (M,

TA;) n'ont to repent, or frequent in repenting :

(Zj, T, A, Mgh, Msb :) or turning from dis

obedience to obedience : (S, L:) or a praiser of

God; (Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr, TA;) by which is here

meant, in the prayer of the period of the forenoon

called J-º', when the sun is high, and the

heat violent; hence termed & S. §§ 2; which

is performed when the young camels feel the heat

of the sun from the parched ground: (TA:) or

obedient : (Katádeh, TA:) or one m'ho reflects

upon his sins in solitude, and prays God to for

give them : (TA :) or one niho keeps, or is mind

ful of, the ordinances prescribed by God, (k~,

[which is thus explained by Bd and Jel as occur

ring in the Kurl. 31,1) and does not rise from

his sitting-place until he begs forgiveness of God:

(Obeyd Ibn-Omeyr, T, TA : [but this is evi

dently meant as an explanation of Jºli together

with kº- : see the Kur ubi supra:]) or one

who sins,and then returns to obedience, and then

sins, and then returns to obedience. (TA.)

Jºſ act. part. n. of 45. Returning : [&c.:]

a 33 9 a. 6 of

(M, Msb:) pl. Jºi and ºuſ and V-25 ſq. v.]:

(M, K:) or, accord. to some, the last is a quasi

pl. n. (M., T.A.)

5. º'

a 51 The coming of camels to water, to drink,

every night: whence the saying,

*** º .7- * : * -º

a: S \, cºyº S

[Do not thou come to the nºater, to drink, unless

# *

4t. A place to rehich one returns: (T, S, K:)

a settled, or fired, abode, or drvelling-place: (TA:)

the place to n-hich one is translated, or removed,

by death: (K, TA:) the goal to nihich the course

of life ultimately leads one; or place to nihich one

returns in the ultimate state, or n:orld to come.

(T, T.A.). - The place n'Here the sun sets. (TA.)

—[A day-journey; pl. 4.5%; as in the saying,)

4.5% &$3 tº: Between them tryo are three

day-journeys. (K.).

: º, [A camel that overcomes in vying nºith

another, or others, in pace, or going]: see an ex.

WOCe -ji. (T.)

jº ãº. [The place where the mater flows again

into the well to supply the deficiency occasioned

by draning;] the 3á. of the nell; i.e., the place

nºhere the water collects in the nell. (TA.)

6 w ~ x 5 9 -3.2 x -

*2%. cº, (IB, CK,) Or ãº.55-6, (as in a copy

of the M, and in some copies of the K,) A nind

bloning throughout the nhole day : (M, K:) or

a mind that comes at night. (IB.)

• O - wf- 2

Jú. See Jºjº, in two places.

3t. an inf. n. of 5, q.v.; as also "Jº.

(M,” K.)

wº. 3

Jºjº. Returning to one's family at, or in, the
• 6 wº. 3

reº,

coming at night: or coming in the beginning of
5 - 5 ->

the night: ($:) [and so V ºtº, as in the fol

lowing ex. :]

night; as also "Jºš, ; (TA) or, as also "

• 21 ° tº ... oºº- * 6 2.8 2 * ad 29 - in o

* >\es -uś, at 355 " are

- -- 6 * *

aſ Jº Jº J-2

[And whoso feareth God, verily God is nºith him;

and the supply of God cometh to him at night, or

in the beginning of the night, and cometh early in

*

the morning : &: being here put for &#, by a

necessary poetical licence : see art. Jºs]. ($.)

5 wº. 3

*:
*

2 ºz.”

see -5°.

5 w8 - 2

see -3°.

35'

~ 228. •

1. si, aor. 352, inf. n. 33, It (a thing, T, S,

M, or an arrow, AHn, M) was, or became, of

itself, crooked, curved, or bent. (T, S, M, A,” K.)

[See also 5.]=31, aor. 35%, inf. n. 33, It (the

day) receded, in the evening. (T, L.). It (the

evening, T, S) declined. (T, S, K.)- It (a

thing, L) returned. (M, L, K)—JSº <sſ

The shadon's returned, and inclined towards the

east. (L)–4. šſ He inclined tonards him ;

or pitied him. (M.)=$31, (T, S, Msb) first
> 2 of • 3

pers. ašx!, (M,) or a5x), (K, TA, [in the CK,

erroneously, 25s,1) alor. 33% inf. n. 35, (AS, T,

M, Msb,) He crooked, curved, or bent, it ; (As,

T, S, L, Msb, K;) i. e., a stick, (AS, T, L,) or

other thing; (L5) as also '833. (L.K.)—ºsſ,
2 x * 6 of:

aor. 3932, (T, S, M., &c.,) inf. n. 251 ($, M, K)
2 :

and 323, (M, K,) It (a load) oppressed him by

its neight; pressed heavily upon him; burdened

him. (AZ, T, S, A, Msb.) And It (a thing, or

an affair,) oppressed, distressed, or afflicted, him :

(M, L, K.) and [in like manner] W $235, (L, K,)
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or "$3.5%, (T,) as also sº, (L, K) the last

formed by transposition (T, L) from the second,

(T,) or first, (L,) said of an affair, it pressed

heavily upon him; oppressed him. (T, L, K.)

You say, "3:1 es 33 Jºſ v. What hath bur

dened [or distressed] thee, it (that thing) is bur

dening [or distressing] to me. ($.)

2 : see 1.

5. sº It (a stick, T, L, or some other thing, L)

became, by an eartraneous operation, crooked,

curved, or bent; (T, S, M, A, L, K5) as also

Y.U. (T, S, M, L, K: [in the CK Šuš is erro

neously put for Süü.]) El-'Ajjāj says,

-, *d, *... o.”

>\* * >
+

.*oad • O

* ºf 26 "

[He used not to become bent, and he has become

bent], making the pret. to be a denotative of state
o

because 3 is meant to be understood, as in the

saying in the Kur [iv. 92], *re- A-si- 3i

29.4%. (S.) You say also, 123 Gº <sº

She (a woman) bent in her rising, by reason of

her heaviness. (T and L in art. 5'5.) = 0x55:

see $31.

6. $239; see si.

7. Gl: see 5, in two places. – Also He be

came oppressed, or burdened [by a load]. (Msb.)

3:1; (T, M.) or "35", fem. ăși, (K;) Crooked,

curred, or bent. (T, M., K.)

$3. ; fem. is: : see what next precedes.

&ſ Burdening [or distressing]. (S.) See 1, last

Sentence.

33. Oppressed, pressed heavily upon, or bur

dened, by a load. (S.)

$51, Calamities: (IAar, M, L, K.) as also

33.3%, which is app. formed by transposition.

(M, L.) Some say that* is pl. of 3.4% and

derive this word [which see in art. Jºll from $31,
2 x >

aor. 3554, meaning “it oppressed him by its

weight:” (T, L:) or it has no sing. (IAar, M.)

j5'

3. 32

#! ($, Mºb, K) and #5, (S) or the latter

is the n. un. of the former, [which is a coll. gen.

n.,] (Msb,) i. q. i. [The goose, or geese; and the

duck, or ducks; butje is generally applied to the

former of these birds; and ſº, to the latter;

agreeably with a statement in the Jm, that º, is

applied by the Arabs to the small, and jº, to the

large]; ($, K;) as alsojº, of which the n. un, is

§: (Msb 3)}: is of the measure Jº: (Msb:)

[but see what follows:] the pl. is &js!, (S, Msb,

K,) a form which is sometimes used, (S, Msb,)

and which is anomalous. (Msb.) [See also

&==–[Hence, jº! also signifies # Short

and thick : (K:) fleshy without being tall: (Lth,

TA:) fem. with 3. (TA.) El-'Okberee asserts

that the i is augmentative, because it is followed

by three radical letters: (MF, TA:) but ISd says

that it is of the measure Še, and may not be of

the measure Jº, [i.e., originally; ,] because

this does not occur as the measure of an epithet.

(TA.) [It seems, however, thatj, is in this case

a subst, used tropically as an epithet, after the

manner of many nicknames.]— Also, applied to

a man, and to a horse, and to a camel, Firm in

make : (AHei in the Expos. of the Tes-heel, and

TA:) or, applied to a horse, compact and strong

in make. (TA.)

esºl A manner of n-alking in nºbich is a moving

up and donn: or leaning on one side; (K;) [the

latter omitted in the CK;] at one time on the

right and at another on the left [like a goose or

duck] : (TA:) and the n'alk of a sprightly horse.

(TA) Az says that it may be of the measure

Jº, [i. e., originally (55%) Or Jº; but

Abu-l-Hasan holds the latter to be the more cor

rect, because it is the measure of many words

relating to walking; as Jº- and Jº. (TA.)

• 282 a o

āşt. Ji A land abounding nith the birds

called jºl. ($gh, K.) -

J-3'

J.' [The myrtle;] a certain kind of tree,

(S, Msb, K,) nell knomen, ($, K,) fragrant,

(IDrd, M, Msb,) and evergreen, abundant in the

land of the Arabs, growing in the plains and

mountains, and increasing so as to become a great

tree : (AHn, M, TA:) n. un, with 3 : (AHn,

M, Msb, K:) IDrd says, I think it an adventitious

word, although used by the Arabs, and occurring

in chaste poetry. (M., T.A.) -

-35'

1. $$.” <!, aor. -ºš, inf. n. J; and

--- - - 2? 2 :

āşī (M, TA) and Jºsi, (M) or Jºš, (TA)

The country, or countries, had therein what is

termed as [i.e. a blight or blast or the like, or

a pest or plague or the like]. (M.T.A.) And

Asia, -á), (Ibn Buzurj, T,) or £5, (K,) or

‘Cººl, with the verb in the pass. form, (Mºb,)

like J.5, (K,) The wheat, or seed-produce, or

thing, became affected, or smitten, with n-hat is

termed asſ [i. e. a blight, blast, taint, canker, or

the like]. (T, K, Msb.) And ºil -śī, (M., TA,)

and lºsi, (K,) thus in a correct copy ºf the 'Eyn,

(TA) and ºil, (Lth, T, K,) and lºi, (K, TA)

[in the CK Liji,j) and sil, (Lth, T, K, [in the

CK l,ii.]) the last, namely, º, with the termed

aſº, having a quiescent letter [i.e. Us] rendered

apparent by utterance but not by writing, between

it and the J, (T, K,” [in which is a strange

omission, of the words as S ſºil & &et.

as in the T, or - tº ãºu. as in the TA,)

TA,) The people became affected, or smitten, with

what is termed así [i.e. a pest or plague or the

like]. (Lth, T, M., K.) Lth says, in this case one

says lº, and in one dial. lsº (T:) in several

2-3

copies of his book, in one dial. 1943), with two

distinct Jºs, of which the former is with teshdeed:

but in some copies as mentioned just before. ($gh,

TA.)

àsſ [A blight, blast, taint, canker, disease, bane,

pest, plague, or the like; any evil affection; an

evil; a cause of mischiefor harm or injury; any

thing that is noacious or destructive; a calamity;]

i. q isle; ($, Mºb, K5) i. e. (Mºb, [in the K

“or,”]) an accident that mars, or corrupts, that

n:hich it affects, or befalls, or smites: (T, M, O,

Mºb, K.) pl. ºGſ. (Mºb, K.), [see 1.] One

says,&L.ſº âși, -iſ all -jū. ăși [The bane

of elegance in manners, or the like, is the over

passing the due limits therein, and arrogating to

oneself superiority therein, through pride; and

the bane of science is forgetfulness]. (T.) And it is

saidin a trad,& Jalālā ºddle-2-1áſ

[The bane of discourse is lying; and the bane of

science is forgetfulness]. (TA.) And hence the

saying, <ºſ.ſ.l., ășſ* JS [To everything

there is a bane; and to science there are banes].

(TA.) -

-ºš., (Ks, T, S, M, Msh, K) originally

Jºst, (Mb) and "-iº, (Ibn-Buzuri, T, K,)

Affected, or smitten, nºith rehat is termed asſ;

(T, S, M., &c.;) applied to wheat, (Ks, Ibn

Buzurj, T, M,) or seed-produce, ($, K,) &c.

(Msb.)

º; … .ºr .

-** : see -333-6.

J5'

22- : -

ãºl: see art. Lººs.

J3)

1. Ji, aor. Jº, (T, S, M., &c.,) inf n. J;

(T, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and Jū. (M, K) and

Jº!, which last is used as a subst. in relation to

objects of the mind, (Msb,) and iſ,ti [like

is,…], (TA,) He, or it, returned; syn. &:

(T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) and ste; (T5) ſand

he resorted; (see an instance voce Jº ;)] º, to

it; (M,K;) namely a thing [ofany kind; the thing,

or place, whence he, or it, originated, or came; his,

or its, origin, or source; his, or its, original state,

condition, quantity, weight, &c.; any place; and

a former action, or saying, or the like : See &,

by which, as the explanation of Ji, may be meant

to be implied some other significations, here fol

lowing, which these two verbs have in common]:

(M. :) and * Jſ he (a man, M) returned,

or reverted, from it. (M., K.)- From Jſ as

syn. with& is the phrase,*& Jºš.&

(meaningeither Such a one returns to generosity,

or, as Axe is used in the sense of Al,e, is

referable to generous, or noble, ancestors]. (TA.)

[And hence the phrase,]* º, Jſ [He bore

a relation to him, as a member to a head, by

hindred], and cº, [by religion]. (Ibn-'Arafeh.)

And the saying, in a trad., Yé 23, Au% &-

Jſ S3 22, i. e. f [He who fasts ever, or always,

may he neither fast] nor return to n-hat is good.

(TA. [In the Mgh, art,”, for Ji I findJº ;

and it is there said that this is an imprecation

uttered by the Prophet, lest a man should believe -
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this kind of fasting to be ordained by God; or,

through impotence, should become insincere; or

because, by fasting all the days of the year, he

would do so on the days on which fasting is

forbidden. See other readings voce Š in art.

391.])- Hence also the saying, & àº, sº iſ

J-ºl. meaning + The blon, or stroke, resulted

in destroying life; in slaying, or killing. (Mgh.)

— Hence also, 13ée Gl 3.S. Jſ [The affair,

or case, became ultimately reduced to such a state,

or condition; came to such a result; came to

be thus]. (Mºb.)— Hence also, ºil <<!.

13é- 33; & Jú I cooked the nine, or beverage,

and it became reduced (&º) to such a quantity.

(S.) And&si-º, Ji Ji-4-3. He

cooked it (namely 3. [i. e. must, or mead, or

wort, ) until it became reduced (&) to the

third, or to the fourth : (T.) or, said of the

same, (Mgh) or of medicine, (TA,) Jſ Ji

4-5 tº cººl, (Mgh) or 2-63. J., (TA)
until trice the quantity, or neight, of a cº-e

became [reduced to] (ju6) 0720 &”. (Mgh.)—

[Hence also, Jºjº.The proleptic, or antici

pative, trope; as Jº-aš applied to “a young

camel” before it is weaned, because it is to be

weaned]— [And hence also, app.,] id: Ji,

inf n. Juo, The thing [became reduced in quan

tity or size;] decreased; diminished; or became

defective, or deficient. (M., K.) And 2-4 J.

ašū! The jlesh of the she-camel went anay, so

that she became lean, or slender and lean, or lean

and lank in the belly. (T, K.)—Ji, (T, S, M,

K) inf n. Jºi (T, M, K) and Jº, (M.K.)

is also said of tar, (T, S, M,) and of honey, (S,)

and of milk, (M,) and of wine, or beverage,

(TA,) and of urine, (M,) or of the urine of

camels that have been contented with green pas

ture instead of water, at the end of their being in

that state, (T,) and of oil, (M,K,) and other things,

(K,) as meaning It became thick : (T, S, M, K:)

said of milk, it thickened and coagulated: (M:)

said of wine, or beverage, it thickened, and

became intoacicating in its utmost degree : (Az,

TA:) and said of oil, it attained its full perfume,

or sneetness of odour, by being nell prepared

or compounded. (T.)—4:é cº, Jºš & L.

[written in the TA without any vowel-signs, app.

meaning f What aileth thee that thou shruggest

thy shoulders ? lit., drawest thyself together to

thy two shoulder-blades?] is said [to a man] 3.

& tºº, ºf [when he draws himself to

gether to them, and contracts himself]; and is

a tropical phrase: so says Z. (TA)—&- Jſ

cº He escaped, or became safe or secure,from

such a one: a dial. var. ofJº (T, K:) of the

dial. of the Anşār. (TA.)-You say also, Ji,

aOt. Jºš. ; (T, Msb;) or Jº, aOr. Jº; (K;)

meaning He, or it, preceded; ment before; was,

or became, before, beforehand, first, or foremost ;

(T, Mºb, K5) and came : (Mºb:) with this, also,

Jº is syn.; and from it [says Az] is most pro

bably derived Jº, so that its original form is Jºi.

ſor, as Fei says, hence is derived the phrase,

used by the vulgar, J.S. #4, with ſet-h to the

hemzeh [as meaning “the first, * preceding, ºn

(nights of the month),” for J39, pl. ofJ39,

fem. of J.S.; but his is generally regarded as

being originally Jº), from J19). (Mgb.)=

aſ see 2. —Accord to Lih (TA) ºff (M,

K) aor. 3,3', inf n. Jºi. (TA) signifies I

made it (namely, milk, M, or oil &c., K) to

thicken, (M, K,) and to coagulate ; (M;) the

verb being both intrans. and trans.: (K:) but

Az says that it is not known as trans., in this

sense, in the language of the Arabs [of the classi

cal ages]. (TA)=º, Ji (;, M, Mºb, K.)
aor. J352, inf. n. Jºl ($) and Jº!, (S, M, K,)

of which the simple subst. is ãº, (S,” Mºb,)

He (a prince or commander, S, or a king, M, K)

ruled, or governed, his subjects; presided over

their affairs, as commander or governor; (§, M,

Mºb, K3), and did so well: ($) and erºſe J,

inf. n. J; and J% and ãº!, [or this last, as

said above, is a simple subst.,] he presided over

them; held command, or authority, over them;

(M, K;) namely, a people, or company of men;

(K;) or, over their affairs. (TA.) It is said

in a prov., (M) tº 34% (#35 (T.S. M.) We
have ruled and been ruled; (T;) we have pre

sided and been presided over. (M)—4. Ji,

(T, S, M, Mºb, K.) inf. n. iiº), (T, Mºb). He

put into a good, or right, state, or condition, and

managed, or tended, his Juo [meaning cattle];

(T, S, M, K5) as also V &u=3| [written with the

disjunctive alif Atºll, (K) inf. n. Jºl: ($ )

or he managed his camels, and his sheep or goats,

in such a manner that they throve, or became

in a good state or condition, by his management.

(Msb.) Lebeed describes a female singer

2, 28- a--

* tº "...tº jº +

(T, S,) meaning with a stringed lute, (EM

p. 169,) ºthich her thumb adjusts; (S, EM ;)

from <i, (T, S,) signifying I put into a good,

right, or proper, state, or condition. (T. [But

| see another reading in the first paragraph of art.
a of

L35l.]) You say also, ‘Jº Ji meaning I com

posed, or collected together, the thing, and put

it into a good, right, or proper, state, or condi
... o. 2 × 1 => . . ºf

tion ; and some of the Arabs say, Jºe aſ WJ37

Jºi, i. e. May God compose for thee thine

affair ‘.and, by way of imprecation, 37 y J; ~5

alsº aske [May God not compose for him his

discomposed, disorganized, deranged, or unsettled,

affair, or affairs]. (T,)—Jº &l, inf. n.

o: - -

J; and Jº!, also signifies I drove the camels:

(M. :) or, accord. to the T, I bound the camels'
& £ • * > * >

udders with the 3-ol (lº-2) until the time of

milking, n-hen I loosed them. (TA.)

2 < *. (M.K.) if n. Jºº, (TA) He
returned it (namely, a thing, M) to him, or it;

he made it, or caused it, to return to him, or it;

syn. *3. (M, K: in the CK ****) and Y 2’ſ

also signifies the same ; syn. 3. (TA.) You

say, 4:3 Jºſé Af J; May God restore to

thee thy stray; (T,” TA;) cause it to return to

thee; (TA;) bring together thee and it. (T.)

And 34° J. &: I caused him, or it, to come

to such a state or condition; brought, or reduced,

him, or it, thereto; syn. <! # 2. (T,)—see

also 1, near the end of the paragraph, in two

Place.-J.," also signifies The discovering,

detecting, revealing, developing, or disclosing, or

the ea plaining, earpounding, or interpreting, that

to which a thing is, or may be, reduced, or that

which it comes, or may come, to be : (S, O, TA:)

you say, 4:35, inf. n. Jº ; and W 3:56, inf. n.

Jā; in one and the same sense: and hence the

saying of El-Aasha:

•w J • 352 - - •º - -

* º: "Jºš je ºf Jé &

• * * **, *, 'Jä

(S:) or º- "Jäu : (so in a copy of the T: [the

former word being, accord. to this reading, a
2 ºf, ºr

contraction of USU-5; but this does not altogether
ºw … 2 3

agree with what here follows:]) AO says, trº-J§§
2 - 6 -- --> ©

means ase-2-23 oxº-aj: [i. e., the explanation of

her love, or of the (poet's) love of her, and the

state, or condition, to which it eventually came,

is this:] (S:) it was small in his heart, and

ceased not to grow until it became great; like as

the little young camel [born in the season called

&), or in the beginning of the breeding-time,)

ceases not to grow until he becomes great like his

mother, (T,” S,) and has a son accompanying

him: ($) [or] ºf and "ºu, (M., K.) inf. n.

of the former as above, (K,) when said of lan

guage, signify 9-is 93% sº [he considered its

end, or nhat it might be to rehich it led or pointed,

and compared one part of it with another, and

then explained, or expounded, or interpreted, it]:

(M, K:) hence, [if the explanation in the M and

K be meant to denote three distinct meanings,

which I do not think to be the case,] it would

seem as though J.;: and 3-# were syn.; but

accord. to other authorities, they differ: (TA:)

[Az says, accord, to Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà, these

two words and Jº, are all one: butJºb Seeins

to me to signify the collecting the meanings of

dubious eacpressions by such expression as is clear,

or plain, without dubiousness: or, accord. to Lth,

it is the interpreting of language that has different

meanings; and this cannot be rightly done but by

an eacplanation which changes the expression; as

also "Jä (T:) or the turning a verse of the

Kur-án from its apparent meaning to a meaning

n:hich it bears, or admits, mºhen the latter is

agreeable with the Scripture and the Sunneh : for

instance, in the words of the Kur [vi. 95, &c.],

<3 &: J-fé-, if the meaning be [thus

explained] “He produceth the bird from the egg,”

this is re-à5: and if [it be explained as meaning]

“He produceth the believer from the unbeliever,”

or “the knowing from the ignorant,” this is

Jºst : so says Ibn-El-Kemál: (TA:) [hence,

although it may often be rendered by interpreta

tion, like Jº-à5, it more properly signifies the

rendering in a manner not according to the letter,

or overt sense; ea plaining the covert, or virtual,
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meaning; interpreting in a manner not according

to the obvious meaning :] or the reducing a thing

to its ultimate intent, whether it be a saying or

an action: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or re-à5 signifies

the “discovering, detecting, revealing, or dis

closing, what is meant by a dubious expression;”

and Jesú, the reducing one of two senses, or

interpretations, which an expression bears, or

admits, to that nihich suits the apparent meaning:

(L and K in art. 2-3, and TA in that and in the

present art. :) or the former signifies the “ex

pounding, explaining, or interpreting, the narra

tives which occur collected without discrimination

in the Kur-án, and making known the significa

tions of the strange words or expressions, and

explaining the occasions on which the verses were

revealed ;” and the latter, the ea plaining the

meaning of that which is **, [or what is

equivocal, or ambiguous;] i. e., what is not under

stood nithout repeated consideration. (TA : [in

which are some further explanations; but these

add nothing of importance.D–[Hence, usi Ji,

in grammar, He rendered a nord, or an expres

sion, or a phrase, in grammatical analysis, by

another word, or expression, or phrase.]–And

[hence likewise,]Jº signifies also The interpre

tation, or explanation, of a dream; the telling the

final sequel, or result, thereof: (M, K:) as in

the Kur xii. 101. (M.)- It is also used [as a

simple subst.] to signify The end, issue, result, or

final sequel, of a thing; syn. ige; (Bdin iv.62

and xvii. 37;) or YJ.; (Jel in the same places;)

Ol" &er, and Jºe: ; as in the Kur [iii. 5], º

2'ſ S. 4.;:214 [But none knoweth the end,

&c., thereof, eaccept God]: (A’Obeyd, T:) or

this phrase means, but none knoweth nihen will be

the resurrection, and to what the case will even

tually come, (T, M,) when the hour skall arrive,

(TA,) eaccept God: (T, M:) so says Aboo-Is-hák:

(T:) and in like manner, [in the Kur vii. 51,

4.* S. &sjkº Js means Do they wait for

aught save the result to which their case will come

by the resurrection ? (Aboo-Is-hák, T, M.:) or,

the result to which it will come (Bd, Jel) in the

manifestation of its truth by the appearance of

the promises and threats of n!hich it has told?

(Bd:) in like manner, also, the saying, iſess:

Sº.#&- means The fear of God is best in

respect of result; syn. àgé. (TA.)

5: see 2, in the former half of the paragraph,

in six places.—º- aeś Jº He discovered in

him the eacistence of good, or goodness, from its

outnard signs: and he sought, or looked for,

goºd, Or goºdness, inhim. (TA.) You say also,

Jº-Sl º Jº c-su I sought, or looked for,

recompense in (or of or from) such a one. (T.)

8: see 1, near the end of the paragraph, in two

places.

10.º Jº- He sought the interpretation of

the dream, by consideration. (TA in art. 13-w.)

Jí A man's Jºi for family; (T, S, M, Mºb,

K;) i.e. his relations: (Mºbi) his 5… [or

kinsfolk; or nearer, or nearest, relations by

descent from the same father or ancestor; &c.];

from J; as signifying 3.4% because recourse is

had to them in all affairs: (Harp. 578:) and his

household; (S, TA;) the people of his house :

(Msb:) and his followers; (S, Msb, K5) in

cluding soldiers : (S,TA:) and his 435ſ [i. e.

friends, and the likel: (K) those who bear a

relation to him, as members to a head, (…)Jſ&4)

by religion or persuasion or kindred; as in the

Kur iii. 9 and viii. 54 and 56 &c.; (Ibn-'Arafeh :)

[or in these and many other instances, it may be

rendered people:] but in general it is not used

save in relation to that in which is eminence, or

nobility; so that one does not say, sº Ji,

like as one says 4.i. (K:) and it is peculiarly

used as a prefix to the proper names of rational

beings; not to indeterminate nouns, nor to nouns
• P was

of places or of times; so that one says, Jº JI;

but not Jé, Ji, nor 34 cº, Ji, nor gº. Jſ

2 - 2 of

13é, like as one says, (Jº Jº, and Jºj Jal
* - * - • 2 x of a • *- o, "

|Ję, and] like Jº Jºel and ljé- & ex- (TA:)

|Ks disallows its being prefixed to a pronoun; so

that one should not say, 31, but aſsi: but his

opinion in this matter is not correct: it is origi

nally Jºi, the 3 being changed into , (M,”

Msb) as in Jú [which is originally Jºã]: so

say some: (Msb:) or it is originally Js, (T,

M, Mºb, K,) then Ji, and then Jſ. (K:) so say

some, arguing thus from its having J: for its

dim. : (T, Msb:) but accord. to Ks, it assumes
so 28

the form WJºsſ as a dim. : (T:) or each of these

is its dim. (M., K.) By the Jſ of the Prophet

are meant, accord. to some persons, His followers,

n:hether relations or others: and his relations,

whether followers or not : (Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà,

T:) or, as some say, his family (4ts; [q. v.]) and

his nices : [but it seems to be indicated that what

I have rendered “and his wives” is meant as an

explicative adjunct to aſ Al:] or, as some say, the

people of his religion : (Esh-Shāfi'ee, T:) being

himself asked who were his Ji, he answered all

pious persons: (Anas, TA:) but in a trad. in

which it is said that the poor-rates are prohibited

to him and to his Ji, by this is meant those to

whom was appropriated the fifth [of the spoils]

instead of the poor-rates; and these were the

genuine descendants of Hāshim and El-Muttalib.

(Esh-Shāfi'ee,T)—º tº and *j Jú, accord.

to the Koofees, are contractions of •º Jī (, [O

family of Zeyd]. (Mughnee, on the letter J;

and El-Ashmoonee on the Alfeeyeh of Ibn-Málik,

section à3tº-Sl. [See the letter J.])- [See

also isk)= t I. q. Jº-3 ſmeaning The body,

or corporeal form or figure or substance, (of any

thing, as is said in the T,) which one sees from a

distance; or, in this case, often, though not always,

the person, or self]; (AA, T, S, M, K;) ..of al

man : a metaphorical application, from J1 as

signifying Jºi and i.e.; because comprising

the members and the senses. (Harp. 578.)-

Sometimes, it is redundant, or pleonastic; [being

only used for the sake of metre in verse, or to

give more force to an expression;] as in the

following instance:

- - - 3. * * 0. -8

• Jº Jºã &- JS

+ sºl &º Jºſé Lé *

[I experience, from remembrance of Leylā, or of

Leyld's person or self, the like of n!hat the person

bitten or stung by a venomous reptile experiences

Jrom the paroa’ysm of pain occasioned by the bite

or, sting]. (TA.) [See also another ex., voce

Jº- and another, voce jº...] —[Like Jº-3,

it seems to be sometimes applied to Any material

thing that is somewhat high, and conspicuous:

and hence, perhaps, the signification next follow

ing.]—rº &. -ºi tº ſapp. meaning The

overtopping, or higher, part, or parts, of the

camel]. (M, K.)- A ſtent of the kind called]

4. (M)—The poles of the 4.5 (M.K.)

as also wäſſ; of which the pl. is $ºſ: (Ki) or

* iſ is the sing of Ji and &S, for n. un, of the

former and pl. of the latter, which signify the

pieces of wood (< *) upon which the i-º- is

raised, or constructed : and hence Kutheiyir

likens the legs of his she-camel to four cº'ſ of

the [wood of the tree called] tº. ($.)-The

pieces of nood (~<, T, M, K) of2: [or tents],

(M,) stripped [of the tent-cloths]. (T, TA.). -

Also, [app. because rising from the general sur

face of the ground, The extremities and sides of

a mountain. (M, K.”)=The ~5- [or mirage]:

(AS,T, M., K.) or peculiarly applied to that which

is in the first part of the day, (K,) as though

raising figures seen from a distance (~~~}),

and making them to quiver : (TA :) or that

which one sees in the first part of the day, and in

the last part thereof, as though raising figures

seen from a distance (J23s-º); not the same as

the º- : (S:) or what resembles the -º- :

(Msb:) or, as some say, that which is in the

J-4 [or early part of the day when the sun is

yet lon], like mater between the sky and the earth,

[in appearance] raising figures seen from a dis

tance (J29s-º), and making them to quiver;

whereas the ply-, is that which is at mid-day,

[apparently] cleaving to the ground, as though

it were running water: Th says, the Jſ is in the

first part of the day: (M:) As says that the Jſ

and the ºl,- are one: but others say that the

former is from the J-4 [see above] to the

declining of the sun from the meridian; whereas

the p!,-, is after the declining of the sun from the

meridian to the prayer of the*; and in favour

of their assertion they urge, that the former [in

appearance] raises everything so that it becomes

what is termed Ji, i.e. Jais; for the Ji of

everything is its Jas-º; and that the -º- [in

appearance] lowers every Jas-> in it so that it

becomes [as though it were] cleaving to the

ground, having no Jas-º: Yoo says, the Arabs

say that the Jí is from the sº [or period be

tween the prayer of daybreak and sunrise] to the

time when the sun is very high, or near the meri

dian ; then it is called -º- for the rest of the

day: ISk says, the Jí is that which [in appear

ance] raises figures seen from a distance (Jess-º),
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and is in the J- [explained above]; and the

•), is that which is upon the surface of the

ground, as though it were water, and is at mid

day: and this, I [namely Az] say, is what I have

found the Arabs in the desert to say: (T:) El

Hareeree speaks of the glistening of the Jſ; app.

using this word in the sense of -º-; for it is the

latter that glistens; not the former: (Harp. 363:)

the word is masc. and fem. (MSb, K.) The

phrase $f&, ending a verse (S, M) of En

Nábighah, (M, TA,) i. e. Edh-Dhubyánee, (TA)

or El-Jaadee, (S,) [variously cited in the S and M

and TA,) is an instance of inversion; the meaning

being Jºſſ assº [The Jſ raising it] : (S, TA:)

or the meaning is, making the Jſ conspicuous

more than it would otherwise be; the agent of

the verb being a prominent portion of a mountain,

which, being itself raised [in appearance] by the

J. has the effect of doing this. (M.)=See also

the next paragraph. = And see 3%, in art. Lº!.

ãſ i. q. ăși [i. e. An instrument; a tool; an

implement; a utensil: and instruments; tools;

implements; utensils ; apparatus; equipments;

equipage; accoutrements; furniture ; gear; tack

ling ;] (S, M, K) with nihich one works, for

himself or for another: it is both sing. and pl.:

(M, K:) or, (K,) as some say, (M,) it is a pl.

having no sing. (M, K) as to the letter: (M. :)

[but it is very often used as a sing. :] and the pl.

is &’ſ. (S, K.) In the saying of ‘Alee,Jº

ūji sº es:º àſ [lit. He makes use of

the instrument of religion in seeking the goods of

the present world], t science, or knowledge, is

meant; because thereby only is religion. (M.)—

[A musical instrument;] a lute; a musical reed,

or pipe; the [kind of mandoline called) 22:..

(TA.)–The male organ of generation. (TA.)

—The bier of a corpse. (Abu-l-‘Omeythil, S,

M, K.) Thus, accord. to some, in the following

verse, (S,” M,) of Kaab Ibn-Zuheyr:

o” & 3

cº) Jé- #

aſſ Jº 2 o',

* **.*.* * * * : * , ~ zº;
a.º.o.)- cº-Jule &ls Jº!

-> 3 > * ... o e

º #

Leº

[Every son of a female, though his health, or

safety, long continue, is one day borne upon a

gibbous bier: for the bier of the Arabs of the

desert was generally composed of two poles con

nected by a net-work of cords upon which the

corpse lay depressed] : (S, M. :) or, as some say,

[in a distressing state, or condition; for, they

say, aſ here signifies aſt. (TA.)– See also

Ji, in two places, near the middle of the para

graph.= A state, or condition; i. q. ā- [as

mentioned above]: (T, S, M, K:) pl. [or rather

coll. gen. n.] YJſ. (T, S.) You say, g- aſ, sº

[He is in an evil state or condition]. ($5–

I. q. 3. [Straitness; difficulty; distress; &c.].

(M, K.)

iſºl sometimes signifies The relations to whom

one goes [or is traced] back in genealogy. (Ibn

'Abbād) [See also J.]—You say also, 333,

º! Jº I made him to go back, or revert, to

his natural disposition: or, to his [original] state

or condition. (Ibn-'Abbād.)

2 : . 2 2} .

351, in the gen, and accus. Lºs : see 5)), in

art. 3]).

• ? 3 *

Lºs! fem. of Ji. see the latter in art. Jº.=

- ? ~ * 2 * *

Js' as a pl., and its var. Sºl; and 4-2, Or

2 - 2 # 2? •

J395 ; &c.; see Lº), in art. Us!!.

Júi A certain idol of [the tribes of] Behr

and Teghlib, (K, TA,) the two sons of Wäil.

(TA.)

• 2 3 6 *

Jºidim, of Ji, q.v. (Ks, T, M., K.)

Jú The vessel, or receptacle, of thickening,

or thick, milk : (M :) [or, accord. to the K, this

seems to be termed wº : See Jí:] or, in nihich

nine (-5%), or expressed juice, or what is pressed,

or squeezed, so that its juice is forced out, or the

like thereof, is made to thicken. (TA.)=[Also

an inf. n. of 1, which see throughout.]

âû Rule, or government : (S, Msb:) [accord.

to some, an inf. n. of Jſ as a trans, verb : accord.

to others, a simple subst. (Msb.)

J; and its variations &c., see art. Ji, : some,

on account of difference of opinion from others

respecting its radical letters, have mentioned this

word in the present art. (TA.)

ºft Jº d lso Jºſ, last: See : = and See also aS

: “e z”

sentence.

Jī; See J:

places; and Jº;

3, and 'Ji (T, S, Mg, Mºb, K, the first

and third and fourth in art. J.) and "Jº, (T,

K,) the last on the authority of IAar, (TA) but

A 'Obeyd says that it is Jº, with kesr, (T,) and

this is the approved form, (TA,) The [animal

called] J%: (K:) or the male J%; (ISh, T,

S, Mgh, Msb;) i. e. the mountain-goat: (Msb:)

accord. to some, (S,) what is called in Persian

ciº (S, Mgh ;) by which word Sh explains

the word Jº ISh says, it is the animal that is

very wide between the horns, and bulky, like

the domestic bull: (T:) [see J-9 ji. in art.

Jºãº :] and Lth says, it is called thus because it

resorts (Jº) to the mountains: sometimes the

U3 is changed into 2- : the fem. is of the same

three forms with 3: (TA:) and the pl. is Jº
… . . .” 5 w - -

[like º- pl. of 3-l. (Lth, T, Mgh, Mºb.)—

See also Jä, in two places.

5 *

:= and see also J51, in four

Jí [act. part. n. of 1 in all its senses: and

thus, particularly, Thickening, or thick; (T, S,

M, TA;) applied to the urine of camels that

have been contented with green pasture instead

of water, at the end of their being in that state;

(T;) or to milk, (S, M., TA,) and to oil, and

other things, such as tar, anº, honey, and wine,

or beverage : (TA:) pl. YJº : (S, M. :) which

last word [in one copy of the M written J. y

but this I think a mistranscription,] signifies also

the remains of thickening, or thick, milk; or,

as some say, the [seminal] water in the womb :

(M:) or this same word (j) has the last of

these significations; and also, [as a sing, epithet,

the first of the meanings explained in this para

graph; as also Ji, applied to milk; (K;) or to

milk thickening, or thick, and miaced; not eacces

sively thick, but in a somewhat good degree, and

changed in its flavour : (AHát, TA:) or it [app.

Ji, as in the TK, signifies the vessel, or recep

tacle, thereof; (K;) [a meaning assigned in the

M to Jººl in which milk thickens : (TA :)

Sh says that "j, signifies the milk of the Jº

[pl. of Jºl ; and so says AA : but A Heyth says

that this is absurd; and that the right word is

"Jä, having the signification first explained in

this paragraph, i. e. thickening, or thick, milk :

En-Nadr says that YJ’ signifies thick urine of

she-goats of the mountain; which, when drunk

by a woman, excites her venereal faculty: (T:)

or this last word is used to signify milk of an

Jº!, which is said to strengthen in the venereal

faculty, and to fatten, as Ibn-Habeeb asserts;

and 'Ji, which he affirms to be wrong, is a dial.

var. thereof; and it may also be a quasi-pl. n.

thereof: (M :) as a pl. [of Jā], applied to milk,

a?

"Jºi is extr. in two respects; as a pl., of this

form, of an epithet º: applied to an animal; and

as being regularly Jºi. (IJ, M.)=Jº, Jš &l

and Jū. "Jº Verily he is a good manager, or

tender, of cattle, or camels, or the like. (M, TA)

• ?. 5 - -

J25U used as a simple subst, in the sense of 3.5le

&c.: see 2, last sentence.

J. inf n. of Ji, in two senses pointed out

above. (M,K,TA)—[Hence, 13° Jºſt. His,

or its, return, or course, or transition, is to such

a state or condition.]= Also, [as a noun of place

&c.,] i. q. &er. [as signifying A place, and

a state, or condition, to which a person, or thing,

returns; and, to which he, or it, ultimately, or

eventually, comes]. (TA, [where this is given as

a signification not mentioned in the K; so that

&= - is not here used as an inf. n. : it is, more

over, a signification well known.]) See also 2,

last sentence.— A refuge: applied in this sense

to God. (Harp. 361.)

© 0 < . 5 ... o z o “ 5 - 6 x ~ x

lººſe Jºãº aºs Juše 24 He is ruler, or

governor, of his people ; a possessor of dictator

ship over them, or of authority over them to

judge or give judgment or pass sentence or decide

judicially. (A, TA.)

6 ... •

z - Jit. 3. [app. This is a good discovery

made from outnard signs]. (TA, where it im

mediately follows2- ass Jº with its explana

tions given above.) * >

5 wt. 2

J5ute: see its verb.— [Sometimes it signifies]
- 6 w . . .x

Veracious : opposed to U95–2. (Harpaz.56.)

5/5)

2 : . * # .

5'5", in the gen, and accus. Lºs : see 2ſi in

art. 3).

Jºs'

2 : 3 ºf

Lºs! fem. of J5) : see the latter in art. Ji.E
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Lºsſ as a pl., and its var. Sol; and 4:3", or
2 - 2 # ~# : •

J585); &c.; see Lº, in art. J.

A3'

3. * &gg

Les' for all: see art. Al.

cºs'

1. &’, aor. &#, inf. n. &si, He was, or

became, at rest, or at ease; he rested in a journey.

(IAqr, T.)— <i, aor. and inf. n. as above, I

enjoyed a life of ease and plenty; a state of

freedom from trouble or inconvenience, and toil

or fatigue; a state of ease, repose, or tranquil

lity. (AZ, T, S, M, K.)- I was, or became,

grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm. ($, K.)—

I was, or became, gentle; or I acted gently:

(T, S, M, Mºb, K.) and I acted, or proceeded,

with moderation, without haste or hurry, in pace

or journeying: (M:) I went gently, softly, or

in a leisurely manner: ($, K :) &; [the inf. n.]

is formed by substitution [of i for •] from &s.

(S.) You say,º &#, andº Jº, I

was gentle, or I acted gently, with the thing;

(M;) and28 J in the affair. (Mºb.) And

3–3 Jé & Act thou gently nith thyself, or

be thou gentle, in pace or journeying: and proceed

thou with moderation, nithout haste or hurry:

(T, S:) said in the latter sense to one who has

become unsteady, or irresolute. (T.) [In like

manner, you say, 4,3; Jé "&#, meaning

9,- Jº 3:5, [app. Act thou with moderation,

gentleness, deliberation, or in a leisurely manner,

according to thine ability, or to the measure of

thine ability; for 333 and 3- are both syn.

with ºil. (T. K.) And º. A "sº
Proceed ge with moderation in your course or

pace or journeying. (ISk, T.) And Jº W &#

,29 He paused, or nas patient, in the affair.

(M.)=c,5! also signifies The being weary, or

fatigued ; like & i. (M.) [Whether, in this

sense, it have a verb, is doubtful: see its syn.

here mentioned.] – Also The putting oneself to

trouble, or inconvenience, for the sake of what one

may expend upon himself and his family. (M.)

And hence, accord. to one [whose name is im

perfectly written in the TA], the word W. #232,
6 - pe.2232

[as being originally àºue, of the measure

- 52 y -

but others say that it is of the measure àlºss,
2 of “ • 3 of ~ * * … •

from ºt. (TA)="33; &l and ºf ſand

&il signify the same. (M.) [See art. Jºl.]

2 : see 1, in two places.

5: see 1.

&S and its vars. : see art. Jº!. [Accord. to

some, it belongs to the present art., in which it

is mentioned in the Msb.]

&; see 1 (of which it is the inf. n.); and
see also what next follows.

& (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and Y3% (T, M,

Msb, K,) the latter mentioned by Ks on the

authority of Aboo-Jámi’, but the former is the

usual mode of pronouncing it, (T,) and "&;,

Bk. I.

(M) A time; a season; pl. iii, (T, S, M,
o - -

Msb, K;) but Sb says tººl; (M; [so in a

copy of that work; app. <&l, º though pl.
- - 5, sº * * *

of iº91;]) and ag! is syn. with aºl. (AA, T,
- 2 * * ~ * ~ *

K.) You say, 3,9] cylºl (e- [The time, or season,
• • of - . 1 j . o " • J.

of cold came]. (T,) And -S. 493 &e &

#31, (S, K,”) and 4:1, (K, [in the CK à,])

Such a one does that thing sometimes, leaving
2. “ , ” o ºf

it undone sometimes. ($, K.") And arºl arºji
• * > 0 ° •

àº! Jº I came to him times after times. (AA,
2 * 2 * *

T.) And a 31 signifies Time after time. (TA,

from a trad.) In the saying (of Aboo-Zubeyd, L),

l, tº #

(M,) or º!, (L) [They sought our reconcilia

tion with them, but it was not the time that

reconciliation should be sought], accord. to Abu-l-

'Abbās, the tenween of the last word is not a sign

of the genitive case, but is, as in the instance

of 31, because of the suppression of a proposition

to which the word should be prefixed, as when

5 e < ... • . ~ : o

you say, Jºj Al3 cyls' <!-- I came at the time
• • -:

that Zeyd stood. (M., L.)– [Hence, Jººl At
- 2 *

that time or season; then ; like Jºe-.]
2 * *

•,• * * > *~ : *

# ºb! st')2 u-A-2

5 . 5 - £ o .

cºll: see clo! := and see also clº!.

&: [part. n. of 1:1 A man enjoying a life of

ease and plenty; a state of freedom from trouble

or inconvenience, and toil or fatigue; a state

of ease, repose, or tranquility. (AZ, T; §: K.)

—[Hence the saying, * Jº res- C3 &y

Jel-e- [An easy, or a gentle, journey in nihich

the camels are watered only on the first and

fourth days is better than a laborious, or quick,

journey in which they are watered only on the

first and third days. (TA) The ſem, is ãºf:

the pl. of which is cººl and ~uºl.] You say,

&; Jú & ić.&tº Between us and

Mekheh are three nights of easy, or gentle, jour

neying : (S, K:*) and 3.31 Jú* ten nights

of easy journeying. ($, M, $.)

&l, and "Gº! (T, S, M, Mºb, K) ſeach] a

foreign word, [i.e. Persian,) (M,) A chamber,

or an apartment, (T, Mºb,) or a large ai. [i. e.

porch, or roofed vestibule, or the like], (§, K,)

similar to an ºf [or oblong arched or vaulted

structure, or a portico], (T, S, M, K,) or built in

the form of an tº, (Msb,) not closed in the

front, or face : (T, M, Mºb :*) [and a palace;

often used in this sense in Arabic as well as in

Persian: and in the present day, the former, and

more commonly cº, which is Persian, is also

applied to an estrade; a slightly-raised portion

of the floor, generally extending nearly from the

door to the end, or to each end, of a room :] pl.

of the former,&33, (T, S, K,) because the sing.

is originally§, (S,) and *]; and pl. of

the latter,& (T, S, K.) Hence, (sº- &lº,

[The great porch, or the palace, of Kisrā, or

Chosroes, who is calledº -->]. (T, S,

Msb.) – Also the latter, [and app., accord. to

the Msb, the former also, Any prop, or support,

of a thing: (T, Msb:) particularly, a pole of a

[tent of the kind called] (*. (T,)—The cººl

of the Ata-J [is The headstall of the bridle; and]

has for its pl. ºbſºl. (T, K.)
6.- … .

a 33-2 : see 1, and see art. ci.

•5!

1 and 2: see 5.

wº- - wº

5. 255; (§ Mgh, Mºb, K;) and Wºº, (S, Mgh,

K) inf. n. *sū; ($, K5) and " ", inf. m. ºf;

(K;) He said aſ or º &c. [i.e. Ah! or alas !];

($, Mgh, K;) he moaned; or uttered a moan, or

moaning, or prolonged voice of complaint; (S,

TA;) i. q. &si. (Msb.)

º, (Az,S, Mºb, K, &c.,) as also iſ, (IAmb, K.)

anº, and 'is',(TA)and "...i,(§, Mºb, K) and
• 3 2 of - ow

º, (Isa, K) and '3', (K) and ' 3, (S) or

Yºgi, (K) and Y ºi, (Hr, Mgh, Mºb, K.) so in

some copies of the S, but in a copy in the author's

handwriting Yºſ, there said to be with medd,

and with teshdeed and fet-h to the 3, and with

the o quiescent, (TA,) [or,] accord. to Aboo

Tālib, sºft, with medd, thus pronounced by the

vulgar, is wrong, (T in art. 31,) and W •li, and

Wº, [in both of which, and in some other forms

which follow, it is doubtful whether the o be

quiescent or movent, and if movent, with what

vowel,] (TA,) and Y $25, (K, TA,) or *:::, but

said by ISd to be with medd, and mentioned by

AHát as heard from the Arabs, (TA) and "stºi,

(K, TA,) or *śći, (CK,) or Wº, and Y tisſ,

(S, [in one copy of which the is marked as

quiescent,J) and * ºl, (K, TA) with medd,
J a w:

(TA,) or * Gºi, (CK,) and 51, (S, Msb, K,)

and 3. and 3% (K, TA,) and tºº, and its or sts,

(TA,) [Ah! or alas !] a word imitative of the
w? • *

voice, cry, or exclamation, of the aa\te; (Az and

TA in explanation of ol;) [i. e.] a word expressive

of pain, grief, sorrow, lamentation, complaint, or

moaning; (S, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA;) denoting the

prolongation of the voice with complaint: (S,
o ºg *

TA, after obi or ; :) sometimes, also, a man

says 31 from a motive of affection, or pity, or

compassion, and of impatience: (Az, TA:) [and
z

it is also said that] Us! is a word expressive of

grief or lamentation, or of most intense grief

or lamentation or regret; [that] it is put in

the accus. case as being used in the manner

of inf. ns. ; and [that] the hemzeh is originally

3 : but IAth says, uſ is a word expressive of

pain, grief, sorrow, lamentation, complaint, or

moaning, used in relation to evil, like as ūſs

is used in relation to good: (TA in art. •l:)

and §ſand 37 and 31 are cries uttered to horses,

to make them return. (ISh and TA in art. US5'.

See 2 in that art. in the present work.) You say,

13é, &- * [Ah, or alas, on account of, or for,

such a thing!]; ($, Msb;) and in like manner,

ºf [&c.], followed by &e, and by J. (S.TA)

and by Jºe. (TA) [See also 3 in art. 3.)
17
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is a subst, from §: occurring in the saying

of El-Muthakkib El-'Abdee,

0. • ? • ºf 2 °: I - , :

* 2. 2 º' -- L. is] :*

- * * 22 - 23:2

º cºj-Jº Jº aſ 229 *

[When I arise to saddle her, by night, she moans

with the moaning of the sorronful man]: ($,

Isd:) ISd says that, in his opinion, the subst. is

&-

here put in the place of the inf. n., i. e. 55; (TA ;)

but some recite the verse differently, saying, dal,
• * ~ *

8-55; (S:) and some say,from 5 meaning

* ... (TA) And hence the saying, in im
precating evil on a man,* * [May God cause

moaning to thee!], and JJ 35", with the 2 sup

pressed, and with teshdeed to the 3. (S.) [See

also ší in art. 31.] And see aſ above.= [Also]

Measles: thus in the phrase, used in imprecating

evil on a man, isús isſ [May God cause] measles

and small-poa, [to befall thee]! (K,” TA,) men

tioned by Lh on the authority of Aboo-Khālid.

(TA.) -

o: 2 of 2 of w: -

•31 and 631 and 231 and 231 &c.; see ol.

Žiš A man often saying Ah! or alas ! or often

moaning: (Mgh:) or one niho says Ah 1 or alas!

from a motive of affection, or pity, or compassion,

and fear : or mourning, or sorrowing, much, or

often : (TA:) or compassionate; tender-hearted:

or often praying, or frequent in prayer: (K,”

TA:) or one who celebrates the praises of God,

or praises Him greatly, or glorifies Him: or who

praises much, or often : or who abases himself, or

addresses himself with earnest supplication, [to

God], confident of his prayer's being ansnered:

(TA:) or one having certain knowledge (K, TA)

of his prayer's being answered: (TA:) or inviting

much, or often, to what is good: (TA:) or skilled

in the lan: ; or a believer; so in the Abyssinian

language: (K:) occurring in the Kur [ix. 115

and xi. 77]. (TA.)=See also ol.

… .º - - - 3:

sº, or 255), and 235'

º, Or ăși, Or •Üi, and súší: see 1.

sºi, or ºf:

st: [Saying Ah 1 &c.; (see the verb:) and]

abasing himself; or addressing himself with ear

nest supplication [to God]. (TA) [See also

$5i.)

LS5'

- • E - … •

1. ... ess (T, S,M,Mg,Mºk) and 36,

(M, Mºb, K.) aor. Jºsé, (T, S, Msb) imperative
3 2"

22), (T,) inf. n. Jºe', (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.)

with damm, (K,) of the measure Jºsé, [originally
s 3 & 3

Jºss", (S) and Jºs!, (Fr, M, K.) with kest, (K,)

and #5 ($) and ºl 'essi, (M.K.) intº
isºs (K5) and "essu; (M. K3) and "Jºſi,

(thus [more commonly ussºl) accord. to a copy

of the M) or 'esiſ, (K) like 3-5. (TK.) and

"exº, (M, K,) both of the measure Usºst;

(TA3) and "ess is used by some in the same

sense, but rejected, in this sense, by several;

(Msb;) the pronoun relating to a place of abode;

(T, S, M, Mºb, K;) He betook himself to it, or

repaired to it, for lodging, covert, or refuge;

(Mgh;) and [simply] he got him or got himself,

betook himself, repaired, or resorted, to it; (T,

Mgh;) he returned to it; (M;) he took up his

abode in it; he lodged, or abode, or dwelt, in it.

(Mºb, K.) Hence, in the Kur [xi. 45],J.e;"

*" Jº Jºº-ºº: Jº- [I will betake myself for

refuge to a mountain that shall preserve me from

the water]. (S.) & properly relates to living

beings; but is used otherwise, metaphorically.

(M.) In the saying of Lebeed,
- - e - . - - .* *

+ *** **,* cº-e *

• 2 - O -- * 2? - & 2 ×

# U----, aſ "Jº Jº- *

[With a morning-potation of clear wine (*

being understood), and a female singer's straining

of her chords, with a stringed instrument to rehich

her thumb returns after the straining], he means

4.sº of...the measure Jºã, from <! <s

signifying sº. Ac; the 5 being changed into

[written Us], and the Ug, which is the final radical,

being elided. (M. [But see another reading near

the end of the first paragraph of art. J5!.]) ess,

aor. as above, inf. n. &si, also signifies He turned

anay; and hence, [it is said, -:8)J.ãº ess 3.

[When the young men turned anay to the cave :

though the verb may be here well rendered betook

themselves for refuge]. (Harp. 246.) You say

also, ºf J. &si, (A’obeyd,T) or , (as
afterwards written in a copy of the T,) [I betook

myself to such a one, or repaired to him, for

lodging, covert, or refuge; or] I joined myself,

got myself; betook myself, repaired, or resorted,

to such a one : and accord. to AHeyth, <3

tº; signifies the same ; but he did not know

<!3i to be syn. with:ºf as explained below.

(T,) And aſ J. Jºs' II. returned unto God.

(TA, from a trad.)– U85) said of a wound; see

5.=See also 4, in seven places. = a, L331, (T,

$, M, Mgh, K) like ess), (K, TA) but it would

have been more explicit if the author of the K

had said like Jºj, (TA) ſº is lown by the filº

reading in the CK, $2,4→ aſ ess', aor. Jºsu,

(T, S, Mgh) infn. #3 (S,K) and iſ, (§, Mgh,

K,) with kesr, (TA,) [originally #31, the 3

being changed into us because of the kesreh

before it, (S,) or because combined with Us and

preceded by sukoon [a mistake for “kesreh”),

(IB as cited in the TA,) [in a copy of the T

written aſ, and in a copy of the M and in the CK
* 2 #2

all and ºt, (§, M, K) without teshdeed, (S,

TA,) [in my copy of the Mgh written with tesh

deed, and išū, (S, M, K,) He compassionated

him; felt compassion, or pity, for him; (T, S,

M, Mgh, K5) as also "Lº!, (T, K,) of the

measure Jºšl. (TA.) In using the imperative

form, you say, 2. 3], [unless this be a mistran

scription for * sº meaning Be thou compas

sionate to him. (T, TA.)

2 o ºf

2 : see 1, first sentence:= and see 4.--5

Jºju (Ish, T) [I drew together the horses; this

meaning seems to be indicated in the T, by the

context: or] I called out to the horses º, in

order that they should return at hearing my

voice: (ISh:) and in like manner one says to

them Y 57 or 5ſ; (ISh, T, TA;) a well-known

call of the Arabs to horses; and sometimes es',

with a long meddeh, is said to them from afar.

(T, TA.) [See also 5.]

4. Li, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) inf n. 1,4;

(T, S, Mgh;) and "ºi (K3) and "sºft (t,

S, M, Mgh, Msb, Ki) the first of which is the

[most] approved; (T;) the last used by some;

(T, M.sb ;) both given on the authority of AZ,

(S,) and of A 'Obeyd, accord. to whom you say,

º, <!3, with the short | only; (T, M.;) He, or

it, gave him, or afforded him, lodging, covert, or

refuge; harboured him; sheltered him; protected

him; (Mgh;) he lodged him, or lodged him with

himself; made him his guest; or gave him refuge

or asylum, absolutely, or with himself; syn. Aft;

(K) or 2, ºft. (T, S, TA) You say also,
& Jº º: and &#37 [I took the man to

me to lodge, to be my guest, or to give him refuge

or asylum]. (M.) And -i. Šiši [A roof shel

tered him]. (Mgh.) AndJº "…si and lºsſ

[I lodged the camels in their nightly resting-place];

both meaning the same. (T,) And it is said in a

trad., Üß Güé- J. & 4- i.e. [Praise be

to God who hath sufficed us and hath brought

us to a place of abode for us, and not made us to

be scattered like the beasts. (TA.) AHeyth dis

allowed"…i as syn. with <sſ; but it is correct.

(T.) It is said in a form of divorce, Yu.st ~j

& Jºſs [A house, or tent, shall not lodge, Ol'

comprise, me with thee]. (Mgh.) And among

other instances, is tly saying of the Prophet, (T,)

Jué S. àjūji Y sº S [No one will harbour the

stray beast but a person straying from the right

course of conduct]. (T, Mgh.) And his saying,

&y- "…i. Jº-* es: 31.5 S i. e. [There

shall be no cutting off of the hand in the case of

stealing fruit] unless the place where the fruit is

dried contain it [at the time of the stealing thereof].

(TA.)— Hence,2-d << *! The throning

of dust, or earth, upon the wood of n!hich charcoal

is made, and covering it therenith. (Mgh.)=

See also 1, first sentence.

5 : see 1, first sentence.—º ~55 The

birds collected, or flocked, together; 6ith, T, S,

M, K5) as also "-35: (Ki) the latter is allow

able. (T,) And in like manner one says of other

things. (M.) [Thus,) one says, J.- -jū The

horses drew, or gathered, themselves together :

and J.G. (sº The men did so. (T.) You say

also, of a wound, "Jº, and "es, meaning

It dren, together, for healing; and so sjº, and

cº so in the Nawādir el-Agráb. (T)=One

may also say, sº without saying it with 2,

[i. e. *..] meaning He says ..i. (Fr and T in

art. 3.) [See also 2; and see art. •5!..] :

6 : see 5, in two places.
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- 2 -?” • 3-0 • *

-8. 335il, or Lºsº', or Jº", and ussº, and
..?. 22. -

Lºu for Jºu: see 1, first part of the paragraph,

in four places.= See also the last sentence but

one of the same paragraph.

.x.y 3 - $.”?. 22

10. a.º. 3U.] I asked him, or desired him, to

compassionate me, or have mercy on me; syn.
-> x > * > * > *

aº-jºi. (T.) A poet (namely, Dhu-r-Rum

meh, TA) says, -

- • * * * * * * * * * Jé o’ -

* tº J3 Le are59-) sºl 5/3 #

[And if I had asked him, or desired him, to com

passionate me, he would not have compassionated

me]. (T, S.)

a2 # -

ãº dim. of 21: see the letter 1.

3. or 31: See 2.– ºf [the part. m. of 1] has for
- 3 * 3 2.

its pl. Jºsſ [like one of the inf ns. of 1]. (T, $.)

The latter is applied to birds, signifying Collect

ing, or flocking, together; (T, S, M,” K;*) syn.

vigº (Lh,T) and ºt... (Lih, T.S.M., K.)

(ss' & a determinate noun, ($, M.) [The

jachal; vulgarly called in the present day cº's ;]

a certain small beast, (M, K,) called in Persian

Júš, (S,) or in that language [or in Turkish]

Jú. : (TA:) it has been said to be the offspring

of the wolf; but is well known to be not of the

wolf-kind: (Msb:) ess' is inseparable from Jºl:

(M. :) it is imperºy decl., (T, S, Msb,) being

of the measure Jaśī, (S,) or regarded as such ;

(Lth, T;) or because it has the quality of a proper

name and the measure of a verb: (Mºb :) the

pl. is ess' <º, (T, S, Msb, K,) though applying

to males [as well as females], like &xel ~\º and

ºx. eu. (A Heyth, T.)

3 - 3 - £ 5.a.

Cººl and Cº331, said to be rel. n.s. of ag!; which

see, in art. Us!.

#1, said by some to be originally ă3i: See

art. Jºl.

2?. £2 a -3.

Usº (Š, M, Mºb, K) and "su, and Väst (M,

K [but respecting these two forms see what fol

lows]) nouns of place from the first of the verbs

in this art.; (M, K;) [A place to which one

betakes himself, or repairs, for lodging, covert,

or refuge; a refuge; an asylum ; a place of

resort; (see 1;)] any plar, to nihich a thing

betakes itself, &c., (24! U839,) by night or by

day; (S;) the lodging-place, o abode, of any

animal; the nightly resting-place of sheep or

goats; (Mºb ;) and of camels: (Idem in art.

cº 3) y* is used pºlarly in relation to

camels: (S:) Jº essº being a dial. var. of
2 #2 • * •

Jº Lºue, but anomalous, (Fr, T, S, Msb,) and
- - o,” 2.

the only instance of the kind except cºal Lºu, ;
g- 22. • ,

(Fr, T, M. : [but see art. Jue:]) U85ue and Jºe
8.

and 5U. are the forms preferred: (Fr, T:) [Az

also says, I have heard the chaste jº speech of

the Benoo-Kiláb use, for Jº Jú, the word
-3- -3- 22,

V sºu. (T.) ussus, i.e., in the Kur [liii. 15),

is said to mean The paradise to which repair the

souls of the martyrs, (M., Bd, Jel, TA,) or the

pious, (Bd, Jel,) or the angels: (Jel:) or that

in which the night is passed. (TA.)

5ue: 2:. . .

...t. see ussue, in four places.

35ue

#sº See art. 93-2.

3- w;22 -

*** : see 3'.

Jº

2. àſ ū, [inf. n., by rule, as below,) He put,

or set, a sign, token, or mark, by which a persºn

or thing might be known. (M.)=Jºº º!,

(inf. n. iº, Lth, T,) He chid the camels, saying

º them ū, (Lth, T, M, and K in art. (i) or

aguſ, (M,) or Lu, (K,) or azu. (M., K.)

5. Çu, as a trans. verb : see 6.= He paused,

stopped, stayed, remained, or tarried, (T, S,

M, K,”) cº in the place; (M, K;* [in the

latter explained by* <º: but this seems to

be a mistake, arising from the omission of part

of a passage in the M, (one of the chief sources of

the K,) running thus; <, <ººÜü

33; Jº –5, ºf <ſe ūj) and confined, re

stricted, limited, restrained, or neithheld, himself.

(T.) In the sense of its inf. m., [by rule &

originally& they said W. it, Or ić Ol' i:5;

[thus differently written in different places in

copies of the T and S;] as in the ex.28;. Jº

at: jº Ol' ãº, (IAar, T,) or 3. Sº, J-4

aft; Jº- Or ãº, (S,) i. e. Your abode, or this

gour abode, is not an abode of tarriance and

confinement. (IAqr, T, $.)- He eapected, or

waited for, a thing: (Lth,T :) and he acted with

moderation, gently, deliberately, or leisurely;

without haste; or neith gravity, staidness, sedate

ness, or calmness; (Lth, T, K;) 28 Jº in the

affair; inf. n. &. (Lth, T.) * “…tº, in

a verse of Lebeed, means I acted nith modera

tion, &c., as above, and paused, stopped, stayed,

remained, or tarried, upon him, i.e., upon my

horse : (T :) or I remained firm upon him :

(TA, as on the authority of Az:) but it is ex

plained by Lth as meaning I turned anay, or

back, deliberately, or leisurely, upon him. (T:

and the like is said in the M.)

6. £3, (T.s, M, K) and "4:3, (S. K.)

I directed my course, or aim, to, or tonards,

(T, S, M., K.) his aſ, (S, M.) i. e., (M) his

Je- [or body, or corporeal form or figure or

substance, seen from a distance; or person]. (T,

M, K.) The following is an ex., as some relate

it, of the former verb; and as others relate it, of

the latter:

* * ~ti 34 cº : o til *

º - 2 - 23 -

* -ºš Jº º-3- +

[Modest behaviour were more proper, if thou

directedst thy course towards his person, than

thy throwing dust upon the rider]: ($, TA: [in
2 of

two copies of the former of which, for J31, I

find Jºsis) said by a woman to her daughter,

on the latter's relating, in a couplet, that a rider,

passing along, had seen her, and she had thrown

dust in his face, purposely. (IB.)

& a vocative particle, ($, M, Mughnee, K,)

addressed to the near, (S, K,) not to the distant:

(S:) or to the near, or the distant, or the inter

mediate; accord. to different authorities. (Mugh

nee.) You say, J.;; 4; Jº [O Zeyd, advance:

or, if it may be used in addressing one who is

distant, ho there, soho, or holla: and if used in

addressing one who is between near and distant,

ho, or nºhat ho]: (S:) and ~,& [O my Lord];

occurring in a trad.: and sometimes it is pro

nounced V&ſ. (Mughnee.)= Also an explicative

particle. ($, M, Mughnee, K.) You say, lié&

in the sense of 34° 3.2. [He means such a thing,

Or* Jº, which has the same signification;

-> o:

or *g), or Jºel, I mean; or the like; for all of

which, we may say, meaning; or that is]; (S;)
9 . . e. g. 6 -

|

as in -A5 Jºl as o ,- &º [I have 2-4, that

is, (I have) -sà, or gold]. (Mughnee.) What

follows it is an adjunct explicative of what pre

cedes it, or a substitute. (Mughnee.) AA says

that he asked Mbr respecting what follows it, and

he answered that it may be a substitute for what

precedes, and may be a word independent of

what precedes it, and may be a noun in the accus.

case: and that he asked Th, and he answered

that it may be an explicative, or a word inde

pendent of what precedes it, or a noun governed

in the accus. case by a verb suppressed: you say,

3.j & 9,ii Jºãº- [Thy brother came to Ame:

that is, Zeyd]; and you may say, º & [I

mean Zeyd]: and º (s Júi <º [I saw thy

brother; I mean, or that is, Zeyd]; and you

may say, 3.j & [that is, Zeyd]: and $5.

•j & **t [I passed by thy brother; that is,

by Zeyd]; and you may say, º & [I mean,

Zºyd]; and 3; 3i (that is, Zºyd). (T, TA)

When it occurs after Jºë, in a case like the fol

lowing, [i. e., when a verb following it explains a

verb preceding it, one says, “-les- *:::::::Jºë

&Lºe <t. & [Thou sayest, t-e-J arº-1,

meaning ajºre ~t- I asked of him the con

cealment of it, namely, the discourse, or story;

and so when Jºë is understood, as is often, or

generally, the case in lexicons]; with damm to

the ºt, : but if you put 13| in the place of3. you

say, 3t. 15, , withfath, because 15) is an adverbial

noun relating to J353. (Mughnee.)= See also
3 = - -

Usi, near the beginning of the paragraph, in three

places.

o --

& is a particle denoting a reply, meaning was

[Y.es. or yea); importing acknowledgment of the

truth of an enunciation; and the making a thing

known, to him who asks information; and a pro

mise, to him who seeks or demands; therefore it

occurs after such sayings as “Zeyd stood” and

“Did Zeyd stand?” and “Beat thou Zeyd,” and

the like; as does … : Ibn-El-Hājib asserts that

it occurs only after an interrogation; as in the
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saying ſin the Kurz. 54], Já 3. 3. ****

us;2 Jºl [And they will ask thee to inform them,

saying, Is it true? Say, Yea, by my Lord!]:

but accord. to all, it does not occur otherwise than
acº, e.

before an oath; and when one says, ºl, Jºl

[Yea, by God!], and then drops the 3, the C8

may be quiescent, and with fath, and elided; [so

that you say, 30 J, and 20, el, and 2011;] in

the first of which cases, two quiescent letters

occur together, irregularly. (Mughnee.) Lth says,
o - - w.e. e. 5 -

us! is an oath, as in Lºs Lºl, meaning, says** ~ b > * • -

Zi, Lºs = IAgr is also related to have said

the like; and this is the correct explanation. (T.)

[J says,| It is a word preceding an oath, meaning
--- - w” - © ! ~~~ 6

Jº ſq. v.]; as in Jº J and 295 s! ($.)
- 6 * *

[ISd and F say, It is syn. with sº, and is con

joined with an oath: and one says also us.

(M, K.)

3 & ------

Us! is a noun, used in five different manners.

(Mughnee.) One of its meanings is that of an

interrogative, (T, S, M, Mughnee, K,) relating to

intellectual beings and to non-intellectual things;

[meaning Who? which 2 and what?] (S, M, K;)

and as such, it is a decl. noun: (S:) it is said in

the K to be a particle; (MF;) and so in the M ;

(TA;) but this is wrong: (MF:) and it is added

in the K that it is indecl.; (MF;) and it is said

to be so in the M, accord. to Sb, in an instance

to be explained below; (TA;) but this is only

when it is a conjunct noun [like sº , or denotes

the object of a vocative: (MF:) or, accord. to

some, it is decl. as a conjunct noun also. (Mugh

mee.) You say, 9,ii2: [Who, or which, of

them, is thy brother?]. (S.) Another ex. is the

saying [in the Kur vii. 184, and last verse of

lxxvii.), Gº tº “e-3s (And in what
announcement, after it, viii they believe?]. (Mugh

nee.) Sometimes it is without teshdeed; as in the

saying (of El-Farezdak, M),

* "tº cººl, ſº jū #

* ººls. £i:ſ tº &. Jºe *

[I looked for rain, or aid from the clouds, and

the two Simáks (stars so called). Of n:hich of

them two did the rains pour vehemently upon me

from the clouds?]: (M, Mughnee, K:* [in the

last of which, only the former hemistich is given,
2 e.

with 5-3 (meaning the star or asterism so called)

instead of 9.23:1) so by poetic licence: (M:)

IJ says that for this reason the poet has elided

the second L3, but should have restored the first

us to 3, because it is originally 3. (TA. [But

this assertion, respecting the first Us, I regard as

improbable.]) W2, also, is a contraction of

tº &l, meaning* Čí: so in the saying,2:

& ū * [What thing is it, O such a one?]:
* > . of

and J353.# [What thing sayest thou?]. (TA

in art. …l.) In like manner, also, "...ºf is used

as a contraction of* 3. (Ks, TA in art.

*:::) A. poet speaks of his companions as being
• *b*, 3 w =

U-23 Ju; making Jºi the name of the quarter

(*); so that, being determinate and of the

feminine gender, it is imperfectly declinable. (M.

[See &i, under which head two other readings

are given; and where it is said that the verse in

which this occurs is by Homeyd Ibn-Thowr.])

& is never without a noun or pronoun to which

it is prefixed, except in a vocative expression and

when it is made to conform with a word to which

it refers, as in cases to be exemplified hereafter.

(Mughnee.) Being so prefixed, it is determinate;

but sometimes, [as in the latter of the cases just

mentioned, it is not so prefixed, yet has the

meaning of a prefixed noun. (S.) When used as

an interrogative, it is not governed, as to the

letter, though it is as to the meaning, by the verb

that precedes it, but by what follows it; as in the
... O 3 = 2 - e.

saying in the Kur [xviii. 11], cº- us! ~~~~

J.-- [That we might knon, which of the two

parties was able to compute]; and in the same

[xxvi. last verse], ~44. & lsº &ºff.º.º.

&: [And they n:ho have acted wrongly shall

knon, with what a translating they shall be trans

lated]: (Fr,” Th, Mbr, T, $:") when it is go

verned by the verb before it, it has not the inter

rogative meaning, as will be shown hereafter.

(Fr, T.) In the saying of the poet,

~ of~ 0 ≤ . . • .* •

# U-5', 31 4-kº- Lº - º

9 *, *-* cº

• * , , , 2 & 2 . ***, * : *
# el-el-º-º-º-S) sº *r

[Haneefeh (the tribe so named) shout to us when

they see us. And to what place of the earth, or

land, will they go for the shouting?], & is in the

accus. case because the prep. J. is suppressed

before it. (S.) When they separate it [from what

follows it, nºt prefixing it to another noun], the

Arabs say 3, and in the dual cº, and in the

633

pl. &xi; and they make it fem., saying *2], and

[in the dual] cºi, and [in the pl] ºff, but

when they prefix it to a noun, properly so called,

not a pronoun, they make it sing. and masc.,

saying cººl & IWho, or which, of the two

men 2], andcº & [Who, or nºnich, of the

tno rvomen 21, and Jºl & [Who, or which, of

the men?], and tº 3i (Who, or which, of the

nomen?]; and when they prefix it to a fem.

pronoun, they make it masc. [as when they prefix
- • 238

it to a masc. pronoun] and fem., saying Lºvel and
• 2 ×

tº: [Who, or nihich, of them two 7), meaning

women; (Fr, T;) [the latter of which seems to

be the more common; for ISd says, sometimes

they said&: [Who, or which, of them? referring

to women], meaning &#.(M) .# is said in

the Kur [xxxi. last verse],“”º U-A Lºyº tº

<23-5 [And a person knoweth not in that land

he will die]: ($) but some read Jºliº; and

Sb compares this fem. form to &#é. (Bd.)

When it is used as an interrogative relating to an
- w g -

indeterminate noun in a preceding phrase, Ji is

made to conform with that indeterminate noun in

case-ending and in gender and in number; and

this is done [alike, accord. to some,) in the case

of its connexion with a following word and in the

case of a pause; so that, [in the case of a pause,]
5 x > aw

to him who says, Jº, Jºº- [A man came to

me], you say, [accord. to the authorities alluded to
2 ef.

above,) & [Who?]; and to him who says, cº-º',

Sº [I saw a man], t; [Whom 2); and to him

who says,J& Śy. [I passed by a man], Si

[Whom 2] : and in like manner, [accord. to all

authorities, in the case of its connexion with a
º

following word; as Jº ū & [Who, O young

man?], and Jº Ç Čí [Whom, O young man?],

and Jº º & [Whom, O young man?]: and in

ºf 2 ºf ºf

the case of the fem. you say, ãº and ag! and agº

[in the nom. and accus. and gen. respectively);
af •º

and in the dual, Jºl and Jú in the nom. case
* • ºf 23

[masc. and fem. respectively], andcº andcº

in the accus. and gen. cases [masc. and fem.

respectively]; and in the pl., [with the like dis

tinction of genders, &: and &: in the nom.

case, and &: and Sºul in the accus. and gen.

cases. (I’Ak p. 319.) [Exs. in cases of pause,

agreeing with the foregoing rules, are given in

the T'; and exs. in cases of connexion with fol

lowing words, agreeing with the foregoing, are

given in the Mughnee: but J gives rules differing

from the foregoing in some respects; and IB

gives rules differing in some points both from

the foregoing and from those of J.] It is said in

the S, & is made to conform with indeterminate

nouns significant of intellectual beings and of non

intellectual things, and is used as an interrogative;

and when it is thus used in reference to an in

determinate noun, you make it to have a case

ending like that of the noun respecting which

it demands positive information; so that when

it is said to you, Jé Us? 2. [A man passed by

me], you say, Jº ū & [Who, O young man?],

thus giving it a case-ending [like that of Jej)

when it is in connexion with a following word;

and you indicate the case-ending [by the pro

nunciation termed29, saying &l, with a some

what obscure utterance of the final vowel,] in
: … • *

pausing; and if one says,. Sº, <-ºff [I saw a

man], you say, Jº ū ū [Whom, 0 3young

man?], giving it a case-ending [like that of Sºl,

with tenween, when it is [thus] in connexion with

a following word; and you pause upon the 1,

saying ū; and when one says, Jº $ºr. [I

passed by a man], you say, Jº [. & [Whom,

0 young man? in a case of connexion with a

following word; and & in a case of pausing]:

you conform with what the other has said, in

the nom. and accus. and gen. cases, in the case

of connexion with a following word and in that

of pausing: but IB says that this is correct only

in the case of connexion with a following word;

for in the case of a pause, you say only &l, in

the nom. and gen, with sukoon; and you imitate

in both of these cases only when you use the

dual form or the pl.: it is added in the S, you

say in the cases of the dual and pl. and fem.

like as we have said respecting &: when one

says, Jº Jºãº- [Men came to me], you say,
º: *

&: IWho?], with the c, quiescent; and ºf

in the accus, and gen.: but IB says, the correct
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mode is to say, &: and &: with fet-h to the

c, in both; [meaning that this is the only allow

able mode in the case of connexion with a fol

lowing word, and app. that it is the preferable

mode in the case of a pause;] the quiescent cy

being allowable only in the case of a pause, ..and

with respect to &3, for you say Ösº, and Jºe

with the quiescent c, only: it is then added in

the S, you say, also,: [Who? and whom 2] in

using the fem. [in a case of pause]; but in a

case of connexion with a following word, [when
2.3%

referring to a noun in the accus.,] you say, ag'

lik (, [Whom, O thou? in the sing.], and sº

[in the pl. ; and in like manner, ãº in le Ilona.

sing., and aſ in the gen, sing. ; and &\ſ in the

nom. pl., and sº in the gen. pl.]: but when the

interrogation refers to a determinate noun, Jºl is

in the nom. case (with reſ) only. (TA) [See also

&l, below.]-IIn other cases, now to be men

tioned, it is used alike as sing., dual, and pl.] –

It also denotes a condition; (T, S, M, Mughnee;)

in which case, also, it is a decl. noun, applied

to an intellectual being and to a non-intellectual

thing. (S.) So in the saying,&= Jºš2:

[Whichever of them treats me with honour, I

will treat him with honour]. (S.) So, too, in

the saying [in the Kur xvii. 110], 43 1,433 L. Čí

Jº- à:S [Whichever ye call Him, He

hath the best names]. (T,” Mughnee.) And in
2 - ? 2 ºf

the saying [in the same, xxviii.28), cºſt:

Jºſé &lsº Sºś << [Whichever of the two

terms I fulfil, there shall be no wrongdoing to

me]. (Mughnee.) One says also, § &f 4–2

ae-3; Le, meaning *ś tº: [May God accom

pany him wherever he goeth]. (AZ, T). And

Zuheyr uses the expression 1981- diel for awa-3 isſ

lºt. [Whatever tract they travelled, or travel].

(T) The saying, 37 jet 5, &le ºf Ji

[Whichever of me and thee be evil, may God

abase him II was explained by Kh to Sb as mean

ing 5% &lé- ūji [nchichever of us two be evil];

and as being like the saying, -3%) *ſ CŞjºi

* Jº, meaning te. (M. [And in a similar

manner, the former clause of that saying, occur

ring in a verse, with us after J. is said in the

T to have been explained by Kh to Sb.])- It

is also a conjunct noun; (Mughnee;) [i. e.] it is

sometimes used in the manner ofsº, and there

fore requires a complement; as in the saying,

4,4593. J ... [He, of them, who is in the

house is thy brother]: (S:) [i. e.] it is syn. with

esºſ. (M, Mughnee.) So in the saying [in the

Kur xix. 70], #2: ** Jé &: &#3

tº: cº Jº [Then we will assuredly draw

forth, from every sect, him, of them, who is

most eacorbitantly rebellious against the Compas

sionate]: so says Sb : but the Koofees and a

number of the Bagrees disagree with him, holding

that the conjunct noun & is always decl., like

the conditional and the interrogative : Zj says,

“It has not appeared to me that Sb has erred

except in two instances, whereof this is one;

for he has conceded that it is decl. when separate,

and how can he say that it is indecl. when it is a

prefixed noun ?” and El-Jarmee says, “I have

gone forth from El-Bagrah, and have not heard,

from my leaving the Khandak to Mekkeh, any

one say, 2é 2: 3,935 [as meaning I will

assuredly beat him, of them, who is standing],

with damm :” these assert, that it is, in the verse

above, an interrogative, and that it is an inchoa

tive, and Jº is an enunciative: but they differ

as to the objective complement of the verb: Kh

says that this is suppressed, and that the implied

meaning is, we will assuredly dran forth those

of whom it will be said, Which of them is most

&c.? and Yoo says that it is the proposition

[2. &c.], and that the verb is suspended from

governing, as in the instance in the Kur xviii. 11,

cited above: and Ks and Akh say that it is

axº Je, that Jºe is redundant, and that the in

terrogative proposition is independent of what pre

cedes it; this being grounded on their saying that

the redundance of&- is allowable in an affirma

tive proposition: but these [following] facts refute

their sayings; viz. that the suspension of govern

ment is peculiar to verbs significant of operations

of the mind; and that it is not allowable to say,

3-ºl &935, with refa, as meaning by impli

cation “I will assuredly beat him of whom it is

said, He is the transgressor;” and that the re

dundance of &- in an affirmative proposition is

not correct. (Mughnee. [Some further remarks

on the same subject, in that work, mentioning

other opinions as erroneous, I omit. Another

reading of the passage in the Kur cited above

(xix. 70) will be found in what here follows.])

[ISd states that] they said, Jai 2: 3.945

[I will assuredly beat him, of them, who is most

eaccellent], and Jaji & [him nºko is most eaccel

lent]; & being indecl., accord. to Sb, and there

fore the verb does not govern it [save as to the

meaning]. (M.) And [that] you say,2:*

Jai [Beat thou him, of them, who is most er.

cellent], and Jaft 2: [meaning the same, or

whichever of them, &c.]; suppressing the relative

sº after …l. (M in a later part of the same

art.) Fr says that when & is governed by the

verb before it, it has not the interrogative mean
- 2, 2, 22 ° ºf a ~ * ::

ing; and you may say, 495 JSº evº! cº-sº

[I will assuredly beat him, of them, or which

ever of them, says that]: and he says that he who
o º* ºf

reads evº!, in the accus. case, in the passage of

the Kur cited above (xix. 70) makes it to be

governed by &#. (T.) Ks says, you say,
- e Jºš º o

23, Jº-ºr"&S [I will assuredly beat him,

of them, or whichever of them, is in the house];
w Jºf 3 o ~ *

but you may not say, JºJ)Jº << . thus

he distinguishes between the actual occurrence

and that which is expected. (S.) Akh says,

also, that it may be indeterminate and qualified
w = --

by an epithet; as when one says, º: Śr.

& -->.º, like as one says, J ---,0- &- [I
- 2 * -

passed by one pleasing to thee]; but this has not

been heard [from the Arabs]. (Mughnee)– It

also denotes perfection, or consummateness: and

in this case it is an epithet applying to an indeter

minate noun; as in Jé & Jé 33 ! [Zeyd

is a man; what a man !], meaning that he is

complete, or consummate, in the qualities of men:

and it is a denotative of state relating to a deter

minate noun; as in Jé, & Af** Śy. t[I

passed by 'Abd-Allah; what a man was he !]:

(Mughnee:) and used in this sense, it is tropical.

(Harp. 534.) [J says, it is sometimes an epithet

applying to an indeterminate noun: you say,
* - w f … • ...)

J-, us' Jer “… and94% tº: t[I passed by
2.

… b > *£2 oze ºf £2 e.o

a man; what a man ſ]; and 39-ol 4, 5}, \, cº-e
:

-
:

t[I passed by a woman; what a woman ſ], and
o 28, o,ø 2 ºf

Jºel Lºſ

- - £, o,ø 3 ºf 4:2 ozo º

women 'l; and 39-ol is 39-o! 3.js

.#2 ozo

cº [by two women; what troo

+[This is

a woman ; what a noman ſ]; and cº tº:

t[What two nomen l]; Le being redundant: and
• tº:

in the case of a determinate noun, you say, J.A
… • 2 ºf 9 oz.

Jº, Lºſ Jºj t [This is Zeyd; what a man is

he 'l; putting it in the accus. case as a denotative
• * : 2,38 * > **

of state; and aº ºff ºf i. 34 t (This is
z - - * -

the handmaid of God; what a girl, or young

woman, is she l]: you say, also, [in using an in
• G as e 2 oz., 3 • **

determinate noun, 35. - jºi & and Jºle-,
• 3 a.º. º. E. dao , s: :

and Jºle- 39-ol agſ + [What a noman came to
* . . . w = ~ * … O ~ *

thee!]; and 3-ya- ºg' ºs- Śy. +[I passed

by a girl, or young woman; what a girl, or
• 2 x w ś e. • --

Joung noman ll; and $ºe Lºſ išč, ć- and
** > ºf : > * > -

5.º. 32! FII brought thee a body-wrapper; what

a body-wrapper!] ; all are allowable. (S.) [In

all these it evidently denotes admiration, or

wonder, at some good or extraordinary quality

in the person or thing to which it relates; not

withstanding that J says afterwards,) and some

times it is used to denote wonder; as in the saying

of Jemeel,

* .*.* º, - f - iſ...: #

*} & S & S Jºj, Jº
2 - 3 g . • 2 o. - -

* 95° Jºl cººls' 3rº Jºe *

t[0. Butheyneh, (& being a curtailed form
of zºº, a woman's name,) adhere thou to “No”

verily “No,” if thou adhere to it, notwithstand

ing the numbers of the slanderers, what a help

will it be 'j: (S:) i. e., an excellent help will

be thy saying “No” in repelling, or rebutting,

the slanderers, though they be many. (TA in

art. J3e.) Fr gives as exs. of its use to denote

wonder the sayings, 3.j Jº & [What a man

is Zeyd 11, and <!, 3.jº- & [What a girl, or

*/oung woman, is Zeyneb!]. (T.) It denotes

wonder at the sufficiency, and great degree of

competence, of the person [or thing] to whom [or

to which] it relates. (M.) El-Kattál El-Kilábee

says,

*2222 2. ºf 2 of , az

º &# 33 Jºi ºf tº *

• *- : -, - 3 F of ~ * * :

# A.A.” aev Us! asſe stºº *

[And when I san, that I had slain him, I repented

of it; in what an hour, or time, of repentance 1]:

i.e., when I slew him, I repented of it, in a time

when repentance did not profit: & being here in
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the accus. case as an adv. n. ; for, as it denotes

the part of a whole, its predicament is made to be

the same as that of the affixed noun, of whatever

kind this may be. (Ham p. 95.)— It also has

3) prefixed to it; and thus it becomes changed

in signification so as to denºte numerousness,

being syn, with the enunciativeJ.- [Hon manyl];

(S, Ki) or syn. with 3, [as meaning many] :

(Sb, M. :) [and sometimes it is syn. with the

interrogativeA. meaning how many? or hon,

much? as will be shown below:] thus it is written
* * *

Usuº, (M) or &le; (S, M, K,) its tenween

being written o; $ K9 and ite, (M,) or

[more commonly] cºlº, (S, M, K, [in some

copies of the S and K&le;) like &elé, (S)

said by IJ, on the authority of Aboo-'Alee, to be

formed from &le, by putting the double Us

before the e, after the manner of the transposition

in&- and a number of other words, so that it be

comes Le [or Jºe], then suppressing the second

CS, as i. donº in<.and &s and& so that

it becomes Le ſor Jºel, and then changing

the [remaining] Us into 1, as in [Cººk, which

lºcomºlº, and in s3-, which becomes]

&- so that it becomes [= [or &l=1: (M;)

and it has other dial. vars. ; namely &= [one

of the intermediate forms between &= and

&lé- mentioned above]; (K; [in one copy of

the K written &é, and so accord. to the TK;])

and Jºë, (M, K,) of the measure of Jº and

most probably formed by transposition fromº,

mentioned above; (M;) and le, of the measure

of24, (M, TA,) incorrectly written in the copies

of the K :le, i.e. like ge, (TA,) formed by the

o ".

suppression of J in use; a change not greater
ad 2 of: ad v

than that from Aſ& to di Le and 472. (M.)
-

* * ~ 0 wº: 2

You say, << X-2 cºu- [How many a man
-

have I met ! or many a man &c.], (S, K,”)

putting the noun following cºle in the accus.

case as a specificative; (S;) and Jé, &- &t=

<! ; (S, K;*) and the introduction of&- after

cºe is more common, and better. (S. [And Sb,

as cited in the M, says the like.]) You say also,
2 y - ~£ o - c wº: 2

Sº, us;9| 23 cºle [How many a man has ſome

to me! or many a man &c.). (Sb, M.) And cºlº

•º lik &#, i. e.& Xº [For hon, much

wilt thou sell this garment, or piece of cloth 2].

($.) Kh says that if any one of the Arabs made

it to govern the gen, case, perhaps he did so by

making cºe to be implied, as is allowable with

= (M ) (so that you may say, 29,&

lis <<ſ For hon, many a dirhem didst thou

buy this? for] it is allowable to make the noun

that follows24- to be governed in the gen. case

by &: implied, when Lee immediately follows a

preposition; as in lik <-ºff 29, 28; but

when it is not thus preceded by a preposition, the

noun after it must be in the accus. case. (I’Ak

P. 317.) It always holds the first place in a
o ,-

Proposition, like e. (Idem, next p.)- It is

also a connective of the vocative @ with the noun

signifying the person or persons or thing called,

when this noun has the article U1 prefixed to it;

(S, M, Mughnee, K;) and with a noun of indica

tion, as is ; and with a conjunct noun having J

prefixed to it, as Jī; (I’Ak p. 268) it is a

noun formed for serving as such a connective;

(M, K;) and has ºs affixed to it. (S, M., &c.)

You say, Jº º tº [which seems to be best

rendered 0 thou man; more agreeably with the

original, O thou, the man; or, accord. to Akh,

O thou who art the man; lit., O he who is the

man; often writtenº ; (T, S, M, Mughnee,

K;) and cº tº: Ú [0 Aye tro men]; and

Jºl tº: º [O ye men]; (M;) and §3. º: ū

[0 thou woman]; (S, M ;) and cº lºff t

[O ye tºo nomen]; and is: º tº [0 3/e

momen]; and #2 º ū, and cººl, and .

ãº; (M;) and 3 j º [0 thou, this person

or thing]; and 134- Jº (sº º t; [0 thou

who didst, or hast done, thus]. (I’Ak p. 267.)

In the first of the exs. here given, & is a noun

of vague signification, (Zj, T, S,) denoting the

person called, (Zj, T,) of the sing. number, (Zj,

T, S,) rendered determinate by the vocative [u],

($,) indecl., with damm for its termination; (Zj,

T, $3) and us is a particle employed to rouse

attention, or to give notice, a substitute for the

noun to which & is in other cases prefixed; and

Jº is a qualificative to Ji, (zi, T.S.) where.

fore it is in the nom. case. (S.) Akh asserts, [as

we have indicated above,) that & is here the

conjunct noun, and that the first member of its

complement, namely the relative 34, is suppressed;

the meaning being, Jº sº &. ū: but this

assertion is refuted by the fact that there is no

relative pronoun that must be suppressed, nor any

conjunct noun that necessarily requires that its

complement should be a nominal proposition:

though he might reply to these two objections by

arguing that Uo in the saying 3.j tº:- S is in like

manner [virtually] in the nom. case (as a conjunct

noun syn. with esº, and that the first member

of its complement, namely sº, an inchoative of

which +j is the enunciative, is suppressed].

(Mughnee.) The putting of the qualificative of

& in the accus. case, as in the sayingJº j º

Jji [0 thou man, advance], is allowed (M, K)

by El-Mázinee; but it is not known [as heard

from the Arabs]. (M.) ūji and º are also

used for the purpose of particularizing; [in which

case they are not preceded by 9;] as when one

says, Jº º: 134- Jºsé Uí ú [As for me, I

will do thus, or such a thing, thou man], meaning

himself; and as in the saying of Kaab Ibn-Málik,

related in a trad., āśl lſº tº-3 [And nee

remained behind, or held back, ye three], meaning,

by the three, those particularized as remaining

behind [with him], or holding back. (TA.)

•f zz

\ºl : see art. Lº!.= \gl: see the next paragraph.

o a -

J-49) º!, [the former word, when alone and

indeterminate, perhaps (as when determinate)

without tenween, for it is explained (with its dial.

vars.) in the S and K in arºuſ JS ~\º, though

it is also explained in some copies of the S in

the present art.,] and J-sº *ść, (T, S, M,

Mgh, K) and J-1 vići, (S, M, K) and 'Āi

J-º), (T, M, Mgh, K, and in a copy of the S,)

with fet-h and medd, (T, Mgh, K, and so in a

copy of the S,) The light of the sun, (S, M, Mgh,

K,) and its beauty : (M, K:) or its rays, and its

light : (T:) or, as some say, J-3-ºl Y 5ul signifies

the halo of the sun; that, with respect to the sun,

which is like the aſts with respect to the moon;

i. e. the 5's around the sun : (S:) the pl. [of

šči is w ºf and :(li [or rather the former is a

coll. gen, n. ;] like = andAel in relation to

i.e. (M.) Tarafeh says, (T, S, Mgh) de

scribing the fore teeth (A3) of his beloved, (EM

p. 62,)

- º c & 2 * > 3 > .

# 3U. S. N ºf Y : --- #

[The light of the sun has shed its lustre upon

them, eaccept their gums]. (T, S, Mgh.)— And

hence, by way of comparison, (M,)sº ºl , and

"3%, (M., K.) and "34, and * ºff, (K)
f The beauty of herbage, (M, K,) and its blos

soms, (M.) and brightness, (K, TA,) in its cer

dure and growth. (TA.)= J.;; *! Új. Søe º,

in art. Lº!. - * -

**£

eul

tº: see the next preceding paragraph,

3\}) : throughout.

34:
•zi *

alºl dim. of #1 : see the letter 1.

6 *-

*! dim. of ài, q. v. (T.)

ºū
ſ : See ū, in art. [2].

U21
s

: see art. ul. [Az says, I have not heard

any derivation of ū; but I think, without being

certain, that it is from &G as explained above;

as though it were a noun from that, yerb, of the

measure Jº, like Ješ from ~54°3; so that

the meaning of Júl is I direct myself, or my

aim, to, or towards, thee, and thy person. (T.)

3 ºf 3 :

Use' [a rel. n. of &l. When you ask a man
•. - - * .2 - - - -

respecting his 3x3- [i. e. district, or city, or
3 -ão.

town], you say, Jººl [The person of what dis

trict, &c., art thou?]; like as you say, in asking
- - 3 -o-

him respecting his alsº [or tribe], JºJi [from
• - 2 of 3 ºf *

&]: and you say also, stºl Us?" [A person of
2 of 3 -

what district, &c., art thou?]; and -31 Jºe.
: 3 -

(T.) [See also Jºe, in art. J-e.]

&i. see art. Jºl. Lth says that it is used in

the manner of Jº; [signifying When 2]; and

that some say its J is radical; others, that it is

augmentative: (T:) IJ says, it must be from Ši.

not from &#, for two reasons: first, because &:

denotes place; and &\ſ, time: and secondly,

because nouns of the measure Jº are few; and

those of the measurecº, many: so that if you
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name a Inlan cº, it is imperfectly decl.: and he

adds, that Ši means a part of a whole; so that

it applies as properly to times as it does to ºlº;

things: (TA:) Fr says that it is originally ºlº' Jº'

[at what time?]. (T,) One says, of a stupid, or

foolish, person, Jº! -5,-2 S [He knom's not

when]. (IB.) -

&ſ. See &f=and See also 2 in art. U33!.

=&ſ: see what next follows, in two places.

#1 A sign, token, or maſk, by nihich a person

or thing is known; syn. ãº (IAar, T, S, M,

Msb, K) and šu.i. (M, K:) it properly signifies

any apparent thing inseparable from a thing not

equally apparent, so that when one perceives the

former, he knows that he perceives the other,

which he cannot perceive by itself, when the two

things are of one predicament; and this is appa

rent in the object of sense and in that of the

Antellect : (Er-Răghib, TA:) it is of the measure
* , o,
-

ić, (M.K.) originallyā; the [formerles being

changed to 1 because the letter before it is with

fet-h, though this is an extraordinary change:

(M. :) this is related as on the authority of Sb :
9 * ~ *

(TA:) or it is of the measure àº, (M, K,)
6 * ~ *

accord. to Kh; (M;) originally a 51; ($ ;) [for,

accord. to J and Fei, Sb said that its medial

radical letter is 3, and that the final is U9, because

words of this class are more common than those

of which the medial and final radical letters are

3 - 2

both Us; ($, Msb;) and the rel. n. is Cººl: ($:)

but IB says, Sb did not state that the medial

radical letter of āj is 3, as J states; but he said

that it is originally ăși, and that the quiescent Us

is changed into 1; and he relates of Kh, that he

allowed the rel. n. of iſ to be "Čí and "Čeſ and
3. - 3 - • -

U831; but as to &si, he says, I know not any

one who has said it except J. (TA:) or it is

of the measure àeū, (S, Msb, K,) originally iºſ,

contracted by the suppression of its final radical

letter [with the preceding kesreh]: so accord. to

Fr: [but see what follows (after the pls.), where

this is said to be the opinion of Ks, and disallowed

by Fril (S, Msbº) the pl. is ºſand "Csí, (§, M,

Mºb, K,) [or the latter is rather a coll. gen, n.,.]

and pl.pl.:[ſ. (M, K:) J says that one of its

pls. is Ugul; [and we find the same also in some

copies of the K:] but this is a mistake for fü1,

which is pl. of 3i, not of iſ: (IB, TA:) and

this pl., being of the measure Jusã], has been

adduced as evidence that the medial radical letter

is s, not s: (TA) the dim, is "ij, ſof the
measure iſ...; changed to iºs because of the

medial radical US,) which, accord. to Fr, shows

the opinion of Ks, that àel is of the measure àJets

rendered defective by the suppression of its final

radical letter, to be incorrect, because [Fr holds, in

opposition to some others, that] a noun of this mea

sure has not its dim, formed on the measure ãº

unless it is a proper name. (T.) They said,

13é- ãº alsº [Do thou it at the sign of such a

thingji like as you say, 134-ãº and 136-ãº.

(M.) And [in this sense, as is indicated by the

context in the M, it is one of the nouns that are

-

prefixed to verbs [as virtually governing the gen.

case], (M, K,”) because of the nearness of its

meaning to the meaning of time : (K:) as in the

saying [of a poet],

• 3 -: o z • .x 6 x

* . tº Jes-J cº-exis

[At the sign of your urging forward the horses,

unsmoothed in their coats, or not curried; which

means nearly the same as “at the time of your

urging” &c.]. (M.)–A sign as meaning an

indication, an evidence, or a proof. (TA.)-A

sign as meaning a miracle; [and a wonder; for]

47 ºf means the wonders of God. (TA.)-

1n example, or a rearning; (Fr, T, M, Msb, K;)

as, for instance, the case of Joseph and his bre

thren, related in the Kurt (Fr. T.) pl. "&" (M,

K) and 3.01. (Fr, T.)—A message, or commu

nication sent from one person or party to another;

syn. it…. (TA.)- The body, or corporeal

form orfigure or substance, (S, M, K,) of a man,

(S,) n-hich one sees from a distance; [as being a

kind of sign;] or a person, or an individual;

...”
*

2\º
•.•

syn. J.-3. ($, M, K.)– A whole company

of people: as in the saying,2.3%Jºã &- The

people, or party, went forth with their n:hole

company, not learing behind them anything.

(AA, S, M.)— [Hence, accord. to some, A

verse of the Kur-án; as being] a collection of

nords of the Book of God: (S:) or a connected

form of words of the Kur-án continued to its

breaking off; (K, TA;) accord. to Aboo-Bekr,

so called because it is a sign of the breaking off:

(TA:) or a portion of the Kur-án after which a

suspension of speech is approvable : (Msb:) or a

portion of the Kur-án denoting any statute, or

ordinance, of God, whether it be [nhat is gene

rally termed] an al, [i. e. a verse,] or a chapter

(524), or an aggregate [and distinct] portion of

the latter. (Er-Rághib, Kull, T.A.") ſāºš),

written after a quotation of a part of a verse of

the Kur-án, means ãº § Read thou the verse.]

Úſ: See ū, in art. Lº!.

Jº and Jº accord. to Kh, rel. n.s. of ãº, q. V.

(IB.)

22.É. 3°/2 ... 32.2

agū, or āeº or āj: see 5

\al

Çia vocative particle, ($, M,K) used in calling

him who is near and him who is distant: [in the

former case, like 0: in the latter, like ho there,

or soho, or holla :] you say, Jji 3.3 º [0 Zeyd,

advance : or ho there, or solo, or holla, &c.]:

(S:) or J is in error in saying this: it is used in

calling to him who is distant: (Mughnee, K:)

so say Ibn-El-Hájib, in the Káfiyeh, and El

Fakhr El-Járabardee; and the latter adds, or

to him who is in a predicament like that of him

who is distant, being sleeping or inadvertent; the

person who calls thereby being eager for the

person called to advance to him : (TA:) or not

used in calling to him who is near : (K:) and •

is substituted for its hemzeh; (M, K;) so that

one says, “A. (M.) AZ says, I have heard them

say, J; sº (i. (T insº 42%) [Accord.

to the TA, (art. 1,) one says also [1]

J-ºl º, and sº: and 34, and sú, and

*2: *

-U!
: see art. Us!.

ū ($, M,K, &c.) and j, (M.K.) the latter

form used by some, as related on the authority

of Ktr; (M;) accord. to some, (M,) a noun of

vague signification, ($, M, K,) used metonymi

cally for a noun in the accus. case, (M,) with

which are connected all the affixed pronouns that

denote the accus. case: you say Jºl [Thee] and

sº [him] and (39. [me] (S, K) and Gº! ſus,

&c.]: ($) and the hemzeh is changed into •, so

that you say Jºs ($, M, K') and 9%; (Kºr,

IJ, M, K;') and sometimes into 3, so that you

say Jús [and app. 993 also ; both of which

are used by some of the Arabs in the present day,

meaning

*; like as one says lºjº, meaning 2.3 &-1:

(K:) the 4) and • and us [&c.] are put to show

the object meant, in order that the person ad

dressed may be known from the absent [&c.]; and

have no place in the analysis of a sentence, like

the 9 in 4; and ºff: ($, M. in the former

of which is added, and like the and c in 33i:)

and this is identical with the opinion of Akh:

(M,TA:) thus Úl is the noun, and what follows it

is to denote allocution, [&c.,] and the two become

as one thing; for nouns of vague signification

are not prefixed to other nouns to govern them

in the gen, case, nor are any of the pronouns, being

themselves determinate. (S.) Ibn-Keysán says,

-

- º -

very commonly in Egypt, ºr Jul3 as
• * > 2 C. . .”

($, M,) some of the grammarians say that Júl,

altogether, is a noun; and he adds, but some say

(M) that the 3) and o &c. are the nouns, and that

Úl is a support thereto, because they cannot stand

by themselves, (S, M,) like the J &c. which

occupy the latter place in 4, a &c.; so when

the 3) &c. are put first, [as in<> 9% Thee T

beat, or struck, they are supported by Ul, and

the whole becomes as one thing : ($) and you

may also say, (sº < * [I beat, or stºck,

me]; because it is not allowable to say, Jºjº

($ as corrected by IB:) but you may not say,

Júl << [I beat, or struck, thee]; because

you only require Júl when you cannot use the

3) [alone]; though you may say, Jº,** [I

beat, or struck, thee, thee]; because the 3) is made

to be syntactically dependent upon the verb, so

when you repeat it you require G. (S.) In the

saying of the poet, (S,) Dhu-l-Isba' El-'Adwānee,

(TA,)

• Gº Jiří tº Já2, Gle

[As though we, on the day of Kurrà, only killed

ourselves], he has separated it from the verb only

because the Arabs do not make the action of the

agent to fall upon the agent itself by the adjunc

tion of the pronoun : they do not say, Lººs,

but only J-º &#: so the poet has used

uúl in the same manner as tºº. (S, TA.)

Some of the grammarians say that Ul is prefixed

to what follows it, governing it in the gen, case;

and adduce as an evidence thereofa saying which

see below, commencing with Jºl& $1. (S.)
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Zj says that it is an explicit noun, [not a pronoun,

which is prefixed to all the pronouns, governing

them in the gen, case; but only to pronouns;

so that if one said, <33- •j º, it would be

bad. (M.) Kh holds that it is a pronoun pre

fixed to the 3) [&c.], governing it in the gen.

case; (M, K;) and the like is related to have

been the opinion of El-Mázinee; and Sb relates

of Kh that he said, if any one were to say 9||

* [Thee, thyself], I would not severely

blame him, for this 3) is [virtually] governed in

the gen, case. (M.) But accord. to Akh, it is

a simple, or uncompounded, pronoun, the ending

of which becomes altered, as the endings of pro

nouns are wont to become, because of the varying

of the numbers of the persons using them; (M,

K; [in both of which the last of the words thus

rendered is cº-a-Jī; accord. to a copy of the

M, cº-a-J), i. e. &r-ºl; in a copy of the

K, without any syll. signs; and in the CK,
© … • 6 p.

-

cº-º-º-Jī; of which readings, I have followed

that found in the M ; supposing the meaning to

be, that ù has different endings according as it

is used by one speaking to another, or by one

speaking of another, or by one speaking of him

self, or to, or of, two or more, and the like;])

and the 3) of Júl is like the 3) of33, inasmuch

as it is an indication of allocution only, divested

of the idea of its being a sign of the pronoun.

(M.) Of all these varying opinions, IJ says that

he has found none to be correct when investigated,

except that of Akh; with whose opinion, that

stated in the begining of this art. is identical

[except as to the affix, which is there said to be

a pronoun, not merely a particle of allocution].

(M, TA.) Zj, being asked to explain the meaning

of the Phºse º 94, [in the Kuri. 4,] an

swered, Jº Jºãºis- [Thine essence n'e worship];

and said that it is derived from ãº, meaning “a

sign by which a thing is known:” but IJ does

not approve of this. (M.) [Respecting the phrase,

tººl sº $9, in which us!! is used in the place

of a noun in the nom. case, and which is there

fore disallowed by Sb, see 3.1— It is also

used for the purpose of cautioning, or putting one

on his guard. (T, S.) You say, 3.8% Júl

[Benare thou of, or avoid thou, or remove thyself

far from, the lion]: it is a substitute for a verb;

as thou you said, *: and you say also, Jºe;

like as you say 35 and 3% ($ ) [or Júl in

this case is governed by a verb understood: for]

Ibn-Keysán says, when you say,º 9t:

[Benare thou of, or avoid thou, or remove thyself

jar from, Zeyd], you caution him whom you

address against Zeyd, and the verb governing the

acºus ºne, is not apparent: the meaning is,

º 9,5- [I caution thee against Zeyd]; as

though you said, tº 3% 3,4- [I caution

thee, thee with Zeyd]; or As though you said,

* 3:33.9% ºf Če 4-i Şeº tremove thy.
self far from Zºyd, and remove Zeyd far from

thee]; so that the verb governs the word signi

fying the person cautioned and that signifying him

against whom that person is cautioned: (TA:) [and

Az says, when you say, *-ū.sº Jº,, the

verb is suppressed: i; is as though you said,

at-Üül **, 3,3- [I caution thee against

the committing of that which eacceeds the bounds

of rectitude]. (T.) Kh is related to have heard

an Arab of the desert say, (T,” M, the latter on the

authºrity of slº) tº ºg & Jººl & 3)

-plºt]" [When the man attains to sixty years,

I caution him against, or let him avoid, the

woung women]; (T, S, M ;) prefixing G1 to

Jºlº, and putting the latter in the gen. case:

($ ) but accord, to Akh, it is not allowable to

say [thus, or] •º (13 9. (M.) Sometimes

the 5 is suppressed, as in the saying of the poet,

| * &#3 - 95, 9:3 +

• *-jºº, ſº ºn J. '

[Then avoid thou, avoid thou obstinate disputa

tion, for it is mont to invite to evil, and an

attracter of evil]; meaning, ãº, Jū; i. e.,

&#3,9%. (TA) Yousayſproperlyl &#93;

134- Jai [Benare thou of, or avoid thou, doing

such a thing]: but [in strict propriety] you should
- - • 2 oz of , a

not say, 13° Jax cyl Jºl, without 3. (S.) See

also art. Us!.

º (Lth, T, S, M, K) and *i. (M,) or tº,

(K,) and 44, (M, K,) A cry by which camels

are chidden. (Lth, T, S, M, K.) [See 2 in art.

Jºl.] -

~!

For words which might be supposed to be pro

perly mentioned under this head, see art. --51.

Jº!

1. 31, a0r. 44, inf. n. 3:1, He, (a man, AZ, T,

&c.,) or it, (a thing, L.) was, or became, strong:

(AZ, T, S, M, K, &c. :) and * 2:1, inf. n. 34,

he became possessed of strength. (AHeyth, T, L.)

—& &si His coming “..." guest was, or

became, frequent. (A) [See º!..] .

2. 2., inf n. 3.5s (T, S, M., &c.;) and "...',

(T, S, K,) of the measure Jéé, (S,) inf. n.jº

(K;) He strengthened : (S, M, L, Mºb, K:) he

aided, or rendered victorious. (L.) You say,

2S Jº sº He strengthened him to accom

plish the affair. (M., L.)

3: see 2. -

4: see 1.

5. •º He, or it, (a thing, S,) became strength

ened. (T, S, K.)

37 Strength; syn. *. (M, L, K.) and ;
o --

[which is one of the significations of J.J.2, and
g

that which is here meant]; as also w ºf [which

is an inf. n. : see 1]. ($, M, K.)

6 e: 6 *

Jº! : see 5).

3: Strong: (S, A,Mgh,Msb,K.) an epithet

applied [to God, and to a man. (S.) A poet says,
~ 3 - - - - - £2 2. w; e.g. z o. 2.

sº-º-º-º-º: ºilº,

[lit. When a strong one strings the bon, he shoots,

and hits the kidneys, and the tops of the humps

of the camels]; meaning, when God strings [or

stretches] the bow that is in the clouds, He casts

fat into the kidneys and humps of the camels, by

means of the herbage that is produced by the rain.

(S.)—tº :133) 335 <! means f Verily he is

often present at the morning and evening meals.

(A.)

34 Anything by which a person or thing is

strengthened, (M, L, K,) or guarded, defended, or

protected: (T, L:) a thing by n-hich one is pro

tected, or veiled, or concealed: the side; shade,

or shadow; or protection: a place of refuge : (M,

L, K:) either side of anything, that strengthens

it: (Lth, T:) anything that is in the vicinity of

a thing: (T:) each ning of an army: (S, M, L,

K:) earth that is put round a watering-trough or

tank, or round a tent, ($, M, L, K,) to strengthen

it, or to keep anay from it the rain-water:

(S, L:) any fortification: a fortified mountain:

(M, L, K:) a mountain that is inaccessible, or

difficult of access. (IAar, T.) [In the place of

one signification, Golius gives “cortex;” having

found .\e-J in the place of“4.]—An elevated

tract, or a heap, of sand. (M, K.)- Abundance

of camels [because they strengthen their owner],

(K.)– The air; syn. 4ss. (K.)

5. e > 9 * ~ *

Jºe: see Jºe:=and see what next follows,

3.3%, of the same measure as 3-54, A great,

mighty, or severe, thing; (S, L, K ;) a calamity:

(T, S, M, L, K :) or, accord. to As, it is W &#3,

with fet-h to the US, and signifies anything ren

dered strong, or hard, or severe. (L.) [See 35%,in art. 231.) •

5 * ~ *

Jºe and "33. (the latter irreg., by rule being

&#3, TK.) Strengthened: (S. L. K.) aided;

or rendered victorious : (L:) and the former,

strong, applied to a building. (M.)

&$. Strengthening : ($, L:) aiding; or ren

dering victorious. (L.) The dim. also has this

form. (S.)

1. tº aor. ..., (T, S, and K in art. 22)

inſ. n. xii; (T, TAS) or ºl, aor. 52%; (Isk, T.)

or both; (Kubi supra;) Inivit eam; he com

pressed her. (ISk, T, S, K.)

j The membrum virile; enis; veretrºzº S.

5 wº --

(TA:) pl. ſº pauc.] ×l * 2.91 ($, M, K) and

[ºf mult] ºf (Š.K) and ºi (L)–9;i&s
Sºle is a phrase meaning f He had many male

children. (T, TA.)

3 ...?

sºul Having a large membrum virile, or penis;
3 23

(T, S, M, K;) like Jºul signifying “having a

large nose.” (T.)

jčí The [Syrian] month [corresponding to

May, O. S.;] preceding &3-, or (as written

by Saadee Efendee, TA) &ſj-. (So in different

copies of the K.)

3: Iniens. (T, S, TA)
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> pass. part. n. of 1, (T, S, TA,) of the same

Ineasure as ><: i. 4. Jº. (TA.)

6 -o

Jºe (K, TA, [in the CK 2…, and in Gol. Lex.

3:4) Qui multum coit. (K.)

- U-4"

… - … 28.

1. &. J., (§, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. Jº
- - 2 #2 •

(S, Mºb, K) and J-ti, (Mºb) infn. Jºi, (Mºb)

Or J-4, (K,) or it has the same inf. n. as J-4,

a 3. • -

namely Jº, (S) with which "J.J is syn.,
> * *

(Mgh,) but this last is a contraction of U-21, of
9 . -

the measure v-tael, as determined by Az, and is
* ~ :

not an inf. n. of Jºel as some think it to be,

(Mgh, art. Jº) He despaired of it; syn. Ja…} :

(K.) a dial. var. of J.: ; (ISk, S, TA:) or it is

not so, but is formed by transposition from Jºe,

because it has no [proper] inf. n. ; and J-91, the

proper name of a man, is not to be adduced in
- 2 of

evidence, for it is of the measure Jús from J-5'),

“the act of giving:” (Preface to the M, quoted

in the TA:) if it were a dial. var. of J.4, they
.x o - O * ~ *

would say st-1 for “…i. (M, TA:) and Jºel,

* ~ * *

-

incorrectly written J-5), also signifies the same.
~ of * - c.

(Mgh.) =~~); see J-2).

2 : see 4.

4. 4. He made him to despair; (K;) like

&ti; ($, Mgh;) and so "4-i, (S. K.) inf n.

• #2

J-º. ($.)

J- and W J-1 [Despairing]; part. ns. ofJº.

(Msb.)– [Hence,) i-f [and accord. to Golius

W ā-ji, both properly meaning Despairing of the

recurrence of the menstrual flux;] niho has not

menstruated in a period of five and fifty years.

(KT.)

~ of 6 :

*u-ºl: see J-2'.

º, ,-

J-9

6 * 6 :

J-ºl; see J-2).

: see 1.
!

&

Jºe'

• z
~ of 3 £ 3 : .

Jº, for us’. J. : see Jºl, in art. Jºl.

Jaz' -

- - … • 6 of * -

1. Jºl, aor. Jacº, inf. n. Lae', i. q >\e ;

(Isk, S. M. Mºb,” KS) as in the phrase J. J.'

º [He returned to the thing, i.e. to the doing

of the thing; he did the thing again, or a second

time]. - (K.)– And i. 4. &: (S, M, Msb, K;)

as in the phrase sº J. Jº [He returned tº his

familº. (S, M.)— In the phrase 3e sº-Jas

W taj, the last word is the inf. n. ofJº in the

sense of ste, (ISk, IDrd, S, M, Mºb,”) and in the

sense of &: (IDrd, M. :) and the meaning is,

[I did such a thing again, or a second time;)

I returned to the doing of such a thing : (IDrd,

M :) or I did such a thing returning to what

had preceded. (Msb, K.") [It also, and more

commonly, signifies I did such a thing also.]

Bk. I.

2 of ~ … 0 . .”

When one says, Yuaj J; < 1.3 [I did that

3. - d - o -

again, &c.], you say, "Jai &:<=iºš [Thou

hast made much use of the expression tail, and

"Jai &- Jº [Let me alone and cease from
6 of

using the ea pression tail. (ISk, S.) — Jael

also signifies f A thing's becoming another, or a

different, thing; and being changed from its

state or condition [to another and a different

state or condition]: (Lth, K :*) so says Kh.

(Ham p.356.) And 134- Jº flle, or it, became

such a thing. (Lth, S, M., K.) You say, Jeſ
2

tº sº. 3's. (A, TA) The blackness of his

hair became nhiteness. (TA.) And Zuheyr says,

speaking of a land which he traversed,

• *;2 • * > * - - * * * *

# aste Jól Jºi Lo 15 ºt-alaš +

-zºz ºf 4-, - a . . . . . -

+ sºlº *** ---, -33°- #

[I traversed, when the mirage, or the mirage of

the morning, became as though it n'ere snºords

n:hich mere removed a nihile, then met]. (S.)

6 of 2 of -

Jael and Laºſ : see above, in four places.

Jº!

1. 559. 4, aor. *, The ſtrees called] 3),

became nhat is termed ači [n. un. of &i, q. v.];

as also "Jº-l. (K.) The former occurs in

poetry contracted into Jºi. (ISd, Sgh.)

10: see 1.

§§ Numerous, luxuriant or tangled or dense,

trees: (S, K:) or a place n'here nºater collects

and sinks into the ground (iâţă) producing

[trees of the kinds called] 24- and J; (Lth, K)

and similar soft trees: (Lth :) or a collection of

any trees; even, of palm-trees: (Ki) or, as some

say, a place where [trees of the kind called] Jji

grow, and n:here is a collection of them : or,

accord. to AHn, an abundant collection of Jji

in one place : (TA:) or trees; said to be of the

[kind called] Jºi. (Msb:) n. un, with 3: (S,

Msb, K, &c. :) IAar says, [you say,) &: ãº

Jº and 44 &e is and was 3- i.e. (sh.)

ašfººt-2 occurs in the Kur in four chapters:

[xv. 78 and xxvi. 176 and xxxviii. 12 and l. 13:]

($gh :) he who reads thus means, by the latter

word, i.a. Ji [explained above, and also signify

ing the thicket, or collection of tangled trees,

&c.]; (S, K;) or the tangled, or luxuriant, or

abundant and dense, trees : (TA:) another read

ing is ãºj; accord. to which, this is the name

of the town [in which the people here mentioned

dwelt]: ($, K:) or, as some say, the two words

are [applied to the same place,) like ãº and āśa .

(S:) but Zj says that another reading is allow

able, and very good; i. e. ič 4–3, as being

originally aši; for the Arabs say, 333

Jºãº- andJá-2- for3-S ; so that ag

is like yº-J. (TA.)

& Ji, (K, TA) like-kº, (TA, ſagreeably

with the verb, but in the CK *]) is a phrase

in which the latter word signifies 3-1. [Putting

forth fruit; &c.]: (K, TA:) or, as some say,

it is an intensive epithet [signifying very abundant

or lucuriant or tangled &c.J. (M., T.A.)

Jº!

J-1 a name of God; (Ith, T, S, M. K3) a

Hebrew word 3, (Lth, S.;) or Syriac: (S:) it is a

dial. var. of J. [q. v.]: or the latter may be

an arabicized form of the former: (Az, TA:)

Ibn-El-Kelbee says that Jº- and Jºe and

the like are similar to 37 &= andcº 3. ;

(M;) [and J says, they are like aff &= and

dſ_j. (S:) so that ºr signifies “servant,”

and is prefixed to Jºl, governing it in the gen.

case: (M:) but this is not a valid assertion; for

were it so, such names would be perfectly decl. :

(M in art. J. :) Suh says, in the R, that Jºe

is Syriac, and meanscº *. or 3-3- *.

as is related on the anthority of I Ab : that most

persons hold U21 in this case to be a name of

God: but that some hold names of this kind

to be constructed inversely, after the manner of

the language of the 'Ajam ; J21 meaning servant.
- - 3.

(TA. [See what is said of J).])

ãº!: See art. U31.

Jºi [written by some Jºl One of the

Greek [or Syrian] months; (T,”M,Kzw;) the last

thereof [corresponding neith September, O.S.].

(Kzw.)

Tú
Jº!:

6 w

: Jº'; -

* ,-

ājū ſ
d• a 3 o a

!: Jºli see art. Jºl.!

Ar"

1. 3... (T, M, Mgh, K) aor. ...:5, (T, K,)

inf. n. iº, (T, M, Mgh, K,) or this is a simple

subst., (Msb,) and i- and2: and2. (M,

K,) She had no husband; said of a virgin and

of one who is not a virgin; (IAar, T, M, Mgh,

K3) as also "-ºu (Lth, T, M) and " --tº

(M.) or, as some say, "-U signifies she lost

her husband by his death, she being still fit for

husbands, having in her a remaining force of

youth : (T:) and you say, Veij J-2 <!, aon”.

245, inf. n. i: and 2: and 2.4 (S, TA,

(accord. to the former app. signifying the same

as 3.1 alone as explained above: or]) meaning

she became bereft of her husband by his death,

or by his being slain, and remained without

marrying. (TA.) And 21, (T, S, Msb,) aor.

24, (T, Mºb) inf. m. i.ii, (T,) He had no

wife : (T, M.sb :) or he lost his rife by her

death: (S,” K,” and Ham p. 650 :) and he did

not marry; as also "...U. (Ham ubi supra.)

It is said of the Prophet, in a trad., $34% &l=

a.º. &- (T,S) He used to pray for preservation

from remaining long nithout a wife. (T,) And

Yezeed Ibn-El-Hakam Eth-Thakafee says,

ājé --

(S) i. e. Erery man, the wife will be bereft of

him by his death, or he will be bereft of her

by her death. (Ham p. 531.) One says also,

18

* > -o of , o

* * * > Jºka—”2- 3
:
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• * ~ * x.

22321 jus, meaning [What aileth him?] May

his wife and his cattle die, or perish, so that he

shall have no neife (24. Jº-) and be vehemently

desirous of milk (2-4). (S, K: [in the CK,

erroneously, Jºe, 2i; and in a MS. copy of the

K, X-S, 27.)

2 * * * ~ *

2. aſ a cºl inf. n.2% God made him to have

no wife. (K,” TK.) And §3. <!, inf. n. as

above; (Ham p. 11, and TA;*) or * @, like

&: (T, S ;) I made the noman to be a

widow, by slaying her husband. (T,” $, and

Ham ubi supra.) Taabata-sharrà says,

+ #3 &Gº& +

[And I have made momen widons, by slaying

their husbands; and children fatherless]. (TA.)

4. sº &is see 2.

5. <t and ...tº see 1, in three places.

The former is also explained as signifying She

became forlorn (<3-5) of her husband. (Kin

art. Jºº-.) And also, (TA,) or UU•j <5,

(ISk, T, S,) She remained some time nithout

marrying. (ISk, T, S, TA) And ju, (Mºb,

K,) or Guj 29, (ISk, T, S,) He remained some

time nithout marrying. (ISk, T, S, Msb, K.)

8. <<5, written with the disjunctive alif

<&l: see 1.=º, (M.K.) like ºf

(TA). I took her as my wife, she being what is

termed.." [nithout a husband]. (M., K.)

• 2 & 5

2: is a contraction of u.3. meaning ºust, Jºl:

it is thus in the saying, & º sº2 [What

thing is it, O such a one 2]: and Jºãº2. [What

thing sayest thou?]. (TA)=ºff. [for&

aúj : see in art. J-2. (K.)

322 &ga

Lº!, for All: see art. Al.

. c.3 º: d

Lº! : see Lo! :=and tel.

[…]: See tº.

& A man whose wife has died; and sº
A woman rºhose husband has died... pl. Jººſ,

of both ; like as Lºyº is pl. of cy!, C. : accord.

to Isk, Jºli, ºriginally 24. (Mºb) (see

also ºl.] Jºe Jºel are epithets applied to a

man, (M, K, TA,) meaning Whose nife [and

cattle] have died or perished [so that he has no

wife and is vehemently desirous of milk; as shown

above; see 1, last signification]: (TA :) the

former relates to wives; and the latter, to milk:

(S, K, TA :) fem. Jº cº, applied to a

woman. (M, K.)

2. A woman having no husband; (Lth, T, S,

M, Mgh, Msb, K;) nºnether she be a virgin or

not ; (IAqr, T, $, M, Mgh, K;) or whether she

have married before or not; ($gh, Msb;) as

also i.i. (Msb;) [said to be] applied to one

who has not married: (IAqr, T :) or if not a

virgin; accord. to [the Imām] Mohammad;

agreeably with a reading of a trad. by which the

2 is distinguished from the virgin (Mgh.)

also, the former, a man having no nife; (S, M,

Mgh, Msb, K;) whether he have married before

or not : ($, $gh, K :) or n:ho has not married:

(IAar, T.) pl. Jºi ($, M, K) and 24; (M,

K;) the latter of which is the original form :

(S, M. :) [or both, accord. to the Msb, are pls.

of &ºi, q. v. :] and &: is a pl. applied to

men, andsº applied to women: and ãº, also,

signifying men having no nices, is pl. of vºi for

2. (TA)—Also A free woman: (K:) pl.,

in this sense also, Jººl, used in this sense in

the Kur xxiv. 32, (T, TA,) accord. to some.

(TA.)—And A female relation; (K;) in which

sense alsoJ is pl. ; (T, TA;) meaning such

as the daughter and the sister and the maternal

aunt. (T, K.)

6 * 9 w8

Lºl: See *'.

a 2232 … o ºr

i.v. Jºſ (T, S, M, Mºb, K) Lºu (M, K)

War is a cause of widoning to nomen; it slays

the men, and leaves the nives nithout husbands.

(T, S, M, Msb.)

* - d ?

alº 32 A rich, or wealthy, woman, or one

possessing competence or sufficiency, having no

husband. ($gh, K.)

2,7- * 3: .

_ºve : see alo', in art. Al.

cº'

2 * … * 6 of:

1. J), [aor. Jº, inf. n. Jºl, [in a copy of the

Msb,& aOt. &% inf. n.& but as this is at

variance with all other authorities known to me,

I regard it as a mistranscription,] He was, or

became, fatigued, or tired: (T, M. :) so says IAar:

(T:) and As says the like: (TA, from a marginal

note in a copy of the $:) [see also what I have

cited from the Mughnee voce &!, last sentence:]

in proof of this, IAar cites the following ex., from

a poet:

• ‘Pºlº, Jati, º, ø, +

[We n'ere, or have become, fatigued, by the Lord

of the lean and lank-bellied youthful she-camels]:

but Lth says that there is no verb derived from
6 of

Jºl, in this sense, except in poetry: (T:) Aboo

Mohammad says that the only instance is that

cited above: (TA:) [it is not disputed that] &

signifies fatigue, or the being fatigued or tired:

(S, K:) AZ says that it has no verb formed from

it; but on this point he has been contradicted:

(S:) A 'Obeyd also says that it has no verb.

(M)=&ſ, aor. Özº, inf n &l, (S, M, Mºb,

K, &c., [but see what follows,) also signifies Its

time came; (3, Ji) as also ºff. (B. lvi.15)

it was, or became, present: it came, or attained,

to its time; to its full, or final, time, or state ; to

maturity: it was, or became, or dren, near : syn.

Jº (M:) and 9,37; like Jº (Ham p. 455:)

and Öº-: ($, M, Mºb, K.) and 23. (Mughnee

WOce &!) You say, lié- Jaś & & č, alor.

and inf n. as above, (AZ, S,) i. e. &l- [The time

has come, or has drawn near, for thee to do, ºr

that thou shouldst do, such a thing]; like Jºſ:

and it is formed from it by transposition: ($:)

[i. e.] Jº is formed by transposition from &ſ.

(Msb:) or cºl is a dial. var. of Jºl; not formed

from it by transposition, [nor is the reverse the

case,] because of the existence of the inf. n. [of

each]: (M :) or &ſ is formed by transposition

from Jº, because the latter has an inſºn. and the

former has not : so says As: for coºl does not

belong to this; its meaning being only ãº and

5 * > * -

Jaj: or, accord. to AZ, J" has an inf. n., namely

&: and if the case be so, the two [verbs) are

equal; neither being the original of the other:

(IJ in the Khasáis :) Suh, in the R, asserts that

&ſ is formed by transposition from Ji. (TA:)

the assertion of El-Bekree, that J1 is originally

with 5 [for its medial radical letter], and that it is

of the class of 3%. aor. Jº, requires considera

tion, and involves what is contrary to rule. (M.F.)

You say also, & &l, (S, M, K.) and *!, (M,

K.) and JJ), ($, K,) i. e. Jºe-Ju- [Thy time,

or season, came, or hath come : or drew near, or

hath drann near]. (S, M., K.)

• * oad

Čí. See &#-& is a noun denoting the

present time; ($, M, Msb, K;) [signifying At

the present time; non; for] it is an adverbial

noun; ($, Msb, K;) one which, in a place where

it is fitting to be used as such, may not be used

otherwise; occurring in a determinate sense; (S,

K;) the Ul being inseparable from it; (IJ, M,

Msb;) not prefixed to it for the purpose of ren

dering it determinate, because it has not that

which participates in its meaning: (S, Msb, K:)

as Ibn-Es-Sarráj says, there is not one cºſ and

another ci. (Mºb :) [accord. to ISd, who quotes

a long disquisition by IJ on this word, the Ul

which is expressed in this case is redundant,

because the noun is determinate without it, but it

is rendered so by another J, which is understood,

as in the case of J– i. so says IJ, following

Aboo-'Alee; and his is the correct opinion: (M:)

Fr says that it is a particle, compounded with Uſ,

which is inseparable from it; and that it is

originally& [or Jºšij; or that it may have
- - • 2 oz o f - - - -

originated from the phrase Jañj Ji JJ J'ſ [ex

plained above], and is therefore mansoob, like

J.; and Jú when used as nouns: but Zj disallows

its originating from Öſ; and says that the right

opinion is that of Kh, that &f is indecl. with

fet-h for its termination, and that the Jſ is pre

fixed because the meaning is -39 & and

this is the opinion of Sb. (T.) You say, &Siſui

13- Jºji [I, at the present time, or mon, do,

or will do, thus, or such a thing]. (M.) And

º Jºſſ< *, meaning I was, in this time, of

mhich part is present and some portions have

passed, with him, or in his presence. (IJ, M.)

And when you mean the kind of expression
& 2 × -o-

which is used in this saying, you say, J- CŞſ

cº [The term “non,” is the limit of the two

times; namely the past and the future]; thus

pronounced, marfoog: so says IJ: but in the

Book of sº we read, ºn 3- CŞ, with
nasb: and in like manner, in the same, &ſJS

[Now is thy time]; the former with nasb and the
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latter with reſ. (M.) You say also, Öği 3.

& [This is the present time]: and S. <> U.

&S & 3", meaning I came not save at the present

time, or now with the last word mangoob in both

instances. (Ish, T.) [And &SFJ, and&ſu

To the present time and until the present time;

i.e. hitherto. And J^)/ Jºe From the present

time; henceforniard.] Sometimes the hemzeh

[after the U] is suppressed, and its vowel is trans

ferred to the U; so that you say &S. (Bdii.66.)

And sometimes also the J is pronounced with

fet-h and both the hemzehs are suppressed; so
-

that you say &S. ($, K.) And sometimes <

is prefixed to it, like as it is to&- so that you

say Ö3, like as you say &-5. (El-Umawee,

A ’Obeyd. [See art. J-M3.]) -

&: Fatigue. ($, K, &c.) [Whether it be a

simple subst., or an inf. n., and, if the latter,

whether it be an inf. n. of& only in the former

of the two senses assigned to that verb above, or

in both these senses, is doubted: see 1, through

out.]=A time; a season ; syn. &- (S, M,

K.) as also "ººl (M,K) and '3ſ. (S. K.)

[See 1, last sentence.]

. c.

& is an adverbial noun, (Msb,) an interroga

tive respecting a place: ($, M, Msb, K:) [signi

fying Where? in nihat place 2]: Zj says that it

is an interrogative particle, like —i.e. (T:) [ISd

says, it is a noun, because you say, &: &-

[meaning From what place? nºhence?] : (M j

[and you say also, cººl J. To what place?

whither 2]: it is always mansoob, unless you

prefix the article to it, saying&S [which means

The place where]: (Lth, T:) it is fem.; but may
6 o'. . . of

be made masc. (Lh, M.) You say, Jºj Jºſ

Where, or in what place, is Zeyd? (S, Msb.)

And 4: &: [Where is thy house, or tent?].

(M.) And J. -** &, which may mean

Where, or whither, n:ilt thou be taken anay, and

what will be done with thee and made to come to

pass with thee, if this be thine intellect? or,

accord. to Mtr, it is a saying of the people of

Baghdād, addressed to him whom they charge

with foolish judgment or opinion, as meaning
• 6 - * ~ * > ... c.

JJax -º-º-º: & [Where, or whither, is thine

intellect taken ancay 2]. (Har p. 574.) [And

33 &- 3. & and 93 &é and Jºãº What

place does this hold in relation to that, or in com

parison with that? what is this in relation to

that, or in comparison neith that 2 m hat has this

to do nºith that 2 n.hat has this in common neith

that 2]— It also denotes a condition: when you
• , o f o , o 2 -

say, J-le-lu-'ºs-3& [Where thou sittest, I will

sit], thé sitting must be in one place: and u is

o 2 g o x > . . . of

added to it; so that you say, 231 sº […] [Wher

ever thou standest, I will stand]. (Msb.)– It

also occurs used as a proper name of a particular

place: thus the poet Homeyd Ibn-Thowr speaks
• 2 of ~ 2 of

of his companions as being tººls cºw [app.

meaning In certain places: where and wherever

those places were, there were my companions]: in

which case it is divested of the meaning of an

interrogative, and is imperfectly decl. because

determinate and of the fem. gender. (M., L. [In

one copy of the former, tººls Jº which may

mean the same ; and voce &l, q. W.,tº &J)

6 6 of:

cºlº See Jºl.

&ü, (T, S, M., &c.) of the measure Jú, or

it may be of the measure cº, (Msb,) also pro

nounced "&", (T, S, M, K) the latter of the

dial. of Suleym, mentioned by Fr. (T, S,) and by

Zj, (M,) is an interrogative respecting a time, (T,

S, Msb,) but only respecting a time not come:

(T:) signifying When 2 (S, M, Msb;) at nhat

time? (Msb, K:) it is fem.; but may be made

masc.: (Lh, M. :) and it may be pronounced with

imáleh, though not belonging to a class of words

regularly subject to imáleh. (TA.) It is said in

the Kur [xvi. 22 and xxvii. 67], accord. to dif
• * ~ on 2 Já

ferent readings, &, sº &Q; or "&" [When they

shall be raised to life]; (T, S, M;) i. e. when

shall be the resurrection. (Aboo-Is-hák, T.) But

you may not say, 93 << & as meaning

When didst thou that? (T.)- IJ says that,

were it syn. with Jº, it would be conditional;

whereas it was not mentioned by his colleagues

among the adverbs used conditionally, as Jº and

& &c.; but sometimes it has a conditional

meaning, though that meaning be not explicit.

(M.) A poet says,

... . . .”: * ~#2 z, * 2: . . af

# 13]2 →s* cº-cº 4–23; cul #

• 2 o’. o. º. 2 of 6 x 6.

# bj- JFlº tº cº-º) º Aº #

[When ne grant thee security, thou wilt be secure

from others than us; and n:hen thou obtainest

not security from us, thou n'ilt not cease to be in

a state of fear]. (I’Ak p. 300.)

&: See &l, in two places.

&ſ part. n. of Öſ in both its senses.

6 - ?5, a

are! : see J/5'.
•

al

2. º al, (S, TA,) and, accord. to some,2.

(TA) and , (K-TA) in n. 4.5 (S. K.) #.

cried out to, or shouted to, and called, (S, K, TA,)

them, namely, camels, (S, TA,) and, accord. to

some, horses, and men, (TA,) and him, (K, TA,)

namely, a camel: (TA:) or a al signifies he

said to him, namely, a man, and a horse, sº \

[Ho! On 1]: (A obeyd.) and he said to him,

namely, a man,Jº º tº [0 thou man]: (K:)

or he called him, namely, a man, as though he said

to him, Jay Wºl u : (IAth:) and he cried out

to him, or at him ; or drove him anay with

crying or a cry; namely, an object of the chase.

(TA.)

[…] would seem to be a dial. var. of43; for

it is said that] 4: is syn. with 4.3. (K: [but
- - - 2 ~ 2 of

See&D=º : See <ºl.

o - - - -

ael, with the o quiescent, is a word used in
- • 3 o' -

chiding, or checking; meaning J-e- [Sufficient

for thee is such a thing; &c.]. (ISd, K.)-

*! signifies, (S, K,) as also azl, (K,) a command

to be silent, (S, K,) and to abstain; ($, TA;)

i. e. Be silent; and abstain, or desist : (TA:)

both are used in chiding, or checking: and ** is

used in the place of *!. (Lth, T.A.) You say

[also, Gé º Be silent, and abstain jrom [trou

bling] us. (S.T.A.) And &Sſ, ... tº Abstain

thou from [troubling] me nonſ. (AZ, TA.)-

º! also occurs as meaning I hold that to be true,

and approve it. (IAth, T.A.)= *!, as also <!

and ae!, is a word denoting a desire, or demand,

for one to add, or to give, or do, more; (Lth,

K;) and a desire for one to speak: (K:) it (i. e.

ael) is an imperative verbal noun, ($,) indecl.,

with kest for its termination: (K:) you say to a

man, when you desire, or demand, his telling or

saying more of a [certain] story or subject of dis

course, or his doing more of a [certain] deed, all,

with kesr. to the 6: (S;) [i. e. Tell me, or say,

more of this ; say on ; go on, or proceed, with

this; or do more of this ;] and Jaši *! [Go on,

or proceed, with this; do it]; (AZ;) and for

ael, you say, a.s. (Lth :) but when you make

no interruption after it, you pronounce it with

tenween, (ISk, $, K.) and say all, (ISk, S.)

which means tº:- [i. e. Tell us, or relate to ws,

something]; (Ks, Lh, Isk,’ $3’) and for this

one says agº, by substitution of one letter for

another: (Ks, Lh:) or it means 3. [i. e. tell, or

say, or do, something more]; and sº [i. e. give,

or relate, something]; (Harp. 592;) and ºf

[i.e. speak]. (Idem p. 419.) In the following

saying of Dhu-r-Rummeh,
•o x * •o 2 -- • * o -

# 2-2 Je ºl U35 Lºš3 *

* cººl ºf Jº tº 4.

[We stopped, and ne said, Tell us some tidings :

inform us (&2- being app. understood) respect

ing Umm-Salim ; but what is the case (meaning

what is the use) of speaking to the vacant dwell

ings?], he has used the word without tenween,

though making no interruption after it, because

he intended a pause. (ISk, $.) Ibn-Es-Seree

says, When you say, J-2 u 2-1, you only com

mand him to tell you more of the subject of

discourse known to you and him, as though

you said,<--- <\s [Give, or relate, the story,

Or narrative, 0 man]: but if you say, aºl, with

tenween, it is as though you said, U. tºº- sts

[Give, or relate, some story or narrative], because

the tenween renders indeterminate : and Dhu-r-

Rummeh meant the tenween, but omitted it

through necessity. (S.) As says that Dhu-r-

Rummeh has committed a mistake ; the expres

sion of the Arabs being only *! [in a case of this

kind]: ISd says, the truth is, that it is without

tenween when determinate, and with tenween

when indeterminate; and that Dhu-r-Rummeh

asks the ruins to tell him more of a known

story, as though he said, Relate to us the story,

or tell us the tidings: (TA :) Aboo-Bekr Ibn

Es-Sarráj says, citing this verse, that ag! is not

known in a case of this kind without tenween

in any of the dialects; meaning that it is never

conjoined with a following word unless it be

with tenween. (IB, TA.)

18 °
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\ve! : see what next follows.

<º i. 4. <º [Far, or far from being

believed or from the truth, is such a thing: or

remoteness, or remoteness from being believed or

from the truth, is to be attributed to such a

thing]: as also "Jºi, (S, K,) and W &ºi, (K,

TA, in the CK Ölji) [and several other dial.

vars., for which see <ººl and v Úji, (TA;

and so in some copies of the S and K; in other

copies of these, * ...j; [but the former is app.

the right;]) with the J [or the el suppressed,

(TA,) which is said in pronouncing [a thing] to

be remote [whether in a proper or a tropical sense]:

(S, TA:) Th explains "cºi as meaning **

Js: AA explains it as meaning J; <, making

it a verbal noun; and this is the correct explana

tion : (TA:) or the meaning is 33%), [as I have

indicated above,) (K in art. aea,) but this is only

when J is prefixed to what follows it, as Sb says.

(TA. [See &ºs.])

& and cºis See <º, in three places.

4: Having a strong, or loud, voice; and

vigilant, or n’ary. (Ham p. 675.)

2. s

ºf: See &; last portion of the paragraph,




